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THE TEACHING OF ART IN
SENIOR SCHOOLS





INTRODUCTION
Tho function of nrt in Hie school. During

the last t
,A-vi>l y \vnm Uis iv lv.v. plnru

.m :ilmnuL 4 uiiijjli h- diangr of lonn-plimi

r jf (he fumlmn |*i'i foi Hu i| by work in nrl

in Minn*! lifr. Kn»n’niliitii has been won for

ils diiv<l bearing upon flic rr.dls in tlu-

foil) l nf jutlrMI, colour ail r
I
giuerally applied

design. Sunn* nlhmpl has been made In

apply features in relation Lo the simpler

laws of pinpoitimi, with varying success

depending upon tin* knowledge or inherent

good l.isle pn^e^cd by tin* teacher, Hut it

is nnfor lunate Ibal there lias been no enrres-

ponding growth ol penepliim as to Iho right-

fill pl.ua 1 fif ail using llic lenn in its widest

.sense as a purely enllni.il purl of the whole

run it iiluin of the senior m hool.

Aims. The rliiiT ohd:n le in Ibis respect

lias been the vagueness of aim which lias

< luuiu (eibcd all ail leaching in schools

gciiiT.illy, ami l In* diaolie slate of this sub-

ject is evident in urns l silmnls even at the

present dav. Nunc treat il as a purely

formal ami " dbciplijuiy" aitiviiy, follow-

iiu; a rigid scheme which < <m ^i>,ls mainly of

the drawing of common objects to a high

decree of acuuacy ami finish, with ol he r

lessojis nil "ruler drawing*' of a semi-

tecUoiral kind. Ulhers cosweidvate almost

entirely upon the application of pal tern to

the c i.ifK Many m liools treat the subject

in a most haphazard manner, taking what-

ever conies In hand, day by day, as being

suitable for the drawing lesson, with no

thought of progression and with no definite

aim whatsoever. Still others have gone

wliolelieai ledly but unthinkingly from flu*

rigid scheme to the opposite extreme,

attempting imtliini' but "expression " work

and achieving iu>t liinr; but partial success

within very mu row limits.

There are, of course, a number of schools

in which the problem has been thought out

and in whiclt a truly progressive scheme of

work is in progress, In most of these schools

a specialist 1 earlier is in charge of the work,
one whose training and qualifications enable

him, nr her, to judge the value of every pari

of the course.

It is this very problem of selection which
confronts tlui average non-specialist teacher,

causing tentative experiments to be made
in Hie various media. Problems of technique

Mien arise, followed very often by obvious

failure until, finally, refuge is taken on the

smv foundation of "objecL drawing.” The
whole subject is so vast in its possibilities

that 110 definite course can be chosen unless

a very definite aim is kept in mind
This aim, it is suggested, should he wholly

cultural, liven in cases where a local

industry excels its rightful influence upon

the trend of Llio work done, as for instance

the screen- and block-printed fabrics of

f.aurasliiro, the utilitarian, basis nf the

scheme is used to promote that awareness

of the qualities of good Colour and design

whieb forms so large a pa.it of the cultural

aim.

Such an aim includes some genuine

appreciation of good arrangement, either

pictorial or decorative; of good colour, and

of beauty of line and form. It is truly educa-

tional in the width of its application not

only to pictorial work but to every branch of

line and applied art. And it is here that it

joins hands with the aim of the craft Leaching

in appreciation of fine craftsmanship and ils

place in a complete, decorative scheme,

Methods, Once the aim is dear, it is

possible Lo determine tin* means of approach.

Draughtsmanship, it has been said, is the

basis of all art, which is an undeniable truth.

Jhit draughtsmanship does not mean merely

the power to represent an object as being

bounded by a black line, on a background of

white paper. It means the ability Lo druw\

to express an idea; a sensation or a feeling

3
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of something which niny be quite in

;

a new conception of an everyday fact, or a

pure abstraction, in addition to the ordinary

representation of what is Mtn by the

observer. And if we accept Hie acrpiidlbm

of a certain standard of "good taste’ a

high form of culture—as the major pm lion

of the aim in view, it will he expired
through draughtsmanship in the fniin of

suitable furniture, soft furnishings, piituri-%

books, and interior and extciinr dm oi'ali* ui,

in however simple a manner.

Probably very few of the children will

become professional draughtHnin, archi-

tects or commercial artists, and we are u<d

concerned with the (ruining for these pm-
Jessions; but unless some practical bads

such as that mentioned above undeilies the

scheme of work it wilL he valueless from l he

educational point of view. Culture is nut

merely a state of mind to be achieved by

mental processes alone. It needs some
material form through whirl i to express

itself, whether it be mush’, literature, «>r any
other of the arts.

If, then, we concentrate upon the nai low-

est form of draughtsmanship alone, Hint of

ability to represent an object faithfully, it

will he impossible to realise the aim that we
have in mind. Training of the pawns of

observation- -the great argument advanced
in favour of object drawing will he directed

only upon isolated objects, irrespective of

their surroundings. The imaginative powers
will be almost entirely neglected, and
memory work, upon which most of llu:

imaginative drawing and design is billed,

will be so restricted in scope as to be n( wry
little value, so that the pictorial work
becomes merely an attempt at photographic
reproduction which is devoid of individuality,

On the other hand, if we neglect Llu:

draughtsmanship altogether, and so ignore
the scaffolding upon which the children
should build up their creative efforts, noth-
ing is left but tl\c sketchy atlempts which
have no solid foundation. These likewise
will achieve nothing of value in themselves,
and it is this fact which lias led to the total

:tick for seniors

lilVUlldi rd Oldhw H Hii- of 'I’XpiVs-

mim di riwiivg"

Obvpmdy, Hehibiv. Ill*- r .\]y mi Hu d

lint ran 1 j' * re ojmu* mb *5 i'. He* - i-l* 1 i--n

uf tic* I n d pniid 'd ' !*'• t y\
1 j d * h» uw, and

lli« si' fii‘d«’U into i pi* • 'Hit-,*' that

will i \l« u-l h"in 1b*' inn;- i * msw.ud*,

iudi luut- ly, *<r a'tnid;'n: i*» Id d time

allnlii'd tla* i;bj* i h I -vli d i .e id Hv
im\h*C di'Uald bad *>u fl-'Ul H.-* pi 1 i ^ djlll

f

mir (o tie* in \f *o Hi.it flu * Jbldreu

are 'rtc-i'hly ah -albji; m w id- e- -md applv-

in tin in will i in* i < a ..jug r wm-h ?«• <- h* fi i • h

flisi - ivn i»‘S. In tin - v.-iy iuhiid b*

*aMaimd . ?
I* -i j :: wish He* dawdord of w-uk

that i. obtain'd, .»nd ps » s-n ^ w;M b- Imlh

sopid and :-u< i -'Tul

Tlio children. Yomu: *h-!*h. n «
:.j i.illy

an: ktmly inb r- Mid in iv, ivshm; dial is

!>»Mi'; on armmd Hum 1 2a hb\ ^d'mr and
nvivi uiritl id tin di-*1 , !b is' l>f« •

and ! uu-»uiidin,' \ m .iVO,v.y - a* mml.ui -

1

s

;

lli' 1 pl.iyan
;

li- Id , tie* < *ii< and tie*

o mill I V «*r 'eaid<* Imbd-iv. ajdind 1 if* *

,

nvit*'i < .ii a* repl an * and hip. of .ill

kind *, and biii ht and * !e* lird i *'bixi 7 -
; all

tie "* c -ue Ha* tbinr- whnh y» mi ; hiblun
delight in drawing And d He v and innbu
Mihjub- .lie u <d .V. 13 j* Ur* wb>j. by -t

sound progressive c-mj <4 h-uimi 1

; in diaw-
mg is j;i\* n, lie* ihildiot wu33 - -»m-* ^eN-ily
into tin- art tmhii f«-r i-v-jv b *oil lie
dism-il .dum-phi Be *4 .dsmM «<Tt*-in failui**
,

\^
,

ilic|l lias, ,u i oinp.mie-1 the nvi-rn i!i,*\vjni;

Io>h»u will lie i-xi'hangr d f^>i »-::r i vp < i,»ni

llu* « hildn n 'dmnld hi rir *., 11 , 1 ^-! l<>

nwike .**keti h< v and d'l.nh d dncA'inr., <d . >1

1

kinds in nut i»f mIimmI h-.ui-., j.-*i a- T

linlUrWntk hut Ml Mte follll m| a ' }.< 1 i hi h *mIc .

All the 111 deli, d thus g.tlhi If d Ui k y hr nod
whi n (lif)i- nllirs ,ui jii rh'-1 mr« *ir^.d i\'*

j

NVOlk. Slirh dl,l\vil|;.>, ,d <*, Jjj.i*/ S-r ITU *') |
>i >1

-

*tlvd in many uf tlieiuurr tiojia d h * «i i
- ,
and

this practice will avoid lie* no d f»»r ^lavish
copying from nllu-r pi» tmvs n un iliod v. hi* h
is sirmigly to be «i* pree-ah d. Imii lie i nmre,
the children will feel that they ivallv are
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doing something woilh while and lliat they

arc making definite progo**^ while the advan-
tage to (he lr;e her is that smli work keeps

the cliiMi'tii in r .411I pinctiw during the
! iiti' interval'* l)rlw# Tii lesions.

Finally, il is as well In mn-dder the Hfe< t

upon On 1
< finl.li 1 whir h dumb! exist between

the ^Imnl ami tin- li'mie. NYilht-r parents
no| fhiMlell ;uv illliied'd in a pile nf

mrtiinlmidy ‘di-ided drawings of buckets,

mops, ruhrs. rim 1 pyramids. Hut if a good

drawing or juiufing of either a pictorial or

n drcnralivr Mibjn t is lain n home, it is

woilh fi . lining ami hrTomes a source of

interest at mire, U may even Jiave a good
udhunev, in common with other work in iut

ami 1 rafts, upuji its imnu diafe sm ifmm lilies*

Tlie wi iter has. rvi n heard uf remarks bring

made, in similar < ir< umTauns, indicating

llial the l.itepayer felt that, at I, ml, he was
"gelling M*jm (hing fur his money/ 1

TI10 teaclicr. I he tiid essential is that

the te.uher should 1m- hii ( ntliiisinst, From
the Lr.h Iter's point id view there is probably

no Milijei l iit the whole rmiiniJum which
ran be so dull and uninteresting as drawing

when all eiillmsi-iMii is lacking. Hut nf

greater jrupni tame is (he Hurl of this aLli-

tilde upon the rhiMivn. They are aware at

oner of any such feeling on the pail nf the

teaeher, ami their Work will at once rctlccl

it by its lifeles>m ss and lark nf progress.

Almost, [is had is the1 “What shall we do

today?" altitude, to wliieh is due much of

the haphazard, snappy ami valueless work
that is seen in (he srlioul whirh does not

possess a definite scheme in drawing. The
spray ot heel U leaves, followed the next

Wiilc by an n( bulid ease, then by two

tomatoes oil u cabbage leaf, and Mu ll by a

felt I L all heated in e\;u My the same
manner is a imllind which is hound to

fail. Only the Very gifted children ran rope

with Hie variety of textures and other

problems which these1 haphazard exorcises

present, to them. The others in the class are

dispirited by the Jack of variety in treatment

and by the certainly of failure in their draw-

ings. In every case ihc single, isolated

object may he a good drawing exercise but
its art value is negative as it is unrelated to

any background or other object.

This mistake, is due generally to lack of

knowledge on Urn part of the teacher, who
may be a "general practitioner” without
special training in the teaching of art. Hut
lack nf specialised knowledge is not so great

a drawback as an unsatisfactory mental
attitude to the work, for there arc various

means for acquiring skill and efficiency in

the teaching uf drawing sufficient for the

purpose's of the senior school. Courses arc

provided by .summer schools, and others

—

some of which are helpful—arc provided by
correspondence, hut the finest course of all

may be provided by the teacher himself;

fur he slimild draw at every possible oppor-

tunity. HJackboard sketching in any subject

is one of the lines t means of training oneself

to draw, whilst good reference books will

dear up many of the mysteries of colour,

Harmony, perspective, lettering and Llie use

of pallcm, etc.

Subject.—The importance of a right

approach to the subject has already been

Lunched upon, buL the twin aims of cultiva-

tion of the aesthetic emotions and the sense

of "good taste," along with an appreciation

and understanding of beauty of line, form

and colour, should not blind the teaclicr to

the corresponding importance of a correct

beginning.

The ait course begins in the. infant and

junior school, and not in the senior school.

It is impossible to start in the middle, as

it were, and if a suitable groundwork lias

unt already been covered in the junior

school. as much of that work as possible will

haw to be done before any further progress

is possible.

For this leason a short summary of the

purpose nf the junior school course is given

a L the beginning of this senior school scheme,

for without some understanding of the im-

portance and significance of the early

"expression
11 drawing a great deal of the
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value will be missed from the senior school

course. Without it, the most essential and

most truly artistic aspects of tlie course will

be heavily handicapped to the point of failure

for reasons which are stated later. It may
be remarked here, however, that an art

course which is compelled to omit illustra-

tion work—in the wider sense of the term—

-

from its scope will inevitably be reduced

to the uninspiring representation of objects

and to similar exercises in a meaningless

succession without aims and without any

direct application. What is much worse

than this, the possibilities inherent in the

children will not merely lie dormant but

will be stifled to the extent of being lost

for ever.

Syllabus.—In addition to the influence

that is exerted upon the formation of the

syllabus by the aims of the course, it is of

first importance to consider the time that

is to be allotted to the subject, for each

lesson and for each week, term and year.

If one branch of the work is pursued indefin-

itely, it will suffer sooner or later by losing

contact with other equally important

branches. If a definite time limit is set for

the whole course, this should be mapped out

to give fair representation to all the essential

branches.

Tn general, something has to go, for it is

impossible to deal with a fully comprehensive
art course in the severely limited time at the

disposal of the senior school. For this reason
the scheme should be " fluid' ' in the sense

that the most urgent section of the work
should be dealt with as its need arises,

irrespective of the day of the week or of

its original place in the detailed scheme.
Some branches may have to be omitted
altogether, and it is suggested that those
which may be dispensed with are the paint-
ing of flowers and other objects, or groups
of objects, in water colour, owing to the
many technical difficulties existing in this
type of work, such as composition and
balance, super-imposition of washes, tone
values, quality of hues in light and shade.

and cast shadow, etc., without an under-

standing of which the result can never be

anything more than mediocre.

For similar reasons it is advisable to

select the media to be used with a view to

assisting the particular branches that are

likely to be included, and not to order limn

indiscriminately. lror instance, in ordering

water colours, it will be found that it is

necessary for the course suggested here to

restrict the quantity of ordinary water

colours in tulies, or half-pans, and to expand

the order for tins of tempera and powder
colours. Similarly, much of the time spent

on colour work may be saved, to great

advantage in accuracy of results, if coloured

papers are used for the "colour theory”

exercises instead of ordinary water colours.

In the scheme outlined it will be seen that

these papers arc used even for l he most
advanced work, as they are quite satisfactory

for all purposes within the limits of the school

syllabus. There are ccitaiu objections to

the use of these papers, notably that lliey

restrict individual experiment by compelling

children to work within a limited range of

hues, tints and shades, but as that veiy

principle is one which is strongly recom-

mended for the beginner by many of our

foremost artists, including Frank Hrangwyn
himself, it is extremely unlikely that any
permanent damage will be done to the

artistic development of our children by its

adoption in the school. What might be lost

in this way is more than compensated for

by the avoidance of chaos in the colour

exercises at the beginning of that section of

the course, with Ilia consequent saving of

time aiul certainty of instruction.

Although tire syllabus should be detailed

and definite in order that a progressive

course may be followed, it is always subject
to revision at any particular stage. So many
things in a school besides the children are

variable quantities that there is bound to

be some need for changes. Then again, fresh
ideas are always occurring to a keen teacher
which require experiment before being incor-

porated within the scheme, or being dropped
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as unsuitable fur further use. New methods
—invariably old ones in a fresh guise— are
always being advertised, and as such they

should receive dun consideration. In short,

a subject that is so essentially alive and
creative as the school art .should be must
have a fluid and elastic syllabus. Facts

remain as facts, even in art, but their mode
of expression is infinite: in its variety.

The art room.- Comparatively few senior

schools possess a properly equipped art

room. In most cases where some attempt

has been made to provide special facilities,

a room known as tlie "crafts” room or the

"special subjects” room is set aside for the

teaching of art and crafts, but many schools

arc compelled to use the ordinary classroom.

It is most disheartening to have to at tempi
to teach these subjects in a room of this

type, for in n 113^ case the work is sufficiently

difficult to handle without the added dis-

advantages of totally unsuitable desks and
seating nirangeuients; lack of water and gas;

lack of good lighting and cupboard space,

and the need for hurriedly getting out, and
clearing away, all Liu; materials and equip-

ment for every lesson. Another essential

that is usually missing is a really good,

large blackboard.

Some of these difficulties may be overcome
in the ordinary classroom. Trestle folding

tables are useful for the craftwork lessons

as well as for Lite art work which needs

plenty of elbow room. When they are

not in use they may lie stacked away with-

out too much inconvenience. Sheets of

millboard or slrawboard may be used in

lieu of drawing hoards, and tlio paper may
be attached to these by paper dips, in

preference to drawing pins. The probable

lack of a gas ring in the room may be com-
pensated for 1)3' Hie use of a small oil healer

of the "Valor” type for the glucpot or other

necessities. This l)Tpc of heater is safer to

use than the Primus stove and has the

advantage of being quite silent in operation.

The water difficulty cannot very easily be

overcome, but a few 2 lb. jam jars (which

7

arc not easily overturned) standing in an
ordinary, galvanised iron liand-bath will

save a number of possibly long journeys to

the nearest tap.

If it is possible to add to the fixed fittings

in the room, the most valuable addition

will be a long wall bench with a, flat top 2 ft.

wide and with cupboards built in under'
ncath. At one end of this wall bench a built-

in sink may be fitted, alongside which the

bench top may be covered with a sheet of

zinc for a distance of, say, 4 ft, On this

metal top the gluc-hcater may he placed,

and it will be large enough to carry out

safely any dyeing or other work which cannot

very well be done on the tables or desks.

The cupboards underneath will hold the

folios of the various groups or classes which
use the room, and they will also provide a

storage place for all the odds and ends of

equipment which are needed in a hurry and

for which there may not be room in the

ordinary slock cupboard.

Good lighting is very important and in a

classroom of the old type in which the

lighting is bad it may be rectified—if the

circuit will stand the load—b}' fitting three-

way holders (in clusters; i,e„ three lamp'

holders to each lighting point) and enclosing

each cluster within a large, vertically sided

lampshade made of parchment paper and

covered across the top. These shades will

throw the light downwards and concentrate

it over the tables.

Next, the appearance of the art room is

of similar importance. Nothing is less inspir-

ing than the sight of a long scries of dirty

and dog-eared pieces of paper—comprising

the class's efforts during the last few lessons

—pinned up on every available section of

woodwork round the walls of the room.

Similarly, rows of dusty and badly luing

pictures (usuall)' of every subject under the

sun, but nearly always including Napoleon

at Waterloo and Xltc Boyhood of Raleigh)

become positively nauseating after a while,

although they arc seldom looked at by the

children as after a time they become part

of the furniture of the room. There is a
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curious arid long-surviving myth to the

effect that such pictures are of intense

Interest to children, whereas actually children

at the present day are not enamoured of

purely “subject'
1

pictures; and this is very

much the case when the style of painting

and the composition and technique of the

picture is entirely "above their heads."

The host way to arouse the interest of

the children in good pictures is to cover one

portion of the classroom wall with large

sheets of Upson or Beaver board and to

mount one good reproduction on this back-

ground for a week or so. At the end of this

period the picture should be replaced by
one of a different type. If it is possible to do

so, several sketches and colour notes of the

main composition and colour scheme of the

picture should be arranged neatly towards

the bottom edge of the whole panel, so

that, the children may study these aspects of

the exhibit at their leisure and may make
notes of these points for themselves. Such
notes may be executed in the first place by
chosen pupils from a senior group, and this

method will be found to assist materially

in the teaching of these aspects of the work.
Time is saved, the interest of the children

is ensured and maintained and they are

made to feel that they really are relating

their work to that of the accomplished

artist. Good examples of commercial art

ate of the greatest value in such presentation,

as the technique of the poster designer is

strong and clearly defined and is not sub-

merged in detail. Many of the posters

exhibited by the railway companies (which
may be purchased at special rates for schools)

are excellent for this purpose. Posters, thus,

may be alternated with examples of purely
pictorial art, and if it is impossible to obtain
these owing to their cost there are many
good things to be had from the covers of

such periodicals as Good Housekeeping,

The case against the drawing book.

—

This
is best stated briefly as follows:

i. The drawing book compels the child
to work under the ever-present fear of

“spoiling the page,
-

' thereby restricting hi$

freedom in drawing and preventing him from

going “nil out" in experimental work.

2. The drawing book is costly. This

criticism applies particularly to the inter-

leaved pastel-paper book.

3. The size of the page is too small.

4. The book is awkward and clumsy in

use.

5. It compels the child always to work
on the same quality and texture of paper,

irrespective of the work in hand.

All these disadvantages are obviated by

the use of separate sheets of paper. lror

all the rougher experimental sketches, illus-

tration work and early colour work, a cheap,

thin paper is obtainable which serves Llicse

purposes admirably. If a sheet is spoiled it

can be thrown away without any consider-

able loss to anyone, whereas if a page in

the book should be spoiled it remains as a

permanent and discouraging record to be

held against the child in his own mind, and
predisposing him to lack of con Iklcnre in

himself.

The more expensive cartridge* paper of

which the books are composed may be kept
for certain branches of tlic work such as

nature drawing in line and wash, or line

alone, and certain forms of object drawing,
lettering, etc,

Loose sheets may be larger than those
available at a reasonable price in the books,
and they may be used on the drawing
board or on the strawboard substitute with
greater ease than is possible in the ease of

the book page. This freedom of movement
and freedom from worry combined with
the larger drawing that it allows ensures a
training of greater arLislic value than can
otherwise be attained, The argument of

lack of neatness in the. preservation of

drawings fails, as a folio which will take
all such loose sheets can be made quite
easily in the craft lessons. Loose sheets of
pastel paper may be used for the appropriate
media of pastels, crayons, coloured pencils,

charcoal or body colour, and they may be
kept within a separate folder.
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The smoothly dressed surface of the special

lettering paper which may be obtained for

manuscript work will thus become available

for use in the same way. Other papers may
be experimented with for various treatments
and effects, including those with, absorbent
qualities which make them most suitable for

lino-block printing in the Japanese manner,
which makes use of ordinary water colours.

Finally, the children get a very definite

relief from the "notebook
1

’ appearance of

the drawing book, and the use of sheets of

paper places them at once in tunc with the

"feel’' of the work that they arc endeavour-
ing to accomplish. It is not always necessary

to requisition specially prepared papers, for

the back of the ordinary roll of wall paper
has a surface texture that is excellent for

drawing upon in soft pencil, pastel, charcoal

and even water-colour, and the varieties

which are tinted "biscuit" or grey provide

ail equally excellent "toning 1
' background

upon which to work.

Materials anil substitutes!.—On grounds of

economy iL often becomes necessary to make
use of cheaper substitutes in place of the

more expensive media and materials. Wall-

paper, as mentioned above, makes an
excellent substitute for many purposes, and
large supplies may be had at times from
shops ancl builders' yards in the form of

"remainders" and short lengths lcfl over

from jobs already finished, Then again, the

cheaper distempers and wall paints, as well

as the ordinary oil paints, make good sub-

stitutes for the more expensive water

colours, oils and poster colours to which

the small school cannot aspire, being rated

on a per head basis for their allowance.

Some really hue and permanent work lias

been done in ordinary and "washable"
distempers on builder's plywood or pn

Beaver and similar prepared boards and

even on ordinary cardboard and stvawboavd.

The latter, if sized with thin Scotch glue,

makes an excellent surface for oil painting

as the sized and slightly rough texture gives

a pleasant "bite" or tooth for the brush

strokes. However, oil painting is seldom
attempted in the senior school, whereas
painting in body colour (poster colour) is

common, both for posters themselves and
for decorative panels of all kinds. For this

work, also, strawboard and cardboard make
an excellent substitute for the prepared

boards sold for the purpose.

Architect's "detail" paper sold cheaply
by the roll, and typewriting and duplicating

papers, arc suitable for many purposes in

lieu of more expensive varieties. The one

thing upon which it does not pay to econo-

mise is the painting brush, for good work
is impossible if the brush has no character

or shape and will not retain its shape in

use. The money saved by the use of

substitutes for other materials should be

invested in the purchase of reliable brushes

even if it means doing without something

else.

Substitutes in plenty may be found for

the expensive china palettes, which are

always being broken and which are always

too small. Woolworth's stores are a great

boon to the discerning buyer of substitutes

for artists' materials and equipment, hut

they do not appear on the list of contractors

from whom these things may be requisi-

tioned. The ordinary domestic saucer makes
a good palette for many school purposes,

whilst tin lids and cream jars have their

immediate uses in the art rooms.

Anothcr expensive item which may be

dispensed with, if need arises, is the japanned

tin colour-box. Half-pans of water colours

are excellent for the purposes of the serious

student of painting, but when they are used

in school they invariably become either hard

and useless, through lack of care and long

periods of disuse, or thc-y arc rendered 50

dirty by careless intermixing of colours that

it becomes impossible to produce a clean

wash of the original hue. It is much belter

to order the tubes of colour, for these may
be kept for a long time and may be issued to

the children in a state of unspoiled freshness.

Furthermore, the children should never be

encouraged to bring to school those enormous
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boxes of cheap water colours which well-

meaning people persist in presenting to them

at birthdays and Christmas time, To

attempt to instil an elementary colour sense

into a child possessing a colour-box with

every conceivable (and inconceivable) tint,

hue and shade of purple—a most dangerous

hue—is to attempt the hopeless, A child

may ride a tricycle, but he would not be

allowed to attempt to drive a car; in the

same way, he may learn a great deal by

experimenting with a few good colours, and

cannot go far wrong, whereas with the whole

orchestration of colour he will be completely

lost from the start.

Formal colour teaching.—For the reasons

already mentioned it is advisable that the

children should have some formal instruction

in colour work, Without it the average child

can make but little progress, but only the

essentials of simple colour recognition and
arrangement should be taught in this manner.

The extent of this stage of the work is shown
on Class Picture No. 133 dealing with simple

colour schemes, and further details are given

in the lesson notes.

Memory WOTk.—This should be continued

throughout the course, for it is of the greatest

importance. In fostering imagination, origin-

ality and the power to visualise, this type of

drawing is pre-eminent in its value, and it

should provide the raw material upon which
to build the formal side of the instruction.

Memory drawing does not consist of

covering up an object for a few minutes while
the children draw from their recent observa-
tion, That is one form of application only,

for memory drawing begins in the infant
school and continues to the end of the senior

school, changing its form as the work pro-
ceeds. For instance, the early ''expression

1 '

drawing is a collection of memory drawings
assembled, haphazardly, on a sheet of paper.
The next step, taken in tl\e transition stage
between junior and senior school work
(which is bound to overlap, to a certain
degree), is to give greater prominence to

the important, parts of the drawing ns a

whole (the first lessons in composition,

without technical terms). Then in conjunc-

tion with the early teaching of colour comes

the simplification of memory drawings and

their definite arrangement within the bound-

ing lines of a rectangle (further lessons in

composition, with the first lessons in colour

balance and tone values). I'inally, towards

the end of Lhc senior school course, the

memory drawings arc carefully planned for

direct application as book il lustrations,

posters, show cards, book jackets, lino-

blocks, designs for other craft projects, and

any other demands that may arise.

I11 this way it will be seem that the whole

course, in every part, aims at final cohesion

and direct application to a definite purpose.

It is only by planning the .scheme with this

aim in view that real progression can lie

obtained, and this is assisted by the quirk

recognition given by the children to the

fact that every step that they Lake in l heir

art work is leading on to a definite end.

Reference library,—In addition to the

periodic exhibition of good reproductions

of pictorial subjects, posters, etc., already

mentioned, a scries of folders should be
available to the children for purposes of

study and assistance in Llieir individual

work. These folders might contain cuttings

from all kinds of periodicals, and also photo-

graphs, filed under such labels as Trees,

Animals, The Seaside, Ships, anil so on.

There are many tilings which no child

can be expected to draw from memory with
any degree of accuracy. It is not suggested
that these details should be copied from such
a reference file but that the children should
be allowed to use. the fiLcs provided that they
transpose the original subject into a purely
decorative treatment and include the result

as one item only in an original composition.
If a pictorial treatment is necessary, then
the original subject should be treated in a
different manner. In this way the children
may obtain the full value of individual study
with assistance in their difficulties but with-
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out the need for slavish copying which would

destroy their developing powers of expression

.

There are a number of useful textbooks

on the various branches of drawing and

painting, some of which are suitable for

senior school use and which might he kept

by the teacher on a particular shelf, to be

issued for immediate use in the art room.

Such books might be requisitioned, blit

the material for the reference files can be

obtained through the efforts of all the

children in. the school. The examples that

they bring should be weeded out, as many
of them will be unsuitable or in bad taste,

especially the coloured ones, among which

the teacher will probably find a large

proportion of highly coloured desert scenes,

complete with Arabs, camels, pyramids and

astonishing sunsets.

Art clubs.—Probabty the most effective

stimulus to the art work of the children is

provided by tl\e annual exhibition of the

Sketch Club. This activity should be run

by the children themselves, who should

appoint their own committee for the

selection and hanging of the work to be
accepted for exhibition. This procedure

enables a stand ai d to be set and main-
tained, and the teacher is called upon to

act only in an advisory rapacity. The

"show" may coincide with the school's
4‘Open Day," but if possible it should be

retained for several days as it will provide

much useful material for cla^s criticism of

a helpful and constructive n.Uure. All

work should be mounted with careful

attention to marginal spacing.

Criticism,- -The function of the teacher

throughout the course should be that of Llie

kindly critic, leading the children on from

one achievement to the next, suggesting

and advising at every stage but not drilling

them in processes which appear to -them

to be meaningless. The purpose of every

step taken should be explained to the

children and they should be encouraged to

profit by their (frequent) failures aiul not

to regard them in detail, as insurmountable

obstacles. Criticism is constantly necessary,

but It should be constructive, kindly and

helpful, and never destructive. Such an

attitude imposes a severe strain on the

teacher but carries its own reward in the

way in which the children will respond to

it and will welcome such criticism. Their

enthusiasm is unbounded when they feel

that they arc making headway, and genuine

enthusiasm is all important in Iho art lesson.

CONNECTION BETWEEN PRELIMINARY
JUNIOR WORK AND SENIOR SCHOOL WORK

EXPRESSION* CREATIVE AND
MEMORY DRAWING

Expression drawing.—The value of
"expression" drawing is often questioned
by unthinking critics. They take the view
that such drawing, being untrained in the
academic sense, is crude and therefore
useless except as a playtime occupation

;

that it allows the child to use wrong
technical methods, and that having had

no training and very little experience* of

life the child has nothing to express.

The fallacy of this point of view lies in

the fact that these critics fail to lealise IhiiL

their criticisms arc based entirely upon an
adult standard of judgment. The drawings
appear to be crude because the objects and
figures represented do not conform to adult
standards of good drawing—the child know-
ing little of proportion and perspective,
and caring less—and accurate presentation
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is out of tho question for the young child:

the very point which seems to be forgotten.

Efficiency in representational drawing is

only a means to an end. The power to draw

an object or a figure in exact piaportion,

correct outline and perspective, will not

necessarily ensure the production of a work

of art; frequently the very reverse is the

case, It will materially assist the presenta-

tion of an idea, but the very first essential

is an idea to express—and the child is full

of ideas. A picture may be technically

perfect in handling, with every detail

accurate in drawing, and still not possess

one iota of the life, colour, vigour and

freshness of the cruder offort of the

uninformed child. The former approximates

to a skilfully coloured photograph which

overwhelms the important parts with a

maze of irrelevant detail of equal insistence,

The latter is frequently art.

The child secs the subject in its mind as

a whole, and, not being obsessed with the

technical difficulties, proceeds to draw it

quickly and joyfully with whatever medium
comes to hand. Ho, or she, is not interested

in irrelevant detail, The picture is vividly

in mind, and consists of certain outstanding

figures and objects in certain relationships.

They are drawn (really from memory) and
nothing else matters, neither background
nor foreground. If it is necessary to the

true telling of the story that all four sides

of a house be shown at once—they are
shown. And the child will look with a sort

of pitying tolerance at the hum-drum
unimaginative grown-up who points out
that such a thing is, practically, impossible.
The early work is almost entirely symbolic

in character, and this use of symbols with
which to represent difficult subjects will
last for a considerable time. It is this
characteristic which makes tire work appear
so dude to the adult eye. But to the child
it means more than could be stated in terms
of accurate draughtsmanship. He lives for
a time in a dream world of vivid realities
in which a green-cheese moon and flying
pigs or one eyed men are part of the mixture

ol fact aiul fantasy of which his happiest

drawings consist. What point is there in

trying to compel him. at this stage, lo draw
bananas, bricks and plant pots, in the hope

that eventually hi; may be ablo lo cope

with more advanced objects?

'What happens when this is a Item pled is

that lie loses interest. Ilis imaginative

powers are blunted and stifled. His drawing

loses all spontaneity, and instead of being

an affair of swift and happy execution

becomes a tedious attempt at a. faithful

rendering of ail uninteresting subject—with
n blunt and unsuitable pencil clenched

tightly, near its point, between thumb and
fingers.

The young child, when given a pencil

with which to draw, is obsessed by outlines.

Obviously this is the only way in which
lie can use an exacting and unsympathetic
medium, unless he covers the forms with
the meaningless and smeary scribble which
is the natural result of his attempts to

"shade." He draws the milline of the form
bit by bit, not having the ability to sketch
it in as a "whole." Every teacher knows
the stages that occur in the drawing of a

spray of leaves; first the topmost leaf is

drawn, starting at the till and working
steadily round the serrations until it is

completed. Then the others, in order down
the stem until, as they grow larger and
larger, it is found that the lowest leaves

will be off the sheet of paper. We thou
decide that the child has no sense of pro-

portion, and so wc put him on to drawing
an attadi.6 case or some similar article,

forgetting that this exercise confronts him
with a whole lot of fresh difficulties. Once
again the teacher becomes exasperated.
The child becomes discouraged. A bell

rings, and the whole class puts away its

materials with ft sigh of relief.

We cannot aid the young child at this

stage in this way. Later, when the much
talkcd-of "co-ordination of hand and eye"
has reached a reasonable stage of develop-
ment and he is about to enter the senior
school, it is not only possible but essential,
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But at the moment we are concerned with

the children in the junior school.

Memory drawing —Probably the greatest

aid that we can give is in the form of

memory drawing. This trains the powers

of observation whilst continuing to give

full rein to the imagination and retaining

the interest in the subject.

Memory drawing takes two main forms.

In the first, an article or figure of some

intrinsic interest to the child by reason of

its colour, use or association, is placed

before the class. It is studied for a minute

or two and is then covered up or removed.

This may be followed by drawing at once,

or by making some attempt to fix the

mental image by “shut-eye" drawing in

which the outlines arc traced in the air

with the e}*es closed before the actual

drawing is begun. The drawing is com-

pleted as rapidly ns possible, after which

the article is produced again and the drawing

is compared with the original. Corrections

may be attempted, but it is better to

incorporate the same article in a fresh

expression drawing for this purpose, re-

moving it beforehand so that the test may
be made afresh, The .second method depends
upon setting beforehand a subject which
is out of school and which is to be drawn
upon a given date some days ahead. Sketches

may be made during the interim period and
as much direct observation as possible

should be encouraged. Then, at the appointed
time, the drawing may be carried out,

preferably in a fresh expression drawing.

The pure expression drawing differs from
these two types in that no direct and
purposive observation of the subject is made
beforehand. The exercise thus calls upon
the full extent and range of retention of the
child's memorising powers, and calls for

his own arrangement of a series of previously
unrelated images, In short he has to
"compose" his own picture from a series

of details memorised involuntarily at different
times. And therein lies the greatest value of
this style of work,

Some children seem to have an instinctive

sense of pictorial values as shown in 11 10

arrangement of tlu ir drawings, but in most

cases the details forming the subject-matter

are scattered over the whole area of tin:

paper. Kach detail is kept carefully .separated

from others so that it may in; seen in its

entirely, and when ;m eftoit is made to

add to the content, all kinds of apparently

unrelated details may he introduced. It is

seldom that the sense of “ pattern" will be

felt without some extraneous aid.

The real purpose of expression drawing.

—

Should, then, this type of drawing be left

at this stage as being unproductive of

good finished work and as having been
merely an experimental stop-gap prior to

the introduction of serious training, Him*
is much to be said for the critics* standpoint.

If on the other hand this work is carried

oii throughout Lhc school life, and parallel

with it, a definite training course is given in

direct representalumid drawing (some of

which is essential); the elements of colour

theory applied in lint, decorative fnrm

;

mass drawing in black-and-white and colour

and simple pictorial arrangement, it will be
found possible to produce work in l he
upper classes which will still 1h* expression

drawing but will also he trained and guided
illustration work. It will lake the form of

wash drawing, line and wash, poster work,
decorative work in panels or on book jackets,

full painting, or lino cuts. WhuLevcr the

medium, it will be art in its purest form
and with it will go the knowledge of bow to

apply these principles iu lhc decorative

Work associated with the crufts.

The elementary draughtsmanship will not
be lost. It will bo trained, and will then
take its proper place in the whole course;
and the final aim o[ real appreciation of

art which could never bo attained by this

means alone, will be reached by many of

the children who would otherwise have
only a very limited skill in drawing as the
result of years of tedious effort with
uninteresting material. In the application
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of the principles of colour and design to

the crafts, in ’weaving, embroidery and

needlework, wood and lino cuts in black-

and-white or colour, low-relief carving, wall

decorations
;
whatever form the “expression

"

takes, the scope is unlimited. But the writer

lias found by experience that it is only by-

establishing a progressive course of training

along with the unification of all the art

and craft work that real satisfaction can be

obtained for both teacher and pupil.

Materials £or both junior and senior school

use.—The first consideration should be to

provide the children with suitable materials

with which to work. If these are not chosen

with some understanding and care, a very

great handicap is imposed upon tlie children

however sympathetic the teaching may be,

Paslels ,—In many schools very little is

provided beyond small boxes of crayons

and pastels, These are far from ideal as

a medium for children, younger or older,

as invariably they are used upon grey

paper. The fetish of supplying grey “pastel

paper'
1

for this, work is directly responsible

for a general misuse of the medium, for, jn

endeavouring to reproduce the brilliance of

the colours as seen in the box, the children

are led to ” overload " the surface of the

paper, a fault which destroys the special

texture that it possesses and which results

in an unpleasant greasiness in the appearance

of the work. Children like strong, bright

colour, and as their colour sense is not yet
developed they should be encouraged to

make use of it at this stage. Unfortunately,

the very purpose of the grey-toned paper
is to influence the intensity of the pastel

by “showing through" the softly granulated
strokes by which the medium should be
applied, thus producing the "pastel tints"
which are popularised by the drapers'
stores. In short, the whole art of pastel
drawing is to “suggest " the subject by using
the least possible amount of pastel, applied
in strokes of varying strength, length and
direction, with stronger details of "accents"
put in finally at full strength. This makes

it clear that pastel drawing is one of the

most difficult forms of art from the point

of view of technique. I*>ut as the junior

school is not concerned with problems of

technique this does not matter. What dors

matter is the fact that there is no point in

making the child draw in pastel on grey

paper unless llin correct technique is adopted.

It is really the grey paper, and not the

pastels themselves, that is causing llu* trouble.

If, on the other hand, light-dinted papers

are used, such as “biscuit/' the paslels

become of much greater value as the light

tint does not neutralise the colours to the

same extent as does the medium or dark

grey. Its colour will pervade the whole of

the drawing, hut it will allow the intense

colours to retain their brilliance wit limit

making it necessary to load the surface (if

the paper, Whilst ibis factor may be a

drawback to the accomplished artist, it is

an added advantage in the case of the child's

early efforts, blase in pulling down ideas

on paper in colour is the primary object here,

not the acquisition of technique.

It is not suggested for one moment, how-
ever, that the children should he instructed

in wrong methods. They should be encour-

aged to draw in pastel, crayon, chalk or

charcoal, but never to load it on to the

paper and then to smear it about with the

thumb. This is often done in order to get
a smooth finish all over the drawing, This
is contrary to the natural use and charac-

teristics of the medium, and it would be
much better to use water colours if this even
smoothness of colour over large areas is all

that is desired. The smearing and nibbing
of the pastel over the surface of the paper
destroys the freshness and brilliance of l lie

colour, which would be retained in a dean
wash of water colour.

Pastels, chalk and charcoal may be used to

good effect in conjunction with simple washes
of water colour on white or light-tinted paper.
The paper should have an absorbent texture
without much "dress." For pastel work only,
the back of ordinary wallpaper gives an
excellent surface upon which to work.
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Method of using pastels .—Most of the

drawing should lie carried out in Jinn lines

of varying strength. These lines may be

crossed by others at various angles and may
coincide in direction with other lines of

different colour. In this way the colours may
be merged one into another. The ground

tint of the paper should be left untouched

to show as much as possible. The small

areas, or "accents/' of strong colour—light

or dark—should be put in very firmly with

short strokes or dabs of colour, and these

are the only parts of the drawing which are

"loaded'' on the surface.

Difficulties arc encountered in represent-

ing shade and shadow. The shaded side of

an object is that side which is turned away
from the light source, and the ground tone

of the papeT should be used to help in repre-

senting this if the paper is fairly deep in

tone. The shadow is the area of shade cast

by the object on to another surface, and
usually the "cast shadow" as it is called

is deeper in tone than the shaded side of the

object throwing it, It is a common practice

to use a large amount of black in represent-

ing this cast shadow, but the children should

be encouraged to make use of the oilier

colours instead as the black will make them
look too dingy and harsh.

Young children cannot appreciate these
finer differences in values as between cast

shadow and shade; neither can they under-
stand the qualities of colour and colour
influence which affect the use of "opposites"
or c.omplementaries in shade areas. These
questions should be left until the proper
moment occurs in the teaching of colour
theory elements in the senior school, but
whenever it is possible to do so the children
should be guided in the proper way of using
the medium without the use of any technical
terms.

Water colours ,—Ordinary water colours are
not required in the junior school except for
special purposes such as the printing of
lino cuts, A certain amount of formal
instruction in their use is necessary before
the expense incurred thereby is justified by

any work of value. Instruction in the

methods of laying washes, cither plain or

superimposed, and of painting a picture as

a whole instead of piecemeal is best left

until it can be combined with the colour

teaching referred to above.

Powder colours are eminently soil able for

the broad expression work of the juniors,

and they may be obtained ready for mixing

with water for direct use. If the children

are encouraged to use llu.se colours freely,

on large sheets of cheap paper, they will tend

to use them naturally in washes and in a

broad and simple maimer. This will give

them the finest preliminary training that

could be had in the use, later on, of water

colours proper. They will not In: afraid

then to lay the colour on with a full brush

ami to leave it alone.

-

Thesc powder colours may be used both

for the broad illustration work of the juniors

and for the rough work of the seniors, such

as their preliminary sketches for more care-

fully finished illustrations, posters and other

decorative work.

Paper .—Again on grounds of expense, if

is not necessary for junior children to be

provided with cartridge paper; neither is it

necessary for the rough work of the seniors.

There are several excellent and vriy cheap

papers on the market which are quite suitable

for work in powder colours, and other media.

If, as has been suggest ed already, sheds
of paper of about -{-Imperial size arc given

to the children and are held upon light

drawing boards or upon strawboards with
paper clips, the drawings may be marie of

reasonable size. This has a direct effect

upon the natural method of working adopted
by the children. When they an* restricted

to a tiny page in ;l drawing book they Lend
to adopt a "niggling" style in all their work,
for they cannot lay a decent wash on a small
bit of paper. With the larger sheet to draw
upon they will use a freer style, especially

when they know that it is not a "crime"
to spoil the paper by trying to do something
which otherwise they would not attempt.
The cartridge paper which was wasted in
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tire drawing book may be used to better

effect in sheet form in tlie senior school.

The improvised drawing board is recom-

mended because so many lessons still liave

to be conducted in the ordinary classroom

dt in an art and crafts room in which there

is no convenience for the storage of easels.

Several forms of light easel are obtainable,

or they rriay be made in the school work-

shop, but unless there is provision for

storage they arc more nuisance than they

are worth. The easel is far and away the

best mount upon which to train children to

draw, as it enables them to sit upright

to their work; to work at arm's length, and

to use the whole arm for drawing and paint-

ing instead of only the fingers. If conditions

are favourable for their usc
7
and there is

room for their disposal both in use and in

storage, easels should be used for all the

free drawing and painting. The boards, then,

may be reserved for lettering- of the more
exacting type and for analytical "nature"

drawing,

Brushes .—For general junior and senior

work these should be of hog-hair, both in

the round and the flat shapes, and with long

handles. The round brushes hold more
colour than do the flat ones but the latter

are very useful for suggesting certain effects,

as a curved stroke may be made which
diminishes from the full width of the brush
to a fine line, or vice versa. The flat brush
is excellent also for poster work and lino-

block printing in the senior school.

The sable brush is very expensive, but it

is the best for more advanced water-colour
work in the senior school. Alternatively,

cheaper varieties may be used, with the
exception of the " camel-hair" brush. This
should be avoided as it will not keep its

shape or position and docs not allow of any
firmness of stroke.

Another expensive but extremely useful
brush is tlie Siberian hair "mop." This is

a large brash which tapers to a sharp point
and which holds a great deal of colour. It
is very useful for laying washes of colour
on large sheets of paper, and if any tinting

or large superimposing washes am required

this is the best brush to use. One such brush

would serve any similar purposes for a whole

class.

Palettes,--Largo paled U s are necessary,

but they need not he of china. Reference

has already been made as In suitable sub-

stitutes fur the Miiall and expensive china

palettes, and for the need of a large table

or wall bench upon which the main stock

of colours may be kept, the children drawing

upon these as they are required, or being

issued with them by the teacher if ;l con-

gested room makes it inconvenient for the

children In get their own supplies.

Coloured papers .—Although only a very

limited range of hues, lints and shades is

available at a reasonable price fur school

work, these papers are most valuable for

the training and experiments nf both junior

and senior children.

Reference? lias already been made In Ike

advantages gained by the use nf a limited

and definite range of colour in the early

stages and by the comparative accuracy

from the point of view of the study of ( (flour

relationships, of tin; papers now being manu-
factured. One fact alone is sutIndent to

warrant the use of those papers the fact

that a common, standard is provided upon
which to begin experiments. When the line

of blue is mentioned, the children have one
blue hue with which to work, and one only.

If pigments are being used and I lie children

mix them themselves, each child has a differ-

ent blue to begin with, so l hat llie result,

of the admixture of (again) dihciing hues is

complete chaos within a veiy short Lime.

If the teacher lias the time to mix the whole
of the colour for the ( lass, which is very
unwise and very unlikely, a dilfrmd hue
strength is almost certain lo omir nL every
class meeting. Another advantage gained
is the purity and cleanliness of l lie colour
being used in paper form, whereas the
colour-boxes soon become Idled with dirLy

half-pans, owing to the careless maimer in

which colour is taken from them with an
unclean brush, Finally, the papers are
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productive of more rapid progress for they

are eas}' to handle and do not require the

amount of apparatus wliidi is necessary tor

work in water colours.

Sugar 'paper .—This is found to ho too

expensive for many schools, hut it is an
excellent paper for senior children's work
in colour ov in strong line, Its surface is

absorbent and as it is pleasantly tin Led iL

has a softening effect upon the harshness of

colour which accompanies many oE the early

efforts of the children. This same quality

makes it especially suitable for the use of

body colour—that is opaque colour—for

the strong lights and darks which, in addi-

tion to the ordinary transparent washes and
the strong lino work, give great brilliance

and liveliness to a painting carried out oil

this paper, For these reasons it is one of the

best papers for decorative drawings and

poster work,

Other considerations.—Having thus decided

upon the aim which is to underlie the teaching

of all the branches of creative drawing to be

taken during the course, aiul having chosen

the materials, it is ns well to consider the

outlook of the children upon this kind of

work. Roughly speaking, they may be said

to pass through three stages in the course of

their development, from the beginning of the

infant school life up to the cml of the junior

school, These stages might be tenned the

"symbolic," the "transitional," and the

"realistic.”

Symbolism .—The very young child takes

ail intense delight in drawing tilings of which

he "knows" rather than the things which he

may see about him at the moment of draw-

ing. lie does nnl draw, therefore, from

direr L observation but from an inner <011-

coption which, to him, is vny vivid.

As ho does not possess the power to

visualise detail 'in its correct relationship

to the subject as a whole, he (haws the bare

essentials which have caught hi* atlention

and which have impressed themselves upon
his memory. Thus, to him, the only impor-

tant parts of the human figure are the head,

with the eyes and mouth as a rule exception-
ally large; the arms and hands (and a little

later, the fingers), and the legs and feet.

The trunk does noL impress itself upon him
as being of any importance, and therefore

he ignores it for a considerable time. This
characteristic is common to children of all

nations, irrespective of their surroundings
or home conditions.

Although the child of four to five years
of age is attracted by bright colour, he shows
the common tendency to draw first in out-
line. The shape of the object is of first

importance to him, and the colour comes
later. His undirected efforts in drawing
will consist of a mixture of symbolic shapes
and apparent scribble, but it is interesting

to note that the same combination of both
will he repeated time and time again, with
untiring satisfaction to himself. At this

stage be draws almost entirely for himself

and not for any observer; and in the same
way that he chatters to himself whilst

engaged in a game with his toys, so lie will

draw tire limited number of shapes that he
is capable of making.

As he gains sufficient muscular control,

he replaces the zigzag lines and tlie irregular

ovals with which lie began by definite shapes

which are more deliberately drawn. These
shapes represent everyday things pertaining

to his surroundings in which he is intensely

interested. The human beings with whom
he comes into contact daily, the dog, the

cat, the chairs, the bath and similar subjects,

all these arc seen vividly by the child and
are drawn from the impressions so gained,

but not from direct observation in the

"object drawing" sense.

Although the young child appears to be

indifferent to adult appreciation of Ins

attempts to draw, he is very sensitive to any

kind of destructive criticism. For this reason

the teacher of the youngest children should

give them every encouragement to make
tlieir own improvements to the drawings at

this stage and, although advice and guidance

may be given freely, they should take

the form of suggestions based on the child's
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work. Whilst he is interested in. the improve-

ment of his own drawings, he is not interested

in carrying out some apparently meaningless

exercise devised by the teacher, This

encouragement by suggestion becomes of

first importance during the next stage in

development,

The transitional stage .—During this period,

which wll extend from the latter part of the

infant school to the early part of the junior

school course, the child will become; dis-

satisfied with many of the symbols with

which before he was perfectly content. His

perception of form and detail is keener,

although he will still have no sense of dis-

tance or space in his pictures as regards

relative size. He will, however, give the

greatest prominence to the most important

things in his drawings by making them
larger than any other items in the same

plane, He will discard those symbols for

which he is now able to produce some
attempt at realism and will re lain those which

represent objects too difficult for realistic

representation. Thus his work will consist

of a mixture of the two styles of drawing.

The function of the teacher is still to act

as a sympathetic guide. Suggestions should

be made, especially when the drawings show
the beginning of a feeling for proportion.

Other media may be brought to the child's

notice and coloured paper will be of great

help at this stage, mainly because it enables

the child to introduce shapes in hat colour

instead of in outline only, or of outline filled

in wholly or partially with colour. The use
of colour in this way helps the child to con-

centrate his attention on the important parts
of his pictures and, unwittingly, on the
arrangement of these parts, for it will be
found that many children possess an instinc-

tive and natural sense of pattern which is

expressed in their handling of the back-
grounds of their drawings. This goes to

show that the common arrangement of two
or three objects against an empty background
of white paper, which is seen so often in the
drawings by senior children, is an artificial

method which has been foisted upon the

TICE VO R SENIORS

children in l Ilc nClcinpl L<> make them con-

centrate wholly upon lhr objects IhciiM'lves.

The natural lend* m y of the child is to
M

fill up
M

the background and In utilise all

the space provided by tin* paper,

Uy encouraging this tendency the teacher

can ensure that tlui ginund is properly pre-

pared for the subsequent (Mining in pic-

torial and decoialive rompoMtion which

forms so large a pail of llu- senior school

course and which is based directly upon

the work done in the junior x html.

Realism.- -The development from puce

symbolism In realism is very gradual, so

that it is impossible to make any hard and
fust tiemurealion between them in relation

to the ages of the children. The change

depends upon the opportunities which have
been provided for the youngest children

for painting and drawing, and upon the

natural abilities of the individual children.

Hut, as a general vult\ it may be assumed
that realism will play a large part in the

work of the last two years in the junior

school, that is, between the ages of eight

and eleven years.

No longer do the children draw for them-
selves alone. They are mlical of their own
work and of lire work of others in the class,

and they are ready to accept help and
advice from the teacher.

Such help should never take the form of

an alteration or an addition to the child's

drawing by the teacher. Whenever possible,

the child's attention should be drawn to a

simple example in liis own surroundings
which will hdp to solve the particular

difficulty, usually one of the many perspec-

tive problems which arise m connection with
memory drawing- If it is really necessary
for the teacher to make, a .small sketch for

the purpose of explaining a point to the

child, the drawing should be made on a

separate piece of paper, after which it should
be taken away by the teacher; or, if it con-
cerns the whole class, a sketch should be made
on the blackboard and should be rubbed off

as soon as the explanation is finished.

It has been customary to give formal lessons
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in the first elements of perspective drawing
at about this stage. These are definitely

undesirable as they treat the subject in a
manner which is entirely unsympathetic

to 11 ic style of work of the children, whereas
in most eases their difficulties may be over-

come by reference to homely examples which
they can observe for themselves.

The greatest difficulty from the teacher's

point of view is encountered during this

period in the children's dissatisfaction with
many of their attempts at realism. They
have become aware of the crudity of much
of their work, and in trying to get it "like"

the subject they are discouraged by their

apparent failures to do so.

The teacher's attitude should help them
to realise that they arc expected to get the

right feeling, or impression, into each picture,

and that this is not done by the accurate

representation of detail alone, it at all.

They should be encouraged to practise the

sketching of those subjects which give them
the most difficulty, but it may be demon-
strated to them, by simple examples, that

a very impressionistic drawing may convey
to the full the feeling of the subject whilst

an elaborate and highly finished drawing

in detail may fail completely to do so.

Even young children at this stage will

unhesitatingly choose the drawing which is

"alive” if asked to do their own selecting.

Thus, at the end of the junior school all

the teaching has been concentrated upon
the preservation of the creative qualities

of this kind of drawing; the preservation

of the interest and confidence of the children

in their work, and the natural acquisition

of knowledge of form, colour and propor-

tion by their own observation. The function,

then, of tire senior school course is to culti-

vate and to preserve these qualities, whilst

utilising them as a basis for more academic

training.

PATTERN DESIGN

This most important part of the work
will be conducted in the junior stages with

3 1

a view to its direct application to the crafts,

but as a large part of it will consist of free

brushwork the pattern designing will take
two distinct forms. The first one will show
the children that pattern design is essen-
tially a ” building-up

,J

process; that they
cannot “think of a pattern" and draw it as
a whole in the way in which they can draw
a single object. It will also give them
practice in those free movements of the

arm and hand which, in conjunction with
a deliberate attempt at control, will give

them such valuable help in their larger

illustration work- The second type will

consist of repeated units, which will be
printed or stencilled. The purpose of

LUis is to enable the pattern to be used

as part of a craft project, and to avoid

the waste of time that would be incurred

by the tedious process of continually re-

drawing and colouring the same unit.

This kind of pattern is purely formal in

arrangement.

Later on, in the senior school, the children

will develop this pattern work to a more
advanced degree and they will eventually

be shown the connection that exists between

the formal arrangement of pattern units, as

for an endpaper, and the informal arrange-

ment of varied units, as in a picture. Thus
the study of “pattern,” in one form or

another, runs throughout the whole of the

art course from the infant school to the

senior school and it acts as the core about

which all the other work is built up. It

occurs, in various forms, in lettering, in

colour relationships, in pictorial and decora-

tive work, in black-and-white and, of course,

in craft work of all kinds.

Squared paper is used in many schools

for an early stage of the pattern work, and

it is useful for experimental purposes in the

planning of formal units of all kinds and for

simple patterns intended for stitclxery. It has

the drawback that it tends to ovcr-cmphasisc,

in the child's mind, the importance of

"geometrical” forms as a basis for unit

repeats, thus narrowing the scope of the

work considerably.
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AiiKD io Years

For the earliest experiments with colour

units, the coloured papers are useful for a

short time. By folding- strips of these papers

before cutting them, various units may be

produced rapidly and may be pasted on
to a suitable ground in different arrange-

ments.

Object drawing need not be entirely

excluded from the junior school, but it

should take the form of drawing from direct

observation some article that is to be
included in an illustration of which it forms

a part. The children should never be led

to regard such drawings as isolated exercises
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and if they are utilising them in this way,

at once, it is possible to deal with many of

the incidental problems of proportion and
technique as they arise ami in a manner that

is interesting to the children.

35

A junior school course conducted along
the lines that have been indicated here will

ensure that the children enter the senior

school in a receptive state of mind. They
will not have been discouraged beforehand.

THE SENIOR SCHOOL COURSE
Terms used in connection with the diagrams

and illustrations

Hue ,—A colour at full intensity.

Shade .—Any hue which has been darkened

by the abstraction of light, or by the

admixture of pigment such as black, grey,

or the complementary hue.

Tint.—Any hue which has been weakened
in intensity by the addition of light; i,c.,

by the addition of water to a wash on

white paper; or by Uic mldiLion of white

pigment.

Tone.—The relative lightness or darkness

of any hue, or neutral.

Value ,—The relative intensity of any
hue, taken in conjunction with its adjacent

lines or neutrals.

Neutral .—A grey which may be a true

neutral, unbiased towards any particular

hue, or which may be an effect obtained by
the use of partially greyed hues giving an

impression of neutrality to a greater or a

lesser degree,

"Broken" colour. — Normally, the use

within a given boundary of a number of

lines, tints and shades which are loosely

"broken" one into the other without a

definite individual boundary. An effect

which approximates to neutral, as in

pictorial backgrounds.

Pictorial design.—Some teaching of the

elements of pictorial design is necessary if

the imaginative work is to be used as the

vehicle for general training in drawing,

composition and colour. They cannot all

be taught at once in the form of academic

exercises, but they should be dealt with as
occasion arises in a natural manner.
Technical terms should be avoided through-
out the teaching of these stages, but it is

essential that the main principles which
arc involved should be understood by the
teacher.

The elements of design do not change with
the subject or with the medium being used,

nor do the Jaws of composition vary to suit

individual styles of painting and drawing.

Every illustration is a design in line and
form, tone values and lines. As such it

must conform to the laws of design, and it

will be found that the best work is that

which is developed along these lines, whatever
its style may be.

The observance of these rules does not

in any way limit individuality of con-

ception or treatment; it merely ensures

the fullest assistance in the expression

of individuality in art. The rules are

not concerned with either the subject

of the picture or the technique to be
employed; they are concerned with the

arrangement of the material to the best

advantage.

It is the complete failure to understand

this point that lias led to the unthinking

criticism of expression drawing in so many
schools. It has not been developed, but

lias been regarded merely as a form of

rebellion against the more academic types

of drawing practice. Actually each type

should help the other, as a formal drawing

without inspiration is as bad as an imagina-

tive drawing without any order or arrange-

ment.
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Media.—These should be restricted in the

first year to pencil, charcoal, coloured

paper, tempera colour and body colour.

Pastels are not recommended at this stage

for the reasons already given, except for

the purpose of adding colour notes to a

drawing which lacks in "liveliness
1

although

this may be done just as easily by the use

of body colour.

Suitable papers for this work are sugar

paper, kitchen paper and any oilier cheap

paper which has an absorbent texture

with not too much dress. Cartridge paper

is unnecessarily expensive.

Method,—A balance should be kept

between the three main forms which the

illustration work should be allowed to take.

These are quick sketching from life or from

the object ;
the use oi coloured papers to give

training in the conception of simple forms

as a whole insLcad of as a "bit-by-bit"

outline, and flic ordinary full illustration

of a set subject. Further training at this

stage should consist of the definite planning

of each drawing within the bounding lines

of the edges of the paper, or of a rectangle

drawn upon it.

This will be a great advance upon the

junior school stage, in which the parts of

the subject arc placed indiscriminately on
the paper.

The elements of pictorial design,—For the

sake of clearness these are dealt with here

under one heading. They should be taught
one at a time, as the work progresses, in

the simplest possible terms and by simple
demonstrations on the blackboard. There
is bound to occur considerable overlapping
between the various elements, as they will

all be present in differing degrees of import-
ance in practically every pictorial composition.
But the teacher's aim should be to handle the
subject, in every demonstration, so that
one element at a time is made to be of
major importance to the illustration.

At the time of each demonstration the
children should take notes and diagrams

of Lin 1 explanations given, and should

altompt an original example alongside the

one given, using tin* direction as a guide,

This will Ik* found In be of much greater

value Hum a more ropy of another picture.

The same practice should In* followed

throughout the rom>.r, so Hint al every

stage of progress the (hihlrcii have a definite

record of the fndi material In l»o absorbed,

along wiilt an exorcise wlihh will drive the

point home.
Dtnnhiniicc, pMpurtitiii mid sufufidiiuiiitin,

—These elements as a rule an? treated

separately, but they sue m> inter-dependent

in practice that they may bo considered

together.

Every design, pictorial or otherwise,

should possess one dominant feature. It

does not follow that it will bn the I urges! in

area or the brightest; in hue. Frequently it

Ls otherwise; the dominance being obtained

by position or by contrast of hue, tone m
line direr lion.

Figs, i, 2 and 3 (Flair XVI) show
examples of dominance in pictorial work,

which should be looked for in the practice

of sketching outdoors or in building up
subjects from material gathered in various

ways. Without dominance of one feature

the design will lose its unity of effect.

Every tiling should be subordinated to the

one main theme or feature of the picLure,

otherwise the eye will not he led, easily and
unwittingly as it should he, to the main
centre of interest, but will wander uncertainly

over the whole design not knowing wlmt
to look at especially and confused by the

variety of competing interests. Ibis fault

Is illustrated in Fig. 4, in which a meaningless
repetition of fnims drslmys the unity of

the picture. In shot l, the material in Figs,

i, 2 and 3 is mrringed within the panel,

whereas that of log. 4 represents a small

section of an ordinary landscape as it might
be drawn by a child, just as it occurs as

part of Hie observed view but completely
lacking in pictorial value.

One such example is enough to show the
need which exists for the teaching of design
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as being something more than a mere

repetition of formal units*

Proportion and domin ance in craft designs .

—

These elements apply with equal importance

to any suggestions for craft projects which

may be drawn in the art room. And this

is where the true correlation between the

art and craft work should operate. The

art teacher should have the opportunity

to discuss the principles of design involved

in any piece -of work with the crafts teacher

with whom lies the responsibility for the

workmanship, hut it certainly does not

follow that the crafts teacher should be

expected to carry out a design made by

anyone having no knowledge oi the material

or the processes that it involves. Collabora-

tion requires knowledge upon both sides.

Pigs. 2, 3 and 4 (Plate XVII) show the

corresponding fault in craft design to that

of Fig. 4 (Plate XVI) in pictorial design.

The main proportions arc unvaried as

between the parts, which causes n lack of

interest clue to the loss of the dominant
feature in each case. Figs. 2A

t 3*, 4A and

3 (Plate XVII) show how this fault may
be remedied by adjusting the proportions

between the parts without altering the

essential dimensions of the article. Figs. 1

and ia show how the same principle is

applied to framings having a series of

parallel lines,

Dominance by mass and line direction .

—

Fig. 1 (Plate XVI) shows dominance by
mass and line direction in a common, type of

pictorial subject. In colour the mountain
mass would be treated as an almost flat

tonal area, thereby enhancing the effect of

size and distance in addition to its being
the largest unbroken area in the landscape.
If it were to be broken up by too much
detail, that effect would be lost, Also,
however large the number of individual
hues to be used, the whole picture should be
resolved roughly into tl\c same three general
tone values as are indicated in the diagram.
The line direction of the mass outline leads
the eye upwards, retaining the impression
of height for distance.

T I C K V O R s K N I O R S

jDominance by contrast of tone - Tig. 2

(Plate XVI) illustrates dominance obtained

by .sharp contrast nf lone in addition to line

direction. The rolaliwly small area of

intensely nmtiastcd lorn; in the face becomes

dominant by that intensity or "highness of

key," and is accentuated as the centre nf

interest by the mmvi genre In it nf tlu;

outlines nf the dark masses. Tn retain 11 ie

importance of the light uvea the balancing

areas of tlu: same- tone value are kept

smaller in size. Here again, however great

the number of hues or the amount of detail

included in the background and figure, the

three general Lone values should lie pro-

served, for otherwise (he scattered and
"spoLLy" effect will spoil the contrast.

Dominance by position.' Fig. ,1 (PJaLc XV 1)

shows dominance by muss us in Fig. i, ami
also by the normal use of jumper live, thus

bringing the neaiinost trees into the position

of greatest importance. At the same position

in the picture they are made to unite with

the centre of interest tlu* collage sn that

this area becomes the dominant one in

the arrangement and tins alien l ion of the

observer is not drawn away to unfit her part.

In a colour representation of this picture

the cottage wall would probably bn by
far the lightest tone or highest key- *

which would assist in centring tlu? interest

at this point. The sky, distance and fore-

ground would then be lower in lone, or

darker, than the wall, to Lhc varying degree

necessary for the completion of the picture.

It should be understood that these are

only simple examples of typical pictorial

arrangements, and lliat similar effects might
be got in each case by reversing the tonal

scheme, as for different lighting, whilst an

infinite variation of hue. is possible far tlu:

colour scheme of each picture.

I11 Fig. 4 (Plate XV t) (here may be a
great variety of hue in use, lmt there is a
lack of dominance. The repetition of forms
of similar size, shape and tone value prevents
dominance by mass, whilst this absence of

contrast, combined with the number of

" sympathetic" lines, causes the eye to be
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led aimlessly in and. out ot the picture 'without

its being able to settles- upon any centre of

interest. There is, in fact, no .such interest,

and this diagram shows the cause of failure

yn so many drawings by older children, JL

resembles a photograph carefully taken

from an ordinary view point without any

selection of the material of pictorial interest.

The centre oi interest.—-This should be

present in every arranged composition or

design. There arc a number of ways in

which it may be ensured, of which one has

already beca mentioned in connection with

Pig. 3 (Plate XVI).

The commonest way is to arrange the main

lines of the picture so that they 'Tend in"

to the centre of interest. This may be done

directly, as in Fig. 2 , by the outlines of

sharply contrasted tones which converge

upon the "centre,” which, incidentally,

should not 'be in tlie geometric centre of the

picture. Or it may be done indirectly by
the use of such clenicsits as the edges of a

cloud or a bank of trees
;
the slope of a path

;

the position of a figure, so arranged that the

eye of the observer is carried from 011c form
to another, in a rhythmic manner, until the

centre of interest is reached quite naturally

and even unwittingly. As has been men-
tioned above, such planning is assisted by
the contrast of tone values or of hue
intensity.

Subordination.—This is the converse of

dominance, which it assists, as shown in

Fig. 2 (Plate XVI). The repeated and
balancing area of lightest tone value, the
hand, is subordinated to the main area by
being placed out of the centre of interest

and by being made smaller in size than the
main area. The commonest form taken by
"subordination" is that of reduction of

size of mass in all except the main area of
interest. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1,
and in Fig, 3 by the smaller tree form in the
middle distance.

Proportion.—In pictorial design this is

bound up with all the other elements, to

TICK KOU SENIORS
each i>l which il is directly related. It is

another name for v.uirty, upon (U-* presence

of which depends the interest of a picture.

Fig. 1 (Flute XVII I) shows the commonest
faults in children's imaginative drawings,

due to their natural inability to understand

how to place their material inside a rectangle.

The chief fault is lack of variety in the

arrangement of the main lines. The horizon

lino cuts the drawing into l wo equal parts

horizontally. The mast of llu; ship nils it

into two equal parts veithally; and Hie fact

tlint I his line does lint ext- nd from the top

to the bottom of the picture dues not alter

its effectiveness as a centre line. Having
placed the main object of interest dead

in the centre of the picture, tin; child

naturally feels the "emptiness " of the

composition and tries to rectify this by
"filling in" one of the bottom corners, as

shown. This makes things worse still, so

that he repeats tin; shape in the opposite

corner. The sky nnw looks empty, and a

cloud is placed in Liu* middle, over Hie top

of the masL; but as it appears to be impaled

upon the mast he extends the cloud by two
lines of equal length and curvature to join

up with the edges of the picture.

This is not ail exaggerated description;

it is what happens in every imaginative

drawing lesson. The resulting picture is

monotonous and miinlm^ting because of the

absence of variety ami because il forms a

poor pattern. The lines of the ship do not

link up with the edges of the picture,

consequently tlu: uninterrupted areas oi

the background are. too large.

Unequal proportion, or variety, is applied
to tire same subject in Fig, (Flute XVI II)

which demonstrates clearly the added interest

that is obtained by making a varied pattern
of the areas of background and Hut shapes
which are placed upon them. The diagram
shows the varying propm Lions of these

areas; the varying distances between the
main lines, and how the main lines arc
linked up with the edges of the picture's

"frame."

If the main lines of the diagram (Fig. 4,
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Hate XX) are simplified still move into an

arrangement of horizontal and vertical

lines, it will he noticed that the same principle

of variety of- spacing decides the placing of

the trees and of the line of the landscape.

It is this main-line planning of the picture

that is so important in school work, for no

amount of intricate detail will make a good

picture it it is badly arranged as regards

these lines.

The same principle holds good in craft

Work, as shown by comparison between

Fig. i and Fig. 2 and between Fig. 3 and

Fig. 4 (Plate XIX).

Balance.-—This most important element

of design is present in one or more of its

various forms in ever}' successful design,

pictorial or otherwise. It may be direct

or indirect in its form.

Direct balance is obtained by repetition

in a smaller degree of any particular shape,

tone value or hue which occurs in one part

of a design, in another part of the same
design. An extreme case of formal or direct

balance about a vertical axis is shown by
the poor design of Fig. 1 (Plate XVIII)

already mentioned. Normal balance, by
repetition, is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 (Plate

XVI); Figs, 4 and 5 (Plate XVIII) and
Fig. 4 (Plate XX),

Indirect balance is obtained by a com-
pensating arrangement of tone values or

hues. For instance, a small area of intense

hue such as pure orange in one part of a

picture might be balanced by a much larger

area of greyed tint, tending towards blue-

green in another part of the design. Fig. 6
(Plate XVIII) illustrates this in diagrammatic
form.

A converse tonal arrangement of the same
principle is shown in Fig. 7 (Plate XVIII).
Fig, 3 (Plate XVIII) on the other hand,
shows the same subject as an unbalanced
design in which the fault is made obvious
at once.

Counterchange.—This is a form of direct

balance which is very common in all-over

patterns in black-and-white. However, it

is a very useful form for pictorial work
and it adds brightness to the design. The
principle involved is that the darks

f,

cut

iu'
1

to the lights, and vice versa, as shown
very simply in Fig. 5 (Plate XVI II). It

has the great advantage as a method of

breaking up long and uninteresting lines

which tend to cut Hie picture into pieces.

The French painter Manet was a master of

the use of countcrcluuigc in painting.

That form of direct balance known as the

"balance 0/ the steelyard
1
' is used in all

kinds of design. A pictorial example occurs

in Fig. 3 (Plate XVI) in which the end of

the cottage represents the fulcrum. The large

mass, corresponding to the heavier weight,

is placed close to this "fulcrum," whilst

the smaller mass of trees or other detail

is placed at a greater distance from it, as

ill the case of the lighter weight on the

arm of the steelyard.

A simple illustration of its use in another

Way is given in Fig. 5A (Plate XIX). The
balancing point, or fulcrum, is the .small

triangular ornamentation just underneath

the larger block of lettering composed of

the title of tlic book and of the author's

name, At a considerable distance away
from this point, lower down the page, is

placed the smaller block of lettering. All

the lettering is placed upon the page with

the greatest regard for the varying widths
of the margins.

Fig. 513 (Plate XIX) shows a common
method of arranging book-cover labels and
title pages which makes use of the principle

of direct balance, exactly as in Fig. 2 (Plate

XVI) and Fig. 4 (Plate XVIII). Thus it

will be seen that two methods of obtaining
balance are combined in Figs. 0 and 7
(Plate XVIII). Bo tli direct balance by
position and indirect balance by contrasting

tone values are used in Llie same examples.

Transition, opposition and rhythm.—These
three important elements, concerned mainly
with the study of line direction, occur in

conjunction with those already mentioned
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[Reproduced ly ccutltsy of lam Maumb rrjiii " Thr «l ill "i.'
r

platk xxit
Reclining Figure

in every finished design, whether it is

pictorial or otherwise.

Tig. a (Plate XVII) and Pigs, i, ^ 3 and

4 (Plate XIX) show opposition of the

structural lines in woodwork in which
there is no softening influence whatsoever.

Whereas such rigidity of design is desirable

in craftwork so that the impression of

strength and solidity may lie retained, It

would be unnecessarily harsh in pictorial

work in ordinary circumstances. Vertical

and horizontal lines which cross or which
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meet arc most valuable for conveying this

sense of stability and strength pictorially,

but they exert their greatest influence in

architectural design.

In pictorial work the lines need not

be straight in the geometric sense of

the word. They are straight and at

right angles in general direction and
in feeling. lrig. 3 (Plato XVI) and Fig. 4
(Plate XX) demonstrate this principle

in use, the line direction of the tree

trunks and of the ship's mast (Fig. 2,

Plate XVIIT) opposing that of the horizontal

and sympathetic fines of the lower parts
of the diagrams.

Transition is the softening element which
is introduced into an opposing line design

to carry the eye easily from one direction

round to another direction which may or

may not be at right singles to the first.

I11 Fig, 3 (Plate XVI) the cottage unit

serves this purpose by interposing an
actual form at the point of “collision"

between the opposing lines. In Fig, 4
(Plate XX) the transition is got by the

outward spreading of the branches and

From the aqtMtinl by W. Lec-ITnnkty
PLATE XXIII

The Flight from Belgium

[Reproduced by eourtesy of " The Artist'*
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twigs from the tree trunks to meet the

top edge of the picture. Tig. 6 (Plate XX)

shows transition, from oiiq edge of the

picture to another to such an extent that

the bounding edges of this diagram could

not be lengthened without upsetting the

whole design.

In all these diagrams it is clearly shown

that the design must be composed within

the particular border lines that are chosen.

This fact is ignored to such an extent in

the teaching of pictorial design that as a

rule it is only by sheer luck that a pleasing

arrangement can be got in a child's drawing.

It is for this reason that these various

dements are being stressed at this stage,

in the hope that teachers will endeavour

to get some order and arrangement into the

earlier work of the children,

Other examples of transition arc shown

in Fig, 3 (Plate XVII) and Fig. 3 (Plate

XX) as they apply in woodwork, Figs,

r and 2 (Plate XX) show common applica-

tions to architectural forms, and Fig, 5

illustrates a case of transition as it occurs

in natural forms.

Great importance is attached to this study

of line direction because of the different

pictorial qualities possessed by vertical and
horizontal lines. Vertical lines are dynamic
in effect, suggesting upward growth and
movement. Horizontal lines arc symptomatic
of rest and quietude; they arc essentially

static in character and should be employed
when it is required to express this feeling.

Curved lines arc suggestive of movement,
and rhythm- is the term given to the sense

of harmonious movement which may pervade

a composition or a design for craftwork.

Fig. 6 (Plate XX) ami Fig. 1 (Plate XXI)
show rhythmic arrangements obtained by
actual, or suggested, line direction. Fig. 2

(Plate XXI) shows Lite use of abstract

forms in a rhythmic design for a beaten

copper plate.

Two examples of the importance of these

principles of design are given in Plates

XXII and XXIII. Plate XXII is a fine

specimen of rhythmic composition. Plate

XXIII shows titc impressive effect gained

by the use of a dominant mass which is

itself broken up into related tone values.

Harmony and contrast. Those have
already been considered in relation Lo line

direction and the quality of tone values.

Further reference will lie made to them in

connection with the use of colour.

It is hoped that the later pages of this

article will show very clearly how the

illustration work of the senior children is

greatly improved by the teaching of these

elements of design. The final results arc

the justification for the inclusion of expression
drawing in the junior stages of the school

course.

FIRST YEAR
IMAGINATIVE DRAWING AND

ILLUSTRATION

Subjects.—A certainnumber of these should
be set by the teacher to be carried out at a
prearranged period. The children should
be encouraged to study the material for

the subject beforehand, making full use of

their sketch books for this purpose and in
their own time. The material gained in

this way, and the knowledge gained by its

collection, should be used ul the time of

the lesson, so that the sketch honks become
a reference library. The lesson consists of an
exercise in the rearrangement of the material

which lias been gathered to form an other-

wise original drawing. This help, combined
with that which is given by the teacher,

enables the children to gain confidence in

themselves and in their work.
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Tint Stages or rjtntiitiss i hum iim I'm v. Kjemu-ssiun hiuwvisu m this Final Composition

Other subjects should bo sot a I the Lime subjects in the; home, animals, ships and

of the lesson, so that they train the children vehicles. The human figure will play a

in pure memory drawing. Yet others should hu ge part in most of the drawings and its

be suggested by the children themselves, for introduction should be encouraged as inudi

both methods. as possible. Many of the children are stih

Suitable subjects will include the illustni- in the transition stage between symbolism

tion of stories, outdoor and street scenes, and realism, and they will need plenty of

scenes from school plays, sporting events, practice and encouragement in the drawing
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of figures at rest or in. movement. Criticism

should be helpful and kindly at this stage.

Method.—As the lessons are of short

duration, the method of procedure should

be decided upon, beforehand.

For a set subject, such as The Seasideg

the children should draw a small rectangle

to the same scale as that of the final drawing.

This should be done on scrap paper and in

it should be put all the details which they

propose to use for the illustration. These

should be sketched in very roughly indeed,

but the main lines should be linked up

with the edges of the picture area, as in

Fig. 2, Plate XXIV, Children are more

easily able to plan their drawings on a

small scale at first.

The lights and darks should be shaded

in very roughly also, and rearranged to give

an idea of the pattern of the picture, as

in Fig, 3, Plate XXIV.
When the arrangement appears to be

satisfactory the final drawing is begun
as freely as possible and with the brush

alone if the subject is a suitable one for

direct painting, ''Squaring up" the sketch

and the final drawing should never be
done for this kind of work; it is necessary

only for large wall panels and similar projects

which require the exact reproduction, on a
larger scale, of a carefully drawn cartoon.

Fig. i (Plate XXIV) shows the final form
of the illustration produced by this method,
which enables the teacher to deal with any
particular points in the children's drawings

which need alteration before the final

attempt is made. If several such points arise,

a lesson on them should be given with
backward sketches whilst the children take
notes.

Fig. i (Plate XXV) shows a subject

illustration drawn in a natural manner by
a child who has had no guidance whatsoever
as to the arranging of the material in the
picture. The most important item was
drawn separately and at first, in the centre
of the picture, This was followed by less

important details (to him) of background.

etc. Other forms and odd lines wore intro-

duced to "fill up" the vacant spaces after-

wards, so that the whole drawing lacks the

attractiveness and quality that it should

have, although it may he very freely handled

;

it is comparatively well drawn and fresh

in colour.

Another important principle is demon-

strated very clearly in this drawing. Thu
line representing the right-hand edge of

the road, and the hedge, enters the picture

on the right-hand side towards the top of

the picture and leaves it at the bottom

edge near the left-hand corner without a

single break in its continuity. In effect it

cuts off nearly one- third of Lhu picture

without being linked in, or being broken by,

any other form. This line is, therefore,

harsh and ugly in appearance, and it destroys

the unity of the picture by its isolation

from llic otlur forms. All that is necessary

is that tlie children should be shown a

similar example on the blackboard, and
that they should bo told Lu "break” such

lines when they occur not always by
introducing other forms, but by enlarging

forms which are already there, or by altering

their position.

Figs. 2 and 3 (Plate XXV7
) show illustra-

tions which arc quite good in themselves but
which suffer from the same faults.

Fig. 4 (Plate XXV) gives evidence of

much more careful jdanning, although the

details arc crudely drawn. But the whole
of llic picture area has been used, in this case

to belter effect.

The charcoal drawing shown in Plate

XXVI is remarkable for the manner in

which the sense of drama and movement,
suggested by the subject, The Shijnvrcck,

has been achieved by a few strong, main
lines. The treatment is unusual, but il docs
give the impression of Llic huge waves and
deep troughs; the angry sky; the plighl of

the wrecked ship, and the futile attempt lo
launch a boat which is shown in the act
of being overturned by the seas. The
style of drawing is reminiscent of the work
of Van Gogh, and it is quite possible that





Fjg. i. "The Shipwreck "—A Vigorous hut Untutored Drawing Snowing nm ( hu m's
Natural Sense or Dramatic PkilsivNI'a iion

Fig. 2. A Free Illustration for "Gnomes in the Moonlight” showing Svmiiolical
Treatment of the Moonbeams in the Wood
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an example of the virile technique of that

master lias been, seen hy the child and

that by its very unusualness it has left a

lasting impression upon, his mind.
(

Fjg. 2 (Plate XXVI) illustrates a child s

conception of gnomes dancing in u wood

in tire moonlight. It has an amusing and

'whimsical "feeling" for a difficult subject,

along with some good drawing and painting.

"The arrangement is obviously weak, but this

is compensated for by the essentially practical

interpretation of the moonlight—which is

represented as a kind of searchlight beam or

spotlight. It will be noticed that the localised

effect of such a beam on the ground level

is a problem which is far beyond his power

of memorising, and he shows its relationship

to the surroundings in a diagrammatic

manner; that is, symbolically.

Figs, i and 2 (Plate XXVII) gives two

examples of cut-paper work in which the

aim is to reduce the forms to their simplest

expression, with a minimum of detail.

Training in this work is of the greatest value

as a preparation for the later attempts at

poster designing, Also, it provides nn

opportunity for the first simple colmir

arrangements in the "flat.'
1

In Figs. 3 and 4 (Plate XXVII) the work
is carried to a slightly more detailed stage in

coloured paper. Even at this early stage

the children begin to appreciate the difference

between the decorative treatment by this

medium and the realistic treatment of their

ordinary drawings.

Treatment.—The drawings should be done
on sheets of paper of at least ^-Imperial

size. Nothing smaller should be permitted
for illustration work, as the children should
keep away from the drawing—almost at

arm's length. This will enable them to

draw and to paint freely, and to sec their

pictures as a whole instead of concentrating
upon one small part at a time.

The children should be instructed to think
about the colours which they are using
and to try them out on paper before applying
them to the final painting. The notes made

during the lessons on colour should be used

in the imaginative drawing and painting

lessons.

All this work should be as bold as possible

in execution, and to help in attaining this

end the brushes used should be large. The

long-handled hoghair brushes are the most

useful, in both the round aiul Hal shapes.

Tempera powder colours are LI 10 best for

this work and they arc preferable to ordinary

water colours.

PATTERN DESIGN

Media.—Positive and negative stencil plates

for edge-stencilling (Plate XXVIII, top

diagram); ordinary small stencil plates for

patterns, such as those shown in the second

diagram, and pieces of linoleum mounted
on wood or corks similar to those shown in

the bottom diagram. Ordinary students'

quality water colours. Cloy paslc. Flat

hoghair brushes about J in. wide. A fairly

thin, tough and absorbent paper with nut

too much "dress/' but one which may
safely be pasted 011 the reverse side from

the pattern. These arc the essentials for

patterns which may be produced quickly

and which may be applied to the craftwork

exercises.

It is probable that stick-prints and potato-

cut units have been used in the junior school

for the introductory stages to all-over pattern

design. They will not be used to any great

extent in the senior school as they have
certain disadvantages in comparison with

stencilled and linolcum-cut units. 'The

stick-printcd pattern is very tedious to

complete over a large area suck as the

endpapers for a book, and the Lype of pattern
which is produced by this method is very
formal, Very good patterns may be produced
by the use of potato-cut units, but these

cannot be kept for any length of time for

future use.

Method.—There are four ways of repro-
ducing a unit to give an all-over pattern, all
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of which should be attempted by the chil-

dren. The design may be drawn entirely

with the brush, freehand and without any

helping guide lines j
using the brush strokes

to form the units, This method gives

exceedingly good practice in the preliminary

brush-work necessary to painting and is

becoming more popular in the junior school

stages of pattern design. But its value

should not be ignored in the senior school,

and several examples of such pattern work

are shown in Plate XXIX.
By the second method the patterns are

stencilled, either along the edges of masks

such as those shown on Plate XXVIII, top

diagram, or through stencil plates as in the

second diagram. The edge-stencil gives

excellent patterns of a type that is most

suitable for bookcrafts and the decoration

of endpapers and covers. Its greatest value

lies in the unexpectedness of the pattern

that is made in this way, showing the child

that the same unit may be made to produce

a great number of different designs, each of

which is "built up” in a way that could not

be done by conceiving it as a whole and
then drawing it in its finished form.

The mask is cut from a postcard or a
piece of stencil paper which will not absorb

the colour to any great extent and become
sodden. The water colour, or oil colour, is

used very sparingly on a stencil brush, which
is kept nearly dry. Some practice is neces-

sary to get an even gradation outwards from
the edge of the mask as the line proceeds.

Strong hues are not satisfactory for this

work, which looks best when carried out in

shades and tints on tinted or grey papers.

The colours should be mixed beforehand,
and water colour is best taken up from a
soaked pad to get evenness of tone through-
out the design. Oil colour may be rolled out
on a marble slab or a sheet of plate glass,

so that an even film of colour is available
all the time.

Plate XXX shows examples of patterns
produced by this means.
The ordinary stencil plate is more suit-

able for printing -upon fabrics in fast dyes

or oil colour. This work is too advanced for

first-year children and Aulhcr reference will

lie made to it at a later stage in Uie course.

By the third method the pattern is printed

from a wood or linoleum block. The waste

material is cut away so that the unit shape

is left oil the face of the block. ^ in. is

sufficient for the depth of cut. The block

is then mounted so Lluit it may easily be

handled, but Us outer edges .should be

visible so that it may be placed accurately

in position for each repeat.

The paper is ruled with finely drawn guide

lines into squares, rectangles, triangles, etc.,

of the same size as the block. Better results

will be obtained if the paper is slightly and

evenly dampened before the printing begins.

To dampen the paper it is best to soak one

sheet under tlic tap (nut in a bath, in case

there should be any grease or soap in it)

and to place two dry sheds on top of the

wet one; then another wet sheet and two
more dry, and so on. Leave them under a

light weight overnight, after which they will

be flat and evenly dampened and ready for

printing,

Method of printing.-—It is strongly recom-

mended that ivory black water colour

should be used in preference to printer's

ink for stick-prints, linoleum-block units

and linoleum-block illustrations, The prin-

ter’s ink is excellent if a dressed paper is

used, and if there is a press at hand to give

the necessary pressure, for printing. But
as these aids are not available in the average

school the printing done with this ink is

very seldom successful, the pull being smudgy
and uneven in tone.

There is no reason why printer's ink
should have to be used at all. The JinesL

hand-printed blocks of the Japanese suiists

have been printed with black ('Juneso ink
ground from lire solid cake, with nothing
more than a touch of rice-paste Lo act as a
binding medium, and the ordinary ivory black
water colour gives a rich velvety black print of

a beautiful texture which cannot be obtained
by the use of printer's ink* The damp
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paper absorbs much of the stiff colour,

giving- both this peculiar and beautiful tex-

ture with a satisfactory black. Another
advantage which this method gives is the

quickness with which the prints may be
dried out, as they arc put one on top of

tile other—again under a light weight—so

that they dry flat and ready for inserting

in a book or for mounting on a card. Printer’s

ink takes so long to dry that in the average

schoolroom the prints become grimy and
curled up before they can be mounted, and
there is always present that unpleasant

stickiness and smudginess on the surface

of the print which will soil an adjacent page

in a book. It is not suggested for one

moment that these disadvantages exist when

facilities arc available for the printing to be

clone properly; but they do exist when
printer's ink is used by unskilled hands and
without the proper apparatus. Children,

always put too much on the block, and use

too much lithographic varnish or other

medium.
Much of die surface texture and quality

that is present in a Japanese print can be
got by the use of water colours on cheap

paper. For the best work in the third year

the mulberry paper should be used, but it

is not necessary at this stage.

Some ivory black is squeezed out on to

a slab or into a saucer, and a little Gloy

paste is placed near it. The brush, which

must be a stiff one such as the |in. hat

V.—VOL. V-S
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lioghair brush used for poster work, is the block is gone <>wr wilh the bared, the

nibbed into a little of the stiff colour straight implement used for applying the pressure,

from the tube so that only the end of the The genuine huvii h an expensive item,

brush is charged, Then it is just touched in and a good substitute is provided by the

the GLoy, no water being added as the slightly curved bn ce of ;l "Capstan" i-osl

colour must be applied in a thin film which tobacco tin. This is nibbed with n linn

is at full strength. Watery colour "blobs" pressure all ovn the niva id Hus Murk, in a

on the print and scrapes off against flic circular motion. Tin* covering sheet is

edges of the block, The colour is mixed with removed and then l he pi ini is peeled off

paste by
L
tl\c action of brushing it over the block and laid dmvn face upwards,

the block, the brush being held upright The process is repeated for each print,

whilst the strokes are made firmly from and if too much colour has not been used

side to side and then across at right the prints may be slacked in a pile without

angles. The block is now charged ready for any “ offsetting" from one lo another. With
printing. practice, a batch of prints may bo taken off

It is left lying face upwards. The damp at tlu; rate of two a minute for a single block

sheet of paper is held between the second illustration.

finger and thumb of each hand at the bottom The rate of printing units for an all-over

corners and is allowed to unroll on to the pattern is much faster as llu* paper lies on
block, after which it must not be touched a pad of newspaper whilst the stick, or
or moved sideways. To protect it, a dry unit, is held in the left hand and brushed
sheet of cartridge paper is placed over the with the right hand. Hand pivs^mv is all

sheet on the block and the whole surface of that is needed.

PLATE XXXII
Folder Covers Showing the Use of Positive and Negative Stencil-Plates



1'iu. 3 Fig. 4
PLATK XXXIII

l‘OUU 1*ATTB\INS OF UiFFEWKNT TVl'KS PliODOCKD BY VARIOUS ^IVA'IIOOS

All the patterns and linoleum-block iilus- these for over-printing will be referred to

tralions shown in these pages have been later.

done by tlie above method, including the Plate XXXI shows a group of elementary

more advanced linoleum blocks in five and bookcrafts exercises ill which the patterns

six colours. The means of
,f
registering

1

1

and illustrations have been printed in this
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tcristics in working of various pignionM i*

absolutely essential to l he production of

good work in a comparatively rfuut linv*.

The teacher possessing some specialised

knowledge of painting ran g<i good results

from the use of ordinary water colours, hut

the teacher who has had no special training

in art finds the greatest diflinilLy in tea* lirng

this branch of the work.

For instance, the "primary, secondary

and tertiary" colour system indicated dial

the delicate grey tint on the petal of a white

flower was composed of u mixture of Mur,
red and yellow in varying prnpoi liwi->

according to the source of light and to Un-

effect of any reflected lutes, lint the s\Mein

did not say which yellow, which red and
which blue were to be used. In conscipumv,
if by a lucky clvance the selection was made
to include crimson lake as the red In lie

used, and gamboge yellow, a transparent

p aily en y w-.nld u ailt fr^-m O** 1 adnuMutr
n ) i\\n p: u:n \\> whh lie- ih’^n
fiMin Vni • -Soil. * *h dl oi 1 r, )\* 5j nhi nn.uhi*-

( hlMn 11 (;u t 'Y l)o* “Ini.’hT' d-h "hun;"
c*»lniir»T m Mu’ h *\, Low* v< r, .usd v- iv «*fJ< n

the him- winiM h“ mira 1 v*iih \n Indian

and » In fill' y* 1?> av„ h<*th of who h .n«

picni'Ut - of t)i«' op ;.p:, i]i I b< puny
thhf.vo ViotiM If muddv .usd v-rv j^iqii.d

mil:lading a duly look * n dj< p.i,,l

of .1 dvlnuh- :ha»b% ,utd ltd 1 Vi^uM iu duo
In Dm* Mm- of ojMrpi* pjVni' HI UJo-h vvn'lM

nnl allow tho whit*- i i-» diow thu-mah
the wa h-

‘ I h i > » labile a*i*-n of |d ne h* - h j BuKin*'

P"‘l 1 1 Nr ^ will In 1 h /* IS< d to .i:\Ojj in U'liin • -

ticiji with w,t!*r fol^nr p-mdiir 1

.

The " '•UwJin.i *
f

t li.T I J « i

.

sy>l«-m, Vihu h v- h.vrd nj«» >ra th« L vio-SUv
study of coImim n; id* hy lie ]-\W \Vdh« hn
(MwaM, Ini's J'H.yhI s 5 .•••If In J.i- th* jn^-t
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as a vm an- of fishing ro]<»ur

ivl.diniidiip^ b« Lgiinni-. Sj^vi;illv pre-

pared w.ibr mloms padrh and tnl'nirrd

paper* make il p-“«-ibK In b -0 h I In- (hnurils

of <o|nm Dicmiv in a simp!* 1 in )im>T whi< li

gives Hit* giv^h'l pn. aiimnnl «»f In Ip

iu the niHi’ ;niviju» rd Mag* « nf (In* Minor

Wnrk.

I In* ‘•y-liin din y led him mil umimhiinf
rhildn-ii willmul indi\ Miulify nr flu* ability

lii dcvhe mlnnr mIm me^ of thiii own, as

Millie ll tVi' Mlggrd >!, lie im rssuy
rnlrotUminb nn llimls of tlm colour wheel

serve iinTrly to ki * I lu 1 liiMreii «m the

right track, and at had llu-y are making
prngnss nf moiio kind even at Diis stage.

Lain', when tiny have .tn midciMancling

nf Hu 1 order and uiiangrim-nl nf minor in

the dim it ill kinds nf mIu-iiks nr ivlitinn-

ships, tiny find that Deis system opens an

jnlmitrly wide ImM f» -r 1 lit in in which In

experiment.

Mm It of iht’ adwin- miiiRin is dun In

tin- fa* l that, fni* school pm p<oes, it is common
only tn supply a i.uige nf twenty-seven

lun s. tints ,uu| di.-ult'S in Die pigments and

mtnuml p.ipri s. A wry much wider range

is available, but the ipieMinn nf expense

makes it impossible in m.my cums In supply

it. Nnr would it In* advisable tn do so, as

it would lead in lonfuMnn, and every art

teacher knows the value nf a liiniU'd "palette
"

for lu pinners.

Water colours. The "standard " water

colours supplied are the nearest possible

appioaeli, in pigment, In l be hues nf the

spcrhmn hand. They are, iu order nf

arrangement, n il, mange, yellow, leaC-

gicen, seaqpcen, turquoise, blue and purple.

Tn addition, iheie is Mark, while and neutral

giey. Xeulial givy is supplied because i(

is not possible to grL it by an admixture ol

black and white alone wilhoul a bluish

tendency being present.

It is recommended that Uiese colours

should lie used mainly for decorative work

in the flat, based on the early exercises in

colour schemes and colour balance. When

the knowledge nf colour necessary for more
advanced work is gained by the older

children they may use the ordinary water
colours for certain effects. A chart which
Minus the position of Uiese colours in

relationship to the "standard 11

colours is

given on Blair XLII. This enables the

children In use their ordinary colours

intelligent ly in tin? light of what they have
learned from the ''.standard" range, as it

shows the approximate degree to which
they vary from full hue intensity and
purity.

Some guidance is necessary as it is not

advisable to neutralise ordinary water
colours by adding black. They should be
varied in lone and value, by admixture with

other colours which will give colour-greys

of much greater purity. Black makes Lite

deeper tones muddy and cold.

To avoid this confusion many schools

prefer to keep to one type of colour through-

out, and Ibis is the safer method to adopt.

The "standard" range is undoubtedly the

belter fur the leaching of colour theory as

the children arc restricted to the use of

certain definite lines, each one of which

is common to the whole class. When the

ordinary colours are used and Die class is

instructed to mix a wash of a certain colour,

each child has a different intensity to begin

with so that there is no common standard

on which to work. After a short time the

results arc too chaotic to be of any real

value.

Coloured papers. These are of more

value than the water colours, for they

ensure that the children are. working all Die

time with Die correct hues. The normal

iiuige as .supplied to most schools includes

the eight "standard" hues, with one lint

of each and one shade of each in addition

to black, white; and neutral grey. This gives

twenty-seven coloured papers, each of which

is quite distinct in appearance from the others,

and such a range should be amply .sufficient

for all teaching purposes. Reference has

already been made to the fact that Lhese
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papers. This simple wheel is easy for the

children to understand, as the intermediate

hues, tints and shades do not appear. Also,

the tints are arranged outside the hues and

the shades inside, with the neutral and

black, each one in a line with its own hne.

The colour wheel, or "chromatic circle/'

is derived from the double-cone colour solid

which condenses the theory of this system

into diagrammatic form. Figs, i„ 2 and 3

(Plate XXXIX) demonstrate the fact that

it a section is taken horizontally through

the upper cone at any point between the

apex and the base a colour wheel will be

revealed which lias finis of the standard

hues in the outer circle—all of the same

intensity—followed by concentric rings of

the same tints greyed down in intensity

hut of equal value, the grcyncss increasing

as the centre of the wheel is reached, at

which point the hue intensity is nil and

neutral grey takes its place,

A section on the plane of the base itself

will give the full-strength hues in the outer

ring, the inner rings being successfully

greyed until neutral is reached at the centre.

A section through the inverted cone beneath

will give shades of the hues in the outer ring,

the inner rings being successively greyed

until a darker neutral grey is reached at the

centre, Thus the apex of tire upper cone

represents pure white whilst that of the

inverted cone represents pure black*

It will be seen, therefore, that the colour

ring showing the tints on the Class Picture

really represents an ordinary film—or view
from above—of one line round the surface

of the upper cone, as no grey is present. The
other ring which shows tire shades repre-

sents the inverted plan—or the view from
underneath—of a corresponding line round
the lower cone, In the use of the water
colours, therefore, the tints are obtained
from the hues by adding white to them,
whilst the shades arc obtained by adding
black only to the lines.

The greatest advantage possessed by the
colour wheel as a teaching instrument is the
manner in which it presents the opposite

or true complementary colours in exactly

opposite positions one to the other, and the

adjacent or analogous colours in their true

relationships to their neighbours on either

side.

The use of the colour wheel.—As a pre-

liminary stage in the use of the wheel for

the analysis and selection of colour schemes,

the children should carry out some experi-

ments in black, white and grey papers to

familiarise them with tl\e pictorial aspect

of tone values as distinct from colour. One
of the chief faults in children's work is the

tendency to concentrate solely upon form

and colour, so that a finished pattern or

illustration looks like a patchwork quilt of

many hues at full intensity. At a sliorl

distance such an example appears as a blur

of indistinguishable hues. On closer inspec-

tion the ugliness of strong lines is apparent,

when they are unrelieved by neutrals or

tone contrasts.

Two simple examples will make the impor-

tance of this factor clear to tl\c children,

In a country school, or 011c having gardens

and playing fields, they should be told to

look with half-closed eyes at any aspect of

the view which includes a flower border,

flower bed or wild flowers. They should be

asked to note the richness of the colours so

observed against the background of grey-

blue and gvcy-grceu or other greyed and
"broken" colour which makes up the

average landscape scene. The principle may
then be demonstrated in the art room by
showing them some small pieces of brightly

coloured paper of varying hues and sizes

grouped irregularly upon a large sheet of

grey paper or millboard. Black paper is

not the best for this purpose us, although
it gives great brilliance to the hues, it is

too harsh by contrast for the required
effect.

In a city school where the direct observa-
tion from nature is not possible, the same
experiment may be carried out by placing
two posters side by side on a sheet of grey
paper large enough to allow them to he
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separated one from tire other. One poster

should be chosen for its glaring colour and

discords (there are plenty of this type to

be had) whilst the other one should contain

a well-balanced scheme with some strong

hues and greyed colour. The subject matter

tc-nds to distract the concentration of the

class, and to avoid this difficulty the posters

should be placed upside down on the back-

ground. The matter of choice between the

two may be put to the vote, on the grounds

of richness of colour (not quantity) and

pleasing appearance, without any technical

terms or previous introduction of the pur-

pose of the test. To obtain a fair test in

which, individual children shall not be

influenced by the show of hands, it is advis-

able to vote by ballot only. It will be found

in most cases that tire choice will fall upon

tlie better example of the two, without the

children knowing why.
The test will help the children to under-

stand that there is something more impor-

tant to be learned than the mere fact that

blue is placed in a picture as the "opposite"

to yellow. They will then be in a more
receptive frame of mind for the simple

experiments in the use of neutrals and tone

values which will follow.

These should be conducted in conjunction

with the early lessons on design and pictorial

arrangement which have been mentioned
in the previous pages. At the start the

general principle to be adopted is that the

design, or illustration, should be entirely

in silhonetted forms against a grey back-
ground. Then the white areas should be
chosen and should be restricted to the
smallest parts of the ° pattern" composed
by the picture as they are the most "'intense"
and the highest in key, or lightest in tone
value. The black areas act as the inter-

mediate stage in size, but the5r are placed
upon the grey background first. The white
areas are pasted on last of all, as they are
the smallest in size.

dills exercise should be followed by a
reversal of the tonal arrangement, but not
ol the principle, of the original The white

areas should now take the place of the

black ones, the black being retained for the

smallest areas or “ accents." This makes

the blade appear to be more intense than it

was in the fust case.

This type of exercise is illustrated in

Figs, i, 2, 3 and 4 (Plate XL) in which four

tonal arrangements arc applied to the same

subject- By doing this the children learn

that different effects are gained not so much
by the use of different hues as by variations

in tone. This leads to the realisation that

grass, for instance, need not always be

represented by a wash of briglil green lior the

sky by a wash of blue, but that, providing

the scheme is correctly balanced, any hue
may be used for any particular part of the

subject.

Once this fact is realised, the decorative

aspect of the children’s work will receive a

tremendous impetus.

The design element that is mainly con-

cerned with the exercise is dominance. It

is applied to the areas of greatest intensity

by taking care to ensure that one such area

is larger than any of the others of the same
intensity. Thus, if there arc three areas of

white (or intense hue) in a design, one
should be the largest and should be placed

out of the centre of the design; one should

be smaller, hut somewhere near the first

one, and the other one should be the smallest

and should be placed so that it balances the

other two areas. This is a very rough and
ready rule which, has to be modified in detail

as to the size, number and position of the

areas to suit every individual design. It

should not he assumed, therefore, that this
M
rule-of-thumb" suggestion which is so

baldly stated above must be applied arbit-

rarily to every design and illustration in

just this maimer. The principle must be
understood: the application depends upon
the individual child, for this may vary
throughout a group of drawings and yet be
correct in every one of them.

Figs, 1, <2, 3 and 4 (Plate XLI) show
some early attempts at this type of treat-

ment made by children who have been left
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come the near neutrals, which act as buffers

"between the areas of the stronger hue-inten-

sities. Alternatively, the background areas

may be occupied by light neutrals, whilst

the remaining stages are "builL up
JJ

one

by one until the smallest and most intense
M
accents’" are reached, as in landscape work

and portraiture.

In the early stages of these exercises it is

advisable to restrict the children to the use

of two hues only, which are immediately

adjacent to each other on the wheel. If the

range of a related scheme is carried too far

round the wheel until it reaches the extent

of a quadrant, a certain, percentage of

opposing or contrasting colour will be

included. As, however, it will not be the

hue which is immediately opposite to the

basic hue of the related scheme, the result

is unpleasant, It does, in fact, introduce

what is known as a
,r
discord," as this hue

which is influencing the extreme limit of

such a scheme is neither sufficiently near to

the original hue to he strongly related to it,

nor sufficiently far away round the wheel

to be a true "'opposite" or complementary

to it*

A related scheme may be grouped about

any hue, from any part of the wheel. It may
be based, as indicated above, upon a hue
which is at full intensity; or it may be
composed entirely of greyed hues, and may
include neutral grey. In every case, however,

tlic component parts of the scheme should

be of different tone values, one from another.

The contrasting ox complementary scheme.
No. 3 (Plate XLII,). An example of this

type of scheme is shown in colour on the
Class Picture in the same diagrammatic
form as that adopted for the related scheme.
As its name implies, the contrasting

scheme includes the hues which are situated
in diametrically opposite positions on the
wheel.

The success of such a scheme depends
entirely upon the correct relationship which
should exist between the quantities and
intensities of the opposing colours to be

used, One or other of the opposing hues

should dominate the whole scheme.

When two opposite hues are placed in

contact, one with the other, at full intensity,

each one enhances t lie value of the other

to the fullest extent. Thus, if a patch of

red be placed upon a larger area of sea-

green, both liucs being at full intensity, the

red will appear to be even more intense.

This is due to the fact that each hue is the

true opposite of the other.

If, on the other hand, the two adjacent

hues are not true opposites, each one will

be influenced by the complementary of the

other. This means that if a small area of

pure yellow, for instance, be placed upon
a larger area of purple, the yellow will

appear to be tinged with green (lcaf-grccn,

or yellow-green, being the complementary

hue to purple). If the same yellow is placed

upon an area of turquoise, or blue-green, it

will appear to be tinged with orange (the

complementary hue to turquoise). Thus,

if this experiment is carried out so that the

results may be seen side by side, the yellow

will have a different appearance in each

case.

These colour "influences" play a large

part in the teaching of water-colour painting,

and their effects may very clearly be seen

in the colour values of a group of objects

placed before a strongly hued background,
or in a group which contains objects having
a highly glazed or polished surface in close

contact with intense hues such as those of

oranges or flowers. Landscape subjects

present the same characteristics of colour

influence, and this should not be confused

with direct colour reflection. The difference

may be illustrated by two simple examples
which are of common, occurrence.

Colour influence may be scon upon a

whitewashed cottage wall if the sky beyond
the end of it appears to be a deep blue, as

occasionally happens on a hot summer day.

The blue of such a sky contains a great deal

of violet, the complementary hue of yellow.

The effect of this upon the cottage wall is

quite noticeable as, although the white-
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washed surface, directly in front of the

observer, may appear as a dazzling white

in the strong sunlight, a glance at the end

of the same wall where it meets the sky

will show a distinct yellow "glow" in the

whiteness of the surface which increases in

intensity ns the extreme edge is reached.

Similarly, on a hot summer day, if the

observer should be looking across a yellow

cornfield towards a belt of trees lie will see

that the shadow "beneath them appears to

be a very deep-toned and definite blue-

violet.

Colour reflection may be seen in glassware

when it is placed against fruit, flowers, wine,

etc., and when the lighting is suitable for

its occurrence. It also appears on glazed

surfaces, smooth fabrics, and various other

textures under suitable conditions. One of

its most common forms is the appearance

of a patch of colour "thrown" from an object

in strong light on the side of an adjacent

surface which is in shade,

In the first-year work the question of

colour influence will arise only in connec-

tion with the correct choice of complementary
hues. Children can select these from their

limited range of papers without much diffi-

culty, but they cannot apply them to illus-

trations in the proper manner. They will,

if they are left to their own devices, cover

the whole design with pairs of complemen-
tary hues at full intensity. The effect of a

number of contrasting hues at full intensity

when placed in juxtaposition in this way is

one of extreme harshness and ugliness, so

that the teacher will find that the previous

exercises in tonal arrangements will be of

the greatest help at this stage.

The children should be led to work along

the same lines in planning their colour

schemes. A related scheme of one dominant
hue, with its tint, shade and neutral, should
be applied to the major portion of the design,

whether this is pictorial or otherwise. The
remaining and much smaller portions should

be arranged so that they may be occupied
by the contrasting hue, with its own tint

or shade, the line itself taking the most

important position where it will balance the
rest of the design by its intensity and not
by its size.

A very simple arrangement of a type that
is suitable for first-year experiments is

shown on Class Picture No. 133 in colour.

It is not wise to attempt to go beyond this

stage in the definite teaching of colour in

the first year unless the teacher finds that
the children have a thorough grasp of the

principles so far involved.

By widening the range of the dominating
related scheme a more advanced type of

colour pattern is introduced, and this will

be referred to at a later stage in the course,

It should be understood that while these

progressive exercises in colour arrangement
arc being taught, the children should still

be encouraged to make full and free use of

their water colours for the ordinary pur-

poses of illustration or expression drawing.

OBJECT DRAWING!

Media.—Pastel, on tinted paper; pencil,

line and wash, full colour wash, and flat

colour as for posters.

Only the first two media will be used in

the first year, so that the disciplinary or

training value of this work may take its

right proportion as a part of the whole

scheme. This is necessary because the

drawing of objects plays an important part

both in pictorial composition and in decora-

tive work in the flat.

Object drawing should be regarded as

being one part of a complete scheme and

not as being an end in itself. Its particular

value lies in the training that it gives in

draughtsmanship, along with the develop-

ment of the powers of direct observation,

judgment, and the perception of form as

being something more than a mere mechan-

ical outline. These factors all combine to

produce the "still-life" painting; one of

the most exacting forms of pictorial com-

position and one which tests the abilities

of the most experienced artist, demanding
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a thorough, knowledge of design, tone and

colour values, textures and technical methods

of painting.

Although it is very unlikely that the

children arc going to reach the stage of

painting groups of objects in full colour

(which should never be attempted unless

they are capable of doing so, as otherwise

failure and discouragement are certain to

follow), they will need a considerable amount

of object drawing in connection with poster

work of all kinds, and with illustrations of

a more advanced type.

Pastel work has been referred to already,

and it is in this section of the course that

it maj' be used to effect, It is essentially

a medium for " suggestion " rather than for

careful delineation, and this fact makes it

especially useful for the representation of

textures, high lights and strong colour notes

of which a group of objects is so largely

composed. It compels the child to study the

pattern of the group as seen against the

background, and defies all attempts to

reproduce "niggling" detail. Therefore it

has a definite value in this course, pro-

viding that the right type of subject is

chosen.

In the early stages, the pencil should be
used in precisely the opposite manner. It

is a rigid and unyielding instrument in the

hands of the child, although to the exper-

ienced artist it is capable of an infinite

variation of line. This essential charac-

teristic of the firm point, as distinct from the

soft bluntness of the pastel and the pliability

of the brush, makes it necessary for the
children to be taught how to hold the pencil

properly and how to get a varied line

strength. Analytical nature drawing is

excellent training for this purpose and it

may be allied to object drawing in this

way.

The exacting technique that is required
to produce a "shaded" pencil drawing of
any artistic value makes this particular
form of work a waste of time in school,
although it has been very popular for many
years. If we omit the obvious "scribble"

as a means of rendering tone values and
textures over fairly large surfaces, the pencil

must necessarily be used with great skill

and knowledge if it is to produce anything

more than the appearance of a dirty smudge.

It is this same lack of skill and knowledge

(which, surely, is only to be expected) that

makes the shaded pencil drawing of the

average child look so dead, lifeless and
mechanical, although hours of patient work
have been put in on the subject, Further-

more, the child knows that the drawing is

unsatisfactory, but the teacher cannot explain

why without launching out upon a veritable

sea of technicalities which are completely

beyond the understanding of the child.

Method.— (Plate XLIII.) In pastel draw-
ing, large sheets of paper should be used
of at least ^-Imperial size. The "pastel

drawing book" with pages about Sin. by

g in, should be scrapped completely, for

what child can draw freely with such a

medium on a small page which will not even
lie flat? In addition, he, or she, is afraid

of spoiling the drawing, which will then
remain for evermore as a discouraging blot

on the record of progress. Such an attitude

of mind compels the child to work in a

pettifogging manner and destroys any ini'

pulse towards vital and lively work of real

merit.

Objects should always be arranged with
care in front of a suitable background, and
the practice of making the children draw
the board oil which the objects stand should

be avoided as the hard lines of these edges,

usually disposed at awkward angles, inter-

fere with the lines of the grouping, The
drawing should be arranged in regard to the

edges of the sheet of paper that is used for

it, and for this reason it is not advisable to

set single objects up for study as it is diffi-

cult to arrange one object only to form a
picture,

The choice of objects should be restricted

to those which have good form, simple
lines and good colour. Their suitability for

drawing by "suggestion" should be borne
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The Technique of Pastel, Crayon or Chalk Drawing. Lights and Darks only are

Drawn on a Neutral of Half-tone Ground
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in mind. It is very difficult to " suggest

"

an attache case which is simply a slab of

dingy brown, whereas an ordinary plain

tumbler shows clearly defined high lights

and darlcs, with areas of colour from sur-

rounding objects such as fruit, and will

compel this type of drawing by reason of

the invisibility of many of the edges or

outlines, If the grey paper is left untouched

for the half-tones and only the high lights

and darks are drawn in, the children are

learning a great deal about drawing and

about art as distinct from the representa-

tion of an object by a mechanical rendering

in outline only.

Children should be encouraged to sit

back for a few moments before they begin

their drawings, and to look with their eyes

half dosed at the whole group of two or

more simple objects against the background

until they can see only the lights, the darks

and odd patches of colour. Then they

should endeavour to draw just what they

see in this way, and not what they know
to be there. They should draw the group

as a whole, and not bit by bit or one object

at a time. This trains their powers of obser-

vation in a way that can never be achieved

by prolonged staring at one part of the out-

lines only.

They should be encouraged to draw at

arm's length, and as freely as possible. This

will compel them to adopt a better style and
will enable them more accurately to judge
the proportions and line directions of the

various parts of the drawing.

Above all, they should be made to draw
with economy of line. Every line should
have a meaning, and several lines care-

lessly drawn will not take the place of one
line that is expressive of character, direc-

tion or texture, Overloading the surface of

the paper is the commonest fault in pastel
drawings. It destroys the “bite” of the
surface so that full colour cannot be put
on, and causes an unpleasant shine to
appear, which destroys the texture of the
drawing.

It is permissible to use the side of the

pastel for bold effects and for covering large

areas but the strokes should be put on

crisply and firmly so that the character of

the drawing is retained. The only time when
the " rubbing-in " method may be adopted

to get an even tone is when it is necessary

to tint the paper over a definite area such

as the background, or to get certain sky

effects. The pastel should, however, take

its place in the school course as a drawing

medium and not as a jminting medium.

Pencil work,—As distinct from the "sug-

gestive” technique of the pastel, the pencil

drawing should aim at definite representa-

tion. It thus becomes the obvious medium
for analytical drawings of all kinds, and for

the teaching of perspective in the very

elementary form in which it is applied to

the course.

The “nature" drawing should be of the

simple type which is shown in Plate XLIV,
the emphasis being laid upon clean line work
of varied strcngLh and not upon the quan-

tity of foliage that is drawn within a given

time. Each of these exercises is intended

mainly as a pure drawing test for the pur-

pose of training the children in the method
of handling the pencil to get expressive line

quality. The applications of this work
should be made general, so that the children

work in the same manner as regards definite

and varied line in their sketchbooks. This

will be of great benefit to the illustration

work as they will soon learn to select the

essentials of their subjects and to present

them with economy of line. Freedom of

style will come later on and although it

should be encouraged it should not be

forced upon them until they have had some
preliminary lessons in the use of the pencil.

Flower and leaf forms may be conven-

tionalised to provide units for pattern

designs or for border repeats in connection

with the first lessons in colour, as shown in

Plate XLV. It is a fact that the designs so

produced are usually less interesting than
those which are built up with abstract units,

or units which are derived from other forms.
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Pencil Drawings of Natural Objects, to give Practice in the Use of Expressive Line

"with Variations of Strength
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Natural Forms, Conventionalised, Become Design Units
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This observation, refers only to children’s

work, for natural forms provide the inspira-

tion for many of the excellent block-printed

fabric designs which are produced by

advanced students of that particular craft.

In the first year it is necessary to give a

certain amount of time to the essentials of

all object drawing, but this time should not

be extended beyond the period that is

required for this purpose. The opportunity

should be talcen to utilise these exercises

for the first lessons in pictorial arrangement,

which have already been referred to.

Plate XLVI shows some of the points

which should be dealt with during this

period of the course, and it is possible to

arrange many of the details in this way
on a J-bnperial sheet of paper so that the

children may have the sheet for handy
reference when difficulties arise instead of

having to make complete drawings for each

separate point. Problems of foreshortening

and perspective should be dealt with in the

simplest possible language, assisted by
homely examples and plenty of quick

sketches rather than by elaborate and
carefully finished drawings.

The next stages involve the use of different

methods of treatment and different media.

Pencil outline, brush drawing and pastel

or charcoal may be used for the various

effects, and this period should include the
mass drawing in one or two tones, with or

without an outline. The outlined mass
drawing is a decorative treatment which
will be needed occasionally in the poster
designing section of the third-year course,

and which may be applied also to book
jackets and wall decorations. Examples of

this special form of treatment are shown in

Plate XLVIL
Some of the problems of arrangement of

objects within a definite border line have
already been mentioned in connection with
imaginative and illustration work, and the
same conditions apply to the arrangement
of common objects in a group against a
background.

It has been stated that objects should not

be drawn singly. They should be combined

to form groups so that the same procedure

may be followed in this work as in the ordin-

ary illustration lessons. Plate XLVIII shows

the importance of correct placing of the

individual objects for the purpose of obtain-

ing unity of effect in the group as a whole.

This effect gives the group its pictorial

quality, which depends more upon arrange-

ment than upon the intrinsic interest of

the individual objects themselves.

Fig. i and Fig. 3 (Plate XLVIII) show
how unity of effect is destroyed. The main

lines of the drapery folds converge upwards
and out of the picture, thereby carrying

the eye of the observer away from the centre

of interest. In following them back, the

attention is led to each object individually

and is dispersed between them. The objects

arc ranged in a row, side by side, thus

spoiling the group effect which it is desired

to obtain. In Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 the same
objects have been rearranged so that they

form a compact group, with their outlines

linked together and with the bottle acting

as the dominant feature of the group. The
drapery lines now converge towards this

centre o-f interest, thereby concentrating the

attention of the observer, upon the dominant
feature. The drawing has been rendered

in tonal washes to show how, in addition,

this may be helped by the intensity of the

high lights on the bottle which hold the

attention. The drapery lines are also

rearranged to follow round the form of the

bottle, thereby assisting in preserving the

appearance of unity throughout the picture.

This new arrangement enables the hard line

between the background aucl foreground to

be covered completely, thus doing away
with an unnecessary and unpleasant feature

which so often tends to "cut the drawing
into two parts."

This example is not, of course, suitable for

first-year work, but it shows the great impor-

tance of the background and the fore-

ground, which should be considered in even
the simplest drawings, so that work of this

type may be attempted by some of the
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children in the third year, if time permits,

with more hope of success than is normally
the case,

Object drawing is of very little value
unless it is taught in its relationship to other

forms of art, but if the sympathies of the
teacher incline towards this kind of work
it may be developed into a very successful

scheme which will still include the essentials

of colour, line and form as applied to other

types of pictorial design.

Perspective.—Some knowledge of the
elements of perspective drawing is necessary

in all but the purely decorative branches of

the course, but it is seldom that these

elements arc taught in the form of definite

lessons. The children arc expected to acquire

this knowledge by observation and by
references to homely examples.

Such references are excellent for this

purpose, but they can give the children

nothing more than a very hazy idea of how
to apply such observations to fresh situa-

tions, As in the case of object drawing, one
or two lessons spent in teaching the funda-

mentals will give greatly increased value

to later illustration work, and will give

the children much more confidence in their

drawing powers. The most important gain

in this respect will be the increased power
of visualisation on the part of the individual

child which will follow upon an under-

standing of the simple principles of per-

spective drawing. If the child has a fairly

clear mental image of any particular object

which he has seen when it was in a certain

position, and he wishes to change its position

in his drawing, he will be able to work it

out from a sketch of the original position

into something like its correct form.

Plate XLIX shows some of the funda-

mentals of perspective as it is applied to

object drawing and illustration. A sheet

of notes of this type may be built up by
the children in the course of two or three

lessons which will he very valuable for

reference purposes later on. The explana-

tion of the use of vanishing points and of
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the horizon line may be made very simple
indeed. The part which at this stage has
to be left to the judgment and observation
of the child is the question of foreshortening

of the receding faces of objects. This can

best he done by encouraging the children

to make plenty of quick sketches of objects

of all kinds, and in different positions. The
geometrical method of obtaining these fore-

shortened distances should not be intro-

duced at this stage, if at all.

AVhen first dealing with the points illus-

trated in. Plate XLIX, it will be found that

the children will understand them better if

an artificial horizon line is used. This can

be managed by stretching a length of white

tape between two sewing frames, or between
two chairs raised upon desks, so that the

tape is about on the eye level of the children.

A fairly large and light rectangular object,

such as an empty box file, may bo used to

demonstrate the changing appearance of its

edges and their directions as it is raised

above the eye level or is lowered beneath it.

The realisation of the fact that rectan-

gular objects which stand upon one another,

or upon the same plane, have their vanish-

ing points on the same horizon line although

their vertical faces may be inclined one to

the other as in Fig 2 (Plate XLIX), can be

supplemented by another drawing. The
same objects may be used, but they should

be placed in a different position from that

which is adopted for Fig. 2, so that the

vertical faces are turned at various angles

to one another,

In tire next stage, the original position of

the two books should be resumed, but the

cover of the upper book should be tilted

lip at an angle of about forty-five degrees

from the horizontal. The children should

now be led to observe that, whilst the

actual horizontal lines of the book arc still

shown as receding to the same two vanishing

points as before, the lines of the edges of

the tilted cover recede to a new vanishing

point which is a long way above the horizon

line of the picture. This point may be repre-

sented as being on a vertical line drawn
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through, the original vanishing point to which

the cover edges receded.

The chief difficulty which confronts tlic

children will arise when they are drawing

a group of objects in which one of a similar

rectangular form is tilted up on one corner,

so that no one single face is resting on the

horizontal plane. The parallel lines of such

an object recede to an independent pair of

vanishing points which, of course, are not

on the horizon line of the picture to which

the object belongs. The foregoing examples

shown in Plate XLIX should assist in the

solving of this difficulty in the minds of the

children.

Fig. 4 (Plate XLIX) illustrates the method

by which cylindrical objects may be drawn

in perspective or visualised for the purposes

of sketching and memory drawing. Such

objects should be imagined as being enclosed

within a rectangular case, as shown in the

diagram, If these bounding lines are lightly

sketched in, the children are enabled to

understand the reason for the variation

which exists between the curvature of the

opposite ends of the cylinder, as drawn in

perspective. They see that, as the square

ends of the "case" become foreshortened

in perspective, the contained circles of the

ends of the cylinder become ellipses, the

major axes of which are at right angles to

the centre line of the solid. This latter fact

does not concern the children at this stage,

although the projection of the circle on to

an inclined plane may follow later as an
exercise in plane geometry.

Fig. 7 (Plate XLIX), shows the applica-

tion of the same principle to objects having
a circular base, and which have to be drawn
as standing upon the horizontal plane.

Direct observation with free drawing is

sufficient as a rule, but one exercise of this

type will help the children to understand
and to gauge the curvature of the base of

an object in such a position,

If again a square "casc'
J

is imagined as

enclosing the base of the subject, its edges
may be drawn in perspective as shown in

Tig. 7. An ellipse is drawn, freehand, within

this perspective view of the square, and will

represent the outline of the base of the

object. One fact which may be pointed

out to the children, at a later date however,,

is that the edges of the containing square,

being in perspective, do not form a true

diamond shape. Therefore, if the diagonals

of the square in perspective arc drawn,

the one which contains the minor axis of

the contained ellq>sc is not bisected by the

other. In Fig. 7 a will be shorter than b.

This point is mentioned here because con-

fusion often exists between the square in

perspective
, and tlie square in projection.

In projecting a square on to an inclined plane,

in a similar position, its opposite sides

would remain parallel to one another, so

that a would equal b in the projection.

Fig. 5 (Plate XLIX) illustrates the most
homely example of the picture which has

but a single vanishing j)ainl on the horizon

line. Although children grasp the principle

very easily, in this case they always find

it difficult to draw such a scene from memory,
and they make it appear as though the

observer is standing on a bridge at a great

height, looking down upon the lines instead

of looking along them. This is because they

do not realise that however great may be
the distance from the observer to the
horizon in actual fact, that distance has to

be represented between the line of the

"foot level" of the observer and liis eye

level; an average height of, say 5 ft. 3 ins.

in reality, which lias to be shown on the

drawing within the space of an inch or two.

The same principle should be applied to

the drawing of roadways, paths, railway
lines, etc., in the position shown in Fig, 6,

Plate XLIX, This exercise, as a drawing
from imagination, always gives the greatest

difficulty to the average child or adult. But
if the position of the observer is realised in

relationship to eye level, the problem is very
much simplified. This point should be
dealt with as thoroughly as possible, for its

applications crop up in nearly every illus-

trative drawing from memory, and in every
landscape sketch, however simple it may be.
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Whichever method the teacher may adopt,

the elements of perspective should be made

clear to the children as being a pari of their

illustration work. Perspective should not be

taught in. the senior school as though it

were an abstruse science, to be preserved in

a watertight compartment of the syllabus

,

and having no connection with the free

expression work.

Examples of the application of these

principles to illustration are shown in Plates

L and LI.

LINOLEUM-BLOCK CUTTING AND
PRINTING

THIS is the most useful of all the

school crafts which may be practised

in the ordinary classroom, where

facilities are not available for work which

requires a great deal of apparatus and

material. It is the most valuable craft

because it brings into play all the varied

knowledge gained in the ordinary art lessons.

If a special crafts room is available for this

work, or if the art room is fitted up for

craftwork as well, its value is all the more

enhanced,

The craft has a wide range of application,

for the blocks may be used for the produc-

tion of all-over patterns for bookcrafts work;

patterns for fabric printing; monograms and
devices for notices or book decoration; illus-

trations for hand-written books which are

bound by the children; illustrations in

black-and-white which may be mounted and
framed as pictures, or illustrations ill colour

for decorative and pictorial purposes. Class

Picture No, 131 shows some of these appli-

cations of the craft.

Quite apart from this basis of usefulness,

the linoleum-block print acts as a test of

all the previous knowledge gained by the
children, The success of a design depends
upon the correct use of counterchange be-
tween the black and white areas; the plan-
ning of the design as a composition within
the definite boundary lines of the block,

thus introducing the various elements of

design which have been referred to already;
the extreme simplification of form, and the

avoidance of detail; the selection and placing

of forms to give correct balance of light on

dark, or vice versa. In the case of colour

prints, the scope of the teaching is much
wider. Each design has to be finished in

the rough, on paper, after which it must

be analysed in order to decide upon the

number, shape and colour of the separate

blocks which, when partly over-printed or

superimposed, will give the same resulls as

the original sketch.

Materials.—These are very few, and very

easy to obtain. The linoleum should be of

the smooth-faced kind having a plain sur-

face, and should be about § in. Lo
0̂
-in. thick.

It may be had from the artists' colour men in

ready-cut blocks of 6 in. by 4 in., or 7 in.

by 5 in. in size, and upwards; or it may be

had from decorators and shopfitters, as

waste pieces are very often obtainable from

them when this type of linoleum has been

used for the flooring of shops and offices.

"Cork" linoleums should be avoided as the

surface is too open and crumbly for clean

cutting or printing to be carried out with

them.

Brushes ,—These should be flat hoghair,

from \ in. to 1 in. wide, The bristles must
be both short and stiff, and the best type

of brush for the purpose is the one known
as a "poster artist's" brush. The best sub-

stitute for this is the ordinary flat paste

brush, of the kind usually supplied Lo schools

and having fairly stiff hair. The common
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Linoleum Block Prints in Colour
(Class Picl MIC No. 131 in the Portfolio.)

stencil brush, or painting brush, is useless,

as the hair is so soft that it is impossible

to brush the stiff colour on to the block

without it being scraped off by the edges

of the printing portions.

Colour .—Specially prepared linoleum-

printing ink is obtainable in a wide range

of colours from the artists’ colounnen. It

is an expensive item, however, and the

ordinary tube water colours do very well

instead. For black prints, the " ivory black "

water colour gives the best results.

Paper .—Any absorbent paper will do for

the early experiments. Typewriting or

duplicating paper, cartridge paper or strong

tissue paper may be used, providing that

the surface is not smoothly " dressed." If

printer's ink is used, however, the reverse
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is the case, a$ the paper should have a

glossy surface.

For all printing with water colour the

paper should he dampened,

Japanese mulberry paper.—For later ancl

more, advanced work, and lo get the best

results, Japanese mulberry paper should

always be used. Two qualities arc obtain-

able from artists' colourmenj one compara-

tively cheap, and one which is expensive.

The cheaper variety will serve admirably

for all normal school purposes. This paper,

made from the bark of the mulberry tree

itself, lias a fibrous texture which is most

pleasing and which possesses high absorbent

qualities, so that when it is damp, and a

print is taken from a block on this surface,

it gives a peculiar and very beautiful lustre

and texture which is unobtainable by any

other method of printing, By comparison,

the "pull" taken off with printer's ink on

a glossy paper appears to be harsh and

mechanical, and lacking in artistic quality

of texture, although the colour may be much
stronger, sharper and more pure in value.

" Bciren '\—-This instrument is used for

applying the necessary pressure by which

the colour is transferred from the printing

surfaces of tlie block to the paper. It is

an expensive item if it is bought ready for

use, and consists of a circular pad, or coil,

of strong cord which is covered with bamboo
leaf. The pad, or baren, soon wears

out, and it is this necessity for frequent

replacement of the baren which makes
this the most expensive item of the whole
equipment.

An excellent substitute will be found to

give good service in this respect, and all

the prints illustrated in these pages were
taken off by means of a small tin having
a slightly convex surface at its base. The
tin should be sufficiently strong to resist

the pressure that is applied, and the curva-
ture should be such that it enables the pres-
sure to be applied to any unevennesses in

the surface of the black without the paper
being pushed on to the waste “ground/*
big, 6, Plate LII. An ordinary, humble

i oz. "Capstan" tobacco tin satisfies all

these requirements, and wilL serve admir-

ably for all blocks up to loin, by 8 in. at

no cost whatever, providing that the children

are commissioned to collect them.

Method of preparing’ the block.—Most
schools now possess special lino-cutting tools,

but failing these ail ordinary penknife may
be used quite successfully if a short blade

is- included. A long-bladcd knife is most
difficult to use for the purpose. The only

other tool which is needed, although it is

not absolutely essential, is a carving gouge

with which to remove the larger areas of

waste from the parts of the block which

are not to print.

The drawing is prepared to full size for

the block which is to be used, ancl it is

advisable to see that the printing parts arc

shaded or inked in, to prevent mistakes in

cutting. This drawing may be made on

tissue paper, after which it is pasted on to

the block and is used directly as a guide

for the cutting. In this case it must be

remembered that the print will be in reverse

to the drawing, so that, should any lettering

be included in the design, it must be drawn
backwards in the first place. Alternatively,

the design should be traced through to the

back of the paper, which is turned over

before pasting on to the block.

A simple method for single blocks is to

outline the finished design with a sheet of

carbon paper underneath the drawing sheet.

This gives the drawing in reverse on the

back, so that by placing it reverse side

uppermost on to the block, with a carbon
sheet underncalli, the design may be traced

directly on to the surface of the block itself.

The lines can be seen quite clearly, and it

no registration has to be done for over-

printing this method is quite satisfactory.

It is, in fact, better for beginners than
attempting to cut to a design which is on
paper pasted to the block, as, unless the

knife used for the cutting is very sharp, the

paper will be torn up in places, even though
it is apparently securely pasted on.
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Pirate LI I. Linoleum-Block Cutting and Printing
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The next stage is the cutting, and this

is best done with a knife. Some teachers

prefer to use tools which resemble the

V-tool used in woodcarving on a smaller

scale and which cut a trench along the out-

line of the design. Children find that this

tool is difficult to use as it tends to keep

"digging in.
JI

It is pushed away from the

worker, in the manner of a graver. The

knife, on the other hand, is drawn towards

the worker and is much easier to control

than the V-tool.

The first cut is made along the outline

of the printing surfaces and at a slight out-

ward slant, as in Fig. I, Plate LII. This

slant is to prevent the natural tendency

which exists to undercut the outline whilst

concentrating upon its direction. Any under-

cutting of the lines should be avoided as it

weakens the walls of the raised surfaces

which may crumble under the pressure of

printing.

When the outline cut is completed a

second cut is made, about i in. away from

the first one and sloping in towards it. This

gives a Y-trench all round the outline of

the design, and this trench should be about

jbin. in depth. Beginners always tend to

cut too deep, with the result that the rough

canvas of the backing of the linoleum is

exposed, and, working up, becomes inked

so that it spoils the background of the print.

Fig. 2, Plate LII, shows the position of the

second cut.

A small gouge, or a lino-cutting spade-

tool, should now be used to remove the

waste areas, this being done by a succession

of parallel cuts which are followed by a

second series at right angles to the first

ones. This operation (Fig. 3, Plate LII)

should clear the background to an even
depth without exposing the canvas. Very
fine angles olt sharp corners should be
avoided in the design as these cannot easily

be cleared out. Similar forms should be
avoided on the printing surfaces as they
will crumble or break away during the
printing. This fact marks the essential

difference between the linoleum block and

the wood block. On the latter it is possible

to obtain very fine lines from which to

print; of such fineness that they may appear
as hair lines, whereas such lines could not

be printed from a linoleum block. There-

fore, the typical wood block design is much
more delicate in appearance as regards line

strength, although, of course, such linework
is not always necessary to the design. The
linoleum block, on the other hand, should

be bolder in design, so that where lines are

necessary they may be made of a suitable

strength. In any case, long and unsupported

lines of any degree of fineness should be

avoided.

As the surface of the block is certain to

be slightly greasy, it should now be lightly

glasspapered with a fine paper such as

No. o, the paper being stretched over a cork

"rubber
11

or a piece of wood. The finger

tips should not be used for the glasspapcring

as this practice will cause the edges of the

printing surfaces to be rounded off to an

extent which will spoil the printing itself.

Preparation of the Paper,—The next stage

is the preparation of the paper. This must
be evenly dampened to obtain both a good
print and the peculiar lustrous texture

which results .from the partial absorption of

the ink. One sheet, trimmed to a slightly

larger size all round than the block, should

be soaked in clean water, care being taken

to see that no trace of soap is present. Two
dry sheets are now placed on the wet one,

which in turn is placed on an old drawing
board. Then another wet sheet is added to

the pile, followed by two more dry ones,

and so on until the number required is

reached. Another wooden board is jdaced

on the pile, with a book or some other light

weight upon it, and the paper is left thus,

preferably overnight, for the sheets to get

evenly dampened.

Printing.—When everything is ready for

printing, a little ivory black water colour

is squeezed out into a saucer or palette. No
water is added, as thin colour will be scraped
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off the brush against the edges of the print-

ing surfaces and will cause a "blobby"
print. Also, it will not be possible to obtain

the full depth of tone which is necessary

to the blacks. Instead of water, a little

"Gloy" paste may be used to make the

stiff colour workable, and a small quantity

is put out on another saucer or palette.

The damp paper is left in the pile in a

handy position, the top sheet being detached

and left ready on the others, so that it may
be picked up at a moment's notice. Speed

in getting the paper on to the block is

imperative, otherwise the stiff colour film

will be dry before the impression can be
taken.

The flat, hoghair brush is dampened, but

must not be wet. It is worked into the

colour so that only the end of the brush is

fully charged with the stiff colour. Then it

is touched only with the “Gloy” paste, after

which the block is held with the thumb ancl

finger tips of the left hand at the edges

only, whilst the colour is brushed on by a

series of parallel strokes, worked quickly but

steadily from top to bottom, and then from

side to side across the previous strokes.

The brush must be held perfectly upright

whilst the colour is brushed on, otherwise

instead of the printing surfaces being inked

the colour will be scraped off against their

edges. For the same reason, the brush

should be held lightly but firmly, without

any great downward pressure,

Immediately the brushing is finished, the

sheet of damp paper is taken up. It is held

at the two bottom corners, one between the

thumb and second finger tip of each hand,

the sheet being allowed to fall back on to

the wrists, Fig. 4, Plate LII. The bottom

edge is then placed in position to the block,

and the sheet must be allowed to fall on to

the block, where it will lie quite flat. Do
not try to place the sheet of paper flat on

the block, as this will cause wrinkling.

A sheet of stout, dry cartridge paper is

placed quickly on top of the printing sheet,

to protect it and to allow of the nibbing

to take place without its being torn up.

The tin, or baren, is picked up and the

print is taken off by rubbing the baren over

the area of the block, using a firm pressure

and working in small circles as in French
polishing, Fig. 5, Plate LII.

The dry covering- paper is removed and
the print is peeled off the block. The success

or otherwise of the print may be gauged
before this is done by lifting up tile covering

sheet and inspecting the back of the print.

This cannot of course, be removed and re-

placed without spoiling the print, buL, if

the print is successful, the black areas will

clearly be seen 011 the back before the print

is taken off the block.

The print should be placed face down
upon the board used for the remainder of

the sheets, and each successive print is

placed face down in this way upon the pre-

vious one. If the printing lias been properly

done they will not stick together, but will

dry quite flat if left in a pile in this way
and will thus be ready for trimming and

mounting, or for insertion in a book. This

is the great advantage which is possessed

by waler-colour prints over those done in

printer's inks, as the latter must be kept

separate for drying. This takes a consider-

able time, and the prints become curled,

dog-eared and dirty in the grimy atmos-

phere of the average classroom.

Multi-colour blocks.—When more than

one block is required to complete a design

it becomes necessary to “register" each

block from the original drawing. This adds

considerable difficulty to the planning of the

design ancl to the cutting and printing of

the blocks. Two or more blocks should not

be introduced in any one design during a

first year course, and the details of these

methods will be given in a later section of

the whole scheme.

The first linoleum blocks may consist of

units for repetition as all-over patterns.

Plate LI II shows two patterns obtained by

this method in which the unit areas arc

quite distinct. One is an exercise in cutting

to given lines to produce a geometric type
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of pattern (Fig. I, Plate LIII) whilst the

other unit is obtained by “free" cutting,

without any preconceived idea as to the

final result, Fig. 2, Plate LIII.

Plate LIV shows a number of patterns

obtained by the use of these two methods

but all based upon a square unit in the first

place. The printing method ls the same as

that described above for pictorial or single

blocks, with the exception that in the case

of patterns it is, of course, necessary to

place the block down upon the paper or

material, so that the guiding lines may be

worked to accurately. A baren, therefore,

is not used for these, and as the area of

the block is small it is not necessary. A
good print may be obtained if the paper

is laid upon a thick piece of felt, a pad of

newspaper or blotting paper, or some oLher

slightly resilient surface which enables every

part of the surface of the block Lo be brought
into contact with the paper.

Four pictorial subjects for single blocks
are illustrated in Plate LV. It is interesting

to note that Figs. 1 and 2 show the subject
as picked out in white, on a black back-
ground. Beginners always seem to adopt
this method, in which the subject matfcer

is actually cut away from the block, leaving

the background to be printed. Fig. 3 is

really a subject outlined in white, whilst

Fig. 4 is the only true linoleum print which
is, strictly speaking, in the correct technique.

In the early stages, however, it is not
advisable to restrict the children to design-

ing in this method only; they should
be encouraged to experiment and to

find out all they can about the possibilities

of the medium for various kinds of

design.

In subsequent work the best results will

be obtained if the children are trained to

think of all their suggestions for their first

linoleum blocks as being in silhouette as
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Fig. 3 Fig. 4

Plate LV, Pictorial Subjects for Single Blocks

far as possible, and Plate LVI gives a Plate LVII gives a further selection,

selection of varied subjects arranged in this These silhouette forms may be printed off

style. It is a method of approach which for use as head or tailpieces for lettering,

compels them to simplify all the forms that or as calendar decorations, or as ornaments
they use, so that they have the right out- for lettered rhyme sheets, etc. In many
look upon the work when they endeavour to cases they will make very good all-over

carry out more advanced designs at a later patterns units., which may be printed so as

date, and they will naturally adopt the same to alternate with other units of a different

methods for such work without question, type, size and position.
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Plate LVI. Subjects in Silhouette

monthly summary of first
YEAR’S COURSE

Note .—It is not intended to suggest that

the following syllabus should be rigidly

adhered to, but that it should represent a

scheme of work of which the preliminary

pages have explained the principles and

methods involved.

September.—i. Preliminary lesson in Llic

use of the pencil as an instrument for (a)

setting out designs; ruling lines for borders,

or for lettering, Correct way of holding it

to get an even line strength, whether fine or

strong, Use of the ruler and set square for

squaring-up drawings.

(b) For quick sketching, and to get a

varied line strength for pictorial work.

These should be demonstrated by the

teacher on the blackboard with a long piece

of white chalk, the children making notes

and sketches, line drawings, etc., on a

^-Imperial sheet of cartridge paper.
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Plate LVII. Subjects ikt Silhouette

2, First lesson in the planning of an
object drawing or an illustration. Three
dissimilar objects of good but simple form
to be arranged before a white background
by the teacher.

The children draw three or four rectangles
of the same size, in pencil. They draw the

objects, without detail and us freely as

possible, in outline only, in the first rectangle

and as they think fit. Advice is then offered

by the teacher as to arrangement (without
any technical terms), after which the children

sketch in the same objects in the second
rectangle.



The Colour Wheel

(Class I’icluie No, 133 in (he Portfolio.)

The objects arc now rearranged, still as shading, The aim of the lesson is to exercise

a group, and the class sketches in the new the children in the use of the pencil for quick

arrangement in a definite endeavour to fill appreciation of general form, and the placing

the panel correctly, so that the outlines of of the forms within a given area. Invariably,

the outer objects meet the border lines of in the first attempt, the children will draw
the panel in places. If time permits, a the objects very small, in the centre of the

further arrangement within the frame may panel, so that they are quite unrelated to

be tried. the border lines. The panels should be as

These sketches must be rapidly made, large as possible, on the one sheet of

with as few clear lines as possible, and no paper.
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3. During the period covered by the first

two lessons, the children should have been

given sketchbooks, with instructions to make

sketches at home of a number of simple

objects. This lesson consists of making a

selection of any three of these, and re-draw-

ing them as a group in one larger panel,

using the same method in drawing. The

trial arrangement of the selected objects

should be made first of all in a smaller rect-

angle in one corner of the sheet of paper.

If time permits, the lesson may be extended

by the addition, from memory, of some back-

ground detail to the finished group.

These drawings should be kept in a stiff

paper folder, and they will serve as a

groundwork for the first lessons in varying

tone values, carried out in washes of black

and grey on the white paper.

October— 1. Colour .—The use of the

coloured papers for the building up of the

colour wheel. Class Picture No. 133. This

looks best if carried out on either white or

light grey paper. A ^-Imperial sheet should

be used, and the wheel should be about

12 in. in diameter. It is best to use the un-

gummed papers, tlie children pasting their

own sections, as the ready-gummed sheets

give trouble if any dampness has been present

during storage. Plenty of newspapers should

be provided by the children themselves, so

that as each piece is pasted, another page

may he turned over to ensure a clean sheet

for pasting the next piece,

The setting-out of the wheel forms a useful

exercise in itself.

2. The building-up and lettering, on the

same sheet, of details from the wheel, [a)

A column giving the tint, hue, shade and
neutral from any one colour, in small squares.

(b) A doublecolumn giving tliesame from any
two adjacent colours, with neutral and black,

(c) If light grey paper is available; one
column giving black, neutral and white.
The opposite or complementary scheme

is not introduced at this early stage, as it is

unwise to risk confusion by too many details

at once. The one-colour 'scheme and the

related scheme, with the purely neutral one,

will give ample scope for all the first year

colour exercises. Space should be left, how-
ever, for further additions at a later stage.

3. Whilst the above stages are still fresh

in the minds of the children, the first experi-

ments in simple colour arrangement may
now he made. They will be needed immedi-

ately for simple design work.

A neat block of four fairly large squares

is ruled up on a sheet of whiLe paper, with

a margin between each one.

The first one is covered with a single piece

of neutral paper. The children then select

any one hue as a starting point, and they

cut out a band of black paper which is, in

width, about one quarter of the side of the

grey square. They mark on the grey square

the position of the second quarter down from

the top edge, and then paste the black band
across the grey at this position, so that one

quarter of grey appears across the top, above

the black, and half the square of grey

remains at the bottom. Next, a small circle

of white is cut out, ancl this is pasted partly

over the black, a little to the right of the

centre, and partly over the grey ground, but

at the lower edge of the black strip.

The second square is then treated in the

same way by the children themselves, with-

out direction, using any one line instead of

the white circle, and its shade instead of the

black, on the neutral ground.

The third square is again covered with
neutral, a shade being used instead of black,

and its tint instead of white.

The fourth square is covered with any 011c

tint. The shade of either of the two related

hues replaces the black. The full hue of the

ground tint replaces the white.

These four simple arrangements will be

found to be of great help to the children in

deciding roughly upon the quantities of the

tints, hues, shades and neutrals which they

are to use in their design work and pictorial

exercises.

November

—

Pattern.—1. Although the first

experiments in pattern design, using straight-
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line arrangements, curved-line arrangements

and combinations of both, should have been

dealt with in the later stages of the junior

school course, it may be found to be neces-

sary to revise these details before going on

to the further designing of all-over patterns*

Notes should first of all be taken by the

children from blackboard demonstrations.

Plate LVIII shows the various stages of this

lesson, find the two subsequent Lessons on

this work.

Fig. r gives straight-line groupings which

may form the basis for a simple pattern.

In Fig. 2 variety is added by the introduction

of another form of unit. Figs. 3 alld 4 show

the same application of curved lines and

additional units.

The all-over pattern depends for its

arrangement upon a scaffolding of lines, by
which the units arc disposed. The last four

figures show the basic line arrangements

upon which the patterns may be built up.

These line arrangements form the first

exercise in the use of the principles of design

mentioned at the beginning of the course,

and illustrated in Plates XXXIV, XXXV,
XXXVI,

2. A series of squares and rectangles is

prepared, in which the children dispose

units and lines to form patterns, using the

notes of Lesson 1 as a guide, Plate LIX
shows the progress of the work at this stage.

3. Using the range of water colours for

flat washes, which conforms to the coloured

papers already employed, and referring to

the exercises in colour already completed,

the children apply similar colour schemes
to the patterns obtained in Lesson 2 above.
For such small areas it will be found that

two or three minutes spent in demonstrating
the method of applying a small, flat wash
will be sufficient for the class to carry out
this operation after a trial wash on a piece
of scrap paper. The technical methods of
applying washes is left until a later stage.

As a test of what has already gone before,
the children should be left to choose their

own colour arrangements for these patterns.
If the Qstwald range of water colours is

not available, the children should be given

only those water colours which closely

approximate to them; e.g., crimson lake,

ultramarine, Prussian blue, gamboge yellow,

chronic yellow* By admixture of not more
than two of these, and trial matching on scrap

paper against the coloured papers, the inter-

mediate hues may he approached without

much difficulty. The obvious solution would
appear to be to use the coloured papers them-

selves, but the building-up of small patterns

with these is a tedious and difficult business.

Also, it does the children good to experiment

with their water colours in this way, before

the instruction proper in painting begins.

December—Greeting cards .

—

t. All the

children love to design and to produce their

own Christmas cards, and sufficient ground
has already been covered for them to do this

without the necessity for relying upon the

hackneyed themes of Christmas puddings

and holly leaves. White and grey paper

may be used in conjunction with the book-
crafts lessons at this stage, and, as lettering

has not yet been taught (unless it has been

taken in a simple form in the junior depart-

ment), the necessary wording may be neatly

written in script or otherwise, as convenient.

Decoration takes the form of applied pattern,

not the all-over unit forms but the border

type already dealt with.

2. This lesson will be a continuation of

the previous one. It will not be possible to

complete the greeting cards in one lesson only.

3. The next stage of the pattern designing

may now be taken. Definite units are em-
ployed, which may be repeated in several

ways. The small stencil plate, ruled to fit

the guide lines of the pattern, and having
only one unit cut on it, is the easiest with
which to begin this work. If linoleum units

or stick prints are available, they may be
used as well, but the cutting of these will be
found to be too difficult for first year children,

Attention should be given to correct spac-

ing of the units to "fill" the ground properly,

so that the total area of ground is about
equal to the total area of units.
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Application—to the booker afts work in

progress at this time.

January.—i ,
Continuation of the elements

of pattern design. The use of the " drop-

repeat'" unit arrangement, a "half-drop"

being introduced first. The designing of

abstract units, as distinct from geometric,

or natural form units.

2. The "quarter drop" and the diaper

arrangements. FulL patterns need not be

worked out in these styles until they are

needed. Lessons i and 2 may take the form

of notes and trial arrangements.

3. First lesson in lettering and writing.

To enable the children to get accustomed to

the "feel" of the pen or pencil for use in

this work, so that their lettering may be

freely drawn and may not be cramped in

style (a common tendency with beginners),

it is advisable to make the children draw
the capitals and small letters to a fairly

large scale, in pencil, and in single line at

first.

Fine guide lines are necessary to give the

children practice in writing and lettering to

a given size. These should be ruled most
carefully, and the whole alphabet should he
grouped as a neat block on a |-Imperial

sheet of cartridge paper.

The capitals should be taken in this lesson

,

and the drawing practice may be combined
with instruction in’ the correct proportions

of the individual letters.1

It will be found necessary to guard against

the common error of allowing all the vertical

strokes to lean in one' direction or the other,

and it is in the free .drawing of these parallel

strokes throughout the range of capital

letters, combined with' the circular strokes,

that the children obtain such valuable draw-
ing practice. The letters which give the
greatest difficulty are the circular ones, the
tail of the Q, the S, J, N, R and B. A chart

is advisable for this stage, from which the
children can work as accurately as is possible,

3For details of this stage see Vol. IV., p.
2 Plato XXXVIII. on page 559, Vol, IV.‘

f

should he attempted. The accompanying text
formation of the various strokes,

February.—i. The small Roman letters

should now be added to the sheet containing

the capitals.

2. This lesson, in addition to the two

previous ones, will be needed for the comple-

tion of a satisfactory sheet of lettering.

3. As it is not advisable to concentrate

upon one branch of the work for too long a

period, as the children tend to lose interest,

this lesson may be devoted to free imagina-

tive and memory work in colour. The only

guidance to be given will consist of a few

very brief notes on the blackboard concern-

ing the size of the rectangle to contain the

drawing; a reminder as to arrangement of

the parts as in Lesson 2 (September), and a

list of possible subjects which may either be

set by the teacher or may be obtained by

Suggestions from the class.

If the progress of the class in the first

lessons on colour was satisfactory, this lesson

may include a test on that stage by allotting

definite simple colour arrangements to differ-

ent sections of the class.
1

March,

—

I, A return should be made to

the lettering, as it is very necessary for this

section of the work to be taken as far as

possible in the form of continuous practice.

An exercise in the arrangement of lettering,

in varying heights, for a poster or a school

notice will give excellent practice in the

work of the previous lesson. An additional

stage of the teaching includes the method
of "blocking-in" the subject matter as

shown, within definite boundaries but with-

out distorting the individual letters. This

always gives great difficulty to beginners.

The first lesson with the chisel-ended

or manuscript pen is best taken at this time.

Good lettering, will not be expected at firsL,

and, as this work requires long practice

before a satisfactory standard can be reached,

it is as well that the children should become
acquainted with the implements and methods
as soon as possible. 2 Before the specimen

shows the type of practice letters and strokes which
gives descriptions of tlie methods of working and the
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sheet is begun, it is advisable to make the

children practice the strokes on a piece of

scrap paper, until they become accustomed

to the feel of the pen and the method of

forming the strokes. The serifs (the heads

and tails of the letters) give them great

difficulty at first, and it helps the children

considerably if the teacher demonstrates

the formation of these, and other difficult

strokes, on the blackboard with the side of

a fairly long stick of chalk.

3. At least two lessons will be needed for

the early stages of the manuscript writing.

Following, therefore, upon the practice sheet

taken in the previous lesson, this stage may
be applied to the bookcrafts exercises by
the writing of labels for them. Full title

pages and so forth should be left until a

later stage. If labels are not needed for the

particular course followed, some further

practice in the ordinary lettering should be

given in this lesson.

April.—i, As the time is hardly ripe for

the analytical pencil drawing of natural

forms, and a fair amount of ground has been

covered in pattern design, object drawing

and lettering, this is a suitable time for the

first lessons on the elements of perspective.

Details of the stages to be covered are given

in Plate XLIX and notes should be made
by the children on a large sheet of paper for

fulure reference, Free use should be made of

scrap paper for trial sketches during these

lessons.

2. This lesson should be a continuation of

Lesson I, the children making freehand

sketches of simple subjects on the lines of

those illustrated in Plate XLVL Colour

should not be introduced at this stage, as

it will tend to lead to confusion. The whole

attention of every child will need to be con-

centrated upon the representation of the

subject in as few lines as necessary, and

without any distractions of shading, colour,

etc,

3, The success or otherwise of the teaching

in the two previous lessons should now be

tested by setting the class a limited choice

109

of subjects for a free illustration, carried

out in colour and with as little preliminary
drawing as possible. The aim should be for

the children to represent the subject so that

foreground, middle distance, and background
or distance is clearly suggested in each case.

A small trial arrangement should be made 011

scrap paper, but not more than ten minutes
should be spent on deciding this. Detail

should be avoided and only the broad out-

lines of the forms are required. Here again,

a specimen illustration will help the children

to realise what is expected, but it should be

removed before they actually begin work.

May.—1 , The children should be instructed

to bring specimens of suitable flowering

plants to school for this lesson, unless they

are available on the school premises. If

necessary, some may be furnished by the

teacher, as in town schools it occasionally

happens that trouble occurs owing to the

children raiding the local park for their

specimens 1

A ^-Tinperial sheet of cartridge paper is

used, and a careful, analytical pencil drawing

is made which shows details of growth and
structure of the plant, along with outstand-

ing characteristics. The aim should be to

obtain a clean but varied line strength,

without shading, as illustrated in Plate

XLIV.
2. A similar specimen being obtained, the

previous lesson should be amplified by the

addition of full-sized or enlarged details of

the plant. These should be disposed round
the central drawing, already completed, and
should be carried out in the same style.

The sheet is finished by neatly lettering

in pencil the title at the foot of the drawings.

An inked title would look very incongruous

and out of place on the page of pencil

drawings.

3. Reference being made to the sheet

completed in Lesson 2, a series of units,

both single and compound, may be designed

for future use by simplifying the character-

istic forms of leaves, petals, etc., of the plant,

or plants, which formed l lie subject for the
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previous lesson. This " conventionalisation ” all be employed in this exercise. No pro-

of the natural forms should not be carried liminary pencil drawing should be used,

to extreme lengths, but the children should beyond the faintest outline of the general

realise that for certain types of design another masses which may act as a guide to the

field for the development of unit forms has direct painting.

been opened, as distinct from those of the These washes are illustrated on Class

geometric or the abstract types. Pictures 136 and 140-1

3. The water-colour sketches of Lesson 2

June.'—1. The first instruction in the having been disposed upon the upper half

technical methods of applying water-colour of a large sheet of cartridge paper, the lower

washes is given now, as it may immediately half of the same sheet is completed during

be applied to the direct painting of flowers, this lesson by making an analysis, ill colour.

These provide the best form of application of the scheme composing the flower and leaf

as the areas to be covered are small; the forms already finished.

colour must be clean; the painting must be The children should be led to notice that

absolutely "direct” and as far as possible the various hues, tints and shades present

in one wash only to preserve the purity of in the subject are not equal in area intensity,

colour, and the children must learn how to Therefore, when making the colour analysis,

work one colour into another in the one wet they should be encouraged to endeavour to

wash; how to wipe out small areas; how to represent these various differences by sub-

soften the edges of a wash, and how to work dividing a square, for instance, in an irregular

with a fully charged brush. All these methods manner as for an abstract unit, so that

have to be taught more or less at once, by proportionate areas may be allotted to the

demonstration, the class following on scrap individual washes. This method gives the

paper at first, The smallness of the washes children a much better idea of the natural
enables the children to avoid the added colour scheme than is obtained by colouring

difficulties that occur when large and clearly a column of equal-sized squares, the common
defined areas have to be covered, as in the method of carrying out this particular
case of a group of objects. exercise.

At this stage it is most important that the The children should check the results of

teacher should endeavour to impress the the analysis with their notes on simple
class with the "easiness” of this work, when colour schemes, and on the colour wheel,
it is freely handled with confidence. On no Suitable flower forms for these exercises
account should the children be given the are the nasturtium and the fuchsia, having
idea that it is something extremely difficult strongly marked colour areas, with suitable
to accomplish, as the success of their paint- foliage. The earlier daffodils are not recom-
ing in all its forms will depend largely upon mended, as the grey shade and shadow tones
the degree of self-confidence with which they are extremely difficult to obtain without the
approach it. yellow being "dirtied

1
' in appearance. Roses

Similar exercises for use on a larger scede are far too difficult for these exercises, and
will be referred to during the second year should never be attempted by beginners,
lessons,

. .

Naturally, at first these shade and shadow
2. The trial Washes having been completed areas will give great trouble as regards colour

during the previous lesson, the children matching. Correctness can be approached
should now attempt the full-colour painting but cannot be insisted upon at this stage

,

of a suitable flower and leaf form, using the and some advice as to the colours to be used
same methods. The flat wash, the blob, the for "running in" with the original wash
graded wash and the variegated wash will should be given by the teacher.

1 Sco also Yol. IV., pages 493, 495, 497.
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Crimson lake, vermilion (middle), chrome

yellow (middle), yellow ochre, cobalt blue

and Prussian blue will give all that is required

for the flower forms mentioned above. Many
teachers object to the use of Prussian blue,

and Antwerp blue may be used as a substitute

for it.

A list of useful colour mixtures is given

on page 113.

July.—1. The sketchbooks should have

been checked at intervals, and a fairly

large collection of sketches of all kinds

should now be available for use in illus-

tration work.

This lesson may take the form of allowing

the children to use the stock of sketches for

a free illustration. They may have the

choice of subject,, individually, but the draw-

ings should be carried out by brushwork

alone,1 This method of working will compel

the children to adopt a bold, free style, with-

out unnecessary detail, which will exercise

to the full their powers of memorisation

and observation. The training so received

will be invaluable in their later poster and

illustration work,

2. The results of the previous lesson will

be extremely varied, Some good drawings

will be obtained, some will be moderately

good, but the majority will probably be

disappointing, The children will realise

many of their shortcomings without knowing

why they occur, and it is unwise to leave

them in a dissatisfied state of mind*

This lesson, therefore, should be a con-

tinuation of Lesson I, The teacher might

take a selection of the drawings made which

have been clone on a fairly large scale. The
best ones should be pinned up on the black-

board, or, better still, on the mounting

board used for reference drawings and

reproductions, thus leaving the blackboard

free for demonstration of the points which
arise,

The good points of these drawings should

be shown to the class, along with sugges-

tions for further improvement of them.

The same method should be adopted with

the moderately good drawings, and with the

bad ones, the teacher's attitude being one

of kindly criticism (nothing destroys the

confidence of the children more than sarcasm

or destructive criticism, and, after all, most
of them will have made a sincere effort).

A rearrangement of the old drawing may
now be made, or a fresh subject may be

attempted, the advice just given being kept

in mind. Rough trial sketches may be made
on scrap paper for the teacher's approval

or otherwise, after which the new and full-

size drawing may be carried out very rapidly.

It is essential to insist on speed, as the

results will he better and there is not the

same danger of the children losing the

"impression" they arc trying to portray in

a mass of unimportant detail.

3. If time permits; the first year course

may be rounded off by a test carried out

on similar lines to those of the last two

lessons, but in which the subject is set by

the teacher, This should be of such a nature

as to include the early principles of object

drawing and perspective which have already

been dealt with. The results will be of

great value to the teacher in determining

the exact nature of the second year lessons

of this type.

Sketchbooks,—A list of subjects should be

set for practice in sketching to be carried

out during the holiday period, The children

should understand that this list represents

the minimum that will be expected of them

in this work, and they should be advised to

make as many additional sketches as possible.

1 See Vol. IV., pages 513, 523, 525 , 5^ 7 -
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SECOND YEAR
WATER COLOURS

MANY teachers prefer to retain the

Standard Oshvald water colours

for the teaching of colour theory

only or for decorative work in the flat. In

that case the ordinary range of water colours

is used for the more advanced work in

illustration, sketching and object drawing,

the children having first "located" these

colours in regard to their approximate

position in relationship to the colour wheel’

as indicated in Plate XLII.
For this purpose, a lesson should be

devoted to the taking down of notes by
the children in their folio of reference sheets,

already mentioned, and colour notes should

be- made in addition to the written instruc-

tions. A list of simple rules and useful colour

mixtures would be given, as follows:

—

Rules.—i. Work on a sloping board.

2.

Think out exactly what you are going

to do before you start,

3.

Use a full brush.

4,

As far as possible run the colours to-

gether on the paper instead of mixing them
in the i>alette* This will ensure purity and
variety of colour, instead of a dull and
possibly muddy wash,

5.

Once the colour is on the paper, leave

it alone. Working it about kills the " bloom"
and leaves it dirty and lifeless.

6.

Paint tiic picture as a whole, not in

separate pieces,

7.

Begin with the light and warm washes
of yellows and light reds, and carry them
all over everything except the high lights,

which are left white paper.

8,

Providing a full brush is used, soft

lights can be wiped out immediately with
a clean, damp (not wet) brush, Or, another
colcmr can be run in to merge with the
fust one. Or, the first one can be wiped

off in part, and run in another to remain

pure but to merge with the first one at the

edges.

9. Either work as in No, 8 above or else

wait until the washes are quite dry. Never
attempt to work on a " sticky*' wash that

is half dry,

10. When the first wash is dry other

washes may be run over it or "super-

imposed" upon it- These will be tire darkey

or the colder, colours, as the case may be.

If they are pure they will form "colour

greys" by allowing the first wash to show
through and to influence them. In the case

of the raw or cold colours, such as green

and blue-green, this is called "qualifying"

them, as they are brought into the key of

the whole painting by thus being made to

harmonise with the other warmer colours.

11. Never use more than three washes if

you can help it; that is, the first wash with

two superimposed washes, Otherwise the

colour will "lift" from underneath the last

one and will become muddy and lifeless.

Therefore, the last of the washes should be

small and should be put on like blobs, very

lightly. These arc known as "accents", and
they are placed where small, deep, cast

shadows and similar notes of strong colour

and tone occur in the picture. They should

be the finishing touches, and should be used

very sparingly.

12. If any part of the picture is too harsh

or too strong in colour or tone, it may be

washed down when it has dried thoroughly.

Tins is done by stroking the parts firmly

with a brush full of clean water only going

once over each stroke and working across,

from side to side, with regular and parallel

strokes until the whole area has been covered
once. The surplus water collects at the

bottom of the area being washed down, and
is removed with a damp, clean brush. This

operation removes some of the colour from
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the previous wash and softens the hard
edges that sometimes occur between adjacent

washes, although it is not always desirable

to remove these edges.

Colour mixtures.—Certain water colours

are definitely opaque in character, even when
they are applied as a single clean wash.

These should be avoided when it is desired

to mix a transparent wash for super-

imposing on other colours, or when a clear,

transparent mixture is needed for a colour-

grey. These opaque colours are: chrome
yellow, vermillion, cadmium yellow.

Semi-opaque colours: cobalt blue, yellow

ochre, ultramarine blue, vividian. These may
be used, with care, for most mixtures,

Transparent colours: Prussian blue, light

red, crimson lake, gamboge yellow, indigo

blue, burnt sienna.

Other pigments, not likely to be used in

school, are not included here.

The colours are roughly classified as

"warm 1
' or "cold" in character, and a safe

rule is that mixtures should be made from

either one group or the other. Intermixing

of warm and cold colours will generally

result in a muddy wash. For certain pur-

poses, however, such mixtures may be made
deliberately, and the semi-opaque colours

may he mixed with the transparent group

for many of the greyed washes,

Useful mixtures .—A light pearly grey,

approaching neutral, but run on to the

paper as a broken-colour wash and not as

a plain flat wash: cobalt blue, crimson lake,

gamboge yellow. To get a broken-colour

effect the colours should be run in together,

but stirred gently with the brush only for

a moment. The mixing is only partly com-

pleted when the colours arc washed on the

paper.

Other colour-greys; produced in the same

way, and very useful for sky effects: cobalt

blue, light red, yellow ochre; or ultramarine

blue, crimson lake, gamboge yellow; or

indigo blue, crimson lake, gamboge yellow

(for dark, clean greys of deep tone).

Indigo blue, brown madder and yellow

1 *3

ochre may be used where a wider palette is

available for more advanced work. The last

two mixtures arc especially useful for deep-
toned backgrounds for object drawing, still-

life groups and flower paintings.

Green mixtures ,-—-These always give the

most trouble to beginners who tend to make
them too "raw" and unqualified. The usual

wash of green, representing a field or the

foliage of a tree, is too metallic and harsh
in intensity, as very few children or students

of water-colour painting realise the extent

to which the "green” parts of a landscape,

or other subject, are greyed by the atmos-

pheric conditions; the influence of distance

and of adjacent colourings.

Prussian blue, which is most commonly
used for this mixture, is a pigment of great

coldness and intensity, and it should be used

with discretion in mixing greens. The same
caution is needed in the case of Antwerp
blue and indigo blue. The latter is immensely
powerful and intense.

A greying and qualifying influence may
be bad upon the Prussian blue by using a

warm and semi-opaque yellow such as

yellow ochre. This colour is already par-

tially greyed, and is tending towards orange.

Thus it has the effect of toning clown the

Prussian blue, relieving it of some of its

harshness.

These points should be noted in connec-

tion with the following mixtures:

—

A clear, bright "spring" green: gamboge
yellow with a touch of Prussian blue.

Grass green: gamboge yellow, viridian,

with a touch of yellow ochre. Yellow ochre,

Prussian blue, witli a touch of burnt sienna.

Light foliage greens: yellow ochre and

gamboge yellow, Prussian blue, with a touch

of burnt sienna.

Dark foliage greens: Prussian and ultra-

marine blue, yellow ochre, burnt sienna’.

Indigo blue and burnt sienna may be sub-

stituted for small, extreme darks.

Foliage grey-greens (reflecting the sky

colour or light): cobalt blue, crimson lake,

yellow oclirc. Or, cobalt blue, and gamboge

yellow alone for the lightest parts,
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Foliage greys, shadows and shade: French

ultramarine blue and vermilion (mainly for

accents, and floated over the greens).

In all these mixtures the burnt sienna

should be used very sparingly, as it is a

very "hot" colour and is unpleasant if used

in excess,

For the shade areas on yellow flowers:

cobalt blue, crimson lake, gamboge yellow.

These greys on yellow petals are most diffi-

cult to get as they must be absolutely pure

and clean. For this reason it is best to

run them in with the original wash. If they

are superimposed they invariably look muddy
and dirty.

Paper.—Cartridge paper is excellent for

school painting purposes in water colours,

although it goes yellow after a time. It is

absorbent, but it permits of washing out of

parts needing softening or alteration. It

gives granulation in every wash floated on

with a full brush, a quality which should

be aimed at in water colours and which is

obtained by the separation of the particles

of pigment deposited by the drying wash,

allowing the clean, white paper to show in

between them and thereby giving the

maximum richness of colour.

The "not” surfaced water-colour papers

are expensive and very difficult to use.

They demand the most direct form of paint-

ing, and they allow of no mistakes as the

washes are absorbed immediately. Hard
edges cannot easily be softened. In fact, it

is necessary for beginners to stretch the

paper on a board, by soaking it and gluing

it round the edges to make it dry flat and
to stretch it, after which it is re-damped so

that the work takes place on the damp
paper. This prevents the washes from being

absorbed at once, and renders them more
"workable.

15

For these various reasons it is

best to keep to cartridge paper of a good
weight and quality.

Brushes.—Sable brushes- are the best for

water-colour work; as it is unlikely that

much pure water-colour painting wilL be

done except in the last year, it is worth
while getting a sufficient number of good
brushes for one class. Sizes No. 3 and

No. 8 will do all that is required normally;

the round type should be chosen as they

hold more colour than the flat brushes and

they come to a good point.

If these brushes are prohibited on grounds

of expense, there are now several good
substitutes on the market; but on no account

should camel-hair brushes be used for serious

practice work. They have no resilience; they

will not keep their shape, and do not come
to a good point.

Method.—Class Picture No. 140 shows

examples of the various methods mentioned

above, which are used in direct water-colour

painting. Other methods such as the use

of paste colour, stippling, etc., which come
more within the scope of the professional

artist, are not included as it is considered

wiser to concentrate upon the straight-

forward technique of pure water-colour

painting when teaching senior children, in

view of the limited time which is available

for this class of work.

In Class Picture No, 140, Fig. 1 shows the

three fundamental washes used in painting

in water colours. They arc carried out as

described above in the rules for painting,

and practice in applying these washes is

usually the first stage in the teaching of

the art.

The first one is the flat wash, in which
the whole area is covered with regular

strokes by a full brush of colour to obtain

a perfectly even tone throughout-1

The second wash is the graded one, in

which the same method is used but in which
each successive stroke is made with the

brush containing a little more water added
to the colour. Thus the tone is gradually

weakened as the wash proceeds, the rate

of weakening, or the area covered by the

wash from full tone to white paper, depend-
ing upon the amount of water which is

1 The method is shown in Vol, IV., page 492.
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Water Colour Methods

(Class Fie. Lure Nu. 140 In the PorLXolio.)

7 -

added at each stroke. This type of wash

is used for sky effects and for rounded

objects on which both colour and tone are

continually varying. Nole.^ 1Other colours

may be added in this way as the wash

proceeds, a touch at a time in addition to,

or instead of, the water.

The third example shows an exaggerated

instance of the broken colour or variegated

wash. In this case the colours arc run on

irregularly, being allowed to merge together

by light touches of the brush. For strongly

coloured washes the colours should be put

separately on the paper with a full brush,

the brush then being used to merge them
together. For light-toned washes, such as

the pcarl-grcys in sky sketches, the brush

should be dipped once in each of the colours
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ready mixed for use, so that it is charged

with all of them without their being mixed-

in the palette* A stroke is made on the

paper, which mixes the colours only par-

tially, as for a flat wash. Then the brush

is cleaned by being dipped into water, the

surplus moisture being flicked off. It is then

dipped again into each of the separate colours

in succession, and the next stroke is made
on the paper. The method is repeated until

the wash is finished, when it will be found

to possess a transparency and colour bloom

which cannot he approached by any other

method. The same colours superimposed as

a scries of flat washes would give an entirely

different result, which would be a dull flat

wash of near-neutral.

Pig. 2 on the same Class Picture shows

the use of these three washes for a rapid

impression of a simple scene at the seaside.

This is the kind of sketch that the children

should be encouraged to try to carry out

as part of their illustration work, Very little

preliminary drawing is necessary., and the

whole sketch is practically finished in one

wash, only a few touches of stronger colour

being required to finish it when the first

washes are dry.

A careful preliminary pencil drawing is

made for Pig. 3 which shows the first washes

used for building up a landscape sketch.

Warm colours and light tones are used

throughout, so that a few small super-

imposed washes j followed hy the accents of

small cast shadows, will complete the

sketch.

A finished sketch carried out in exactly

the same way is shown in Fig. 4, The greyed
colour of deeper tone in the foreground,

suggesting a roughly broken surface of

varying colour, is obtained by superimpos-

ing a strong broken-colour wash, over a
similar one of light, warm colours. The sky
is carried out in one wash only, and the
only colours used for the sketch are yellow
ochre, Prussian blue, cobalt blue, crimson
lake and vermilion. The yellow ochre which
forms the basis of the first wash all over

the sketch is allowed to show through as

much as possible. In some places it is un-

touched; in others it has a superimposed

wash of flat colour, and in others it qualifies

a superimposed wash of broken colour: but
it influences the whole sketch and ensures

a certain amount of colour harmony through-

out the painting. This device is known as

“pulling the painting together'
1

and is best

effected by arranging for one colour to be
dominant throughout the sketch.

The next example (Fig, 5) is done with

a very large and fully charged brush on an
absorbent ground such as cardboard. The
board should be tinted grey or cream. As
it is immediately absorbent, each wash or

stroke must be absolutely direct in its

application, and the colour retains its bloom
and richness by being undisturbed. Practice

in painting quick effects on surfaces of this

type assists the children to acquire a good

style of painting in which they have to work
rapidly but with their minds made up as

to what they are going to do next. It is

a useful method for obtaining certain effects

such as a misty landscape or figures, objects,

etc., in a half-light in which the details arc

not clear and sharp.

Fig. 6 illustrates what is probably the

best and easiest method for the children to

adopt in the early efforts at imaginative

illustration. The main parts of the illustra-

tion arc planned in the manner recommended
earlier on, and a pencil sketch is made
which includes only the main forms and
lines. 'The colour washes are almost entirely

in the flat, and they are of considerable

intensity. This simple method gives a semi-

decorative type of illustration which appeals

to the children because of the case with

which it may be done and because of the

bright colour which they find attractive.

The method is suitable for story illustra-

tions and for small decorations such as those

which appear on rhyme sheets in conjunction

with lettering.

The last illustration on Class Picture

No. 140, Fig. 7, is carried out entirely in body
colour; i.e., colour which is entirely opaque
but which is still water colour. It is a
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design for a landscape poster and represents

the type of work up to which the cut paper
designs should lead. Although it is realistic

as to subject, the treatment is decorative

in style, every part of the painting being

carried out "in the flat/' and this style

should always be adopted for poster work.

It is the lack of decorative treatment which
spoils so many of the poster designs

attempted by children, as many of them
show that the fact has not been realised

that poster technique is quite different from

that of the ordinary sketch.

In addition to a planned composition and

decorative style the poster requires a

definite colour scheme. The one shown is

a "double-split" complementary scheme,

which means that it consists of two opposing

colour schemes, each of which is related to

the other but which is reversed in balance,

so that a large area of middle tone and

greyed colour belonging to one scheme is

related to a small area of intense hue which

belongs to the second related scheme. Each
scheme, however, contains its own opposites

which, in turn, are similarly related to one

another.

This type of scheme is the one most
commonly used in the ordinary pictorial

work, and those students of colour work

who are interested in following up the bare

elements of colour theory which are given

in this course should refer to the excellent

textbook of Cyril Pearce entitled Composition

and published by Messrs. Batsford of London.

It is a difficult scheme for children to learn

and to put into practice, but it is useless

to expect them to produce good colour work

in illustration and poster design unless they

have had the progressive series of exercises

leading up to this and similar schemes. As

the benefits of such instruction arc not

limited to painting alone, this is, in the

opinion of the writer, the final argument in

favour of definite teaching of colour theory

principles.

Decorative designs of the type shown in

Fig. 7 are best carried out in poster colour,

ready prepared in jars. Ordinary water

colour may be used if it is mixed with
either Chinese white or, better still, zinc

while. The drawback to the addition of the
Chinese white is that it makes all the mix-
tures very "cold” and chalky in appear-
ance, besides giving an unpleasant shiny
surface to the colours, The poster colours

on the other hand dry with a very pleasant

matt surface \ they are easy to handle and
to apply, and retain to the fullest extent
their warmth and depth of tone.

Further applications of these methods .

—

These may be seen in the illustration of

object drawing in water colours which arc

given in Class Picture No, 136. Further
reference is made to details of the methods
adopted on Page 183.

ILLUSTRATION

During the second year of the course the

illustration work and imaginative and

memory drawing are carried a stage further

towards the final aim of the production of

poster designs, book jackets and book illus-

trations in the form of linoleum cuts.

This stage is utilised as a means of giving

further definite training in the principles of

pictorial composition, outlined at the begin-

ning of the first year course. A certain

number of "free drawing
J
' lessons will be

interspersed with the lessons used for

definite training in drawing composition

and colour arrangement, and in this way
the expression drawing of the junior stages

is utilised and carried on throughout the

whole course in a really progressive manner.

Method.—It is strongly recommended that

the second year illustration work should be

taught in a systematic manner by a scries

of lessons which will culminate in one stand-

ard example. This may then be used for

reference purposes in all the later work.

No progress will be made without some

definite instruction which will carry the

work beyond the first year stage, as the

children arc still unaware of the means by
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Children's Illustrations in Water Colour and Body Colour
(Class Picture No. 13,1 in Lite Portfolio.)

which the knowledge they have already

gained can be co-ordinated,

Plate LX shows the stages by which the

work progresses from the first rough sketch

to the finished composition. This method
is already being used in many schools with

great success, lTig, i is the typical prelimin-

ary sketch as made by the child for a subject

such as The Toy-shop. It contains all the

ideas relevant to the subject and many
which are irrelevant, all placed within the

hounds of the picture area but without any
ordered arrangement.

Each child should make an attempt which



Children's Illustrations in Various Styles
(Class Picture No. 135 in llie Portfolio.)

is entirely original upon a large sheet of

cheap paper. The best of these attempts,

probably consisting of half a dozen drawings,

should be pinned up before the class at the

start of the next lesson; if they are large

enough, they can be seen from the back of

the class.

The teacher should discuss these drawings

with the class, pointing out the unnecessary
details and asking the children for their own
suggestions as to the essentials which are to

be included in view of the definite title of

the picture. These may be noted on the

blackboard.
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Plate LX. Suuject : the Toy Shop

Fig. i: The child's original drawing.

Fiff. 2 : Tlic essentials rearranged, after discussion.

On left l The final Illustration In coloured. papers.

Next, the teacher should draw on the

board a large rectangle of the proportion

required for the illustration. Suggestions

may be asked for as to the disposal of the

essential details within this rectangle, the

children referring to their notes made in an

earlier lesson. Only the main lines should be

included. The progress of the work at this

stage is shown in Fig. z, Plate LX,
When the final form of the picture has been

decided upon, the children draw the picture

afresh on a new sheet of paper, using the

blackboard diagram as a guide and adding
only the necessary amount of detail, This
finally decides the composition, which has

been planned to occupy the given rectangle

as an abstract pattern of main lines and
varying forms, both large and small. It

should be pointed out to the children that

although the subject has suggested those

forms and lines, they have been placed within

the rectangle to a plan which is largely irres-
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Ctjt Paper Illustration Work
A

(Class Pic Lire No. 132 in Llie Portfolio.)

r pactive" of the subject. In the case shown

(Fig. 2) the general tendency of all the main
lines is at right angles to one another and

in keeping with the bounding lines of the

rectangle. The picture, therefore, makes use

of the principle of opposition throughout its

structural lines, and this principle is also the

basis for Plate LXI which is produced by

the same method, and of several illustrations

in Class Picture No. 132, in which a number'

of similar examples arc shown in colour.

Having, then, the subject planned as a

suitable composition, it is a fairly easy matter

to convert it to a colour scheme. Strictly'

speaking, the colour scheme should be con-

sidered as a part of the composition, and at

the same time. But it is wise not to attempt

too much at once in this standard exercise,



Plate LXI, Cut Paper Illustration
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so that Ihc question of the colour scheme
may be taken in another lesson.

Each child is allotted a different hue in

rotation so that every ninth child lias the
same one to start with. A starting point
within the picture is fixed in every case, after

which the children work out tlieir own
schemes based on the allotted hue.

Revision is made at the start of the general
principle that the strongest and most intense

hues are kept for the smallest areas. The
larger areas consist of either tints or greyed

colour (shades), whilst a portion of the design

is deliberately left neutral. Por this purpose

a grey pastel paper is used for the background

of the design, so that the neutrals may
-

be

obtained by leaving the ground paper

untouched in parts. Plate LXII shows a

further instance of this method.

The effect of this convention is seen clearly

in the examples shown in colour in Class

1—VOL. V-S

i*3

Picture No, 132, In a simple way it makes
clear to the children the manner in which
the colour areas arc enhanced by the

"mount" of surrounding and intermingling

neutrals.

The general effect is striking and attractive,

if somewhat crude, and these designs should
be regarded as posters. In tlieir composition
and treatment as flat areas of strongly con-
trasted colour and tone, along with the

omission of all unnecessary detail, they

conform to poster technique. The value of

this stage of the course will appear when,
during the third year, the children design

posters and book jackets with at least some
little idea of what they are attempting

to do.

Application.—The children should be
encouraged to experiment with the use of

neutrals in their ordinary illustration work,

Tlatk LXII, Cut Taper Illustration*
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in which they will take the form of the

colour-greys mentioned in the text dealing

with water-colour methods on pages 113,

114, Pastel work may now be attempted

with some hope of success, as it is done on

a neutral ground with touches of bright

colour. The study of good reproductions of

suitable pictures may be begun, and analysis

should be made of the composition and

colour scheme in each case. The same use

of neutrals should be applied to the designs

for craft work of all kinds. Neutrals are

supplied by the natural colour of " crash
”

and similar materials; by grey wool and

felt; by grey cover papers as used for book

crafts, and by greyed book-binding cloths

and leathers.

Materials.—All the examples shown, both

in Plates LX, LXI and LXII and in Class

Picture No. 132, are carried out in paper.

The reason for this is that the use of the

same range of coloured papers as that

employed for the first colour exercises

compels the children to make use of their

notes on simple colour schemes. It compels

them to work "in the flat" throughout, in

the decorative style suitable for posters, and

it ensures that the correct range of hues, tints

and shades is being used. In addition, the use

of the papers enables the work to be done
much more quickly and cheaply tlio.n would
be the case if body colours were being used,

The only other accessories that are required

are scissors, rulers, and tracing paper. The
ungummed papers are recommended, as

they are easier to store and to work with.

A stiff paste such as "Grip-fix” is the best,

as the areas to be pasted are mainly small

ones and this paste will not cockle up the

papers in the way that a thin paste such as

"Gloy 1
' would do.

In building np these poster designs from
the original drawing, the largest area of
paper is laid first and is carried right across

behind the other detail, In succession, then,
the remaining areas are pasted on partly
over one another, the last ones being the
isolated spots and accents which are placed

on top. In this way, the parts of the design

are overlaid, which makes the building up

of the picture an easy matter. The children

should not attempt to fit them together like

a jigsaw puzzle.

lettering

Hand-drawn lettering and manuscript

writing is a most important part of the

school art course. Its varied application

both to other forms of art and to the crafts

gives a sound training in many aspects of

proportion, balance and restraint in design,

whilst the practice necessary for the acquisi-

tion of a good style of lettering forms a

sound course in draughtsmanship.

The first stages In the teaching of lettering

in the senior school are given in VoL IV pages

554 to 559. These deal with the origins of the

Roman alphabet as we know it, and with

the method by which the letters may be

grouped for the first practice in drawing them
with the pencil and pen. Plates XXXVI, and
XXXVirr show, in addition, the methods of

forming the various strokes and serifs, and
the correct manner of holding the pen.

Very often the instruction stops at this

stage, with the result that good lettering is

never achieved by the children although

they may be able to form perfectly the

individual letters of the alphabet. The
most difficult part of lettering is the "pack-
ing," which needs skill in obtaining con-

tinuity of the written words and a sense of

appreciation of the balanced page. Beginners

invariably cramp the lettering in one line to

keep it within the limits set by the margin,

and extend the next one to reach these

limits. This gives an uneven appearance to

the "block" of lettering composing the page,

paragraph or notice as the case may be, and
creates the impression that there are definite

gaps in the lettering.

At the same time that the children are

cultivating an easy, -flowing style of lettering

they should be instructed in the methods of

planning the page. The same principles will

apply to the placing of the lettering upon a
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poster, a title page, a page of text in manu-
script, or a panel of low-relief lettering which

may form a part of a plaque or other project

in wood.

The margins of the page are just as import-

ant as the lettering itself, and they serve the

same purpose as the mount for a picture.

There are various kinds of marginal arrange-

ment to suit different styles of work and

different styles of lettering, but in every case

the "weight” of the lettering should be taken

into consideration. "Weight" in lettering

does not refer to the size of the letters them-

selves, but to the packing and spacing of the

text, and the compactness or otherwise of

the page.

During the second year of the course a

certain amount of facility should be acquired

in the stages mentioned above, so that the

lettering may be applied in conjunction with

the bookcrafts course. At the same time,

the place of lettering in the general design

course may be studied by practice in the

simpler arrangements of poster design and
advertisement "lay-out." The latler form

of application gives excellent training in

abstract design in conjunction with decora-

tive work in the flat for posters, and with

the more advanced pattern and pictorial

work. But most of this form of application

of the lettering will be dealt with during the

third year.

Building up pen forms.—Plate LXIII gives

the strokes which build up the last fifteen

letters of the small Roman hand,

With the exception of i which comes just

above the line, the ascending and descending

strokes in this writing are two-thirds of the

height of the bod}' of the letter.

The construction of the head of an ascend-

ing stroke requires careful analysis. The
letter l is built up with two strokes. First

is a minute broad horizontal stroke. The
second is vertical, finishing with a minute

broad turn. The tiny broad stroke is made
first and the pen is taken off and put back

on this stroke with its edge on the top edge

of the stroke and about one-third of the

way up; then it is drawn directly down,
finishing with the minute broad stroke.

The small vertical strokes have three

directions. The heads and feet of these

strokes must be small and as angular as

possible without being actually in the

^squared form. The verticals can easily

develop into weak curves. They are care-

fully spaced to give an evenness of line and
space to keep the rhythm.

When the construction of a letter is being
learned, it is better to write it in each way
once only. A habit of drawing lines several

times to improve them is usually disastrous.

It means that less attention is given in the
beginning to the analysis of the strokes,

and the sight of several badly drawn letters

gives a feeling of incompetence.

It is best to write only a little at a time and
as carefully as possible—two or three letters,

a word and one or two borders and no more.
The words which are written should be

made up of letters which are easy to draw
and attractive to look at. 5 is a most diffi-

cult letter. It is as well to understand it,

draw it carefully and then leave, it alone

as much as possible. Any letters which are

badly drawn are inclined to make the writer

lower his standard, which should be kept
as high as possible at all costs.

Tf the lettering is done with an easy hand,

both the squared and rounded forms should

show the broad strokes drawn, carehilly

parallel and the thin strokes parallel. Both
should show an evenness of line and space,

and a rhythmic, pleasant quality, If the

pen is pressed it is impossible to get the

same quality in the writing.

When the construction of the alphabet

is followed and single words are written

easily, two short lines of writing can be done

to get the swing and rhythm which give a
general evenness of effect over a larger space.

The distance between the lines of writing

is determined by the height of the descend-

ing and ascending strokes which must not

touch. They can vary in height. Edward
Johnston gives the usual distance apart of

writing lines about three times the height



Plate LXIII. Lettering with a Chisel-ended Pen
These capital letters are no l simple to diW, as the heads and feet roqtilro great care, but It la as well to know the correct method of

drawing Ihla typo of letter

iz6
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of the body of the letter, in which case the The value of lettering.—Plate LXIII shows
ascending and descending strokes would easy ways in which the use of a manuscript
equal half the height of the body. pen can be understood and the construction

Plate LXIII shows some pen-written of the letters realised. The letters are not
capitals .

1 They are less easy to draw than intended to be models, but to introduce the
the small round hand and it is just as well, early formal small hand,

Plate LXIV. A Notice in Formal Whiting
The nolicc oci Lliis RJale Lms been placed high oil the pnije in order lo make an attractive block. The

words have been written and arranged to give an even elfect, while, at the same Lime-, important words
have been broughL out so that Lhcy can be seen al one**,

at the beginning, to use them only as they When the use of the pen is realised, the
are required. They can be drawn on the line serious writer studies old and beautiful

and equal in height to the small Roman b- manuscripts and, choosing one, farms the

The heads and feet or finishing strokes letters and holds the pen as much like the

should be small, and never heavy. In the original scribe as he can.

letters M and N the pen has to be turned Notices have to be well written and they

to give the required width of line. give useful practice in formal writing.

Bibliography: Writing, Illuminating and Plate LXIV is a notice placed high on the

Lettering by Edward Johnston. page, and spaced to make a pleasant block.
1 These are baaed on the proportions sho-wn in Vol. IV., page 555.
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The word Carols takes up two line spaces, An

The words are written between the lines ink,

and the letters are arranged to give an tone

evenness of line and space, keep

An everyday use of a skeleton form of althe

the fine capital and small Roman letters then

and the use of the proportion and arrange- in a

menfc of pages which the scribes found to of tl

be the most useful as well as pleasant, line

makes lettering practical* 'at once. greal

The proportions of the old manuscripts Tl

can be kept easily and with great advantage if tli

in the ordinary exercise book, If the, book tion

lias a plain cover, which is preferable, the G<

small line space can be at the top, and the
1

effec

larger spaces at the foot of the page, The simp

side and inner margins are ruled in pencil Tl

from top to bottom of the pages. The side desii

margins are' larger than the top and less in p
than the foot. The inner margins together It

are equal in width to an outer margin, diffe

When the book is open the three vertical on
margins are equal, and the two pages are lines

combined by this means. atioi

ABCDEFGH1J

KLMNOPQR
STUVWXYZ

letters are T)<rv~\C
v--/ made like thisUi
Plate LXV. The Graceful Appearance of the
Capital Letters odtained dv the use of a Finer Pen

Any drawings can be made directly in

ink, the colour washes being kept light in

tone. They can be arranged so that they

keep the same margin as the writing,

although no margin is actually drawn for

them. The diagrams can be lettered in ink

in an easy skeleton hand. The repetition

of the proportions of the page and the ink

line corrects the two pages and gives a

greater evenness and unity.

The pages can be examined to discover

if their arrangement gives a clearer explana-

tion of the matter as a whole.

Good arrangements, are not made for

effect but to convey impressions more
simply and therefore more clearly.

This kind of practice gradually arouses a

desire for good proportion, an arrangement
in printing as well as in writing.

It is interesting to count the number of

different types which are used sometimes
on quite small notices, interspaced with

lines and other decorations. Actually, vari-

ations of this kind make the reading only

•4
|

more complicated and less legible,

|
I and the appearance less pleasant,

J \ The lines and other decorations
^ are an acknowledgement of poor

arrangement.

[) Familiarity with the original forms

Y of our letters should lead to a

demand for the use of types which
are nearest to those in proportion

Z
and character, and for the greatest

simplicity in their use, so that all

printing may have a similar beauty
and quality to that which is found

8
in the old inscriptions and manu-
scripts, which comes from a careful

arrangement of lines and spaces

and a love of the work.

Plate LXV shows the grace and

S
elegance which is possessed by the

Roman pen-written alphabet when

_ the size of the letters is slightly in-

creased in relation to the size of the

pen that is used. The full roundness

r the the curved letters assists the

r Pen flowing appearance which is
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characteristic of this written form, but il

is this very roundness that the beginner

finds most difficult to achieve. Another

stumbling block is the uprightness of the

vertical strokes; nothing does more to spoil

the appearance of a page of lettering than a

tendency for these strokes to lean either to

one side or the other.

It will be found that they lean, in most
cases, in the direction taken by the normal
handwriting, and the first thing to insist

upon is that the child shall sit squarely in

front of the sheet of paper on which he or

she is drawing. This helps to correct that

tendency to slope the vertical strokes, as the

edges of the paper come within the range of

vision and act as a guide. At the same time

the child should sit well back from the

paper, almost at arm's length, otherwise

it is impossible to judge the uprightness or

otherwise of the strokes.

The edge of the hand should rest upon
the sheet of paper, which should be sloped

at an angle so that the child is looking

squarely at the letter to be formed. If the

fingers only are moved with the pen, the

upright strokes are bound to be curved; the

children must therefore be taught to hold

the hand steady with the pen, whilst the

whole forearm is steadily lowered to give the

vertical stroke. If the child is sitting cor-

rectly this is a perfectly natural movement,

as the arm is swinging from the shoulder.

Children who have been accustomed to

drawing and painting at an easel will have

no difficulty in practising this method of

drawing the vertical strokes, and in the

same way the curved strokes are made
much more easily if the whole arm is

moved from the shoulder, the heel of the

hand resting on the paper to steady the

pen only. Hand and wrist are kept in a

straight line throughout the formation of

each letter.

The numerals shown in Plate LXV are

not, of course, the Roman numerals, but are

of Arabic origin. As the pen-written forms

of the capitals have not the severity of the

original "monumental” letters which were

designed to be inscribed and not to be writ-

ten, these numerals harmonise quite well
with them when they are written with the
same pen.

Serifs.—The use of the square-ended pen
for manuscript writing and lettering has
produced the individual forms of both the
full serif and the half-serif showing the
capitals and small Roman alphabets. Chil-

dren find these serifs difficult to judge as

regards size, although they are easy to make,
The commonest fault is the lengthening of

the serif along the guide line, and the exag-
geration of the points of the serif so that they
curl up. The drawing of this feature as a
single movement is best demonstrated on
the blackboard by the use of the side of a
piece of chalk, held so that its length repre-

sents the width of the lettering nib.

The pen-drawn serifs should not be
confused with those of the

lf

monumental"
type shown in Class Picture No. 107. These
must be accurately drawn, and the Class

Picture shows a geometric form of construc-

tion for each letter which will ensure that
accuracy of proportion is obtained. On the

other hand, it is absolutely necessary that the

child should have an unaided appreciation

of the individual proportions of the capital

letters before the pen-written alphabet can
be reproduced successfully.

For decorative and poster work it is

advisable to use the sans-serif style of letter,

in which the Roman proportions are used
as a basis for the form but in which the same
thickness of stroke is kept throughout, the

letters finishing square ended and without

serifs. This style of lettering has been
widely used in recent years, particularly on
the posters, etc., of the London Transport

Eoard. It is elegant in appearance and very

easy to read at a distance—the first essential

of all good lettering. An example of its use

in school is given in Plate CIX.
The only drawback to the use of this style

is the length of time that it takes, as each
letter has to be drawn most carefully and
'Tilled in" afterwards.
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Plate LXVI shows the small Roman letters

arranged alphabetically in the relative posi-

tions as regards spacing that they would

occupy in word formations. Alternative

forms for certain letters arc given, and tor

school work the second example, in each

case, of a
t g and y may be used. The two

styles should not be mixed in the same

passage of lettering. The letters may join

which has the lines of lettering spaced at

one and a half times the height of the small

letters. This allows of a slight lengthening

of the strokes of the long, vertical letter

forms, and gives clearance for the down
strokes of those letters which go below the

Line,

The patterns shown at the foot of the

Plate are formed by the same pen and may
be used either as borders or as

aabcdefgqhLjkl
nmopqreTuvw
luxqy
The letters should

tha? thene areno
aciDs. Letters must
not be crampedtD
make them fit iru

"fillings" when it is impossible to

complete a line of lettering without
distortion. Long words which have to

be "broken” at the end of a line must,

of course, have the hyphen inserted

at the end of a syllable. Children

are liable to spoil a page of lettering

by breaking a word at whatever point

it happens to reach the margin.

The passage on Plate LXVIII is

shown arranged in two quite diff-

erent "weights" to suit the required

marginal widths. In the first case

the lettering is larger, and as the

same pen is used for both examples
it looks lighter in weight. The side

margins are not much affected, but
the bottom one is considerably

reduced in width , In the second
case, the smallness of the lettering

and spacing between the lines

makes it appear to have been
closed up to a large extent,
although this is due to the use of

the same nib with which the first

Plate LXVI. Small Homan Letters must be well
Rounded and Evenly Spaced

example was done. The compactness

of the block of text adds to its

weight and enables a greater marginal
width to be adopted, especially

at the bottom of the page, This

where the natural formation makes it possible gives a much more satisfactory appearance,

for them to do so without any distortion, as the block is balanced much more effcc-

The distance between each word and the lively on the mount formed by the page,

next should be kept, as nearly as possible, This type of marginal arrangement, in

the same throughout a passage of text. which the top one is narrower than the sides

Plate LXVI I shows the effect upon the and the bottom one is considerably wider,
appearance and style of the lettering which should be used throughout the second year
is given by varying the distances between course. In common with the bookcrafts
the lines. The most attractive form is that work these margins may be named respec-
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tively the ''head'
1

margin, the " spine/
1

the
-f fore-edge," and the "foot." Other arrange-

ments, depending upon variations of

marginal widths and the balancing of the

lettering block to suit them, will be shown

in the third-year section of the course.

Applications.—The rhyme sheet makes a

very attractive application of the lettering

practice, A short poem is chosen,

which is set out on a large sheet

of paper with wide margins. Small

drawings or decorations are added

in a style which suits the weight of

the lettering and so disposed that

they act either as borderings or as

head and tail pieces to the lettering

blocks.

Another fascinating exercise of a
similar type is the folder, an
example of which is shown in Plate

LXIX. A long strip of cartridge

paper is cut and folded to give

about five pages of a good pro-

portion. The paper is folded so that

all the illustrated pages are on the

same side, like a map. The cover

is designed to include the title in

sans-serif capitals as shown, with
either a device or a small panel as

decoration carried out in water
colour. The following pages consist

of headpieces and panels, drawn
with the lettering nib, and com-
pleted by short portions of text.

The value of this exercise is great,

and owing to the small amount of

lettering that is required it does not

take too long a time to complete. All kinds

of subjects may be treated in this manner.
It is not advisable to attempt the practice

of illumination as a part of the school art

course. The children are unlikely to reach

the high standard of lettering that is essen-

tial before anything worth while can be

produced in this particular field of manu-
script work, and the time required is very
great. In addition, the art of illumination

demands long and intensive study of tradi-

tional decoration styles, and to attempt to

imitate these by the inclusion of decorated
capital letters—without the knowledge of

their correct design and use—is to degrade
the lettering which may otherwise be of

excellent quality. A good panel of plain

lettering is of much greater value than a
highly ornamented sheet which is incorrectly

designed.

PATTERN DESIGN

Daring the second year the patterns arc

applied to the crafts, and veiry little fresh

work is atterupted in this branch of the

course.

The greater portion of the time is spent,

therefore, in developing the groundwork

covered during the first year and in improv-

ing the style and execution of the types of

pattern which have already been taught.

1 Lnes of kttcririg may
I ^lx:5epamtecLbuo
Vance equal to tncru

ofthe letters. IfAi. ....

txince is increaseeltke tail

ImqtncncT wemis.letters are

Borders aru1 decorations ate

done with the same pen

—

0i0i0i0i0
VVWW
Plate LXVII. Effect of Variations of Line Spacing
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All the different methods of pattern pro-

duction should he kept in use, and the

children should be led at this stage to

endeavour to plan, and to select, patterns

which are most suited to the particular

purpose in hand. Edge- stencils, linoleum-

cut units and pen-drawn patterns will be

found to be the most suitable types for the

major portion of the work which is directly

The drawing and painting of natural

objects may be utilised for the purpose of

revising the early lessons in conventionalisa-

tion. Line drawings or water-colour draw-

ings such as those shown in Plate LXXI
may be used for devising fresh types of

units such as the diaper shown in the same

Plate. Formal units obtained in this way
often provide interesting patterns of a kind

Plate LXVIII. Effect of Variation of Weight of Lettering and of Margin Width

applied to the bookcrafts as shown in

Plate LXX.
In its application to weaving, the pattern

form is regulated by the material and the

processes involved, and to a large extent it

will follow traditional styles. On the average
school looms the "honeysuckle” variations

and the plaid will fonn the greater portion
of the designs in common use.

that is suitable for block printing on fabrics,

being used for curtains and similar hangings.

Plate LXXII shows another variant of

the unit repeat which may be practised

during this part of the course. The border

pattern has many uses in poster work and
bookcrafts, and the opportunity may be

taken to impress upon the children the fact

that every successful border design depends
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Plate LXIX. A Four-page Folder op Descriptive Lettering

The cover Lille is draw* la sans-scrircapllal idlers, wiLh a. water-colour panel, The decorations on Llie oilier pages aro
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Designs tor Book Covers
(Class ricLurcNo. 139 Jn the Portfolio.)

upon continuity of "feeling" if not of "wave" line upon which it is constructed*
actual line. That is why the border pattern Each unit contains a half-curve, so that

should have as its basis either the zigzag every alternate unit is reversed to obtain

line or the continuous, flowing curve. the necessary continuity. This type of

In the first example (Plate LXXII, top pattern may be described as the "natural-
left) the triangle unit is obviously derived form" border;
from the zigzag line, and this pattern may The third example is based upon two
be described as being of the "geometric" interlacing and eccentric "wave" lines,

type. The conventionalised animal form which it

The second example retains the flowing suggests arose from the shapes enclosed by
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the original lines and was not the starting

point of the design. The treatment, how-
ever, may be described as that of " conven-

tionalised animal form/ 1 and is suitable for

children's work in the production of nursery

friezes and similar decorations.

The last example, based upon a con-

tracted "wave" line, may be classified as

being of "abstract form." It suggests

nothing, and is simply a disposition of

curved forms about the starting line, in

accordance with the rough-and-ready rule

that the total area of unit forms should

about equal the total area of background
space. This rule applies to all patterns

which are designed to cover a given area,

whether they are unit repeats or not,

1 35

HAND BLOCK-PRINTED FABRICS

One of the most interesting and useful

applications of pattern design is the printing

on fabrics of unit repeats to form all-over

patterns for curtain ings, dress materials and
similar purposes. Fine canvas, linen, cotton

fabrics and silk may be treated in this

manner with very little equipment, and at

a low cost. The use of fast dyes and specially

prepared colours has done away with the

unpleasant oil-paint stencil and enables the

design to be transferred to the material in

such a way that the colour is absorbed

into the texture of the material itself

without in any way damaging its surface

quality.

Platii LXX. Application of Pattern Designing nv Various Methods to More Advanced Book-
crafts Exercises
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The process closely resembles that of In most cases the time that can he allotted

linoleum-block printing, and in essentials to this branch of the work as a part of

the same method is followed as for an end- the general art course is regrettably short,

paper, Linoleum-block units are cut in and for that reason it is recommended that

thick, plain linoleum, and are mounted upon the ready-prepared fabric-printing dyes,

wood blocks about I in, in thickness. R-ecI which arc supplied by artists' colounnen,

deal (yellow deal) or American whitewood should be used. These will obviate the need

will serve for the purpose, the linoleum being for much of the equipment for which other-

Pla.te L.XXI, Drawings oe Natural, Forms used for the, Production of
Pattern Units

glued firmly to the block and left to dry wise storage space has to be found, and a
under a weight or in a vice. great deal of time will be saved thereby,

East dyes are used for printing, mixed For those who wish to enter more closely
with a gum such as tragacanth to prevent into the craft processes and who have the
the dye from 'spreading' 1

' beyond the out- time and space to devote to a thorough
lines of the pattern unit 3 and to dilute the study of them, there are several excellent
intensity of the colour when this is desired, text-books on the subject.



Plate LXXII
Top left

:

Border designs based upon zigzag lines arid wave lines.

Top right: An absLTacl milt based upon on S-linc,

Below : Linoleum- cut units prinLed upon taluk ns all-over pul Lems.

r 37
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Other equipment,—In addition lo the

mounted blocks and the prepared fabric-

printing colour the following will be needed:

A strong and steady table, having a top

that will not "bounce" under a blow.

A large blanket, or a similar area of

carpet underfelting.

A fairly heavy hammer, or mallet,

Flocking mordant; and flocking powder

(these are necessary if it is desired to obtain

very evenly dyed pattern areas, especially

on rather thick ov coarse materials)

.

A large piece of glazed "American cloth"

(Wooiworth's)*

Designing the block.—An abstract unit

based upon a curved S-line, such as the

one shown in Plate LXXII, will give the

most interesting patterns. The unit is first

drawn out on paper, the printing surfaces

being blacked in. Then a tracing of the

unit is made on ordinary tracing paper.

The tracing is transferred to another sheet

of paper, to represent one unit repeat, whilst

the tracing is reversed to check the "linking

up" of the next unit in line if it is desired

that the main lines should flow throughout

the pattern, as shown in Plate LXXII.
When the unit has been checked in this

Way and found to be correct, the surface

of the mounted linoleum block is either

chalked over or covered with a film of

Chinese white, The tracing is then reversed,

and is pinned over the block whilst the

lines of tlie unit are gone over with a pencil.

Next, the block is cut in the same way as

for a pictorial print, as described in the

chapter on linoleum-block cutting and
printing.

Setting-out,—The material it is desired

to print should be stretched over the padded
table top. If pins only are used, it will

often he found that the material is unevenly
stretched, and this may be avoided by
turning one edge of the stuff round a long

strip of stiff card or strawboard, This may
then be pinned to the edge of the table

with upholstery brads.

The blanket or underfelting is already

pinned to the edges of the table top to

provide a slightly springy surface which will

ensure that all parts of the printing surfaces

of the block will make contact with the

material. This padding should be protected

from staining by being covered with the

American cloth,

Small pieces of material should be ironed

fiat and pasted round the edges to a sheet

of paper before printing on the table, but
large pieces or lengths of material am
stretched across as described above, using

a second straightedge at the front which
may be pinned at the ends only.

The positions of the unit repeats may
now be set out with straightedge and large

set-square, using faint pencil lines for the

purpose.

Printing.—The method of printing depends
upon the ink or dye which is used. For
trial prints on paper to test the success or

otherwise of the pattern, ordinary water
colour or poster colour may be used, applied

as for an ordinary linoleum block print.

For printing on materials the best results

will be obtained if the block is charged from
a pad which itself is charged beforehand.

This is done with a wide soft brush such
as a varnish brush. Prepared dyes such as

the "Fairy" or "Drummer" varieties may
he used directly. The specially prepared
colours supplied by the artists' colourmen
may need thinning by the addition of tur-

pentine, but the advantage of these is that

they are quite fast, and will not need
steaming out. If it is desired, many other

dyes may be prepared for which it is not
possible to give all the recipes here, but
they are obtained in powder form which
requires the use of a solvent acid: also a

binding and thickening agent such as gum
tvagacanth, and a mordant such as tannic

acid which fixes the dye upon steaming
out
The printing pad is prepared by covering

a piece of wood with several layers of under-

felting which is, in turn, encased tightly
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in American cloth, pulled round over the

edges of the wood and pinned beneath.

The padding is to ensure that every part

of the block shall make contact with the

charged pad which lies on top of this print-

ing; pad. The size of the piece of wood

varies according to the size of block used,

but a pad of about S in. square, by 1 in.

thick (without the underfelting) will serve

for most blocks.

The American cloth, or some similar

covering, is necessary so that it may be

washed off before using a differently coloured

dye,

A strip of calico or flannel is cut about

the same size as the printing pad, ancl is

charged with dye applied with the wide

brush. The block is pressed firmly, but not

too heavily (otherwise the background Will

be smudged), on to the pad. When the

surface is seen to be evenly inked, the block

is placed carefully in position on the guide-

lines of the stretched fabric and is given

a sharp blow with the hammer or mallet.

The padded table top under the fabric

ensures that, upon this blow being given

to the hack of the block, every part of the

printing surface is pressed firmly on to the

fabric.

The charging strip must be re-charged

for each separate print, unless the block is

very small,

Preparing the surface of the block.—For
smooth-surfaced fabrics and very closely

woven materials it will hardly be necessary
to give any special preparation to the sur-

face of the block, especially if the pattern
is such that a slightly mottled surface will

not matter.

For a clear and definite print on a coarser

material, however, the block should first of

all be flocked. To do this, a stiff cloth

"clabber" should be made round a small
piece of wood by winding the cloth tightly

round i_t several times and tying the ends
together. This dabber is used for applying
the prepared flocking mordant, which is a
quick-drying gummy preparation, to the

surface of the block. The mordant is spread

thinly on a sheet of glass ancl is then dabbed
lightly all over the printing surfaces, taking

care to sec that it does not get on to the

background of the block, and that the

block is dry.

The flocking powder is then sprinkled

over the block until the latter is evenly

covered. It is laid aside to set and dry,

after which tire surplus powder is lightly

brushed off and the edges of the printing

surfaces are trimmed clean. The block will

now have a surface resembling felt which
will ensure an even print on the fabric.

In use, it should at first be tried out on.

paper as it takes some little time for the

flocking to pick up the colour properly,

which it does when it becomes damp and
evenly saturated.

Plates LXXII and LXXIII show small

unit repeats which have been printed upon
different fabrics and upon paper. It is as

well at the beginning of this work, and in

the second year, to allow the children to

experiment with small blocks, leaving the

more ambitions efforts on finer materials

until the third year of the course. The
prints illustrated are upon paper, calico and
fine canvas of the type suitable for book
coverings.

FIGURE SKETCHING AND
COMPOSITION

More time should be given to this branch
of the work during the second year in

preparation for the later illustration pur-

poses of the third year course. As indicated

in the first year notes, the children will

benefit more from encouragement in free

sketching than from a series of exercises

based upon the use of " matclistick" men,
etc. This latter method does not really help

them to any great extent and may, in fact,

cause their drawings to retain that early

stiffness which is shown when they are

"built up" rather than freely drawn from
direct observation.



PlatK LXXIV.
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Plate LXXV. Cartoon for a Panel, Based upon Rafid Sketches made tiiom Life

Fifteen-minute sketches from an actual

model are of the utmost value however
crude some of the attempts may appear to

be at first. Different media should be used

for the same subject although the pose

should be changed frequently, and the

drawings should be carried out in charcoal,

pencil, pastel and Indian ink. In the last

case a brush should be used and direct

drawing with its flexible point should be

insisted upon as no other medium will give

the same confidence after practice.

These lessons should be supplemented by
a free use of the sketchbooks for ouhof-
school subjects which should include various

animal forms. These sketches are also of

great value as they must be made quickly

so that the momentary pose of the animal
is caught as far as possible in a few lines.

The notes assembled in this way are used
for composition exercises in which the

simple laws of design and pictorial arrange-

ment already dealt with are applied to the

particular example in liancb Colour notes

may be added for future reference, should

the designs be needed again for wail panels

or other purposes.

Plate LXXIV shows examples of sketches

of this type, and plate LXXV illustrates a

figure composition in line and wash which
has been assembled from a number of such

sketches. This example is in the form of

a cartoon carried out on cartridge paper

in preparation for a tempera colour panel,

and a panel of this type is shown in PlaLc CL
Tempera panels make excellent school and

classroom decor&tioos, and they are best

painted on the specially prepared surface of

Upson or Beaver board, which is obtainable

in large sheets in a thickness of about J in.

The surface of Upson board is slightly

grained, so that it gives an excellent "bite”
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for either tempera colour or oil colour. For
school use it is better than either wood or

canvas, as there is no question of shrinkage

and no need for stretching upon frames or

for priming of the surface.

It should he noted that the great value

of this type of work is the use of a correct

technique which brings it within the powers

of the children. Treatment is in the flat

throughout and there should be no " shading"

or useless detail in the drawings, which are

decorative in style and in appearance—

a

fact which makes them eminently suitable

as wall decorations.

Where it is not possible for any special

reason to use either oil paint or tempera,
some very good effects can be obtained

with ordinary distemper colours which are

much cheaper*

OBJECT DRAWING, NATURE DRAWING
AND PERSPECTIVE

To give a balanced course, these branches

should be followed during the second year

along the lines already indicated in an

earlier chapter. As the second year stages

will merely amplify the practice outlined

for the first year course, no further illus-

trations are given here but details of the

more advanced stages arc given in connec-

tion with the third year course on a later page.

MONTHLY SUMMARY OF SECOND
YEAR’S COURSE

September.—i. Pencil and colour sketches

made during the holiday period should be

utilised for fresh composition exercises of a

simple nature, giving instruction in the use

of the pencil for "blocking-in" and for

getting approximate tone values for the

pattern of the illustration. Simple treat-

ments in line-and-wash.

2. The material of Lesson i to be amplified

by more sketches, as details are required.

Notes taken of methods of pencil technique
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for particular purposes, such as the linework
for shading, and the representation of a
softened edge by the stopping of cross-lines

without an actual outline. (See The Tech-
nique of Pencil Drawing, by Jas. Sahvey;
Batsford.)

3 . In direct connection with above lessons

;

rapid figure sketching from actual models
chosen from the class. Ten-minute sketches
for variety and econon^ of line; endeavour-
ing to get the "pose" of the figure as simply
as possible, No shading.

October.—i. Colour Lessons continued, in

notebook at first. Introduction to the

complementary scheme (see Class Picture

No. 133). Proportionate arrangements in

coloured papers.

2. Applications of these fresh rules to

patterns needed for the crafts.

3. Application to simple illustration sub-

jects, still "in the flat" and in paper. The
September lesson subjects are used, being

treated in this different manner.

November.—1. Lettering practice. Capitals

in single line, to obtain correct proportion

and to give preliminary practice in the free

drawing of the forms. Pencilled between
guide lines.

2. Small alphabet, on lower half of same
sheet, to get roundness and flow of the

forms.

3. First practice with lettering pens, on
scrap paper, Blackboard demonstrations

with side of chalk*

December.

—

1* Application of term’s work

to greeting cards, An advance on the firs

l

year stage of this work as simple panel

decorations in the flat may be used, with the

addition of a little lettering. See simpler

examples on Class Picture No. 138.

2. Completion of Lesson 1.

3. TesL of pencil work. Definite set-

subject memory drawing; cither from class

observation immediately beforehand, or from

set subject studied for some clays previously

out of school. Economy and variety of
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Designing Greeting Cards from Sketches
(C lass riclure No, 138 in Ihc PorLfolio.)

slrenglh of line to be the aim, with the

drawing’ to be as free as possible.

January.—i. Discussion of drawings done
during Lesson 3, December. Criticisms

offered by the teacher should be illustrated

very briefly on the blackboard and should
be noted by the children in their notebooks.

A revised arrangement is begun 011 the black-

board, in conjunction with suggestions by the

children who are using their earlier drawings

and notes for reference.

2. The new arrangement is finished. The
children make their own drawings of the

same arrangement, on a fresh sheet of paper.

Each child is allotted a different starting

point for the colour scheme, working in

rotation round the class. Colour schemes

are worked out, the children using the new
complementary scheme as a basis.
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3. The colour schemes having been

checked, the children build up the final

illustration in coloured papers. Revision

questions are asked and comparison is made
with the earlier pencil drawing.

February.—1. Object drawing- may be
combined with the first stages of the simple

technique of water-colour painting where
facilities exist for this type of work. It is

practically impossible to teach it in the

ordinary classroom as the children cannot

sec the objects properly. If sufficient space

is not available and movable easel-desks or

tables are not provided, it is better to substi-

tute another type of lesson.

Two or three objects of plain form and
contrasting tone values are arranged before

a light background. It may be necessary to

divide the class into two groups, one of which
is working on some more mechanical branch

of the course. The objects are drawn with
care. The children look at them with half-

closed eyes to determine the high lights, the

half-tones and the darks. These are indicated

by lightly outlining the edges of the dark

areas, irrespective of the particular object

to which they belong.

2. A flat wash of medium strength sepia

or ivory black water colour is mixed ready

in a large palette. The teacher demonstrates

the method of laying a flat wash, and the

children practise this first on scrap paper.

Then the graded wash is shown to the

children and is practised by them.

3. The prepared drawing is made ready

on a slope, and the medium-strength wash
is again mixed ready. A combination of flat

and graded washes is used to represent the

half tones, leaving the high lights untouched
white paper. The whole of tliese half-tone

areas is covered in the one general wash,

irrespective of the outlines of individual

objects.

A strong wash is now mixed, and this is

superimposed on the first wash wherever the

deep tones occur. This is more difficult as

the graded portions must be laid swiftly

and lightly, each stroke covering a fresh

S

part. No part of the wash may be gone
over twice, otherwise the first wash will be
lifted and will be spoiled.

With a little full-strength colour the
darkest and smallest accents may be put in

with a full brush, as blobs, and left to dry.

The group of objects has now been repre-

sented by two main washes, the lights being
left and the accents added last of all.

The method trains the children to paint a

picture as a whole and not in small pieces.

It teaches them to look for the main forms,
lights and darks, and to ignore unimportant
detail. It compels them to study tone values,

irrespective of individual hues, and it pre-

pares them for the more advanced work of

this type which they may attempt during

the third year, and which is shown in colour

in Class Picture No. 136.

March.— 1. A similar appreciation of the

value of contrast of tone in simplified form
is gained by the designing of linoleum-block

prints. This material is being used through-

out the course for the production of pattern

units, and during the second year it may be
introduced for illustration and decorative

purposes, at this stage immediately following

upon the last exercise

.

Designs should be sketched out on paper

as indicated in the previous pages. Solid

black on white only, at this stage.

2. Printing of the designs. Mounting in

various ways and for different purposes.

3, Application of (1) ancl (2) to further

practice in lettering and manuscript writing,

A written rhyme shceL, decorated by small

and simple linoleum cuts, or a folder of the

type illustrated in Plate LXIX.

April.—1. Completion of Lesson 3 above,

2. Rapid figure sketching from the model
chosen from the class. Use of pencil, pastel

or charcoal, and brush. Model changed every

fifteen minutes. (Note .—The results will be

very crude at first, but many of the children

will make rapid progress and will thereby

encourage the others Lo do better.)

3. The notes and sketches on the elements
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of perspective are carried a stage further in

preparation for the illustration work. of the

third year. Include a few notes on colours

—

the use of greys, and the diminishing of tone

values in aerial perspective.

May.—i. If desired, the pure water-colour

method' may be taken a stage further by

painting suitable natural objects such as

flowers and foliage. In a school possessing

a garden, this work may be incorporated

much more usefully in the production of a

folder, notebook or chart, tracing the develop-

ment of a particular plant or group of plants.

Notes are added, and the whole exercise

may be bound in an attractive manner.

Other drawings may, of course, be done in

pencil, brush or pen for the same purpose.

2. Completion of Lesson i.

3. Outdoor sketching of natural features,

where the situation of the school makes this

possible, for future illustration work. Trees,

the main lines of a landscape, the line of a

range of hills (this is always exaggerated in

children's drawings into " saw-teeth" shapes)

,

a bridge, a church, cottages, a farm, a cart,

etc. In a town school, there is something

worth drawing from one point of view in

practically every playground.

June,— 1. Continuation of either the

nature notebook or the outdoor sketching.

Both these branches are of the greatest

value.

2. The sketches obtained in this way are

used in addition to the ordinary sketchbooks,

and the earlier sketches, to provide material

for the first attempt at an arranged figure

composition which is to be treated as for a

decorative panel. This work actually is done
during the third year, but some previous
practice in the form of smaller scale drawings
or "cartoons" is necessary.

Individual subjects are chosen; the propor-
tion and size of the panel is decided upon,

and it is drawn to a smaller scale. The
subject is roughed out in pencil and wash,
flat-colour areas being used. The children

will tend to make their figures too small and

to arrange them in a line across the panel

at about the same height. A specimen panel

or a good reproduction should be used to

give them some idea of grouping the figures.

3. Continuation of Lesson 2. The majority

of the finished designs in colour should be
kept for future revision, but one or two of

the best may be carried out at full size by
the children who show an aptitude for this

type of work. Ordinary distemper colour

may be used, mixed with size, on Beaver
board; or poster colour may be used on a

sheet of strawboard of the kind supplied for

bookbinding cover boards. Decorator's oil

paint is quite good, and may be used on a

thick strawboard which has been sized with
ordinary Scotch glue, used thinly and brushed

rapidly all over the surface. This gives quite

a good "bite" for the painting. Space and
convenience is needed for painting such

panels, as it tends to become a messy business

under unsuitable conditions. Two children

may work on one panel.

July.—i, 2 and 3. At the end of this term
it will be found that many of the children

have been unable to keep pace with the rate

of progress during the second and most
difficult year. For this reason most classes

have resolved themselves by this time into

two or more groups. No definite lessons are

suggested, therefore, for this month as the

time will be needed for revision and for clear-

ing up of difficulties, and the scope of the

second year's course has already been

covered.

Some definite work along the lines already

indicated should be set for the holiday

period—work which can be included in the

sketchbook and which will not entail the

carting about of apparatus.

The sections in these volumes which arc

entitled 5kctch ing out of Doors and Cfossroom

Drawing Practice are an invaluable guide to

the type of work which should be attempted

by the children in their sketchbooks, both in

term time and in holiday periods, and which
is needed constantly for illustration and
composition purposes.



All-over Patterns

(Class Picture No, 137 ill the Portfolio.}
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THIRD YEAR
ILLUSTRATION

FOLLOWING upon the second year

exercises in pictorial arrangement and

colour application, the third year illus-

tration work should have a definite application

as its aim. Several forms of illustration will

be practised, including purely pictorial sub-

jects for mounting and framing'; book illus-

trations; linoleum-block prints; posters, and

decorative panels for wall coverings. Every

one of these forms requires individual treat-

ment and therefore each will be dealt with

separately.

Pictorial subjects.—In these the aim should

be to select and to arrange a good composi-

tion. An interesting subject should be

chosen, but interest alone is not sufficient

to make a successful picture, If a tree or a

telegraph pole interferes with the main lines

of the arrangement it should be left out, or

it might improve the picture if it appeared

at another point instead, Buildings and
figures may need to be enlarged or to be
made smaller.

If the sketch is to be carried out in water
colour it should be painted in the manner
indicated in Class Picture No. 140, which
shows how the picture is washed in as a

whole and not as a number of separate

details. For pictorial work the colour should
be restrained, with the exception of small

details which are intended to
fr

stand out"
from the general background areas. The red
coat of a huntsman "glowing

1
' against a

background of distant foliage and fields

would be an example of this use of intense
colour, and this method of setting off bright
hues against greyed colour has already been
referred to in connection with the use of

coloured papers.

Preliminary pencil sketches play a very
important part in this work, and Plate

LXXVI shows sketchbook drawings which

could be incorporated in different composi-

tions. Many other suggestions are given in

the article on Sketching out of Doors,

Volume III.

Plate LXXVIIA shows two illustrations

which are carried out in a bold style with

clean, free washes, ancl a lack of unnecessary

detail. The one which is entitled Haymaking
shows a good sense of pictorial values on
the part of the tliirteen-year-old child who
painted it. Though well arranged, the other

illustration does not show the same under-

standing of contrast in the tone values, and
the background detail which is seen between
the two buildings does not take its proper

place in the distance.

Contrasting tone values arc well brought

out in the paintings shown in Plate

LXXVIIB. In the case of the landscape

with trees the distance is well represented

and the perspective is good. The arrange-

ment of the tree trunks has been carefully

studied to obtain variety with opposition

to the horizontal lines of the scene. In the

other illustration the effect would have been

improved by more variation of tone values

in the foreground, between the bottom edge

of the picture and the bridge.

Plates LXXVIII, A and B, show more
advanced illustrations which combine good
drawing with a much greater command of

colour, In both cases the warmth of sunlight

pervades the whole of the painting, whilst

the greyed hues of the foliage are used with
skill as a foil to the brighter colours. In

both paintings yellow ochre has been used
as the basis for the preliminary washes.

This, with the addition of a tinge of

pink, gives the sunny effect to the finished

painting as it affects each subsequent

wash of colour. In this way the yellow

harmonises the whole scheme, or "pulls it

together,"
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Plate LXXVIIIa. More Advanced Water-colour Illustration

The illustrations in Plate LXXIX show composition may combine with simplicity

the same subject as seen from a slightly of treatment and a tonal pattern to produce

different viewpoint. They are drawn in a line piece of work, without the technical

black line, with small areas of solid black, difficulties that would occur during the

after which the parts of the picture are representation of the same subject in water

tinted with light washes of water colour, colour.

This is a method suitable for book illustra- The medium may be used purely for

tions, providing that the weight of the letter- pictorial purposes as shown in Plate LXXX
ing oil the opposite pages is gauged to balance and in Class Picture No. 131, or it may be
that of the illustrations. As a general rule used for printing designs and illustrations

it may be stated that the woodcut or the for rhyme sheets, calendars and manuscript
linoleum cut is more suitable than a drawing books. Other applications have been referred

for the purpose of book illustration, to in previous sections of the course.

If the preliminary stages have been
Linoleum block prints.—In this medium covered during the first and second year

the illustration work of senior children may courses the greater portion of the work
reach its highest standard. Drawing and during the third year will involve the use
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of more than one "block. Prints from multiple

blocks may be made in black and tones of

grey, as in Plate LXXX, or in various

colours as in most of the other Plates and

in Class Picture No. 131. Where several

colours are used, the near-greys are obtained

by overprinting portions of the separate

colour blocks. This is shown in the Class

Picture.

To print from more than one block it is

necessary to register every block that is

used from the original tracing. This is a

comparatively simple matter if the register

marks are cut in the marginal waste of each

The chief difficulty to be experienced at

first is the selection from the original drawing

of the particular portions that are required

for any one block- It has to be remembered
that in addition to all the parts of the draw-

ing that are to be printed in the one plain

colour it is necessary to add those portions

which are to be overprinted by one or more
different colours. Children can master this

difficulty more easily if they build up the

original drawing by a series of flat washes

of colour corresponding to the colours of

the various blocks. Some parts of the draw-

ing will be left from one flat wash alone,

Plate LXXX. Linoleum Cut in Black and Two Tones of Grey

block, so that it is not necessary to make
elaborate frames or boxes for the purpose.

Plate LXXXIa, Tig. r, shows the original

tracing of the subject (in reverse ready for

transfer to the block) with the register marks
drawn in the margin. Fig. 2 gives a pictorial

view of the block as it appears when cut and
ready for printing with the register marks
or boundaries left standing in the waste
margin, Fig. 3 shows the sheet of damp
paper in position for printing, fitted to the

register marks, and Fig. 4 shows the print

removed from the block with the margin
round two sides of the print established by
the distance of the register marks from those
two sides of the block.

whilst in other parts the same wash will

have one or more washes superimposed upon
it. In this way they can analyse the colour

scheme of the iinaL print in the manner
shown in Plate LXXXII, which gives the

separate blocks to be used for tfic print

which is shown first as a drawing (with the

different colour areas shaded in various

directions) and finally as the complete or

reassembled print.

Plates LXXXIII, LXXXIV and LXXXV
show examples of black-and-white and colour

prints which are suitable for book illustra-

tion, calendars or rhyme sheets. It will be

noticed that in most cases the pure technique

of the linoleum block print has been used,
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Plate LXXXIb, Examples of Simple Layout

i*6



Plate LXXXIL Various Blocks Necessary tor Printing a Coloured Picture

l S7
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whereby the forms are represented by solid

black areas and strong lines. In other

examples there is partial representation of

the form by white areas and lines which
appear against a black background. This is

shown by the lunette-shaped headpiece which
is included in Plate LXXXIII, and the

advantage of this method is the even dis-

tribution of weight that it gives to the print

as a whole, combined with a delicacy which
makes it suitable for the decoration of a

page of lettering. A strongly patterned print

with large areas of plain black and white

would distract the attention from the letter-

ing and would over-balance it if it appeared
on the same page, although it might look

quite satisfactory as an illustration mounted
on the opposite page by itself*

Pictorial subjects may be treated very

attractively in two or three tones of grey,

with black, as shown in Plate LXXX. The
children may obtain practice in registration

in this way without encountering the added
difficulties of colour printing. The order

of printing such blocks is to work from

the lightest tone value up to the darkest,

or black, the last one being the "key
block" and including the border line of

the print.

Flowers and foliage details are excellent

subjects for the first attempts at the registra-

tion of colour blocks as the colour areas are

detached and are clearly defined in most
cases. Plate LXXXVI illustrates a subject

of this type which makes a decorative panel

that is suitable for framing and mounting

as a wall decoration.

Plate LXXXVII shows a linoleum-block

print in black on white which is designed as

a pattern of the counterchange type. The
repetition of zigzag lines, combined with

the disposition of the black and white areas,

makes this an interesting and unusual

example of the laws of pictorial design as

applied to a decorative treatment in a

medium other than paint.

All the examples illustrated here and in

Class Picture No. 131- have been printed by

the method described in detail in the second

Plate LX XXIV. Linoleum-block Prints in
Ulack on White

year course, using water colours and Gloy
paste. Most of them were cut with ail old

penknife, Lhc waste being removed by one
small gouge.



Plate LXXXV, Linoleum-block Points in Colour
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1

Plate LXXXVI. Linoleum-dlock Print in

Colour

The illustrations shown in Plates

LXXXVIII and LXXXIX were designed

as single-page illustrations for a manuscript

book. The subject was London River
,
and

the blocks were made of such a size that they

could be printed on blank pages of the book

before binding up, so that the page would

form a suitable mount for* the picture. A
book of this type is an achievement of

which the child will be proud. It is some-

thing worth doing well, and in the course of

its completion it will call for some knowledge

of practically every branch of work that is

covered by the art and crafts course. And
when it is finished the child has something

which is worth keeping,

When the time permits of more intensive

study, and the facilities are available, this

branch of the work may be carried to a much
more advanced stage by the inclusion of

woodcuts for the purpose of book illustra-

tion. Plate XC shows two line examples of

tills art, of which the chief characteristic is

its delicacy of line. The wood-engraving is

carried out with a diamond-pointed graver

on the cross section or end grain of a piece

of selected boxwood, so that the finesl hair

lines may be obtained. For beginners, how-
ever, it is advisable to use the side grain of

a block prepared from pcarwood from which

quite good prints may be made, and to

restrict the use of fine lines.

The more advanced linoleum-block prinLs

in colour are most effective when they are

used for decorative purposes in the home.

Their style, technique and texture make
them specially suitable for wall decorations

place of pictures of the ordinary type, and
the colour scheme of any particular block

Pl\TE LXXXVH, IunOLVIUM-KLOCK 1’lUNT

which is also A Counterchange Pattern
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can be made to harmonise with the general
scheme of the room in which it is to hang.

The colour print shown in Plate XCI is

designed for this purpose^ for which archi-

tectural subjects are most suitable.

Poster designing,—This important section

of the course should be included in the general

illustration work, The laws of pictorial

composition apply equally to the poster and

not merely something which has been
added to it afterwards.

The earlier exercises in cut paper work
which have led up to this stage will prove
to have been invaluable as a preparation

for poster designing, and papers should

he used during the third year both for

the saving of time and to ensure the

simplicity of form that is necessary,

They may, of course, be used in addition

Plate LXXXIX. Two other Illustrations from the Series referred to in Plate LXXXVIII

to the picture, although the technique of

poster designing is very different from that

of the general illustration work.

Before starting upon a poster design the

children should know something of the aims

of this class of work, which are to express

clearly the subject matter of the poster by

a good arrangement of lettering, assisted, if

necessary, by a suitable design in strong and

simple forms having a bold colour scheme.

The two most important points arc clearness

of presentation and simplicity of form. The
next most important point is that the

lettering is part of the poster design and

to poster colours when the range of the

papers is loo narrow for sonic particular

purpose.

Poster designs should be roughed out in

pencil at first, using strong outlines for the

darks and line shading to represent the

different tone values. The range of these

should be restricted so that the whole poster

may be worked out in about four values,

irrespective of the hues which will compose
any one value. This simplification will be

found Lo assist the children to select a

bold but well-balanced colour scheme, and
Plate XCI I shows the lirsL detailed stage
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[Reproilttccd by courtesy oj R. G. Braflrtlmrst, Esq.

Plate XC. Woodcuts

of a. poster design with the values repre-
sented by pencil lines.

Plate XCIII shows tVuee dissimilar designs
which have been worked out along these
lines. The smallest one, having the lettered

title, is in poster colour and is intended
for a showcard or window ticket, while the
others are carried out in coloured papers.

Simplicity of form is the keynote of the
poster design on Plate XCIV, along with
a striking colour scheme in paper, This
subject proves beyond all doubt the abso-
lute necessity for instruction in design and
colour

-,
in the flat," Faced with the com-

mand to “design" a poster for such a
subject, the child will naturally draw the
face and “shade it in'

1

in the attempt to

get the lifelike modelling. The result will

be anything but a poster, even though the

drawing might be fairly accurate. If, on
the other hand, a member of the class is

posed before a strong side light and the

children are instructed to outline the darks

only, ignoring the half tones and the

extremely dark accents in nostrils and
eyes, an impression of the head is obtained

which is much more suitable as a basis for

a poster design. Drawing practice is not
lost by this method, as intense concentra-

tion and observation is needed on the part

of the children to enable them to sort out

the complex tone pattern of the head into

two values only. In conjunction with the

rapid figure sketching, exercises of this type

will help the children to widen the field

covered by their attempts at poster work
with much greater chances of success.

It is not contended here for one moment
that serious figure drawing should be con-

ducted in this manner but, as it is out of

the question in view of the shortness of

time that is available, this method will at

least be of more use to the children than

would a hopeless attempt along more con-

ventional lines. The purpose of this method
is to enable figure drawing to he introduced

into poster work in a reasonably successful

manner.
The example shown is carried out on a

sheet of “warm grey" paper so that the

grey forms the background area within the

boundary lines of the poster.

Plate XCV illustrates an example of the

use of a closely related scheme, in boLh

colour anil tone, balanced against a black

background. The lettering plays an all-

important part in the design of this poster,

and for that reason the lower band of letters

is done in black. Poster colours were used

for this example as the papers could not

provide the desired scheme.

The inclusion of the essential lettering

within the panel of the poster itself produces
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a somewhat different type of design from
those which have so far been illustrated.

The four designs in Plate XCVI show the

way in which the attempt has been made
to make the lettering conform to the struc-

tural lines of the design which, in turn, are

based upon the form of the subject matter

of the poster. Cut paper is an unsuitable

SENIOR SCHOOLS 165

The forms of both the subject matter and
the lettering are either stencilled or edge-

stencilled upon a tinted ground paper, or

a decorative paper such as that used for

the endpapers of a hook. Certain kinds of

wall paper are quite suitable for this treat-

ment and the effect which is achieved is

one of " modernism
,J

along with extreme

[Reproduced by courtesy of A\ Hanon, Rsq.

Plate XCI. Linoleum -block Print in Colour: Hamburgh Castle

medium for lettering, so that these exer-

cises are carried out in a combination of

poster colour aud ordinary water colour.

If designs are to be exhibited out of doors

they should be done in waterproof sliow-

carcl colours,

An entirely different technique is adopted

to produce the posters shown in Plate XCVII.

simplicity. The examples shown are satis-

factory as posters because they attract the

attention by reason of their unusualness

but at the same time they explain the

subject matter of their designs quite

clearly.

A bold colour scheme on a dark grey

background, combined with a decorative



Plate XCIL Pencil Sketch for Poster Design

treatment of the clouds and sea, is used

for the type of poster shown in Plate XCVIII.
This method is suitable for a limited range

of subjects of the mechanical kind which
deaL mainly with methods of transport,

probably because of the harshness and
severity of the st5de. In contrast, the softer

treatment of the poster shown in Plate XCIX
suits the subject matter admirably, although
the design is equally dccoTative in style as

compared with that of the previous example,

It is carried out in a pleasant colour scheme
of reds, blues and greens upon a warmly
tinted ground of "biscuit" colour,

The examples which have been illustrated

make it clear that the subject mat Lev of a

poster should always be considered before

the decision is made to adopt any particular

style or technique, The cut paper work
which has been practised throughout the

course should lead up to the actual poster

designs, in preparation for these different

styles, and a number of examples are given

in Class Picture No, 132 which show how
the simple colour training may be com-

bined with these preparatory stages. Wide
though the range of subjects may be there

is no deviation from the rule that the
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Plate XCIV. Poster in Cut Paper

essentials of poster designing are clearness

of statement, strength of design, suitability

of technique, avoidance of all unnecessary

detail, simplification of form and boldness

of decorative colour treatment.

Decorative panels.—This final form of the

illustration worlc of the course may be

regarded as the test of all that has gone

before, It is at the same time the most
exacting and the most useful form that can

be taken by the illustration, using the term
in its wider sense. Panels are not usually

of the normal pictorial proportions and
therefore they are more difficult to compose,
whilst the fact that they are to be used
for the specific purpose of decorating a wall

space makes it necessary that the style of

treatment shall be suited to the positions

which they are to occupy. A realistic picture

of the "easel" type would give the appear-

ance of there being a hole in the wall, and
therefore the panel should "be frankly

decorative in style with a colour scheme
that harmonises with the surroundings,

It is seldom that the painting may be
carried out directly upon the wall surface.

In most cases this would be inadvisable

owing to the danger of its being damaged,
or even being entirely obliterated by scliooL

decorators during the holidays. A better

method to adopt is that of painting the

panel on a sheet of Upson or some similar

prepared board. This can be mounted on

the wall concerned in such a way as to

be barely noticeable as an addition to the

existing surface, so that it can be removed
at any time.

These panels may be painted in tempera

colour, poster colour, oil colour, ordinary

decorator's oil colour, or ordinary distemper.

The treatment is mainly, though not neces-

sarily entirely, in the flat, and the colour

scheme should be restrained. A related

scheme is most satisfactory as it docs not

tend to stand out from the wall surface as

Plate XCV. Poster Design in Related Yellow
Scheme on Black Ground



Plate XCVI, Four Poster Designs which
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would be the case with a strongly contrasted

scheme. For the same reason the tonal
scale should be more restricted than that of

the average picture. If a colour scheme of

walls and furnishings already crisis, that
of the panels may be in keeping with it;

or the panels may have a common related

scheme which is in contrast with that of

171

finished work and to enable the composition

to be decided upon in its final form before

the actual panel is begun. When the cartoon

is finished it is squared up with guide lines

at suitable intervals. These lines are repeated

on the panel, to tlic larger scale, so thaL

the preliminary drawing of the subject may
be reproduced exactly and withouL difficulty

Plate XCIX. Poster Design in Water Colour on a Tinted
Ground

the room. In any case, the starting point

should be the room itself and not the panels.

To design a panel of this type it is neces-

sary to make a preliminary drawing on

paper to the exact proportions of the panel

buL on a smaller scale. This drawing, known
as a " car toon /

1

is done for the purpose of

obtaining an accurate impression of the

to the full size. This final drawing may
be done in charcoal, which should be fixed

before the painting begins.

Two cartoons for large wall panels arc

shown in Plate C. The upper example is

an arrangement of mechanical forms—cars,

speedboats, engines, etc., which arc disposed

to make an abstract pattern. The boy who

tsi—vol. v-s



Plate Cl. Decorative Panel in Tempera Colour designed from Sketches made from Life
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designed this panel was not consciously

endeavouring to be
,f modern/' but he was

trying to make a pattern of all the mechanical

forms that he could draw from memory.

When seen in colour the panel is very

effective as a design of this type.

The lower panel is a straightforward

attempt to utilise local features which

include a mine "tip/
1

coal tubs, miners and

Plate CIII. Use of Stage Lighting

A large wooden frame surrounds l lio opening within which Hie
figure is seated. Dy using a '‘dimmer" the whole “picture" is faded
oul, and by using coloured spoLlights Ihc “picluro" appears blue
and gold

,

children, lorries, railway details, a few trees

and the small houses which make up a
mining community, Again, this is quite

effective in colour, although the centre of

the design is too "spotty" to make a really

good composition,

Plate Cl shows a panel designed by a

senior girl and based upon sketches made
on the spot for the background, and figure

sketches made either in the playground or

the classroom. The panel is painted in

tempera colour; the background areas in a

related scheme of grey-green against which
the gay colour notes of the figures are shown
to the greatest advantage. There is a feeling

of rhythm about the composition which,

combined with the pleasant colour, makes
this a most satisfying wall decoration.

Stage decoration.—This branch of senior

school activities now plays an important

part in the general practical work of the

art course. It is closely related in character

to the painting of wall panels and to other

similar decorative aspects of the work. It

is really a subject in itself and it is only

possible to touch upon it here, as another

form of the illustration section of the course.

The panels shown in Plate CII are carried

out in appliqu6 coloured felt on a light

neutral ground. They represent Shakes-

pearean characters, and the series of panels

decorate the front of the stage which has

been built by the boys and has been fully

equipped by them with lighting facilities,

etc. The lower illustration on the same
Plate shows a scene from a play which was
presented on the stage of another school.

The whole of the sets for this play, including

the interior shown in the photograph, were

painted by the children on canvas screens

in the usual way. Decorator's powder
colours were used, mixed with size, and the

work included the painting of the property

picture and the other properties such as

the fireplace and bookshelf, The scenery

can be stored for future use, so that it

becomes not only a most valuable part of

the art course but also a useful addition

to the practical activities of the school and
an aid to the teaching of other subjects.

By a clever arrangement of lighting the

figure seated in Plate CIII is presented to

the audience as a decoration in blue and

gold. The Use of some form of dimming
apparatus in the light circuit makes it

possible to carry out a number of interesting

experiments in colour.
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PATTERN DESIGN

Less time is spent on pattern

designing' during the third year. The
work is mainly incidental to the

practice of the crafts, so that every

pattern which is designed during this

period should be applied either to the

bookcrafts, the weaving or the fabric

printing.

The patterns will naturally be more
advanced than those of the second

year in the planning of the units and
their relationship to the background,

Very complicated units arc not neces-

sary, neither are they desirable, hut

originality of outlook as to the choice

of subjects for units should be en-

couraged.

Plate CIV shows two patterns which
are based upon widely differing types

of unit. In one case the unit consists

of a small cottage with surrounding

detail in contrasting tone and colour

values, whilst the other pattern shows
the influence of local interests in the

choice of subject, that of a miner at

work. Both patterns would be suitable

for use as endpapers or box cover-

papers.

The two patterns shown in PlaLc CV
are more intricate in unit detail and
would require to be printed on a larger

scale to show to the best advantage.

They are for colour block repeats on

a lightly tinted or "natural" fabric

ground, and for this purpose they

would have to be registered in a manner
similar to that which is used for the

linoleum-block prints. Instead of the

upraised register marks left standing

in the waste margin of the linoleum, a

template is cut in thin card which

may be moved into position for each

unit to be printed on the stretched

fabric. The block on which the linoleum

unit is mounted lias been trimmed
carefully to size, as before mentioned,

and the template is cut so that the

Plate CIV- Unit-kkpkat Patterns Based upon

D IIFIn ri e S ti 11 j iters

Aloi'i’ : T he lit Inn

.

fJcfouj : The col l aye;

.
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block fits accurately to the right-angled or LETTERING

splayed corner as the case may be. This

simple method enables the successive prints The scope of the lettering and manuscript

to be registered quite accurately, and a writing should be widened during the final

little practice on a piece of waste material year to include more application to book

will soon make the method clear to the production. The possession by a school of

children. a printing press will enable work to be done

Plate CV, Block-printed Patterns, using a Striking Colour Scheme

Plate CVI shows a single block print in

dull red repeated on a ground of gold-

coloured fabric. The subject of the unit

design is Frogs, and the printed fabric has

something of the delicate quality of a

Chinese silk, which it owes partly to the

colouring and partly to the rippling move-
ment of the linework on the black.

of a very high standard and of a type which
cannot be attempted otherwise. The course

details should he adjusted to the conditions,

time and equipment that may be available

in a particular school.

Book production may be carried out in

a small way without the advantages of a

press. A group of the best senior children
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Plate CVI. A Single block-printed Repeat in

Dull Red on a Gold Fadric Ground

may write, illustrate and forward a book

of quarto size or even larger, on a subject

dealing with local history, customs, etc.

The other children may assist in this work

by preparing suggestions for title pages and

illustrations upon which the final designs

may be based. They should not be made

to feel that they are excluded from the

work of the chosen group which has the

project in hand, but rather that the final

result is due to their combined efforts.

In addition to this main aim, smaller

individual exercises may be carried out and

may be based upon the work of the second
year which lias already been illustrated.

Folders, rhyme sheets, posters and labels

will all be required during this period.

The first lessons during this year will

be concerned with marginal arrangements

of pages of lettering, balance, and the use of

head and tail pieces for the decoration of

selected pages. Plates CVII and CVIII show
the use of each of these devices. The block

of lettering on the plain, lettered page is

balanced by the page number in the lower

corner, whilst the marginal widths arc

arranged to allow the page to act as a

mount for the lettering block and to show
it off to the best advantage. A page of

this type is much more effective when iL is

for it is the oihoLz-lxcdrbecL

moment aiKkkcomc5uut!\

grouping pouiewofappteda-

tiomthatques painting,ami

indeed, all art,fe fosdnatfon

for most us. 5ympatliy,

aiid uJiaWer ofthe artijlT

there mag be In. each ofus

enables us te read •scmcthirgi

ofour own into ike most

perfect picture ever pointed,

something oFudtkheventhc

paintfer never dreamed

pacyetUio

Plate CVII. JW-anc/ng the Page



Plate CVIII. Use of Headpiece and Tailpiece on Plate CIX. Planning of a Title Page, using a
a Page Balanced Atirangement hound a Decorative Unit

left free from decorated initial letters,

borders or other attempts at illumination,

The standard of work that is required for

successful illumination of a lettered page
is so high that it is best to omit this branch

of the decorative acts from the school course

altogether. Years of steady training are neces-

sary before the required skill and knowledge

can be obtained with which to do correct

work, and a good page of plain lettering

is worth much more than an ornate page

of badly done and wrongly designed details

which have been assembled haphazardly
from the styles of various periods and
different countries.

The illustration on Plate CVIII shoves a

more closely lettered block of text to which
lias been added a lieadpiccc and a tailpiece,

the whole being centrally disposed upon the

page, These devices should be drawn to

suit the weight of the lettering to which

they relate, or they may be printed from

linoleum blocks which have been designed

for the purpose.

Title pages give excellent practice in the

layout of simple blocks of lettering and the

use of suitable devices for balancing pur-

poses. The lettering may be pen-written

or it may be drawn in the sans-serif style

as shown in Plate CIX, In this case the

letters have to be drawn in outline and

filled in with a brush, The decorative device

is really a miniature poster, designed to

suit the subject matter of the title and to

suit the weight of the lettering and its

position on the page. Other forms of title
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WINTER
When icicles hang by the wall
And Dick the shepherd blows his nail.

And Tom bears logs inLo the hall,

And milk comes frozen home in pail;

When blood is nipt, and ways be foul,

Then nightly sings the staring owl
Tuwhoo

!

Tuwhit! tuwhoo! A merry note!
While greasy Joan doth keel the pot.

When all aloud the wind doth blow,
And coughing drowns the parson’s saw,
And birds sit brooding in the snow,
And Marian’s nose looks red and raw;
When roasted crabs hiss in the bowl

—

Then nightly sings the staring owl
Tuwhoo

!

Tuwhit! tuwhoo! A merry note!
While greasy Joan doth keel the pot.

[Reproduced by courtesy of 1]roadhurst. Esq.

Plate CXI. Book Puoduction: Typesetting, Printing ai*d Woodcut Decoration

l So



tm
!

Mulcaster, the first headmaster of Merchant
Taylor’s School, made declarations which for

his period (1531 to 1611) were very remarkable
and pointed the way to the coming contest for

the freedom of the child. He emphasised the

necessity of giving special attention to the
study and education of the very young child.

He submitted that more attention should be

[Hepratlucfti by courtny of W, G. Ffrotrrfhnr'ii, Esq.

I’LATIS CXII. J300K PRODUCTION : Tvi'JEShTTING, PRINTING AND WOODCUT DECORATION
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pages may have the author's name included from the normal Roman lctteis, and these

in place of any decorative device, "but in "skeleton" forms should he the limit to

any case the purpose remains the same; which the children should he allowed to go

that is to act as the fulcrum or balancing as regards the use of 'fancy alphabets,

point for the upper and lower blocks of Teachers who wish to develop this side of

lettering. If the author's name is used at the work and carry it to a rnoie advance

this point it is customary to inseTt the stage should study the books on modern

name of the publisher in the lower block, lettering and layout written by Cecil \\ ade

This method of title or cover-page arrange- and published by Messrs. Pitman & Sons,

ment has already been referred to as an Ltd.

example of balance obtained by use of the If the possession of a school press with

principle of the steelyard. suitable founts of type allows typesetting

Another useful and interesting adaptation and printing to be done, a muc i ngiei

of the same principle is seen in the show- standard of book production may be i cache .

card or window-ticket designs in Plate CX, Linoleum blocks may be used for illustration

The diagrams accompanying the illustrations if they are mounted type-high be oic emg

show how the design is begun as a balanced set up, but woodcuts and wood engLavings

but abstract arrangement of lines which will give the best appearance to he wor c.

represent the blocks of lettering. Exercises Plates CXI and CXII show two pages or

in simple layout give excellent practice in book production which were designed an

the spacing and planning of lettering, as printed in a London central school, and these

the wording must begin and finish exactly examples illustrate the high standard of work

to the side lines. This means that the which it is possible to obtain when sound

essential wording must first of all be roughed teaching is assisted by the provision of

out on paper to get an idea of the approxi- adequate equipment,

mate space that will be required for it.

The number and position of the blocks of

lettering will then depend mainly upon this OBJECT DRAWING IN WATER
necessary allotment of space, so that it is COLOUR
from this point that the complete layout

must begin. Ill short, the design should For reasons that have been staLed already,

be made to suit tlie lettering, which should it is seldom that this work is carried on in

not be either cramped or distorted to suit the school with any degree of success,

the general layout. although it some Limes happens that a group

Once tlie subject matter of the showcard of children shows an aptitude for the drawing

has been written down and the first sug- and painting of objects. When this is likely

gestion for the design has been roughed to occur the signs will become evident during

out on a sheet of paper, the really difficult the first year's lessons in drawing, and the

part of the exercise begins. It is necessary second year's exercises in tone washes. A

to make minor alterations to tlie wording skilful teacher who is interested in the formal

and to the size of the lettering to produce side of art teaching rather than in the expres-

a satisfactory design, and these stages sion and illustration work will bo able to get

give very valuable practice in obtaining good results by devoting more time to tins

conciseness of expression with a good aspect of the water-colour painting,

arrangement. The children may be able to mix their

These cards and tickets should be drawn colour correctly and to apply washes of

as directly as possible with the lettering pen, various kinds in the correct manner, but

the brush or an ordinary pen. The two still they may not be able to represent a

examples shown illustrate a slight deviation group of objects of simple form. It is the
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method of painting a group of objects or a
scene that is all important at that stage of

their progress.

It has been indicated earlier in the text

and on Class Picture No. 140 in colour that

it is necessary to paint the picture as a whole

and. not piecemeal, and this is the secret of

successful progress once the skill in laying a

wash is obtained. Class Picture No. 136
includes several examples of more advanced
work which was carried out in this way, and
if these reproductions are studied carefully

it will be seen that the warmer and lighter

washes have been carried across the forms of

individual objects and their surroundings,

underneath the subsequent washes which
may determine the outlines of these forms.

The procedure inay be summed up as a

progression from large, warm and light

washes to small, dark and often colder

washes. No more than three washes should

appear at any one point as superimposed one

upon the other, as this will cause the earlier

washes to “lift" and will result in muddy
colour and dirty, hard-edged patches in the

last wash.

The children should be taught to look at

the group as a whole and to regard it at first

as a series of shapes in light and dark, The
preliminary pencil drawing being furnished,

these darks may be indicated lightly in

pencil by drawing the outline of their

boundaries, irrespective of the outlines of

individual objects, and shading in the dark

areas with a series of light pencil lines which

may just show through the first wash. The
tone pattern of lighLs and darks is now made
clear on the drawing.

The first wash is now applied after testing

the various mixtures that are to be used on

scrap paper. Allowance must be made for

the fact that the water colour dries several

tones lighter than it appears when it is first

washed on, As suggested before j and as

shown in the reproductions on Class Picture

No. 136, this first wash will consist of a

variety of flat, broken and graded washes

all run in together, the different parts of the

whole wash, representing the local colour of
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background and objccLs, being altered ns

these changes occur. This is a difficult task,

needing intense concentration and a sure ness

of touch that depends upon the child making
up his or her mind at once as to the nature
of the change. By thinking a little way
ahead of the brush many mistakes may be
avoided, and there is plenty of time lor the

wash to be executed properly if tins fore-

thought is observed. This first general wash
is the tesL upon which the filial painting

must depend for its success.

It helps to pull the painting together and
to achieve unity of effect if the colours are

allowed to run together somewhat at this

stage. When a sharp division of form and
colour is needed the wash should be stopped
at the outline concerned, being resumed in

the fresh colour but being separated from
the outline by a narrow space of untouched
background paper. These points in the

painting at which clear and sharp outlines

are seen should be noted before the painting

starts, as they arc most important. A
painting which has nothing but merged
and softened outlines will look weak and
"woolly/' whilst one which 1ms nothing blit

hard outlines will look unnatural and patchy.

Children incline towards the latter error in

their paintings, owing to their tendency to

paint the picture in pieces,

The gradations and half tones have been

provided for in the first general wash.

Colour of stronger tone is mixed for the

second washes, allowance being made for

warmth or coldness and for the el’fecL of the

first wash showing through or influencing

the superimposed washes. Those washes

will include the shade and cast shadow areas

which have already been indicated in pencil,

and which are to be seen showing through

the first wash. They should be laid lightly

and deftly, each pari of the wash only being

gone over once, Many of these smaller

washes in cold colours such as green or blue

will be "qualified" or greyed slightly by

the first wash, which probably consists

mainly of yellow ochre.

Tiie final series of small washes should be



Drawings of Natural and Common Objects in Water Colour
(Class Pic lure No. 13G in the Pori Jo] io.)

restricted to the cast shadows, which are the

darkest tonal areas, and the accents of

intense hue or tone. They should be touched

on as blobs of colour and should be left

alone once they are on the paper. The
painting is now complete, having been
built up in successive stages of tone and
colour.

Unfortunately, it is not always so straight-

forward as would appear from this descrip-

tion. It often happens that a mistake is

made during the first wash or some portion

of a wash has to be lightened or removed
altogether; or it may be that when the

painting is finished it looks too hard and
strong in both tone and colour as a whole,
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or in one part. In this case it may become
necessary to resorl to the process known as

"washing oiit.
,J

If a portion of a wash is too intense or

needs to be removed for other reasons, il

should be damped with clean water. After

it has been thoroughly dampened the particles

of pigment are loosened from the paper

and the whole of the dampened part

can be removed by pressing on it

firmly with a piece of blotting paper,

or by stroking it with a damp, clean

brush. If the wash has only just been

applied, so that it is still wet, the

colour can be wiped off with a damp,
clean brush alone, or with a piece of

rag or cotton wool.

If, on the other hand, the whole
painting is too harsh in tone and/or

colour, or the outlines of certain

washes arc too hard, it should be
" washed down.

1

1

This process removes
a small amoupt of pigment from the

surface of the paper, but its chief

effect is to merge together the adjaccn t

washes and to soften their outlines.

The painting is sloped at an angle of

about thirty degrees and, being quite

dry, is ready for the washing down, A
full brush of water is laid quickly along

the top edge. The brush is recharged

with clean water which is applied to the

surface of the painting by a scries of

firm, parallel and vertical strokes.

These should be carried right across

the top of the painting, the brush being

re-charged at frequent intervals. No
two successive strokes should cover

the same part of the painting, as

this would cause the colour under-

neath to be lifted entirely from the

paper.

The process is continued by working

quickly across the painting, from side to

side, with each row of strokes, so that the

washing down proceeds from lop to bottom.

After the last row of strokes has been made,
the painting should be left at the same angle

to dry. The surplus water will collect at the
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bottom edge where il may be taken off with
a clean, damp brush.

Occasionally it is necessary to float a light

wasli oi colour over the whole of a painting,

either to qualify its colour or to alter its

tone values. The same procedure is adopted
as for washing down, but care should be

taken to see that an ample supply of colour

is mixed for the purpose as it is impossible

to stop in the middle of such a wash, mix
up fresh colour, and then resume the wash
without any damage being done to the

painting. Moonlight effects arc best done

in this way, the subject being painted first

Plate CXIII. Free Treatment of Onjrcr Drawing
in Water ColOuIi
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Plate CXIV. Full Water-colour Drawing of Objects

of all in normal colouring but a little too

high in intensity. A final wash of blue-green

(Prussian blue) is floated over the

whole painting after it has thoroughly

dried, the lights of windows, etc.,

being wiped out immediately after-

wards. The effect of moonlight is

achieved by the pervading blue-green

tint through which the normal
daylight colourings appeat to glow
slightly.

It is often necessary in school to

teach this kind of work by artificial

light. In that case it should be

remembered that the effect of such
lighting is to make the blues and
violets appear to be greyer and more
subdued than they would in ordinary

daylight conditions. Electric light in

particular has the same effect as

would be apparent by the admixture
of a little yellow to the pigments.

and therefore some allowance should be
made for this characteristic in mixing

up the colder colours, and the purples.

The final lessons in object drawing

in colour should aim at the represent-

ation of colour influence ancl the

reflection of lines as these are seen

in the group of objects. An
intensely lined object such as an

orange in a strong overhead light will

affect the colour of an adjacent

object of a different hue, both by its

juxtaposition and by actual reflected

light and colour. By reason of its

position it appears to influence the

adjacent hue towards the complemen-
tary of the latter, whilst the reflection

of its light will actually affect the

hue of the adjacent object. Changes of

this nature are most obvious when
they occur in glassware which is

placed in close contact with fruit,

flowers or strongly patterned materials

and fabrics, and the greatest con-

centration is needed on the part of the

children if they are to observe these

effects and to portray them successfully.

If lack of time or any other reason pre-

cludes the possibility of reaching a satisfac-

Plate CXV. Water-colour Drawing of Objects
giving the Impression of Strong Lighting, The

Washes are Clean and Freelv Handled





Direct Figure Sketching with tiie Brush
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Plate CXVII.
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Plate CXIX. Charcoal Drawing- from Life

tory standard in this type of work it is

advisable to leave it entirely alone, as a

part of the formal teaching. The children's

unaided efforts will suffice for the small

degree to which it will enter into the illustra-

tion work, and some individual guidance

may be given as the need arises,

Plate CXI II shows a group of simple

objects which has been handled in the manner
suggested. Clean washes with stronger tone

where necessary and a few strong and telling

touches and lines put in with the brush have
produced a spirited drawing which has far

more artistic value than a laboured, photo-

graphic presentation could, ever achieve,

Plate CXIV shows clearly the effect of

unity that is gained by carrying the pre-

liminary washes throughout the whole of the

painting, enabling the outline of the bottle

to be shown sharply clear-cut in places

whereas in other places it merges into the

surrounding tones. The bottle shows also

the effect of washing down in both the

quality of the reflected lights and the soft

greyness of the label, which is simply the

original background wash slightly qualified

by the darker hue of the botlle having been

floated across it in the washing down
process.

One other important point is demonstrated

in this example. Children invariably repre-

sent drapery forms by curved lines, so that

the forms lose their definite shape which
has such strong pictorial value. Drapery

folds, and the angles between them, should

be represented by straight lines and painted

as such. The smooth, thin materials with a

dressed surface will be found to fall naturally

into long straight lines and sharp angles.

Plate CXX. Charcoal Drawing from Life
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These folds throw sharply defined shadows shown in Plate CXVII in which the figures
with clean straight edges, and the actual are sketched in directly with the brush* This
painting processes will soften these just type of sketch gives increased confidence as
enough to obtain the suggestion of texture each stroke of the brush must be made with
which is the test of a good painting, The decision and with a definite "feeling” for

cxample shown in Plate CXIV and the the direction and quality of the line to be
similar instance in Class Picture No. 136 drawn,

show these points very clearly. Even at this stage the coloured papers
The group of common objects

shown in the painting on Plate

CXV is remarkable for the effect

of strong light in which it appears

to be bathed. This is due to the

correctness of the tone values of the

various shades and cast shadows
which occur in the group,- A pale,

broken colour wash formed the

basis upon which the rest of the

painting was builL up, and the lighted

surface of the basin was left almost

white paper. In tlie painting itself

the colours are very warm and
cheerful, the painting being fresh

and directly handled with confidence

so that the colour is unspoiled.

FIGURE SKETCHING

The same system of rapid figure

sketching is followed throughout the

third year. Various media are used

and the aim is to catch the spirit

of a particular pose in a few lines,

to obtain the effect by the use of

varied line strength and to train the

children to observe at a glance the

essential line and form as distinct

from the accessories of detail. The Plate CXXI. Soft Pencil and Wash Duawing from
drawings are applied to designs Dutc

for panels and figure compositions.

Plate CXVI shows a series of pencil arc most useful, and Plate CXV1II shows a

sketches which arc full of life and vigour, group of decorativcly treated figure subjects

They are the result of encouragement in carried out in cut paper. This is one step

this form of sketching from tlie beginning towards the tempera panel in which elaborate

of the course. The benefit of this work is detail is not required. The silhouette figures

to be seen in the improved quality of the are bused upon previous sketches in pencil,

classroom illustrations. Charcoal is probably the most valuable

Another valuable form of training is medium of all for figure sketching, although
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it is a difficult medium to use correctly. It

has a pleasant softness and suggestiveness

whicli is a snare for the beginner but which

is the special advantage of the medium when
it is properly used. The two drawings in

Plates CXIX and CXX are very good

attempts which are drawn from life, and if the

charcoal, whilst the grey tone of the paper
is left untouched to serve for the half tones

of the subject.

Figure drawing of the formal type which
is based upon the study of anatomy and the

antique is outside the scope of the senior

school altogether, but the children may
derive much help and added interest

w from the study of reproductions of

good drawings by the acknowledged
masters of the subject. A number

^ of these reproductions are to bo

obtained from the Victoria and Albert
- Museum, London, SAV.7, prominenL
"S among which are drawings by Alfred

Stephens. These drawings were clone

i mainly in red Conte chalk, and they

show the use of the parallel line

method of shading and the use of

curved lines to suggest both form,

modelling and foreshortening,

j Another method which gives good

to training in quick figure sketching
m

is shown in Plate CXXI. The
drawing is done in firm pencil line,

after which washes of colour are

carried over parts of the drawing.
m This line and wash method is useful

for quick representation in cartoon

work for larger panels, etc,

An attractive form of application

of the figure drawing is the study

of historical or national costume,

and Plates CXXII and CXXIII

Plate CXXII. Costume Drawing in Water Colour

technique is not all that might be desired
the drawings have character and life.

Particularly good effects may be obtained
very rapidly by the use of charcoal on a
grey paper. The lights of the subject are
put in with red or white chalk, in a restrained
manner; the darks are represented by the

show examples of work carried out

in water colour which are both

useful and decorative. A series of

these drawings done on Imperial size

sheets is of great use to the classes

in dress design, needlework and

embroidery, as the scale of the

drawings allows of the representation

of a fair amount of detail. The other main
application of this branch of the work is

to poster design, Plate CXXIV.
When it is possible to carry on the work

of the senior school in the form of evening

classes in art, the figure drawing may be

extended to include full drawing and paint-
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Plate CXXIII. Costume Drawing in Water Colour

ing from the model, In many schools sketch Self-expression may cease when the child

clubs and classes have been formed along leaves school, in many cases, blit in others

these lines, for which models are easily the art course lays the foundation of a life-

obtained in various costumes and in which long appreciation which accompanies expres-

sions work of a high standard has been sion of a high order,

achieved,
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Plate CXXIV.
Costume Drawings used

as Poster Designs
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INTRODUCTION

I
N considering formal and engineering

metalwork as separate from art or

decorative metalwork, it should be recog-

nised that the two subjects are, to a large

extent, integral parts of the subject of metal-

work as a whole. There is no clearly defined

line of demarcation—they overlap to some

extent.

As a broad indication of the scope of this

article, however, it may be understood that

it will be confined largely to work carried

out in iron and steel, rather than metals

such as copper and brass. These metals will

have some place in the work shown and some

information will be given regarding them,

but that type of work which may be broadly

classified under the heading of hammered
and raised IiolloW’Ware generally is dealt

with in a separate article.

In the opinion of the writer, it is desirable

for the two classes of metalwork to be under-

taken in the Senior School—they should be

carried on side by side. The preliminary

work in metal should consist of exercises in

both formal and art work, with the result

that after a while the pupils will divide

themselves naturally into two main groups;

the first containing boys showing a marked

flair for one, and the second containing boys

with a flail* for the other. Some boys do

show a marked preference and ability for

one or the oilier, while, on the other hand,

some do well in either group and may be

permitted to alternate between the two

classes of work,

There is, however, a serious danger here

—

good results can be obtained in either section

of the work only if the teacher is really

master of the craft, It so often happens

that a good teacher of formal metalwork

has no knowledge or skill in art metalwork,

but, in spite of this, is tempted to dabble

in the subject, with the result that the teach-

ing is bad and the work produced of a very

low standard. This operates, of course, in

the other direction—the good teacher of

decorative metalwork often has no skill in

formal work. The teacher of metalwork
should make it his business to become the

master of his craft before experimenting on

human material.

Metalwork can be done by boys of average
ability in the modern senior school showing
a remarkable degree of skill and accuracy,

as will be seen from photographs accompany-
ing this article. In order to obtain these

good results, the teacher must be keenly

enthusiastic and inspiring to his classes- It

would be difficult to imagine a more soul-

destroying occupation for a small boy than

that of filing away at a piece of hard metal

hour after hour with a worn out file, the

teacher meanwhile paying no attention what-

ever to his interests—indeed, as is sometimes

the case, not knowing even what the boy
is doing.

In the hands of a thoughtless and uninspir-

ing teacher, metalwork must fail; everything

depends upon the way in which the work is

presented to the boy.

On the other hand, there are schools

where the boys live for their metalwork,

they attack the liard-resisting material with

knowledge and skill, having been taught

correct methods of dealing with it; they

take keen delight in mastering it and in

producing a mirrorlike flat surface. A flat,

true surface cun mean as much to them
as the finished article, and when such a

stage is reached the work is well on its

way to success. Boys can be taught to

find great pleasure in this type of work,

and under such conditions excellent work
it can become, bringing out in boys that

tenacity of purpose so necessary for success

in life.

Enough has been said to show thal the

inclusion of formal and engineering incLal-

1 97
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work is justifiable in the modern senior school,

perhaps more particularly in an industrial

area with a traditional metalworking back'

ground; but, when developed on right lines,

its inclusion in the curriculum of mosl schools

is perfectly reasonable—it is one of our

traditional crafts, upon which the life of

the nation has been built.

EQUIPMENT
STANDARD FITTINGS, ETC.

In this section, the basic equipment is

dealt with; that is to say, machinery

and furniture, etc,, which is fitted as

part and parcel of the fabric of the

school. This may, of course, vary slightly

to suit tlie particular requirements of the

individual case. The following, however,

may be regarded as a good all-round

standard.

Makers' names axe not stated, as there

are many who can supply, but the approxi-

mate prices at which the various machines,

etc., can be obtained at the present lime are

given. It should be remembered that prices

vary from time to Lime, and those shown

are intended only as a guide.

The disposition in the room of the various

features is shown on the accompanying plan.

Tig. i. This plan shows a room 38 ft. long

and 24 ft. wide, and this is a suitable size

for the purpose of teaching all Lypcs of metal-

work. There is also provided a suitably

fitted store room, further details of which

will be given later.

FIG. !

Plan of Workshop
A. Anvil,
B. Wall blackboard,

B. S, Brazing stand.
D. Drilling machine.
(1. Drilling mac liinc (hand).
E , Electrl c points (power),
t*. Forges.

F, T, Forge tools.

G, Gas points.
L, Lathe.

F. Polisher and grinder.

5. Show cupboard (glazed doors).
Sh, Shears.
Sk. Sink.
T. Tool cupboard.
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Benches.—The position of these is shown

on the plan, and detail drawings of a good

type of bench are shown in Fig. 2. It is

necessary to provide eight of these, four of

which should be fitted with three vices each,

while the other four need only two each.

The usual number of boys per class is

twenty, and this arrangement of vices allows

for each boy to have a bench, place, but with

199

All the machinery suggested is of the self-

contained type. This is better for school

purposes than running them from a line

shaft, although rather more expensive to

install

Some of the arguments in favour of each
machine having its own motor are as follows:

—The noise is very much less, as only such
machinery as is necessary at the moment

fig 2

Bench

Dlicli nr beech top* ilrnl Training varnished-
'/he normal vice positions am marked, qjso sted
hammering plates screwed to lop.

the other activities usual in metalwork at

many times several of these places will be

vacant.

The bench described can be bought com-

plete with two 3^iu. engineers’ type vices

for £4 4s. 0d. Four extra vices will be

required and these might with advantage

be larger—4 in. will do—and cost about

14s. each,

need be run, thus effecting a saving of

electric current consumed. The machine
is directly under the control of the operator

and the untidy factorylike appearance of

the line shaft is avoided.

Drilling Machines,—Two are provided,

one being electrically driven and one operated

by hand power. Boys should be laugh t to



Fig

3A

Power

Drilling

Machine—

Three-Speed

Self-contained

Machine

Fig.

3b-

Hand

Drilling

Machine

Note

the

wire

guard

fitted

alter

purchase-

Tv-o-speed,

™.b

automatic

or

iood

feed.
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drill on the hand-driven machine first, both Forges.—Rivet forges with pans abouL
from the point of safety and also because it 20 in. in diameter are suitable. Two of these

helps them to appreciate the value of sharp are shown on the plan, but in some cases
drills. one only may be found sufficient.

The electric machine should not be of the In the sides of the pans small traps are
single-speed type, as this has been found placed which may be hinged out of the way
most unsatisfactory for school purposes, so that long material may be worked. The
where holes of a variety of sizes hove to be provisions here made are for two, the air

drilled. blast being produced by an electrically driven

Fig. 4. Forge and Blow Pipe System

Air supply obtained from motorised fan.

A suitable machine—with three-speed fan which also supplies the blast for one or

stepped cone pulleys—is available, and can more blow pipes.

be obtained either for fitting on a bench By a system oi two-way cocks, any or all

top as shown in the plan or as a pillar combinations of forges or blow pipes may
machine for floor fixing. The price of the be used or put out of action at will,

bench machine is /15, Fig. 3a. A photograph of this system is given in

The band machine should be a two- l'ig. 4, and the installation can be carried

speed type and the price about £2 5s. oil., out at an inclusive cost for apparatus and

Fig. 3b. fixing of £29.
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Brazing stand.—Particulars of this are

given in the drawings shown in Pig, 5, and

this can be made in the school workshop

alter the work has begun.

15 (taolvinq Pan

a ^
Part P PJah

TO'-

Fig. 5, Brazing Stand

Constructional details: the socket in which flic slcjn of

the revolving pan TOlalcs may be constructed (rom pipe

flanges.

Lathe,—Several suitable machines are

available blit should be of the back geared,

screw-cutting type. A good general purpose,

medium priced lathe, illustrated in Fig. 6,

costs about £29.

Grinding and polishing machine,—This is

a dual purpose machine, principally designed

as a grinder but which, by the addition of

a small fitting, may be converted into a

polisher. It is suggested that one such fitting

be obtained and fitted permanently to one

end of the spindle, the other end being left

as a grinder. This will be found to be a

suitable arrangement for school use. The
cost is £10 155. od. with fitting.

Illustrations of the machine and fittings

are given in Fig. 7.

Shearing machine.—This is fitted on the

end of the long bench shown on the plan

nearest to the store room, and should be

at least a 6 in, machine. The cost is £'2,

Other fittings.—Among other useful fit-

tings not already mentioned are the following,

which might be easily made in the school: -

A low bench about 2 ft. high, substantially

made with a thick top in which are fixed

several sockets of a size suitable to take the

various stakes that will be used.

A stand for forge tools consisting of a

strong table about 2 ft. 3 in. high, top about

16 in. by 13 in,, in which holes are provided

to take shafts af tools; a rack may be fitted

on one or more sides to contain tongs, etc.

Particulars of forge tools follow.

The remaining furniture other than actual

fixtures, cupboards, etc., consist of a chair

ancl table for the use of the teacher, and the

cost is about £2 105. 0d .

It will be seen that the total cost of the

foregoing is under £ loo.

The drawings in Fig. 8 show elevations

of each of the walls and give a certain

amount of information concerning cupboards

and wall benches. A general Idea only is

given, as it is assumed that the provision

of these will be in the hands of the contrac-

tors for the building. A few general remarks,

however, may be found of value.

It is an advantage if any wall benches

provided, such as the two long ones shown

in the drawings, have cupboards beneath

fitted with sliding doors. They should also

have very substantial tops covered with

stout gauge zinc; this makes for cleanliness.

One of these benches should he fitted

with a number of sliding trays, the number

to correspond with the number of classes

in attendance eacli week—usually ten. These

trays are used to contain the small work



Ftc.. 7. TClectric Grinding and Pcrushing Maciunk
Note the removal ile end on Hie luft liniul side. 'Jliis can be taken olf and replncul by flanks, anti n becuriui' mil io accoimnotLalo

gi hiding wheel t
as shown nL the right luuul end.

O VOL. V-S 203



FIG. Q

Elevations or Walls
TliEseshow suitable positions for various fixtures.
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of the class, the appropriate tray being

taken from the cupboard by the monitor
appointed, on or before the arrival of the

class, and returned to the cupboard when the

work of the session is over,

Some space in this same long cupboard
will remain available lor the storage of

individual work too large for the trays.

The clipboards under the other long bench
could be used for the storage of miscellaneous

stock and for special tools not at the dis-

posal of the boys, except at the teacher's

discretion.

Store room.—The store room previously

mentioned should be provided to contain

metal and materials in bulk, and is a very

desirable feaLurc to a well conducted school.

A metal storage rack can under no circum-

stances be made to look tidy, so that it

should 110L be in the workshop itself. This

does not mean, however, that the store

room should be untidy. Along one side of

the sLorc a rack should be fixed consisting

of strong timber battens about 4-Jin. by

3 in., at heights of approximately 2 ft. to

4 ft. and 7 ft. from the floor.

Fitted into these battens at intervals of

about 16 in., lengths of stout metal tubes

should be provided to project 14111. Some
fairly wide shelves would be useful and also

a bin for storing cokes for tlie forges*

The store should have a window, and a
door giving access to the outside of the

school and through which delivery of

materials may be* effected.

These and other of the foregoing points

have been only lightly touched upon as so

much depends upon individual circumstances,

but iL is hoped that they may form a useful

guide,

TOOLS

The tool equipment will, of course, vary

with the work undertaken, but the following

list will be of value where a new workshop
is being set up; additions may be made from

time to time as the necessity arises, and
supplementary tools could, of course, be

made, good metalworking practice being

obtainable from this type of work. As in

the case of the standard equipment, approxi-

mate prices arc given.

Tool

Anvil
Brazing Pan
Blow Pipes

t > jj

Block

Callipers

»

i

Chopping and
Hammering
Blocks
Chisels, cold

Drills

1

»

j j

Description

London pal tern 100 lb.

Revolving 15 in.

J in. Lever pattern.
" Blo-it-HoL" torch.

Tubing for each above.

Elm for anvils, 16 in. dia.

approx.

4 in. inside.

4 in. outside.

Mild steel.

10 in. X 6 in. X 4 in.

A in- : £ i;1 * 1 i in

Small special,

Jobbers -f6 in. ; in.: , * in.

:

i in. dia.

-} in. dia.—3; in. dia.—2:

2 : in. dia.—2.

X 12 in. high

• in.

in. dia.

—

Number

1 for

1

r

1

24 ft.

2 for

2 @ Sr/.

2 @ Sd.

8 @ 5s.

approx.

3 : 1 ea. size

3 various shape
(1 ea. size

12

Cost

L s. A.

4 3 "

I - -

12 -

12 -
12 -

* 4
1 A

2 -

1 I

3 6

2 3

9 2 g
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Drills

—

co) ltd.

Drill Stands

Dividers Spring

Drill Chuck

File Handles

n u

PJ Cleaner
Gauges

Gas Heater

Hammers

Lathe Too]s

Description

| in. dia.—i: in. dia,—r: ^ in. dia.

—

i: Jj| in . dia.—i: -I in. dia.—

r

High Speed, jin. dia., -fo
in, dia.

,, \ in. dia., -jV in. dia.

Some intermediate sizes, in 64ths.

Taper slmnk, No. i Morse taper, ^ in. dia.,

§ in. dia.

Slocombe, i Set A-G (7)

Circular, aluminium, in, to Jin. by
64th s.

6 in.

Capacity o to 1 in. No. 1 Morse taper (1

for drilling M/c, 1 for lathe),

Hand, safe edge
10 in. sec. cut.

loin, bastard.

8 in. dead smooth,
Half-round, 10 in. smooth.

6 in.

4 in.

Flat, 4 in. sec. cut.

Round, 10 in. smooth

„ 6 in.

Square, 0 in. ,,

3 square, 6 in. slim taper
Mill, blunt, 6 in. sec, qut.

Knife, 4 in. smooth.
Warding, 4 in. ,,

Needle, assorted 4 in. and 6 in. round,

ground, flat, 3 square, square, knife.

Medium size.

Small ,,

Micrometer, 0-1 in.

Surface, 9 in.

Wire, Imperial standard

,, Birmingham ,,

Screwcutting.
To take 2 soldering bits with flex tubing

and ends.

Engineer s balL pane, \ lb.

„ „ 1 lb.

u n it lh,

Sledge, 5 lbs.

(all above handled).

J in. sq. high speed (or size to suit lathe).

Knurling, holder and 6 knurls (to suit

lathe).

Carriers, £in: 1 in.: ij in.
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Description Number

Lathe Tools

—

contd.

Mallets

Oil Caiis

Punches

Polishing Mops

Rivet Sets and
Snaps

Rules
Saws

Scribers

Screwdrivers
Soldering Bits

»j n
Spanner
Squares
Steel Plate

Stocks, Dies and
Taps

Smith's Tools

Tongs

Tinman's Tools

Chuck, 5 in, self-centring with back plate

to suit lathe.

Boxwood, 2^ in. diameter.
Raw hide, 2\ in. diameter.

\ pint, Kay’s pattern.

Joiner's pattern, 2$ in. brass bottom.
Combination, 6 in.

£ s. d.

pattern, knurled,

Round nosed, 5 in.

Ccntrc, American pattci

4 in.

Felt, 4 in. x 1 in.

Calico, G in. x 1 in.

Calico, end mop lor inside.

Rustless steel, Chcsterman No. 3i2d.

Hack, 10 in. rigid frame.

Blades, 10 in., for general use.

Blades, 10 in high speed
Piercing 5 in. adjustable frame.

„ blades No. 3: No. 5

9 in. knurled pat.

1 ea., 8 in. and 6 in.

Hatchet, 8 oz.; 12 oz.

Straight, 8 oz. : 12 oz.

Adjustable, 8 in.

Engineer's, 6 in.

For marking out, 12 in. X 12 in. X tin.,

machined all over.

| in. to £in, Whitworth standards with
tap wrench, B ui Lon type

As above but B.S.F. standard,
:]

in. to

1 in.

As above but B.A. standard, 0-4.

Set cold, handled 2 lbs.

j ,
hot,

j j i r

Flatter, handled.

Fullers top and bottom, top handled.

Mardie, 2 lb.

Swages, top and bottom, top handled, 1 in.

Tank, galvanised, 18 in.

X 18 gauge.

14 in. closed mouth
14 in. open

14 in. hollow § in. sq.

14 in. ,, i in. id.

14 in. ,, | in. rd.

Anvil, 20 lb.

Bick iron, 20 lb.

X 10 in. x 8 in..

2 for

2 pairs for

2 >1 n

1 doz.

2 for

2 for

2 for

r ca., 3 for

2 doz.

6 @ 1 s. qrf.

r gross

2 doz.

2

6 „ ea.

10 @ 2S. 8rf.

1

1 pair

1

I

1

2 pairs

1

3 5
1 6 8

3 2-
# 3
1 9
1 9

1 5 8

1 5 -
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Tool Description Number Cost

Tinman's Tools Creasing iron. 1
£ *. d.

15 -

—con id. Hatchet Stake, 5J lb, 1 8 6

11 >>

(Others as required).

Snips, straight 8 in. 6 pairs 9 ~

«i 11 ,, curved 8 in. 2 ,1 3 6

>j 11 ,, straight 12 in.

Engineer’s, 4J in. (as already noted)

1 „ 2 6

Vices 4 2 10 ~

u Drilling machine. 1 7 6

it Hand. 1 1 9

The foregoing should be used as a guide,

the work to be undertaken being the deckling

factor in ordering tools; most work, however,

could be carried out with the tools specified.

Tools for decorative metalwork have not been

included. With regard to the rather expen-

sive equipment under the heading of Tin-

man's Tools—Stakes, unless a large amount
of work in tinned plate is to be carried out

the first four items could be dispensed with.

Simple exercises in tinned plate may be
desirable in some cases, and these can be

carried out with improvised tools the making
of which is within the capacity of some of

the better boys.

In the writer’s opinion, the work in tinned

plate should be reduced to a minimum as,

except for the value as exercises, the products

are usually lacking in many respects.

MATERIALS AND CONSUMABLE
STOCK

The materials required will, of course, be
decided by reference to the work to be done
and it is a wise procedure to order with the

scheme of work in. mind.
In order to save unnecessary labour on

the part of the teacher in preparation, etc.,

stock should be ordered in the most suitable

sizes. Instead of ordering large sheets of

metal from which small pieces have to be
cut, involving difficulty and waste, strip

metal is to b-c preferred.

Some sheet metal will, of course, be

necessaiy for the oul-oFthe-ordinary work
which is bound to crop up from time to time.

The material known as B.D.S.—bright drawn
steel—a mild steel with a fairly good surface

and true to shape and size, is a valuable one

to use in many cases. The saving in drudgery

more than compensates for the higher cost,

with the additional advantage that its use

brings improvement in the standard of the

work done, mainly because it is less laborious

in use.

The following list will give some idea of

an initial stock and contains most materials

necessary; additions may be made as occasion

arises

:

Bright drawn steel.—Strips and bars at

approximately per lb.

-Jin. X §- in.—10 lb.: } in. X fin.—20 lb.:

Jin. X iin,— iolb.
: ^ in. X fin.—iolb.:

^ in. X 1 in.—iolb.: fein. X i£ in.—iolb.:

^ in. x 1 in.—10 lb, : -fr
in. x f in.—20 lb.

:

fa in. X 1 in.—10 lb. : in. square—10 lb.

:

| in. square—10 lb. :

-ft
in. square—10 lb.

:

f in, square—20 lb.
: \ in, square—10 lb.

:

•^in. : -Jin.; in.; g in. round—10 lb. ca.

Jin.: fin. round—iolb. ea.

Black mild steel.—The foregoing strips and

bars in half quantities, at approximately

2d. per lb,

Tool steel.—Second quality at approxi-

mately 6d, per lb.
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ft- in, x ij in.—10 lb.
: £ in. x fin.—10 lb.

ft in. x f in.“5 lb.:

Square section:
-ft

in.
:
Jin,: fin.: Jin.:

J in: 1 in.—10 lb. ea.

Round section: \ in.
: f in,

: J in.—to lb. ea.

Tool steel.—First quality at approximately

is. per lb.

Round section: f in.
: \ in. :—5 lb. ea.

Octagonal section: Jin.: fin.: fin.: gin.

10 lb. ea T

Silver steel roils.—At approximately 2s. 6d.

per lb.

f in. dia.
ft

in: \ lb. ea.

ft in. dia,: ft- in. dia.: 1 lb.

High speed steel.—This is for lathe tools

$ in, square section (or to fit lathe tool

holder). 5 lb. at approximately 4s, per lb.

Copper sheet.—16 G. 18 G. 20 G. (semi-

hard). Approximately the same area of

each—40 lb. at is.

Brass.—16 G. 18 G. 20 G. (scmidiard).

Approximately the same area of each

—

40 lb. at is.

Square bar J in.
: J in.: 1 in. mixed—10 lb.

at is,

Round bar f in.: J in.: 1 in. mixed—10 lb.

at is.

Copper "bar.—£ in, dia.—12 lb. at is.

Copper and brass tubes—Odd lengths.

Round and square if in.: 1 in.
;

Jin.:

fin. J in.: f in.—10 lb. at is.

Tinned plate.—6 sheets each 1 xxx and
1 xx—12 sheets for £1.

Aluminium sheet.—8 G. 10 G, 16 G. 20 G.

Mixed—10 lb. lot at 2s,

Aluminium half round section—Jin. x

ft in. as used by motor trade for beading

—

2 lb, at 25 .

Rivets.

Iron: { in.: ft in.: \ in. Mixed 2 lb. for (W.

Copper; fin.: ft in- Mixed 1 lb, for 25.

Brass: fin.: ft in. Mixed 1 1b. for 2s.

Aluminium: Jin,: ft- in. Mixed Jib. for

is, 6d.

Solder.

Soft: 5 lb. at is. 3^.

Hard, brass: r lb, at 2s. (low melting

point).

Hard, silver
: 4 02. at is. 2d. per oz. Hard,

medium and easy.

Iron wire.—ft
in.: -Jin.: £<5 in.:

ft
in. dia.

—3 lb, ea. at 6d.

Sulphuric acid,—G lb. at 4^.

Nitric acid.—Gib. at Off.

Hydrochloric acid.—6 lb. at 6d.

Granulated zinc.—1 lb. at 10d.

Earthenware howls.—Glazed for acid

—

3 at 2s. (Lids to cover to be made,)

Coke breeze.—Small size (pea and bean)

5 bags at is. 3^,

Cotton waste.—1 stone at 6s.

Emery cloth.—00; o; F: 1; ij: 2. 1 quire

each at 2s. 8d.

Whale oil.—1 quart at 25. 6d.

Machine oil.—1 gallon at 35.

Soluble oil.— 1 quart at 2s.

Kasenit.—1 lb, tin at 25.

Notes .—It is assumed that such items as

stationery, etc., will be ordered through the

school, but in the case of a centre system

these will have to be allowed for.

The acids should be kept in a safe place

and boys taught the necessary care in

handling them; It may be possible to obtain

these through the science department of

the school. The granulated zinc is for pre-

paring zinc chloride and after the initial

outlay scrap zinc may be obtainable, although

killed spirits made from dirty zinc need

sLniining.
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The storage of the materials mentioned

calls for some remarks. The long lengths of

metal should be stored in the racks already

described in the section on Standard Finings.

Some other small racks, however, should be

made, including one consisting of a nest of

suitably sized pigeon holes in which cut up

pieces of stock sized metal for standard jobs

may be kept, so that a boy may be sent to

this rack to procure his own material without

having to wait for it to be cut. This, of

course, is only applicable Lo work in the early

stages where the sizes are fixed. Boys should

learn eventually to select and cut their own

material.

Some notes on the materials mentioned,

including their treatment, may be found

useful at this stage.

Bright drawn steel.—This, as already

mentioned, is a mild steel, non-harclening,

and of good finish, and will be found to be

to stated sizes within one-thousandth or

two-thousandths of an inch. It is easy to

work, bends easily and takes on a fine

finish. It should be used where a well

finished job is required that does not need

to be, hardened. It can, however, be case

hardened; that is, given a hard surface or

case, and the process for carrying out this

is described later.

Black mild steel.—This has all the qualities

of the foregoing, except its size and finish.

The bars and rods are usually found to be

rather over size and have a blue or blackish

sheen together with a rather rough surface.

This should be used for forge work and where
a high finish is unnecessary or if the work
may be finished by painting. If, however,
in the course on forge work, welding is to be
attempted, some wrought iron should be
obtained as this is easier to weld.

Cast or carbon steel.—When the carbon
content of steel is raised above round about
6 per cent., it becomes capable of being

hardened. Steel with a -8 or -g carbon
content is a good quality tool steel, capable

of taking a fine temper. The process of

hardening and tempering will be described

later.

Cast steel bars will be seen to have a
smooth shiny surface of a greyish blue

colour and, on being dropped, give out a

high pitched musical note or ring. The use

of Lhis material in the school is confined

mainly to tool making.

Silver steel.—This is a carbon steel of good
quality specially prepared for easy and con-

venient working, being carefully annealed

and ground on the surface dead true to the

specified size—usually sold in lengths of

13 in. This is a very useful material for

school but rather expensive.

High speed steel.—This may usually be

hardened by cooling quickly in a blast of

air or by quenching in oil j
no tempering

process is required. The temperature to

which this steel should be raised for harden-

ing should be higher than for cast steel,

almost white hot in fact, Tungsten is one

of the important factors in the manufacture
of high speed steels and from 16 to 20 per

cent, of this and ‘6 per cent, carbon, together

with other constituents such as chromium,
molybdenum, etc., give a good quality steel.

Cutting tools made from this type of steel

may be run at much higher speeds than those

of carbon steel without losing their temper;

much heavier duties may be put upon them.

They are essential for serious lathe work.

Copper.—The copper specified in the

materials required is of the type known as

semi-liard; the final rolling process in the

manufacture of this type of sheet is carried

out through roils with a good surface while

the mcLal is cold, The result is that its

surface is smooth and free from pits, marks

and other defects. This is an obvious

advantage. An important factor in the

working of this and other fairly soft materials

is that the original good surface should be

retained throughout all the processes carried

out upon it: it is easier to retain the good
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surface than to remove marks and bruises

put in through careless working, Precau-
tions should therefore be taken, such as

using vice clamps when holding, these clamps
to have a smooth surface. Hammer marks
and other defects made by rough treatment
should be carefully avoided—too much
stress cannot be put upon this point. The
process of annealing this metal calls for some
comment here* As copper is worked it

becomes hardened, and if worked too far

may crack and split, It should be restored

to its soft state by healing in a clear non-
oxydising flame to a dull red heat and
plunging in water. The surface should be

cleaned before proceeding with the work,

otherwise the oxide or any foreign maLLer
on the surface may be pressed or hammered
in.

Brastf,—This is a mixture of copper and
zinc with perhaps a little tin, and the notes

already given for copper apply to brass,

except that the annealing process is belter

carried out by leaving to cool slowly after

heating.

Tinned plate.—This is a thin sheet of iron

coated on both sides with tin and having

polished surfaces, The terms i xx and i xxx
denote thickness and correspond to approxi-

mately -oi6 in. and ’Oi8 in. respectively.

Aluminium.-—This is a useful material for

school work; from it quite a number of

useful articles can be made for the home

—

mainly kitchen utensils. The great dis-

advantage to its use is the difficulty with
which it is soldered, and in spite of paten L

solders and fluxes Lhe difficulty for the

ordinary worker still remains. Where the

article requires several pieces, however, they

may often be riveted together and the usual

folded joints can be used.

Solders.

Soft solders .—This is a mixture of tin and
lead in various proportions, one part tin

to one part lead giving a good all round

solder.

Hard solder .—This may be used in granular

form (spelter), or small pieces may be cut

from a sheet or, again, a brass wire may be

used, the last named being favoured by the

writer.

Silver solder ,—This is composed of silver,

copper and zinc in various proportions.

The only other items that have been
mentioned needing some explanation are the

soluble oil and ICascnit. The soluble oil is a

non-rusling compound soluble in water and

used as a cutting lubricant when drilling

and turning. KaseniL is a compound put

up in a handy Lin for case hardening mild

steel.

BRIEF EXPLANATIONS OF BASIC
OPERATIONS

Filing.—In general, this may be considered

one of the most important operations in

metalwork—and at the same time one of

the most difficult.

It should be regarded as a means of

finishing and obtaining accuracy, nither

than of reducing bulk. If more Ilian a small

amount of metal is to be removed there arc

usually other means, such as sawing, chisel-

ing or shearing, which should be used with

a resulLant saving of Lime and labour and
also giving greater tool economy.

Files arc expensive and wear oul quickly;

it is not fair to expect boys to produce good
work with worn out files.

'fhc formal teaching of the use of Lhe file

should be started on a piece of metal fairly

thin, say 16 gauge or about Jo in., so that
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straightness only need at first be dealt with;

tests are carried out by comparison with a

known straight edge—the edge of a steel

rule. A fair degree of accuracy should be

expected from the start. The filing of a

flat surface will follow later, this being much
more difficult. Stance is important, as also

is height. The top of the vice should be

on a level with the elbow when standing

erect, and boards of varying heights should

be provided on which small boys may
stand.

The feet should be placed in a comfortable

standing position, slightly apart, and the

file held with the handle in the right hand,

the end resting in the hollow of the palm,

so that a direct push can be obtained. The

thumb should be on the top of the handle,

which should not be too large for a boy’s

hand. While it is not incorrect to point the

index finger along the handle, the craftsman

usually prefers the thumb on the top and
all fingers round the handle* Fatigue and

a cramped hand occur more quickly when
the forefinger is allowed to point.

The left hand may take up one of two
positions, according to the kind of filing

being done. If a heavy cut is being made,

then the thumb pad or palm of the left

hand should press on the end of the file;

if, however, light cuts only are being taken,

the file end may be held between the thumb
and index finger. The filing should be clone

in a diagonal direction, not at right angles

to the vice jaws. On the forward stroke the

weight of the shoulders should be introduced,

while on the return stroke all weight should

he taken off the file; it may, in some cases,

even be lifted right off the work. Experience
atone can tell the best way, but files cut only
on the forward stroke, The most difficult

part of filing is to prevent any rocking

motion being set up; the file should travel

as near as possible along the same horizontal

plane, although, in order to allow for this

difficulty, so called flat files are made slightly

convex in their length.

Suitable files should be selected for the

various kinds of work. For a start, a suitable

file to put into a boy’s hands would be a
io in. flat second cut.

Some mention should also be made of a

process known as draw~fdiiig, a useful means
of producing a finish if not abused.

For this process, the file itself is held

between the fingers and thumbs of both
hands—the handle is not used—and, main-
taining a steady pressure with both hands,

the file is drawn backwards and forwards

along the length of the work. Successive

grades of file should be used from coarse to

fine to produce a good surface, always bear-

ing in mind the points mentioned previously,

reducing the amount of heavy filing to a

minimum.

Marking or setting out.—The various

pieces of work will need various methods of

treatment, but general rules can be laid

down. Usually one edge or surface should

be made true and this used as a foundation

and guide from which all the measurements
are taken and all the marking done.

The surface may be prepared to receive

the marking in one of two ways. If the

smface to be marked is fairly bright and
entirely free from grease, a solution of copper

sulphate may he applied with a small piece

of rag or cotton waste and allowed to dry,

This will leave a copper deposit on the

surface on which any scribed lines will show
up clearly. If, however, the surface is black

or covered with scale—-ancl for the work in

hand it is unnecessary to remove this

—

the metal may be heated slightly and

covered with a thin brushing of whiting

and water to which has been added a little

glue-size.

Having made the surface ready to receive

the marking, and trued up one edge or sur-

face, lines at right angles to this edge or

surface should be marked with the aid of

an engineer's square, all lines being struck

on the metal with a scribcr.

Lines parallel with this surface or edge

should be marked by standing the work on

a surface plate and marking with a scribing

block or surface gauge, see Figs, qa and gb.
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For school purposes; lines running in any is a very import.mil matter and calls for

other direction on the work may be scribed special mention, After defining the centres

with the aid of a straight edge after accurate with intersecting lines, it is necessary to

measurement at two points or with a sliding make a depression in the metal in which
bevel. In more accurate practice they are the drill can locate itself. Where the hole

put in with the aid of an engineer’s protrao to be drilled is not greater in diameter than
tor, an expensive tool which would not ^ in. and its position not critical, a fairly

justify its cost for school use. deep depression may be made at once, with

The setting out of the position of holes a centre punch, the metal lying on the

Fro, qa. Marking Our—S kttinc. vim Sc innine. Block to vuk Jii;Quiniri>

I ImmiT
Ni>Lc Lite oilier marking Look ready lur use.
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hammering block provided on the bench,

The surface plate should not on any account

be used for this, or indeed receive any rough

treatment of any ldnd. Boys should be

taught to respect the surface from the start

as all accurate work will depend upon

this,

Where holes of a larger diameter than

in. have to be drilled and theiv position

is to be accurate, some more particular

marking than that already described should

be carried out. First, at the intersection of

the lilies marking the centres of the holes,

make a fine punch dot with a small sharp

centre or dotting punch, and with this as

centre strike out with spring dividers a

circle the same size as the hole to be drilled.

Using the same fine punch, mark a few

points round the scribed circle; see that

these clots are exactly on the line. Finally

Ftc. Maiikimg Out
In scribing Iho acLusil U I1G

,
in the position sliown, llio scribing block should be drawn towards Ll;e worker.
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increase the size of the centre depression

with a larger centre punch.

The process of drilling is explained later.

It may be valuable in some cases to

accentuate some of the other scribed lines

in the marking out with a few fine dots in

the same way, but all such dots should be
very fine and accurately placed dead on the

line.

Drilling’.—As already mentioned, where
the holes to be drilled arc relatively unim-
portant and less than in, in diameter,

such as holes for screws, no further precau-

tion or marking other than the centre dot

is necessary. The holes may be proceeded
with right away.

Where, however, two or more pieces have
to be drilled ancl the spacing of the holes

identical, say, for riveting or screwing

together, it often happens that one piece

only need be marked out and this used as

a guide. AIL the pieces should be secured

together in their correct position by means
of a hand vice or tool marker's clamp with
the marked piece on top and clearly visible.

The drilling may then be done right through

all pieces at once.

Another method where two or more rivets

or screws are to be employed is to drill one

hole through the several pieces while secured

together and then to rivet or screw together

through this hole, finally chilling the other

holes.

The marking out of larger holes has been

described and the purpose of this is as follows.

It does not necessarily follow that a drill

will make a hole having its centre exactly

in the position originally marked by the

centre dot. The following method should be

adopted to ensure that the position is

accurate

:

Bring the drill down slowly on to the

metal and allow it to cut a conical depression

about half of the finished diameter; now
examine this conical hole in relation io the

marking out. If it appears exactly con-

centriCj proceed a little further with the

drilling, examining for concentricity, until

the full diameter is readied. If this is

satisfactory, proceed Lo drill right through.
If at any Lime during this preliminary

process the depression made by the drill is

not concentric with the marking, it will be
necessary Lo "pull” tile hole. This is done
by bringing the drill clown until just in

contact with Lhc metal ancl pulling the

metal gently in the required direction until

satisfactory; care must be taken not to

break the drill.

The sharpening of drills needs careful

attention and this is dealt with later.

Among other points that may be men-
tioned in connection with drilling is the fact

that it may be necessary to Lake two bites

at a hole, first with a drill smaller than the

hole required and then with one of the

finished size.

There are two main reasons for this; first

it is a way oT ensuring tluit the hole will be

accurate in size, as the point of a drill is

often tlie cause of its cutting oversize, or,

secondly, the machine may not be capable

of removing all the metal at one operation;

it may lack the power in the case of large

holes.

Soft soldering.—One of the main points

to be watched is cleanliness; not only must

the metal to be soldered be quite free from

dirt, it must also be chemically clean ancl

free from oxide. It should always be remem-
bered that oxide begins to form on any

metallic surface immediately upon exposure

ancl in the presence of heat the formation

is accelerated. The process of soft soldering

is carried out by uniting Lhc two or more

surfaces with soft solder. Usually the solder

is conveyed to the joint by means of a copper

bit, often badly named a soldering iron. In

order that the copper bit may pick up the

solder ils end must be coated with solder;

this is spoken of as “tinning the bit” and

may be done as follows:

Heat the copper bit in a clear gas Jlarne

until nearly reel hot and, while still hot,

quickly file up Lhc end surfaces of the bit.

Now immerse the point into a suitable ilux
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and then as quickly as possible rub tire encl

with a stick of solder.

The patent paste fluxes on the market

are not very suitable for this purpose; indeed

they have very little to recommend them

except their convenient form. There are

several liquid fluxes on the market which

are excellent, however, while the more usual

zinc chloride may be made in school and is

very satisfactory. Having made the soldering

bit ready, the work may proceed.

Probably the easiest material to solder

is tinned plate and preliminary work may
be carried out in this material, As the

surface of this metal is already tinned and

mechanically clean, tile application of flux

should remove the thin film of oxide present.

The flux used in soldering performs a three-

fold task; it removes the him of oxide,

prevents the formation of further oxide by
excluding air, and helps the solder to flow.

The heat at which the copper bit is used

is important. It should be hot enough to

make the solder flow like water but not so

hot as to burn away the tinned end. This

heat is found only by experience but it must
he maintained if a smooth secure joint is

to be made; rough, lumpy and dry joints

are caused by trying to solder with the bit

insufficiently heated.

As a guide to the correct heat, it may be
noted that copper gives off in the gas a

green flame when at about the correct

temperature.

An important point to remember is that

the heat to perform the work must actually

come from the metal being soldered, so that

the temperature and size of the bit must be

sufficient to convey enough heat to the work
itself to do this. When soldering metals

other than tinned plate, it is nearly always

necessary to “tin” the surfaces to be joined;

by this is meant that each of the surfaces

to be joined must be coated with solder and
they must be made blight and clean by
filing, or with emery cloth, first, A useful

means of joining large areas of metal by
solder is called sweating, and this is carried

out by tinning the two surfaces as already

described and placing them in contact. Heat
is then applied to the outside of the joint,

either with the copper bit or a blow pipe,

bunsen burner, etc. When the solder again

metis, pressure should be applied to squeeze

out the surplus solder and maintained with-

out movement until the joint is cool and
solid.

Brazing and silver soldering,—These two
operations arc closely allied for, with minor
exceptions and a difference in the required

temperature, they arc the same,

In general, the process of hard soldering

consists of the making of joints by introduc-

ing a solder consisting of a metal with a

lower melting point than that of the materials

to be joined. The process is used where
greater strength is required than can be

obtained by soft soldering and alsd
t

where
appearances will not permit the use of a

white metal joint.

The flux used is borax and serves the same
purposes as that used in soft soldering.

Common borax may be mixed with water

into a stiff paste; it improves the paste if

the borax is oven-roasted flrst. The paste

is applied to the joint with a small brush or

a spatula. Alternatively, a prepared borax

cone may be ground on a slate and formed

into a paste.

In silver soldering, the solder is often

applied to the joint in small pieces together

with the borax paste, and tlic method of

jointing is as follows: The joint must be

clean and well fitting, except that some small

space usually in the form of a V is left oil

one side of the work for the solder. The
pieces should be wired or clipped together

in position, provision being made in the

wiring or clipping for the expansion which

takes place when heated. This is done by
making a scries of loops in the wire so that

while holding the work firmly it will also

give as required. The borax paste and small

pieces of solder should now be applied along

the joint. The work should now be placed

in the brazing pan on a fire brick or packed

in position with small pieces of fire brick,
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coke or charcoal, and the blow pipe flame

played gently upon it. The heat should be

applied gradually so that the borax and
solder are not blown away by the force of

air. After the borax has melted and secured

the solder in position, the heat should be
increased and intensified by adjusting the

flame of the blow pipe until the solder melLs

;

iL may be assisted in flowing into and along

the joint by running a stiff wire up and
down while still in the blow pipe flame.

The flame of the blow pipe should always

be a clear one and adjusted in position with

the work so that die oxidising part of the

flame docs not make contact with the work

;

too fierce an air blast should not be used as

this also has an oxidising effect. If serious

oxidising takes place, the flux will not remove
this and a failure may result.

The process of brazing is similar except

that the licat required to melt the solder

is greater and it is better if the solder is not

applied until the temperature of the work
lias reached the melting point of the solder.

In the opinion of the writer, the best form

of solder for school purposes is a low melting

point brass wire; indeed, it may be of value

in silver soldering even to attach a thin

strip of silver solder to the end of a thin

steel rod by means of binding wire and to

use this in the same way as brass wire in

brazing. As in soft soldering, the heal for

melting the solder should come from the

work itself: its temperature must be raised

at least slightly above the melting point of

the solder being used. In brazing brass,

however, care must be taken that the melting

point of the solder is below that of the work
and it may be necessary to test this with

scrap pieces.

Failure in brazing through lack of heat is

often caused by neglecting to pack the work
round so that heat is field in the job and

not dispersed. Each piece of work needs

careful consideration. Often it may be

necessary to have it lying on a flat surface

such as fire brick, other small pieces of fire

brick being arranged round it to form a

sort of oven with access for the flame and
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for working in a convenient place. The
work may sometimes he buried in charcoal,

coke, five brick pieces, cLc., except for Lhc

joint. These and other devices to conserve

the heat arc often necessary. After hard
soldering, it is usually best to allow the

work to cool slowly rather than to quench
off in water.

When two or more joints are required in

the same piece of work, the first should be
made wiLli a solder of higher molting point

than that used in subsequent joints; thus

the first joint may be brazed, the second

silver-soldered with "hard” solder, die third

with " medium " solder and the fourth with

“easy” solder. By this means there is no
danger of joints even quite close together

breaking away during successive soldorings.

Cold bending and twisting.—Many of the

so called forging exercises often included

in schemes resolve themselves in lo this

class. There is no point in making metal

hot to perform operations that can be more
conveniently handled cold.

Mild steel up to, say, j in . square or round

and in strips up to, say, flin. by ^ in. or

J in. by ^ in., as well as fairly wide sheet

material up lo in. thickness, can be

bent cold unless the bends are to be very

acute.

It is largely a matter of knowing the

material, whaL it will do and how to do iL.

Where twisting is attempted, squares up
lo 2 in. can be dcalL with cold. No set rules

can be laid down cither for the maximum
size or for the methods to be used, but in

general it may be said that scheming and

method arc necessary rather than brute

force, while the unnecessary use of the

hammer is to be avoided.

One of the most useful methods is the

use of a " former

,

JJ
generally in ihe shape

of the bend to be made and in its simplest

form a short round bar of suitable diameter.

By gripping tins in the vice together with the

metal to be bent, and pulling or pushing

with Hie hands, the metal may be persuaded

to take the shape of the "former."
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If more tlinn about a quarter circle is to twist given by turning the wrench, care being

be formed, two or more vice positions may taken to keep the alignment of the metal,

be necessary, while for square or rectangular Tight twisting is not desirable as this gives

bending four operations are performed and. a toitured appeaiance, often a quarter

in these cases a hammer may have to be revolution is enough but this depends upon

judiciously used. the length of the twist. These two methods

These methods arc illustrated in Fig. io. should be applied with the necessary varia-

Twisting square material in the cold is done tions as found desirable, while other similar

by gripping the mclal in the vice at one schemes will present themselves to both

extremity of the twist, and at the other a teacher and pupil after experience. It may
suitably sized tap wrench is secured and a be desirable in some cases to anneal the

Fig. io. Bending on a Former
Square nntlruund formers ore shown In use, ami Lhc first and second positions are given.
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metal after these operations, as strains arc

set up which may result in the fatigue and
rapid breakdown of the work when put into

use. The purpose to which the work is Lo

be put and the amount of bending and
twisting clone are the deciding factors in this.

Forging',—If successful forge work is to

be done, the boy must be taught to know
exactly what he has to clo and how to do it

before making his metal hot. It is no use

drawing the metal from the fire and then

having to decide how the work is to be dealt

with. This gives rise lo batLcrecl and ill

treated work being produced. Localised

heal and well directed blows with the pro-

cedure clear in mind produce good work
quickly carried out and with a minimum
of heats.

The metal should not be hcaLed more
times than necessary as wastage by oxidisa-

tion and waste of time occur, together with

an increased risk of burning. The fire should

be kept bright, hot, clean and free from the

clinker which forms at the bottom of the

fire from Lime to time. If allowed to become
embedded and hammered into the work,

tliis clinker spoils the surface; it should be

removed as necessary without unduly dis-

turbing the fire, The fire should be kept

compact and only sufficiently large lo do the

job in hand. Heat should be localised in all

operations by quenching in water, leaving

the heat remaining only in those parts

which have to be worked. Many simple

forge operations call for one or two heals

only; for instance, the drawing down of a

square tang from either square or round

stock not above £ in. should not require

more. No more than two boys should lie

allowed to work in one forge at the same
time, either at a combined job or at individual

work. If individual work is being clone, they

should arrange for one to heat while the other

is working. More boys than two per forge

is dangerous,

Hardening and tempering,—These pro-

cesses Eire important in school metalwork

V—VOL. V-S

as they have Lo be used both in the treat’

merit of tools made in the school and also

in the maintenance of the equipment. The
type of work usually calling for attention
can best be done by point hardening; this

method is applicable lo all tools, such as
scribcrs, chisels, centre punches, etc., which
need part only of their length conditioned,

the oLher parts being left soft.

Take a small centre punch as an example;
the tool should be healed for about iiin.
to 2 in. of its length to a cherry red and
quenched, point downwards, in water, leav-

ing some heal still in the upper part of the

metal. Withdraw from the water and quickly

clean the end bright with either emery cloth

or a piece of broken grinding wheel; as the

heal travels Iowa ids the point, a Him of

coloured oxide will show on the brightened

surface. When the correct colour has readied
the end, in this ease light brown, the work
is again quenched in water, this time right

out.

Steel in its fully hardened state is too

brittle for mosL purposes. The process of

tempering takes out some of the brittleness,

leaving the steel still hard enough to perform
the work required.

A table of tempering colours for various

tools is given below:

Springs Full Blue. 570° Falir.

Screw Drivers Blue M eel. 5<k)° „

Cold Chisels Purple Mert. 520
0

,,

Centre Punches Brown Mod. 485° ,

,

Scribcrs Brown Light

to Dark SI raw. .|ho° ,,

Woodwoiking Tools from 500
u
to 520°, Med.

Purple to Brown.

Care must be taken at all time to insert

the red hot steel into the quenching bath
in such a way as 110L to crack the metal. If

a flat thin steel plate were made reel hot and
dropped into water cm its llaL side, it would
probably crack or at least become so dis-

Lorled in shape as to be useless. Methods
Lo proven L this distortion have been devised

and are used in special eases, such as clamp-

ing a thin steel plate between two heavy
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ones. For school purposes, however, this is

rarely necessary but care should be taken at

all times in inserting hot work into the

quenching bath, Generally speaking, tools

should be quenched edge or point first and

moved rapidly round in the water rather

than kept still, The water should never be

used quite cold,

A form of tempering different from that

already described, and which may be found

necessary, is where the whole of a piece of

work is to be made uniformly hard; a blade

for a shearing machine, for instance. This

calls for two separate heats. First the work
is hardened by heating to cherry red and
quenching right out. It is now dead hard

and must he tempered, and this is best done

on a hot plate. Any convenient piece of

metal is made sufficiently hot so that it will

convey the heat necessary to the work to

be tempered. The plate should in no case

be made red hot. The surfaces of the

hardened work arc made clean and bright

with emery cloth and it is placed on the hot

plate, being turned and moved about con-

stantly until a uniform film of oxide of the

desired colour is formed; when this occurs

the work is again quenched. Some experience

is necessary before really satisfactory results

arc obtained and it is advisable to experi-

ment before undertaking any important
piece of work. Boys may he allowed to

practise on any piece of scrap metal. Mild

steel, while not being capable of hardening

by these methods, will show the colour film

in the same way as the more expensive cast

steel.

It should be noted that for both methods
of tempering the surface of the work should

be made bright before the hardening is done,

Wherever a good finish is necessary, this

should always he obtained before any heat
treatment, for although the heat will take
away the brightness it will be comparatively
easy to restore this if it was there originally.

If, on the other hand, the work is not
finished before treatment, it will be im-
possible to do this afterwards except by
grinding.

Case hardening*—By this process a thin

case or skin of hardening steel is formed on
the outside of pieces of non-hardening iron

or steel by the addition of carbon. When
formed, this case is hardened in the same way
as already described, but no tempering

process is required.

For the purpose of the school, no deep
study of this process is necessary as, with the

limited apparatus available, only a very thin

hard skin can he produced, This is often

enough for school purposes. The procedure

is as follows;

Some material rich ill carbon is required

and the pieces to be treated are heated to

a bright cherry red and allowed to soak in

this material, thus absorbing the required

carbon. For this purpose several good

proprietary compounds are available. A
metal box should be made sufficiently large

to contain any piece of work likely to require

case-hardening and this box should be

nearly filled with the hardening compound.
The work should be treated as already

described and the process may be repeated

several times. Finally, the work should be

heated and quenched in water.

Grindings—Having provided for an electric

grinding and polishing machine, nothing will

excuse the teacher who allows the equipment
to fall into the deplorable state so often seen

in school workshops. If good work is to be

done, every tool and appliance must be

maintained in first-class condition. The
grinding machine is provided mainly for

sharpening tools having hardened cutting

edges or surfaces, and it should not be used

for removing waste metal. Lathe tools,

centre punches, senders, chisels and drills

form the main part of the equipment needing

constant attention by grinding. The sharpen-

ing of scribers, chisels and centre punches

calls for very little comment except that

they do need frequent and systematic

sharpening. All that is necessary is that they

shall be ground to their original angle at

the point without being overheated. A small

water bath should be provided on the bench
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at the vsitlc of the machine into which Llic

tool being ground may be dipped repealed ly
during sharpening; overheating will soften

the tool, making it necessary Lo re-harden it.

The sharpening of lathe tools and drills

is considerably more difficult. Lathe tools

when supplied usually conform to certain

shapes; these may need some modification

to make them suitable for cutting different

materials, but they will, if studied while

new, form a guide to what is required. The
teacher is advised to seek more technical

information on this subject than can be

given in an article of this kind.

The grinding of twist drills, however,

while difficult for the inexperienced can

soon be mastered if certain principles are

known. There arc three common faults often

made in grinding twist drills, the first being

that the two cutting edges arc ground

unequal in length; the second, that these

cutting edges are ground unequal in angle,

and Llic third tlial insufficient or no clearance

is given Lo the cutting edges. The results

of these faults are as follows:

In the first ease the drill will cut over-size;

in the second, only one edge does the cutting

with consequent rapid wear and also in-

accuracy in size, and in the third the drill

ruhs at points behind the cutting edge with

no real cutting action at all. The lack of

clearance makes itself shown when looking

directly at the end of the drill by the direc-

tion taken by the line of the point, and after

a little practice a glance is enough to check

this.

It lias already been noted that drilling

should be first taught on a hand machine,

where the importance of correctly sharpened

drills is more apparent. An electric machine
will force a blunt or badly sharpened diill

through metal while the physical effort

needed to do this with a hand machine

makes itself felt.

Pie. u. Twist Du ills

1 liuiuirctl tmiflf mnk .iMViiiam e or i\w mil tin* <-liown, lo^ilhii uilliM.inr coiiunou (mill sin yi nuliny.
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Badly ground drills which arc forced

through metal soon become useless, and even

with care the school life of drills is short.

The diagram given in Fig, n show the

correct cutting angles and the common
faults, and it should be remembered that

the two cutting edges must touch the metal

simultaneously and before any other part

of the drill, except the extreme point, makes

contact.

Chiseling and chipping.—The use of the

cold chisel in schooL workshops should be

limited if good results arc to be obtained.

The practice of hacking out irregular shaped

pieces of sheet metal by means of a chisel

cither in the vice or on a chopping block is

to be deprecated as a means of removing

waste. It is neither quick nor satisfactory

and generally much better ways can be

found which will give better results with a

saving of time. It will be noted that six

cold chisels have been provided in the tool

equipment, and these may be used if and

when a serious need for them arises as it

may, say, for cutting a groove or chipping

away a blob of hard solder; but as a tool

for removing waste it should not be used

unless no other tool will do the work better.

Accuracy carmot be obtained by boys in

this manner and its use leads to sloppy,

ill treated and badly finished work,

Riveting,—The process of joining pieces

oE metal by means of rivets may be divided

roughly into two groups; in the first place,

where it is permissible for the head of the

rivet to stand out on one or both sides, and
secondly where projection above the surface

is an undesirable feature.

In the first of these two cases, rivets are

purchased, and, while they are made with
heads of various forms, for school purposes
the round headed rivet is usually sufficient.

The holes in the several pieces should be
drilled and accurately spaced so that they
register in the correct position and also that

the rivet to he used is a good fit in the hole;

this is important as if the rivets are slack

in the holes bending may easily occur and
this should he avoided. Methods for drilling

the holes have already been given in the

section on drilling. In its simplest form,

riveting consists of driving the rivet through

the pieces and tapping the protruding end
with the ball pane of the hammer to form

a neat head similar to the manufactured

one at the other end. A better job can be

made with a "set
JJ

or "'doubletool/' This

is a hardened steel punchlike tool having

in its working end a hole the size of the rivet

shank and also a cuplikc depression the size

and shape of the head to be formed. Having

passed the rivet through the holes, the set

is placed over with the protruding end of

the rivet in the set hoLe and a sharp blow is

given to the striking end of the punch with a

hammer. This forces the two pieces closely

in contact. The cup-shaped depression is

next placed over the protruding end of the

rivet and the punch is hammered until a

round head is formed on the rivet. If the

manufactured head is to remain a good

shape and not be flattened, it should be

supported by another set which is held in

the vice; alternatively, it may be placed on

a piece of solid copper which will give under

the blows, and the head will form its own
depression into the comparatively soft sur-

face without being damaged. The amount
of rivet shank left protruding is important;

if this is too long, bending will occur, while

if too short a good head cannot be formed.

The correct amount is found by experience

and no simple rule can be given to satisfy

all conditions, but for small rivets usual in

school work one and a half times to twice

the diameter of the rivet should be allowed.

In the second type of riveting mentioned

above, and where no projecting head can be

permitted, the head must be formed below

the surface of the metal. Soft iron wire or

good quality mild steel may be used for tile

rivets, and the outside of the hole must be

countersunk to form a depression in the

metal in which the head is formed. This

may be made either with a countersink bit

or a larger sized drill, but it should not be
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too deep, sufficient only to give the necessary

strength, otherwise the end of the wire will

crack under the hammer, leaving holes

where a completely filled space should presen t

an unbroken surface on the metal after the

surplus lias been filed away. Enough material

must be left more than to fill the depression,

again a matter of experience. Where both

ends of the rivet are to be countersunk the

riveting should proceed gradually, a little

from each side in turn until both ends arc

finished. A well made countersunk riveted

joint should be imperceptible except, per-

haps, by a slight colour contrast, a faint

ring of lighter or darker material.

Tapping and screwing.—Tapping consists

of working a screw thread inside a hole, and
screwing or forming a thread on a round

bar or rod. The usual forms of thread to be

cut in schools will be confined to Whitworth

Standards or British Standard Fine Threads,

with the possible addition of some sizes of

British Association Threads. These standards

are abbreviated as Whit., B.S.F., and B.A.

respectively. The procedure is the same in

each case. In forming external threads the

procedure is simple. Having secured tl^c

correct size stock or rod, or alternatively,

the turned part to be screwed, a die of

the same size is taken and run down the

work. Willi a button type die this may
be clone in one operation or at the most

two. A lead or taper should be turned or

filed on the work so that the die can start

readily.

The forming of intermit threads calls for

some other knowledge, however, namel 3',

the tapping size of the hole required to

give the necessary allowance for the depth

of the thread. The hole, of course, must be

made smaller than the size of the screw by
an amount equal to the double depth of

the thread. This size may be found either

by calculation or from a table. Such a table

for Whit, and B.A. Standards is given

below, sizes being given to the nearest

sixfcy-fourLh inch, this being accuraLc enough

for most school purposes;
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Tapping Size Thy?ads /vv h\.

Size Whil. B.S.F, Whit. B.SA\
a iu-

Sa
in -

— 40 —
•jlr

in.
at

in -
— 24

—
i in. A 13- in. 20 2b

w in.
ai

in
- \ in. 18 22

1 in, 1 ( ;n
(it

111
• A in ' 16 20

lo
in - S2 ifl . nf in- 18

i in. in
01

U1
- Si

in. 12 id

A formula for finding the Lapping size

may be staled as follows;

I 1 280b

Bia. — No. of threads

per inch

As B.S.B. has the same form and shape of

thread as the Whit. Standard, this formula
may be applied in both cases; e.g., to find

tapping size for
]

in. Whit. Thread;

1-2K0G

No. of T.P.I. = 20 *250 —
• 20

= 186 or ^ in. nearly.

Having decided upon the tapping size and
drilled the hole, the tap is turned into the
hole by means of a wrench, care being taken

to keep the tap upright in the hole. Three
taps go to make up a set; taper, second and
plug being used, in this order to form a full

thread. Taper and plug will often do the

work, the second being dispensed with except

in special circumstances.

Turned work which fins to be screwed can
often be (lone best before removal from the

lathe and the process is described under the

heading of htming. The majority of school

threads cun be produced by the meLhods
indicated, but threads may also have to be

cut in tlic lathe by an accurate process known
as screw-cutting.

Tu riling'.—Early work on the lathe should

consist of simple operations only, and of

these probably the simplest is the turning

down of a short shouldered piece of, say,

a in. dia. mild steel to a diameter of j- in. for

about gin. or km, of its length. For this
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process the work should he held in the three

jawed self-centring chuck with no more than

is absolutely necessary standing out. Work
must not be done too close to the chuck or

there is a danger in inexperienced hands of

the tool, tool holder, slide rest or some part

of the lathe carriage fouling the chuck, If

on the other hand work is allowed to stand

out too far, there is a tendency to bend as

well as an unnecessary strain being put oil

the main spindle or mandrel with consequent

too rapid wear of the bearings. The piece

of work already mentioned also calls for

simple facing. Where longer work is to be

carried out, it is necessary to turn between

centres. The chuck is removed and replaced

by the carrying plate and back centre, and

the tail stock is brought up to support the

other cud. The work is rotated by means
of a carrier secured to the head stock end

of the work and making contact with the

driving pin in the carrying plate. This is

all shown quite clearly in Fig. 6.

Special attention is necessary in the

preparing of the stock for this operation;

a particular type of hole must be made into

which the lathe centres are inserted. There

must be a perfectly clear, well shaped hole

in each end and this is best made by means
of a slocombc drill j which consists of a small

drill and countersink combined, the counter-

sink being formed at an angle of 6o° to

conform with the shape of the lathe centre.

By this means the actual point of the centre

is prevented from wearing away as it is

perfectly free in the small hole made. The
drilling may be done in two operations if

no slocombe bit is available, a small hole

being drilled first and then countersunk to

an angle of 6o°, During the entire turning

process by this method, the tailstock centre

must be kept well lubricated or burning will

take place. A. point often disregarded in

turning between centres is that as cutting

takes place heat is generated in the work,
causing expansion; this must he allowed
for when starting a cut by feeling the pressure

of the centres by roLating the work with the

lathe at rest. The cut should be started

with the work quite free but not slack. This
tension should he repeatedly checked between
cuts as the work proceeds.

For turning mild or cast steel a cutting

lubricant is necessary, while brass and cast

iron are turned dry. A good all round cutting

lubricanl is an oil soluble in. water as shown
in the list of requirements. This may be
diluted with water to any desired consistency

and will not cause rusting.

The method of cutting screw threads with
a die already mentioned, is as follows:

Having turned the work to the required

diameter and turned the end taper as a lead

for the die, the centre is removed from the

tail stock, and the die, in its holder, is placed

in the starting position. The hollow tail

stock spindle is fed up behind and in contact

with the die holder. The lathe is now rotated

by hand, pulling slowly on the belt while

the tail stock is kept screwed up behind the

die as it progresses. The pressure should

not be forced, light contact and no more
being necessary. The die holder is prevented
from revolving by allowing it to rest upon
some convenient part of the lathe.

This method will ensure a square start

and a more accurate thread Ilian can be
obtained by hand with the work in the vice.

Other lathe processes wilL be necessary as

the work becomes more advanced and the

teacher is advised to seek more technical

knowledge on these matters.

Finishing processes.—When a piece of

work has the stamp of the craftsman upon
it, it may be said to be well finished.

This, in so far as metalwork is concerned,

is made up of many small but important

points. For instance, no matter how brightly

polished a piece of work may be, if the

surfaces arc not true and flat it cannot be

considered as finished. Paint, enamel or

the like, used with the idea of covering up
had work, does not constitute finish. These
finishes may sometimes be used in a correct

manner, but they are so often applied badly
and under wrong circumstances, mainly
with the idea of saving trouble, that one
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looks with suspicion at work so treated.

These coaling substances should under no
circumstances be used where the work is

not well finished first.

Work that may be considered well finished

should show several distinctive features.

The surfaces should be flat and true and
grainless; the corners should be sharp and
accurate, but not so sharp as to be cutting

edges. These very sharp edges should be

removed by making a very small chamfer
on them, not by rubbing carelessly with

emery cloth or any other slapstick method.

The best way is to take the work in the left

hand and with a dead smooth file make a

light diagonal stroke along the edge to he

treated. It is a wise rule never to allow the

use of emery cloth held in the hand.

Surfaces should be treated with a series

of files of successive grades until free from

deep scratches; then and only then should

the use of emery cloth be allowed. This

should be in the form of a strip and held

securely on a file, being used in the same
way as a file would be used; or it may be

glued on to a strip of fairly hard wood and

used as an emery stick.

Draw-filing, and “draw-filing
1
' with the

file covered with emery cloth are also useful

methods if not abused. Emery cloth should

not be torn up into small square pieces but

into strips conforming to the width of the

file in use. It is bad practice to use the Tile

for finishing work in the lathe; this should

be turned to the size required and only in

special circumstances should the file be used.

Forged work should, generally speaking,

be left from the hammer and not filed up,

but this must not be regarded as a rigid

rule. If for any purpose, such as in making
some tools, a bright finish is necessarj', then

tlie work must, of course, be filed, but filing

should not be done to produce shapes or

improve shapes that should be forged,

A useful process in the finishing of work
carried out in mild steel is heat colouring.

This not only gives a distinctive appearance,

but acts as a rust preventative. It should be

applied only to an already well finished surface.

The bright surface of sled changes colour

on heating, passing through 11 scries of

browns, purples, blues, etc., until red heat
is reached. The film of oxide thus formed
denotes roughly Llic temperature of the

metal and this is used to advantage in the

tempering of cast steel tools. Mild steel,

however, while not being capable of harden-
ing and tempering, docs show these colour

films and they may be made a more or less

permanent feature of suitable work. To do
this, any gas flame will serve—bunsen
burner, gas ring or blow pipe with small

flame and little force of air. Take two wads
of cotton waste and saturate them with

machine oil and hold one in ihc palm of each

hand, much in the manner of a keltic holder.

Take the work to be treated in one hand
and pass the free end back and forth through

the flame, repeatedly wiping with the other

oilccl pad. Keep the surface smeared with

oil rather than allow a thick coat of oil to

remain on the surface. With a little experi-

ence some beautiful effects can be produced.

When a satisfactory result is reached allow

the work to cool slowly, wiping occasionally

with the oily waste. Very effective bands of

light and dark colours are obtainable in this

way, but it is best to form some film over

the whole of the surface rather than leave

parts quite bright; if this is done the bright

parts may rust. Much depends on the treat-

ment the article is to receive as to the

permanency of the colour. For instance, a

paper knife such as Lhose shown in Fig. 15,

and constantly handled, may need further

treatment in six months, while in a clean

atmosphere the base ol the inkstand shown
in Fig. 25 may retain its original lustre for

many years. An occasional wipe over with

a smear of oil will refresh the surface.

Decoration hy punching.—Throughout the

work to be described it will be noted that

various points are indicated where this type

of decoration may be employed. Good
examples of this means of decora l ion arc

shown in photogisiphs, Figs. 15 and 22, In

Fig, 15 six paper knives are shown; five of
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these carry this type of work and they also

serve to show the variety it is possible to

obtain with a iew simple punches. These

examples arc the work of boys who have

themselves decided on the design to be used.

After showing the boys each punch and the

simple unit mark it will produce, the teacher

suggests ways in which these units can be

combined to form pleasing results. The

boys then sketch out a design on paper and

submit to the teacher, who accepts it or

suggests improvements if necessary,

The boys are made to pmcLise the use of

the punches on pieces of scrap metal and,

when capable, allowed to punch the design

cm to their actual work, Simplicity should

be insisted upon, particularly at first, and

boys soon learn to discuss various designs

and select suitable combinations of marks.

The designs shown on the two plates

require for their execution four types of

punch only, as follows:

For dots a centre punch; straight lines

are produced with a chisel-like punch, either

long or short nncl this can be used in two

ways, either flat on the metal or tilted on

to one end so as to lorm a cut, deep at one

end and running out of the metal at the

other, as in the star pattern shown on the

nutcrackers. A punch in the form of a

curved line, long or short radius, produces

a variety of effects, while a round ended

punch used on the corner of the metal

produces a series of concave depressions or

facets forming an interrupted chamfer, The

paper knife on the extreme right and also

the third from the right in the photograph

have been decorated partly with this form

of punch mark. Punches of this type arc

easily made in the school. They should be

finished off on their working edges, hardened

and tempered, and their working edges

made perfectly smooth afterwards with a

fine oilstone slip. It should be remembered

that the condition of the punch will be

reflected in the mark it produces. For

instance, a well finished bright round ended

punch will produce a concave facet on the

corner of a piece of mild steel which will

sparkle and reflect the light, while a mark

made by a badly finished punch will be dull

and lifeless.

After the punching is completed, it is

necessary to draw-file and emery-cloth the

surfaces of the metal. The punches described

clo not cut but rather displace the metal,

so any irregularity in the surface must be

removed.

Very pleasing and satisfactory results arc

obtained by boys in this way but they must

be taught to select and combine to make

pleasing designs, simple and restrained,

rather than to cover the surfaces of the work

with a jumble of meaningless marks. While

the punching is being done, the work itself

should j'est on a good smooth surfaced

hammering plate; it is well if one or more

plates arc kept solely for the purpose. Any
bruises or marks on these plates will be

reproduced on the underside of the work

and this, of course, should be avoided. For

punching on the corners of work, a slop

should be available to prevent the work from

slipping; this can be arranged by fastening

another suitable strip of metal on the top

of the hammering plate,



SCHEME OF WORK

Throughout the following pages

it has been deemed unnecessary to

repeat any instructions that have
previously been given. For instance, the

preparation of metal for marking out has

already been described and in the instruc-

tions to follow this will be indicated by print-

ing in italics thus :—Prepare for marking out.

As the exercises proceed only such informa-

tion as is necessary will be given, new work
and operations being described as they

occur.

During the early stages of the work the

teaching should be done with the class or

group as a whole, definite instruction being

given in the correct handling of tools, treat-

ment of materials, etc. This form of teaching

should continue until such time as the boys

have learnt some at least of the fundamentals

of the work and acquired a sense of responsi-

bility in the workshop- But soon in the

course, however, individual boys will begin

to show special aptitude and speed; these

boys should not be held back but allowed to

proceed abend of their fellows, provided

that the standard of the work they produce

is satisfactory. At the same Lime, the boys

who arc less quick should be encouraged and

guided along sound lines. Eventually the

teaching becomes more individual, a return

being made to group or class teaching as

convenient, or necessary. Boys should be

taught to apply Lhc knowledge gained while

performing one job to work of a similar

nature, and to become self-reliant and

dependable.

FIRST YEAR WORK
COAT HOOK

A working drawing of this is shown in

Fig. 12.

Materials required.— (a) i piece B.D.S.

2
J
in. x T-l in. X Jin. (b) i piece

6jim x Jin. x Jin.

Procedure.

Piece (a).—File one long edge true.

Prepare far marking ouL Mark out from true

edge and file to shape and size. Draw- file

all edges and remove sharpness. Set out on

edge and face for chamfer and file up. Mark
out and drill one rivet hole and countersink

on back. Mark out and drill screw holes

and countersink deeply on front to lit screw.

Piece (b).—File the radius on corners,

using the eye to guide work, making all

equal. Marking out of Lhese small radii

7

I'm, i2. Wonking Drawing of a Coat
JIooic
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should not be attempted; boys should be Procedure.

made to use tlieir eyes. Mark out position Piece (rt),—It will be noted that this has

of holes in. and 3^ in . from top end and been selected from stock i^in. wide and as

in the centre of the metal by intersecting this is to be the finished size very little filing

lines. Centre dot and drill
|

in. holes, Bend need be done. One of the original edges

hook to shape round suitable formers. should be selected to mark from and any

Both pieces.—Draw-file and finish all over, rough corners, etc., removed.

Secure them together with one rivet and Prepare Joy marking out. Square lines

set the hook square in position on the back across for length, file to lines testing for

plate. Drill the second hole in the back squareness from the selected edge. Draw-

plate through the hole already drilled in file all edges and remove sharpness, Mark
the hook, countersink on back and rivet, out and file the chamfer or punch edges as

Fig, 13, Working Drawing op a Coat Hook (Alternative Pattern)

File off surplus rivet ends at the back and shown as alternative. Mark the centre by

remove any blemishes or sharp edges. diagonals and also screw holes, drill holes

and countersink, Finish by draw-filing and
with emery doth.

COAT HOOK Piece (&).—Heat one end to bright red

heat, and, allowing about ^in, to lie on the

A working drawing of an alternative coat anvil, flatten with the hammer. If the

hook is shown in Fig. 13. hammer blows are directed so that they fall

on the metal immediately above the edge of

Materials required.—(«) 1 piece B.D.S, the anvil, the top surface of the metal will

11 in, x in. X u| in. (6) r piece B.D.S. be made flat while the edge of the anvil will

or M.S.
-jjr

in. dia. A long length of about form the step on the underside; the metal
18 in. is most convenient for boys to handle also spreads out in width. This should be

at this stage, it can then be cut off to clone in one heat if possible; the metal
correct length after working. should not be made too thin. Heat again
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sliglitly and hammer the two corners round.

Great accuracy is not to he expected at this

stage* but it a good job is not made first

time the spoilt end should be cut off and
another attempt made.
Saw off to 2-J in. long, file lip to shape and

finish. Bend cold round suitable former .

Alter making sure that the finish of both

pieces is satisfactory, rivet together.

PAPER KNIFE

A working drawing of Ibis is shown in

Fig. 14.

Note that in marking those lines with the

straight edge it is best to have it resting

firmly on the wider surface of the metal aiul

not on tlic smaller part, which will be
removed as waste. Saw anil file away waste
until llic lines jusL remain visible. Mark
centre lines on the edges to show the centre

for the final edge and, holding the handle
part in the vice, file a flat oil each of the

four coiners. Remove the corners thus

formed and giadunlly make the rounded
surface and the sharp edges. The curves

at the intersections of the handle and blade

arc produced with the round side of a small

half-round file; lliis is a rather difficult

Fin. i.j. Working Drawing of Pai'kr Knifi:, with Altkknahvk Dins ions for Hanoi. is

Materials required.—r piece B.D.S. 8J in.

X { in. X -Jin.

Procedure.—Prepare for marking out. Mnik
a centre for the round end and set out a

circle f in. in diameter with spring dividers,

a fine punch dot being marked at the centre

in which the one divider point may hold.

Square a line for the correct length from

the extreme of the circle, and another 3 in.

away from the end line, thus marking the

limits of blade and handle, Scr flic, with

steel rule as guide, tangents to the circle

running off the edge of Lhc metal aL the

3 in, line, thus marking the shape of the

taper for the blade.

operation but good results can be obtained.

'Hie finishing of the curved surfaces should

be done by draw-filing and rather more
Lliau usual is permissible here. Draw-file

and finish all over.

A photograph of various designs, using

punch decoration, is shown in Fig, 15*

OCTAGONAL CENTRE PUNCH (FIG. 10)

A working drawing of this is among those

shown in Fig. Hr

Matorinls required.- -1 piece cast steel;

3 in X ft
in. octagonal section.
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Fig. 15. A Group of Taper Knives made iiy Boys in a Senior School
Nulc the fine finish and Lhc various designs.

Procedure.—Draw down the point, in the

order square, octagonal, round. Finish with

the hammer; form the short conical end in the

same way. Do not overheat—hloocl red only

—and do no t use more heating than necessary

.

A good finish from the hammer should

he required in this exercise and it will help

if the finishing is done at a low temperature

with light hammer blows. Rouglvgrind,

harden and temper
,
finish grind.

ROUND KNURLED CENTRE PUNCH

A working drawing of this is among those

shown in Fig. 16.

Materials required.—1 piece silver steel;

& in. dia. x in. long.

Procedure.—Drill a centre hole in one
end and, supporting this cncl on the back
centre of the lathe, secure the other end

in the lathe chuck. Note that allowance

has been made for removing the hole drilled

in the end. Set the knurling tool in the tool

holder and knurl for 2§ in. of length. With
a round nosed tool, turn recesses to just

below the knurling. Remove from the lathe

and saw away the centre hole. Wrap the

knurled portion with emery cloth to protect

it and hold it in a lathe chuck. Set the

compound slide to a suitable angle and turn

the short taper. Reverse in chuck, set the

slide to a suitable taper and turn the long

taper. These angles are not critical and may
be found by trial and error, Remove from
the lathe and rough-grind the point. Harden
and temper . The actual striking point should

be ground to an included angle of 60

SCRIBER AND STRIKING KNIFE

A working drawing of this is among those

shown in Fig. 16.
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Materials required.—r piece cast steel, very slowly. When cold
,
the tool should be

4)- in. long X -& in. scj. section. Jilcd lip, rough edges removed and finished.

The twist can hr made cold while in the sort

Procedure.—Great care is necessary in state if not inn re than a half turn is given,

heating to prevent burning
; the metal should The scribcr now needs hardening and tempering

not be made too liol. I-Icat one end and at both ends by the "point method*' Sufii-

draw down to a point, in the order square, dent heal for a small tool or this description

octagonal and finally round. This method is obtainable in a Imnson flume. After

prevents the formation of a hollow end and hardening, grind both ends—and emery

is also the quickest. This end should not cloth to a line finish.

require heating more than twice. The knife The knife end should be ground and

end needs flattening down; the metal will sharpened on one side only, the other

spread somewhat into the shape shown but remaining flat like a wood chisel. This

some control of this may he necessary, should he done so that the flat side runs

Two “heals" only should he sufficient. The along Lhc edge of the square when in use.

metal now requires annealing to relieve any

strains that may have been set up in working

and to restore it to its softesL condition for PISH SHOE
filing.

This annealing is carried out by healing A working drawing of this is shown in

to an even full red, taking care not to burn Pig. 17.

the ends, and allowing it to cool slowly. If

a metal box filled with sand is available, Materials required — (a) i piece lb G.

the work should be placed in this to cool aluminium, 4J in. X 3§ in. (fr) 1 piece

ffe oefarjonal

PlCi. !(}. WoiUCINCi lJUAWINllS, OF ('KNIUIi PUNCH, ScKIUKIL AND C'UU> ClUSKI.
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aluminium 15 in, long; half round section

2 in. x -ft in.; 2 aluminium rivets round

head, ^ in. X -fo
in, long.

Note that as this metal is very soft, great

cate must be taken while making so as not

to mark or damage the surface. Protecting

clamps should be used over the vice jaws.

Procedure.

Piece (a).—

F

ile one long edge true; draw-

filing only should be necessary and a smooth

file used. No preparation of the surface is

required as scribed lines will show clearly.

Set out lines for lengLU and width and also

centres for holes. Cut off surplus with snips

and radii at ends, file the front edge thin,

as shown, and finish the edges by draw-

filing, removing all sharp edges,

The filing of the bevelled front edge and

some of the finishing may best be done while

holding the work in one hand and the file

in the oLher. Smooth files only should be

used as rough ones tend to pull out particles

of metal from the surface, and it is also a

Piece
(
b).—Flatten one end slightly 011

the hammering plate, preventing the metal

from spreading by tapping lightly on the

sides. This is to remove some of the high

part of the rounded side so that the rivets

will lie cIowji neatly 011 the surface. File

both ends to shape and finish with line

emery cloth. Bend ill two places, as shown,

and so that the bends hi correctly in position

on piece {a). Place the two parts carefully

together in their correct relative positions

and, with a sharp pointed scriber, mark
through one of the rivet holes in piece (a)

on to piece [b). Centre-punch and drill this

hole. Rivet together in this one position,

set again for accurate placing and drill,

through the second hole, Rivet together

and finally finish off.

CHISEL

A working drawing of this is among those

shown in Fig, 16.

good plan to chalk the files to prevent the Materials required.—1 piece cast steel,

soft metal from clogging the teeth. 3^ in. X in. octagonal.

Fig. 17. Working Drawing of Fisii Slick
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Procedure.— -Draw down the shorL conical

end as for the centre punch, Draw down the

chisel end by hammering flat
;
this will also

spread the metal in width and this spreading

musL be controlled by forging on Llie sides.

When well shaped, anneal as already

described. File up and finish all over.

Hayden and temper.

KEY RACK

A working drawing of this is shown in

Pig. 18,

Materials required.—i piece B.D.S., 5J in.

X i:} in. X in.; 1 piece wire, J in. diu. X
5 in.

a 33

Talcing cure nut to flatten the wire in the

vice, saw into live equal lengths. Each of

these pieces musL he shouldered for the

riveting end to lit into the J in, holes. This

is besL done in the lathe with the aid of a

straight forming tool. This tool is made
somewhat in the manner 0/ a parting tool

buL is shorter and stouter. The wire is held

in the lathe chuck with only a short portion

projecting, aiul the tool is feci up to the

rotating metal, cutting the shoulder to the

correct length ancl diameter in one wide

cut. The machine should ho set so that Uu*

tool is in the correct longitudinal position

when Ihc iviro projects a given length, anil

a stop could be arranged so that the tool

can move so far and no faithcr, thus pro-

ducing the correct diameter, The tool must

Procedure.—Prepare for marking out. File

up one long edge true; if this is made from

B.D.S., as suggested, draw-filing only is

needed. Mark out to the correct length and
file up. Mark out the shape for corners, saw
off waste and file up. Mark out and file

the chamfer, if desired, or alternatively the

punched edge. Set out centres for holes with

square and surface gauge, and drill in.

holes. While the J in. diameter wire is in one

length, it is best to clean up the surface in

the lathe. As it is quite thin and weak, this is

best done in sections. Allow a little more than

t in. to stand out of the chuck and polish with

emery cloth, then proceed with Llic next inch

of the length
;
reverse in the chuck and polish

the other end in the same manner, always

working on the part nearest to the chuck.

be fed up to the metal very gently and

made to cut all the time; it must not be

allowed to nib. For work of this small

diameter the height of the tool must be set

to exact dead centre.

Having shouldered all five pieces, the

domed ends may be produced in a similar

manner with a slightly hollow forming tool

fed lip to Lhc work from the end, This tool

would have to be filed to shape, hardened

and sharpened with a small oils lone slip.

The hooks should now be bent to shape,

care being taken not to damage them. The
back plate should be draw-filed and finished.

The several pieces might be coloured to

prevent rust and finally the hooks are

riveted in position and the surplus ends

tiled off.
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SECOND YEAR WORK
CABINET FITTINGS'—!. STAY FOR FALL

DOOR

A working drawing of this is shown in

Fig. ig.

Materials required.—2 pieces D.D.S., il in.

X Jin. X -jV
in

. ; 1 piece I3 .U.S., ij in. X
1 Jill. X -ft

in.; I piece 33 .D.S,, length to

suit X | in. X i in.; rivets.

Procedure.—Prepare ami work ottl nil

pieces. Saw away all waste and file up
;
the

stay is rounded on nil sides. The bending

needs some explanation. The shaped piece

should be sawn down on the sides of tlie

Jugs so that it can he bent at the positions

indicated by the dotted lines; this will

bring the thickness of the metal inside

the width of the flanges. The actual

bending is done 011 a former in tlic vice.

Tlie drilling of the rivet hole should be

done after bending and a hard wood
packing piece inserted between the lugs to

prevent them closing in under the pressure

of the drill. The bent guide loop should

be riveted on to its hack plate before

bending and while this must be secure it

must also he free to turn on the rivet; it

would be an advantage for this purpose
if the hole in the back plate could be made
slightly larger than Lhc diameter of the

rivet. Having riveted these two pieces

togc tlicr the bending is done on a former
which will have to be made for the purpose.

This should be the same secLion as the

stay which is to run through the loop,

but somewhat larger. All tiling up and
finishing should be done before bending
and assembling. 10J in, is a useful length
for the stay but, of course, it could be
any reasonable length to suit a particular

cabinet door.

3, HANDLE OR DRAWER PULL

A working drawing of this is shown in

l'ig, 19.

Materials required.—1 piece B.D.S., 2^ in.

X 1 in. x in,; 1 piece i-^ in. full

X I in.
; J

in. dia. soft iron wire for rivets.

Procedure.—Prepare, mark out and hie

up the back plate. Mark out and file up the

chamfer or punch edge, as desired. Draw-
lile the square piece on all sides, square off

ends and prepare for further -marking out .

On one surface mark out a line for the slope

iJr in. from all edges. This is the only guide

that can be put on the metal for tlie shaping,

but a sliding bevel can be set to the correct

angle auc\, using this in the manner of a

square, the sides can be checked as the filing

proceeds. This filing of a wide surface is

much more difficult than filing up edges

true and some care must be exercised if

these surfaces are to be flat. If thej' are

not reasonably flat the work cannot be

regarded as satisfactory. The two pieces

are to be secured together by means of two

flush rivets made from the Jin, dia. wire.

The holes for these should now be marked

out on the back plate and accurately drilled,

1 in. apart on the centre line of the plate.

Remove any rough edges from round tlie

holes which have been thrown up by tlie

drilling and secure the two pieces together

in their correct relative positions by means
of a hand vice or toolmaker’s clamp. Drill

through the second piece, using the piece

already drilled as a guide. The fronts of

Lhc holes in the handle ancl the backs of

Lhosc in Lhc back plate have now to be

slightly countersunk.

Drill and countersink the screw holes to

suit screws, finish off all surfaces and pul

011 any decoration intended before riveting
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together. The wire should he a good fit in

the holes and a full half inch in length should

be enough if the countersinking is only

shallow, as it should be. Refer back to the

notes on Riveting if doubtful of procedure.

Finish off by filing the surplus ends with a

smooth file, emery cloth and colour.

3. STUD BOX

A working drawing of this is shown in

Fig. 19.

Materials required.—Sheet brass, 1 piece

4^ in. x 1 in. X 5\ in.; 1 piece 8 in. x 1 in.

X ^in.; 1 piece 4 in. X 2 in. X ^ in. ;
I

piece 2 in. X I in. X g 2
in.

These pieces should be marked out on the

sheet and cut with snips to the required

size, no filing to size being required, only a

slight draw-filing and a removal of the sharp

edges.

Procedure.—Mark out the 8 in. x 1 in.

piece for bending positions and bend in

folding bars or on a former to sharp angles,

tapping gently to make angles as sharp as

possible without cracking. It is a help if

the bending lines are scored deeply on the

inside; this helps to make sharp corners*.

If a hammer is used, care must be taken to

prevent bruising and it may be wise to use

a mallet only, but if skilfully used a hammer
is better; it supplies a more solid and direct

blow. Shape the 4^ in. X I in. piece for the

back and secure these two pieces together

in position with binding wire. Silver-solder

together with a hard solder. Cut the 2 in. x
x in, to fit accurately inside and also to in.

in width; this is to allow for the bottom.
Bind in position and silver-solder with a
medium solder, Place the part of the box
already constructed over the piece for the
bottom and scribe on to it round the insicle

of the box, cut away the waste so marked
to fit snugly inside and, after binding in

position, silver-solder with easy solder. In
no case should surplus solder be used or a

ridge of metal will be formed inside which is

most difficult to remove.

The box should now be cleaned in acid

and cleaned up with fine emery cloth and
polished. Drill the four screw holes. This

is only one of several methods of constructing

a box of this kind
;
if quite sharp corners are

required, thicker metal may be used and

separate pieces soldered together to form the

sides. It may also be made from aluminium

and the joints lapped and riveted. It could

also be made from tinned plate, sofL-soldered

together and carefully enamelled in any

desired colour. Boxes of this type will be

found useful for fitting on the inside of a

drawer or door to contain studs, collar

stiffeners, cuff links and similar small dress

requirements.

TOASTING FORK

A working drawing of this is shown in the

upper part of Fig. 20.

Materials required.—1 piece B.D.S.,

approx. 17^ in. x -fc in. sq.
; 1 piece steel

wire 12 in. long x -jh
^n - de-

procedure.—Draw-file and finish the long

piece of square stock. Bend a complete

ring at one end, round a 1 in. diameter

former and saw off this ring, Tap this ring

gently on a flat plate to make it lie in a

true plane and to take out any twist that

may have occurred during bending. Cut

and file up the ends of the ring to fit on to

the end of the remaining piece of in.

square metal. Allow the straight piece to

protrude slightly into the ring and braze

into position. Clean up joint and remove

surplus from the inside ring. Mark out and

drill the two ^ in, holes for the wire, cut

the wire into the two lengths required and

form points. This is best done on the grind-

ing wheel by revolving the wire while

holding it against the wheel at the required

angle. Clean up the wire bright with emery

cloth, insert and hard-solder into the holes.
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Bond tlie outside prongs on a suitable

former. Punch or chamfer as desired, clean

up and polish all over; colour if required.

TOASTING FORK

A working drawing of this is shown in

the lower part of Fig. 20.

Materials required.— («) 1 piece brass,

2 f in. X if in. full X & in. (b) 1 piece brass

rod, 16 in. long approx., in. dia.

Procedure.

Piece (n).—File 011c long edge true and

mark out complete shape. Drill two
{j

in.

diameter holes in tlic positions indicated

and cut away the waste into these holes and

and also round the outside. This may be

done with cither a hacksaw or a piercing

saw. If the sawing is done with a hacksaw,

cuts along straight lines can be marie, and
this loaves rather more filing lo be clone

than if the sawing is carried out with a
piercing saw; in this case, the correct curva-

ture can be followed quite close to the lines,

leaving a very small amount to be removed
with the hie. Both methods arc quite satis-

factory, however, and cither may be used

according to the previous experience of tlic

worker. When shaping the tongue which is

to lit into tlie handle it is bcsL to leave this

rather larger than necessary so that it can

be finished off flush after jointing.

Piece (/;).—Bend the curved end round a

suitable former, taking care not to bruise

the rather soft metal in tlie vice. Rough*
shape tlie end for the joint and make a
suitable saw cut to receive the tongue left
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for the joint on piece [a), A trial should be

made for this on a scrap piece of metal, a

saw blade of suitable thickness being selected;

it may be necessary to use two thin blades

together in the saw.

Clean up both pieces all round the joint,

fit together and silver-solder. File up all

over with a smooth file and finish off.

The depressions along the handle may be

made by means of a suitable punch, the

centres of these being marked with a pencil

alter measurement. Four rows are required

on centre lines equidistant round the cir-

cumference of the rod. The depressions

should be spaced so that alternate rows

arc spaced in between those of the last

row marked.

The punch required is elliptical in section

and slightly domed on its working end,

winch should also be highly polished. All

punch marks should be of equal value,

equal weight being given to all the blows

directed on the punch end. Some straighten-

ing may be necessary as the work proceeds

ancl at the end of the punching.

NUTCRACKERS

Working drawings of these arc shown in

Fig. 21.

Materials required.

—

(a) 2 pieces B.D.S.,

61 in. x fin. X fin. (
6
) 1 piece B.D.S.,

ij in. X il in. X £in.; soft iron wire for

rivets,
l
in. dia.

Procedure.

Pieces (^).—Draw- file all sides and prepare

for marking out, Set out by marking a fine

centre dot slightly more than ^ in. from
one end and in the centre of the metal;
carry a line round the metal from this centre

to the opposite side and obtain a similar

point immediately under the first. Set
spring dividers to in. and set out circles

at each of the two points marked. Square
a line round the metal 2 in. away from the
centre ot the circles marked and join up

the centre of the circle with the edge of the

metal at this line. Marking should be done

on both sides in this case as the metal is

thick and more guide is required if the

filing is to be kept square. Some of the waste

may be removed with the hacksaw and the

shaping finished with suitable files. Mark
out the slots for piece

(
6) with square and

surface gauge. Two saw blades should now
be secured together in the hacksaw frame

and a wide cut made in between the lines

marked. File out the slots with a warding

or other thin file until piece (Z>) fits tightly;

this will allow for cleaning up the piece (fc)

and for final fitting. Drill the -} in. holes for

the rivets in pieces («) and countersink

slightly on each side. This may be done

before cutting the slot, if desired, or a piece

of hardwood or metal may be inserted in

the slot while drilling to prevent the metal

closing in at the slot. Mark out and file-

chamfer or set out and punch-design as

required.

The teeth for preventing the nuts from

slipping are made with a centre punch or

the corner of a small cold chisel, the punch

or chisel being tilted over to push up the

metal, The position of these teeth should

be accurately set out; they should not be

punched in anywhere.

Piece (b).—Prepare for marking out. File

up one long edge and set the complete shape

Cut away waste and file up to lines. Drill

holes. When filing' the sloping side where

marked on the drawing as \ in. approxi-

mately, it is a good plan to place the work
in position with two temporary wires in the

rivet holes and adjust the shape and size

here as required to fit accurately. The final

filling at the slot must, of course, be clone

first. Finish off all parts by draw-filing and

with emery cloth. Rivet together and clean

off the ends of rivets. The work could be

coloured if desired; this type of finish is

well suited to the job.

Two examples of this piece of work are

shown in Fig. 22. These are the work of

senior school boys and show the excellent

standard thal can be attained,
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Fig. 22. Work done dy Senior School Boys
Nole the punched design and alternative methods of riveting-.

DUST PAN

A working drawing of this is shown in

Fig. 23.

Materials required.—Tinned plate. («) 1

piece iof in. X 10 in, (b) 1 piece 6^ in. x
1:1

Procedure.—Made and cut the two pieces

accurately and directly from the sheet' no
further treatment of the edges is necessary.

Set out the larger piece to the dimensions
given in the development drawing in the
usual way with square and surface gauge.
A template may be made and used for setting

out the curved bending lines if desired. Cut
away all waste and bend all safe edges in

the direction indicated on the drawing; this

should be done in folding bars. Next bend
up the two 1 in. laps in the waist of the pan
and then along the curves; this is the only
place where difficulty may be experienced
buL these curves can be tapped over the edge

of a stake with a mallet. The other bends

can be made over the edges of suitable stakes

mainly with the fingers and hands alone. Too
great a use of the mallet should be avoided.

It should also be noted that any suitable piece

of metal may be used as a stake, a litLle

improvisation often being necessary if no ex-

pensive tinned plate equipment is available.

The handle should next be dealt with,

safe edges first, curves next, bending round

suitable formers or stakes, using hands and

lingers only where possible. Any surplus

length should now be cut off and the laps

bent. All the scams of the body should now
be securely soft soldered together and the

handle soft soldered in position.

The article may be finished with a bright

enamel and is an example of really satis-

factory tinned plate work. Some preliminary

exercises in bending and soldering should be

given before this rather more difficult work.

It is not a really difficult job, however, and

well within the capabilities of the average boy.
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THIRD YEAR WORK
INK STAND

A working drawing of this is shown in

Fig. 24. *

Materials lewiixed.—1 p»cc B.D,S, Him
X 5 in. x in . ; 1 piece brass Si in. X

in. x 32 hi i
x piece brass ioi in. X in.

X -ft
in; 1 piece brass 9J in, x 2J in. X

ft in.; 1 piece brass 12 in, X ft
in. X ft in.

square; 1 piece brass 2 in. X ft-
in* X ft-

in.

square; 2-4 B.A. X |in. cheese head brass

screws; 2 nuts; 2 washers; short length ft in.

brass wire.

Procedure.—File up the piece for the base

to size and bright on one large face. Bend
the ends on a former. It is possible to do

this cold but boys may lack the necessary

strength required if the plate is ^ in. thick.

The bending may be assisted by playing

the blow pipe flame along the bending line

11

Fig, 24, Working Drawing of Ink Stand
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and thus bending hot. The bending should

be done as far as possible with the hands,

protected from the heal of course. If, how-
ever, blows must be struck, a piece of short

grained hardwood should be used in contact

with the metal, against which the hammer
may he used without unduly damaging the

surface of the metal.

When bent to shape, it will he necessary

to remove any oxide caused by the heat and

HZ
Tor the box, make t lie body in four

separate pieces; these must be filed lip

accurately to size and silver-soldered

together, Next tit the bottom inside the

sides, and this may be soft-soldered in

position,

The lid is made in two thicknesses, one
fitting inside the sides and the other over-

hanging as shown in the drawing, File up
the handle to the desired shape anrl size;

lues. 25. The l'lNisnim Ink Sianu
Nuic Liic ralfcicT mere difficult hnmUc,

clean up to a good surface. Set this part

aside for the time being. File up to size

and shape the piece for the pen tray, rounding

tlie corners and edges. Emery cloth, polish

all over, and bend round a former. Now
take tlie two cheese-headed screws and with

a half round file shape the top of tlie head

to fit on tlie rounded side of the pen rest.

Silver solder in position and rc-polisli. Now
mark out and drill in the base Lwo clearance

holes for the screws.

alternative shapes and designs may be

introduced here.

These three pieces have now to be secured

together; this may be done by silver -solder-

ing the handle to tlie top and then by
sweating together the two ilal pieces. The
whole box should now be cleaned up and
polished. Two small screws should be

employed to secure the box in position 011

the base; these should have countersunk

heads fitted Hush with the bottom so as not
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to project inside the box, and should be

secured under the base with washers and

thin nuts. The & in. square section brass

is next cut and fitted into position. The top

surface may be slightly rounded to give a

cushion effect. Next a number of ^in.

diameter holes should be drilled through the

base and half-way through the square brass.

Three in the long piece and two in each of

the short pieces will be satisfactory. The

drilling, which must be marked out on the

centre line of the brass, is best done while

the pieces arc held in position as already

explained, Sh-ort lengths of ^ in, diameter

brass wire arc now soldered into the holes

in the ^ in. square brass, leaving them
sufficiently Jong to pass through the base

and rivet over slightly underneath.

Before assembly all parts must be well

finished, and this job looks particularly well

if the base is coloured to a rich blue-purple

by the process already described
;
note that

in this case a blow pipe will be necessary to

produce the heat for so large a surface.

Finally the parts are assembled. A photo-

graph of tlie finished work is shown in

Fig- 25.

HEARTH SET—1. STAND

A working drawing of this is shown in

Fig, 26,

Materials required.

Frame .—1 piece B.D.S. 60 in. X rjin. x

TS
in '

Feet .—2 pieces B.D.S. 7! in. X ij-in. X
A in.

Hangers .—4 pieces B.D.S. 4 in. X 1 in. x
a*

in.
;
6-jg in. x f in. round head rivets.

Procedure.—Bend the frame to shape and
braze the joint; probably the best position

for this is in the centre of the bottom side.

Braze on the outside by leaving a slight

V-shapc on the ends and fitting the inside

edges well together. Only a very thin line

of brass will then show when the stand is

in use,

Bend the feet on a former and drill rivet

holes in both feet and stanch

Make hangers to particulars given and drill

rivet holes. Clean up to a fine finish and rivet

all parts soundly together.

This stand looks well if coloured to a

uniform dark blue.

8. HANDLES

Working drawings of these are shown in

Fig, 27.

Materials required.—1 piece B.D.S. approx.

3 i in, X J in, dia.

Procedure.—This is, of course, lathe work
and the procedure varies to some extent

in accordance with the design chosen.

Several suggestions for suitable designs are

given, but one feature is common to all.

This is the groove near the top, which, of

course, is necessary for hanging on the

hanger provided on the stand. This groove

is formed in the lathe with a suitable parting

tool.

Whatever design is chosen, the best

method for turning will probably be between

centres, particularly where taper shapes are

included. For a short taper such as required

in this case, the angle is best obtained by

setting over the top slide of the compound
tool rest of the lathe. The turning of the

ends to shape, including the removal of the

centre holes, must be done in the lathe chuck.

Protect the finished parts to be held in the

chuck by wrapping with emery cloth. Any
decorative lines running round the circum-

ference, such as those indicated in the first

design shown, should be put on with a sharp

pointed tool similar to a screw-cutting tool.

This, of course., is done in the lathe. The
spiral lines shown in the second design are

made in a similar manner but in this case

a fast train of screw-cutting wheels must be

set up and the machine pulled round by

hand. Lines could also be made running

along the length and arranged in some
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preconceived order round the circumference.

In any of these cases a very shallow cut is

all that is necessary—a mere scratch in fact.

Tlic drilling for the stem should also be done

in the lathe, the drill being held in a chuck
fitted in the tail stock, the work rotated and
the drill fed into the each

In the case of the handle for the tongs,

a stem is turned oil the end for riveting or

screwing through the cross bar, This could

lie turned down first ancl, if desired, held in

the lathe chuck and the other end supported

by the tail stock centre while the shaping

proceeds.

3.

POKER BOLT

Working drawings of poker bolts arc

shown in Fig. 27.

Material required.

—

1 piece B.D.S. 4 in.

X| in. dia.

Procedure.—Tlic material specified is 1 in.,

longer than the finished size ; this is to give

some extra length for holding in the lathe

chuck while turning. If small careful cuts

only are taken, this can he done without

supporting the free end. Turn to the required

shape, reverse in tiie chuck and, still holding

the spare metal, drill and lap the end to

receive the stem. This will mean, of course,

drilling right through the waste. Remove
from the lathe and saw off to length; the

end can be faced in the lathe if cave is taken

to wrap with emery cloth to protect and

also to take very light cuts.

4.

STEM

Materials required.—x piece g in. dia, B.D.S.

for each, various lengths as required.

Procedure.—For the poker, the meLal

needs a thread cutting at each end and
polishing only. For the brush a thread is

necessary at one end, -g in. diameter, while

the other end needs shouldering down in

247

the lathe to ^ in. diameter and sufficiently

long to allow it to pass through two washers
and a hole in the wooden part of Lhe brush,

leaving enough length for a nut to secure.

Brushes for this purpose are reasonably easy

to make, or they may be bought. For the

shovel, one end should be screwed and the

other forged to a suitable shape,

5.

SHOVEL

It should be noted that a shovel in a set

of this description is needed only very

occasionally and its function, is mainly to

pick up small pieces of fallen coal. The one

shown in the working drawing, Fig. 28,

fulfils this purpose and at the same time is

kept within the capabilities of a boy to make.

Materials required.—1 piece M.S. plate

4iV in X 3-jk in. X -& in-, bright if possible.

Procedure .—Prepare for marking on1 . File

up one long edge true, mark out, cut and

file to siiape, Clean up and polish the
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surfaces and edges. Bend to shape on a

suitable former and so that the stem already

bent fits well down. Drill holes in both

pieces, as previously explained, and rivet

together. Clean up and colour if desired.

6 . TONGS

A working drawing of these is shown in

Fig. 2Cj.

Materials required.

Cross piece .—i piece BJXS. 4^ in x j[
in*

X § ill. sq.

Legs,—2 pieces B.D.S. 11J in. x fin. x
£ in. sq.

Grips .—1 piece B.D.S. 2jin. X if in. X

ir

Procedure.—The cross piece may be made
in one of two w*ays, either by drawing down
the ends out of Jin. wide stock, leaving the

round boss, or by ' f

jumping up" or "up-
setting^ the wide part in the centre of ^in-

square stock. The first method necessitates

fullering down with top and bottom fullers

to make two necks in the metal, and then
drawing down the ends in the usual way.
The second method needs rather more
explanation, It is possible to produce an
increase in size in a piece of metal by heat-

ing and hammering, and this is called

"upsetting"
1

or "jumping up." In the
present case, if the metal is heated in the
centre and held with one end on the anvil

while the other end is struck with the
hammer, an increase in thickness will take
place, This will be noticeable in both thick-
ness and width and it will be necessary to
restrict the swelling to one direction by
flattening two opposite sides, The secrets

of success for this method arc localised heat
and blows struck directly along the axis
of the metal. The first is best obtained by
heating rather more of the length than
necessary and cooling the ends down in
water; the second by seeing that the metal
is held absolutely vertical on the anvil and
that the blows are direct and not glancing.

Having produced the necessary bulk of

met al> or perhaps rather more, the shaping

may be improved with the aid of top ancl

bottom fullers. Whatever method is used,

the forging should be well done so that the

filing is reduced to a minimum. File up all

over and mark out, Some help with the

production of the open slots at the ends may
he valuable; this type of slot is often

required.

The best procedure after marking out is

as follows:

Drill a hole through the metal, nearly at

the bottom of the slot, with a drill slightty

smaller than the required width. Next make
two saw cuts just inside the lines down into

the hole; this removes the bulk of the metal

and the finishing can now be done with a

warding or other thill file. The other part

of the joint is easily produced by sawing

away the waste after marking out and filing

to fit the slot. It is advisable to make minor

adjustments to both pieces as the fitting

nears completion, so that an accurate fit

can be made, at the same time keeping the

joint central. It must be flush on all sides

when finished; if much adjustment has to

be made to the outside surfaces, the thick-

ness of the metal is reduced and this is

undesirable,

It should be noted that one leg of the tongs

only is to be capable of movement, the olher

is riveted solid and this gives minor differ-

ences in construction. The grips are made by

first marking out and drilling while in the

rough shape—they arc much easier to hold

now—and afterwards filing to shape. Clean

up and finish. The three grips may be

produced by driving the metal into the gap

produced by opening the vice jaws about

in. The metal is now allowed to lie on

the top of the vice jaws with the desired

position over the gap and a blunt cold chisel

used as a punch; a little practice will show

what can be done. The legs should now be

bent to the required slope. It may be a

good plan to draw out this shape to full size

on a piece of metal and compare the legs

with this as bending proceeds. They must
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both be alike and the actual bending can

be done cold. Cut off to the required lenglh,

allowing for rivet; this can also be best

decided from the full sized template. The

rivets for holding the grips have to "he made

by filing; this is a rather difficult operation

but can be done if care is taken, AH parts

should now be finally cleaned up and fitted

together. As already mentioned, the handle

may be either screwed or riveted in position,

CONCLUSION

I
N concluding, it is necessary to reiterale

Hie general remarks made at the intro-

duction to the subject. Formal metal-

work and decorative metalwork should be

done side by side if the teacher is capable

of undertaking the work. It may be a good

plan to select one piece of work from each

section—and dividing the class into two

parts; let each part carry out both pieces

of work in turn. It may be in some cases

desirable to subdivide the class still further,

working in smaller groups allow the boys

to work in rota through a series of set exer-

cises. For instance, in a class of twenty

boys, four groups may be working on four

separate exercises; say, filing, forging, mark-

ing out and drilling, or an art metal work

process, all groups carrying out all four

exercises in turn. At all times throughout

the course the teacher must, as the need

arises, be prepared to set disciplinary

exercises to introduce a new operation.

The purpose of the disciplinary exercise is

to prevent the work from becoming slack

and to check the time factor which should

not be -entirely overlooked, These exercises

should he done by all the boys who need

them, the teacher demonstrating methods
to the class as a whole. Apart from this,

the work, except in the early stages, should

be individual.

Caution should be used when the teacher

thinks a boy should repeat some previously

worked operation, Response will often be
lacking if a boy is told that his work is had.

In cases where a satisfactory result is not
obtained, a boy should be given another
job similar, but new to him, rather than

repeat the work at which he has failed. Boys
often dislike repeating work which other

boys have performed more successfully, so

much so that the second attempt is often

worse than the first. If an entirely new or

more difficult operation enters into a piece

of work otherwise within the boy's capabili-

ties, he should be shown where the difficulty

lies and be advised to practice the new or

difficult parts on a piece of scrap metal

before undertaking the job proper. In this

case the teacher should demonstrate the

methods to any group of the class likely to

benefit. If these methods are carefully and
sympathetically applied boys soon learn to see

the wisdom behind them and will often suggest

themselves that they should make a trial first.

It is not intended that all boys should

work through the whole of the scheme as

set down, but rather that the teacher should

select suitable articles from those shown to

meet the needs of the individual and at the

same time work along progressive lines. A
good standard of work should be insisted

upon from the outset; boj's will soon set

their own standard, which if well guided

from the start will be a high one. As a guide,

the teacher should consider that the standard

is satisfactory if lie can honestly say that

he would be prepared to take for his own
use, and for its intended purpose, any piece

of work that he allows his boys to take from

the workshop. If the work does not pass

this test, the standard is low. The teacher

will, from time to time, design and try out

new and different articles for inclusion in

the scheme, but aL all times avoiding the

gimcrack jobs so often seen in. schools.
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INTRODUCTION

I
N the preparation of these chapters,

consideration has been taken of such

accommodation, facilities, and equip-

ment as are generally available in central

and senior schools,

The importance of manual activities in

these schools is now fully recognised, and

there is a salutary tendency towards the

employment of specialist teachers who have

some measure of ability and experience as

practitioners. As a result the standard of

handicraft studies may be appreciably

raised,

It is obvious that if decorative metalwork

is to be ,taught successfully, the teacher

must himself possess a practical knowledge

of the subject; nothing more can be expected

of him beyond framing his course according

to his own knowledge.

Aim.—The teacher of decorative metal-

work must be clear as to the ends towards

which lie will be guiding his pupils. Such

ends may vary from school to school and
from pupil to pupil. Broadly, they must
be set down as follows:

—

i. He has to supply a worthy stimulus

to the pupil's natural impulse to make
tilings; develop his imagination, and instil

a sound understanding of what is good, bad

ancl indifferent in the things he sees and

handles in daily life.

2.

The teacher must guide the pupil to

make things worthily and in obedience to

the two great laws of construction—fitness

for purpose and beauty of design*

3.

, . . "It lias often been pointed out,

and with considerable reason, that many
children benefit from handicraft lessons

who have not hitherto made any very

noticeable progress in the ordinary school

work, and it lias been found that the added
self-respect due to ability in handicraft has

led to more interest and effort in other

branches of the school work. Again, it is

beyond doubt that pupils who arc nearing

the time when they arc to leave school and
go out into the world of commerce or industry

take much keener interest in Lhosc parts of

their work which appeal to them as having
a dose and immediate connection with real

life than in the more academic aspect of the

work, which should be closely linked up
with the courses in drawing and applied

art. Numerous opportunities wilt offer them-

selves for showing the pupils that articles

in common use, such as household furniture,

need not necessarily be ugly because they

arc designed for practical purposes, In this

way much might be clone gradually to raise

the level of taste in mutters of household

decoration throughout tlie country Z’
1

The aim of manual training should be to

foster and develop the pupil’s power of

adjustment to his physical and social sur-

roundings—in short, to be a means 0/ general

culture. The object should not be confined

to an immediate mastery of technique, but

should open out possibilities, thus exploring

the fields of ideas and emotions which

occupy the minds of every normal child.

fitness for purpose."-The two factors—

the aim, and the fitness for purpose— should

be inseparable in a true work of art. By
fitness for purpose we mean that an article

should fulfil all the requirements for which

it is intended, and be made in the most

suitable material. Kor instance, a teapot

should be so designed that it can be easily

cleaned. The spout must pour well and not

drip; the handle must be shaped so that it

can be held comfortably; the teapot must

not be too heavy. Similarly, a drinking

vessel should have its lip curved outwards

and not inwards.

If a piece of fine metalwork is closely

studied it will gradually be found that the

1 The Education of the slriolesecvt—Board ol Education Repent.
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craftsman has realised the importance of a

first-hand knowledge of the working proper-

ties of his materials, thus resulting in a

proper and natural adaptation of his ideas^

To impart to his pupils in a perfectly logical

and sound way this sympathy with, as it

were, an understanding of his materials is

surely one of the chief aims of any teacher.

The boys will then have learned a most

valuable part of their training. It is not

for the teacher to demand an impossible

reaction of the material to his own unwar-

ranted requirements—this will only end in

disobedience—but he must be prepared to

allow such material to demand of him an

unabused use and treatment. "The crafLs-

man asscrLs that there is a stimulus in the

material that lie handles; its properties

inspire him to right treatment; its colours

persuade him to right blending; its texture

or surface leads him to the right finish. The
child in the school is capable of responding

to this stimulus." For instance, a blacksmith

would not forge out brass horseshoes because

brass does not lend itself to the process of

forging. In the same way, to liand-raise an

object in iron would be absurd because the

hardness of the metal would rebel. Again,

a brass candlestick would be more easily

made if its parts were cast and turned rather

than raised by hand as brass is an excellent

metal for this treatment. Sensitive and
"softer" forms are more suited to copper

and silver because of their malleability,

Beauty o£ design.—Much has been said

of the merits and defects of design in relation

to crafts. The tendency to-day is towards

a timidly restricted use of ornament, if not,

indeed, to the complete absence of it, For
an ill considered lavislincss we exchange a

depressing bareness,

Surely no one would support the theory

that because an object is made well and
"does its job" it is necessarily beautiful.

A chair may be strong, comfortable to sit

on, not too heavy to be moved about, and
yet be absolutely devoid of aesthetic quali-

ties. Surely the theories and principles

generally accepted as underlying good form
and proportion apply with varying degree

to all objects,

The tenn " applied art " is often interpreted

wrongly as meaning something supcrlicial

and alien
;

something which is merely

attached to a piece of craftwork, hut the

decoration should be an essential element

of the article itself. The things we make
for our daily purpose should also add grace

to our person, to our homes, and to all our

surroundings. Such was the message of

Ru skin, Morris and Letliaby, ancl teachers

of handicraft are privileged to help in the

advancing of this ideal,

. . . "Every work of art shows that it

was made by a human being for a human
being. Art is the humanity put into work-

manship; the rest is slavery. The difference

between a man-made work and a commer-
cially-made worlds like the difference between

a gem and paste. We may not be able to

see the difference at first, but, when we find

out, the intrinsic worth of the one is self-

evident, . . . Although a inachiiic-madc

thing can never be a work of art in the

proper sense, there is no reason why it

should not be good in a secondary order—
shapely, smooth, strong, well-fitting, useful,

in fact like a machine itself. Machine-work

should show quite frankly that it is the child

of the machine; it is the pretence and subter-

fuge of most machine-made things which

make them disgusting .”1

There is some difference of opinion as to

whether design can be taught successfully

without any direct or immediate application

to craft. The writer firmly believes that a

vital grasp of the principles of design can

be obtained only when considered in. relation

to a given material and the handling of it,

All the elements of design—function, form

and economy—form an organic whole. The
design should grow out of the material

and be consonant with its qualities and

characteristics.

Since we shall be dealing with boys

Form in Nature—W. R, Letliaby.
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between the ages of eleven and fourteen

years, it would be unwise to allow them to

attempt work which is beyond their powers

of appreciation and accomplishment. A
limited equipment is suggested for this

reason; there would be less danger of a

pupil finding himself making something too

difficult. Simplicity should be the keynote

of our teaching. Not only in decorative

metalwork, but in all craftwork we should

strive for the making of useful, pleasing

objects; things we can live with, however

unpretentious. To look at and handle what-

ever we have made clay after day without

losing interest in iLs shape or design is surely

a sound test of what is good or bad. This

virtue of graceful simplicity would be absent

in the work of a boy who is asked to make

an object altogether beyond his skill and

understanding. This is the danger where

exhibition work is concerned, A teacher

can be so anxious to produce a show for

exhibitions that liis demands on the class

as a whole arc far above its powers. Further-

more, such undesirable difficulty in the object

the boy is making unduly taxes the energies

and resources of the teacher who is too

frequently called upon to remedy mistakes

which are hound to occur.

Education for the consumer.—Whereas

few pupils will make their living by means

of decorative metalwork, all of them stand

in urgent need of education as "con-

sumers.” They must be furnished with

sound criteria so that they may later buy

with discernment and with first-hand recog-

nition of what is appropriate and lovely.

As the work of the individual craftsman is

beyond the purchasing power of the general

public, machine made goods subsequently

flood the market. We thus find a divorce

taking place between design and industry.

Nevertheless, if only the machine were

governed by the requirements of an aesthetic-

ally enlightened public, there is no reason

why the product of t lie machine should not

he beautiful. As things arc, the manufac-

turer complains that the qualiLy of his out-

put is determined by the demands of llie

purchaser. This may be perfectly true aiul

in order thaL a happier relationship and
understanding should exist between the

consumer and manufacturer, much could

be done by teachers of handicraft in element-

ary schools to ensure that, when the time

comes for their pupils to leave school, they

will be the means, as a result of an apprecia-

tive mind, of inducing the manufacturers
to produce better articles of everyday use.

"As the standard of articles produced in

the United Kingdom depends on Lite educa-

tion, training, and opportunity given to

designers on the general level of appreciation

—or in other words of demand—of manu-
facturers, buyers, salesmen, and of the

consuming public, and on the co-operation

of Industry with Art, it follows that the

question of the education provided in the

art and trade schools and also in public

secondary, and elementary schools, both

in the direction of creative artistic work and

of appreciation, is of fundamental import-

ance to artistic production in industry,
#f
\Ve are accordingly of opinion thaL art

and craft education is a subject which
requires the constant attention of teachers

and educational administrations, and we
feel sure that those responsible will find it

necessary to consider such fundamental

problems, for example, as the quality of

the art leaching in the schools and the

training and method of employment of

teachers. II is common knowledge, we
believe, that co-operation between Industry

and schools is not always as dose as it should

be, and we feel that much remains to be

done in order that the teachers and students

in these schools may have a clear conception

of the requirements of industry, and that

industrialists may have first-hand knowledge

of the schools. It is probably true to say

that, for one person who visits a museum or

gallery, a thousand enter a shop to buy a

cup and saucer; hence the immense import-

ance of giving a right direction to the taste

of hoys and girls while they arc still at

school is evident, and we hope LlwiL the
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problem will be faced in the public, secondary

and elementary schools of making the under-

standing and enjoyment of beautiful things

an essential part of the day-to-day life of

the school. We arc impressed by the fresh-

ness, spontaneity and inventiveness of young

children in the matter of design, and with

the result that can be obtained by training

and developing these faculties under a

sympathetic and understanding teacher. We
feci that here is an almost umvorked source

of designing capacity, which might be of

service to industrial art." L

Drawing and appreciation.—Drawing is an

important preliminary in decorative metal-

work, and our pupils should have reached

a fair standard in expressing their ideas on

paper. Too much emphasis can, however,

be laid on the making of detailed drawings

during the early stages of construction. As

long as the drawing affords a means of

reasonably guiding the pupil in the actual

making of an object, this is, for our purposes,

sufficient. If a pupil finds that in the course

of making something, he can improve on

the original design, then he should be

permitted to depart from it. After all, the

tools with which he is working are bound
to influence the shape. This often occurs

in the process of hand-raising where it is

practically impossible to adhere strictly to

a drawn shape because of the limitations of

the stake. If a fine curve shapes itself

during this operation, let it remain at that,

and if necessary, the drawing can be altered.

This is where the machine-made article

lacks that element of individuality. When,
of course, we come to consider constructional

details and decoration, we must be sure that

our drawings of these parts are made accur-

ately and to the proper size.

All craft pupils should be encouraged to

study in their spare time—or in school if

necessary—any natural forms which may
have a.direct bearing on their craft. We can
do little better than go to nature for our

inspirations and the uplifting of our apprecia-

tion. Decorative and beautiful forms arc

ever present in such things as trees, flowers,

fruit, fishes and shells, but their beauty
means nothing to us unless we search

diligently for it. We may admire a fine

strong oak tree but until we inspect closely

the growth of its branches and the grouping

of its leaves and acorns we shall have missed

a great deal of its message to us,
u
Perfection

is made up of trifles, but perfection is no
trifle.”

Much would be learned if pupils were given

a lesson in drawing these natural forms; their

minds would respond gradually to the realis-

ation of beauty of shape and subtlety of

form, Their drawings, at first, will be very

realistic—in other words a mere copy of

what they see and nothing more; there will

be no attempt at a decorative or conventional

treatment which is what is desired. Get

them to simplify and reduce their drawings

to a minimum number of lines, and they

will by degrees begin to study nature in terms

of "pattern" or " decoration ." Incidentally,

their drawings will become more “solid"—
yet sympathetic—and more fitting to a

rigid material such as metal. Drawings,

too, of common objects in perspective based

on square and cylindrical forms are exceed-

ingly helpful in enabling pupils to visualise

their metalwork in all three dimensions as

distinct from plan and elevation,

Summary.—On the whole, then, the end

is not so much to prepare expert craftsmen

as to provide an expressive outlook to a

strong and vital constructive impulse in

the adolescent; to introduce more healthful

joy in our scheme of decoration; and to

furnish our pupils with sound criteria, with

more reliable means of distinguishing between

good and bad in matters of art and craft;

in short, to “educate the consumer" so

that streets, houses and rooms of the

future may be increasingly dignified and

beautiful.

1 Art and Industry—Boa-rd of Trade Report, 1932,
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THE WORKROOM
Equipment.—As equipment, tools and

materials play an important part in decora-

tive metalwork, the type of work must be
governed by such as arc in possession.

Some schools may be more fortunate in this

respect than others, but it is surprising

what can be achieved with a few tools. We
have only to study the admirable work
produced by the guilds of mediaeval times

to realise this. Necessity is, and always

lias been, the mother of invention—wliat

tools those craftsmen of old lacked were
improvised by ingenious means. No one

would doubt that the old craft work possessed

a charm—very probably due to these J imita-

tions—which is not commonly to be found

in work of to-day, A somewhat meagre
equipment may, therefore, be a blessing in

disguise; it would compel us to aim at

simplicity rather than that ill considered

elaboration which must be discouraged at

all costs.

A wcll-lighlcd room is absolutely necessary

if the best results are to be obtained. It

does not matter if the room in which the

work is done is not built specially for the

craft as long as the furnishing of it is done to

the best advantage, Plate I, Fig. r.

Benches .—These should be fixed securely

to the floor by any means possible, They
should be about 5 ft. apart. Obviously, the

best position for them is near the window.

A wall bench is practicable in most school-

rooms running perhaps the whole length of

the room; this is ideal from the point of view

of light. The height of a bench should be

roughly 2 ft, 9 in. and about 7 ft. bin. long

by 2 ft. 6 in. wide, Fig. 2. A couple of drawers

fitted to each side of the bench arc useful for

putting in tools for general use such as

mallets, files, pliers, tongs and shears; tools

which arc used almost constantly. Hammers
—-particularly the planishing and raising

kinds—should never be placed loosely in a
drawer or cupboard since, in time, their

faces would be scratched and bruised. A
good plan is to provide a shelf in which arc

drilled a number of circular holes sufficiently

large to take Uie handles; or a couple of

mails partly diiven into the .side of a cup-
board about x in, apart from which to

suspend the hammer would serve the pur-

pose. Benches should have tops made of

strong hard wood such as beech or elm at

least 2 in. thick, to the edges of which
jeweller's pegs can be fixed—two on either

side arc sufficient, Fig. 3. These arc necessary
for filing and saw-piercing work. The legs

of a bench, usually six in number for the

size given above should be 3 in. square in

section and be strengthened by crosspieces

of the same thickness or perhaps a trifle less.

Vices .—These should be as heavy as

possible of the
r,
leg

u
type, and must be

fitted to the bench immediately above each
leg and also to the bench leg. If the vice

leg is long enough extra stability can be

gained by letting it into a wood block

screwed to the floor, A parallel vice can,

of course, be used instead but the other is

preferable .

Stools .—A uniform height for stools is

not recommended since hoys vary consider-

ably in height themselves, They should

range from 1 ft. 6 in. to 1 ft. 9 in. Footstools

are useful for very small boys to stand upon
when engaged in work on a tall stake where
plenty of arm length is needed.

Soldering hearth .
—-This is really a bench

2 ft. 6 in. high fitted to the wall and covered

with sheet iron to prevent the top getting

burned and to enable us to place on it

anything hot. T,o this is fixed an iron

revolving tray—two if possible—1 ft. Gin.

in diameter and 3 in, deep, for annealing

and soldering work. A fixed trap is not at



Fig. 1 A suggested plan for a workroom

A.Hearth. B, Soldering trays. C.Gas ring. D.Plckle vat. E.Slnk. F, Lathe.

G. Anvil. H, Benches J. Vkes. K, Doming Block. L, Cupboards M.Showcase.

Fig. 2 A jeweller’s peg Fig. 5 Pitch bowl and collar

Plate I.—Tien Workroom and its Equipment
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all suitable as it must be possible to turn

the work round to ensure even annealing

and, incidentally, make the soldering easier.

Into tills tray coke is put—it must he pci
1 '

fcctly clean and broken up hi to small pieces

of about i in, or in. This retains heat

and affords a means of support for the work.

Firebrick.—If our work demands a per-

fectly flat foundation, a firebrick is necessary.

A 12 in. square one is suitable if grooved on
one side.

Blowpipe and bellows.—A most important

appliance for annealing and soldering.

Choice can be made from several types—
there is a Birmingham pattern which is very
good. A i in. gas supply is the usual size.

Acid vat .— Lead vat for containing diluted

sulphuric acid for pickling (cleaning). Used
hot and heated by a gas ring underneath.

This acid can be used cold but the action

is much slower.

Gas ring.—An extra one fitted to the

hearth over which is suspended an iron

pitch pot to contain pitch for chasing.

Sink.—This must be as near to the acid

vat as possible so that work which has been
pickled can be immediately immersed in

cold water.

Lathe.—A foot or power lathe 2^ in.

centre or over.

Grindstone.—Not essential.

Anvil.—For heavy work and forging.

Doming block.—A section of a ircctnmk

of not too hard a wood out of which are

gouged a number of circular depressions of

varying diameters and depth for hollowing

or sinking bowls, etc., in their initial stages.

Sandbag.—Also for doming.

Cupboards.—For general sloragc of tools

and work.

Showcase.'—A pure luxury in regard to

equipment but useful for displaying finished

work.
Scrapbox .—Any kind of box into which

can be put odd bits of metal.

Tools.—Many tools can be made from

odd pieces of iron and answer the purpose

of reiuly-madc and expensive ones. At some

iso

time or other it may be necessary to alter

the shape of a stake or head. This is permis-
sible within reason but to do this too often

will be regretted as we shall need the original

tool probably later on. Tt is much safer to

think ahead of the tools we shall need and
to work out our designs accordingly. Each
too] gjvcs to a piece of work its own par-

ticular quality of form and surface, and to

aim for something which we know Hie tool

cannot give is entirely wrong. Our pupils

should therefore be taught to understand
and estimate this response of metal lo

tool.

Stakes and heads.—These are made of

malleable cast iron and can be had ready-

made or cast from wood patterns. It is

most important that a special rack lie

provided for them in the workroom. They
should be placed on this rack without
touching each other thus keeping them free

from scratches and blemishes. Constant
polishing by filing and emery-clothing is

essential as so much depends on their

smooth surfaces, particularly in planishing.

Raising stake.—Double-ended, PI. II, Fig.

1, Perhaps the most useful of all raising

stakes, The rounded end is used for convex
forms, and the cylindrical end lor straight

and concave forms.

Raising stake.- -Double-ended, PI, II, Fig.

2, for smaller raising.

Cow's tongue.—Anolher raising stake, PI.

HI, Fig. 5.

Funnel slake.—Serves many purposes.

Useful for straight-sided vessels, PL II,

Fig. 7.

Throwback slake.—For throwing out the

necks of vessels* PI. Ill, Fig, 4.

Beck-iron.—A very useful stake, PI. in,

Fig. x,

Mandrel.—A circular tapering stake for

making rings and vessels from Jin, to 4^ in.

diameter perfectly round, PI. Ill, Fig. 2.

Mushroom slake.—-For deep vessels, PL
III, Fig. 7.

Raising head.—For early stages in raising,

FI. I, Fig. 3.

METALWORK FOR SENIORS
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Raising heads.—Shanks are £ in. square,

PI. IT, Fig, 4 and PI III, Figs. 3 and 6.

Bottom stake.—For deep vessels, PI. II,

Pig- 5-

Horst or crank,—For holding heads, PI. II,

Fig. 6, | in. holes.

Straight slake holder,—For holding heads

lor deep vessels.

Triblct.—A tapering iron rod 14 in. long,

PI, III, Fig. 9.

Surface 'plate or flat die.-—12 in, square

by 1 in. thick.

Hammers and mallets—It is difficult and

unwise to limit the number of hammers
since the hammer is probably used more
than any other tool in metalwork. A certain

contour in metal requires a hammer best

suited to its shape, so do not spoil the work
by trying to make do with one instead of

several. Plate IV shows plans and elevations

•of nine hammers all of which will be required

in the following lessons. They are between

4 and 6 oz. in weight with the exception of

one or two larger ones.

Several mallets are necessary—2 in. dia-

meter is the most useful size though a larger

one is desirable at times. Boxwood is the

best material—hard and close grained. Hide
ones are quite good. Take the precaution

of well rounding the edges of one end
before using, otherwise they will chip and
splinter. The other end wc shall saw to

a wedge shape for raising purposes, PL I,

Fig. 4-

Files,—These arc obtainable in the follow-

ing sections:

—

Rial.—10 in', second cut {one edge smooth);

10 in, smooth (one edge smooth); 6 in.

second cut; 6 in. smooth.

Halfround.—6 in. second cut; 6 in.

smooth.

Round.—8 ini smooth.

Triangular

.

—Gin. smooth,

Warding.—4 in. smooth,

Needle flies .—Very small files, rough and
smooth., without handles arc necessary.

Can be had 14 and 16 cen, sizes.

Other tools.

Shears.—10 in. straight; 8 in. curved; 6 in.

jeweller’s (small).

Saws.-—Hacksaw and blades; jeweller's

back saw, 9 in.; piercing saw frame with

round-back blades of different sizes from

No, 1 to No. 4.

Hand drill-stock .—To take drills up to

| in. A drilling machine would be a great

help.

Stock and diesr—For screwing.

Pliers.—5 in. flat-nosed
; 5 in. half-round.

Hand vice.—2 in.

Tongs,—Large draw tongs for wire draw-

ing. Iron tongs (9 in.) for soldering. Copper

tongs for pickling. Corn tongs.

Binding wire.—A soft iron wire, 18, 20

and 22 S.W.G.
Draw —With holes of various shapes

for wire drawing.

Measuring tools,—Steel' rule 12 in.;

“Stanley” square 12 in.

Dividers.—3, 5 and 7 in. sizes.

Pencil compasses.—An ordinary pair.

Scribing Nock.

Standard wire gauge.

Chasing appliances -

Pilch pot and ladle.

Pitch bowl ayid collar
,
PL I, Fig. 5.

Pitch block.—Pieces of wood 9 in. square

for holding pitch for chasing.

Pilch .—Best Swedish pitch is advisable.

Plaster of Paris and tallow must be added to

make the correct consistency.

Pitch ladle ,—For pouring pitch into bowls,

etc.

Polishing materials.

Black bristle brushes .

Mops .—Used for final polishing. Made of

calico or linen.

Emery cloth,—Coarse, medium, and

smooth.

Water-of-Ayr stone.—A kind of slate for

removing scratches.

Powdered pumice.—This, mixed with oil

and used on a bristle brush, is excellent for

polishing.
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Tripoli ,—A composition containing grease.

Rubbed on to a mop lor final polishing.

Chemicals.

Sulphuric acid for the pickle vat. Can be

used hot or cold—-preferably hot as the

action is quicker—ancl diluted. If hot, 1

part acid to 20 or 30 parts water. If cold,

1 part acid to 10 parts water.

Nitric acid.—Useful for " dipping
,J

brass,

thus removing oxide of copper,

Liver of sulphur.—Dissolved ill hot water

and used for darkening (colouring) silver,

copper and gilding metal.

Borax .—A flux for hard soldering. Either

the powdered form or the lump may be

used.

Borax brush.—A small camel hair brush.

Metals and solders.—A detailed metal-

lurgical survey of metals and alloys is

unnecessary for the purpose for which these

chapters are intended, and since we shall

be concerned with the making of simple

articles for everyday use only, and not with

an intensive study of the properties and
qualities of metals, the following points

will be quite adequate.

Copper.—A delightful and easy metal to

work in, but owing to its extreme malleability

it should be used sparingly. When used in

combination with other metals like silver,

brass and gilding metal, the contrast in

colour is very pleasant.

Gilding metal ,—A kind of brass containing

as much as between 80 and 90 per cent of

copper. For our work it is much more
practical because of its comparative hard-
ness. Its colour Is almost like that of gold
when brightly polished but, unlike gold, it

tarnishes rather quickly. This should be
ordered " soft-rolled/*

Brass.—An alloy of copper and zinc vary-
ing between 70 per cent copper and 30 per
cent zinc. It lends itself admirably to cast-

ing. The gauges we shall require in copper,
gilding metal and brass are 24, 22, and 18
S.W.G. (Standard Wire Gauge). A little

extra thickness in brass would be useful

—

i in. and ^-in. in addition to the above.

Malleable cast iron .—Stakes and heads

upon which the work is shaped and ham-
mered are made of this metal.

Cast steel .—Contains a small percentage

of carbon. The chasing and other small

tools will be made of cast steel in the form

of square and round rod £ in. to £in. in

thickness.

Silver solder .—An alloy of silver, copper

and zinc, obtainable in three grades; (1)

hardest, (2) medium, (3) easy. The harder

the solder the more silver it contains and

the less zinc. Sheet silver solder is suggested

rather than the wire form.

Brass solder.—A solder containing 50

per cent copper and 50 per cent zinc; obtain-

able in sheet or wire.

Dealers.—In the past, a certain vagueness

has been expressed by many teachers who
have not known where to place their orders

for equipment, tools, and materials. The
following list of well-known dealers may be

found useful.

Tools and appliances .

—

Thomas Sutton, 166, Warstonc Lane,

Birmingham, 18.

F. Meeks and Co., 41, Warstone Lane,

Birmingham, 18

,

Dryad Handicrafts, St. Nicholas Street,

Leicester,

Metals .

—

The Hall Street Metal Rolling Co., Ltd.,

Weston Road, Birmingham.
Metals and solders .

—

William Gabb, 92, Snow Hill, Birming-

ham, 4.

Westwoods, Hall Street, Birmingham.
Silver .

—

Johnson, Mathey & Co., Ltd., 71, Vittoria

Street, Birmingham, 1.

Edward Day, 28, Warstone Lane, Birming-

ham, 18.

Polishing materials.—

W. Canning and Co., Ltd., Great Hampton
Street, Birmingham, 18.
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COURSE OF DECORATIVE METALWORK
I. FILING A SQUARE PIECE OF

METAL TRUE

Straightedge filing*—Give the pupils a

piece of 20 S.W-G. gilding metal which has

been roughly cut to a 1^ in. square with a

large pair of shears. Get them to file this

perfectly square with a flat, rough file.

Before it is possible to do this, two metal

clams are required, made from fairly thin

scrap metal—any metal will do

—

to lit over

the jaws of the vice to prevent marking the

square of metal. Fig. i. Place these in the

vice and between them the square of metal

with the top edge horizontal and about -] im
above the top of the vice, Fig. 2. File this

perfectly straight and test it by placing a

steel rule along it. There will be a tendency

to file more at each corner than in the

centre, producing a fullness due to a rocking

motion of the file which is experienced by
all beginners. Flat filing comes through long

practice only. The end of the file should

be held lightly with the Llumib and first

CanttHcr Vo &rnoN for ^ntAioui-V.nc.K I'juno
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two fingers of the left hand, thus steadying

the file and keeping it horizontal \
extra

pressure is also brought to bear on the out-

ward thrust. Remove the square of metal

and with the aid of a small trysquare placed

oil the edge just filed, mark a line with a

scriber (either bought or made) at right

angles to it, Place the square of metal

in the vice again and file as before,

repealing this process until all four sides

arc straight and at right angles to one

another. Emery cloth these edges until

quite smooth.

Decorative filing.—We now have a

perfectly square piece of metal, but it is

uninteresting. Enrichment can be intro-

duced by more filing, but this time using

smaller files (needle files). The pupils'

imaginative faculties can be developed here

if several of these files—fairly rough ones

—

of different sections, say a half-round, a

three-square or triangular, and a round
one, are put at liis disposal.

With these three files it is possible to

produce an endless variety of decorative

edges to the square of metal, All four

edges could be differently treated in

this way, Pig. 3 gives suggestions. It

will be found that the files just used
have left a rather rough surface, so finish

with smooth ones.

TEACHING HINTS

Hling.—It is a pity to use brand new
files on brass because brass has a tendency
to dog them. Brass drags during this

process. Providing an old file lias not worn
smooth it will answer the purpose. The
position for filing is important. See that

the pupil is high enough and that his right

elbow is approximately on a level with the

vice jaws. It is impossible to file a horizontal

surface if the boy is handicapped in this

way,

Draw on the blackboard a few much
enlarged suggestions for decorative edges
but allow each boy to experiment,
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II. KEYHOLE PLATE

Bevel filing and drilling.—In liiis section,

in order to introduce variety into the work
of the class, it would be a good idea to

divide the class into a number of groups

and ask each, group to make a differently

shaped keyhole plate. Plate V shows six

designs. We will describe the making of

these separately. All are cut out of Jin,

sheet brass.

PL V, Fig. 1 ^—Some J in> sheet brass will

be required. This, when obtained, will he
in large sheets, perhajDs 12 in. wide. It is

obvious that it is impossible to cut small

pieces from such a large piece with, a pair

of shears. The metal is far too thick. The
best way is to use a chisel made of Jin.
square cast steel rod 2j in. long. After

marking out with a scriber ail oblong 2 in.

by x J in., place the large sheet of brass on

the surface plate or flat die with a piece of

scrap metal between the brass and surface

plate, and proceed to chisel along the scribed

lines, taking care to keep the chisel not

actually on the line hut a little outside.

This will allow filing down to the exact size.

Use a fairly heavy hammer and move the

chisel after each blow, making sure that

each subsequent blow touches, or even

overlaps the previous one, Do not attempt

to cut through the brass with one strike

but go round the rectangle lightly first in

case a slip is made with the chisel.

When the rectangular piece of brass is

cut out it will be seen to be jagged on the

edges. Place it in the vice between two

clams and file as in Section I, beginning with

a second cut file and finishing with a smooth
one. The edges are now ready for bevelling.

Place the plate on the surface plate and,

with a pair of dividers, scribe a line along

each edge by allowing one point of the

dividers to run along the corner between

the surface plate and the vertical edge

of the metal, PI. VI, Fig. 7. Set the

dividers at the distance required for scrib-

ing a line | in. inside the edge of mctaJ.

s~vor.. v-s
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This will give us a bevel of 45 It will

be impossible to file the bevel with the
plate in the vice. Fix a piece of wood in

the vice horizontally so that Us top edge
is about 2 in. above the vice jaw. Rest the
plate firmly against this edge with the left

hand and, using a rough file to begin with,
file almost to the scribed line, Fig. 8. Finish
the bevel with a smooth file and emery
cloth. Care must be taken not to round the
comer of Ihc bevel when using emery cloth.

This can be obviated by wrapping a piece

of emery cloth round a stick of wood rec-

tangular in section, 9 in. long, 1 in. wide,

and Jin. thick. Score the emery cloth with
a divider point where the corners of the

stick touch it to get a sharp and close fitting.

Secure the emery cloth at each end with
thin binding wire. This emery stick is used
like a file. Smooth, medium, and rough
emery sticks will be found useful.

Decorating the bevelled edge.—The bevelled

edge is decorated by means of a round rough

needle file finishing with a smooth one.

With a, scriber and dividers measure and
mark at equal distances along each edge a
number of divisions, It will be found
difficult to use a round file 011 a fiat surface

—

it will slip and mark the metal—so nick

these divisions with a triangular needle file

and it will be found that the round file will

run along the groove. File a shallow groove

first and deepen them gradually, keeping a

uniform depth and width. An enlargement

is shown in Fig. 9,

Drilling the holes.—The plate is now ready

for drilling the keyhole. Draw a pencil line

down the centre of the plate and assuming

that the keyhole is | in. long, space this

distance centrally on the plate, and mark
with the scriber. Centre-punch u position

for a £ in, drill and scribe two more lines

-Jin. apart parallel with the centre line.

This gives us a narrow rectangle {jin. by
Jin. Fit in the drill-stock a Jin. drill.

Place the plate on a piece of wood so as not

to injure the bench top and drill the hole.





>, 7 Scribing a line parallel

to an edge with dividers

Fig. 8

Bevelling an edge

Detailed edge
F ,g Q

of ^ Edge of Fig. 3

-X

^ Fig. 13

Grooves Filed with a

three-square needle File

Fig. M

Roughly shaping the

semi-circle by sawing

off the corners

Fig. 9

Enlargement

of filed edge

Fig. 10

Showing drilled

holes previous

to filing

Fig. 16

Reducing the

chickness by

fil ing

Fig- 15

Surplus meta

sawn away

before filing

Fig. 17-

Perspective view

of end of plate

Platk VI.—Biivni. Fu.iNfi and Uhii.uno
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The plate will in all probability spin round

as the drill revolves. Another pupil can

usually be found to hold it in position; if

not, it is possible to rest something heavy

against one of its corners.

Now centre-punch along the centre line

malting allowances for a £ in. drill. It will

he necessary to drill lour holes with this

drill so that the holes touch each other,

Fig. 10. File away to the scribed line with

a smooth narrow flat needle lile. Drill four

holes (one in each, corner) with the same

drill for the screws.

Polishing.—Polishing is the next process,

Inspect the surface of the plate for blemishes

and scratches. If there are any, it may be

possible to remove them with emery cloth;

hut a smooth file must be used if this is

ineffective. Water- of-Ayr stone—a very fine

abrasive—is excellent for obtaining a smooth

surface on metal. Use this by frequently

dipping in water and rubbing with some
pressure. Stoning, as it is called, does not

impart a high polish but merely removes

scratches, Beauty of metal lies in its shine

or lustre and this should be the aim however
laborious the process may seem. To do this

put some powdered pumice (pumice powder)

into a saucer or metal tray mixing with it

sufficient oil—any sort—to make a thick

paste, Smear this on to the plate and hold

it very firmly against a revolving bristle

brush 011 the lathe, turning it carefully in

all directions. Do not put too much pressure

on the bevelled edge otherwise it will he
rounded. Swill in hot soap and water and
dry with clean fine rag. The surface will

still be dull and uninteresting until it is

polished on a calico or linen mop, Rub some
tripoli (a greasy compound) on to the mop
which has been substituted for the brush
and hold the plate against it as before. A
high polish will thus be obtained.

PL V, Fig. 3 .

—

The only difference between
this plate and that illustrated in Fig. 1 lies

in its shape and decoration. There is another

method of cutting thick metal and that is

sawing by means of a hack saw. If this

plate has to be cut from a large sheet of
metal, it must be chiselled as before, or a
rectangular piece 2j in. by i£in, could be
sawn and then again sawn to the diamond
shape required. Repeat the processes in-

volved in Fig. 1 until the needle filing is

reached.

This time the decoration is done with a
half-round rough needle file after marking
the positions with the triangular file. It

will be seen that the shapes produced by
the half-round file do not touch each other

but have a space between them. File care-

fully until these spaces are equal and the

shapes a uniform size. Finish with a smooth
file as before. Drill holes, etc, Inspect

surface and polish. PI. VI, Fig. 11 shows
an enlarged portion of the edge.

PI. V, Fig, 3 .—Saw or chisel out a square

if in. across, then saw off the comers in the

shape of an octagon, With the dividers

draw the circle and file to this line as before.

A different motion of the file is necessary

in this exercise. A round edge is being filed

and therefore the file must travel round with

it in a circular direction to the right, other-

wise flat sections will appear on the circum-

ference. In short, a rocking motion takes

place, but keep the file at right angles to

the surface of the plate. In this exercise,

the entire edge is not bevelled, but only

half of it. This gives a vertical edge of ^ in.

in addition, PI. VI, Fig. 12. Before the bevel

is filed, however, the scollops must he shaped

—six large ones and six small ones keeping

them all at right angles to the plate. Set

these out with the scriber by dividing the

circumference into six equal parts. Assum-
ing that the width of the small scollops is

J in., set the dividers to this distance placing

one point of them on each of the six divisions

and marking a short line to the right of

each. By this means, a uniform width for

large and small scollops is assured, There

are now twelve divisions to nick with the

three-square needle file. Next take a 6 in.

smooth three-square file and enlarge each
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nick to a groove £ in. deep, having previously

drawn a circle lightly with dividers this

distance from the edge, Fig. 13. Proceed to

round off between these grooves without

touching the original outside edge marked

X, Fig. 13. When a pleasant curve assumes

itself, file lightly and finish with smooth

needle file.

The bevel can now be filed with the same
files. Careful filing is absolutely necessary at

this point to get a clean, sharp edge. Drill

keyhole and screwholes as before and polish.

PI, V, Fig. 4.—Mark and cut out as before

a rectangle 2Jin. by i£in. Draw a faint

line across the plate J in. from the top edge

and parallel to it. Place the divider point

on the centre of this line and describe a

bottom portions ate filed to a thickness of

Yy-
in. and the square centre of ijjn, is lcfl

at the original thickness of J in., PI. VI,
Fig. 16. When filing a broad surface keep the

file perfectly flat so that the thickness is

uniform and not thickest in the centre.

After shaping the top and bottom of the

plate to a semi-circle, the decorated edge is

done with a half-round needle file. This is

not bevelled.

PI. V3 Fig, 8,—This exercise is similar to

Fig. 5, in most respects. The two ends of

the oval are shaped and filed to two thick-

nesses
(T
t in . and -tin.), IJI. Vf, Fig. 17.

The effect thus produced is extremely
pleasant from the point of view of light and

shade.

Paper Knife

semicircle above it. With the hack saw cut

away almost to this semicircle the two top

corners of the rectangle. (Pl. VI, Fig. 14
shows shaded parts cut away.) File exactly

to the semicircle. Mark another faint line

across the plate below the first one

parallel to it, and two more vertical lines

from the base of the plate
-J

in. from each

side of the plate, Fig. 15. Saw the narrow
rectangular section away. This makes the

plate 1 in. wide up to the semicircle. File

and true up. Mark, nick, and file the five

scollops as in PI. V, Fig. 3, Notice the

gradation in size of them from the top

downwards. Finish as previously staled.

Pl, V3 Fig. 6.—This design introduces

another form o[ flat filing, The top and

TEACHING HINTS

Decorative filing.—This lesson is a develop-

ment of Section I, and many of flic processes

are repeated. The pupils at the end of this

exercise will have begun to realise the possi-

bilities and usefulness of the file as a means
of decoration. The general idea a boy lias

of a file is that it is made only to file some-

thing flat.

III. PAPER KNIFE

Filing and drilling (continued).—Tins

exercise involves the filing and drilling of

long strips of nictal. Continue to work in

^ in. brass, ordering the metal in sLrip form

which can be obtained in lengths several
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(cct long. Two widths will be required-—
g
in. and J in. Plate VII shows live different

designs which mainly concern the treatment

and decoration of the handle, They may
all be attempted in the way suggested in

Section II except that the chasing on the

handles of Figs. 2, 4, and 5 must be added

later in the course when chasing is taken

as a lesson.

PI. VII, Pig. 1.—Saw off from the long

brass strip of |in. width a portion 7} in.

long. See that the two surfaces arc free

from deep scratches or other disfigurements,

and lightly file or emery cloth if any arc

visible. With the aid of a trysqnare mark
a line across the top surface as near to one

end of the strip as possible. File to this

line by holding the strip in the vice between

two metal clams. Mark a similar line at the

other end of the strip and file to this line.

Now divide the entire length into the three

divisions required; namely, the handle, the

part immediately below the handle, and the

cutting part.

From the top end of the strip measure
with the rule a distance of 2^ in. Draw a line

across at right angles and another ^ in.

below it. This l
in. division will form the

junction of the handle and the cutting part.

Take a 6 in. three-square file and, holding

the strip firmly on the bend), file a groove
along these two lines, Fig. 0

,
about ^ in,

deep. Avoid filing any deeper as this will

weaken the metal. Using the same Tile round
off the corners, l7ig. 7. Finish with a smooth

First stage in

filing the decoration

Rounding the

decoration

half-round needle file. Now to shape the

handle. Divide this into four equal parts

and draw lines across with a sharp hard
pencil—not the scriber. A general rule in

marking out on metal is this. Guiding lines

or lines that are finally not to be seen should

be drawn with a pencil. Lines for cutting,

filing, and saw piercing should be drawn with

a scriber. File a nick on the corner touching

each line, Fig. 8, and continue across the

Nicking the edges Shaping the edges

edge of the strip, Fig. 9. File the curves

between the four divisions and round the

top of the handle. The handle is now com-

pleted except for taking off the sharp corners

willi a smooth file.

Tiie cutting part of Ihc paper knife is

the next thing to shape.

Mark with Hie scriber the

curve of the blade making

each side perfectly sym-
metrical. With the knife

in lhe vice upside down
saw away the superfluous

metal willi a hack-saw and

finish shaping with a rough

and smooth flat file.

Fig. 1 0 Fig- I I

Elevation of handle Section of Blade
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The part of the blade nearest the handle

must he shaped by using a 6 in. second cut

file (rough) and finished with a. smooth one.

From the junction of handle and blade

gradually produce by filing a very sharp

edge right down to the pointed end. An oval

section with sharp ends is thus formed,

Figs. 10 and ix. The lenife is held in the

vice in a horizontal position between clams

during this process. The blade will require

much coarse emery clothing and stoning.

Polish as already described.

PL VII, Pig. 2 .—This design is very

similar to Fig. x, but the handle is rather

more decorative and requires a higher

standard of filing. AH lines within the

actual outline of the handle are done with

a chasing tool. This also applies to Figs.

4 and 5 as referred to at the beginning of

the lesson and should be omitted fox the

moment. The four small circles are drilled

holes made with a Jin. drill, and have the

effect of lightening the solidity of the handle

apart from a means of decoration.

PI. VII, Pigs. 3 anti 4 .—The same processes

are repeated as in Figs, i and 2, The width
of brass strip in this case is Jin. by 9 in,

long. The handles are 3 in. long and the

length of the blade Gin. Note that this is

straighter and more pointed than hitherto.

The front and back surfaces of the handle

of Fig. 3 are cros sailed and grooved to

obtain a shallow relief as the elevation

shows.

PL VII, Fig. 6 ,—This has a pierced handle
consisting of graduated holes known as

voids (shown shaded). These arc formed by
drilling a conveniently sized hole in the
centre of each void which has previously
been marked out with a scriber and filed

to the exact shape with needle files (a double
half-round one would be the best to use).

The top void would allow of a larger drill

if there is one in the equipment. Commence
with a small one, however, and gradually

enlarge the hole in stages. This method is

sometimes easier than attempting to do the
job with only one large drill.

TEACHING HINTS

Proportion.—The question of proportion

has become a factor—however slight—in
this lesson. Draw on the blackboard a paper
knife with an obviously small handle, one

with a handle far t<?o large, and another with
the handle the same length as the blade.

Ask the class to criticise thorn from this

point of view. There is no hard and fast

rule in regard to this aspect of the work.

So much depends on our own sense of what
looks right and wrong. We can do little

better than study fine old craftsmanship.

IV. TOASTING FORK

Filing", drilling and soldering.—Two pieces

of Jin. brass are needed for this exercise—

a strip Jin. wide and 12 in. long, and an

oblong piece 3111. by 2Jin.

Handle.—Saw and file the ends of the

strip at right angles to its length. Mallet

the strip fiat on the surface plate. Along

one end mark off a distance of fin. leaving

^in. on either side. Rule with a scriber

two lines running the entire length of the

strip tapering from the original width of

J in, to | in. Hold the strip in the vice*

horizontally with one edge uppermost—not

forgetting the clams—so that about half

its width is above the vice jaws, PI. IX,

Fig, 6. It will be impossible to file the whole

length of the handle without moving it along

the vice a few inches at a time. Begin filing

at the tapered end with the 10 in. flat rough

file or rather the end that is to be tapered

—

which will be on our left, and work towards

the right or wider end. Avoid filing too long

a strip at a time otherwise the part that is

not actually held by tlic vice jaws will vibrate

and bend and make an unpleasant squeaky

noise. Continue to file to the scribed line

until the other cud is reached. Reverse tlic
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strip and repeat the process , This time

filing will start at the £ in. end on the left

working towards the tapered end because

otherwise the marked side of the strip would

be turned away. Remember always that

the side being worked must face you. To
attempt to file to a hidden line by guesswork

is to court disaster ; it would involve continu-
ally bending over the work to see what we
are doing. Finish with a 6 in. smooth flat

file. File the wide end semicircular. Examine
the surfaces of the strip and emery cloth if

necessary. The making of Fig. i will now
be described in detail.

Fig. 7

Three stages in filing

the decoration on handle

Plats IX.—Stages- in Filing and Drilling

Fig. 10
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Decoration.—Measure from the wide end

a distance of i in. and mark a line across at

right angles to a centre line. It is not advis-

able to use a luysquarc for this line since the

edges of the strip arc no longer parallel; it

must be done by judgment. Commencing
at this line, measure alternately distances

of i.} in, and J in, to the other end. There
will thus be six divisions of J in. and five of

i J in. Mark lines across and sub-divide

each Jin. division into three equal parts.

Scribe these also. Take a three-square

smooth file and hie a groove along the centre

of each sub-division, Each of these is to be
filed hollow by means of a half-round rough
needle file (16 cm.), l7ig. 7 a, b, and c. The
groove will act as a guiding line lor the half-

round file. The hollow must be very shallow

otherwise the metal will be considerably

weakened. Finish with a smooth file. Tlie

spaces between each set of grooves are filed

with a half-round file on their top edges only.

Fork.—Take the rectangular piece of

brass and clean with smooth emery cloth.

If it is badly discoloured, brush well with

pumice powder and water using a black

bristle brush obtainable for this purpose.

Dry with a clean rag. Mullet perfectly flat

on surface plaLe. (All flat mallets should

have their sharp edge filed off to prevent

bruising the metal.) The part above the three

prongs is filed and decorated. Plate VIII

shows live designs for a toasting fork and
the setting oul of Fig. 1 is shown in PI. IX,

Fig. 8.

Setting out.—Saw or chisel out the rect-

angle of l in. brass (previously explained).

File true. Draw a centre line. Measure a

distance of 1 J in. from the top of the rect-

angle on this centre line and describe a

semicircle with dividers. Draw a horizontal

fine through the centre, and describe two

more semicircles which will form the curves

of the spaces between the prongs. Mark out

the three prongs aiming at getting a graceful

shape of the outside ones. Curved lines arc

difliculL to draw well with a senber so use
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a sharp, hard pencil first. (Pencil lines arc
easily removed.) Now saw out the spaces
between the prongs. Re careful not to saw
right up to the line but leave a fraction for

filing. (Note shaded portion.) It will be
seen that it is possible only to saw up to Pic
base of the semicircle at the top of each
space since we cannot turn the saw round.

Complete the remainder with a chisel—it

is better for this to be narrow rather than
too wide. Two or more blows can be made
with a narrow chisel, but it is impossible

to shorten the blow of a wider one. File

to shape using a 6 in. flat file for the centre

prong, and a half-round one for the outer

ones. Now draw the shape of the top part

of the fork and file with suitably shaped

files. Drill the circular bole with a J in,

drill and t lie two small ones with a ^ in

.

drill. Avoid misplaced holes ns in PL IX,
Fig. 9. File all sharp edges off—even the

inside of the drilled holes. Sharp edges 011

an object of this kind look decidedly un-

pleasant and should be avoided if possible;

especially in objects which arc handled from

time to time. Well emery cloth and polish

as before. This is usually left until the

completion of a piece of work, but in this

ease it is belter to be done now.

Hard soldering.—The handle and fork arc

now ready for soldering together. Since the

purpose of a toasting fork is to hold something

of a light nature a butt joint will be quite

strong enough. This is Lhe joining of two

pieces of metal by means of soldering their

vertical edges together. We shall use hard

silver solder for Lliis process as is usual for

all joints. Hard solder docs not rim so freely

as easy solder, therefore it is* necessary to

assist its /low by filing a number of grooves

in the edges of the metals which are to be

soldered, Fig. 10, a and b. A small throe-

square file will do. Mix some powdered

borax (the flux used for preventing oxidation

and to assist l lie flow of (he solder) with

water into a small glass vessel— glass is

preferable lo metal- --and apply this to the

joints with a small camel hair brush known
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as a borax "pencil/' Place the handle and

fork on the hearth brick—the grooved side

should be uppermost—with their boraxed

edges touching each other. Cut a small

panel of hard silver solder—about ^ in.

by J in.—from the sheet and, after dipping

this in the borax, place along the joint,

(It is most important that the solder should

be boraxed as well as the work.) Now apply

a gentle flame to the whole of the work
until the borax has subsided after bubbling.

Move the flame about and gradually increase

its intensity at the same time concentrate

its direction to the joint. The metal will

soon change its colour and become red.

As soon as the solder begins to melt it will

run into the joint. Control of the blow lamp
is essential at this stage to avoid overheating

the metal and probably melting it. Gradu-
ally soften the flame until the metal has lost

its intense heat and allow the work to cool.

Make sure that the solder has penetrated

to the back of the work; if not, reverse it

and repeat the operation. With the copper

tongs slowly submerge the work in the acid

vat (pickle) for several minutes. This

removes the oxide and dissolves the borax,

Remove from the vat and swill in cold water.

Clean with pumice powder and brush and
dry. File off any superfluous solder and
emery clotli smooth, Polish with the mixture
of pumice and oil, wipe clean and finally

polish with tripoli composition.

The pierced parts of Plate VIII, Figs, 2

and 5, are done by using a conveniently

sized drill and filing to the shape required.

Fig. 4 has five holes which can be drilled

with different sized drills or by one drill

and getting gradation in size by filing.

TEACHING HINTS.

Annealing.—Annealing is best carried out
in a subdued light. Strong sunlight makes
it difficult to see the colour of metal at a

high temperature. In the case of artificial

light it is advisable to have the light so

arranged that it can be switched off during
this operation.

Soldering.—Give a demonstration of solder-

ing to the class, explaining the meaning of a

soft and fierce flame and when to use them.

V. SERVIETTE RING

Hammering anti soldering.—This section

gives practice in hammering and soldering

a simple cylindrical object.

Bending.—The size of the ring will be if
in, in diameter and £ in. deep. Cut out a strip

of gilding metal 22 S/VY.G. 5fin. long by
just over f in. wide. (This little extra on the

width will allow for trueing up.) Flatten

with the mallet on the surface plate and clean

with pumice powder and brush. File the

two ends perfectly flat and at right angles

to the sides of the strip. Bend the strip

round, beginning with the two ends after

having nicked them by tapping with the

corner of a flat file, PI. XI, Fig. 7. The bend-

ing operation is done with the flat end of a

mallet on the cylindrical end of the stake,

PI. II, Fig. 1. This helps considerably when
joining the ends together, PI. XI, Fig. 8.

Complete the bending until the strip is roughly

round,' Take a length of medium gauge

binding wire and cut two pieces off sufficient

to go round the strip, allowing for their ends

to be twisted together. Each one should be

about f in. from the edge. Use a pair of

flat-nosed pliers for securing the binding

wires, pulling gently at each turn, Fig. 9.

Soldering.—Borax the outside and inside

of the seam and place the ring on the hearth

brick, the grooved side of which being upper-

most. Lean the ring against a small piece

of brick or coke at an angle of about 60 °,

Fig. 10. See that the seam is at the bottom

immediately above the horizontal brick on

which it rests. Cut a number of panels

from a sheet of hard silver solder, borax

them and place them on the inside of the

seam. Fig. 11. Heat the ring, gently increas-

ing the fierceness of the flame gradually.

(Do not direct a fierce flame on the seam
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to begin with otherwise a sudden expansion

of the metal will take place, and the seam
will open.) When the solder lias run along

the seam, allow the ring to cool, Remove
binding wires by untwisting. Suspend the

ring in the acid vat by means of a piece of

metal wire—copper, brass or gilding wire

will do—making a hook of the ends; one hook
for the ring and the other to grip the edge

of the vat. It may lake several minutes to

dissolve the borax. Swill in cold water, dry

with rag or a gentle flame. File the inside

of the ring with a half-round smoolh file

and emery cloth. Rub the edges of the ring

on an emery board (a piece of wood covered

with emery cloth)

.

Planishing.—It will have been noticed by
now that the surface of metal left from the

rolling process is decidedly uninteresting.

It looks lifeless and too mechanically smooth.
By hammering intelligently, a most beautiful

texture can be imparted. Planishing metal,

however, is often sadly abused. To aim
consciously at getting heavy and coarse

hammer marks is not far short of a crime.

It is a ghastly affectation ancl should be dis-

couraged at all costs. Fine hammering lies

in the achievement of a smooth surface

which naturally becomes faceted by the

blow of the hammer; just sufficient weight

being imparted to the blow to produce a

line textured surface, The centre of the

hammer face rather than its edges "should

strike the metal otherwise there is a danger

of badly bruising the surface of the work.

Practice on a piece of scrap metal with the

least possible motion of the arm. Planishing

is mostly a wrist movement.
Draw a pencil line round the centre of the

ring. See that the stake on which the ring

was rounded is quite smooth and free from

scratches. This is most important as a smooth

surface inside the ring depends upon this.

Commence planishing in the centre on the

pencil line and work round, turning the

ring with the left hand to the right after

three or four blows. The hammer must fall

011 the point where the ring touches the stake.

Listen for a sharp clear ring accompanying
each blow. A dull, indefinite sound means
that there is a space between the metal and
the stake. PI, XI, Fig. 12 shows the hammer
at the right angle. The dotted lines show the
incorrect position. Lighten Llie blows as the
edge is reached or the edge will stretch and
produce a hollow form to the ring. If any-
thing, there should be a fullness, that is, a
slight deviation from a mechanically straight

line. Reverse the ring and work to the other

edge. The ring will he decorated as in PI. X,
Fig. x.

Decoration.—Place the ring on the surface

plate and scribe a line round in. from the

edge with the scribing block. The block is

held still and the ring turned round against

the point. Repeat this on the other edge.

Hold a cylindrical {dece of wood in the vice

and place the ring upon it. It is dangerous

to use the stake in case the file about to be

used slips ancl marks it. File a groove round

the scribed lines with a three-square needle

file. Enlarge tills with a round needle file,

thus forming a shallow hollow moulding as

in Section IV. Mark a number of divisions

round the edge of the ring and, using the

three-square needle file, shape the edge on

the outside corner only, PL XL Fig. 13a.

Polish in the usual way.

The decoration on PI, X, Fig. 3, is some-

what similar (PL XI, Fig. 13b) except that

Ihc filing is rather more complicated.

Wire soldering.—PI. X, Figs. 2 aiul 4,

have half-round wires soldered to their

edges. Wires arc used either for decoraLive

effect or for strengthening edges of thin

metal or both , To mount and solder a couple

of these wires on to a ring that lias been

planished, take a length of half-round gilding

metal wire about of an inch across its

flat side. Anneal to a dull reel and, when
cold, bend it round tire ring with its flat side

touching it. Kick to the right size allowing

for stretching and by bending the wire will

break. File the ends flat and bend it round

the stake as the strip of metal was bent for
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Plate X.—Designs for a Serviette Ring
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Fig. 8

Bending up the ring

Fig. 10

Position of ring for soldering

Correct and incorrect angle

of hammer for planishing

Filed decorations

of the edge of ring

Holding the two ends of the wire
in position for soldering

Panels of solder placed

along the seam

u *

Panels of solder placed

for soldering

3'i-ATiC XT.—Pj.ANISTJJNG AND SOf.r>KKIN»
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the ring-, Spring the ends until they touch.

Borax the joint for hard soldering. Now
comes the difficulty of soldering the ends

together. Wire cannot be hound because of

the curved surface, If the wire were thicker

its own spring would he sufficient. Thin

wire always expands rapidly under heat,

Fig. 14 shows a good method of getting over

the difficulty. Cut a wedge-shape out of a

piece of scrap metal of thick gauge and

secure the wire with cotter pins. Place on

the hearth brick and apply the panel of

solder. Heat with the blow lamp as before

until the solder runs. Remove the wire from

the plate of metal and file smooth. Mallet

round on the stake very gently as thin wire

stretches easily. Place the wire on the

surface plate and tap lightly with the

mallet until it lies flat. The wire should now
fit fairly tightly over the serviette ring. It

should only require finger pressure and it

should not be necessary to hammer it over.

If it is too tight use the mallet again on the

stake. See that the wire is parallel with the

edge of the ring and flush with it. Borax
the wire on both its edges; also the hard

soldered seam. Great care is necessary in

applying borax at this stage 'because too

much will bubble and the panels of solder

will jump off. Place the ring on the hearth

brick with its wired edge at the bottom. Cut

some panels of easy runniilg solder and place

them between the junction of wire and ring,

at regular intervals, PI .XI, Fig, 15. Heat
slowly, turning the soldering tray round and

round to obtain an even annealing and solder-

ing. The solder will be seen to run round as^

long as the flame is guided round with it.

When cool, pickle and clean with pumice.

The soldering of the remaining wire is simply
a mat ter of repetition. File off any superfluous

solder with a half-round needle file and polish.

Drilling.—The decoration of PI. X, Fig. 4,

is pierced with a ^ in. and ^ in. drill. The
ring, complete with soldered wires, is held

over a round piece of wood in the vice by
another pupil whilst the maker drills the

holes. The small holes are filed oval with a

double half-round needle file. The larger

ones are filed to a diamond shape with a
knife-edged needle file. Figs. 5 and 6 show
the actual size of the strip in the flat and
suggestions for decoration.

The tools necessary for the decoration of

Fig. 2 and for Sections III and IV are dealt

with in the next Section.

TEACHING HINTS

Planighlng.^-Planish a piece of metal
with a hammer which is obviously too

heavy so that ' a coarse and unpleasant

texture is produced. Hammer a similar

piece of metal lightly and carefully. Put
these side by side with a piece of metal in

the state in which it is ordered and explain

to the class the merits and defects of each,

VI. MAKING CHASING TOOLS

Straight tracer,—The chasing tools

described below arc required for the decora-

tidn introduced in Sections III, IV, and V.

From a length of cast steel ^ in. square rod,

saw off a length of 4 in. long with the hack

saw. File each end flat and at right angles

toithe rod. Use a flat 8 in. sccond-cut file

—

not a new one if an old one is available.

Hold the rod in the vice between clams at

the angle shown in PI. XII, Fig, 1. Begin

at the end shown above the vice and file

down to half its thickness. Alter its position

to a horizontal one (Fig. 2) and ‘gradually

file to the other end, lightening the weight

as the file moves along. Reverse the rod

and taper the opposite side in a similar

fashion, Fig. 3. The rod at this moment is

in the form of a chisel with a sharp straight

end. Remove it again and this time put it

in the vice cornerways so that two opposite

corners of its square end are in a vertical

line. Fig. 4. File each corner off so that an

octagonal section is produced, narrowing the

facet as it reaches the sharp end, Fig. 5a.

Place vertically in the vice with the sharp

end uppermost and file the sharp edge away
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to ^ of an inch at the same time slightly

rou iicl it, Fig. 5b. Reverse the rod and file

the sharp corners of the square end. Fig. 5c.

Finish with a smooth flat file and emery

Hardening steel,— -Ileat the sharp end to

a glowing redness (J in. is sufficient) and
plunge immediately in cold water. The
tool is now hardened. Dry and emery cloth

Co-Rimer Position fou Chasing

Nolc Lhe position of ilic fingers of l lie lcfl ltnnil.

cloth, The sharp end must now be qualified

to make it usable. Rub this along a sheet

of No. 1 emery cloth until it is the right

shape. Fig. 5d. The tool is now ready for

hardening and tempering.

T-—VOI- V-S

about 1 in. of the end just hardened and

apply the heat again, but this time to the

centre of the tool. A small flame is necessary-

The steel will gradually change colour. When
a yellow-brown colour Is noticed right al
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the extreme end, the tool must once again

be plunged in colcl water. It is now tempered

and completed.

Curved tracer.—Repeat the processes with

a similar rod of steel to the operation of

Fig, 5b, Take a half-round needle file and

groove one side of the sharp end, Fig. 6a,

File the opposite side round and parallel with

the curve, Fig. fib. Round the edge with a

smooth file and emery cloth. To smooth the

concave edge, rub the tool along a half-round

file over which is placed a piece of line emery

cloth. Harden and temper as before.

Oval punch.—File one end down to an

oblong { in, by ^ in,, Fig. 7a. Convert this

into an oval, Fig. 7b. Smooth the oval end

on emery cloth holding the tool vertically.

Harden and temper.

Chasing th& decoration on the paper knife.

—

Before working on the handle it is advisable

to practise on a piece of scrap ^ in, brass

stuck on to a pitch bowl. Draw a few

straight and curved lines several inches

long. Chase the straight lines first. Hold
the straight tracer on the drawn line and
with the chasing hammer (PI. IV, Fig. 2)

strike the tool with a sharp blow. Move the

tool along the line just made and strike

once more* We notice that the line is

getting longer at each blow of the hammer.
Continue until the whole line has been
chased. With experience it will be possible

to glide the tool along rapidly as the tool

is struck, but it is better to place the tool

carefully and precisely and take one's time.

Next chase the curved line in the same way.
The photograph at the beginning of this

section shows the correct position of the

hand and tool. It is important that the

tool be held firmly with the thumb and first

three fingers of the left hand. The third and
fourth fingers rest upon the metal being
chased and guide the tool along.

The paper knife handle may now be
chased. Draw on the pattern with a sharp

pencil and go over them with the scriber.

Melt llic pitch in the pitch pot and add a
little tallow. Mix together and add plenty

of plaster of Paris. Stir well, adding the

plaster until it becomes difficult to stir any
longer. The correct consistency for chasing

purposes is proved by marking with the

thumb nail when the pitch is quite cold.

Such an. incision should be just possible.

Half fill the pitch bowl with coke and fill

to the top with the pitch. Allow it to set

hard. It will be necessary to warm it again

with a gentle flame before the paper

knife handle will hold firm. Warm the

handle also. Place the handle on when
the pitch is tacky and allow it to cool

and set.

If it is found that the curved tool is too

round for this particular job, the straight

one may be used. (It is often better to chase

a curved line with a straight tracer, provid-

ing the curve is not too sharp,) A short

sharp curve will demand a small curved

tool.

Chasing the decoration on the toasting

forks.—It may prove quicker to chase these

without sticking them on pitch; especially

sivree the handles arc so long. Another pupil

can be asked to hold the fork on the surface

plate during this operation. PI. VIII, Fig. 2

presents the simplest exercise. Each group

of three lines on the handle is done with the

straight tracer,

Chasing the decoration on the serviette ring

(PI. X, Fig. 2 ).—The ring is held on the stake

used in the lesson by another pupil. The

lines of course have been marked on in the

usual way, Chase the two lines running

parallel with the edges of the ring first. After

each blow with the chasing hammer, the

ring must be turned round so that the tool

is striking that part which is actually touch-

ing the stake. Next chase the vertical lines

and avoid trespassing beyond the horizontal

ones. The oval punch comes next. Sec that

the major axis of the oval is parallel with the

vertical lines. One blow with the hammer
should be sufficient.



Fig. I

Angle of rod for filing

\ /
Fig. 2

Tapering end of rod

Fig. 3

Shape of end or rod

for a straight tracer

Position of rod for

filing the corners

( a ) Filing the rod

Into an octagon

<c I Shaping the

other end (d) the required shape

Fig. 5

a. Filing the hollow

side of a curved tracer

b. Filing

the back

Fig. 6

I’i.atil Nil,—

M

aking Chasing Touts
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TEACHING HINTS

Filing steel.—-This is another lesson where

new files should not be used. Steel will take

the "bite” off them very quickly. Use old

ones.

Cast steel,—Explain that steel is iron with

a percentage of carbon in it. Point out that

cast steel is very brittle and will break with

a sharp blow with the hammer.

VII. SAW PIERCING METAL

Preparation.—Cut out with the shears a

i|in. square of gilding metal 22 S.W.G.,

mallet flat on the surface plate and clean

with pumice powder and brush. If a brush
is not available a clean piece of soft rag will

answer the purpose if dipped in water. After

being dried the metal is ready for saw
piercing. By studying the illustrations on
PL XIII it will be noticed what an endless

variety of shapes can be obtained by saw
piercing.

In the previous section the drill has been
the only means of perforation and, up to

now, has sufficed; but in this section the

use of the drill only would entail endless

labour and difficulty. The square of metal

is now to be pierced on the saw peg

fitted to the bench top. A larger one

could be made and held in the vice, Fig.

13. (Tile bench is often too low for this

operation.)
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Setting out—PI. XIII, Fig. 1.—Set out the

pattern, as shown with a rule and dividers

and mark the lines with a hard pencil, Tig.

14, Sit on a stool which is the right height

tor this work. Place the metal on the peg

and hold in position with the left hand, A
medium cut saw (No. 3) lias, of course been

previously screwed tight in tlie saw frame.

One encl of the saw is screwed in the top

slot of the frame first, followed by gently

pressing the frame and inserting the other

end. This makes it taut, (Too tight a saw

will, however, break easily,) Make sure thaL

the teeth of the saw are facing in the right

direction
;
the cut taking place on the down-

ward stroke, Rub a piece of beeswax along

it to assist the cutting.

Piercing.—Begin at the point marked X
(Fig. 14) and saw as near to the line as

possible. As the saw follows the curve,

slowly turn the metal round in sympathy
with it, kcej3ing it vertical during its whole

course, It will be impossible to negotiate

the sharp corner marked (b) except by
making a curve. The saw and plate should

be turned simultaneously to do this, other-

wise the saw will break. Continue along the

straight line and negotiate the other curve.

• The waste metal will then fall away, Saw
the remaining sides of the square in the

same way. FiLe the corners sharp with a
flat needle file and smooth the edges nil

round.

Drilling.—Centre -punch the comers of the

plate and drill with a in. drill The faintly-

drawn inner square in PI. XIII, Fig. i, is

chased with the straight tracer made in

Lesson 6 merely as a decoration.

Pi. XIII, Fig. d.—The shaded shapes are

first drilled with a small drill sufficient to

pass the saw through. DrilL this hole as

neat' to the line as possible, not in the centre
of the shape. There is no point in sawing
through metal which is afterwards waste.
Fig. 15a shows the correct position for drill

and Fig. 15b shows the incorrect position.

Fig. 4, PL XIII, is more strictly saw piercing

than Fig. I, for the latter is really a process

( a ) Correct position of drill hole

( b ) Incorrect

(a) Good shapes for voids

( b ) Bad Shapes
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o f shaping the edge of metal rather than

making holes by means of n saw.

l7igs. 7 to 12, may first be cut with the

straight shears from a square if it he a case

of saving time. The piercing need apply to

the shapes inside the circle only. Some of

the designs suggested would make excellent

back plates for a drop handle set as a later

section.

TEACHING HINTS

Too thick a metal is not really practical

for saw piercing. Progress is slow and tire-

some, and the saws, especially in the hands

of young pupils, break easily owing to their

brittle nature. Point out to the class the

value of pleasant and symmetrical shapes

as holes. Draw on the blackboard one or

two good shapes and contrast these with

irregular and ugly ones. Pig. 16.

VIII. TEA CADDY SPOON

Doming, planishing, filing.—This lesson

gives experience in the use of the ball-pane

hammer for doming, and the flat-faced

hammer for planishing. The planishing

should be practised on a scrap piece of

metal before working on the spoon.

Setting out.—Cut out an oblong piece of

22S.W.G. gilding metal by in. from

tlm sheet, Mallet Hat and clean as before.

Mark out with dividers, steel rule and a sharp

pencil as shown in Fig. 6. CuL out the almost

complete circle with a pair of straight shears,

taking care nol to cut into the section shown

as a dotted line, Alternatively it may be

sawn through with the fret saw. Smooth
all edges with a flat file. Again mallet

flat. Take a block of wood (deal will

do) about 3 in. square and gouge out a

hollow depression i in. deep and in. in

diameter,

Doming.—The end grain should be selected

for this operation. With the ball-pane hum-
mer (PL IV, Fig, G) proceed to dome flic

circular part o[ the spoon starling round
the extreme edge, PI. XV, Fig. 7. The spoon
is held almost vertically to begin with,

gradually lowering it as the centre is 1 cached.
Fix the stake known as a “mushroom” stake

in the vice and mallet the spoon smooth.
The handle will have turned up in sympathy
with tue doming, Fig. 8, This need not lx?

considered for the moment.

Planishing.—Draw several compass lines

round the convex side of the spoon, placing

the point in the centre. These lines will acL

as a guide in planishing the spoon and help

us to keep an even contour. With llu? small

planishing hammer (PI. IV, Fig. 3) hammer
lightly, starling at the centre, As explained

in Section V, the surface obtained will

depend largely 011 tile smoothness of the

stake and hammer. IL is important that

the inside of the spoon (the sui face touching

the stake) should be as smooth and free

from blemishes as the outside. If t lie stake

is rough and covered with file marks, then

the spoon will bear the same disfigurements.

Planish in concentric circles, moving the

spoon round between each group of blows.

If Lhe hammer has- been rubbed vigorously

011 very smaolli emery cloth arid finally on
a buff stick or No. o ornery cloth, a mirror

surface should he the result. Remember
that tlic brightest surface possible is essential

to achieve the highest quality in planishing.

IL is a good thing when polishing a hammer
to round its edges. A flat hammer is flat

only in a strict sense of the word. A slight

deviation from a perfectly straight face is

wluit is wanted, and constant care and
attention will he well rewarded. Every

single hammer mark should lie clearly

visible and disti/ict from the smooth yet

comparatively matt surface of the metal

previously cleaned with pumice powder. It

is possible to hammer in one spot several

times because the marks arc not seen clearly,

with the result tluiL a lump is funned through

over si retching. As in the case of the serviette

ring, when about J in. from the edge of t lie

metal, lighten the blows in order nol to lliiu
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the- edge. Thin edges should be avoided in

all forms of hammering.

Shaping the handle.—Anneal the spoon,

clean, and on the same stake mallet the

handle to the required curve, PL XV, Fig, 9,

Planish as before, starting at the point
where the handle joins the spoon and work
towards its extremity. The most difficult

part to shape will be the point marked a
,

Fig. 1(b)

Fig. 3

Plate XIV.—Designs von \ Tea Capdv Sroow
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lTig. 9. This is where two opposite curves Truing up. - Slightly round the cn«L of lho
meet in plan and elevation and it will be handle with a JUe and also the sides of il.

necessary to use the small collet hammer, In all probability the shape originally started
PI. IV, Fig, x, with has become distorted through hammer-

Flg. 6

Setting out the shape of spoon

Fig. 8 Fig. I 1

Angle of handle resulting Securing the addition*

from the doming of bowl piece of metal

Plait: XV,-- -Stages in inr; Making of a Tea ('aih)V Spoon
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ing and shaping and needs lo be made
symmetrically even. The hollow part of

the spoon, too, will be found to have an
irregular edge. File this to a flat plane and
finally to a suggestion of a curve, thus

giving a sweeping line Lo the whole Lhing,

PI. XV, Fig. 10.

Decoration.—The handle will need
strengthening now and one way is to cut

or saw out a piece of similar metal and
thickness and file it to the shape suggested,

PI. XIV, Fig. 1a, Planish it to the curve

of the handle, first longways and then cross-

ways. Lightly emery cloth the handle and

3_"

e- + —*

1*3 AIK XVII.- -SIAM'S IN Till.

place tlio wcdgc-slmped piece id metal in

position, allowing il to project
J
in., PI. XV,

Fig, 11. Secure witli roller pins, and place

panels of easy solder along Ihc joint after

honixing carefully all round and underneath

the projection. Solder as before. If any
lumps of solder remain, they can he rut

away witli a Hat semper (a small chisel) ;
n

scraper may he used instead (a thin ind of

iron filed like a scribor) ami drugged along

the joint while soldering. Pickle clean and

dry. Scl the spoolv-- the bundle only is

necessary—on a pitch howl or block and

chase the veins with a small curved trace

or short straight one. Remove spoon and

Fig. 7

Decorating the edge of rim

Section showing the gripping

of the wires to the plate

Making in- a Tea Sikaint.h
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any remaining pitch which may have stuck

to the underside of the handle with paraffin

and rag. Fite all sharp corners off and polish.

TEACHING HINTS

This is the first lesson where form, as

distinct from shape, becomes apparent to the

pupils. They wilL learn something of unity

of design and the relationship between a

round or hollow form and a comparatively

flat shape. The sweep of the bowl into the

handle is a beginning in this direction.

Explain the meaning of fitness for purpose

as is exemplified in the strengthening of the

handle and rounding of all sharp edges for

comfort in holding.

IX. TEA STRAINER

Doming anil saw piercing.—The soldering

of a domed piece of metal to a flat top is the

aim of this section. Neatness in soldering

and fitting are the essential points.

Setting out.—There are three methods of

making a tea strainer of this kind. Firstly,

it would be possible to make it all in one

piece out of thick metal. Secondly, the

bowl could be made of one piece of thinner

metal with the handle and extension added

by soldering, in which case a wire would have

to be soldered round the edge of the howl
to strengthen it. Thirdly—perhaps the best

way for the beginner—the wire edging of

the bowl and the handle could be made in

one piece, to which is soldered the bowl
itself. Unfortunately, this method wastes

a fair amount of metal but most of it can be
used again in some way. The third method
is that dealt with in this section.

Cutting out.—Cut out, in the manner
suggested in Section VIII, an oblong from
a sheet of 22 S.W.G. gilding metal or brass.

Either metal will do since it will be necessary

—if the strainer is to bo used—to have it

silver plated. (Aliy object made in base

SENIORS
metal for holding foodstuffs should be either

tinned or silver plated.) Flatten with the
mallet and clean with pumice powder. Mark
out with pencil compasses and rule the dimen-
sions shown in PL XVII, Fig. 6. Dividers
should be used except for the portions of

the outer circle shown as a dotted line. With
a fret saw, saw away the parts A, B, C and
D. Drill a small hole near the edge of the
inner circle marked E and saw pierce this

also. Be careful not to cut into the space
between the two circles. It is far wiser to

keep away from the line rather than go over

it. (Refer to notes on saw piercing in Section

VII. Take a smooth half-round file and file

nearly to the scribed line. With the flat

side of the file, true up the outside circle

and projecting parts,

Planishing.—Lightly planish all over with
a view to getting it perfectly flat. It must
lie on the surface plate without rocking in

the slightest degree, Use the flat-faced

hammer which has its edges well rounded,

care being taken to let it fall vertically so

that the centre of the face hits the metal.

Heavy blows must be avoided as this will

stretch the metal out of shape.

Filing.—Either saw or file the handle and
extension to shape after marking out. With
dividers, divide the outer circle on the

extreme edge into six parts and nick it at

these points with a three-square file. File

the simple decoration shown in Fig. r with

the needle file of the same section. Fig. 7.

Doming.—Cut out a z^in. disc of 24
S.W.G. gilding metal, clean it and proceed

to dome it as in Section VIII. A sandbag
will be found useful for doing this but the

wood block is much harder. Use the ball-

pane hammer as before, working from the

edge towards the centre. Smooth with the

mallet and anneal. Clean by pickling and
planish as was done for the caddy spoon.

File the edge perfectly flat and mb down on

the emery board until the diameter is 2^ in.

—the size of the inner circle of the top plate.

TEACHING IN PRACTICE FOR
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On no account must the bowl be smaller

otherwise, of course, it will simply fall

through the plate to which it is to he soldered.

Clean and emery cloth the edges of the bowl
and one side of the plate, and wire the two
parts together as suggested in Fig. 8. Three
lengths of medium thickness binding wire

of about 7 in. long are required. Bend each

into two, passing one half over the convex
side of the bowl and the other half under it,

Fig, g, Form a loop at the point where Lhe

wire touches the rim and clip the end under

the bowl. Tighten with pliers.

Soldering.—Borax, the joint between dome
and rim (both sides) and place panels of

easy solder in position round it after the

borax has subsided as the result of a gentle

flame. Place the work on the grooved side

of the hearth brick and apply a soft flame

all over, turning the tray round slowly.

Increase the heat until the solder runs.

Allow to cool, remove binding wires and

pickle. Swill in cold water and scrub with

the pumice brush. File surplus solder away
and finish with emery cloth, Use watcr-of-

Ayr stone with water and rub vigorously

round the joint, Polish with pumice and

oil, and finish with tripoli. The holes arc

drilled with a ^ in. drill about J in. apart.

TEACHING HINTS

The pupils will by now have learned

something of what is known as "mounting/
1

that is, the putting together of two or more
parts to form a whole piece of work as

distinct from working in the flat. Allow

them in the first place to draw out several

designs for the handle.

X. DROP HANDLE

We should all desire to have on our

furniture a well-designed drop handle. How-
ever good a clicst of drawers or wardrobe

may be from a point of view of design or

construe Lion, it would he .spoiled- -as is

often the ease --by a badly designed handle.
Ibis section gives an opportunity of making
a strong and pleasant handle which should
be applied to a piece of furniture, if possible,

to appreciate this correlation oX metal and
wood.

Plate.—Cut out a disc of 18 S.W.G. brass

and anneal and clean in the usual way. z in.

diameter will be the size. This metal is

rather thick for the si/,e of the disc so it

may be necessary to saw it with the fret

saw. In any case it is always advisable to

cut out a square first if the use of shears is

preferred. It is then an easy mailer to round
the corners into a circle. File the edge
smooth and emphasise the centre with lhe

divider point, as this must not he lost. The
plate will look more pleasant if it is very
slightly domed and this allows the handle
to project away from the drawer when
fitted. It must be realised that a cpiick and
easy access to the handle is the primary
factor regardless of whatever shape it may
be, There is no need to dome the plate on
the sandbag or wood as in the case of the

tea strainer; too much fullness is not suit-

able since it is for screwing on to a flat

surface. Draw compass lines round its convex
side as a guide and planish with flic flat-

faced hammer on to the stake, PI. IT Fig. 3.

The plate will automatically become curved

as the edge is reached. Anneal again and
dean, "lake a mallet and with its wedge
end, mallet the edge Hat 011 the surface

plate. Fig. 5, PI. XIX. Divide the circum-

ference into eight equal parts and draw a

pencil line between each point and the centre,

These lines will guide the filing of the edge.

Mark two more points on the edge, each £ in.

from the radial lines. Nick Lhese with a

three-square file and shape as shown in

Fig. 6, Draw another circle J in. from the

edge and with the curved tracer chase the

lines forming the shape, shown shaded in

Fig. (). Draw a circle with dividers J in. in

diameter in the centre of the plate. Drill a

Jin. hole through ds centre. Saw out a

small disc of brass of the same thickness as
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the plate and well round its top edge (Fig- 7)

and planish, producing a curve similar to

that of the plate. Emery cloth the centre

of the plate and underneath the small disc,

and secure the latter centrally to it with

binding wire (medium thickness) or cotter

pins. Bend the pins to the shape shown in

Fig. 8, so that they will well grip the

disc. Borax and easy solder. File and

stone smooth. Reverse the plate and
drill through the centre of the disc with

the drill used before. Drill the four screw-

holes.

Handle.—This is made out of £in. brass

sheet 1 Jin. long by lin. wide. Hack saw
the long sides to the shape of Fig. 9, Shape

them with a half-round rough lile and finish

with a smooth one. File all edges round and

well emery cloth. (It is important that the

handle should present no sharp edges or

corners. Remember that it has to be gripped

firmly and pulled.) Shape the end of it by
filing and chase the lines as before. Drill a

$ in. hole at the narrow end J in. from the

edge, taking care to centre-punch it accur-

ately leaving an even thickness on either

side. File that portion of the hole nearest

the end of the handle fiat (Fig, 10a) and
round the section marked X, (Fig. iob). The
handle is now ready to be fitted to the plate

and should be well polished beforehand. It

is attached by means of a length of half-

FOR SENIORS
round wire passed through the hole and
looped round the section marked X. This
is best done by squeezing the wire gently

in the vice while attached to the handle
(use vice clams), Fig. 11. If the drop handle
is not to be fitted to a drawer for some
time, the attachment can be temporarily

clipped behind the plate. Normally,

of course, the two wires are passed
through the wood and screwed to the back,

Fig. 12.

Figs. 2, 3, and 4, PI, XVIII, show other

designs. The handle of Fig. 3 is domed on

the wood block before shaping. The decora-

tion of the handle of Fig. 4 is filed,

TEACHING HINTS

Handle.—This need not necessarily he

solid. It may be made in the form of a ring

either circular or oval of stout brass wire

with a filed or punched decoration. The ring

could be hammered slightly flat to give

another section. Alternatively, the handle

may be made in wood, filed up and cast in

brass. This would allow of a much thicker

metal than would be possible if made in

sheet.

Plato.—Avoid irregular and meaningless

shapes; or fussy and elaborate ones. There

must be unity of design between plate and

handle.

TEACHING IN PRACTICE

Fig, G. Spoon
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XI. SPOON

The evolution of the English silver spoon
provides a most interesting study. Fine
examples of these may be seen in the Victoria

and Albert Museum and a small booklet

is obtainable from the Museum at a cost

of yd.

The spoon to be made in this Section is

shown in Fig. 6.

Stem—Saw from a length of brass strip

Jin. wide by Jin, thick, a piece 7 in. long.

File the ends straight and taper the strip

clown to ^ in. by using a large rough flat

hie. (See Section IV.) Divide this length-

wise into four spaces as shown in PI. XXI,
Fig. 7, and file to shape. The pointed end
will be soldered to the bowl. With a round
needle file, file the decoration marked A
and, using a C in. smooth file, move the

spaces between them (B) on the top edge
of the stem only. Fig. 8a. Shape the top of

the stem by filing and chase the decoration,

Fig. 8b. File the under side of the pointed

end round and taper its thickness to a spear

point. This will be shaped to fit the bowl
later.

Bowl.—This is beaten into a wood block

as in Section IX. The depression will be

egg-shaped instead of circular and will be

2Jin. long by i-Jin. wide. The deepest part

of it will be cut near the extreme width,

Fig. 9. Cut out an oblong of sheet brass 22

S.W.G. 2 J in. long by 2 J in. wide. Mark 011

this with the scribcr the largest egg-shape

possible and cut to this line with shears.

Begin the hollowing round the edge with

the ball-pane hammer and work towards

the centre. Do not allow the edge to buckle

unduly. After a shallow depression lias been

obtained, anneal and continue until the bowl

is the required depth. Anneal again and
clean. Planish with the flat-faced hammer
on a suitable stake. (The mushroom stake

may do, but the one thing to avoid is using

a stake which is too flat. It is much safer

to choose one with a steeper curve than a
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straighlcr one. Fig. io.) Care must be
taken to retain the difference in curve along

the major axis of the bowl. For this reason

it may be necessary to change the stake for

the slraightcr curve, though it is advisable

to keep to the same stake or head if possible.

A perfectly straight edge to the bowl is not

desired as it will look hard and uninteresting,

so file to a gentle curve, Fig, xi. This point

was mentioned in making the caddy spoon.

The bowl is now ready to be soldered to the

Stem.

Soldering bowl to stom—Mallet the pointed

end of the stem on a curved stake to the shape

of the bowl, Fig, 11. To make a clean and
sound joint is the most difficult part of this

lesson and much will have been learned. To
hold together these two parts with binding

wire is not a successful method, moreover

cotter pins are unsuitable. The best way is

to place a piece of coke on the hearth brick;

upon this rest the bowl upside down so that

its deeper end is more or less horizontal,

Fig. 12. Borax the bowl and stem and place

the latter in position with its wider end
resting on tlic hearth brick itself. Gently

heat the joint until the borax has subsided.

Meanwhile, hold in position with an old

file or any suitable thing. Place several

panels of solder along the joint and solder

in the way already described. Neatly finish

as before. The stem may look more pleasant

if it is very slightly curved backwards

—

mechanical rigidity in a tiling of this sort is

more often them not most undesirable. Clean

up and polish. PI. XX provides further

suggestions,

TEACHING HINTS

The handling of the spoon must be con-

sidered in this section. Avoid sharp edges

on the stem and bowl; the latter must
obviously be smooth and well polished.

A coarse planishing of the hcAvl—re Milt-

ing in large facets- would be decidedly

unpleasant to the mouth. Use the small

fluL-faccd hummer, Fig. 3. Plate 4.

u—VOI.. v-s
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Fig. 7

Setting out the handle

Fig- 8

(a) Filing the decoration

( b ) End of handle

Wood block for bowl

(a) Right stake for planishing bowl

( b
}
Wrong stake

Fig. II

Shaping the top of bowl

Position of spoon for soldering

Platk XXI.—Stacks in unc Makinc; of a Si'oon
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XII. SMALL TRAY

Fig. 6, A Small Thay

The making of this tray (Fig. 6) gives

practice particularly in fitting and soldering

a fool or base to a shallow bowl, and the

making and decoration of a rim.

Bowl.—Cut out a disc of gilding metal
22 S.W.G. 3 Jin. in diameter. Anneal and
hollow this in the doming block—mentioned
in the section on equipment—until the

required depth is obtained; approximately

J in. Anneal again and planish on the stake

(PL II, Fig. 3) working to the guidance of

compass linCvS as before. After planishing

concentrically it is a good plan to hammer
lightly a second time from the centre

radially. This ensures an even curve in all

directions. With the dividers, mark a line

as near the edge as possible and cut true

with the shears. Rub down on the emery
board until the top is perfectly flat. Test

the roundness of it by drawing a circle on

paper a shade larger than the diameter of

the bowl. Place the bowl on the circle and
irregularities will soon be seen.

Rim.—Cut off a length of oblong wiie

(gilding) A by Ain. Assuming that the

diameter of the bowl is 3-J in., the length

of wire will be approximately 13 in. Anneal

this wire if necessary and mallet it circular

on the mandrel* (PI. Ill, Fig. 2), Some
difficulty will be experienced because of the

fact that the wire is bent edgeways and not

Fig- 8

Section of tray

a b

Fig -

9

a) Section of foot before bevelling

(b)After bevelling

Wiring on the foot
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on its width, 'Fig. 7. Periodically mallet it

fiat on the surface plate until the wire is

both circular and flat. Now place it on the

bowl. Its inside diameter should project a

mere fraction beyond the thickness oi the

howl (Fig. S) and unless both the bowl and

rim are perfectly circular the fitting will

look unsightly. When the correct size is

obtained, gently part the ends and file flat.

Close them up again by springing them
together and hard solder the joint as in

Section V. Pickle and file smooth. Emery
cloth the edge of the bowl and one side of

the rim, and wire together as in Fig, g,

PL XV 1

1

. Solder with easy solder in the

same way.

Foot.—Oblong gilding wire is also required

for the foot of the tray but not quite so wide

as for the rim, Say J by J
&
in. Bend this

up as before so that its long sides are vertical

instead of horizontal. The outside diameter

will be 2 in. Hard solder it and mallet flat.

Hold the wire in position centrally on the

bowl and it will be seen at once that there

is a space between the outside of the wire

and the bowl, Fig. ga. The inside corner of

the wire must therefore be filed off with a

half-round file so that the edge is flush with

the bend, Fig. 9b. Draw a circle with com-
passes 2|in. diameter on the outside of the

bowl and wire the foot in position with bind-

ing wire as already explained, Fig. 10.

Providing the outside diameter on the foot

is exactly 2 in. there will be a margin of

i^in. all round it between its outside edge

and the circle which is merely used as a

guide to enable the foot to be placed cen-

trally. Borax and easy solder. The panels

of solder should be applied to the outside

of the foot and not inside. A general rule

in soldering is that it must be done where
easy access to filing is had. Obviously it

would be impossible to file surplus solder

away if it were put inside the foot. File,

emery cloth, and stone the joint.

Decorating the rim.—The decoration of

the rim is a simple filed one (Fig. ji) done

with a. three-square and half-round needle

file in six groups. Fig. x, PI. XXII, shows a
number of different filed decorations—quite
simple, but sufficient. Figs. 2, 3, 4 and

g
show four alternative shapes for the tray.

These may be attempted after the Sections

on hand raising and shaping have been
studied-

XIII. TEAPOT STAND

Something has already been said in regard

to the technique of saw piercing in Section

VII but very little has been said about

design. This Section will introduce the pupils

to a much wider field in this direction. (See

Tetching Hints)

Saw out a circular piece of ^in. brass

5 in. in diameter. Divide its circumference

into six equal parts and draw a straight line

between each point. Saw off the surplus

metal thus converting the disc into a hexa-

gon. File accurately and flatten the plate

on the surface plate with a mallet. Scour

with pumice as before.

Fig. 1 .—The decoration shown in this

figure is really a combination of geometrical

and conventionally treated leaf forms pro-

duced merely by piercing more or less semi-

circular holes or voids in different sizes, It

is really astounding liow an apparently

complicated pattern is only the re$ult of

the putting together of a number of ex-

tremely simple units. The chased lines give

an added interest to the otherwise plain

spaces between the holes and actually arc

responsible for making the pattern read as

a conventional leaf pointing inwards. Draw
on a piece of thin paper the triangular shape

formed by one side of the hexagon and two

radiating lines shown as dotted lines, and

also the design starting with the semi-

circular. Notice how these diminish in size

towards the centre. Next draw the veins

of the leaf—the semicircles form the serra-

tions—and gum this section to the metal

which has previously been divided up into

six triangles. Drill a small hole in each shape
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shown shaded (Fig- 1) and. saw pierce, point to observe is to keep the ties strong
Repeat in every triangle. A most important {marked X on Fig 1). If they are reduced to
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a. very thin attachment they will break off.

(A saw piercing must be strong beyond

anything else.) True up the edges with

suitably shaped needle files.

Edging with wire.—Take a length of half-

round brass wire about ^ in. across the flat

and measure along it—after flattening with

mallet—six distances equal to the sides of

the hexagon. To get a sharp bend the best

way is to file the inside of each corner with

a three-square file. Fig. 3a. Take care not

to file the wire right through. Bend the

wire at each corner to the required angle

(b and c). File the two ends of the wire at

an angle but do not solder for the moment.
Draw a hexagon -on paper and shape the

wire accurately to it, Hard solder the joint

and corners and fit the wire to the plate of

metal, leaving, if possible, a slight projection

between the wire and the edge of the plate,

Fig. 4, The soldering will now be easier.

Use cotter pins for fixing.

Strip soldering.—In previous lessons,

soldering has been done by means of panels.

This is a good method but very slow, though
best for the beginner. It is really the jewel-

lers’ method because of the smallness of

their work. Strip soldering is by far the

quicker and more satisfactory way of

soldering work of a fair size. We will employ
the strip method to the soldering of the

wire to the plate, From the sheet of easy

silver solder cut with the shears a strip about
6 in. long and £in, wide. See that it is free

from grease or dirt by rubbing with emery
cloth. Borax the wire, and plate and gently

heat them; at the same time hold the solder

with a pair of small iron tongs in the flame,

having, boraxed this also. Care must be
taken that the solder does not melt too soon
and drop in lumps on the work. Remove it

for a moment. As the metal reaches the
right temperature for soldering apply the

solder to the joint. It will soon melt when
it must be withdrawn and applied again in

the same wny. Avoid putting too much on
the work

;
it is far better to apply it more

often and with a mere touch. Pickle and

file the surplus edge away.

Making the ioot.—This is made from
oblong wire £ by 75 in. in section, and made
into a hexagon with its long edge vertical,

File the inside of the wire where the corners

occur and bend as before. Solder the joint

with hard solder (using the strip) and easy

solder the cornel's. Wire the foot to the

plate with binding wire and clip the ends

underneath the feet, Fig. 5. Stand the plate

on the hearth brick upside down and easy

solder. The foot may be made to either fit

flush with the edge of the plate, or smaller

to leave a projection. File and polish. Fig,

2 shows another design of the top and another

suggestion for feet, These are made from

^in. brass, bent at the correct angle and

shaped with a file.

TEACHING HINTS

Piercing.—Explain to the class the most

important factors concerning pierced metal

work. Those are:—

-

1. A thick gauge of metal is essential for

an object which has to stand the weight of

something heavy,

2. The ties must be strong and hold

together.

3. Draw on the blackboard the two follow-

ing diagrams. Point out the omission of

ties in (fl) and the strong ties in (b).

(a) <*)

4.

Voids must be evenly distributed

throughout the design and be pleasant in

shape.
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XIV. SMALL RAISED BOWL

Tliis section introduces the principles

involved in hand-raising a howl out of a

flat disc of metal.

Raising.—Raising is a hand-shaping process

whereby a bowl or similar vessel is produced

by means of contraction. It is always applied

As long as it is discovered wliat metal is

capable of doing under a raising mallet the

object of this lesson will have been reached.

The bowl is roughly 4 in, in diameter and
ij in. deep, but it is necessary to estimate

the size of the blank disc with which to

start. A general rule is to take the average

diameter of the bowl and add to it its

vertical height. 5i rn. then will be the size

Raising a Bowl

to the outside of the vessel as distinct from

"hollowing," which is a process of stretching

from the inside,

Tig, 1 illustrates the hemispherical bowl

described in this section. The question of

accuracy will not be stressed here because

the technique of raising and the observance

of the possibilities of metal under such a

process is, at the moment, the chief concern.

of the disc of inetal. 22 SAV.G. copper will

do well, C 17 1 out this disc and file its sharp

edge away. Sharp edges are dangerous to

the hand when raising. Mallet flat on the

surface plate after inspecting the surfaces

for blemishes, etc. Scour with pumice and

wet rag and dry. Mark the centre clearly

with the divider point. With the centre just

marked underneath hold the disc in the
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doming block and hammer round the edge Fig. 4. Turn the disc round to the right and

with the doming hammer, PI IV. With repeat the blow. It will be noticed that a

pencil compasses draw several concentric dent appeared in the metal—in fact, as th<>

circles from the same centre, the first one work proceeds, a whole row of them will be

about 2 in. in diameter; each succeeding formed in the shape of a continuous hollow

circle being 1 in. greater in diameter than groove. Complete the circumference and

the preceding one. Hold the disc at an angle commence the next row a little higher up,

on the stake (PL II, Fig. 3) and with the but touching the row just done. The pencil

wedge-shaped mallet, strike a blow just lines act as a guide, thus keeping the mallet

above the point of contact of the disc and blows concentric and true, Fig. 5, When the

the stake near the first circle, PI. XXIII, edge is reached the first course of raising is

finished, Fig. 6. Raising, then, is a

succession of blows with the mallet—
a hammer is often used—which

compress the metal gradually pro-

ducing a curved or rounded form.

Anneal the disc and repeat the

operation. After the second course it

may be necessary to change the stake

to that of PI. Ill, Fig. 6. The more
we curve or raise the bowl, the more
round the stake must be. Anneal

after each course until the required

shape is produced, PI, XXIII, Fig. 7.

Mallet the bowl on tlie stake with the

flat end to smooth and oven the sur-

face. Pickle and clean again and

redraw the compass lines. Mallet

the bottom, which up to now has

been flat, round.

Planishing.—Planish with the flat-

faced hammer turning the bowl round

in the same way as in raising. This

operation has been explained in pre-

vious lessons. Do not unduly force

the bowl on to the stake but rather

steady it and the point of contact

will soon be found.

The foot.—Make a foot from a

piece of oblong copper wire ^ by in.

as in Section XII and solder to the

bowl. Hold together with binding

wire, clipping tlie ends underneath

the edge of the bowl.

Testing its accuracy .—It is now
necessary to test the accuracy of the

Fig. 3 raising. Place the bowl on the sur-

face plate and slowly turn it round,

With the eye on a level with the topSmall Kajsud 13owe



Beginning the raising v

Fig. 6
Nearing the rim

F 'g. 7 y
“Taking in” the edge

FigS fm/Z'i

Testing the accuracy of a

raising with a templet

Fig. 9

Scribing a line round the edge

Plate XXIII.—Raising a Howl
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of the bowl it will be possible to notice any

radical irregularities in its shape. If the

curve of one side is more straight than the

other, it means that it has not been sufft-

Fig. M

cicntly raised at this point. This can be

easily remedied by using the mallet again

at this particular part and hammering
smooth, An accurate raising does not, of

course, need any tracing up but the first

attempt is bound to produce a raising not
quite symmetrical. A surer method is to

cut out a templet of thick metal to exactly

the shape desired and revolve the bowl
within it (Fig. 8) holding the templet

vertically on the surface plate.

Mounting the wire.—Before the half-round

wire can be soldered on it will be necessary

to make the top of the bowl horizontal and

in one plane. Set the pointer of the scribing

block at such a height that when the bowl
is turned round on the surface plate with the

pointer touching tlic top edge, it will scribe

a line as near to the lowest point as possible,

Fig. 9, Cut the surplus metal away with

the curved shears, and rub down on the

emery board. Bend up a length of \ in.

half-round wire on the mandrel a little

smaller than the top of the bowl to allow

for stretching and to make a tight fit. Hard

solder the joint and mallet perfectly round,

Fix it to the bowl with cotter pins about

Jpn. below the edge, Fig. 10. Borax and

solder with the strip using the easy grade.

Stand the bowl vertically on the hearth

applying the solder to the narrow margin

above the wire. File clown to the wire and

emery cloth, taking off the sharp corner

inside. Fig. 2 shows a "turned-in" raising

and Fig. 3 a "turned-out
J>

one.

TEACHING HINTS

Eaising.—Draw on the blackboard Figs,

r, 2, and 3 as good examples of a raised

shape and explain that their suitability lies

in their simplicity of curve. Draw two

unsuitable shapes such as Fig. 11, a and b,

and tell the class that these shapes would

only lend themselves rightly to the process

of spinning.

Solder.—Make some distinguishing mark

on each grade of solder so that they are seen

when cut up into long thin strips. It can

prove fatal to use the wrong grade by

mistake.
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Cylindrical Box

This section is studied solely for its wide

range in soldering., and the hammering of a

cylindrical object.

The tody.—Cut a strip of 22 S.W.G.
gilding metal which will bend into a cylinder

3 in. in diameter and 2 in* long. File both

ends perfectly straight and at right angles

to its sides. Tap the ends lightly with the

corner of a flat file to help the solder to grip,

PI. XXV, Fig. 8. Bend the strip over the

large mandrel (PL IV, Fig. 2) and secure

with binding wire, PL XXV, Fig. 9. Borax
inside and out and solder with the hard

SDldcr. It is a good plan to tilt the cylinder

with a few pieces of coke underneath; this

allows the heat to get to tlie outside as

well as the inside. The scam may be brazed

alternatively. Brass solder requires much
more heat than silver solder and there is a

danger of melting the metal, but there is

no doubt that brazing is stronger. This is

applied to the work in the same way as strip

solder and can be obtained in wire form

about ^in. thick. File off surplus solder

and planish. (See Section V.) With the

collet hammer (PL IV, Fig. 1) curve out one

end of the cylinder on the mandrel, PL XXV,
Fig. 10. Cut out a disc of the same metal
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a little bigger than the larger diameter of
the body and planish on a Ilat stake (PL II,

Fig, 5) commencing in the centre. Planish
lightly otherwise the disc will become curved.
Wire to the body and solder with easy
solder. Take the precaution of wiring the
body again to prevent tlic seam from
opening, PI, XXV, Fig. 11.

The lid.—Cut another disc 2Jin, diameter
and dome on the doming block or wood
block to a depth of § in. Planish on a suit-

able head. Mallet the edge flat. Place the
box on the surface plate and scribe a line

round Jin., below the top edge with the
scribing block. Place the box in the vice

lightly between two pieces of wood and with
the back-saw saw a gap about Jin. long on
this line. Fig. 12. This perforation allows

the hot air to escape whilst soldering 011 the
lid. Wire the domed lid to the body and
solder using easy solder again. (Do not pickle

at this stage.) Continue the gapping right

round the body until the two parts separate.

Rub both sawn edges 011 the emery board.

Bezel.—It is obvious that the lid cannot

be held in position unless a bezel—a narrow
strip of metal—is fitted inside the top edge

of the body. Cut a strip
g

in. wide, bend it

up, and round it on the mandrel so tlmt it

fits tightly inside the body. Take a half-

round file and bevel the top inside edge of

the cylinder, Fig. 13. If the lop edge is left

horizontal, the solder will prevent a close

fit of lid to body. Hurd solder the joint of

tlie bezel. Insert the bezel about one-third

of its depth and easy solder. (Take the

precaution again of wiring tlie body to

prevent the seam from opening.) The box

is now finished except for filing up neatly

and polishing. The disc of metal forming

the bottom can now be sheared off flush

with the flanged side of the box and emcry-

clothcd. Stoning may be necessary. Avoid

filing or stoning the hammered surface if

X?ossible. The lid will look perhaps better if

a slight projection is lef L on the edge; not

more than in. Thin edges are never
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pleasant to look at or handle. Polish with

pumice and oil and finally with tripoli.

Decoration.—This is done with two

punches—an oval and a triangular onc>
Fig. 4 shows an enlargement of this tool

pattern. The lid is filled with chasers
1

pitch,

allowed to set and stuck on a pitch bowl.

Two circles are drawn the width of the
pattern with pencil compasses ancl the tool

is struck with one blow of the hammer,
Alternatively, the lid. may be held on the

•s_take on which it was planished; this would
calKfqr the services of another person,

though it is possible for one person to hold

the lid and punch the pattern at the same
time. The punches are made from cast

steel rod as in PI. XII. Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7
show suitable tool patterns.

TEACHING HINTS

Shaping of cylindrical vessels.—Draw 011

the blackboard several rectangles of varying

proportions. Show that by means of a slight

diversion from their straight lines, pleasant

shapes can be produced. Those illustrated

below may be found useful.

XVI. BEAKER

The shaping and soldering of a tapering

cylindrical vessel is the aim of this section.

Tig, 4. BeakerShaping or Cylindrical Vessels
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Setting out.—The simplest method of

determining the shape and size of the blank

is as follows. Draw the elevation of the

bealccr on a piece of paper. This will be

in, high, 3* In. across the top, and 2 in.

across the bottom. Cut this out with a

pocket knife or scissors, place it on another

sheet of paper and draw carefully round it.

Now place it so that its left-hand side

touches the right-hand side of the duplicate

just drawn and draw round it again. Repeat

this operation on the left and we have three

elevations side by side- Draw by free hand

a curve extending from point A to point D
touching points B and C. Repeat this at the

bottom of the elevations, Fig. 5. This is

not an infallible method but it is sufficiently

accurate for the purpose, and one that a

youngster can do quickly and easily. Place

this templet on to a sheet of 2zS.W*G.
gilding metal and draw round it. Cut out

with shears.

Fig. 1
l-ii; z

X—VOL. V-S

Pi-atis XXVI.—Designs foh a IIkahish
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Fig. 5

Developing the body of the beaker

Fig- 6

Wiring the beaker

together for soldering

Shaping the sides

Fig. 8

Shaping the mouth

Shaping.—File the edges perfectly straight

and test with the steel rule. Nick them with
a file as in Section XV and bend the blank
round the large mandrel. Spring the edges

together by overlapping them one way and
then the other and wire together as in Fig, 6,

It will be discovered that horizontal wires

alone are not sufficient to hold the seam
together simply because of the fact that the

sides of the cylinder taper; \hey will slip

down towards the narrow cnch This is

counteracted by fixing three wires with three

loops in each to the cylinder vertically and
clipping their ends over the edges of it.

The three horizontal wires arc then placed

over these so that they cannot slip down.

Tighten these wires so that the edges of the

cylinder touch. Borax inside and outside and

either braze or hard solder. File any surplus

solder away and lightly hammer on the stake

(PI. II, Fig, x) until round. With the neck

hammer (PI. IV, Fig. 5) raise the sides of

the beaker inwards starting from the narrow

end turning it round as the work proceeds,

Fig. 7. Leave the last Jin. of the wide end

as this must later be turned outwards.

Anneal carefully taking care not to open the

seam. The mouth of the bealcer may now
be shaped by hammering the edge over the

stake from the inside. Fig. 8,

Planishing.—Draw a number of horizontal

lines round the beaker about Jin. apart

along its whole length and planish with the

same hammer. (A flat-faced hammer pro-

duces elongated marks on a round surface

which are not altogether pleasant. Marks

left by the neck or collet hammer are more

round providing its face is not too curved

thus giving hollow indentations which arc

even more unsightly than elongated facets.)

The lip of the beaker is best planished from

the inside as in. shaping it.

BatfO.—Cut out a disc of the same metal

J in. greater in diameter than the base of

the beaker. Lightly planish keeping it flat.

Rub the base of the beaker on the emery

board so that it stands on the surface plate
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without rocking. Emery-cloth the edge of

the beaker anti disc and wire together.

(Sec Section XV.) Solder with easy solder

and file up smooth still retaining the pro-

jection. This will serve as a moulding

between the beaker and foot.

Foot.—This is simply a thick oblong wire

jin, by £in. bent up and made round on
the mandrel. This should project \ in. all

round the base of the beaker. File away
the top outside corner to a curve. Dear in

mind continually that all mouldings and
edges of metal which are to be handled

must feel smooth and shapely. If any
decoration is needed on the base this should

be done before soldering as there is always

a danger of marking the surface of the

metai with the hie.

Figs, r, 2, and 3 show possible treatments

the base.

TEACHING HINTS

Good proportion and shape.—Draw on

the blackboard one or two good and bad
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shapes for a beaker, and explain that a rightly

shaped and good proportioned one will

stand well and will mil look as though it

might fall over. Show by diagrams that the

mouth of tlie vessel must not be too wide

for the base. The bad shapes may be drawn
as below.

XVII. DISH

The raising and hammering of a circular

dish, the mounting of wires, and the making
of a tapering foot are embodied in this

sectiou.

Bowl.—Cut out a disc o( 22 SAV.tV.

gilding metal, the size of which will have

been determined by taking the average

diameter of the bowl and adding to it its

height. Prepare the blank for raising. Draw
compass lines round as explained in Section

XIV and raise to the required shape and

Fig. I

F.g. 2

Al.'J FllMATlVTi DKSILiNS Full A DlSIf
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size. This, when finished, should be 6 in.

across the top and ij in. deep. Mallet the

edge Hat and planish with a flat-faced

hammer which has previously been polished

bright. It may be necessary to lcplanish

the edge from inside with tlie neck hammer.

Mounting the wire,—Flatten out a long

oblong wire by ^ in. This must lie per-

fectly flat on the surface plate. (A piece of

in. long would be a safe length.) This

wire is to be decorated before it is mounted
to the bowl. Make a tool out of { in. cast

steel square rod the shape of Fig. 3. The
hollow groove is filed with a round needle

file. Take a piece of scrap metal and with

the tool resting on il strike a blow with the

chasing hammer. We shall sec that a double

line has been punched. Mark along the whole

length of the oblong wire distances of a J in.

Ask someone to steady the wire and proceed

to punch the double line at right-angles to

its length, Fig* 4. Anneal and bend the

wire into a ring with its long edge horizontal

and hard solder, li we have not a large

mandrel to mallet the wire on to we must

draw a circle on paper and round the wire

to this. Do not forget to leave a narrow

margin between the wire and edge of howl.

Finery cloth and secure the wire to the bowl

with cotter pins, Fig. 5. Easy solder using

the strip. Pickle and cut or file away the

surplus edge. Bevel the end of the wire,

Fig. G,

Foot.—This will be made of thicker gilding

metal, say 18 S.W.G. Determine the shape

by setting out the elevation on paper and

developing the other two sections as shown

in Fig. 7. Cut the complete shape out and

stick it on to the metal sheet. Trace round

with the scribcr and cut out. Use the

curved shears for the inner curve. File the

ends straight and tap with the file. Bend

up and hard solder, employing the method

of wiring as in Section XVI. Shape the fool

with the neck hammer (Fig. 8) on the

mandrel, and planish. Rub both edges flat

on emery board and see that they arc round.

Mount Hie wire on the bottom of ilie foot

with easy solder (Fig. 9) allowing about l

of it to project.

j\[Glutting the foot ,—Emery cloth the
bottom of the bowl where the foot is likely

to touch. Draw a circle on it a shade larger

than the smaller diameter of the foot. Wire
the foot to the bowl and easy solder from the
outside. It will be found necessary to heat
flic inside of the foot as well as outside.

This will draw the .wider through making
a sound joint. Before soldering the fool to

the bowl it is most important to see that the
top of the bowl and the foot are in one plate.

Place on the surface plate after wiring aiuL

lest with the scribing block. The foot can
be moved slightly to remedy any fault

which may be there. Round the outside

edge of the bottom wire and well emery
cloth. Polish with pumice and oil.

Fig. 2.—This is a similar dish in most
respects. The foot is made up of two parts,

however, a stem and base. The former is

shaped on a curved stake or head, and the

latter is really a shallow dome with its

centre cut out.

TEACHING HINTS

The application of a piece of well-figured

wood or ivory may be used to advantage
in a dish of the description oC Fig. 2. The
stem between the howl and foot could 1)0

made of one of those materials. A screw

would have Lo bo soldered to the bowl and
passed through the wood or ivory. The
three pails being held together by a nut.

XVIII. COVERED BOWL

The photograph (Fig. 3} gives a good idea

of the finished bowl as seen in perspective.

The simple tool pattern is extremely effect-

ive on an otherwise perfectly plain surface;

there is just enough design to add interest.

The filed decoration oil the knob—again

simple—gives enrichment to a domed lid.
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Fig- 3- Covered Bowl

Ctirc not to thin the edge by henvy h(inlinel
1-

ing . The next thing is to strengthen the edge
of the bowl. Thjs is best done by soldering to
it a half-round wire similar to that round the
foot. A £ in. wire would look rather heavy
whilst one half that thickness would be too
thin. We must therefore draw the wire
through a half-round draw-plate thus mak-
ing it a shade less in thickness.

Wire drawing.—Take a length of this wire
about lain, long and anneal it carefully.

File about in. of one end gradually to a

point or nearly a point (PI. XXVIII, Fig. 6)

"j by holding the wire in the hand vice. The

j

wire is now ready for drawing through the

;
plate. The draw-plate will be seen to have

(The semicircular shape underneath the

knob is merely a reflection.)

Bowl.—This is raised ancl hammered
as in Section XIV, 24S.W.G. will bo
quite thick enough if made in gilding

metal. Determine the size of the blank
or disc by the method already described
in Section XVII. When the bowl has
been raised to a saucer-shape, the
courses required for forming the sides of

the bowl must begin abruptly at point
X, Fig. 4a, Draw a circle with compasses

3d in. in diameter on the base of the
raising and begin to take it in (Fig, 4b)
With the mallet on the stake, PI. II, Fig,

1. Continue the courses until the sides
of the bowl are not quite vertical, Avoid
a mechanically straight line by shaping
on the round head of the stake. (Only a
suggestion of a curve must be made,)
Anneal and planish the base on the
stake, PI. II, Fig, 3. The corner may
present some difficulty, but since it is

not at all sharp this will be somewhat
alleviated, The smaller head (PL III,
Fig- 3) will be quite suitable. After
planishing the corner, change the bead
for the one shown in Pl. III, Fig, 6 and
continue to the lop of the bowl, taking

Fig-

2

Alternative designs for a Covered Bowl



Fig. 4 a

( a ) Position of bowl for raising

Securing wire to foot

Fig. 8

Decorating the knob

Platk XX Vl II.—Stacils in the or a Cnvicuiin 1?o\vl

3-r



Planishing a Bowl
NoLc the C0Tiipasslin.es for guidance,

a number of graduated half-round holes cut

right through. If we examine the back we
shall observe that the holes are much larger

than those on the front, In short, they are

tapered from back to front. The wire is

always—quite obviously—pulled through in

this direction. Screw the plate in the vice

making sure that the vice jaws do not

actually grip the holes., but beneath them,

Push the pointed end of the wire through
a hole which will allow this and no other part

of the wire to pass through. Take a pair

of draw-tongs—large iron tongs for the pur-

pose—and gripping about £in. of the point,

pull it through still further. Loose the wire

with the tongs and grip again so that they
hold about i in, of it and pull until the whole
wire is drawn through the plate. Repeat
this operation until the wire is the size

required. It will have become very hard

during this process and must be annealed.

Cut a suitable length off and make it into

a ring that will fit tightly over the edge of

the howl. Hard solder the joint and fit to

the bowl with binding wire. Fig. 7. The
binding wire grips the edge in a scries of

loops inside and out. These are pressed

firmly against the half-round wire with

pliers. Borax well and stand the bowl

inverted on the hearth brick (grooved side

uppermost). Apply easy solder to the joint.

Foot.—This is in the form of an oblong

wire approximately ^ in. by £in. bent into

a ring 2jin, in diameter. Hard solder the

joint and lightly hammer round. Now take

a length of half-round wire (half the depth

of the oblong wire will do) and make if into
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another ring large enough to fit over the diameter of gin, Hard solder the joinL

oblong we. Hard solder tlic joint as before. Round the centre of this, solder a half-

Easy solder the two wires together holding round wire. Fig. 8. File grooves round with

them in position with binding wire, Fig. 5. a round needle file as a simple means of

Bevel the top edge of the foot and solder decoration or enrichment, It is advisable

to the bowl. when soldering the knob to the lid to have
the joint actually touching the latter so

Lid.—-This is made of the same gauge that the solder will xnevent any possibility

metal as the bowl. Dome, pi auish ancl flatten of its opening. Use easy solder for this. Tt

the edges. Turn up a narrow oblong wire—• is possible to hold the knob in position with

£in. by in , will be thick enough—so that binding wire but it is better to steady it

it will fit inside the top of the bowl without with a pair of tongs while soldciing. One
being tight. Solder this to the underneath panel of solder each side will be sufficient,

of Llic lid leaving a margin all round. This See that the knob is held vertically. If

margin is very important as without it the bottom of it is filed to the shape

the Ikl would slip into the bowl. of the lid—that is, slightly hollow—it

may stand up of its own accord without

Knob.—Make a ring out of a piece of being held, Fig. 2 suggests another shape

oblong wire T
3
0
in. by ^ in. with an inside of bowl.
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Flattening the Edge or a Shallow Raising

TEACHING HINTS

An ebony or ivory knob either turned on
a lathe or made from a thick flat piece would
make an excellent and pleasing finish to the

lid, If turned, a pin would be made to pass

through it and screwed to the lid,

XIX. CHILD’S OUP

This is the first exercise where a handle is

made and soldered to a cylindrical vessel.

Here refinement of shape, rightness of pro-

portion, and careful fitting are the chief

factors in this lesson. Fig. i is the shape
dealt with in this Section.

Wc will begin with a sheet of 22 S/W.G.
gilding metal bent up to form a cylinder

7 - j

W‘0V'\ ,
" !

1

j' | 1
v

/ »i
•

Fig. 3. A Child's Cur
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3 in. long by 2 j

J in. wide. Mullet round and
hard solder as in Section XV. Do not planish

at this stage. File the top and bottom
straight and at right angles to the sides.

Place on the surface plate and draw a lino

round § in. from the bottom. Raise in the

sides oil the stake (PI. IT, Fig. i) with the

raising hammer starting on this line, PI,

XXIX, Fig. 4. Reduce the diameter of the

top of the cylinder in this way to 2\ in.

Anneal and begin another course, casing

of
f
gradually as the top is reached

thereby forming a lip, Fig. 5. The
cylindrical end of the stake is best for

this stage. Reverse the cylinder and
raise in the bottom, Fig. 6. Anneal
and planish the convex curve of the

body, as we will now call it, with the

flat-faced hammer and the concave

curve with the neck hammer. The
different hammer marks left by the two

hammers must be merged into each

other very gradually.

Base.—Cut out a disc of the same
metal but a little thicker in gauge 2\ in.

in diameter. Slightly dome it and bevel

its convex edge, Fig. 7. Also bevel the

inside edge of the bottom of the body

and hard solder the base to it, Fig. 8.

Note the sharp edge left on the base.

This is filed away after soldering.

Hammer the seam with the flat-faced

hammer until a curve is formed be-

tween body ancl base. The mushroom
stake is used for this process, Fig. 9a.

The convex base will become concave

producing an outward curve instead of a

hollow one, Fig. gb. Planish the base

all over.

Foot.—Bend into a ring an oblong

wire Jin. by Jin. Hard solder the

joint, The size of this should be such

that when soldered to the body U
covers the seam between body and

base. Use easy solder. The vertical

lines on tlie foot arc filed beforehand

as decoralion.

Handle.—To estimate Lhe length of the
handle, bend a piece of binding wire to the
shape of it on the full-sized sketch made at

the commencement of the lesson. (Highly
finished drawings arc unnecessary except
when dealing with very small objects-)

Straighten the binding wire and this will he
the length of the handle. Cut a strip of

18 S.W.G. gilding metal this length ami
taper iL from J in. to ) in. Flatten with the

('hind's Cue



Fig. 5

Shaping the mouth of the cup
Fig. 10

Strengthening the handle with wires

,^zmznmssz^
7

Fig. 7

Bevelling the base Wiring handle to cup

Piate XXIX.—Stages in the Making of a Child’s Cup
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mallei and lightly planish. It is obvious XX. ROSE BOWL
that this will be too tlnn unless it is thickened

in some way or other. The following is one The raising and hammering erf a fairly

method. Take a length of half round wire large bowl is the aim of this .section together

about B
n
2 in. wide and cut off two pieces a with the saw piercing of a lid of the same

little more than the length of the strip of dimension. The foot provides, no fresh

metal. Make these perfectly flat and fit to problem.

each side of the strip with cotter pins, leaving The largest raising so Jar was the dish jj)

a narrow edge, Fig. io. Easy solder apply- Section XVII. This bowl will be raised in

ing it to the outside of the wires. File away exactly the same way for the great part of

surplus edge. Cut the ends of the two wires its distance; the mouth being afterwards

flush with the strip and bend up to the raised in to a lesser diameter than its widest

required shape on a mandrel. The narrow part. Determine the iliamrLor of the blank

end is curved the reverse way and has a wlucli will be made of gilding nudal 22 S.W.G.
small oval plate of metal soldered to it as by taking the average diameter of the bowl

a finish. Choose the seam of the body for plus its height, gin. will be about the right

the position of the handle and secure with size. Follow the instructions given in

binding wire making sure tbaL the handle previous lessons until the bowl is approxim-

is vertical and at right angles, log. II. ately in. across the top. The problem

Borax the two places where the handle now is to raise in the last g in. This is done

touches the body and easy solder. (Panels on the raising stake PI. II, Fig. 1. (See Fig. 3.)

are advisable here.) It is advisable to The raising hammer will bo found more useful

emery-cloth and polish the handle well than the mallet for this operation. The base

before soldering; the inside, particularly, is of the bowl lias for the moment been kept

difficult to get at after it is soldered up. flat to enable us to test the accuracy of the

Fig. 2 shows another possible shape for a raising on the surface plate. To do this,

child's cup. The monogram in Fig. 1 is draw a number of compass lines round the

chased after the cup lias been Idled with bowl about £hi. apart. Fix a pencil to the

pitch. pointer of the scribing block and turning

the bowl round horizon! ally, allow the pencil

TEACHING HINTS

The purpose of this

object must be con-
sidered before making
as, indeed, applies to all

things which have to be
used and handled. It

must look strong and be
made to stand a certain

amount, probably, of

misuse and careless
handling. It need not

necessarily be made
from a cylinder. A
raised shape would look

equally well and the

difficulty of seaming
would be got over. Km ic Kowu
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to touch its sides so that the lines thus

produced touch those of the compass. If

these run parallel with each other the

raising is accurate, On the other hand, if

the scribing block lines come below the

compass lines at any point 4
then the side

of the bowl at this point has not been raised

sufficiently. If the reverse happens, the

raising has been too vertical. This method
can also be applied to a form with con-

cave sides. When inaccuracies have been

remedied, lightly mallet the bowl all over

thus smoothing the surface in preparation

for planishing. The corner of the hat base

can now be rounded on a suitable stake or

head with a mallet. Fig. 4, Anneal and
planish as before,

Foot.—Make this as in Section XVIII
using 18 S,W,G. metal from a strip 3^ in.

Fig. 2

Rose Bowl

Raising in the mouth of the bowl

Fig. 4

Shaping the base
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by i in. Shape as in Fig 5 on the mandrel

with the neck hammer. Planish and solder

to it a thick oblong ring for the base as shown
in Fig. 1.

Mounting the ring.—Bend up a ring of

oblong wire J in. deep by ^ in, thick to lit

the mouth of the bowl. The top of the bowl

has, of course, been trimmed level and rubbed

down on the emery board. The ring must fit

tightly and held in position by its own pres-

sure, About two'thirds of it should project

above the edge of the vessel, Unless both

the top of the bowl and the wire arc perfectly

circular, a good fit will be impossible. No
appreciable space must show between the

two, though a little opening will fill up with

solder. Borax well and apply the easy strip

solder to the joint and file up neaLIy. Rub
down on the emery hoard until flat.

Lid .—Cut out and dome a disc of 18

S.W.G-. gilding metal and iliiltcn the edge

as in Section XV. Planish with a flat-faced

hammer. Bend up another oblong wire

^ in. deep to fit inside the rim of the bowl.

This should ht loosely yet without any play.

Solder this to the lid 50 that there is a margin

of in. all round. See that the lid now rests

flat on the surface plate. Trim the edge with

a file so that it projects only a shade beyond

the rim of the bowl. This affords a grip

when removing the lid.

Saw piercing the lid .—So much lias been

said already about this process and it is

unnecessary to repeat the marking out of
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the design, the drilling of a hole for each
void, and the handling of the saw itself.

Fig. 6 shows two excellently designed lids

in plan. Notice that the tics are strong and
the voids good shapes.

When the lid is finished and placed on the
bowl it may show signs of rocking due
probably to heating the metal unevenly.
This can be overcome by painting the inside

of the rim of the bowl and the outside of

the rim of the lid with loam mixed with
water to a thin paste, (Rouge will do if

loam is not available,) Allow it to dry and
place the lid on bowl. Wire them together

with binding wire taking care that it docs
not cut into the surface of the metal or

wires. Anneal but on no account over-heat
it as this will melt the solder and result ill

the soldering together of the two parts.

Remove binding wires and piclde clean.

XXI. TEA CADDT

The whole course so far has dealt with
the making of flat and circular objects, It

will be a change, therefore, to try to make
something which is, say, octagonal on plan.

FJat-sidcd vessels have been omitted pur-
posely because of the difficulties they
present to a young and inexperienced pupil.

By this time, however, the pupils

curved one, so that much of its quality
will depend on a right proportion of one
part to another. Take the body of the tea
caddy first. Obviously there must be some
difference jji dimension between its height
and width. Tilings of equal proportion are
rarely satisfactory and interesting, A brick

Fij>. I

should have solved and mastered
the various problems which have
arisen from one lesson to another.

The hammering of a flriL-sidcd

object is far from an easy task and
requires great sensitiveness in the use

of the hammer. Heating and soldering

also, in this type of work, arc not
at all straightforward processes; flat

surfaces—especially of any size—can
go out of shape so easily and arc

no l always possible to put right.

Make a rough drawing on paper
of the tea caddy, striving for good
proportion. There is undoubtedly
less subtlety of form in a straight

Fig* 2

and flat-sided vessel than in a

Y—VOL, V-S

Two Di-hkin.s roil a Tea Caddy
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is far more pleasant to look at than a cube.

Decide to have the body greater in height

than width—say 5 in. by 3f-in. The neck

is the next consideration. This too must be

interesting in itself and the right size for

the body, ij in, wide by i in. high would
be about right. Now to solder a mere flat

piece of metal to the top of the body and

The corners chiselled for bending

Sawing out the cop

Fig. 5

Wiring base to the body

Plate XXX.—Stages in the Making of a Tea Caddy
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have the neck set abruptly on this would
look most undignified. There should always

be a gradual leading up of one part to

another. We arc not building a cold, life-

less concrete staircase, but pulling together

a scries of widely varying forms which
nevertheless harmonise with, and are related

to, each other thus constituting a complete

and satisfactory whole, A domed or raised

shape is therefore needed. This can be

called the shoulder. A curved lid again

would look better than a Hat one. Note the

alteration of straight and curved lines.

Namely, straight sides, curved shoulder,

straight neck, and curved lid, After drawing

this elevation, draw a circle 3j in. in diameter

and set out an octagon. Take the length of

one side and measure iL along a strip of 22

S.W.G. gilding metal or brass eight times,

This gives us the width for the blank; the

depth will be 5 in. Mallet flat and set out the

eight sides. With the chisel used in the first

few lessons and a hammer, cut a fairly deep

incision along the lines drawn, Fig. 3.

Anneal and bend up having previously

nicked and mitred the two edges with a

file as before, Fig. 4, Wire together and
solder with the hard solder, The corners

should be strengthened with solder also.

Planish on a narrow flat stake care being

taken noL to stretch the corners, Use a flat

hammer with well rounded corners.

Mount the top and bottom edges with a
half-round wire, nicking them to produce

sharp corners as in Section XIII. Cut

out an octagonal piece of 18 S.W.G. brass

sheet a little larger than the body. It

should project beyond the half-round wire

about gL 1^. Mallet flat and planish. This

will be the base. Wire the body and base

together with binding wire and easy solder,

Fig- 5 -

Shoulder.—Cut out a similar piece of brass

for the shoulder. Dome and planish and

flatten the edges. Roughly cut to an octagon.

Draw a circle ijj in* in diameter from the

centre and saw pierce. Fig. 6, Solder to the

body.

Neck,—Cut out a strip of 22 S.W.G, brass
sheet ijj in. by 1 in. and bencl up into a ring.

Hard solder the joint and planish true*

Solder this to the shoulder of tlic body using

easy solder. Make sure that the top edge
of the neck is horizontal by testing with the

scribing block on the surface plate.

Lid.—This is simply another ring of metal
with a domed top which fits accurately and
fairly tightly over the neck. Solder to this

a half-round wire lop and bottom. Dome
the piece for flic top of the lid and planish.

File, emery cloth and polish as before, (Sec

Fig, 7 for complete section.)

TEACHING HINTS
Flat hammering.—This will be the most

difficult operation during tills lesson. Let

the class practise on a flat piece of metal.

The hammer must have its edge well rounded
and smooth otherwise the surface of the

metal will be badly bruised,

Heating.—Avoid a fierce flame suddenly

directed to one place—particularly on the

body itself. This would undoubtedly cause

distortion of the shape. Pass the flame

gently and evenly over the whole piece of

work gradually increasing its intensity.

XXII. FLOWER VASE

Every process practised in the preceding

sections with the exception of saw piercing

are embodied in the making oE this flower

vase, Beauty of design, simplicity of form,

and nobleness of proportion arc represented

in this one piece of work. In the course of

its execution it is hoped that the pupil will

appreciate these qualities which, combined

with sound technique, result in the realisation

of the meaning of line craftsmanship.

Malting tho body.—-This is shaped or

fashioned from a truncated cone by a devel-

opment of its elevation as in making the

beaker in Section XVI, The dimensions of
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the elevation are 5§ in. long, 3I in. across

the top, and i| in. across the "base, 22 S.W.G.

gilding metal is used. Hard silver solder the

seam and lightly—-but not finally—planish

the whole of it and anneal, Oil the head or

stake (PI, III, Fig. 6) raise to the shape

required commencing on a line drawn x in.

from the base, Fig, 2. Leave the top at its

original width. Reverse its position and
raise in the base on the raising stake, PI. II,

Fig. 1. The shape now should he like that

in the full sized drawing of Fig. r. Planish

Fig. I

Fig. 2

Shaping the vessel

XT'- - uitlL

Fig. 3

Filing a hollow moulding
In the foot

Fig. 4

One way of getting unity

and good proportionFlower Vase
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wilh the flat-frLcecl hammer and change to

the necking or collect hammer where the

curve is convex at the top. Cut out a disc

of 16 S.W.G. metal for the actual base and
solder to the body.

Stein or knop.—This is also shaped from
a truncated cone, its elevation being 1} in.

across the top, ij in. across the base, and
1 in, high. Raise to shape on a much smaller

head or stake with the neclc hammer. (A

mallet will be found to be Loo large and
clumsy for a tiling of this size.) Planish as

before, Rile top and base straight and
horizontal with a large flat file. The decora-

tion shown in Fig. 1 may be applied if desired

by chasing after filling with pitch.

Mouldings or wires.—The top and bottom
of the stem or knop must now be strong Lhened

with oblong wires which when filed hollow

may be called mouldings. The one for l lie

top will bo in, by J in. thick and Hie

bottom ijin. by ^ in. thick. Heml these

up into rings so that the diameter of the large

one will be 1] in. (outside measurement) and

tlic smaller one Jin. (outside measurement).

Hard solder the joints and make perfectly

round and flat. Hold them—one at 11 time,

of course—011 a round piece of wood and

with a three-square needle file, file a groove

round the outside. Now hollow I he groove

with a round needle file, Fig. 3. Easy solder

them to the stem and file up neally.

Foot,—This may he seamed or raised fiom

a disc of thicker metal, say, 18 S.W.G.

Raising is decidedly the easier method
because of the great difference between Hie

Planish INC a Foot wnu Concave Sidus
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diameter of the top atid bottom. Use the

small mandrel, PL III, Pig. 9. Hard solder

and planish as before. Bend up a stout

oblong wire, say, Jin. by Jin., hard solder

the joint and easy solder to the foot. Finally

file smooth all joints and any surplus solder

and polish.

TEACHING HINTS

This section may be beyond the capabilities

of the average pupil, but could be made by

a boy having outstanding ability and apti-

tude. In any case it would serve as a lesson

in design and proportion which are important

factors in decorative metalwork. Pig. 4
shows one method of determining unity of

design between each part. It would be a

good plan to illustrate this method on the

blackboard,

CHALICE IN SILVER BY THE
AUTHOR

The illustration of this chalice forms the

frontispiece of this article.

Bowl.—This chalice is made of standard

silver and is enriched with gold details and
stones (turquoise-matrix). The bowl is

raised and hammered from a blank—a flat

disc of metal—and gilt inside. A Latin

inscription, also gilt, surrounds the top of

the bowl.

Calyx.—This is domed from a small disc

of silver and has a chased decoration. It

forms a pleasant cup for the bowl to rest in,

Stem.—The part connecting the bowl and
foot Is called the stem. This is made from
an oblong strip of silver and is octagonal

on plan. The corners inside are grooved with

a chisel, bent up, and the seam hard silver

soldered. Small oblong wires are applied
and hied to form delicate mouldings, The
stem passes right through the knop and is

therefore in one piece.

Knop—The bulbous part between the
bowl and foot is called the knop and is held
by the hand when the chalice is used. It

is circular on plan and is formed of two
shallow domes soldered together. An
octagonal hole is cut out of the top and
bottom, thus allowing the stem to pass

through it, and soldered to it. The channels

are produced by using a blunt chasing tool

whilst the knop is filled with chasers' pitch.

This is emptied several times during the

operation as the silver becomes very hard
under the tool. The eight square facets

round the centre of the knop are thus

formed, and also the corresponding pointed

shapes springing from the flat faces

of the stem. To each square facet is

soldered a gold setting which contains the

stone. Other gold details are added as

enrichments.

Foot-—This is also raised from a flat disc

and made octagonal by shaping on a suitable

stake with a hammer. It is then filled with

pitch, the corners made sharp, and the

pointed ovals at the base chased to form a

lower level. The moulding to which the foot

is soldered is built up of wires of various

sections soldered together, Another moulding

which joins the stem and foot together is

made in the same way. Beneath it is a

chased line decoration enriched with gold

details. The three parts—bowl, stem and

foot-—are held together by a screwed thick

Tound wire soldered to the bowl and extend-

ing to half the depth of the foot. An octag-

onal plate fits inside the foot, through the

centre of which passes the rod, A nut

finally holds all parts in position.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HAND LOOM weaving, in conjunction

with tlic oilier homo crafts which
suffered a decline with the introduc-

tion of machinery, lias of recent years been

gaining in popularity as a hobby, a means
of livelihood and latterly as a means of edu-

cation in the schools, Many old looms and

spinning wheels, relegated lo attics or

cellars at the time of the introduction of

machinery, have been brought to light,

repaired and put into action once more.

In the earlier days almost every indi-

vidual was familiar with the methods of

producing clothing, as looms were part of

the household equipment and the working

of these was the family's concern. The
simplicity of the equipment and the limita-

tions of the tools in themselves prevented

over elaboration. The work was simple

and direct, and the decoration restrained.

The weaving expressed the character and

individuality of the creator and provided

a beauty possible only when a piece of work
has been conceived and executed by the

same person from start to finish.

With the introduction of machinery the

character of weaving was changed. It

became more mechanically perfect and more
elaborate in design due to the complexity

of the machine. There was a similarity in

the fabrics and they no longer expressed

the individuality of the weaver, thus losing

much of their charm. Artists in due course

realised this change and lamented the decline

of early craftsmanship- Ruskin and Morris

were largely responsible for a revival of

interest—an interest which is by no means
fleeting, Weaving has been practised by
members of clubs and institutes and in many
schools for some years. Educationists realise

the value of creative work which is

encouraging and satisfying to the individual.

Every individual has an innate desire to

create and if this is given scope it results in a

fine sense of achievement.

A weaver should whenever possible begin

with the fleece but in any ease should have

experience in spinning, dyeing, warping and

weaving. When she remembers what appeared

lo be a tangled mass of threads in the early

stages of weaving, she cannol fail to be

thrilled at the sight of the finished fabric,

and io be full of admiration for the invon tor

of a method of warping which eliminates all

possibility of a tangle. Woven fabric, will

henceforth have move meaning and there

will be real respect for the earlier weavers.

The historical interest will be ever presold

and a weaving course; should as far as

possible be taken from this point of view,

though the method of approach will naliti-

ally vary with the type of school. Work
should begin with Lhe simplest materials

and tools—in the same way that primitive

people used the materials within their own
crvironmen t. Chi fdren should expevimen

t

with materials ami equipment and try to

rediscover for themselves many of the

labour-saving devices adopted by the early

weavers. The educational value of the craft

rather than "results" should be of para-

mount importance, Taken in this way
weaving will have a historical background

and cl li IfIren will have an added sympathy
with the weavers of to-day, if not a com-

plete understanding of the intricacies of

the modern looms. The craft should improve

general taste and lead children to an appre-

ciation of colour, texture, design etc., through

direct experience.

Weaving can be practised by children and

people of all ages, and the simplest weaving

done by the infants can be developed

throughout the child's school life! If the

interest has been a live one, weaving may
be carried on in later years as a hobby in

the home. The craft is an inexpensive one.

Haw materials are not costly, much of the

equipment can and should be made by the

children themselves, and there is little
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waste. Moreover* the articles made find a

ready sale, winch is of importance from

the school point of view.

Though children's work will not show the

same standard of technique as that of the

adult, some interesting and attractive pieces

of work can be produced.

As the senior schools draw their scholars

from different types of school it is futile

to hope that all scholars will be ready for

the same type of weaving. Some children

will have done weaving in the infant and

junior school, others will not. This means

that work of the simplest type will have to

be done by some children and more advanced

work by others* Though some girls in the

first year in tlie senior school may have to

do work suitable for younger children, the

experience will be of value and a better

standard of technique and taste can be

expected.

In view of this disparity of ability it is

impossible to divide the work either into

"terms" or "years," but this scries of

articles will cover all types of weaving which
should he included and which should prove

sufficient for a tliree-year course in a senior

school. The girls should proceed from one

type of work to another as time and circum-

stances permit, and should be allowed to

concentrate, in their last year, on the branch

of work in which they show particular

interest and ability. (A full list of sugges-

tions for suitable articles will be added at

each stage.) In this way work on more
or less individual lines can be carried out.

The school equipment will again necessitate

the work being run in this way as it is hardly

likely that all girls can work at the same
time on either table or foot power looms,

as there may be only one or two of each
type in the classroom.

Hints on teaching methods,

—

1. All work should be done for a specific

purpose.

2. Work should give scope for individu-

ality, thought and experiment and not be
merely a mechanical process, Though a

good standard of work should be aimed at,

too much stress should not be laid on
technique. The actual piece of weaving
may not be all that is desired, hut a teacher

should realise the value of the experience

gained in producing it,

3. Looms and equipment should, as far

as possible, be made by the girls themselves.

(Excellent results can be obtained from the

simplest equipment*) A child who has helped

to construct lier own loom will have a far

clearer understanding of its principles,

4. A few primitive looms should be made
by the class. All children should make and
have experience in the use of shed stick

and leashes, but should not be kept working

with these too long as the work is

tedious and interest may flag in consequence.

5. Certain processes must he taught to

groups as required. There should be prac-

tical demonstration and careful supervision.

Children should not be expected to know
all the details of making and setting up a

warp after one effort, but should watch and

help other children until they are quite

familiar with each stage.

6. There must be definite training in the

use of colour in relation to weaving. Colours

are rarely pure as the passing of one colour

over another affects the final result to a

marked degree.

7. The historical and geographical associa-

tions of the craft should be dealt with fully.

Children should have a knowledge of the

work done in various parts of the world by

primitive weavers; present-day weavers; the

growth and preparation of materials; the

evolution of the shuttle, the loom, etc.

8. Visits where possible should be paid

to museums, mills, exhibitions. Children

should examine good pieces of weaving

showing "the use of vegetable dyes, traditional

designs, etc. Stress should be laid on the

cultural value of the craft throughout the

course.

9. A classbook of photographs of weavers,

looms and anything relevant to the course

should be lcept by the children. In addition,

they should keep an album for cuttings and
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samples of weaving showing fex tin e, pat-

terns, clc., and details of materials used,

This is particularly useful for reference and

saves considerable time in the calculation

of amounts.

Some interesting photographs of weavers,

looms, etc., can be found (i) in the daily

newspapers; (2) in llic magazine issued by
the Geographical Society; (3) in Peoples

of all Nations
; (4) from catalogues; (5) from

The Victoria and Albert Museum, the

following numbers being of particular in-

terest:—No. 51873, a carpet loom; No.

S.M. 289, a braid loom; No. 35967, a tapestry

loom; No. 30887, a small model of an Eng-

lish loom, etc.; (6) from films taken by

friends travelling abroad. All of these

should find a place in the classboolc 011

weaving.

Looms.—As children should have some

experience in the construction and working

principles of various types of primitive

looms early in their weaving course, details

of the looms illustrated 011 Plates I—VII

will now be given. These looms are small

working models made as accurately as

possible from l lie details given in Ling
RoLlds hook on Primitive Looms, but they

represent a small section only of the great

variety dealt with in this book. Children

will find it easier and more helpful to make
their looms on a larger scale than those

illustrated, so that they can be used for

experiment and discovery. It will not be

necessary for every child to make cadi type

of loom but groups of children should be

responsible for one particular type, ami

each primitive loom made should show an

advance on the previous type so that the

children can trace Liu: history of the develop-

ment of the loom and its labour-saving

devices. The knowledge gained in this way
will he of value to the children when they

arc const meting more advanced looms for

their own use, at various stages in the course.

i. The Solomon Island loom (Plate I)

represents the transition from plaiting to

weaving. The absence of labour-saving

devices and the short piece of fabric that

Pr.ATic f, SoioMcjn Is’f.ANn Loom
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Plate II. Model or thk Ba-Pindi Loom

can be woven place this loom amongst the
earliest examples. It consists of split-wood

bound together with fibres at the ends, the
two pieces of this the main structure being
kept in place *by two vertical rods. Raffia
is wound round and round the loom to
form a continuous warp. The same material
is used for weft.

2. The Ba-Pindi loom (African) (Plate II)

is a typical vertical mat loom using shed

stick and leashes. A warp of fibres from

palm leaves is attached to the breast beam
passing the strands between two thin rods,

then over and under both rods and through

the loop thus formed, (similar to the half

hitch knot suggested in a later chapter).

These rods arc then fastened to an extra

beam. The warp strands are bunched

together about 30 in. from the breast beam
and connected to the warp beam with cords.





Plate V. Bedouin Loom
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Plate VII. Model of Wadp-Wiiigii rim Luom

The licadle consists of two strips of cane on
which eight sets of two knots arc threaded.

Each set is entirely separate from its neigh-

bour.

Short lengths of weft are woven across the

warp.

3, The A inu Waist loom (Plato IT I) is

a primitive loom involving shed stick and
leashes, It differs from the Bn-Pindi loom
in that the warp is in this ease fastened to

a peg in the ground at one end and to the

weaver's waist at the other. This loom is

used by a very primitive race in North

Japan and appears with many variations.

The model shown on Plate III has a warp
spacer, beater and leashes.

4. Madagascar Mat loom (Plate IV) with

fixed heddle; warp of nilTia. The warp is

in this case continuous and passes alter-

nately (a) round the warp and breast beam;
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(ib
)
round the warp beam, through a leash,

suspended from a rod and then round the

breast beam. One shed is made by leashes

suspended from a rod, the other by raising

the shed stick. This loom is an advance on

those mentioned previously as it indicates

a different labour-saving device.

5. Bedouin loom (Plate V) from upper

Egypt is also a fixed heddle loom, the heddle

being supported on two stones. The weaver

sits on the warp to keep it taut. As this is

a nomad's loom it is easily transported from

place to place. The warp and breast beams
arc kept in position lyy pegs driven into the

ground. Children will find this a most

interesting loom to make.
6. Horizontal narroio) band treadle or tripod

loom (Plate VI) is a more advanced loom
involving reed, heddles, treadles, etc. The
two heddies are suspended from the top of

the tripod, The reed has a handle so that

it can be used as a beater, A cord passes

from the base of the heddle frames to a

stick or pedal which is used for lowering

one heddle to form a shed.

The warp is wound round a peg driven

FOR SENIORS
into Lhc ground and then placed in a basket

at the side. As the fabric is woven it is

wound on to the breast beam. The whole
tripod can be moved forward or back which
eliminates the necessity of ''rolling on"
the woven fabric or " unrolling " the warp
too frequently. This type of loom corres-

ponds to the foot power loom with two
hedclles similar to that shown on Plate XXIV.

If children make this primitive type of

loom first they will readily understand the

working principles of the more advanced

foot power looms, to be used in their later

work.

7.

Greek warp^weighted loom (Plate VII),

Bunches of threads weighted together, though

in the illustration of Penelope at her loom

the threads are weighted individually, which

would tend to untwist them and thus rob

them of their strength. In this type of loom

the length of warp is fixed and also the

height of the loom, as weaving begins from

the top. This loom plays an important and

interesting part in the history of weaving

but is not of practical value, from the

weaving point of view, in schools.

PRACTICE

II. COLOUR AND DESIGN
Colour.—As colour and design play such

an important part in any weaving scheme
some notes on these will now be given.

Many teachers have natural taste and
colour sense and are able to develop this

feeling for colour in their pupils. All, how-
ever, are not so fortunate and find that this

aspect of the craft presents difficulty.

Many teachers taking nature as their

guide have worked out excellent colour

schemes on these liilcs , The pupils in

Dowson Road Girls' School, Norwich (some
of whose work is illustrated at various

stages in this article), draw all their colour

schemes from natural specimens. They
choose a bird, flower, butterfly, etc., and
indicate in paint all the colours found in

each specimen. They then go a stage further

and show the proportion of each colour,

and from this plan a design using the same

proportions of colour as found in. the nafcurnl

specimens. In doing this they discover that

proportion in colour is of paramount impor-

tance.

Their colour schemes are delightful and’

the woven articles with stripes and patterns

in well-proportioned colour are pleasing and

attractive. Much can be done by way of

experiment in this direction.

Some teachers may prefer something more

definite. The Ostwald theory of colour which

is now in daily use in many of our schools

will meet this need. Ostwald gives eight

standard colours as the starting point—as
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opposed Lo the old idea of primary ami complement ary will he more pleasing Ilian

secondary colours. These colours—yellow, equal quantities of each colour. If these hvo
orange, red, purple, blue, turquoise, sea colours are used—one for warp and the other
green, leaf green—are arranged in a circle, for weft—the fabric will be somewhat harsh
Children can make their own circles either and speckled, whilst one colour used for

in special paints or papers sold for the warp and weft with a touch of the other
purpose. Experiments with these colours for the pattern will be more pleasing,

give two types of harmony; (i) the harmony After experiments with the eight-colour

by using two adjacent colours in the circle; circle children arc introduced to other
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Pm. i. N.A. Colour Citicm
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)
a contrasting harmony by using one circles giving still wider scope for colour

colour with its complementary; i.e. f
its schemes.

opposite in the colour circle. In the Lwcnly-four-cotour circle now intro-

Children should experiment with hanks of ducctl (lrig. 1
) the children will discover that

wool. They soon realise that the first type the middle one of each group is the standard

of harmony is the more pleasing and that colour or line, and that the one on llic left

the second type gives a much harsher effect lias a little of its neighbour on the left in

unless used in 11 le right proportion. They its composition, the one on the right a little

will see that one colour with a touch of its of its neighbour tin Lite right. More pleasing

7.—VOL. v-s
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harmonies are now possible- Children should

make the new colour circle, known as the

N.A. range,

The eight standard colours are now Nos. 2,

5, 8, ii, 14, 17, 20, 23. Wools, linings, felt,

raffia, etc., can. now be ordered by giving

this number and letter without sending

patterns, which greatly simplifies things for

the teacher. More subtle harmonics arc now
possible as the change from one colour to

another is more gradual. Further experi-

ments can be made in the use of contrasts,

Instead of using the colour which is directly

opposite in the colour circle we may use a

colour oil one side of this or even a little

from both sides, Children can use two

adjacent colours with a little of their com-

plement arics.

Two more ranges are now possible. The
N.E. range " shades'

1

is made by adding a

touch of black to each of the colours in the

original twenty-four circle, and the I.A.

range 'Tints
1

' by adding a touch of white.

The same types of harmony can still be pro-

duced but they will be more subdued and
quiet. A new type of harmony—the one-

colonr harmony or dominant harmony—is

now possible and. is produced by using a

standard colour with its tint or shade or

both into which a touch of its complementary
standard colour, its tint or shade, can be

introduced,

These three sets of twenty-four-colour

circles should suffice for most school purposes,

but children should realise that other

circles can be formed—the NT. range by
adding more black, and the E.A, range by
adding more white to each of the previous
colours. A further set can be made—the

greyed colours, by adding black and white
to each of the original twenty-four colours.

Children have endless scope for experi-

ment and can arrange plaids and stripes on
paper as a preliminary. It must be remem-
bered, however, that the colours shown by
the paper will not be exactly the same in

the actual weaving owing to the intersection

of the warp and weft threads. Children
should, after some practice in weaving, set

up a warp in fine 2-ply wool (16 threads

to 1 in.) on a card or board loom consisting

of 2 in. of each of the standard colours plus

black, white and grey, and weave across

this with each colour in turn to depth of

2 in, The finished fabric will show the eight

standard colours, also the twenty-four N.A.
colours, and shades, tints and shaded tints

of the original eight standard colours, The
effect of adjacent colour is also apparent.

Though in such a scheme as this colours

become standardised, work by 110 means
loses its individuality. Children should at

all stages be encouraged to use the shades

and tints. The value of neutrals must not

be overlooked and children should be led

to see the value of greys as backgrounds for

most colours. The natural grey Shetland

wools arc particularly pleasing; Ostwald

recommends the use of black with shades

and white with tints but both look well with

very bright colours. Grey, black and white

can be used together. The use of these

with bright colours is illustrated in James'

book of Indian Blankets . "Off white"

and "off black" are often more pleasing

than pure black and white. Unbleached

cotton and linen are pleasanter to use than

dead white material. Natural sheep's wool,

and black sheep, which is not quite black,

make most pleasing backgrounds.

Spinning with a spindle*—As this scheme

of weaving is traced historically, it will

not be complete without spinning and dyeing,

so these phases of the craft are dealt with

early in the course in the hope that they

will be carried on at various stages in a

child's life in the senior school. Spinning

will be dealt with first, so that much of the

wool used in the weaving course can be

spun and dyed by the children. Spindles

and hand-spun threads have been found in

ancient tombs, some of which are dated

about 2000 B.c., and references to spinning

and weaving are found at various parts of

the Old Testament. Spindle whorls made
of clay, stone, bone, metal, etc., are to be

seen in many museums. A stick or spindle
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passes through a hole in the centre of these

whorls. The whorls help the spindle to

revolve easily for twisting and spinning the

fibres. This method of spinning was used

until the invention of the wheel in the

sixteenth cenluTy and is used in many parts

of the world to-day; eg., I Laly, Greece,

India, Morocco, etc. Many of the spindles

used are beautifully carved and are line

pieces of craftsmanship.

After seeing illustrations and samples of

spindles the children, following the same
stages as their ancestors, will collect from

their own environment things suitable for

making spindles. Plate VIII shows a varieLy

of spindles made by a class from such things

as knitting pins, dowel rods, Loy carl wheels,

rubber heels, a flat wooden disc or patress

used in electrical work, etc., all of which can

be procured for a few coppers. The last

mentioned, No, 6, was pai lirularly success-

fill. Though many old spindles have a notch
aL the fool of the spindle, and many modern
ones sold for Hie purpose have n notch at

the top, it is found from experience that

neither of these is necessary as the special

half hi tdi knot used at Llie lop of the spindle

tightens on itself and prevents the wool from
slipping off I he spindle. Children can

collect flceco from the hedgerows for some
of tlieir early experiments, but for the first

exercises in spinning it is advisable to buy
a long sLaple fleeru; e.g., Lincolnshire,

Leicestershire, Shropshire. The Southdown
and Shetland wools are delightfully soft

and pleasing hut are much shorter staple.

An odd fleece- can often be purchased quite

cheaply from a local farmer. Though some
people prefer Lo wash the wool before spin-

ning, it is much easier to spin in its natural

Pl.ATli VIII. HoMr.-MAbK SlIXm.ltK
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hurried. The wool to be dyed, particularly

liand-spun wool, should he perfectly clean

and the yarn should not be inserted in the

mordant hath until the water is warm.

The liquid should be brought slowly to the

boil and kept simmering for about half an

hour to one hour. In most cases the wool

should be loft to cool in the mordant and

throughout the whole process the liquid

should be covered over to protect it from

the light, the covering being removed only

occasionally while the liquid is stirred and

the wool gently moved about.

There are several methods of mordanting

:

r. Dissolve mordant in warm water, add

wool and bring to boiling point, simmer

for half an hour to one hour.

2, Dye wool; add mordant to dye bath and

simmer for half an hour or more.

3, Bod mordant, dye and yarn all together.

4, Mordant wool; dye it, then mordant

again.

The colour of dyed wool depends not

only on the dye-stuff but on the mordant
used with this.

Several utensils are necessary, preferably

one for each colour, but if this is impractic-

able one must be kept specially for use

with sulphate of iron as this tends to sadden

colours. Galvanised buckets or baths are

best for the purpose and wooden spoons or

special wooden dye sticks are an absolute

necessity. A few enamel saucepans are

useful for dissolving the mordants, etc.,

and bowls are necessary for rinsing the wool
if a sink is not available. A gas ring or oil

stove is an absolute necessity, and rubber
gloves should be provided.

The colours produced by vegetable dyes
are soft and rich as seen in some of the old

tapestries and rugs. They are fairly per-

manent and retain much of their original

beauty even, when faded. The children

should keep very careful records of the dyes
and mordants used. It is a good plan to

keep a book for this purpose and insert in

this a sample of dyed wool, together with
the necessary recipe and all details likely to

be helpful when dyeing this colour at a later

date; and to test the
ff

fastness " of the wool
by exposing a portion of it to strong light

for a period.

Though many vegetable dyestuffs can be
bought, it is more interesting for the chil-

dren to experiment as far as possible with
plants found in their own surroundings,

Most of these need a mordant. Lichens,

walnut, indigo, do not need a mordant, but
if one is used the resulting colour is often

improved. Children can classify plants

giving the various colours, some of which

arc now indicated.

Brown.—-Walnut—green husks ; alder bark

(alum mordant); lichen; crotal; hop stalks;

larch; pine needles (collected in autumn);

oak bark.

Purple .-—Damsons (with alum); dandelion

roots; cider berries (with alum).

Green .—Elder leaves (with alum); larch

bark (with alum); lily of the valley leaves;

nettle; privet berries and. leaves (with alum).

Yellow .—Nettle (with alum); pear, plum,

privet, poplar leaves; ling; marsh marigold;

hop; heath (with alum); gorse bark, young

shoots and flowers ;
onion skins.

Blue .—Elder berries; privet berries (with

alum and salt); sloe (wild damson) fruit;

wortleberry; woad; yellow iris.

Black.—Meadowsweet
;

oak bark and

acorns; dock root; blackberry (with sulphate

of iron) ; elder bark (with sulphate of iron).

Lichens, which can be found on rocks and

trees, should be gathered in July and

August and used (after drying) for dyeing

wool, without a mordant. These lichens are

used in Scotlaud and Ireland for dyeing

various shades of browns. They should be

used as follows. Put alternate layers of wool

and lichen in a dyebath until the bath is

fall. Cover with water and bring to the

boil. Continue boiling gently for one and

a half to thiee hours until the desired colour

is obtained. Grey lichen found on stone

walls and on trees gives a pleasant fawny-

brown shade. Reds, yellows, fawns and

browns are obtained from various lichens

for tweeds. They should be gathered in

late autumn. The gathering ancl naming
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of plants, etc., could form an interesting'

part of the school nature study scheme. As
it may be difficult for children to gather

their dyestuffs in sufficient quantities, some
will have to be purchased, Some of the most
useful dyestuffs do not grow in this country

and will have to be purchased. The most
useful of these are;

—

Cochineal (insects),—This gives scarlet if

used with tin crystals and cream of tartar;

crimson with alum and cream of tartar; claret

with sulphate of copper and lcermes; purple

with sulphate of iron

Madder (ground-up roots of a plant),

—

Tins gives a delightful range of colours:

red with alum and cream of tartar; reddish-

brown with bichromate of potash; pink

with alum and cream of tartar (the madder
should in this case be put in very hot water

which kills the brown colouring matter).

Indigo extract .—This gives all shades of

blue (^oz. to ilb. of unmordanted wool).

It is also used for producing greens by
dyeing wool yellow before redyeing in the

indigo bath; or the wool can he dyed light

blue, then mordanted, then yellowed with

fustic, etc.

Fustic (powder or chips—ground up
bark).—This gives a wide range of yellows.

If the bark is used it should be put in a
muslin bag.

Flavine (inner bark or a species of oak).

—

This gives a deep yellow.

Logwood (wood).—This is used for purples,

blues.

Weld (wild mignonette) .—This gives yellow.

As the study of vegetable dyeing covers

such a vast field, it is impossible to deal

with the subject fully in this scheme.

Teachers arc referred to useful books on the

subject in the bibliographj'.

One or two recipes are given fully and
experiments can be made on similar lines

with other dyestuffs and mordants.

All wool should be thoroughly soaked and

the moisture lightly squeezed out before

entering the dye bath, Hand'spun wool

must be carefully washed before dyeing to

remove all trace of grease. First soak the

hanks, previously tied in four places to

prevent tangles, in. warm water for half an
hour. Squeeze out and insert in a bath of

well-lathered hot water (rain water if pos-

sible) made from soft soap or soap flakes,

Skeins should be worked about in this but

not rubbed. Repeat the process in other

baths of lathered water until the wool is

clean, then rinse in several bowls of warm
water to remove all trace of soap. Always
use sufficient water to cover the wool.

To mordant the wool .—Dissolve mordant
in warm water, put in bath and let water

warm before entering the wool, Bring
slowly to the boil and boil gently for half

an hour to one hour. Allow to cool (for

every pound of wool use 4 oz. alum).

Squeeze moisture out of wool when It is

ready for the dye bath.

Recipes.

—

x. Crimson from Cochineal ,—1 lb. wool;

4 oz. alum; roz. cream of tartar; ijoz.

cochineal insects (if powder is used only

half quantity will be required).

Boil insects fifteen minutes, fill up dye

bath. Enter wool. Boil gently until the

desired colour is obtained. There should

be sufficient wafer to cover the wool.

2, Madder red .—1 lb. wool; 4 oz, alum;

1 oz. cream of tartar; 4 oz. madder.

When water is warm and mordant dis-

solved, enter wool and boil one hour. Take
out of mordant and wash in warm water.

Dissolve madder in dye bath. When warm
enter wool and bring slowly to boil. Boil

half to one hour. On no account allow water

to go off the boil. 4 oz. tin crystals added to

tlic bath will improve the colour.

3. Onion skins (yellow).—Mordant wool

with alum.

Boil a quantity of skins for two hours

(about same amount as wool to be dyed)

and cool. Put in wool and boil for one hour.

Allow to cool then wash and hang the skeins

in the air to dry. If £ oz, tin crystals are

used a bright orange colour will result.

After dyeing to any recipe, wool should

be rinsed in several lots of hot water until
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all trace of dye is removed. The wool should

be lightly squeezed. It will tend to felt if

either the water is too cool or if the wool

is rubbed between the hands.

Design,—After having experience in weav-

ing plain materials, the children, following

the same steps as their predecessors, will

long dor some relief from the monotony of

weaving ''under one, over one" and so will

think, of ways in which the surface of the

plain fabric can be broken up, This brings

them to the .early stages in. pattern, which

in the first instance consists of bands of

colour introduced into the weft. Later,

stripes of colour are added to the warp and

weft. Children will realise the many possi-

bilities of stripes and the great variety of

patterns which can be achieved by stripes

of varying widths and colours.

These can be planned out with paper ox-

paint as suggested in the section dealing

with colour, the stripes being fixed on a

paper background of the same colour as the

fabric to be woven. The children, will dis-

cover plaids quite naturally and will see

the various colours which result from weaving
across a warp with various coLoms and with

the same colour as the warp itself.

They will find pure colour where one
colour in the welt crosses the same colour

in the warp, and broken colour where one
colour in the warp is crossed by another in

the weft, and often in the case of two colours

which blend together an entirely different

colour will be produced; c.g., red crossing

blue will give a purple. Blue crossing yellow

will give a green, and red crossing yellow
will give an orange.

The children should analyse some of the
hand-woven raffia fabrics (Ranbannes) from
Madagascar, amongst which some interesting

plaids arc to be found. Interesting results

arc obtained from a warp of two colours

placed alternately or arranged In groups;

e.g., warp 10 strands of blue and white
alternately, then 10 white and blue across

the warp, This can be woven with io rows
blue, io white; io with alternate rows of

blue and white, which produces a most
interesting fabric and suggests other patterns

on similar lines.

Having exhausted the possibilities of

stripes and plaids other types of pattern

will be contemplated. Instead of weaving

under one, over one, across the width of a

warp, the children can go over and under

groups of threads.

If the weft passes over three and under

three for several rows and then the process

is reversed, a check pattern wilL result.

A basket weave is produced by passing over

three and under one, reversing the process

for alternate rows.

If the over three and under one process is

continued (on a warp whose number of

strands is divisible by 4) starting one thread

to the right each time, a right-hand twill

pattern is produced. While if the over three

is started one thread to the left each time,

a left-hand twill will result, Experience

in weaving twills will lead to other variations,

reverse twills, and to simple all-over patterns.

The children should at this stage draft their

simple patterns on squared paper, so that

they gradually develop skill in this before

they reach the stage of pattern weaving

on the more advanced looms.

In all-over patterns the cliiLdren. should

not work a pattern which involves weaving

over more than five or six warp strands,

as this gives a loose fabric and the long weft

threads are likely to "catch
1
* when the

fabric is in use. Experiments in pattern

weaving can be made on a card or board

loom. Since many of the all-over patterns

give rather a loose fabric, the children

should now experiment with patterns using

a row of tabby weaving after each pattern

raw. They should set up a warp in 3-ply

wool, 14 threads to the inch, on the board

loom and make a sampler of these darned-

in patterns on similar lines to the one illus-

trated iii Class Picture No. 127. This should,

consist of a number of borders 011 a plain

background, the borders being separated by

a line of colour. A binder in the same coloiir

as the plain fabric is used between each
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Samples of Weaving i

t. Skirt length.
2, Old Persian tapestry,
3. Sampler in 3-ply wool.

4, Scarf.
5, WORKEACi.
0. Scarf.

(Class Picture: No. 127 ill the Portfolio.)

For the description of this Class Picture see paye -lifl-

7. 13U AID

.

8. Work dag.

9. Scarf.

pattern row which necessitates the use of

two needles or shuttles, The two colours

must be interlocked at the edge and care

taken to keep a good selvedge. For a heavy

line of one colour, two or three rows of

weft can pass under the same set of warp

strands without using a hinder. In order

to prevent these rows from slipping out

(as they are under the same set of threads)

the weft should be passed round the edge

selvedge thread in each ease. The weft for

the plain fabric can be joined in the same
v/ay as suggested for raffia work, but in

the case of pattern weaving with frequent'



Samples of Weaving 2

1. Scarf. 5. Pochette. 9. Bag. 13. Serviette,
2. Handbag. 6 . Plaid scarf, io. Scarf. 14, Belt.
3. Bag. 7. Iron holder. 11. Tapestry dag.
4. Scarf. 8. Curtain. 12. Handbag.

{CIqss Picture No, 128 in the Portfolio.}

For the description of this Class Picture see page 4.19.

changes of colour this has to be modified same set of strands and is left on the surface

and the new colour introduced at the end of the work, being cut off later,

of the row. One row of weft is inserted When the necessary rows in this colour

leaving a few inches of wool at the selvedge, have been woven the wool can be fastened

The end of this, after going round the end off in a similar way and a new colonr intro-

selvedge thread, passes under a few of the duced. If, however, the two colours arc to
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be frequently interchanged, they need not

be cut off but can be carried up the selvedge

of the work and covered over with the

various rows of weft. The two colours in

this case must be interlocked carefully af

each selvedge.

In a pattern involving- numerous narrow

stripes in the weft, another method of joining

is possible. Leave the end of one colour

at one edge of the fabric and introduce a

new colour by taking it under the same set

of threads but with the spare end of wool

at the opposite selvedge. When the weft

is beaten up the two rows of weaving under

tile same set of warp strands are quite

inconspicuous.

Another type of pattern weaving is the

inlay or brocade weaving. This consists of

a pattern which is woven at various parts

of a piece of fabric without taking the strands

across the entire width of the warp. These

patterns are still clamed in with needle or

shuttle and can be planned previously on

squared paper. Each pattern row is followed

by a row of tabby weaving or a "binder"

in the same colour as the ground-work of

the fabric, across the full width of the

material. The pattern thread is brought

up from the underside of the warp at the

point where the pattern begins. This thread

then passes over and under the various

groups of warp strands and is then taken

down to the underside of the work. A row

ot plain weaving follows and then the thread

for the pattern is again brought between the

warp strands to the surface of the work

where a pattern row is woven. Class Picture

No. 128 shows a bag with inlay pattern as

its decoration. Some attractive patterns of

this type can be woven on the more advanced

roller looms at a later stage.

The subject of pattern must not be left

with mentioning warp patterns. Up to this

stage most of the patterns have been pro-

duced by the weft threads and the children
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will have plenty of experience with this

type of darned-in pattern as indicated, and
at a later stage with the use of more elaborate

devices, heddlcs, leashes, etc., for making
pattern.

They can now be introduced to warp
patterns. Up to tJ^is stage they have used

a warp with 12 to 14 threads to the inch and
will realise that if the threads are placed

more closely together up to 30 threads to

the inch, it will be difficult to weave under
one and over one- Children can fix up a

small warp on a piece of cardboard in 3-ply

wool. The holes through which the warp
passes should be staggered so that all strands

are not taken through the cardboard on the

same line, which would cause the cardboard

to split, A very small piece of weaving with

a fine thread can be done on this foundation,

and from this the children will sec that the

warp strands are pulled closely together and

that the weft is only discernible at the

edges.

Braids with interesting warp patterns are

made in Germany for ties and are used by

ski-ers for wrapping round their trousers

at the top of their boots. Some surprising

results are obtained with this type of weaving.

If a warp is made o[ alternate blue and white

threads 30 to 32 to the inch and woven in

the usual way, the following points are dis-

covered. The first weft thread or " shoot

"

picks up the alternate white strands and,

since the weft is not obvious, a horizontal

white stripe is formed. The next welt

thread picks up the blue and gives a blue

horizontal stripe. If vertical stripes in the

warp are required, several strands of each

colour must be put together in the warp.

An excellent loom for making braids with

warp patterns is the Scottish inkle loom

(Plate XIX) though this method should

not be introduced to the children until they

have had experience in rug weaving with

leashes, etc,
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III. TYPES OF LOOM
Cardboard looms.—These are undoubtedly

the simplest and least expensive for some of

the earlier examples of weaving, and some

really attractive pieces of work can be

done on this type of loom. Fctf senior work

the warp can be spaced more closely, giving

a firmer texture to the finished fabric. The

making of the looms provides a useful

exercise in measuring and in cutting card-

board, so the senior children can make these

for themselves.

The first piece of work should be done in

raffia and should be a straight piece of

weaving, done on a cardboard loom with

serrated edges or a loom with pierced holes.

The former type of loom (Fig. 3) is more
difficult to make but has tlie advantage

[YWYYVMl

yyAAAMi
SIMPLE LOOM FOR WEAVING
CD FL AT STRIP.
t2) BAG.

Tig. 3

that it can be used over and over again.

The latter type on the other band can be
used for ouly one piece of weaving. Ml
work should, of course, be done for a specific

purpose and not be merely practice. The
flat piece of weaving can be used for table

mat, bag, book cover or carrier, needle case,

etc., and can be woven in one colour only

or with the introduction of stripes or plaids.

Method of Making and threading loom with

serrated edge .-—The size of the loom must
be decided first. This should be slightly

larger than the size of the finished fabric.

Any old cardboard boxes can he used for

this purpose, provided that the cardboard

is sufficiently .strong to stand the strain of

the warp threads. The loom should be cut

as shown in Fig. 3 the notches being { in.

apart (for a finer piece o[ weaving & to

^ in. apart). The warp is tied round point

A at the. top

METHOD OF MAKING knots ill the
A REEF KNOT. weft. When a

Fig. 4 new strand is
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necessary in the weft the worker should

weave as far as possible with the olcl strand,

leaving the end at any point except at the

edges of the work. Then with a new strand

she should go back for a distance of four or

five warp strands and weave under and over

ihc same strands as before, and con I June

with the weaving. The two ends should be
left until the work has been completed as

the next row of weft when pressed up will

hold the joins in place. The weaving can be
done with a blunt needle. Care must be
taken with the edges of the work. The
loops made at the end for the return row

Fig. t\A . Weaver’s XCnot

should be fairly loose and the weft lie per-
fectly flat to avoid a "waist " in the piece
of fabric. It is a good plan at first to draw
a line along both edges of the cardboard to

indicate the correct position of the edge of

the weaving, and children should endeavour
to keep to this line.

Two different types of texture may be
noticed in the weaving done by a class for
the first time ;

—

i. Equal quantities of warp and weft
will show if the warp strands have not been
placed too far apart (not less than six
strands to the inch) and if the rows of weft
have not been pressed together too closely.

If one colour has been used for the warp

and another /or the weft, equal quantities
of each will show and a small check pattern
will result, This is the most desirable texture
at this stage.

2. In eases where the warp strands have
been placed rather far apart, and the rows
of iveft have been pressed together too
closely, the warp will be entirely covered by
the weft and any colour introduced into the
warp will be entirely lost. This texture will

he necessary at a later stage; e.g., tapestry
and rug weaving

;
so if the children discover

this for themselves the knowledge will be of

some value.

When the woven strip is completed the
weaving is removed from the loom by slip-

ping the loops over the points of the card-
board.

Looms with pierced holes .—These arc much
simpler to make and permit of a much more
closely spaced warp than is possible with
a loom with serrated edges, A line should
be drawn about i in. from the top of the
piece of cardboard, and another the same
distance from, the bottom. Fig. 5. The
distance between those two lines will fix

the size of the finished piece of weaving.
Points should be marked along these two
lines at distances of J to Jin. These points

should be pierced with a small piercer sold

for the purpose, a stiletto or a compass point.

In the case of the finer spacing, it is advis-
able to mark the points along two lines

THREADED THROUGH HOLES.

Fig. 5
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alternately, to avoid splitting the cardboard

Fig. 6. To thread the loom, pass the strand

through the top right-hand hole A and tie the

end to the edge of the cardboard. Take the

strand down to hole B, through this and

CARDBOARD LOOM SHOWING
METHOD OF THREADING FINER
WARP.

Fig, 6

back through hole C. Then pass the strand

through hole D at the top and hack through

E and so on until the whole warp is threaded.

When the weaving has been completed it

can be removed from the loom by tearing

away the strips of cardboard along the lines

of holes. The work will then come away
easily. The remaining piece of cardboard

can if desired be used for another loom
which will, of course, be somewhat smaller

than the original one.

Careful attention should be paid to the

method of joining up the strips of weaving.

These should be sewn together with the

same material with which the strips have
been woven; e.g., raffia for the first exer-

cise; wool, etc,, later and there should be
no attempt to cover tip the stitches as they
can often fulfil the double purpose of con-

struction and decoration. Linings should
be of coarse material; e.g., linen, crash,

Madagascar raffia fabric (silks, sateens, etc.,

are most unsuitable combinations with
raffia work). Handles should be made of

plaits, cords, or flat woven strips. The
latter are also useful for holding down flaps

of pochettes, etc., and can be made on a long
strip of cardboard and with the warp strands
placed close together. Zip fasteners and press-

studs arc not recommended as they are incon-

gruous with the primitive appearance of

raffia weaving and other hand-woven fabrics.

Wooden or raffia plaited buttons and loops

are much more pleasing to the eye (see

Plate XXVII). Directions for making plaits

and cords arc given in a later chapter.

Serrated and pierced looms can be used
for making bags in one piece, thus dispensing

with a join at the sides. In warping these

it must be remembered that the top of the
bag must be left open, the bottom closed.

In Fig. 7 the warp is tied to i and taken
down the front of the loom, through ib up
the back of the loom, through i to the front,

across the loom to the left and through

hole 2. The thread is then carried down
the back of the loom, through hole 2b, up the

front of the loom and through hole 2 to the

back of the loom and then through hole 3
to the front, down and through 3b, up the

back of the loom, through hole 3, across to

the left and through hole 4, and so on until

LOOM SHOWING METHOD
OF threading for bag.

Fig. 7

the whole warp is threaded. As it is essential

to have ail odd number of strands in order

to have the weaving correct, an extra warp
strand must be added to one side only. This

can be done by letting two warp strands pass
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throng'll the last hole or by piercing an extra

hole near the edge of the loom, The end of

the warp strand can cither be tied to the

edge of the loom or can be used without

cutting for the first few rows of weft. The

weft is taken continuously round and round

the loom instead of backwards and forwards

across one side as previously. If preferred,

the bag can be warped from side to side

—

the warp strands being horizontal. The
weaving then passes from top to bottom of

the loom and up the other side to the top

of the bag and so on. If the bag is woven
in this way, care must be taken with the

top edge. If the weft thread is pulled too

tightly, the edge of the bag will not be

straight.

The children will find a guiding line

drawn on the cardboard to show the true

edge of the bag of great assistance ill the

early stages. The bag can be removed from
the loom by tearing away the cardboard

along the line of holes as before, or in the

case of serrated looms by slipping the loops

off the points of the cardboard.

Circular looms T—Though, these looms do

not follow in the natural historical sequence,

they are dealt with here under the heading

of cardboard looms. Weaving on these looms
forms a useful exercise for children in the

early stages of their weaving course and
helps to give experience in the use of raffia

and other coarse materials.

Circular mats are useful in the home for

tables and other polished surfaces. They
can be made in two ways: (i) by weaving
on both sides of a piece of cardboard, thus

totally enclosing the cardboard which
makes a really strong mat; (2) by weaving
on one side of the cardboard only, the

mat being removed from the loom on

completion

.

For the first type of mat cut a circular

piece of cardboard slightly larger than the

size of mat required, and then cut a hole

1 in. in diameter in the centre. Fig. 8 .

Draw a circle about £in. from the edge and
mark points on this circle at distances of

^in. apart, As an odd number of warp
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strands is required a slight adjustment of

the distance between the last three or four
points will be necessary. The holes should
be pierced and a strand of raffia threaded
through one hole and tied to the edge of the
loom. Take this strand through the hole
in the centre of the loom, up the back of
the loom and through the next hole on the
circumference. Pass it down the back of the
loom, through the centre hole and up the
front to the next hole, Continue in this wray
until the warping is complete. The end of

the raffia is lied to the edge of the board.

Start weaving as near Lhe centre as possible,

CIRCULAR WEAVING OM BOTH
SIDES OF CARDBOARD,

Fig. 8

leaving the end to be darned into the fabric

when the weaving is complete. Pull the

weft tightly and press down to the centre

with the needle. Continue weaving until one

side is covered, then do the other side in

the same way. Bands of colour can be
introduced into the weft and it will be

noticed that as the weaving proceeds the

warp, though exposed towards the centre, is

entirely covered as the outer edge is reached.

When the weaving is finished the ends of

the warp are untied and darned into the

fabric and the surplus cardboard is cut away.

A plait or cord can be used as a finish to the

edge of the mat.

The second type of mat is more coni'

plicated as the warp is stretched from one

point of the circumference to one diametric-

ally opposite. In order to marie the points

accurately, the children can make a paper
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template the same size as the ciicle to be

woven, This is folded, into and. the

position of the folds marked on the card-

board. Each division is now divided into

four equal parts with the exception of the

top right-hand section which is divided into

five. No. 1 should be at the top as in Fig. p.

The warp should pass from hole 1 to 33 in

CIRCULAR MAT WOVEN ON ONE
SIDE OF CARDBOARD ONLY.

Tig, g

sequence as indicated on the diagram, and
it will be found that the strand which comes

out of hole 33 must go to the centre, This

is passed round the warp threads at the centre

and weaving is begun with this strand. As
this mat has to be removed from the loom
on completion, care must be taken not to

pull the weft too tightly or the weaving will

not lie flat.

The circular pieces of weaving can. be

used for work bags if "joined by an extra

woven strip which can bo continuous if

desired and form the handle. Two pieces,

if stiffened with thin card and lined, can be

used for a case for holding d'oyleys. This
can be fastened with a flap or a button and
loop. Garden cushions, tain o' shunters and
other ideas will suggest themselves to the

teacher.

Circular weaving can be developed by
continuing with egg and tea cosies, shell-

shaped bags, etc, The looms can be made
quite easily by senior children, Two bone
or brass rings arc necessary for each article

and these arc fastened one on each side of

the loom by a few stitches in raffia or string

through the upper part of the rings. The
shape required should be drawn 011 paper
and this used as a template 011 the card-

board; the holes are pierced in. apart

along this line. The warp is tied through the

ring on the front of the loom, passed through
the first hole on the right, across the back
of the loom, through the ring and back
through the next hole on tlie right, It is

then carried across the front of the loom
and through the ring, back to the next hole,

and so on until complete, In order to prevent

the first few strands from pulling the rings

out of their true position, it is advisable to

thread a few strands on the right of the loom,

then a few on the left. The warp must not

be stretched too tightly if the weaving is

to lie flat. Weaving is started as for circular

mats near the centre, though it will be found

easier to pick up the strands near the outer

edge and gradually press the weft close to

the ring, with the blunt point of tlie needle.

Stripes of colour can be added to the warp
or weft or both. When both sides of the

weaving are finished the cardboard is re-

moved by tearing it away at the edge. The
ring can be covered with blanket stitching in

raffia and a handle made of a cord or plait.

Slippers can be produced by combining

straight and circular weaving. To plan these,

children can
draw round the

shape of their

feet on a piece

of paper. The
sole of tlie

slipper can be

made in fell or

in plaited raffia

or if preferred a

bought sole can

be procured.
Using the sole

as a guide, the

shape of the

uppers can he

Fig. I0 . C. Starting drfLWn
’

Fi&' *0 '

Point for Weaving The outer edge

LOOM FOR SLIPPER
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of the pattern is slightly larger than the outer

edge of the sole to allow for fulness at the toe.

The depth of slipper is decided by the position

of the ankle and is usually not more than

in. The back of the slipper should be

slightly sloped so that it /its snugly at the

heel.

Mark and pierce points on the outer and

inside edge of the slipper upper at a distance

of £ in. apart. For the straight part of the

slipper the warp strands should go through

and back but for the curved portion the

strands pass through the ring, across and

through a hole at edge of loom; back through

the next hole to the front and so on. Start

weaving at point C on the inner edge of

slipper, continue round the ring and along

the other inner edge, and back to point C
and so on, until the whole surface is covered.

A few extra rows of weaving may be necessary

at the toe. When complete, remove from

the loom by tearing away the cardboard

along the row of holes. Add a warm lining,

using the woven, fabric as a pattern, for

size; stitch up the back of the slipper and
sew the upper to the sole. Finish off the

top of the slipper with a neat flat plait.

Wooden looms.— Simple wooden frames
as illustrated in Fig. lx can now be used for

weaving. These permit of a more closely

spaced warp. Old slate or picture frames can

r
f
*Af£/ f
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7
WOODEN FRAME THREADED
READY FOR WEAVING.

Fig. rr

METHOD Of TYING SINGLE WARP
STRANDS TO ROLLER,

Fig. 12

be used for the purpose. Nails are driven
into the top and bottom beam of the frame
at equal distances apart. Allow 6 to 8 warp
threads to the inch for raffia; io to 12 for

4-ply wool, jute, coarse cotton ; 14 to the inch

for 3-ply wool. To prevent splitting the

wood, the nails can be driven in alternately

along two lines.

If children find difficulty in keeping the

warp strands spaced equally, the}' can use

either a cardboard gauge with serrated edge
or a strip of wood with nails spaced the same
distance apart as on the top and lower beam
of the weaving frame. This spacer is put

under the warp in such a way that each

warp strand passes between cither (1) two
notches on cardboard gauge, or (2) two nails

on the wooden gauge. This gauge can be
moved farther along the warp as the weaving
proceeds.

A flat board loom is next made by the

children as follows. Take a flat piece of

board of any convenient size; e.g., 13J311.

by in. On to each end nail a strip of

wood about in. wide and allow the ends

to project £ in. beyond the edge of the board,

Fig. 12. All surfaces must be well sand-

papered to prevent the wool from catching.

AA—VOL. v-s
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The necessity for smooth surfaces in any

type of loom must be emphasised from the

start. 3' or 4-ply wool is used, To facilitate

the moving of the warp round the board as

the weaving is done, a round dowel rod is

provided. At first the children will find it

easier to tic each strand singly. Later they

can make a continuous svavp. Cut a number

of strands double the length required to go

right round the board, and allow a few

extra inches for tying the knot, bold the

strand in half and slip the loop over the

dowel rod which should be at the end

(nearest worker) on the upper side of board

for threading. The double strand is brought

towards the worker and carried right undci

the hoard and across upper side of board to

the rod. where a knot is tied.

Repeat until the whole warp is threaded

To ensure getting an even tension, it is better

to tie a few strands at each end of the rod

first. Space the strands evenly before begin-

ning to weave and turn the board over so

that the rod is now on the underside. Begin

weaving at the end near the rod. do make a

continuous warp and thus do away with the

tying of knots, the work should proceed as

follows
T
.

—

Place rod on upper side of board near to

the worker. Attach a strand to this and

carry it under the board and across the

upper side of board to the rod; pass round

the rod and back along upper surface of

board, underneath board to rod, pass round

rod and carry thread back underneath

board, etc., until warp is complete. It will

be noted that the thread passing round the

rod comes alternately from each end of

board (see Fig. 12a). The board should be

turned over, the rod now being on the under-

side. Weaving should begin as before.

When a piece 1ms been completed the warp

is gradually moved round the board by grip-

ping the rod at each end and pushing it

further along the board.

Experiments,—Experiments in weaving

simple patterns and borders, as suggested

in Section II, can now be made. After

weaving on this type of loom the children

will arrive at the same stage as some of the

early weavers and set out to invent some

labour-saving device which will speed up the

work. They will consider methods of pick-

ing up alternate threads instead of going

" under one, over one" laboriously for row

after row.

Previous to this stage the early weavers

had made use of a device which is used at

the present time in all types of looms—two

shed sticks. These are necessary for spacing

the warp strands, particularly in a wide

warp of fine threads. Alternate strands;

c.g., odd numbers; are picked up on one

stick and the even numbers on another.

A string is passed from end to end of each

stick and tied to prevent it from slipping

out of the warp.

Tlic children will discover that if the stick

nearest to the weaver is turned on its edge,

it will raise one set of alternate strands,

thus producing what is now known as a

shed or opening in the warp through which

a strand of weft can be passed. This, then,

is the first labour-saving device which at

any rate means a saving of time and labour

on alternate rows. The shed stick can also
Pig. iza.
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be used as a beater to press the rows of

weaving more closely together. Alter using

one stick in this way children and even

adults often suggest that the second stick

can be used in the same way, but experiment

soon proves this impracticable as the first

shed stick holds down the threads which

should be raised by the second stick. The
children, still working along similar linevS

to their predecessors, may discover the

possibility of picking up groups of threads

on the finger and passing the weft thread

under this group of threads.

Leashes and shed stick .—This leads to the

invention of leashes and leash rods which
are really the first stages towards a heddie.

Shed sticks and leashes are found on many
primitive looms and are still used for weaving
many of the beautiful Persian rugs. The
writer saw such equipment used for a large

Persian carpet which was being made at

the Brussels Exhibition, 1936, Only about

one quarter of the carpet had been completed
after four years' work. Some workers use

two sets of leashes for plain weaving, but

it is obvious that the shed stick and one set

of leashes does the work and is really a

quicker method. Extra sets of leashes can
be introduced for pattern work later, but

the children are not ready for these at this

stage. Leashes are loops of fibre or string

and they are tied to the alternate warp
strands which are not picked up by the shed
stick. The loops are fastened on to a rod
which when raised picks up the threads and
forms a second shed. The leashes are tied

in front of the shed stick.

The children will by this time have dis-

covered the need for an appliance instead of

the needle. Prom experience they discover

that if too long a piece of weft is used with
a needle it becomes unmanageable, and the
children will now try to devise some means
by which a longer piece of weft can be used—

*

thus conies the invention of the shuttle.

This can be in cardboard at first and later

can consist of a flat strip of wood with a
groove at each end. Ling Roth’s book on
Primitive Looms gives a very interesting

365

account of the evolution of the shuttle and
the loom.

The leashes must all be the same length,

and to ensure this a flat piece of wood or a
ruler is laid on the warp and each piece of

cord (of which a number should be cut of

even length) is taken under alternate warp
strands and then round the ruler and tied

securely. When all the leashes have been
fixed they are slipped on to a rod, which
when raised picks up alternate threads. A
cord should be passed from one end of the
rod to the other and tied to prevent slipping.

A continuous set of leashes can be made
but children will find the tying of separate

leashes much simpler.

If preferred the leashes can be made into

loops first by tying round two nails knocked
into a piece of wood. One end of a loop is

then taken under a warp strand and the other

end of the loop slipped through the first end,

this loop then being slipped on to a rod.

After their earlier efforts the children will

find the actual weaving quite simple. They
will discover that the shed made with the

leashes is not so easy to manipulate so they
can use a ruler or flat stick to slip into this

shed and thus leave their hands free for

working the shuttle. This ruler can also

be used as a beater to press up the weft-

Children can make such articles as pochettes,

purses, ties, girdles, needle cases, trimmings,

iron holders, bags, etc., and can join the

strips decoratively to make larger articles.

Rigid heddie.—This now leads to another

labour-saving device—the rigid heddie. The
date of its introduction seems very uncertain

but it has been used by primitive people for

many years. Some interesting heddlcs made
of bone or Avood and sometimes beautifully

carved, dated 1782 and earlier, are found

among some of the museum collections.

The heddlcs were made either from a solid

piece of wood or from a series of strips.

The children will find it much easier to

work with a hcddle of this type. The Avarp

strands are threaded alternately through a

hole in one of the strips and through the

space between two strips. The heddie is
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either raised or lowered, which results in

the formation of two shccls.

Box loom with rigid hedclle.—A new type
of loom must now bo used—a frame loom
(Fig. 13) or one which can

The length of the fabric that can be woven
from this warp will be rather less than lhc
length of warp required to go right round the
box. On using this type of loom the children
will discover that with the constant working
of tho heddle the warp thread will stretch
and become loose. This prevents them from
getting agoocl sheet. This difficulty can be
lessened if round rods or thick flat sticks
are passed between one end of the box and
the warp threads as illustrated on Plate IX.
the question of fixing a longer warp will
conic later. Plate XJI shows a useful rigid
heddle loom for tabby weaving. This has
slots in the two side supports of the loom
in which the projecting arms of the heddle

be constructed by the
children themselves from an
existing box. The sides of

the box should be slightly

cut away to facilitate the
passing of the shuttle to

and fro. This heddle, being
rigid, can now act also as

a beater. Plates IX to XI
show one or two examples
of roughly constructed box
looms. Plate XI Is the
least satisfactoo' type as,

being an early effort in loom
construction, the maker
omitted cutting away part
of the sides of the box
which prevents the shuttle
from slipping into the shed
easily. Ibis loom is rested
on Lhc knee and has one
wooden support which is

kept in position by a wooden
peg. The warp threads
can at first be tied right
round the box or can be
fastened round the box
and on to a round rod to
facilitate the moving of
the warp around the box.
as suggested for the board
loom. Plate XI. Home-made Loom with Wooden Support
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Plate XII, Tadby Loom

c?ui be slipped, thus keeping the shed
open while the shuttle is passed through.

Waist loom.—Children can now use a

rigid heddle without any loom at all, as a

waist loom, and weave such things as

scarves, runners, girdles, braids, etc., quite

easily and fairly quickly. These waist looms
are still largely used for weaving braids in

Germany, Heddles can he bought in varying
widths from about 3^ in. and they arc made
in vulcanite or metab The former arc not
very suitable for school use as they break
so easily.

The small 3^ in. heddles can be used most
successfully for making braids and girdles

in 3-ply wool. The writer set a class of girls

to work with these heddles to make girdles

for their hockey team. It was amazing to

see how quickly the work progressed and
how thrilled the girls were with their own
efforts. The heddles can be bought quite
inexpensively and are quite suitable for use
with 3'ply wool, fine knitting cotton, etc.

The metal heddles take approximately 12

threads to the inch. For coarser 4-ply wool

(8 threads to 1 in.) a very satisfactory hccldle

can be made in wood by the children. Fabrics

woven on these heddles arc particularly

pleasing in texture and are very much
admired by the really artistic people. The
material can be used for scarves, runners,

hot water bottle covers, bags, pochettes,

cushions, etc., and strips can be joined to

make larger articles. The cushion, No. io,

illustrated on Class Picture No. 129, was

made from strips woven on the home-made
lieddlc shown alongside the cushion.

To make the wooden heddle procure some

strip wood i in. by ^ in. thick and some

i in. by fin. wide (this is stocked by many
of the firms which supply school materials).

All strips should be well sandpapered. Cut

four strips of the wide wood 9 in, long. Two
of these are placed horizontally 5J in. apart

and are fixed temporarily by nailing through

to a board with panel pins, Cut thirty-six

narrow strips 6fin. long, These are glued
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to the horizontal strips with a space between top of these smalL strips at the top and
each (a thin nail can be used for this purpose bottom so that the narrow strips arc totally

as the space should be sufficient only for a enclosed between two wide strips. A weight

piece of 4-ply wool to move in it easily), should be put on those and when the glue

The other two 9 in, strips arc now glued on is dry one or two small panel pins can be
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put in to give extra strength. Now draw half, the loop is passed under a round rod

a line across the narrow strips midway
hetween the two wide pieces. Drill a hole

on this line in the centre o£ each strip, after

packing & spare piece of wood underneath

the liccldle to avoid undue strain on the

strips and to prevent accidents to the

furniture. The drilled holes may be rather

rough at first but will quickly wear smooth

as the weaving proceeds. It is advisable

to allow a few extra inches of warp on the

first piece of weaving for this purpose of

smoothing the hcddle. A rigid hcddle should

not he used as a waist loom in greater width

than io or 12 in., but the wider heddies

15 to 20 in. can, of course, be used on tlic

frame looms described later.

Method of threading up the rigid hcddle

tfwisf loom ,—Decide on the length of warp
required and allow 9 to 10 in. extra for

tying on to the reds and wastage, A warp
should not be longer than 2 yd. for children.

Count the number of threads required^one
for each hole and one for each slit with two
extra threads for each selvedge. Cut half

the requisite number of strands but double

the length required as each strand is folded

in half and makes two warp threads. The
warp strands can all be cut the same length

by winding tlic wool round two nails driven

in a bench or by using the warping posts,

Fig. 14, After folding each warp strand in

WARPIMG POST WITH CLAMP
Fia. 14

and the two ends threaded over the stick

and through this loop, Fig. 15, All strands

should be treated in this way until complete.

LOOP FOR WAIST LOOM
Fig. 1 5

Next fix this rod in two hooks in the wall

or behind two nails driven in a bench. The
hcddle should be fixed in a clamp (Fig. 16)

and the warp strands threaded through this

and brought towards the worker. The
weaver should stretch the warp strands to

HEDDLE FIXED IN CLAMP FOR THREADING
Fig. 16

their fullest extent and tic these to another

rod, with a clove hitch knot (Fig. 17) which

is fixed to the worker by tying a string or

leather strap at one end, passing it round

the weaver's waist and tying to the other end

of the stick. (The Equador loom to be seen

in the Victoria and Albert Museum has a wide

scarf arrangement in which the weaver sits

and so controls tire tension of the warp.

Experiments could be madewith this method.)

The clove hitch knot is the best for this

purpose as it need not be untied when the

weaving is finished, but can slip off the rod,

the ends of the wool being used for a fringe.

After tying one or two strands at the right-

hand side of the warp, a few should be tied

at the left so that an even tension can be

kept throughout the warp. A hook can be

made for threading the wool fhrough the

hcddle. This is easily made from an old
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CLOVE HITCH KNOT.

Fig. 17

corset support by filing a hook at one end,

Plate XIII shows a variety of such hooks

and they form one of the most useful parts of

a weaver's equipment. Nos. 1 and 3 arc

bought for the purpose, the others are home-

made. No. 4 is the easiest to use as the wide
handle makes it easy to grip and control.

An alternative method of fixing the warp
is to leave the end of the warp, away from
the worker, free. This is then combed out

Plate XIII. Variety or Reed Hooks
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with the fingers to eliminate any loose to keep to one method; i.c., pass the shuttle

threads and knotted together by another from right to left as the heddle is raised and

child and tied to a hook with a piece of string, from left to right as it is lowered. If a teacher

oi alternatively the warp strands can he insists on this method she will find it much
passed over the back of a chair and tied easier to correct faults as she goes among

fi Tmly. These warp strands have to be retied her pupils. As the work proceeds it can be

from time to time as the work proceeds, rolled up on the rod near the worker if the

The weaver sits in a comfortable position string is first removed from one end. A flat

Plate XIV, Girls at Work with Waist Looms

and by leaning forward or back she can
regulate the tension of the warp. Plate XIV
shows children working on this type of loom-

Before begmn'ng to weave a flat stick is

threaded under alternate strands to give a
firm edge for beating up the weft, The weft

is now wound on the shuttle and passed
through the sheds as the heddle is raised or

lowered. To prevent confusion it is better

stick should be placed under the roll of

material and firmly tied at each end to the

original rod to prevent the roll from slipping.

Equipment for finer work.—As the rigid

heddles do not permit of finer work than

12 to 14 threads to the inch, other types of

equipment will now be introduced. The
leashes previously described enn be used
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but as they have to be made for each warp

they become rather tedious. Children can

now consider a method of fixing the heddles

on a frame as a more permanent piece of

apparatus which can he used over and over

again. Two such heddles will be made to

take the place of the shed stick and leashes

previously used. Any type of box loom
can be used and frames for the heddles are

made from strips of wood of such a width

Plate XVI. Home-made Looms with Four I-Ieddles
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that they will fit easily in the box, As the

heddlcs wilL now be raised only, a shallow

box will suffice. Plate XV shows a box

loom with four heddles and Plate XVI shows

two looms made by children of eleven, each

with four heddles made from slate frames.

The looms could be used with two heddles

only in the early stages. The heddle strings

arc made as shown in Fig. 18 by tying strings

of equal length around nails in a board,

The heddlcs must be sufficiently long to

allow the warp to move up and down quite

freely. The centre loop of the heddle string

should be in line with the top of the box.

If the box is 3 in- deep, the heddle strings

should be 6 in. and made as follows:

—

Fix nails without hcacls into a board 6 in.

apart and mark the centre between these

two nails, Fix a nail | in. away from this

point on either side, Take some fine string

or cotton a little more than double the length

of the heddle required. Fold in half and slip

the loop over the top nail; carry the ends

down to the next nail and tie firmly round
this. Then take the string round the third

nail and tie again, and finally carry it down
and round the fourth nail and tie with a

firm knot, Continue in this way with other

pieces of string until the requisite number
of strings have been made, when all can
be slipped off the nails together. The
number of strings required will depend upon
the width of material to be woven. If a

piece of material 12 in. is to be made and
there are to he 16 threads to the inch, then
iQ2 heddles will he necessary. This means
that gG heddles will be threaded on each
frame. The loops are threaded on to the top
and bottom strip of the frame and while
the strings arc held taut, the side strips of

the frame are nailed on, If the frame is

fixed; e.g., a slate frame, the heddles can

FOR SENIORS
be tied directly on to this or fixed on a rod
which is attached to the frame at each end.

The two heddle frames arc now puL into the
box and -each warp strand must pass altern-

ately through the centre loop of a heddle
on frame No. 1 at the front of the loom, and
No. 2 at the back. Two extra threads should

be allowed at each end to form a selvedge,

so two threads will pass through the first

heddle and two through the second. When
the warp is tied round the box the children

will see that by raising each heddle in turn

one set of alternate strands is raised. A
fiat stick can be put into each shed as it is

formed, to beat up the weft, or the weft

can be pressed together with a coarse comb.
Better work is possible if a iced is used. A
reed or comb, consisting in the early stages

of x^rimitive looms of a number of reeds

bound together at the top and bottom, was
used very early in the history of weaving.

Modern reeds are made from strips of thin

steel fastened into a framework, and these

form an important part of a weaver's equip-

ment. They can rarely be made satisfactorily

by amateurs. Reeds are supplied in varying

sizes and with any number of " dents’
1

to

the inch. One thread is usually passed

through each dent hut, for finer work later,

two threads can pass through each dent.

This is not only easier to thread but is an

economy in equipment as a rcecl which takes

14 threads to the inch for wool can be used

for cotton 28 threads to the inch, passing

two threads through each dent. When a

reed is used the warp strands are passed

through this after going through the heddlcs.

Heddles, therefore, are used for raising the

threads and for pattern formation, whilst

the reed is used for spacing the threads and

for beating up the weft.

Rug weaving.—Having dealt with the use

of leashes, rug weaving can now be intro-

duced to the children. A loom can be made
quite satisfactorily from an old picture

frame. This should be marked off in inclies

across the top and bottom of the frame.

The war|} of pliable string or soft cotton is

PRACTICE
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taken right round the frame, keeping as even

a tension as possible and allowing about

6 or 8 threads to the inch. Double strazids

of thin cotton or string arc better than one

strand of very thick material. Place a flat

piece of wood at one encl of the frame and

take the warp over this. As the warp

stretches during the weaving process other

sticks can be driven in between tins and the

frame. Shed stick and leashes are now
introduced as previously described for the

hoard loom. This is the simplest type of

rug loom but with little more trouble a

more permanent loom can be made from a

stronger frame, Fig. 19,

A piece of dowel rod or broom handle is

tied to the frame a few inches from the top

at point X. The warp is wound round and

round the frame but it passes alternately

under and over this rod making one perman-

ent shed. Now fix a pair of angle brackets

about 6 to 7 in. from the top of the frame.

Another rod Y is fixed to these brackets

and a piece of string passes from one end

of this to the other. The leashes are fixed

on to this string. These are made of thin

string in one continuous length

so that they can be used over and
over again. Next take another

rod Z rather longer than the

width of the frame and thread

it under all the strands which
have not been picked up 011 the

rod X. Fix this temporarily to

the frame about 8 in. below bar

Y (as it is only to be
used as a gauge while

making the leashes).
Now tic the leash string

to the end of the string

on bar Y, beginning at

the left. Take it under
this bar, down and under
the red Z and the first

warp strand—over bar Z
and back to the string
on bar Y where two or
three blanket stitches

are made. Pass the

leash over bar Y down and under Z and the
next warp thread up to bar Y and make
three more blanket stitches on the string.

Continue until all leashes are made, when
rod Z can be removed. Rod Y remains.
The work may be too wide for all the warp
strands to be lifted at once, so the shed is

made by pulling groups of leashes with o-ne

hand while the shuttle is used with the other.

Before weaving, thread a flat warp stick

under one alternate set of strands at the
edge of the frame nearest to the worker, to

give a firm edge for beating up the weft.

The weft can be pressed closely together

with a coarse comb or blunt needle. In later

work the children can be introduced to the
heavy metal comb supplied for this purpose.

As the weaving proceeds the work is pulled

round the frame. To simplify this, the

warp strands could be tied on to a roller

in the way described for the board loom.

Very attractive mats can be woven in single

3- or 6-ply rug wool, thrums (oddments of

Fig. 19. Home-made Rug Loom. X, Y, Z}
Bars
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wool from carpet factories), rags, jute, and

in rush and string on a string warp. This

simple equipment will suffice for the flat

woven rugs, pile rugs, and for finer tapestries

for stool stops, bags, etc.

Rug weaving is akin to tapestry weaving

and. nceclle weaving, the chief characteristic

being a warp which is entirely covered up
with the weft; hcncc the warp threads must

be spaced fairly wide apart and the weft

beaten up closely. The simplest type of

pattern for rug weaving is horizontal stripes

of colour in the weft, and vertical stripes

produced by weaving alternate rows in one

of two colours for a few inches. By changing

the shed through which each colour passes,

a check pattern results. An advance on this

is tapestry weaving where one colour is

passed over a few strands only, so that in a
rug woven in blue and grey, blue is taken
backwards and forwards over one-third of

the warp, and grey over a group of threads
at either side. The children will realise that

there will be a slit between the colours (Fig.

20, No. i) so the weaving should not be con-

tinued for more than a few rows, If patterns

with indented borders are used, this slit is

avoided. Another method of avoiding this is

to take the same warp strand for the edge of

each block of colour, and pass round this each
time, (Fig. 20, No. 3). Other methods adopted
by some of the older weavers are: (1) to

link the two threads together each time
(Fig, 20, No. 2) but this is a. slower process;

or (2) to have a plain row known as a tabby
row or binder after each pattern row.

Children should study some old tapestries

if possible and discover for themselves which
method has been adopted. They may find

in some pieces of work that the slits have
been left and sewn together afterwards.

Children should plan out their patterns

on squared paper as indicated on Fig. 21.

A simple piece of tapestry weaving should

be done on a card or board loom and experi-

ments made with various types of pattern.

Plate XVII shows girls at work on rug looms.

Needle weaving is similar to tapestry weav-
ing but in this case the weft threads are

removed from an existing piece of fabric

and a pattern is darned on this strip of

exposed warp strands with a needle. Class

Picture No. 129 shows two interesting pieces

of needle weaving, Nos. 14 and 15, one done

on a piece of hand-woven fabric. A coarse

material can be bought suitable for rugs

with borders of needle weaving. Though
rugs made in this way are quite attractive,

they are far less satisfying to a weaver than

a rug made entirely by herself. Fig. 22

shows another type of weaving suitable for

rugs—Soumak weaving, Each pattern row
is followed by a row of tabby weaving in a

finer thread of the same colour.

Pile rugs can also be woven on this type

of frame loom and different colours can be
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added at any stage without the clifftcn] ties

involved in the flat woven nigs. This type

of pile rug is similar to the rugs made on

canvas by so many people to-day, but lias the

added attraction of being made throughout

by the worker. A pile rug consists of a string

or cotton warp with rows of hand-knotted

pile divided by two rows of tabby weaving
in a fine weft thread, The same types of

wool can be used for weft as suggested

previously. The simplest type of knot is

known as the ghiordes knot and this can be

used quite successfully by children, The
weft is cut into lengths of about in., a

wooden gauge being used for the purpose,

First weave several rows with string, then

fold one piece of wool into two and place the

centre over the first two warp strands (6 to

i in.) starting from the left side of the rug,

Take the two ends of the pile under these

warp strands and up between the two strands,

pulling them slightly towards the worker,

Fig- 23.

Continue in this way until a row of knots

has been made right across the warp, then
insert two rows of tabby weaving with string

(which will be entirely hidden by the wool
pile). Beat these firmly and add another

row of pile. Continue in this way until

complete.

Four warp strands should be allowed for

the selvedge at each side, and these strands,

used in pairs, should be covered with the

same wool as is used for the pile. When
the first selvedge is reached take a long piece

of wool. Insert the end of this between the
two pairs of warp strands, leaving the short

end on the top, Take the long end under
the outer pair of strands, over these and
down between the two pairs, then under

the inner pair of warp strands, over this

and down between the two pairs leaving

the long end. there until two more rows of

tabby weaving have been done and another

row of knots added. Then take the long

piece of wool under the outer pair of warp
strands and proceed as before. The simplest

way to finish off the nig when it is removed
from the loom is to knot the warp strands in

bunches of four or six, pushing the knots

dose to the weaving, and leave the ends

to form a fringe. If a fringe is not desired

the ends can be cut off below the knots,

turned under and stitched to the back of

the rug. A strip of binding can be added

to neaten the ends.

GHIORDES KNOT.

Fig. 23

Another useful rug loom is a frame with

rollers and a rigid ficddlc made from strip

wood as previously described. This is one

of the easiest t}q}es of loom to use and as

it abolishes the need for shed stick and

leashes, the work proceeds at a much greater

pace (sec Plate XVIII). Children work with

this type of loom quickly and easily and



Plate XVII. Tapestry Weaving on Home-made Looms
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produce some attractive flat

woven and pile rugs. A loom
of this type should find a

place in every school as it

can he made quite easily by
the children themselves when
they have had sonic experience

in fixing rollers or it can be
made in the wood-work centre.

When the children have had
experience in working with

leashes they can be introduced

to the " Scottish inkle loom"
(Plate XIX) for making "braids

with warp patterns.

Peace, XIX. Scottish Inkle Loom

IV. MORE ADVANCED LOOMS

THE length of the weaving up to tins

stage has been somewhat limited, as

the warp strands have been tied

round the frame or box, and resulted in a

strip of woven fabric not quite double the

length of the loom. The Solomon Island

loom on Plate I shows a warp of limited

length in accordance with the size of the

loom.

Roller loom.—The children, will now feel

the desire for a warp whereby a longer

piece of fabric can be produced. This same
desire was felt by primitive people. Many
primitive weavers dealt with this problem
of a longer warp by rolling the spare warp

round a stick fixed in the ground (sec Plate

VI). This loom also includes the two heddles

and a reed, mentioned earlier, but the former

are pulled down by pedals instead of being

raised as suggested for the box loom. The
waist loom described in the previous section

permits of a longer warp than the board

loom because the end of the warp can he

knotted at any point and tied to a hook.

As the weaving proceeds, the fabric is wound
on to a roller and the weaving continued.

No date can be fixed to the introduction

of a roller in place of the earlier cross beam,

but il is to be found in looms of ancient

history. The children must now attempt to

devise some means of adding rollers to their
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looms, so that longer warps can be used.

The main difficulty to be overcome is the

method of fixing these rollers to avoid

slipping and a consequent slackness in the

warp. Plates IX-XI show a variety of

roughly-constructed looms made "by a class

of seniors from odd boxes, broom sticks,

etc. The cost of these looms is negligible,

the only expensive part being the metlyx

heddle, an absolute necessity for good work.

One of the most satisfactory and inex-

pensive methods for fixing rollers is to allow

the roller to project i in. beyond each side

of the box. Two holes are drilled diagonally

right through the rollers at one end of each.

Fig. 24, No. 2. A hole is also drilled vertically

through the side of the box at point A.

A nail or large cotter pin is passed through

this hole and one of the holes in the roller,

and thus holds the roller firm.

Fig. 24. Method of Fixing Rollers

Another method is shown on Fig. 24,

No. 3. The roller projects about iin. from
the side of the box. Four holes are drilled

vertically through the end of the roller, and
a staple is fixed in the sides of the box above
and below the roller. A nail passes through

the staple at the top and one hole in the

roller and then through the second staple.

This keeps the roller absolutely rigid. The
same method is adopted for the other roller.

Another method is to nail a circular disc
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of plywood on to one end of each roller.

This disc has a series of holes drilled about

£ in. apart on a circle drawn \ in. inside the
circumference. Similar holes arc drilled in

the sides of the box and a peg is inserted

through any hole'in the disc and the corres-

ponding hole in the side of the box after

either the warp or the fabric has been wound
on the roller. Fig, 24, No. 1,

Many bought looms hav'e a ratchet and
pawl at the end of the rollers and this could
be adopted on any of the home-made looms.

If children are really keen they often succeed
in arousing interest in parents or brothers

and some most ingenious looms have been
made in this way by an interested father.

The chief points to remember in making
a loom of any type are

: (1) the rollers must
be firmly fixed; (2) all working surfaces

must be well sandpapered and smooth; (3)

any loom of the frame type must he strong

to avoid warping and pulling out of shape.

Making and setting ud a waip.—Having
made or bought a loom with rollers to enable

a longer warp to be used, children now learn

how to make a continuous warp, The details

of the procedure should be thoroughly

taught at this stage so that by the time the
children reach the stage for more advanced
looms, warp making will present no diffi-

culty, Warping posts, as shown in Fig. 14,

are quite useful for school purposes and will

suffice for any but a very long warp. The
posts can be made quite cheaply and easily

and a number of these should be available

-

If a round rod about £ to 1 in. diameter is

bought this can be cut into lengths of

approximately 6 in. A piece of wood about

i to 1 J in. thick should be provided for the

bases and a -$ in. or 1 in. hole (according to

the size of the post) should he drilled in this

with a brace and bit. The posts can then
be glued in position. A number of single

posts and a few pairs should be made.
These arc damped down to the edge of a
table or desk with a small clamp which can
be purchased for a few coppers. If a number
of single posts is provided these can be
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25, This consists of a scries

of pegs fixed in a strong

board which will stand across

a table or two desks or hang
on a wall, and the threads
are taken to and fro across

the board and around the

pegs as before* Some warp-
ing boards are fixed on
the wall and if space is

clamped at intervals down the two sides of available it is a good plan to fix two
a table. The warp can then be taken round T-sliaped boards (in which pegs 1 in, in

a post on one side, across the table to the diameter are inserted) on a wall about

other side and round a post and so on till iyd. apart, the order of fixing the boards

the last post is reached. This enables a being reversed (see Fig. 26). A child can

long warp to be made but this type of work- then stand in front of these boards and take

ing equipment is not recommended for a the warp threads from the board on the left

warp more than 5 to 6 yds. in length. For to the one on the right and so on until the

longer warps than this it is better to use the warp is completed. Plate XX shows an old

more sturdy warping board shown in Fig. Scotch weaver making a warp on a board
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fixed to the wall and this method is still

adopted in many of the factories to-day.

Children should he led to appreciate the

ingenuity shown by primitive weavers in

inventing a method whereby a warp of many
hundreds of threads is made and fixed to

the loom, without any possibility of a tangle.

This is made possible by the cross in the

warp still used in every type of loom in use

in the factories of the present day.

Before making any warp, the children

must decide how many threads arc required.

A scarf 12 in. wide, having 14 threads to

the inch will require 168 threads, to which
must be added an extra 4 so that two double

threads can be allowed for the selvedge at

each side. Though warps arc often made
with two or more threads at a time, children

will at first find it easier to make a warp
with a single thread. If a hank holder is

not available the wool should be wound
into a ball and put into a jar or box on the

floor. The double warping post; i.e. 3 the

one block with two posts, should be fixed
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to the table and a single post fixed at the
required distance from this, according to

the length of warp required; e.g. f 2 yds. It

is not advisable to have too long a warp
at the start though it is more economical
to make a warp sufficiently long for two or
three scarves at a later stage.

Fix the end of the wool to Peg A, Fig. 27.

Take it over peg B across to peg C round
this, back to peg B, under this, over peg A.
Take the thread under peg A, over B across

to C, round this and back under peg B. It

will be seen that the threads cross each other

between pegs A and B, and this is the import-

ant part of the warp and must be retained

carefully at all costs. The children must
count the threads as they arc warped and
to simplify the task of counting and checking
such a large number of threads they should

be tied in bundles of 14, as this is the number
of threads to the inch. Twelve bundles of

r4 threads will be required. A strong piece

of cotton or fine string should pass down
between the threads at one side of the cross

and up between the threads at the other

side of the cross, and should be tied in a

knot. The ends of string arc left for tying

each bundle of 14 threads as it is warped.

Fig, 27 shows the method of tying this

cross. When the warp is completed the wool
must be broken off and tied to the peg at

whichever end of the warp it finishes. Before

removing the warp from the warping pegs

an extra string should be threaded down one

side of the cross and up through the other

as before. An extra strand should be tied

through the loops at A and another at C,

The warp is then ready to be taken off the

posts. To do this slip the right hand through

the loop at C, grasp the whole warp in front

CROSS IN WARP

Tig. 27 A, B, C, Fugs
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of this loop with the left hand and draw it

through the loop on the right hand. Hold

the loop and continue grasping and pulling

the warp through the loop. This is really a

crochet chain, but is made with the hand

instead of a hook. If the warp is not being

used straight away, the loop left on the right

hand when the end of the warp is reached is

tied to the end of the warp which is slipped

off peg A. The warp can then be left without

fear of tangles.

If a longer warp is made with a number

of pegs the process is exactly the same

except that the warp travels to and fro

around the various pegs until the last one

is reached, when it follows the same track

back to the first pair of pegs where the cross

is made, as before.

After gaining confidence in making a

warp, the children can warp two threads

at a time, This is useful if a warp of two

colours is made. Two balls of wool are

necessary, one in each of two jars. The two
ends are tied together and passed over peg

A, taken over peg B across to peg C, round

this back under B, over and round A, and

so on as before. One finger should be kept

between the two strands the whole time to

prevent twisting and to keep an even tension

on both threads. While each bundle of 14
threads is being tied, the warp wool should

be wrapped a few times round one peg so

that the threads in the warp already made
do not become slack.

The warp shown in the process of being

made on the warping board (Tig, 25) has

three crosses, one between A and B, one
between B and C, and another between
X and Y. This is the method adopted by
many weavers but only one cross is absolutely

necessary, The same method as suggested

above can still be used and the unnecessary
peg removed as in this case pegs are made
movable for convenience in use, as all pegs
arc not always required.

The method of fixing the warp on the loom
is now dealt with. It is better and almost
essential for two children to work together

for this part of the work. Take three flat

shed sticks with a hole drilled at each end.

A stick is threaded through the warp at

each side of the cross, and these two sticks

are tied together at each end to prevent
them from slipping out and thus losing the

cross. The warp threads must now be passed
through the reed from front to back. As
this is only for spreading out the warp, the

threads need not pass through earh dent
of reed, but four threads or two loops can

be passed through every fourth dent of the

reed, (If a rigid heddle is being used with

holes and slits, four threads will pass through

every other slit.) One child sits in front of

the reed, which is fixed in a clamp, and the

oilier sits behind. The child at the front

now removes the strings marking the cross

in the warp and, pulling the chain of wool
taut, finds the first strand of the warp and
passes this together with the next pair

through the first dent of the reed to the child

at the bade, who draws the threads through

with a hook, Plate XIII shows various

types of hooks for this purpose. The child

at the back slips the loops on to the little

finger of the left hand. The next two loops

are drawn through the fourth dent from

this and so on to the end. When the child

has more loops than can be conveniently

held on the finger, she slips them on to an

extra flat stick, ties a string from end to end,

and collects another bunch on her finger.

When all threads have been passed through

the reed and slipped on to the stick, the clamp

can he removed, when the warp is ready to

be wound on the roller. Each roller of the

loom should have a 6 to 8 in, strip of calico

(with a deep hem) attached. A flat stick is

slipped through this hem on the warp roller

and a series of holes or eyelets is made
through which a string loop is passed. The
stick on. to which all the warp strands were
slipped after passing through the reed is

now, by a series of string loops, attached in

several places to the stick in the hem of the

calico on the roller or warp beam.
The cross in the warp preserved by the

two sticks, "slied sticks/' is now at the

front of the reed and must be transferred
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to the bade. The shed stick nearest the reed lieddie on each of two heddle frames, then
should be turned on its edge near the through a dent of the reed (14 dents to the
reed (after the string joining the two sticks inch). Two double threads are used for each
together has been unfastened). All loose selvedge. If the reed is wider than the
threads should be combed with the fingers width of material the warp must be spaced
and the warp held taut by the child at evenly in this; i.e., if the reed is 20 in.

the front of the reed during this process. The across and the warp 12 b, then the warp
stick forms an opening or shed behind the will stretch to within 4 in. of each end. If

reed and a flat stick should be passed through a rigid heddle is used the warp strands will

this temporarily and pushed towards the pass alternately through a hole and a slit,

back of the loom. The shed stick on edge When a few threads have been “entered/
1

in front of the reed is now removed and i,e,, passed through the reed, they should be

takes the place of the temporary one. The loosely tied in a half bow in front of the
other shed stick still in front of the reed is reed.

now turned on edge and the same process When all have been entered the warp
followed, until the two permanent shed is now ready to be tied to the front roller,

sticks are now at the bade of the loom and A stick is now threaded through the hem
should be lied together at the ends again, in the calico on the front roller and another

These must be pushed near the reed while stick is tied to this. The warp is now tied

the warp is being wound on to the roller to this in bunches as shown in Fig, 28 (about

or warp beam. The child at the back of the 20 threads should form a bunch). Bunches
loom winds the warp on while the one at should be tied alternately at the right and

the front combs out the tangles and holds left of the warp with a single knot. The
the warp taut, particularly at the two edges, tension of the warp must now be tested and

If the selvedge threads are slack, great corrected and when the worker is satisfied

difficulty will be experienced in keeping that all threads are of an even tension the

good edges to the woven fabric. bunches should be tied with a double knot.

As the layers of warp are wound on the A stick should now be inserted through one

roller they should be separated by flat shed, made by working the heddle, when all

sticks (warp sticks) at frequent intervals, is ready for the weaving process,

placed in such a way that they follow the This method of “setting up” a warp is

contour of the roller. When the loops at the adopted for all types of loom and needs

end of the warp are nearing the reed the two very little modification even for the advanced

shed sticks at the back of the loom should iablc and foot power looms which will be

be drawn to the warp beam and tied to this dealt with later,

to prevent them from slipping.

The loops at the front of the

roller are now cut and the warp
ends are drawn through the iced

and tied in small bunches at the

back of the loom when they
are ready for threading through

the heddlcs and again through

the reed—this time with a

thread through each dent ready

for weaving. If two heddlcs and
reed arc used as suggested for

the box loom, each strand is METHOD OF TYING WARP TO FRONT ROLLER
taken alternately through a Fig. 2 a
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Pattern weaving.—Having had experience

in weaving scarves, runners > braids, etc.,

on looms with rigid heddle and also with

two heddles and reed for plain weaving,

another stage in the history of weaving is

reached, that of the introduction of other

labour-saving devices for pattern weaving.

Leashes can be used for pattern weaving in

a way similar to that used for tabby weaving

but extra sets of leashes must be added.

Experiments can be made with these on

a board loom. The box loom previously

used with two heddles for plain weaving

can now be used for pattern weaving if two
additional heddle frames are added (see

Plate XV), If the warp is now threaded

in the order of i, 2, 3, 4, one thread passing

through a heddle on each of the four heddle

frames before passing through the reed, the

children can experiment with the twill

patterns, which lip to this stage have been

darned in with the shuttle. The heddles are

numbered and marked, i, 2, 3, 4, from the

front to the back of the loom—this method
of numbering being maintained throughout

the course—whatever the type of loom in

use.

Each heddle frame raises one thread out

of four so that to raise one set of alternate

threads for tabby weaving heddles 1 and 3

must be raised, and 2 and 4 for the other

set.

As this pattern or "thread up" is some-
what limited, another simple pattern should
be chosen for these early experiments on
the four-heddle box loom, or frame loom.

The box loom (Plate XV) and the frame
looms (Plate XVI) are excellent for demon-
strating the principles of pattern weaving
as the children can easily handle the heddle
frames and see the exact process each time.

The "rosepath" threading draft, No. 1 on
Fig. 29, is an excellent one for general
purposes. It consists of eight threads to
each pattern 14321234. Threading drafts

are read from fight to left: This means that
the first thread passes through a heddle on
No. 4 heddle frame, the next through one
on frame No. 3 and so on until the eight

threads are entered. This order is followed

until the whole warp is threaded. The
selvedge is threaded 1234, two double threads
passing through the reed at each selvedge.

As this pattern involves 8 threads the total

number of warp threads should be divisible

by 8 to make a complete set of pattern

repeats. In some cases the order of threading

the selvedge threads must be reversed to fit

in with the pattern and prevent two neigh-

bouring threads from passing through the

same heddle. As the last pattern thread

in this case is x, the first selvedge thread

at the left of loom should pass through

No, 4.

After the threads have been passed through

the heddles, they pass through the reed and
are tied on to the front roller as before.

If the children raise heddles r and 3 one

set of alternate strands will be raised, while

heddles 2 and 4 raise the other set. Pattern

weaving becomes possible by raising heddles

in either of the following combinations:

—

1 and 2; 2 and 3; 3 and 4J 1 and 4; or three

heddles can be raised at once. The children

will soon realise that if heddles 1 and 2 arc

raised tlic others remain down. Several

patterns should be woven with a "binder"

or "tabby" row between the pattern rows.

The weaver will realise that patterns can be

woven more expeditiously in this way than

by the old " darning-in'
J methods.

In order to leave the hands free to deal

with the shuttle during the weaving process,

a small piece of wood can be placed under

the heddles to be raised and rested on the

other heddle frames.

The children should now draft some

patterns on squared paper similar to those

shown on Fig. 29. Four rows of squares

should indicate the four heddles and should

be numbered from top to bottom, 4r3j 2, L
on the right-hand side of the paper, No. 1

being the heddle nearest the front of the

loom. The threading draft of 8 threads should

be indicated on these four lines of squares.

The pattern drafts should be indicated

below this threading draft and to simplify

the making of these in the early stages
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the children should write the figures for the

pattern draft (for several repeats of the

pattern) along one line of squares, reading

the draft from right to left, the pattern

being drafted above these figures, The

heddles to be used for the first row of the

pattern should be indicated at the right-

hand side of the pattern draft as in Fig. 29.

This means that if the first combination of

heddles to be used is x and 2, then as all

threads on these heddles will be raised all

other threads will be left down and should

be indicated by black squares on the pattern

draft.

If the next combination of heddles is 1

and 4, then all threads on these heddles will

be raised. The threads which are left down
are now indicated on the second line of the

draft. A draft taking one square to represent

a thread in the warp and a horizontal line

of squares to represent a line of weft will

give only a general idea of the pattern. A
truer conception of the pattern is gained if

the actual number of rows to be woven on
each heddle combination is indicated. This

means that if four rows are to he worked

SENIORS
on heddle combination 1 and 2, then four

rows of squares should be blocked in.

The small articles, Nos. 5 to g on Class

Picture No. 129, were all woven on a four-

heddle box loom and represent some of the

first experiments in pattern weaving. This
loom offers great scope for experiment and
from it a weaver can grasp all the principles

of any four-heddle table or foot power
loom.

In the process of weaving warp strands

may occasionally break. If this happens
a new strand should be tied to the old one

behind the heddles with a reef or weaver's
knot. The strand should then be threaded
through its correct heddle, passed through

the reed and wound in the form of a figure

eight round a pin which is fixed in the fabric

in line with the warp strand. This end can

be darned into the material when work is

completed.

Strips of weaving done on a roller, box
or board loom can be used for such things

as iron holders, pincushions, needle cases,

pochettes, small work bags, braids for

trimmings, belts, etc.

TEACHING IN PRACTICE FOR

V. MORE ADVANCED WEAVING
Table looms-—The table loom in Plate

XXI has four heddles. On a loonv of this

type a girl can weave a piece of material

and can produce the same patterns as on

the more advanced four-licddle six-pedal

loom at a later stage. The licddles in this

case are made of wire and are fixed on four

frames which move in grooves at 'the side

of the loom. They can be removed while

the warp is being wound 011 the loom.

Strings are attached to the heddle frames

and pass over small wooden pulleys, down
to the side of the loom, Large wooden beads
are attached to the ends of the string and in

order to raise the heddles a string is pulled

and slipped in a slit on the wooden projec-

tion at the side of the loom, the wooden

bead remaining under this, thus bolding

the heddle in place. As two lieddlcs must
be raised at a time for tabby weaving; i.e,,

either 1 and 3 or 2 and 4, this involves two
separate movements, but having raised the

two heddles and fixed the two wooden beads,

the heddles remain in that position while

the weft is inserted in the shed, and then

the heddles arc lowered. Plate XXII shows
two children working at the Lawson tabic

loom. This is a most practical four-heddlc

loom. It is easy to set up and does all that

any four-heddlc table loom, or four-heddle

six-pedal foot power loom can do. II will

take a warp 10 yds. long and weave material

23^ ins. wide. This loom is unique in that

it is possible to work two heddles in one
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movement—due to a special method of tying

up the loom. This is a great saving in time

and labour and it forms a valuable stepping

stone to the principles of the foot power

loom where two heddles arc attached to

one pedal and worked in one movement,

This loom is most useful for school purposes

as it will stand on a desk or table, a great

asset? particularly when, owing to lack of

floor space, it is impossible to have a foot

power loom.

The pieces of fabric shown oil the same

Plate were woven by children on the Lawson
loom.

Various methods of working the heddles

have been adopted by manufacturers but

the principle remains the same. In most
table looms the heddles are raised but an

occasional one is found whereby the heddles

389

are lowered by a lever attached to the side

of the loom.

The weaving is done in precisely the same
way. The children can still use the stick

shuttle or can be introduced to the two
types of shuttle shown on Plate XV which
enable them to wind a longer amount of

weft and to work more quickly. The roller

shuttle is very easy to use as it slides quickly

over the lower threads of the shed. At first

children may find difficulty in using this

type of shuttle as the two rollers slide over

the warp strands so quickly and sometimes
cause the shuttle to drop down between the

warp threads. However, the children will

overcome this difficulty with practice and
will need to be familiar with this shuttle

when they weave wider materials on either

table or foot power looms. If the shuttle

Plate XXI. Table Loom
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Plated XXII, Lawson Table Loom

docs drop through the warp strands and
become entangled, the children will find it

easier to cut the weft thread and start

afresh than to thread the shuttle back into

its correct position.

The history of the shuttle is most inter-

esting and throughout the course children

should experiment with various types.

Various types of shuttles are shown with
the primitive looms, PLates I to VII.

A. bobbin winder is now necessary and
can be bought from firms dealing in weaving
materials. The winder can be screwed on
to a table or desk. Care must be taken in

winding bobbins as at first weavers are

inclined to wind the wool too near the edges
of the bobbin, when the wool is inclined to

become loose, and is thus prevented from
unwinding easily. A piece of fairly stiff

paper should be cut a little shorter than the

length of the spindle or pin in the shuttle.

The paper should be wound on to the spindle

of the bobbin winder and an end of wool

rolled into this. If the handle of the bobbin

winder is now turned with the right hand

and the wool guided with the left hand, an

even bobbin can be wound (see bobbin in

shuttle on Plate XV), It is best to wind a

small quantity of wool at one end of the

paper coil, and then the same amount at

the other end. The wool can then be guided

to and fro between these two raised ends, care

being taken not to travel beyond them.

The bobbin is now slipped from the winder

on to the wire of the shuttle. The end of

wool is threaded through the slot in the

side of the shuttle so that it will unwind
from the underside of the bobbin.

A small spring is fixed at one end of the

shuttle. The pin is put into this end first
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and then fixed in the hole at the other

end of the shuttle, when it is ready for

use. _ ...

Experiments should be made with some

of the twill patterns and traditional thread-

ing drafts. Rosepath, honeysuckle, and

monk's belt are perhaps the most useful

for early work. The twill order ol interlacing

produces diagonal lines in the cloth.

Twills.—A great variety of twills can be

woven ]
e.g., over two and under two threads,

over three and under one; over two and

under one. The loom should be thieaded

X234. Heddles are raised in the following

order:—i and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4, 1 and 4.

This can be repeated throughout or the

twill can be reversed by raising heddles in

the following order:—1 and 2, 2 and 3,

3 and 4, 1 and 4, 3 and 4> 2 and 3, 1 and 2.

Some most interesting effects can be pro-

duced by the introduction of bands of colour

in the weft, and by weaving several rows in

twill pattern alternated with a few rows

of tabby weaving.

In weaving twills it is sometimes found

that the end selvedge thread is not caught

in by the weft. If the threads are entered

1234 and the heddles used in the order

1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4, 1 and 4, the weaving

should be so arranged that when using

1 and 2, and 3 and 4, the weft passes fiom

left to right and from right to left when

using the other heddles. H the children

find that a selvedge thread is not caught

by the weft they can either pass the weft

round this or can break off the weft and pass

two rows of weft from one side (though not

of course through the same shed) and con-

tinue weaving as before.

Drafting patterns.—In drafting patterns

on squared paper, the children, will s00
^

realise that the direction in which the welt

thread passes must correspond to. certain

sheds, if the end selvedge thread is to be

caught in each time.

The scarf, No. 3 on Class Picture No. 129.

is the original adaptation of an American

pattern made by a girl of thirteen. Details

of working are as follows:

—

Threading draft 1234 (four blue and four

white threads for whole warp). Three heddles

are raised at a time as follows:

—

432
43i

421

321

White weft is used tor the scarf throughout

with the exception of the border which is

woven in blue and white check at each end.

For the check border, the heddles are raised

singly in the order 4321 and four rows of blue

and four of white weft arc inserted altern-

ately. The upper and under surfaces of the

weaving differ entirely but the fabric is

full of interest and suggestion for other

variations.

A great variety of weaving on various

types of loom now becomes possible as the

longer warp gives so much more scope.

Weaving can be done in 3'ply arid 2-ply

wool and such things as scarves, runners,

curtains, cushions, work, bags, chair backs,

nightdress cases, towels and fabrics for

articles of clothing can be made. In the

case of large articles, it may necessitate

the joining together of various strips, which

gives scope for decorative needlework.

Border patterns.—-The weaving of articles

with border patterns presents a new problem

to the children. If a scarf is being woven

with a pattern at each end, these two patterns

niusL match, and if a curtain is being made

from two widths of material with a horde 1

along the bottom, it is absolutely essential

that the patterns in this case arc an exact

match.

When the first border lias been woven it

is gradually wound on to the roller or cloth

beam and so becomes hidden from view,. so

some means must be adopted for keeping

a record of the pattern rows. Some weavers

write down in a notebook details of each

pattern row as it is woven, and then repeat

the same pattern when the second border

is reached, but it is easy to make a slip in
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copying this for the second bolder. From
experience it is found that the texture of

the fabric woven by one person varies from

time to time, in the same way that variations

in tension occur in knitting. This means

that though the same number of rows of

weft may be Inserted at each end of a scarf,

one pattern, when accurately measured,

may be less or more in depth. The simplest

way to overcome this difficulty is to fasten

a strip of squared paper on to the scarf and

on this rule lines showing the depth of each

section of the plain and pattern weaving.

Plate XXIII shows such a strip in use. As

each pattern row is worked, a child can

indicate in pencil the heddles used for this

row, etc.

When the border is complete, the strip

of paper can be used as a gauge for the

other end. Before doing so, however, the

lines indicating the depths of plain weaving
and of the various borders should be clearly

drawn in ink and the figures showing the

number of rows and heddles used in each

case should be clearly marked. The top of

the pattern should be also indicated.

When the other end of the scarf is reached

the first row of the pattern will be the same
as the last row woven at the other end of

the scarf; in other words the order of weav-
ing tlic pattern rows will be reversed. In

order to use the paper gauge satisfactorily,

the paper must be reversed
;
the inked lines

ate continued across the full width of the

paper and the figures indicating the number
of rows and the heddles used (which are now
upside down on the left side of the paper)

should be written the correct way up to

avoid the possibility of error, on the right-

hand side. This gauge can now be attached
to the weaving and the border continued.

The depth of each section of the pattern

must be adhered to in accordance with the

lines on the gauge. This may mean that in

some cases one or two extra pattern tows
must be inserted. These will not be obvious
in the finished article and will be far better

than having borders at the two ends which
differ in depth. This is particularly so in the

case of fabric which lias to be joined accur-

ately. As children become practised in

the art of weaving, less discrepancies

will naturally occur in the texture of the

weaving.

Now that children are working with longer

warps they will have to learn to calculate

lengths of warp required, etc. As before

stated, it is more economical to put a length

of warp on a loom, sufficient for one or two
articles. Though tile same warp is used, a

different weft can be chosen in each case

so that the woven articles differ entirely in

character; e.g., if a neutral grey warp is

made, the same colour could be used for

weft with the introduction of other colours;

e.g., turquoise, green, orange, black, red,

etc., for pattern in one case, and for tile

second article a dull green could be used

for the weft and other shades of the same
colour, with a touch of contrast, for the

pat tern.

To calculate the length of warp required.

1. Decide on the length of the article to

be made; e.g., scarf yd.

2. An extra 12 to 18 in. should be allowed

for wastage, tying on front and back roller,

etc. (If a warp is being made for three

scarves this 12 in. wastage is sufficient for

the three and illustrates the economy of

the longer warp.)

3. Length required for three scarves is

yd. plus yd. — 5 yd.

The 12 in, mentioned as “wastage" need

not necessarily be wasted. The ends, when
cut off the loom, can be used for sewing

up strips of weaving, for fringes, and for

experimental weaving on a small card or

board loom.

If, after making a number of warps,

various oddments of wool are left over,

these can be used up quite satisfactorily

for a “blended warp" of mixed colours.

This warp can be used with a weft in one or

more colours and some most interesting

fabrics can be produced from a weaver's

oddments—thus lessening any cost on the

original outlay for materials.
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To decide mvrnbex oi threads leauiTed,— spaced more closely as in these cases the

Multiply the width of article by the number
of dents to the inch; e.g., a reed with 14

dents to the inch is used and a scarf 9 in,

wide is woven; therefore, the number of

threads required is 126. Extra threads should

be added tor the selvedge (2 or 3 double

threads should be used for each selvedge)*

Warp. Size of Reed.

Wool for scarves. 12-14 dents to 1 in.

Wool tweed, etc., for

dresses or coats. 14-16 dents to 1 in.

Coarse cotton, linen,

for curtains, 'table

runners, etc. 25-28 dents to 1 in,

Fine cotton for dresses. 28-32 dents to 1 in.

Materials tor use.

—

1. 4- or 3-ply wool for warp and weft.

(The weft is often more loosely spun than

the warp.)

2. Mercerised cotton for more advanced

work.

3. Knitting cotton (8 threads to 1 in.) can

be used for coarse curtains for bathrooms,

etc.

4. Tweeds for dress materials.

5. Fine Egyptian cotton.

6. Silk.

7. Linen.

The question of texture of materials; i.e.,

number of threads to 1 in., may at first

present difficulty, but this lessens with

experience. The classboolc of patterns of

materials, etc., suggested in an earlier section

will be of great service, as any errors in

texture are easily discerned from a piece of

woven fabric, and faults can be corrected

in subsequent work.

An experimental warp can be set up on
a board loom if desired and the correct

number of threads per inch ascertained from
this. A good piece of weaving should show
equal quantities of warp and weft. A test

for this is to hold the woven fabric up to

the light when small squares of light should

be obvious between the threads. The warp
for tweeds and goose eye patterns can be

warp passes over small groups of threads.

There are thus fewer intersections; and the

weft can be beaten up more closely in

consequence.

Traditional threading drafts.—Now that

the children are able to use more complicated

threading drafts, attention must be drawn
to several points in connection with these.

x. The threading draft often indicates the

order in which the heddles should be used,

though adaptations of this are possible;

e.g., honeysuckle threading draft (26 threads)

(Fig. 30, No. 4) shows that the first section

of the pattern is made by threads in hcddles

1 and 4. The next section 1 and 2, 2 and 3,

3 and 4, and so on. The children should

write out the draft reading always from right

to left; e.g., 21/23/23/41/23/21/43/23/2121/

414141 and mark off the various groups of

threads. These numbers should then be

used for the rows of weft; i.e., six rows of

weft should be inserted using heddles 1 and

4, four rows using heddles I and 2 and so

on. The pattern can be varied somewhat

by adding more or less rows of weft for

each pattern unit. Drafts should in all

cases be made on squared paper beforehand.

2. After drafting a pattern from one or

two repeats of the threading draft, the

children will see that the resulting pattern

is not balanced at both edges. Though

this is no drawback in a piece of fabric with

an all-over pattern, it is not altogether

satisfactory for a scarf, etc. Children will

realise that in order for both edges of the

pattern to balance, each side must work

from a central point. By looking at the draft

the children will sec that if the pattern is

threaded from the tenth to the twenty-

fourth thread (inclusive) or from the eighth

to the end of the draft, a balanced pattern

is given in each case. From experiment they

will realise that by threading the 26 threads

of the draft and an additional 7 threads, the

pattern will also be balanced and will work

from the centre thread which in this case is 3.

141414/1212/323412/3/214323/2121/414141.
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After experimenting with this pattern The monk’s belt threading draft (Fig. 30,
draft the children will be able to analyse No, 6) requires 6 extra threads to give a
any pattern draft in the same way and be able balanced pattern, This draft is useful for

to weave a balanced pattern when desired, large articles and makes interesting borders

CC—VOL, v-s

Fig. 30. Threading Drafts
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for curtains, etc. It would be suitable for

coarse curtains for bungalow, kitchen or

bathroom, in cream knitting cotton with

borders of bright colours.

If extra threads are added to any thread-

ing draft it may necessitate the adjustment

of the selvedge threads at the left-hand side

of the loom; i.e., if the last pattern thread

is I in., then the first selvedge thread must

not pass through 1 in. or two threads will

bo raised together and thus upset the order

of the tabby weaving- The first selvedge

thread in this case should pass through

heddle No. 4.

Details of the threading drafts on Fig, 30

will now be given. These drafts should

be sufficient for all school needs, but if

a teacher requires more advanced drafts

she should refer to the books mentioned

in the bibliography. Access to these can

usually he had at any good reference

library.

Threading drafts

—

No. 1 Rosepath thread-

ing draft (8 threads)-—This is one of the

most useful threading drafts, particularly

for school purposes, and consisting of only

8 threads it is easy for children to remember.

A delightful range of small borders and some
interesting all-over patterns can be produced

from this draft.

No. 2. Goose-eye (22 threads) <—This is

suitable for an all-over pattern for linen,

fine wool materials and tweeds. No binder

is used for this pattern. A foot power loom
should be tied up as follows for this

pattern :

—

Neddies. Pedals.

x and 2 x

2 and 3 2

3 and 4 3

1

and 4 4
iVo. 3, Goose-eye adaptation (58 threads).

—

A useful pattern for serviettes, tea cloths,

etc, The loom should be tied up as for goose-

eye pattern,

An interesting all-over fabric can be woven
if the pedals are used in the following

order :

—

4321 four times

2343
2123

4123 three times

432123
No. 4, Honeysuckle .—A delightful pattern

for most purposes. A great variety of borders
and some good all-over patterns can be
woven from this threading draft.

No. 5 - Butternut.—This gives an. interest-

ing pattern for cushions, curtains, etc. The
cushion No. 12 on Class Picture No. 129, was
woven from this draft.

No, 6. Monk's hell .—Useful for bold bor-

ders for curtains and other large articles.

Unsuitable for smaller articles.

No. 7. Snail trail .—This threading draft

can be used for the treadling draft and an

interesting pattern results.

No. 8. Cleveland tveb.—A useful pattern

for larger articles. If used for cushions an

interesting border can be added by repeating

the selvedge threads six or more times at

the beginning and reversing the order of

these for the second selvedge.

No. 9. Orange peel,—The cushion, No, 13

on Class Picture No. 129, was woven from

this draft, It is a useful pattern for heavy
fabrics, covers and curtains. If a narrower

border at the side is required one or more
of the repeats, shown in brackets, should

be omitted,

An unusual method of tying up the loom
is indicated :

—

Reddles.

2

and 4
2 and 3
1 and z'X . .

, >plain
3 and 4/

1

1 and 3
1 and 4

No, 10. Whig rose.—A delightful range of

patterns can be woven from this draft. As

there are so many threads in the draft, it

should be given only to children who have

had plenty of experience in threading up

and weaving from the simpler drafts.

When threading up a loom to any "draft,"

the children should write out the draft and

Pedals.

1

2

3

4

5
6
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pin on the loom—one copy at the front of

the loom and one at the back—in such a

position that each of the two children work-

ing together on the loom can see it easily

and so check each other and ensure that the
"entering" is correct.

VI. FOOT POWER LOOMS

WE now reach another

stage in the history

of weaving—the in-

troduction of foot power, Up
to this stage leashes and
licddles have been manipulated

entirely by hand., and the
children following along the

lines of their ancestors may
think of ways by which relief

can. be obtained for the hands,

and use their feet for some
of the work. Plate VI shows
an interesting model of a

primitive tripod loom in which

rouglily constructed pedals are

used for working the hcddles,

On the other hand Plate
XXIV shows a roughly con-

structed loom to fulfil the same
purpose. Both of these looms
have two heddles only for

tabby weaving, but the same
idea can be developed later

for pattern weaving.

Structure of loot power
looms.—The loom on Plate

XXIV is roughly constructed

from a sugar box and lias two
rollers made from a broom
handle; heddle frames and
pedals made from strips of

wood; hcddles from fine

string, and a clamp (shown
on the side of the loom) for

fixing the rollers. This clamp
can also be used for holding

the small hcddles rigid while

entering the threads Plate XXIV. Home-made Two-pedal Loom
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Plate XXV. Toot Power Loom

(see Fig. i6). The two hcddle frames arc

attached at the top by a string which passes

over the top beam, the string moving easily

in a groove.

The hecldlc frames are again attached to

the pedals by string and a non-slip loop,

Fig, 31, As each pedal is pressed clown the

heddle to which it is attached also moves
down, and the other heddle moves up a

corresponding amount, thus giving a good
shed.

Though this loom is made so simply,

attention has been paid to the surfaces over

which the wool warp or woven fabric passes,

these being very well sandpapered to prevent
friction. Some delightful work has been
done by children on this loom and it forms
a good introduction to the principles of a

foot power loom.

Many hand looms (which are better termed
foot power looms) are on the market and
though they differ in minor points the

general principles of structure remain the
same. Hand looms are supplied with four

heddles and a reed similar to those found
on tabic looms, but have the addition of

four or six pedals. Though in some cases

the heddles are tied direct to the pedals

as in the home-made loom described above,

in others they are tied to " lams'
J

and the

lams to the pedals, Threads arc now pulled

down, by pressing a pedal, whereas formerly

on table looms they were raised.

In the loom on Plate XXV two grooved

pulleys (similar to those used on a clothes

drier which hangs from the ceiling) are

screwed into the top beam. A string passes

over the pulley and each end is attached to

the eyelet on another pulley. The two

smaller pulleys at each side of the loom

support two heddle frames hy a string which

is attached to the first heddle frame, passed

over the pulley and then fastened to the

second frame. Two small pieces of wood or

heddle horses (see Fig. 32) can be used instead

of the pulleys for supporting the heddles.

The heddles are next tied in order to the

lams (the provision ol lams simplifies the

tying up and enables a weaver to get a more

direct pull on the heddles). Tiie lams are

fixed on a bar at one side of the loom. Each
lam has a hole in line wiLli the centre of the

heddle frame. A string is passed through

this and attached to a special non-slip loop

(Fig. 31) fixed to each hcddle. This loop

is easy to manipulate and enables the

height of the hcdcllc frames to be adjusted

easily.

In addition, each of the four lams has a

scries of holes in line with the pedals; strings

pass through these holes and are tied to a

loop fixed in each pedal. As each lam is

Fig. 31, Non-slip Loop
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tied directly to each licdclle it will be seen

that if a lam is pulled down the correspond-

ing heddlc is pulled down. If the lams are

tied to the pedals, it gives the same result

as tying the heddles to pedals.

Great care must be taken with the tying

up of the loom as good weaving can be done
only on a well-fitted and perfectly balanced

Fig. 32, Method or Tying ui» Loom
1. I-Icddle. 2. Lam

. 3. Peclal.

loom, and time devoted to this part of the

work is well spent. Good strong jute string

should he nsec! for tying up the loom as it

is loss likely to stretch. The pedals have a

series of holes along their length which line

up vertically with the holes in the lams.

Strings pass through the holes and are

joined to the lams in accordance with the

pattern to be woven.
Pedals arc numbered 1 to 6 from light to

left of the loom. The two middle pedals are

used for the plain weaving and the other

four for pattern. The method of tying up
varies but the usual one is as follows:

—

Pedal r to lams 2 and 3

,, 2 to lams r and 4

, , 3 to lams 1 and ad , .

,, 4 to lams 2 and 4j
1

,, 5 to lams 1 and 2

fJ 6 to lams 3 and 4

It makes no difference which heddles arc

tied to each pedal but the above is the usual

method for most patterns. Children must,
however, keep a record of the "tying up"
and check this with any pattern they may
be using. If they tic heddles 2 and 3 to No, 1

pedal and they arc working from a draft in

which heddles 1 and 2 are tied to No. i, they
must alter their order of using the pedals

in accordance with this. I11 addition they
must notice which heddles arc used for the

tabby weaving. Though 1 and 3 and 2 and 4
are generally used, some threading drafts;

e.g., orange peel (Fig. 30, No. 9) gives heddles

3 and 4 and 1 and 2 for the tabby weave,
as can be seen from the threading draft.

In this case the loom would have to be tied

as indicated by the threading draft.

The tying up of the loom cannot he begun
until the warp has been fixed on the loom.

Tiic making of the warp is the same as for

the other type of loom, but the transferring

of this to the loom varies somewhat for the

hand loom.

The warp should be spread out across the

width of the reed, two double threads through

every fourth deni as before (the reed being
removed from its frame for the purpose).

The heddles should be detached from the

lams and then raised and tied temporarily

to the top of the loom, thus giving an open
space for the warp. The reed with the warp
threads spaced evenly should again be fixed

in the frame or batten with the chain of

warp at the front of the loom, and the loops

on a shed stick, towards the back of the

loom. The shed sLick is attached to the roller

or warp beam, the cross transferred to the
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back of the loom and tlie warp wound on

the roller as before.

When all the warp has been wound on,

the shed sticks tied to the warp beam and

the threads tied in small bunches, all is

ready for the ''entering/
1

The heddle frames arc released and put

in position, One girl sits at the back of the

loom, and sorts out the threads in turn,

passes them through the correct heddle

and they are then drawn through a dent

of the reed by a girl at the front of the

loom,

The selvedge threads at the right of the

loom (looking from the front) are entered

first, one through each heddle, two through

each dent of the reed. Then the threads

of the pattern are entered, one through each

heddle and one through each dent of the

reed. As each set of threads forming a

pattern; e.g., the honeysuckle with 26

threads, is completed, it should be tied in

a half bow at the front of the reed, and
carefully checked before proceeding with

the next pattern.

Tf a mistake occurs in the entering it

produces a flaw in the weaving and may
necessitate rethreading the warp. When
all threads are entered and the warp
ends attached to the front roller, the loom
is ready for tying up.

The height of the heddle frames should

be adjusted, the eyes of the hcddlcs should

be in line with the centre of the reed, when
this is standing vertical,

The heddle frames should now be tied

firmly together, the strings fixed on the

bottom of the heddle frames and tied care-

fully and securely to the lams. The lams

should be almost parallel with the heddle

frames, having a slightly upward tilt. They
should be tied together temporarily while

they are attached to the pedals. The pedals

should hang evenly at the same height from
the floor. If they are loo high they will

impede the movement of the lams and be
trying for the weaver. The temporary
strings tying the lams and the heddles

together are now removed and the tension

of the warp is next tested, It should be
taut and springy to the touch. By pressing

pedals 3 and 4 in turn the tabby weave can

be tested; i.e, f one set of alternate strands

should be pulled down in each case. If this

is correct, the ends of the warp can be tied

more securely. A stick is inserted in one

shed and the weaving begins.

The children will quickly see that whereas
in the table loom two movements were
necessary to manipulate two heddles, in the

foot power loom only one movement becomes
necessary as two heddles are tied to each

pedal.

The children can now work the pedals,

using the right foot for the pedals at the

right an-d the left foot for the pedals at the

left. For tabby weaving, using the two
centre pedals only, one foot can be used,

transferring it from one pedal to the other

as required.

Experience will show that if the shed is

kept open while the weft is beaten up, it

will be beaten up much more closely. It is

advisable to close the shed for beating up

a loosely woven woollen fabric, but keep it

open for beating up a closely woven cotton

fabric.

Fabrics.—Children can now weave wider

pieces of fabric but should not attempt a

piece in a width greater than the distance

they can extend the arm for throwing the

shuttle. Material 24 to 27 in. wide should

be attempted first, later material up to

36 in. can be woven.
Fabrics for the following types of articles

can be woven:

—

1. Dresses, in wool, tweed, linen, cotton,

etc.

2. Coats, skirts, hats, in wool, tweed or

linen.

3. Overalls, aprons, etc., in Egyptian

cotton, mercerised cotton, knitting cotton,

linen, etc.

4. Curtains in wool, cotton, cotton warp

with wool weft, mercerised cotton, knitting

cotton, linen, cotton, warp with linen weft,

camel hair, etc.
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5, Tablecloths, serviettes, towels, duch-

esse sets, runners, chairbaclcs, bags, etc,,

in fine cotton, cotton warp with linen weft,

linen warp and weft, mercerised cotton, etc.

6, Workbags, handbags, pochettes in wool,

tweed, linen, etc,

7, Scarves in machine- and hand-spun
wool, wool warp with silk weft, etc.

To calculate the length of warp required

for a foot power loom .

—

x. Decide on length of material; e.g.,

4 yd. long.

2. Add 4 to 6 ill. for every yard, for

shrinkage when the material is pressed and
shrunk.

3. Add £ yd. for wastage and tying on
the loom,

4. Length of warp should be 4 yd, plus

24 in. plus 27 in,, which amounts to 5 yd.

15 in.

5. Allow 4 in. in width for shrinkage.

Various materials can be used on a hand
loom; e.g., 2-ply wool, 3-ply wool, Egyptian
cotton, mercerised cotton, knitting cotton,

linen, tweed yarn, etc. Tweeds can be
woven most successfully by senior girls on
a foot power loom. Good Cheviot or Harris

yarn can be bought in varying thicknesses

and is suitable for weaving 12, 14 or 16

threads to the inch. The yarn is generally

woven in the greasy state, being scorned

and finished later.

To scour .—The fabric should first be

soaked in hot water and left to cool This

loosens al[ dirt. The cloth is removed from

the bath and the water squeezed out. It

is then inserted in a bath of hot well-lathered

water and moved about in this. Several

baths of lathered solution may be necessary

to remove all grease and dirt. (Primitive

people often use their feet for pounding the

dirt out of the cloth.) There must always

be sufficient water to cover the cloth. When
the cloth is clean it should be immersed in

warm water to remove every trace of soap,

which is most important. The water in the

last bath should be quite clear. The cloth

should next be hung to dry in the open air,

if possible. If desired, the fabric can be sent

to one of the many firms of cloth shriulcers

to be "finished” professionally for a very
small charge. (The writer lias often had a

length of cloth 6 to 8 yd. long and 36 in.

wide scoured and finished for the modest
sum of xs. 6tf.) , Many firms are to be found
in London and some of the northern cloth

manufacturing towns,

In weaving tweeds, trouble may be
experienced with the selvedge threads, as

some of the tweed yarn is rather loosely

spun, and the threads often break, This
difficulty can be overcome by inserting at

the selvedge firmer and more tightly spun
wool of any colour, this portion of the

fabric being rarely used when, making up.

Tweeds can be made in tabby weave or in

twills or a combination of both. Good
fabrics can be produced by weaving with
tweed yarn on a machine spun 2-ply wool

weft.

Tie up for hvill.

Pedals . Reddles .

1 1 and 2

2 2 and 3

3 3 4
4 1 and 4

Pedals used in the order r, 2, 3, 4, etc.;

only four pedals are necessary.

Tie up for plain weave and twill [combined).

Pedals. Reddles.

r 1 and 2

2 2 and 3

3 i and 3^

4 2 and 4^

5 3 and 4
6 1 and 4

j

plain

Some most interesting effects can be pro-

duced by colour and weave stripe patterns,

some suggestions for which are now given.

T. Threading order;

—

2 dark, 2 light for 1st stripe 8 or 12

2 light, 2 dark for 2nd n > threads to

2 dark, 2 light for 3rd „ J a stripe.

2. 2 and 2 hopsack same colouring in

warp and weft.

3. 2 dark, 2 light, 4 dark, 4 light in warp
and weft hopsack,
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4. Twills. 4 dark, 4 light reversed at

intervals.

5. 2 and 2 in warp, 1 and 1 in welt.

6. 2 and 2 colouring in warp, 4 and 4 in

weft,

y, 3 and 3 in warp, one colour for weft.

8, 3 and 3 in warp. Same for weft.

g. One colour warp. 3 and 3 weft.

By the time the children reach this stage,

they should have an interesting book of

threading drafts with details of tying up

the loom, reed used, etc. They should be

encouraged to experiment with original

adaptations of traditional threading drafts,

and to make simple threading drafts of their

own. In writing original drafts the children

must keep the following points in mind;-

—

1, Too many adjacent threads must not

be drawn down together or too large a block

of colour will result (6 to 8 threads should

be the maximum).
2. The tabby weave must remain undis-

turbed throughout the draft; i.c., one set of

FOR SENIORS
alternate threads must be on cither hcddle
No. 1 or No. 3, the other set on cither No. 2

or No. 4.

A great variety of fabrics can be woven
on a hand loom. Plate XXVI shows a motor
rug woven by girls of thirteen on this type
of loom. The warp is made of single ply

beige rug wool, 6 threads to the inch, and
the weft (green and beige) is spun and dyed
by the children. The ends of the warp are

knotted to form a fringe and the rug is

delightfully soft and warm. This type of

rug offers great scope for using hand-spun
wool, which at first is rather on the coarse

side. Another rug was woven by the same
class of girls. This was made on a blue

2-ply wool warp (3 strands of the wool

forming one warp strand), the weft being

hand-spun and dyed blue, with orange

borders. These rugs arc similar to the

camel rugs woven by the Bedouins in

Morocco, and they make delightful door

curtains or “ throw-overs " for a setLcc.

PRACTICE

Platk XXVI. Motor Hug
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Curtains offer great scope. They can be

woven in fine cotton, mercerised cotton,

linen, wool (cotton warp, wool weft), etc.

Attractive net curtains can be produced by
using a fine cream cotton warp (14 threads

to the inch) and the same thread for weft

which is beaten up loosely, Attractive

borders in coloured mercerised cotton can

be added at intervals. A strong selvedge

(at least 16 threads, 2 being taken through

each dent) should be allowed for this type

of curtain.

Pleasing effects are obtained by missing

some of the dents in Ulc reed and the same
number in the well, giving a loose open

effect, or by putting a group through Lhe

same hcddle at intervals and inserting the

same number of rows of weft in one shed.

The large raffia bag on Plate XXVII illus-

trates the latter idea which results in a large

check pattern. Though the three bags

included in this Plate are made in raffia they

form interesting patterns for any hand-
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woven materials. The fastening in each
case is of particular interest. Strip Linson
which is now on the market in varying
widths from ^ in. wide would be most
suitable for bags of this type. The
material is strong and serviceable and is

supplied in a wide range of attractive

colours.

Rug weaving.—The hand loom offers

great scope for rug weaving. Rugs made in

this way arc quickly produced and can be

most al tractive. Unless the loom is very

sturdy, however, rugs of too great a width
should not be attempted. The warp is

made in line same way as described for

wool, a 4-ply wool, cotton or string carpel

warp and a single ply, a 3- or 4-ply rug

wool for weft,

Only two lieddles are necessary for tabby
weaving, bul if the loum is equipped with
four lieddles the warp should be entered

i, 2, 3, 4, repeat, Hcddlcs 1 and 3 are tied

Plate XXVII. Kaffia Weaving
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Plate XXVIII,

to one pedal, 2 and 4 to the oilier. The two

middle pedals should be used for convenience

,

the others being detached from the lams,

etc,

It will be obvious that as in this type of

rug all the warp strands must be covered,

no pattern rows which involve the passing

over groups of threads can be included.

Some good effects can be obtained by using

two colours alternately. This means that

one colour will appear on the odd numbers
in the warp, the other on the even numbers,
giving vertical stripes of colour -

Horizontal stripes are produced by several

rows of tabby weaving in one colour. Plate

Hand-woven Rugs

XXVIII shows two rugs woven on this type

of loom. Tapestry designs can also be

included.

jPile rugs offer much more scope for variety

in pattern. The threading is still the same,

each thread passing through one dent of

the reed (12 dents to the inch) except at

the selvedge when two threads pass through

each dent. Three or four double threads

should be allowed for the selvedge. A few

inches of weaving should be done at each

end, using the same yam as for the warp.

A row of knots (previously described)

cut from wool to 2 in. long is now made
on each pair of warp strands with the
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exception of the selvedge threads, which
should be treated in the way suggested for

small rugs in Section III. (There will he
six knots to the inch.) This is followed by
two rows of tabby weaving which are

beaten up closely each time. The colour

of the pile can be changed at will, in accord-

ance with a previously drafted pattern.

Some attractive rugs suitable for bunga-
lows and other small homes can be made
using flax string for

warp and a combin-

ation of string and
natural rush for weft.

Others are made with

string for warp and
chenille, dyed tape

or coloured rags, cut

in strips | to 1 in.

wide for weft.

Plate XXIX shows
an upright rug loom
fitted with two
lieddles, reed and
two pedals, a warp
and a doth beam.
This is a very sturdy

and useful loom for

school purposes, and
is a great advance

on the simple home-
made rug looms used

previously.

Plate XXX shows
children working at

a hand loom; Plate

XXXI a Scotch
weaver at his loom;

Plate XXXII a weaver “tying 011” a new
length of warp. This method of “tying

on'
1

a new warp to a short length of

an old warp saves much time in threading

up to a detailed threading draft. The warp

is made as usual and each end of the new

warp is tied in its correct order to an end of

the old warp (in front of the lieddles). Care

must be taken, however, in winding the

warp on to the warp beam, to avoid breaking

the knots.

This method is adopted in the factories

to-day but instead of being "tied on." the

threads are "twisted in"—the twisting

process being aided by dipping the fingers

in some special preparation.

Spinning with a wheel.—After plenty of

practice in spinning wool with a spindle,

the children should be introduced to

the spinning wheel, an invention of the

sixteenth century.

A spinning wheel
not only provides a

quicker method of

spinning wo ol
,

b lit

offers a delightfully

restful occupation.

As a worker sits at

the wheel in a com-
fortable position with

her foot on the pedal,

working in easy
rhythmical move-
ments, listening to

the scarcely audible

purr of the revolving

wheel, she can almost

create for herself

some of the soft

melodics provided by

her ancestors.

The spinning wheel

is a development
of the principle of

the spindle. The
spindle of llie wheel

is a metal rod
fitted into leather

sockets, supported on a framework, Plate

XXXIII. One end of the rod is hollow with

an opening, A, through which the wool

passes and comes out at B. This spindle

rod has a fixed liorscshoe-shaped wooden
attachment or flier, E, with a series of hooks

on opposite sides of each arm. These hooks

arc used to guide the spun wool on to the

bobbin, F, during the spinning process.

The wool is moved from lioolc to hook in

order to produce an evenly wound bobbin.

Pla.tk XXIX. Foot Power Rug Loom



Plate XXX, Children at Hand Loom

A bobbin, F, having a grooved pulley, C 3

at one end, is fixed on the spindle. The
bobbin rotates freely on this spindle, and

should be placed so that the pulley, C, is

in line with the large driving wheel. Another

pulley, D, with two grooves of varying

diameters is fixed to the centre spindle

adjacent to the pulley on the bobbin, so

that it rotates at the same speed as the

spindle and fliers. The endless driving string

connects (l*) the bobbin and pulley, C, and

(2) the spindle pulley, D, to the large driving

wheel. Plate XXXIV shows a child working
at a spinning wheel,

Method of making the driving hand .—Take
a piece of strongly twisted string, hold one

end in the left hand, pass the other end over

and round the driving wheel, under the

fixed spindle pulley, D, over the driving

wheel again and under the bobbin pulley, C.

Pull the two ends of string tightly and over-

lap them for about il in. The two ends

should then be stitched neatly together

with a needle and thread.

Most spinning wheels have an attachment

for adjusting the driving belt. Before making

the belt, adjustment should be made so that

the frame work supporting the spindle is as

near the driving wheel as possible. This

will enable the driving belt to be tightened

as it stretches during the spinning process.

The spindle pulley has two grooves of

different diameters. When beginning work

the driving belt should be in the groove

with the largest diameter. As tlio bobbin fills

up and increases in diameter, the driving

belt should be changed over to the groove

with the smaller diameter, so that the speed
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of the spindle is increased in proportion to

the increased diameter of the bobbin. From
practical experience it is found that the

position of the driving belt on the large

pulley can, however, be maintained through-

out for spinning wool, but the smaller pulley

may be found more suitable for cotton,

silk and linen which arc more tightly

spun.

Spinning can now begin. Take a length

of machine-spun wool (about 2 ft. in length),

tie this on to the bobbin and wrap it round

a few times. Carry it along the hooks on

the flier, thread it through hole B and out

at A. A thin liaivpin or twisted wire is useful

for threading the wool through the hole in

the spindle. If the wool is held tightly with the

fingers and the wheel rotated by working

the pedal, the wool is twisted by the rotation

of the spindle. If the hold on the wool is

slackened it automatically winds on the

bobbin.

The children should understand the work-

ing principles of the wheel, which are very

simple, Students were once spinning with

spindle and spinning wheels in the environs

of an engineering college. Some workmen
were most interested in this work, particu-

larly in the principle of the spinning wheel

—

a very old principle which is apparently

still adopted in many of the modern machines

(that of differential speeds).

The children should have a few minutes'

practice with pedalling and in controlling

the stopping of the movement. The wheel

should be stopped when the pedal is at its
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highest point, then when work is restarted

the wheel will start revolving clockwise in

the right direction without helping it by
hand. Take a rolag of wool and twist some
of this on to the length of wool which comes

out through the hole A in the spindle. Hold
the wool lightly with the thumb (oil top)

and the fingers (below) of the left hand,

and work the wheel when the wool begins

to twist. With the right hand draw a few

inches of fleece from the rolag, release

the fleece in the left hand and let
:
the

yarn run on to the bobbin. A longer

piece of fleece can be drawn from the

rolag as tlie worker gains confidence but
real skill can be acquired only by constant
practice.

At first the spun fleece may be very
coarse and uneven but gradually a worker
learns to control the number of fibres drawn
from the rolag and gets a more even thread.

The left hand should now draw the fleece

from the rolag, the right hand holding the

rolag and preventing the twist from going
into this. As the spun thread held in the

left hand is wound on to the bobbin, more
fleece is drawn from the rolag, so the left

hand moves from the right hand and then



Plate XXXIII. Spindle and Fliers of Spinning "Wheu-l
A. Opening in rod through which wool pusses, coming out at B.
C. Bobbin pulley. D, Spindle pulley.

E, Flier, F. Bobbin,
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towards the bobbin in rhythmical move-

ments.

Some girls take to spinning more easily

than others; with some it seems almost a

natural gift, while others seem to acquire

the knack quite suddenly or may practise

for a long time without gaining the necessary

skill. The chief points to remember are:—

(i) The movement of pedal and wheel should

be smooth and rhythmical rather than quick

and spasmodic, (2) The wool should be held

lightly in the lingers. (3) The wool should

be passed at a steady pace on to the bobbin

and not kept too long in the fingers, or

it will be too tightly spun and harsh to use.

FOR SENIORS

(4) On no account should the twist be allowed

to go into the rolag, or results will be disas-

trous. (5) Beginners should aim at getting

an even rather than a very fine thread.

When the bobbin is filled with spun wool,

the bobbin can either be removed from its

position and another one inserted or the

wool can be wound into hanks from the

bobbin while in its position. This is done

by slipping the driving band from the wheel,

when the bobbin will rotate easily and the

wool can be wound on the hands into a

hank of convenient size. The ends of wool

should be secured and the hanlc tied in

several places ready for washing and dyeing,

VII. TRIMMINGS, AND MAKING UP HAND-
WOVEN MATERIAL

MANY of the articles made lip from

hand-woven fabric will need the

addition of cords, plaits, etc., so

instructions will now be given for making

cords of various types.

Looped cord, or finger crochet.—This gives

a rounded cord, most useful for bags,

cushions, girdles, etc,, and has the advantage

that it does not unravel.

1.

Allow several strands of each of two
contrasting colours (red and beige) just over

four times the length of the finished cord

and tie a knot at one end.

2.

Hold the knot between the thumb and

finger of the left hand> the beige wool on
the left, red on the right.

3.

Bring the beige wool over the left

forefinger and place it behind the red strands.

4.

Hold the wool in this position with the

knot.

5.

With the left forefinger (which is still

through the beige loop) hook the red wool

through this loop, when it now takes the

place of the beige loop.

6.

Now pull the beige strand tight.

7,

Hook the beige wool through the red

loop and pull the red strand tight and repeat

this process; i.e., pull the beige strands

through the red loop and the red strands

through the beige loop, alternately tighten-

ing the loop on the finger in each case by
pulling the strands of the opposite colour

and transferring the loop from hand to

hand each time.

When the end of the cord is reached pull

the one bundle of strands through the last 1

loop and pull the loop tight.
,

Knotted cord on stretched foundation.—
1. Take a thick strand of wool or a bunch

of finer strands for a foundation.

2. Tie a strand of wool in each of two
colours at one end of this.

3. Pin the knots to the knee or to a.

desk.

4. Make a blanket stitch with one strand

of coloured wool on one side of the founda-

tion threads.

5- Next make a blanket stitch with the

other coloured thread on the opposite side,

of the foundation.
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1

6. Repeat this, taking each colour altern-

ately to the end. This gives a flat cord with
a firm attractive blanket stitched edge along
each side.

Knitted cord-—This is made on needles

with points at both ends.

1. Cast on 4 stitches.

2. Knit these each time from the front

of the work, pulling the wool from the last

stitch on the row, across the back of the

work ready to work the first stitch on the

next row. This gives a round cord, similar

to the French knitting described next,

French knitting.—This is done on a cotton

reel as follows:

—

1. Put five brass shoe rivets or small-

hcaclecl nails in the top of the cotton, reel

spaced evenly about J in. from the hole.

2. Tic the wool to one nail, leaving 4 to

6 in., and thread the end of the wool through
the hole in the reel so that the cord can be
pulled through as it is made.

3. Twist the wool round each of the

remaining rivets.

4. Bring the wool in front of the one
knotted strand and using a darning needle

pick up the knotted loop and slip over this

strand.

5. Bring the wool in front of the next

rivet and pass the loop over again.

6. Continue round and round, pulling the

cord through the hole in the reel as it is

made.

7. To finish the cord, thread the end of

the wool in a needle eye and take the needle

through each loop as it is slipped off the

rivet, then pull tight and stitch the end
firmly.

This is an old-fashioned type of cord

which children in the past used for making
reins, etc., in multi-coloured wool, Never-
theless it is a useful cord as it can be made
in any colour to match the weaving.

Plaits.—Plaits are useful for finishing off

articles especially in the case of raffia work.

The three plait is a common one with which

m)—vor.. v-s

almost everyone is familiar, hut the wider
flat plaits with an odd or even number of

strands are less well known.
Method.—1. Take any number of strands

according to the width required, in any case

not more than 10 or 12,

2. Tic each of these on to a piece of dowel
rod or pencil.

3. This should be fixed behind two nails

driven into a board or tied to a hook in the
wall

.

4. Take the strand on the left and weave
this under one, over one to the right side.

5. Repeat this with the other strands

holding the plait as it is made between the

thumb and fingers to keep if fiat.

Though at first it may be somewhat
confusing it becomes easier as the work
proceeds. Several distinctive colours should
be used for the early experiments as they
are easier for children to place in their

right ordcr-

Twisted cold in wool.—Allow several

strands of wool 2-J times the length of coixl

required. Two children should assist in

making this cord.

1. Knot the strands at both ends.

2. Slip a pencil through the centre of the

bunch of strands near the knot.

3. Each child should hold the wool with
the fingers below the knot and begin to

twist the pencil, one child to the right, the

other to the left.

4. When the strands arc tightly twisted,

thread one end of the cord through the

handle of a pair of scissors and move these

along to the centre of the cord.

5. Take the two pencils in one hand and
hold the hand as high \ip as possible when
the scissors, acting as a spinning whorl,

will twist the cord.

6. When the cord is twisted evenly it

can be knotted at each end and the scissors

removed by cutting the strands, which
should be reknotted later.

Twisted cord in raffia.—As raflia strands

arc of limited length, a twisted cord cannot
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be made in the same way as for wool. It

must be done as follows:

—

1. Take a few strands of each of two

colours and knot them together at one end,

2. Holding a bunch of coloured strands

in each hand and keeping the hands as far

apart as possible, twist both bunches between

the thumb and lingers to the left for a

distance of approximately I in.

3. Take the left-hand bunch over to the

right hand, the right bunch passing under

io the left.

4. Repeat the twisting to the left and pass-

ing of left bunch over to the right hand.
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5. As the ends of some of the raffia strands

are reached, new ones can be added to

preserve an even thickness.

6. When the end of the cord is reached

it can be wrapped with a strand of raffia.

7, An extra twist in another colour can

be added if desired. Tie the new strands

at the end of the cord just completed.

8, Then with the new strands in the left

hand and the cord in the right, the new
strands only should be twisted to the left

and then passed over to the right hand,

and the cord to the left. The new twist

fits into the groove between the other two

colours and makes an attractive and very

strong 3-ply cord.

Braids.—Braids with stripes, plaids or

inlay pattern are also useful for tri namings

and can be made on a braid loom. In the

same way a narrow woven strip can be

made for holding down the flap of a bag

or pochette, etc. Braids showing warp

pattern only, as mentioned in an earlier

chapter, can also be used but possibly some
of the most useful braids can be made with
tablets.

Tablet weaving.—Tablet weaving is most
useful for trimming belts and other acces-

sories. Class Picture No. 130 shows a set

of belts in tablet weaving. Fig. 33 shows
drafts for these. They arc woven in macramd
string and in most cases have an attractive

home-made buckle attached. Plate XXXV
shows similar braids used for reins and the

straps on sandals. Other ideas will no doubt
suggest themselves to the worker.

Tablet weaving is one of the oldest crafts

and several pieces are to be found dated

about the sixth century. Tablets belonging

to the Roman period have been found.

These were made of bone, and in the East

arc often made of leather, old playing cards,

etc.

The braids wore used for harness for

Plate XXXV. Tablet Weaving
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camels, belts, edges of shawls, etc., and some
most interesting examples are to be found

in museums; e.g,, South Kensington, Royal
Albert, etc.

Tablet weaving is particularly suitable

for school purposes and forms a definite

stage in the history of weaving. From
experience it is found that certain types of

children take to tablet weaving more than

others and these children should be allowed

the fullest possible scope for experiment

and practice. Having been briefly explained

the principles of tablet weaving and allowed

to see a few good samples of work and a few

pattern drafts, the children can be left to

experiment by themselves. Tablet weaving
needs little teaching and best results are

obtained if the suggestions indicated above

are adopted.

Little equipment is required. A set of

tablets should be made or bought, Tablets

made of thin smooth card will suffice for the

early experiments but thin fibre, bone,

celluloid or metal ones can be bought quite

cheaply, These are generally about 2 in.

square with rounded corners and a hole

at each corner numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, through

which the thread passes. Strong threads

are essential, preferably cotton, silk or

macramd string. Wool, owing to its loose

fibres, is not altogether satisfactory as the

fibres prevent the free movement of the

tablets, Macram4 string, being particularly

smooth and coarse, is suitable for the early

experiments. The weft thread should be of

similar but liner material in the same colour

as the end threads in the braid. Shuttles

can be made in thin cardboard or wood, and
bone tatting shuttles can be bought which
are most suitable for the finer threads.

Beaters for pressing up the rows of weft

can be made from a ruler or thin piece of

wood or metal, or a comb could be used

quite satisfactorily.

Two methods can be adopted for keeping

the threads taut:—(1) They can be tied to

a ring or rod and attached to the waist (as

suggested for the waist loom). (2) They
can be stretched between two posts fixed

415

to the table. Two warping posts fixed at

a distance apart, according to the length
of braid required, would suffice, and can
easily be adjusted if the warp slackens.

If warping posts are used the tablets

remain hat in a horizontal position, and arc

turned from right to left or vice versa, but
if the tablets are used as a waist loom, they
remain on their edges and are turned away
from or towards the worker. In the latter

case the flat braid is directly in front of the

worker. For demonstration purposes a

teacher should make one or two tablets in

3-ply wood and thread these with coarse

wool or string so that she can demonstrate
the principle of turning the tablets and
inserting the weft to the children,

Place tablets with No. 1 at lop left; 2 at

top right; 3 at bottom right; 4 at bottom
left,

Thread several tablets with four contrast-

ing colours and one thread through each
hole and pass a weft thread through the

shed. Now grip the group of tablets together

and turn them a quarter turn to the left.

This produces another shed and a weft

thread should be passed through. This turn

will change the position of all the holes.

No. 1 will now be in the original position

of 4, and so on. Turn the tablets a second

quarter turn to the left, a third and then a

fourth, passing a weft thread through the

shed each time, This brings No. x to its

original position. It will be seen that twelve

or more tablets can be used and turned to

right or left easily after practice with four.

If the weaving is examined it will be seen

that only one warp thread from each tablet

is visible on the surface of the braid, so that

if ten tablets are used with four threads

in each, only ten threads are visible on the

surface of the braid. This is the chief point

to remember when drafting patterns.

If the tablets are always turned in the

same direction the warp threads tend to

twist and form a rope. This necessitates

the frequent unfastening and combing out

of the warp threads at one end. If this is

done the tablets should first be tied together
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with a string so that they do not slip out

of their right order. It a hole is punched

through the centre of each tablet it simplifies

this process considerably for a string or peg

can pass through the centre hole of each

and hold the whole group of tablets firmly

in position, If the tablets are turned two

or three turns to the right and the same

number to tiie left, the warp threads remain

straight in their original positions.

If the tablets are used as a waist loom, the

woven braid must be rolled up as it is woven

for convenience in weaving. Some of the

simplest patterns are :

—

1, Two-way weaving, giving different

colour on both sides. Thread twelve tablets

with two blue threads through holes i and

z; two red threads through holes 3 and 4,

and place all in position (No. 1 at top left).

Turn tablets two quarter turns to left and

then the same number to the right, and

pass weft through each time. This will

result in a braid with 011c blue and one red

side.

2. To interchange the colours on both

sides of the braid the direction in which the

tablets are turned should be changed. If

they were turned to the left, they should
next be turned to the right, when they
regain the position in which they started;

i.e.. No. 1 at top left.

3. To make a braid in which half the
width is red and half blue, the weaving
should be done as follows:—Before starting

from the original position turn tablets 7 to

12 two- quarter turns to the right, thus
reversing the position of the red and blue
threads. Weave as before with two-quarter
turns to left and right. Colours can be
reversed as suggested previously.

4. Various patterns in checks and stripes

are produced by changing the position of

various groups of tablets; e.g., the four

middle ones, etc,, before beginning to weave,

This can be discovered by experiment only.

Drafts (Fig. 33),—Children should draft

their various patterns. Each square in the

drafts in Fig. 33 represents one tablet

and these are numbered 1 to 12 or in

accordance with the number of tablets used,

and each square numbered across the top

of the draft represents one hole of each
tablet,

At first the tablets should be threaded in

one direction only (see Fig. 34)
from top of tablet, but later

they can be threaded from

underneath, see Fig. 35.
Experiments can be made in

threading tablets in both direc-

tions. If tablets arc threaded

alternately from the top and the

nnder-sidc the finished braid

has a chain effect, If the

tablets for one-half of the braid

are threaded from the top and
the other half from the under-

side then the braid retains its

balance and seems to radiate

from tl\e centre,

The width of the braid can

be increased by the addition

of extra tablets for the two

edges. Braids can be woven
in two, three or more colours.

Braids can be finished off with

Fig 34

Fig, 35
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a fringe, or by knotting the warp threads

to prevent them from unravelling. The ends

could also be plaited in groups—a method
adopted by many of the primitive weavers.

Finishing.—This scheme of weaving would
not be complete without mention of the

finishing and making up of hand-woven
fabrics. All children should have as wide
an experience as possible in this. When
fabrics arc removed from the loom, any
flaws in the weaving must be corrected;

this process is known as "mending.” If

it is found that the weft thread has slipped

over one or two warp strands without being

caught in, this long strand must be cut at

one end. A new weft strand is darned into

the warp strands in correct order and over-

laps the old weft thread for a few strands

at each end. The ends are then cut close

and will not be discernible when pressed

later. Any knots which appear in the warp
should be cut and a new piece darned in as

before. Where the end of the warp strand

has been left and wrapped round a pin to

hold it in place, this end should be darned

into the fabric overlapping the other end of

the warp strand for a distance of \ to I in.

and cut off.

If the fabric has been pulled in any way
in going over the roller, etc,, the weft can

be carefully stroked into position with the

eye of a darning needle.

Making up hand-woven material—Many
weavers have in the past shown great

timidity in cutting hand-woven material.

Realising that the fabric is often more
loosely woven than machine-made material

and, therefore, much more likely to fray,

weavers have tended to economise oil the

cutting of a garment. This has led to many
of the ill-shaped and ill-fitting garments

we have seen in use. These have often been

shapeless with heavy blanket-stitched seams,

fringed hems, etc. It was not until weavers
realised that a well-fitting garment could be

made that hand-woven fabrics came more
into favour,

4^7

The material is cut in just the same way
as machine-made fabric, If it has to be put
away before being made up, it is a good plan
to overcast the cut edges loosely, but it is

better to make the garment up as soon as

possible. The seams are joined with a fine

machine stitch, the edges of the seams being
treated in cither of the following ways:

—

(1) Opened flat and bound at both edges;

(2) opened flat and overcast; (3) opened
flat and the raw edge turned under and
machined close to the edge.

The last is the cheapest and possibly the

most satisfactory method.

If a fine hem is to be made at the edge of

a sleeve or skirt, the material should be
turned down once and machined fairly dose
to the edge. The loose frayed edge can be
cut off close to this stitching and the single

hem, already made, turned down again and
machined once more. Only one row of

stitching then shows on the right side of

the garment.

Another good plan to adopt for the edges

of a cardigan, etc., is to turn down a single

hem and put several rows of fine machine
stitching on the right side, combining con-

struction and decoration. All loose ends

can be cut off; the hem is then quite secure

and looks really well tailored. This principle

can be adopted for the two edges of a scarf

or belt, if cut from a piece of wide material,

Decorative siitchery can also be used quite

satisfactorily in the making up of hand-

woven material. The most useful stitches

for this purpose are couching, blanket

stitch, running, Y-stitching, etc., and i£

used in attractive colours to match or con-

trast with the garment some most pleasing

results can. be achieved.

Hats to match costumes and dresses can

be made up at many milliners for a few

shillings but can rarely be made very success-

fully by an amateur.

Bags can be made up in various ways.

They can be made from several strips or

all in one piece. The bag (No. 3) shown on

Class Picture No. 128 was made in three

strips (two plain and one patterned) from a
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length of braid woven on a braid loom. II

done in this way the length of each strip

has to be calculated carefully before begin-

ning to weave in order to get the strip of

pattern weaving accurate. The three strips

arc joined neatly on the wrong side by fine

over-sewing or they can be laid flat and the

loops at each selvedge caught closely

together. The scams arc then pressed flat

with a liot iron over a very damp cloth.

The iron should be pressed on the fabric

and not rubbed to and fro, The join al the

edge of the pattern strip was decorated with

a series of blanket stitches in groups, and

strands of coloured wool were darned under

and over these groups; the top of the bag
was made with several rows of double

crochet in wool to match the bag, with

a central row of long trebles through

which the cord passes. The wool bag was
lined with a bine sponge cloth to match
the blue in the patterned border,

The blue bag (No. 5) of hand-spun wool

on Class Picture No, 127 has a narrow strip

of weaving added for the top frill. The
cord passes under a scries of bands made
on the outside of the bag, These are woven
on a series of strands stretched to form a
warp and they make a pleasing addition to

the bag.

Other ideas will suggest themselves to the

worker. If buttons arc needed for trimming
they can be made as follows :—

-

1, Plain wooden buttons with simple
decoration, cut with a knife or chisel; oiled

with linseed oil and drilled,

2, Button moulds, with strands of wool

or cotton passing through the centre to the

outside circumference and back through
centre, thus forming a warp which can be
woven with suitable colours.

3. Professionally covered with hand-woven
fabric.

4, Made on a wooden bead or ball of

cotton wool as shown on Class Picture

No. 130 ( Tablet Weaving). These consist

of a series of warp strands which can he
intersected by the weft.

Buckles and bag tops can also be cut

out by some of the older scholars or can

often be made in the woodwork centre.

The motto for all hand-woven articles is

"fitness for purpose." Construction and
decoration should go hand in hand whenever
possible and very modern factory-produced

trimmings and fastenings should not be used

if it is at all possible to devise something
more suited to a primitive and beautiful

craft, Children should be given the fullest

possible scope for invention and experiment,

when the results will often be surprising

even to an experienced teacher and craft

worker.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF CLASS PICTURES ON
WEAVING

Class Picture No. 187. Short strips of wool of different colours

1. SKIRT LENGTH.—Vegetable-dyed inserted in the weft for a portion of each
wool; single ply wool warp; hand-spun shed, at intervals.

(on spindle) wool weft; 14 threads per inch, 2. OLD PERSIAN TAPESTRY.—Cotton
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warp; 14 thread per inch. Fine vegetable-

dyccl wool weft. Short slits apparent at

the junction of two colours.

3. SAMPLER IN 3-PLY WOOL .—14
threads per inch, made on small roller loom;

patterns darned in with shuttle. Na, 1

pattern at bottom of sampler, No. .9 at top.

Details of borders as follows:— '

No. I shows .a reverse twill (over 3 under 1),

No. 9 shows a plain twill.

No. z pattern is made by passing six rows

of coloured weft through the same shed,

each row being followed by one row of

tabby weaving.

No. 5 pattern is produced by weaving
alternate rows in orange and green; plain

tabby weaving.

No. 6 shows a twill (over 3 and under 2)

in two colours, which give a pleasing varia-

tion of the twill produced by weaving with

one colour only.

4. SCARF.—2-ply yegetable-dyed wool,

Table loom; 14 threads per inch. Blue warp;

green weft; rosepath pattern in orange.

Sec threading draft No. 1. on Fig. 30.

5. WORKBAG.—2-ply warp, hand-spun

weft; all vegetable-dyed. Made on braid

loom from two strips each 6 in. wide and one

strip (at top) 2\ in. wide. Pattern darned in

with shuttle; twisted cord, strip for holding

cord made by weaving on a foundation of

5 strands. The "construction" in this case

forms the "decoration"—an excellent plan

to adopt whenever possible in making up

hand-woven fabrics.

6. SCARF.—Woven by girl of thirteen.

Table loom; 2-ply vegetable-dyed wool for

warp and weft (warp more tightly spun);

12 threads per inch. Colour scheme taken

from butterfly's wing.

7. BRAID.—Woven by girl of twelve on

Scottish inkle loom; 4-ply wool; 28 threads

per inch. Warp pattern (weft entirety

hidden by warp).

8. WORKBAG,—Foot power loom.

Honeysuckle pattern (see threading draft

No. 6, Fig. 30. Single ply (imitation hand-

spun wool) used for both warp and weft;

14 threads per inch.

419

9.

SCARF.—Roller loom with metlyx
heddlc; 3-ply wool; 14 threads per inch.

Warp in two colours, mauve ancl pink
alternately; weft mainly saxe blue but
centre strip of scarf woven with alternate
rows of saxe and jade; pattern for borders
darned in with shuttle in same colours as

the warp, with the addition of a touch of

jade.

Glass Picture No. 138.

1. SCARF.—Woven in 3-ply wool 011 table
loom. Honeysuckle borders, hemstitched
ends (3 warp strands in each group).

2. HANDBAG.—Woven in 2-ply Vegct-

ablc-dycd, wool (16 threads per inch).

Honeysuckle borders. Handle made from
a continuous strip of tablet weaving (10

tablets), threaded through slits in the
wooden frame,

3. BAG.—Woven in 2-ply vegetable-dyed
wool (14 threads per inch). Braid loom;
inlay pattern darned in with shuttle. Bag
made of three strips; the two bottom strips

are joined together with groups of blanket

stitches; the top strip is joined to the middle
one by sewing through the loops at both
edges, on the Wrong side, so that the work
lies flat. The bag is finished off with a strip

of crochet with slots through which a double

cord is threaded, Green linen to match the
colour of the inlay pattern is used for lining

the bag.

4. SCARF.—Woven by girl of thirteen.

2-ply wool warp; hanckspnn weft of ERI
silk; all vegetable dyed. 16 threads per

inch; knotted fringe.

5. POCHETTE.—Woven 011 a four-heddlc

box loom. Welsh tweed yarn, natural colour

for warp and Weft; 14 threads per inch.

6. PLAID SCARF.—2-ply wool; table

loom; 14 threads per inch. Same colours

used for both warp and weft. Hemstitched
ends.

7. IRON HOLDER.—2-ply wool; braid

loom
;

pattern darned in with shuttle. Strips

and edges joined with blanket stitch,

8. CURTAIN.—2-ply wool in green tints.

Natural grey, fine single ply wool weft (used



Fig. 36, Honeysuckle Borders

{Examples Nos. 3, 4 and 5 are talcen from scarf No. 1 on Class Picture No. 129 in the Portfolio.)
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double). Foot power loom. Honeysuckle

borders in green 2-ply wool, knotted

fringe.

9, BAG,—Braid loom; 2-ply vegetable-

dyed wool. Bag made of three strips, two

plain and one pattern.

10. SCARF.—Table loom; 2-ply woo].

Honeysuckle borders, Warp of green shades

(vegetable-dyed) wool. 16 threads per inch;

knotted fringe.

11. TAPESTRY BAG.—Board loom, 2-ply

wool. 12 threads per inch, Plaited loops

and wooden buttons used for fastening.

12, HANDBAG,—Woven by girl of thir-

teen. 2-ply wool; 14 threads per inch.

Cleveland web pattern (see threading draft

No. 8, Fig. 30).

13, SERVIETTE.—In mercerised cotton.

Table loom. 28 threads per inch.

14. BELT,—Warp of 2-ply wool used

double; 14 threads per inch. Welt of 3-ply

wool. Belt woven on metlyx heddle used as

a "waist" loom. (Note,—2-ply wool used

double produces a finer and flatter piece of

fabric than would be possible if 4-ply wool

were used,)'

Class Picture No. 130.

1, SCARF.—Woven in 3-ply white wool,

back pattern; 14 threads per inch. Drafts

for borders woven on this scarf are given on

Fig. 36 (Nos. 3 to 5).

2, POCHETTE to match the above-

mentioned scarf.

3, SCARF.—111 3-ply wool, woven by
girl of thirteen; 14 threads per infch. This

is an original adaptation of an American

threading draft.

4.

BLACK AND WHITE BAG.—Woven
on four-heddlc box loom. Pattern darned
in with shuttle.

5 and 6. TWO SCARF ENDS woven in

2-ply wool on four-heddlc home-made box
loom. Roscpath threading draft.

7, 8, and 9. BAG AND POCHETTES
woven oil foimheddle box loom. These
represent early experiments in pattern.

No, 7 shows a border woven from the monk's
belt threading draft. No. 6, Fig, 30.

io. CUSHION.—111 shades of brown and
npst

,
3-ply wool. Woven on home-made

rigid hcddlc shown alongside the cushion.

Note the ingenious method of cutting and
joining the strips.

ix. 'WORKBAG.—Woven in natural grey

wool (2-ply). Blue-green borders from honey-

suckle threading draft.

12. CUSHION.—Woven on tabic loom
from butternut threading draft, No. 5, Fig.

30. Natural grey foundation, green pattern.

14 threads per inch.

13. CUSHION.—Woven in mercerised

cotton on foot power loom. Beige ground,

orange pattern. Note the interesting border.

Orange peel threading draft, No. 9, Fig, 30,

14. NEEDLE WEAVING in blue and green

mercerised cotton on cream cotton foundation.

15. NEEDLE WEAVING in coarse mer-

cerised cotton on hand-woven mercerised

cottoji foundation.

Class Picture No. 130.

This Class Picture illustrates samples of

tablet weaving, drafts for which arc given in

Fig- 33 ; P- 412 ’ For a full description of

tablet weaving, seep. 414.
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BEAUTY IN THE HOME
Introduction.—This series of illustrated

talks aims at helping teachers to train the

aesthetic sense of children and to guide them

in their appreciation of beautiful things to

be found in the home. The talks will form

the basis of a supplementary course of lessons

in art for older children-

In these talks, many kinds of household

articles, domestic utensil and furnishing are

considered and compared. As it would be

difficult, if not impossible, for teachers to

show actual examples of most of the things

dealt with, these talks have been carefully

illustrated by Class Pictures in the Portfolio

which often give illustrations of both good

and bad examples which can be compared by
the children.

The important thing to be kept in mind
throughout this series is that the main
object is to train the eye of the child.

Largely, this is a matter of arousing the

children's interest, which can be stimulated

by allowing them to take part in the selec-

tion of the good and bad examples, slating

the reasons for their choice. They will soon

find that they have never noticed many of

the things around them although they see

them every day.
M Beauty in the home" is

not something obtainable by the children of

rich people only. All classes of homes can
show evidence of good taste. Many people

imagine that the good things are the most
expensive, but this is not always the case.

There arc in these days things of every kind
which would grace any home and which can

be obtained at a reasonable cost.

The children will not all choose alike.

There is a wide range of choice in all sorts

of styles to suit different temperaments and
fancies. Unfortunately, there is still a great

deal of bad shape and design to be found
in the shops, and in order to be able to

choose it is necessary to be able to dis-

tinguish between good and bad. That is

to be our aim throughout these talks, A
warning must be given here. Tastes and

opinions differ, lienee as the children learn

to develop their own tastes and personalities,

so they must learn to respect and have

consideration for quite different tastes and

opinions of other children.

Some people imagine that the new is

better than the old, and that old ideas are

wrong. There seems to be a prevalent

opinion among young people that the

twentieth century is far in advance of all

other centuries. So it is in many respects

and whatever we may say in favour of the

"good old times" we none of us would wish

to return to such times and conditions.

Each generation expresses itself in its own
particular way. Children should not in any

case become dissatisfied with their present

surroundings but should learn to find what

is good in them,

If, when hiking or motoring, we go into

a little country cottage for tea, we are often

surprised to find what a homely and com-

fortable atmosphere we have entered. Would
we wish to change this? And what would we

propose to put in its place? Good taste

goes with good feeling, and these arc the

really important factors in this and in every

age.

In art there is little progress, but continual

change. What really happens is that certain

art forms are developed to their fullest

extent and are then discarded for something

new and strange. Naturally, we find these

new art forms difficult to appreciate and

understand, ancl unless we have principles

to guide us, "we shall be all at sea," We
have especially to beware of prejudice. Each

article, each subject, each new style, must

be judged on its own merits rather than by

comparison with others.



[From the painting in the Royal A wittily of A fIs, London ,
Diploma Gallery , by Leonardo da Vinci.

Tile Virgin and St. Anne
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I, THE BEAUT? OF LINE

The subject for the first talk is the study

of two or three simple shapes of pottery.

The first point to consider is the purpose

for which the vessel is to be put,

Some Japanese vases, for example, have

very small openings at the top, whereas

English vases usually have wide mouths,

The difference in shape is due to the difference

between Oriental and Western ideas in regard

to the arrangement of flowers. We like to

see flowers in masses, even bunches of mixed

flowers, hence the mouth of an English vase

is comparatively large. The Japanese prefer

to make a decorative arrangement of a single

spray of leaves and blossoms, and this re-

quires a narrow opening in the vase to show
the spray properly. This difference in shape is

an instance of thepurpose deciding the shape.

Let us consider how to make a simple

curve for a vase. Suppose we wish our vase

to be 6 in. high. An opening at the top 2 in.

across wilL be about right for the bunches of

flowers. What size shall wc make the vase

at the bottom? Our first aim is to keep
things simple, therefore, we do not want to

add another size if we can avoid it, so we
will try making the bottom and top the

same size, 2 in. That gives us a simple

framework on which to draw our vase.

Notice that two is a third of six, so that

our sizes are already definitely related.

The first figure on Plate I shows the frame-
work of pencil lines. Now draw curves which
join the top and bottom points 011 either side,

like Fig. i. If compasses are used to draw the
curves, the point of the compass would be on
the centre line that goes across the page.

Now let us try another shape on the frame-
work. With compasses extended to i-J in.

move the point on the upright middle line

until the radius touches the top corners A
and B, and draw parts of a circle on each
side, With a straightedge draw lines joining

these radii with points at the bottom. Fig, 2
is exactly the same as Fig, 3, only the curves
are at the top instead of at the bottom.

For Figs. 4 and 5 we have only to put convex
curves iti place of the straight lines; and
for Fig. 6 draw concave curves. Fig. 6,

when turned up the other way, shows a

conventional Oriental shape. All these shapes

should be cut out by the children in paper,

Measurements are given to ensure some
sort of uniformity, Let the children draw
the curves and shapes by eye alone. Teach
them to use the scissors for cutting and their

hands for modelling. Encourage them to

make large curves with the arm at full

length, using the shoulder as a radius. Pivot

at the elbow and wrist to make smaller curves.

Point out to the children some of the

curves in nature; e.g., the flowing curves of

waves and of hills and valleys; the line of

travel of a rocket; the full arc of a rainbow;

the curves in birds and fish and animals,

Tell the children how engineers have found

that curves eliminate or lessen wind pressure

and give the birds and animals swifter

flight, so that when they design a machine

for speed— such as an aeroplane or a motor
car—they use these streamline curves.

Endeavour to make the children see how
valuable the curved outline is in giving life

and movement to what would otherwise be

a dead piece of clay.

Let the children make curves of all kinds

with the pencil and with the brush,

Show the children pictures of streamlined

motor cars, railway engines and trains. Ii

possible show a bird's wing and point out

how it is made up entirely of curves. Then,

too, there arc the lovely curves of a cumuloiis

cloud. Remind the children that although

nature plans tree trunks and branches, the

stems of flowers and grasses and many plant

growths to be straight, the sun and the wind

are always tending to curve them. Nature

has curves everywhere. The children them-

selves are all curves. Sec what a beautiful

design in curves is an arm or a leg* Just as

curves give life and create rhythm, so straight

lines give force and vigour.



Plate I.—The Line of a Vase
(Class Picture No. gyin Llie Portfolio,)

Horizontal lines give stability and convey

an impression of calm, peace and rest.

Vertical lines give balance, If they are

ascending they suggest growth, life and

aspiration. If descending they convey a

feeling of something coming to an end, regret

and sadness. One thinks of the vigorous up-

right growth of a poplar or an elm for the

ascending lines, and the drooping foliage of a

weeping willow for the descending lines.

Sloping lines give direction, action and live-

liness. Perhaps the simplest example to give is

this : draw a horizontal line as a base, and from

that a sloping line going off at an angle,

The drawing suggests movement towards the

left, to imagine this same shape moving to the

right, requires a definite mental effort.

One of the most vigorous and exciting

lines we know is that by which we usually

express lightning
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II. PROPORTION

In this second talk we want to consider

the general effect, or mass.

The curved sides of the vase shapes which

are here shown down the left-hand side of

the Plate are exactly the same shapes that

were drawn in the last talk, only here they

are reduced in size.

It is important to realise that directly the

general proportion is altered it is necessary

to alter the curves to suit the new proportion.

Let us take the first three shapes, Suppose

it is decided to make vessels more square

in general proportion. The former vases

were all 6 in. in height. We draw exactly the

same curves with more material between
them, until we have shapes 6 in. wide as

well as high. The result is seen in the three

middle examples, 2A, 4A, 6A, They look

rather dull, heavy, cumbersome shapes, We
feel immediately the need for rounder, fuller

and move generous curves in order to get

more feeling of life into the shapes. The
examples shown to the right of these—2R,

4B, 6B,-—show something of the sort of curves

and shapes at which we should aim. In these

we have necessarily had to reduce the size of

the base and also the opening in the top of

each vase, but our shapes have ample stability

and sufficiently wide mouths, so we find that

with move material and squarcr shapes, we
must use fuller and more generous curves.

Let us see what happens if we use less

material, as shown in the diagrams at the

foot of the Plate.

\Yc have only to draw the original curves
(as in Figs. 5 and 6) closer together to make
a vase half the width of these, to find that

the shapes have not sufficient base on which
to stand safely, or sufficiently wide necks
in which to put anything. In any case, it

becomes obvious that for a tall slender vessel

we need much flatter curves, thus making it

niore graceful and elegant, slimmer in fact,

something like 5B and 6B. With 6B, too, we
should probably add a rim to enlarge the base
to allow the vase to stand safely. So we find

that our feelings about the mass or general

proportion dictate what sort of curves we use.

There is one proportion which is generally

accepted nowadays and has existed and been

in use for centuries, It is known by several

names, and is referred to as the Golden Rod,

the Golden Rule, the Golden Measure, or

the Divine Proportion. To give a rough idea

of it, take a stick or strip of paper 8 in.

long; mark off 3 in. from one end so that the

other end is 5 in. long. This proportion of

3 to 5 represents the Golden Rod.
In teaching this proportion it might be

useful to have a rod in the classroom on

which from time to time children could

demonstrate the place of division that gives

the two most pleasing proportions. This rod

might have a notch or mark which could be

kept on the underside until the children

had made their decision. Then it could be

turned over to show how near they were.

This proportion has the unique faculty

of continuous extension. For instance, 3 and

5=S; 5 and 8= 13; 8 and 13=21, and so on.

Mathematically, the ratio is 1 to id18

(approximately). There are other propor-

tions which generally delight the eye.

Ratios of all kinds arc pleasing, By ratios

we mean shapes or forms ascending or

descending in scale of proportion. A simple

example is a wedding cake, which has three

tiers one above the other, with the largest

at the base and the smallest on top.

Much of our furniture and interior decora'

tion use this principle. An excellent example

occurs in some ladder-back chairs where the

spaces between the back slats decrease in

depth as they go upward, Fig. y.

In most chests of drawers all the drawers

are not made of the same depth. The bottom
drawer is deepest and those above graduate

in depth, with the shallowest tit the top.

The tallboy chest of drawers (Fig. 9) shows

this clearly. It not only makes differently

shaped receptacles for various kinds of

articles, but is such an arrangement of shapes



Plate II.—Proportion
(Class Picture No. g$ In the Portfolic.)

and proportions that is pleasing to the eye

—

in fact, it is a handsome piece of furniture.

We probably find these ratios pleasing

because the eye does 'not travel easily

vertically. The eye can follow lines and
shapes up or down in a scries of steps which
make a gentler progression while the varia-

tion in the height of the steps obviates the

monotony there would be if all the steps

were the same distance apart.

Test raising the eyes vertically on some
very tall building, or better still, on some tall

slender shape such as Nelson's Column in

Trafalgar Square. It requires a noticeable

mental effort to make the eye travel slowly

from the base to the very top, and when
that is reached one has a distinct feeling of

achievement, which is one of the principal

things that the designer wished us to

feel.

EE—VOL. V-S
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III. COLOUR

Plate III shows Japanese prints. These

have been chosen because the colour is used

in an entirely expressive manner. That means

that the artists have not copied nature

closely, but have carefully chosen the

important things they want us to be conscious

of, and then stated them as simply and

directly as possible and in a way best suited

to the medium they were using.

In the top corner picture of two girls

gathering shellfish, the setting or background

for the two figures is simply grey and blue

—the ordinary colours of the seashore

eminently suited to and expressive of the

girls' quiet occupation. From this very

peaceful, quiet picture, pass to the central

one which has yellow and gold in sharp

contrast to blade. This is a portrait of an

actor playing the part of the heroine (for in

Japan the women's parts were always

played by men). The colour at once shows

that the real subject is nobility and tragedy.

No. 3 is again a quiet scene from a series

on silkworm culture, It shows a girl spin-

ning the silk from the cocoon and another

talking to her. It is a more domestic scene

than that of the first picture and consequently

is painted in a warmer colour scheme. Note
that the fire on the left-hand side is of the

same dull red as the sashes of the two girls.

It is sufficiently red for us to see that it is

fire. To have introduced a bright red on the

extreme edge of the picture would have
attracted the eye to a wrong spot and given
that incident too much importance.

Below these are two landscapes by Hiro-
shige (pronounced Hero-slie-jee, soft j)

who
was one of the world’s greatest landscape
painters. Along the top and bottom of each
of these scenes there is a sudden gradation
into deep colour, This is so contrary to our
Western ideas that we wonder what it means
and what it does. Let us take the left-hand
view first—a yellow sky gradating into grey to

black. The black is menacing but the yellow
is cheerful and reassuring. It means a passing

shower , The descending lines across the sky

suggest the first falling drops of rain, while the

people crossing the bridge hurry for shelter.

The artist knows that the sky is not so

black in nature; but he feels justified in a
slight exaggeration—for with the Oriental,

each picture is a dramatisation of expression.

Drama, being condensed in time and space

owing to the limits and conditions of the

stage, needs exaggeration to bring out the

important features and keep the relative

proportions and values in right order, And
what is our picture space but a small stage

on which to show immense distance and

scenes, and great happenings?

This gradation at the top and bottom of

the picture is used to influence the beholder

in several ways:

x. It sets the mood of the picture as

explained above—menacing, but ultimately

reassuring.

2. It suggests the dome of the sky.

3. It serves to make a balance of darks

throughout the picture. Cut out these dark

passages at the top and bottom and you will

see that you have a dark band of pattern

running across the middle of the picture and

nothing to balance it or keep it in place.

4. The exaggeration in depth of colour

puts the landscape part back in its proper

place and gives distance and perspective.

See hovv the dark blue serves to bring forward

the near end of the bridge.

5. It serves to call our attention to the

full limits, from top to bottom of our picture

'space, Without them we should fully realise

only about two-thirds of the picture. We
might be conscious of the other third but it

would really play little part in the drama
which we are watching.

6. The small upright river scene in moon-

light shows the gradations used to express

depth and surface of water.

So we find that a simple device which at

first sight looked strange and unusual has

at least half a dozen different meanings for



Plate III.—Japanese Prints

(Class Picture No. 96 ill Lite PorLfoiio.)

us. Each expresses something we feel about were made by four different artists who
nature rather than copies what wc sec. It lived in different periods, and although they
is personal and creative. It shows inventive- are of entirely different subjects, they all go

ness as well as acute observation of nature, harmoniously together. There are no bright

Yet truth to nature in its broader values spots which jump oul at us. The colour is all

and large aspects is maintained all through clean and vibrating. There are three pictures

these landscapes. in warm tones and two in cool schemes. What
Having looked at each print separately, we particularly notice is that each one of these

let us look at the colour of our Class Picture pictures has its colour scheme held together

as a whole. Although these five pictures and harmonised by the use of greys.
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IV. DECORATION

Naturalistic bunches or sprays of flowers

for the decoration of china-ware still survive

from Victorian times. Naturalistic roses,

violets, pansies, lilies, etc., are all out of place

on any kind of pottery, Flowers are used as

decoration because of their colour, but they

should be formalised and not made tolookreal,

Plate IV illustrates some good examples
of decoration. Here we notice. how simple

the patterns are—this is because the shapes

of the articles are good, so that there is no
need for a great deal of fancy work. For
instance, on two of the dinner services.

Nos. 3 4, there is no decoration beyond
a slight ribbing, and even this is not an
added pattern but something which occurs
during the manufacture of the article. Each
style is in a self-colour—No. 3 is a beautiful
deep golden yellow; No. 4 has a cream or
pale yellow glaze. You would have to look
closely at No. 3 to notice the ribs or grooves
indented round each piece of the set, for this
is decoration at its very slightest, depending
entirely on shape and colour for its effect,

In No. 4 the slightly scalloped lines run-
ning round each article are broad and suffi-

ciently marked to divide the larger spaces

and to follow and accentuate the main lines.

Note the vegetable dish—the main line run-

ning from the tip of one handle to the tip of

the other, the balance of proportion above
and below that line, the shape of the handles,

the lid and the markings all show care and

skill in design and a complete unity in effect.

On No. 1, a tea service, a gold line runs

round the outside edge of each piece, while

another gold line runs round the inner edge

of the rim of the plate and at a similar

distance on each of the other pieces. Just

inside the edge each piece has a continuous

line of loops suggesting leaves formed by
tiny brush strokes of bright green. This

simple decoration of gold and green on the

white background is most effective.

No. 5, a breakfast, dinner and tea service,

has four lines alternately gold and green

running at equal distances round the rims. „

No. 6 is equally simple, but requires more
detailed description and explanation. Just

within the outer edge of each piece is a line

made up of arched brush strokes inside which

are four lines of dots. This may at first

sight appear a curious and elaborate form

of decoration adding little to the general

effect; but, in actual fact, it proves to be a

simple and extremely subtle pattern. The
purpose of the dots is to relieve the monotony
of an otherwise flat surface. Notice the

subtlety of the arrangement of these dots—
they are in four lines following the outer

edge, at the same time radiating from the

centre of the plate. (Sec sketches).

The small centre decoration, in bright colour,

gives a note of gaiety, at the same time

illustrating the important fact that flowers

should be formal rather than realistic in

design—it is impossible to tell what flowers

they are since they are merely spots of colour

well arranged. It should be noticed that

this central motif necessitates a side handle

on the lid of the vegetable dish.

Example No. 2 on the Class Picture is a



Plate IV.—Decoration of China and Earthenware
(Class PicLure No. 97 in Lhe TorLColio.)

delightful little tea-set on a tray. With its a cheerful, bright atmosphere to which

evenly distributed spots of colour, the friends and visitors may respond, so that

decoration, while producing an air of bright- tea-time will be a pleasant break in the

ness and gaiety, breaks up and hides or day's work/
1 You will find that each

camouflages the shapes. The response to example on the Class Picture suggests some
this type of pattern might be

—
" Yes, yes, particular mood—each set has a character

we know it's a tea-set. But we are not of its own. Service No. i is refined; No. 3

concerned with the shape of each piece; is homely and comfortable; No. 4 is simple

what we are worrying about is the appear- and dignified; No. 5 is clean and healthy,

ance of onr tea table. We want to create while No. 6 is pleasant and somewhat select,
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V, CHOOSING A CUP AND SAUCER

Generally wc should endeavour to make
meal-times a complete break from the day's

activities andj as the table becomes a centre

round which we gather, let ns make that

centre as bright ancl attractive as we can.

And it seems that here we have an oppor-

tunity for contrast, China with well-distri-

buted and effective pattern, with clean

joyous colour forming an opposite note to

that of the general colour scheme of the

room, will give our tea-table more interest.

But there is a subtler way of achieving

the same sensation. That is by bringing the

general colour scheme of a room up to a

higher point of development and attraction.

Let us suppose that our room is in a blue

scheme, All the blues it contains wall

naturally he soft and. quiet because we have

to live with them, Now if we introduce

into this quiet grey-blue scheme notes .of

pure, brighter blue, we carry our colour

scheme a stage further and bring all the

colour to a definite focus. Our tea-table

offers this opportunity,

This is a- natural development in any
scheme of colour. The brightest notes should

occur at the points of interest in the same
way as wc give the chief actor the centre

of the stage at a critical part of 'the play.

So we fmcl that we need first of all some
sort of general colour scheme in the arrange-

ment of our furnishings. If our rooms are a
medley of all sorts of colours, no particular

notes are likely to have any effect.

On the examples of cups and saucers, Plate

V, all decoration has been cleared so that the

shapes can be examined, It will be seen at

once that there are not more than half a
dozen distinct shapes, but infinite variations

on these shapes can be seen everywhere.
No. 2 in the centre top is the most ordinary

and commonplace shape,

Nos. i and 3 are scalloped like shells, but
in No. 1 the scalloping is both outside and
inside, and the lines conflict and disturb,

In No. 3 the scalloping is on a larger scale

and seems to distort the outline shape.

Both Nos. 1 and 3 arc single curve shapes.

Nos. 4, g and 6 are what we may call

double bulge curves, which do not, in them-

selves, give a pleasing or satisfactory line.

No. 7 was taken from a Chinese egg-shell

porcelain example. This is a very appropri-

ate and simple shape, which is quite pleasing.

Nos. S and 9 have a slight outward flair

and a definite stand at the base which gives

more stability. Nos. xo, 11 and 12 are

double curves, concave and convex. Nos.

10 and 11 have the concave curve above
which gives a slight flair to the edge.

A slight curve in an outward direction is

called a "flair.
11 Most pouring vessels have

a slight flair at the spout or lip which enables

the liquid to flow easily by allowing an

acceleration of flow at the very last second

before it leaves the vessel. No. 12 lias the

concave curve below. All these prevailing

shapes are standardised. They can be found

in every china shop.

There is little variation in the saucers,

Within narrow limits, the diameter alters

slightly in proportion to the cup. The
saucer also has the general shape and curve

of the cup, and is sometimes deeper or

shallower to give better proportion.

Now let us look at the handles. On No. 3

is a dotted line in a half circle running from

one end of the saucer over the cup, to the

other end of the saucer. The handle is, and

should be, in such a position that it lies

comfortably within that half circle. There

it projects least and will stand less chance

of being knocked or broken. Also it will be

found as the best balanced position for hold-

ing, whether the cup is full or empty.

The feel of the handle is quite as important

as its shape. No. 1 has a handle that is

twisted and which reminds us of rope or

string, This is surely an unfortunate sugges-

tion in a part which demands stability. No.

2 handle is supposed to be stronger, which is

doubtful, and tlie shape is not pleasing.



Plate V.—Cups and Saucers
(Class'Picture No, 98 in the Fort folio.)

Several of the other examples have projee- There are some people who want everything

tions. For instance, by comparing the handle of different such as square cups and saucers,

No. 8 with that of No, 9, it can be seen that plates and dishes. It will probably be only a

the projection is quite unnecessary. It would passing phase. They will find that things and

obviously catch in things and get broken off. shapes which have become established by use

No. 10 is abad handle; it projects too much, is and custom are not fashioned by prejudice,

ugly in shape and appears insecurely attached, but have a lightness and inevi tableness,

Having considered the chief features of because generation after generation of crafts-

these cups and saucers, we notice that in men have followed natural laws and made
each case it is simplicity which counts most, each article to the best of their ability.
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VI. TEAPOTS AND COFFEE POTS

One of the inventions which has caused

considerable change during modern times is

that of the internal combustion engine* Just

as steam and the coming of railways caused

the extension of towns, so the motor car and

motor bus are causing towns to extend still

further into the countryside. One result of

this is very apparent to those who live in

the country. Wherever we go we find tea

gardens, tea-shops, and notices nailed up

outside almost every cottage with the word

TEAS. This great demand for and provision

of teas is altering the shapes and styles of

clunaware, including teapots.

A teapot should not be a difficult thing

to design, for it has only four parts—body,

lid, handle and spout. Once it is realised

that there must be a complete unity between

these four parts, the preparation of a design

should be a simple matter. It is Just like

team work. If there are four individuals all

pulling in different directions, one neutralises

the other; but if they all pull together, they

create some effect. Thus the parts of an
article must work together and have a unity

of purpose and aim; the lines must work
together and flow freely; the shapes must
have similarity and agreement, and the

texture, surface and colour must harmonise
with both line and shape.

The spout of a teapot is the most difficult

part to design, for it is a projection and is

therefore easily broken. A slight chip off

the extreme end causes it to pour out badly.

Instead of being a separate part attached
to the body, it will need, if we are concerned

with modem requirements, to be welded as

part of the body.

Handles should be strongly and simply
designed. Lids are now usually made with
a deep flange inside so that they will keep
in place even when the pot is tilted to an
extreme angle. One important question that
should be asked in connection with the lid is,
,l

Is it of a sufficient size to allow the inside of

the potto be easily and comfortably cleaned?
J '

A teapot or coffee pot into which yon cannot
get your hand can never be clean inside,

Row let us turn to Plate VI. Nos. i, 2, 3
and 5 are of metal, the first three, being

coffee pots and the last a teapot. Notice
the distinctive shapes of the coffee pots, for

as both teapot and coffee pot may appear
together on the breakfast table, there must
be no danger of being unable to tell which
is winch. Roughly, one is tall and slender,

and the other short and round. These three

silver or silver-plated coffee pots are good
in general shape and proportion, but one is

struck by the fact that they consist of a

number of parts put together. To a certain

extent this is inevitable in metal and is

made more apparent by the necessity for

a non-conductor of heat for the handles.

Metal handles would become too hot to hold

comfortably, so ebony or ebonite is sometimes

used instead. The method of attaching the

ebonite to the metal, however, is seldom

satisfactory, and when the top part of the

handle is joined to a flat collar or flange, it

never appears safe, even though we may
know it is quite secure. If a thing looks

uncomfortable or unconvincing it should be

avoided. See Nos. I and 5 on the Plate.

The tendency in design to-day is towards

angularity. One result of this is that these

angles make things more difficult to clean,

and, what is more important to our consider-

ation of beauty, they become curious mix-
tures of straights and curves, such as No. 2,

No. 4 is the common brown cottage teapot,

but in this case there is a disparity between

the spout and the handle. The handle seems

much too slender to support the weight.

We wonder why it is that when people

make a fantastic shape they put an imitation

Chinese pattern 011 it, calling it a "Chinese

design/' as we find in No. 6.

No. 8 is quite consistent in shape and
design, and is evidently not intended for

a large tea party, but for two people only.

No. 7 looks more like a bathroom or
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Plate VI.—Teapots and Coepee Pots
(Clnss Picture No. gg in llie PorLfolio.)

dental surgery fitting than something to

grace a tea-table, while No. g allows no
space for lingers and we doubt whether it

would pour out properly. But although at

first sight we may not like these lines, it is

on this pattern that the teapot, to suit

modern needs and conditions, must develop.

The last three examples on the Plate are

" Moorcroft Powder Blue Ware"; they are

Strong, well designed and shapely. Perhaps

they are a trifle heavy in appearance, but
the colour chosen for these articles is the

one colour that will correct any heaviness,

This powder blue is a very atmospheric

colour and so makes things appear less near

and objective; it recedes and so puts objects

further away from the eye, and that has the

effect of reducing solidity and weight. This

is an excellent example of the way in which

form can be modified by colour.
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VII. POTS, KETTLES AND PANS

In the middle of the upper part of the

Plate are illustrated two articles that have

made cleaning very much easier work; No.

4 is a carpet sweeper and No. 5 an electric

vacuum cleaner.

Not many years ago the principal cleaners

used in the home were brushes and a feather

duster. Hard or soft brushes, with long or short

handles, were used vigorously, stirring up

clouds of dust. After that the feather duster

was fiickecl lightly over shelves, ornaments,

curtains and hangings, and the whole atmos-

phere of a roomwas filled with part ides of dust

,

Naturally, most of this dust eventually settled,

only to be disturbed in the same way the next

morning. This dust was breathed into the

lungs, it settled on food and everything else,

and was never really got rid of—an altogether

stupid and unhealthy way of doing things.

Nowadays the dirt is forced out of the carpets,

bangings and furnishings, and taken away.

No. 4, the carpet sweeper, has two spiral

brushes which revolve as the wheels arc

pushed across the carpet. The dust is

brushed directly into the box, which is easily

emptied. For all light work these are

efficient and necessary articles.

The vacuum cleaner, No. 5, is a more
powerful worker altogether. It thoroughly

sucks the dirt out of carpets and textiles by
means of a revolving fan run by a small

electric motor. There are all sorts of attach-

ments for getting into corners and sucking

up the dirt from out-of-the-way places. A
vacuum cleaner has become an indispensable

article in a great many homes.
Now let us turn to our pots, kettles and

pans. In a really up-to-date kitchen one
sees little more than a number of cupboard
doors. Everything is put away in its place.

The children can prepare a list of the various

articles in use in a large, modern kitchen.

There are all sorts of saucepans, of varying
sizes and shapes—preserving pans, fish

kettles, fish fryers, stewpans, and porringers

or double saucepans for heating milk. These

are made of metal—aluminium, copper or
iron. Copper stewpans are used for fruit,

because copper is not affected by the juice.

Many eaucepans and steamers are made of

aluminium which is light to handle, durable,

and requires less heat for cooking.

There are kettles of manjr sizes and shapes,

kettles that whistle when they boil, quick
boiling kettles, some in enamelled iron, most
in aluminium and still a few made in brass or

copper.

There are casserole dishes made of earthen-

ware with their quaint stumpy handles, or

having glazed covers and a flat handle at

each end.

There are all sorts of bowls, pic dishes,

and pudding basins; earthenware jugs of

unusual shape, and jars, large and small

The big ones with lids are used for storing

cereals and other food products.

There are fireproof oven-glass dishes in

which to cook bread, cakes and pics, or to

stew' or casserole. All these are of good shape

and appearance, so that they can be used both

to cook the food in and to serve at table.

The children should be led to notice that

there is a clear-cut division between the

things used for cooking, and the articles used

for serving. We look for something liner

on our tables than in the kitchen; articles

daintier, more elegant, and more showy.

This brings us to the final question of our

talk. Are the ordinary cooking vessels ugly?

Are the serving vessels more beautiful than

the pots, kettles and pans? If so, just where

does the difference lie? The children should

try to decide these questions for themselves.

There is another aspect of beauty that

should be pointed out to the children, that

is the interest of groups of objects. In most
of these talks we go from one article to

another and look at each individually. But
in the kitchen, for instance, when work is

going on, wc get all sorts of utensils and

articles grouped together on dresser, table,

or about the room. We want the children
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Plate VII.—Potsj Kettles and Pans
(Class Picture No. zoo la the Tor f folio.)

to notice these groups, for artists of all From a purely aesthetic point of view, we
periods have loved to paint such subjects, should say that there is nothing ugly about
It is quite easy to get into the habit of the cooking vessels and only a slight differ-

looking at things as separate objects and ence between them and the serving vessels,

forgetting that they also have relation to That difference is largely due to the crafts-

their surroundings. A. few saucepans placed manship and the material. It is obviously

one on top of another, as in the Plate, have not fair to contrast the tin saucepan (machine
a cumulative effect which gives them an made by mass-production methods) with
entirely different appearance. The steamer silver ware produced by highly skilled

produces something of the same feeling. craftsmen,
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VIII. KNIVES, FORKS AND SPOONS

Knives, forks ami spoons are implements

which have been fashioned by generation

after generation of craftsmen until it really

seems as though, by a process of elimination,

they have reached the limits of simplicity

in design. As simplicity in design is one of

the qualities of beauty, these articles are

excellent examples to study.

Naturally, there is a desire to be up-to-

date even with highly standardised things,

and the present fashion in design is one that

appears to have been the outcome of a new
Invention—the radio receiver—which has

spread to our furniture and utensils.

Pattern of Knife Handle

Here is a knife handle in this style.

In talk No. 2, on Proportion, it was shown
that ratios of all kinds appeal to the eye,

as instanced in a ladder-back chair and a

chest of drawers. This design of a knife

handle has a ratio rather like that of the

Windsor arm chair. It is a simple and
pleasing way of relieving a rectangular

shape. But we arc not at all sure that this

knife would be comfortable to handle. On
gripping the handle to cut anything, there

are four sharp ridges (marked on the diagram)

which press into the palm of the hand. Made
in metal, these sharp corners would take

years to get rounded off. A housewife,

quite reasonably, objects to unnecessary

comers and edges on utensils of any kind.

If they do nothing else, they soon wear out

dish cloths, wiping and polishing cloths.

On all the other handles illustrated on
the Plate there is nowhere a sharp point

or ridge, with the exception of the fiddle

pattern spoon. No. 30, and it is for that

reason that wc prefer the Old English design

above it. No. 29, which is a beautiful shape.

In No. 8 the curve of tlic blade, called

pistol pattern, is repeated in the handle. A
curved handle could similarly be applied

with good effect to No. 5, while No. 2 could

equally well have a curved blade like No. 8.

Knives were not placed on the table till

the early sixteenth century, diners being

expected to carry on their persons such

knives as they might require.

With carving knives of all kinds it is

highly important that the handle should

have a surface which gives a good grip,

There is no particular reason why they

should be exactly like the table knives. It

is best to choose the things that are the

safest and most comfortable for the purpose

for which they are intended.

Spoons were introduced from Italy in the

reign of James I- Old English (No. 29),

fiddle (No. 30) and rat tail (No. 31) are the

simplest and most satisfactory shapes.

There are many people who believe that if

articles are fashioned and made entirely

for their purpose, beauty can be ignored or

dispensed with; or at the most, beauty is

a later addition, which does not affecl the

purpose and use of the article in any way.

In the middle near the top of the Plate is

illustrated a small wooden spoon (No. 15)

and a silver salt spoon, No. 16. These are

drawn the same size as the originals, but

the drawing of the silver spoon gives only

a general idea and hardly makes one realise

the sheer beauty of the design. The back

is even finer than the front, the bowl being

a delightfully worked shell-shape. The
design is the work of one of our great

tradition al English craf Ismen-ailvc rsmiths,

and has his initials on the back. The wooden
spoon is the kind supplied by ice cream

vendors. Two tiny objects, both for a

similar purpose, but what worlds apart \

There seems also to be a general idea that

beauty means decoration, but beauty lies

much more in line, shape and proportion.

These are factors in the actual construction

of an article and not something put on to
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Plate VIII.—Knives, Forks and Spoons
(Class PJcilire No. 101 in lhf> Por|/oJjt>.)

make it look nice. Further, beauty is not

something separate and distinct from purpose

and use, but the logical and inevitable

continuation of the process of utility.

There are other mistaken ideas on this

point. One is that because a particular shape

is in general use, it has' become common-
place and therefore is not so beautiful as

something of a like nature that is more
ornamental and decorated, An article is

not less beautiful because everybody uses

it. Take for example the Old English and
fiddle-shaped spoons that were mentioned
earlier. These are the final product of

countless generations of craftsmen—the per-

fection of simplicity in design. Nothing can
be added to or taken away from these

designs without losing this perfection. Nor
are the more ornamented and highly decor-

ated articles likely to be more beaulifuL,
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IX. GLASSWARE

Ornamental and table glass is roughly

speaking of two kinds—glass and crystal.

These two materials are similar, hut each

has a separate character. Glass is much

softer, and in its heated state is more plastic

and flowing. It can be blown out in large

bubbles at the end of a tube, or modelled,

twisted and shaped. That bubble-like

fragility is the peculiar quality of glass

alone. Crystal is hard, perfectly clear and

luminous; much more jewel-like than glass.

It is adapted for cutting and polishing, so

producing many refracting surfaces.

The best things are those which show off

the essential qualities of the material, so in

glass we should expect to find smooth
bulb-like shapes and flowing lines, and the

less ornament there is to distract the

attention the more we shall be aware of

the line and shape. With crystal we should

expect heavier and more solid articles, as they

must have sufficient thickness to cut into.

Commercially, these two materials tend

to lose their individual character; they

imitate each other in style, and the material

is often a mixture of glass and crystal.

Plate IX is divided in two. At the top

of the section on plain glass are live wine

glasses. Their varying size indicates to some
extent the Tardy and value of wines or

liqueurs they are to contain.

As the nature of glass is fragile, we should

learn where to look for weak spots in order

to avoid breakages. Wine glasses with very
slender stems should be avoided. In a

material so clear and ethereal, quite reason-

able thickness can be allowed everywhere.

The drawing above shows a transition from
dangerous fragility to more solid stability.

Some modern cocktail glasses are made much
on the lines of the last example; yet they
have little appearance of clumsiness or

heaviness, and are essentially drinking vessels

and not intended for serving ice-cream.

Each of the four jugs on the left of Plate

IX has a distinctive character. One has a

full round comfortable shape, consistent

throughout the design. The next to it is

more upright and dignified, Following that

is one more elegant and classical in appear-

ance; and the last is less formal and sym-
metrical, with slightly flattened vertical

planes. These are all well designed.

The goblet at the bottom is in shape

something like a wineglass with a short

stem, and something between the wineglass

and tumbler in size, The decanter is very

slightly cut and shaped in vertical planes.

The cutting is consistently simple through-

out. The last is a glass mug.
On the other side of the Plate bad cut

glass is illustrated. It must not be supposed

that all plain glass is good and all cut glass

is bad, for that certainly is not the case,

although there is in our shops to-day much
imitation cut crystal which shows clearly

the worse faults of this kind of ware.

At its worst cut crystal is massive and

opulent. By its surface scintillation and

glitter it distracts the eye from the under-

lying form, which is often mean and uninven-

tive in shape, and bad in line and contour.

At its best cut glass produces extremely

beautiful articles which delight and exhilarate

by sheer brilliance and sparkle.

The imitations arc frequently only moulded
glass. Molten glass is run into clay moulds

or pressed into shape in a power press.

That is, it is a commercial method of

imitating a better article, easily and quickly

done on large-scale production and with

little of the quality of the original.

Looking over the shapes it will be seen

that the cut glass is heavy and cumber-
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some, while the cutting in most cases is

little more than a trellis work of cross lines,

a monotonous and mechanical breaking up

of tlic surface into squares or diamond shapes.

Two of the jugs are clumsy and heavy

and the cutting is a mechanical crossing ot

lines. The other two are badly shaped and

the decoration does nothing to help them.

The vase appears to be of a ware which

was very prevalent a few years ago. Most

o£ it was sand-blasted.
_

The glass dish is less mechanical in cutting,

but as the entire surface has been cut up

there is no relief or rest for the eye.

The two vases at the bottom have

moulded and afterwards recut ^d polished-

They are rather better commercial pioducts,

but lacking in design and craftsmanship.
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XI. TABLES

Although a table is such a simple object

—fust four legs and a flat top—a great deal

of ingenuity has been utilised in its design

and fine craftsmanship has gone to its making,

At first tables were movable boards set upon
trestles, and it was not until the days of the

Stuarts that tables were built as permanent

structures. The Jacobean refectory tables

were frequently of great length, some even

thirty feet or more, but narrow in comparison.

The gate-legged table is also of this period,

and lias been found so practical and useful

that in one form or another it has persisted

clown to our own day. The draw-leaf table

is not a modem invention, but one that

originated about the same period as the two

previous examples. Thus all three types of

modern table are derived from Jacobean
times—there is comparatively little surviving

furniture that is earlier than 1600.

When choosing a table, see that it is

sufficiently firm and substantial for every-

day use; that the parts slide easily, and
that the construction is sound enough to

prevent warping or shrinking. A panelled

table top is generally strong, for the grain

in the framework runs in an opposite

direction to that of the panel and s.o makes
for strength and durability. In some cases

those lines on the top surface which look

like panels are put there only for decoration

and are not part of the construction,

No, 1 on the Plate is not symmetrical;

the legs are not upright, the drawer is on the

slant and the whole article has a cant to

the right. This table has been included

because some people believe that irregularity

is a proof of age and this is the sort of thing

they look for in old furniture. It is not

necessarily any kind of proof, and a thing

that is twisted and distorted is uncomfortable
to look at and live with; so if possible it

should he put right. A piece that is of

genuine antiquity does not lose by being

made symmetrical. Distortion usually

suggests rough usage, and that is an uncom-

fortable feeling, particularly when associated

with age.

Nos. 4, 7 and 8 are also period pieces.

No. 4 was included to show how tables could

be shaped and decorated with dignity and
refinement. There is one feature about its

cabriole legs that has not been, previously

mentioned, that is, the claw and ball foot,

which is shown separately at No. 5. It is

an instance of the skill, care and craftsman-

ship shown in details. This ball and claw

motif terminating the legs of chairs, side-

boards, settees, etc., occurs in other periods

after Queen Anne's time.

No. 7 is a James II side table, which means
that it is usually stood against a wall.

It lias a drawer as most of these side

tables had. Compare the legs of Nos. 7,

8 and 9.

No. 9 is a plain hexagonal upright, with

only four turned indentions on the centre

pedestal at each end—a plain, simple-shaped

leg. No. 8 is baluster turned, with the square

left at the top and near the floor to make
secure points for the table frame and
stretcher. The turned part breaks the surface

with a number of sparkling little lights which
help considerably to give a feeling of lighter

construction. No. 7 with its twisted barley-

sugar turning has the same effect on a larger

scale. Glance from No. 7 to No. 9 and see

how severe the latter looks, and how bright

and sparkling No> 7 looks in comparison.

No. 8 is an old gate-legged table, As we
have sat at one exactly like this for thirty

years, we can guarantee it as being satis-

factory in every way. Six people can sit

at this table in comfort, and every evening

one leaf is closed down and the table is moved
so that we can see to work,

Of the more modern examples on the Class

Picture, the legs of No. g have already been

considered. The table is a simplification of

the older gate-legged. There are only six

legs, where the old ones had eight, and it

opens out to a rather longer and narrower
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Plate XI.—Tables
(Class Picture No. io(. in l ho Portfolio.)

rectangular tabic with the corners cut off

instead of being oval in shape.

No. 6 is a refectory table, and however

modern the example may be, it still has

something of the air of a monastery and

whispers of monks and fasts and penitences.

It is a stout and useful table for the modern
home.

No. 2, a draw leaf table, is an elegant

piece of furniture, excellent in every way,

but it might mean that the chairs to go
with it would also need to have cabriole

legs, and it would be necessary to consider

whether that would be suitable Avitli the

other furniture in the room. For No. 3,

another draw leaf table, we cannot pretend
to have much use. The space between the

legs being filled with plywood gives a false

effect of massiveness, where one's knees

would be grateful for the space.
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XH. CABINETS AND SIDEBOARDS

The modem tendency is to build small

houses and Hats with plenty of built-in

cupboards, so that furnishing can be reduced

to a minimum. In one or more bedrooms,

however, wardrobes are still required. These

have become in recent years extremely

simple pieces of furniture—plain, rectangular

boxes with perhaps a slightly curved top

or a bow front. All useless ornament has

been discarded; surfaces are smooth and

plain, without panels, recesses or mouldings

to collect dust. However well arranged the

interior, the outside achieves a Spartan

restraint and simplicity. With simple shape

and good proportion, the only other factor

necessary is beautiful material; and that is

offered in a profusion of rare woods from

all parts of the world. No period has ever

liad before in general use such surfaces and

textures. The illustration of the wardrobe

on Plate XII is a really beautiful piece

of furniture in the prevailing style, a style

perfectly suited to a democratic age which

needs plain simple things for work-a-day

people. It is evident that there are as fine

craftsmen to-day as at any period.

The arrogance and display of the costume

period has disappeared. Straightforward

simplicity is the keynote which expresses

the good taste of modern times. New styles

do not occur haphazard. They are produced
principally by changes in our mode of living

and by new materials.

The most important new material is ply-

wood. The revolution it has produced in

our furniture and in our homes is greater

than that caused by the introduction during

the Carclean period of veneer with its

attendant inlay and marquetry.

The first three sideboards illustrated are all

simple in design and construction, but each is

distinctive. The distinction lies in the propor-

tions. In No. 2 the containing or outline shape
is well proportioned and is raised on a frame-

work extending slightly beyond each edge and
supporting it adequately and comfortably.

No. i is very simple and yet complete.

The stand and body are one, while the

main part is divided into three drawers and
two cupboards; a useful, unassuming and
comfortable piece of furniture to live with.

No. 3 is not quite so plain; the straightness

and squareness are modified with slight

curves, a bow front and cabriole legs. The
inlay adds variety to the surface.

In No. 5 the stand .is splendidly designed

to carry and support the cabinet. The soft

flow of the curves from the floor upwards
is like a plant growth. This is a lovely

transition from the slender legs up to the

cabinet itself with its slightly bowed front

and curved sides. Its elegance alone is

sufficient to separate it from our own time

to a period more fanciful and gentle mannered.

No. 4 is a bad example of a sideboard

which has very heavy ornamentation, highly

rounded panels and fantastic decoration in

half circles which not only neutralises all

proportions but actually runs across one end

of each drawer, so that whenever a drawer

is opened the ornamental scheme ceases to

exist until the drawer is shut again.

The other sideboard (No. 6) has its surface

broken up in every possible way. The
cupboard doors have square panels of lighter

wood placed diagonally across them; the

horizontal bars above and below the cup-

boards and the upright supports are all

rounded and that effect is intensified by
coating them with dark varnish and then

rubbing it away in places, to give the effect

of a rounded surface. A great deal of this

effect aims at an appearance of massive

solidity, which is quite unnecessary, and
unlikely in a piece of furniture of this kind.

It also has bad handles and ungainly feet.

No. 7 has some resemblance to a bathing

tent. Not at all an object one would wish to

see when one first wakes each morning. How
much more soothing is the simplicity of

No, 9I The pattern of the grain of the wood
is most pleasing.
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Plate XII.—Cabinets and Sideboards
(Class Picture No. 105 in Lhc Portfolio.)

No. 3 is ail elegant modern piece, dignified,

well proportioned and arranged. The central

mirror is pivoted to tilt in its frame, while

the two side ones are hinged to swing. It

has little cabinets of three drawers on each

side, while the larger centre drawer is set

back to allow more foot space when sitting

before the mirror- Notice particularly the

way in which the blocks oil which the

cabinets rest are stepped back to keep

them out of the way. One should always
look at the feet of furniture. Avoid those

that are ugly and noticeable and especially

if they project in such a way that one would
be sure to stub one's toes against them.
This dressing table is a very satisfying piece

of furniture. In spite of its squareness it

lias lightness and elegance, and forms an

appropriate reflector for daintiness and

charm.
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XIII. BOOKCASES AND BOOKS

The two fancy-shaped bookshelves, Nos.

X and 3 on the Plate, formerly appeared in

almost every room in the house, possibly in

the company of the one at the top centre.

They are still to be found in many seaside

boarding- houses with the oddest assortment

of volumes, together with the queerest-

shaped vases. The bookcases are generally

attached to the wall by tiny brackets and

two nails, so that if one is not careful when
selecting a book, down comes the whole thing,

disclosing a patch of discoloured wall paper.

Flower vases and. books are things better kept

separate—that is if -one values the books.

The so-called ornamental shape of these

wall bookshelves gave them the odd effect of

amateur fretwork, so that they did not agree

with anything else in the room, except perhaps

with the overmantel, and now that has gone

these wall brackets should disappear too.

Nos. 4, 5 and 6, are plain and simple

book cabinets—neat, attractive and without

ornament. Their aesthetic interest comes

from proportions and the nature of the wood.

Notice particularly how carefully the pattern

of the wood grain has been selected and

arranged on the larger panels. Where the

thickness of the wood is shown, and on

the long narrow edge sections, the grain is

put crossways, so that instead of a long

flat edge, there is a patterned surface. These

cabinets, with a slightly toned surface of

plain wood, make an ideal foil and setting for

the rich colours of the bookbindings, Although
the outline shapes are simple, the eye travels

from one end to the other and everywhere

finds something to interest and delight.

We come to the unit system of bookcase,

No. 7. These units can be bought separately

so that as the library grows the bookcase is

built up to contain it. The units are made
in different lengths, heights and depths, and
each unit has two glass doors which slide

along in metal grooves, This arrangement
enables books to be kept free from dust

and in proper order.

The idea of units is so convenient and so
well adapted to modern conditions that
there are many firms producing them, and
each firm has its special methods and
features. Books should be kept under cover

in order to save endless dusting. The glass

fronts allow one to look along the shelves

and see all the volumes without opening the
cabinet. The trouble with hinged doors is

that thin books are often hidden by the door
frame, .so one is obliged to open the doors to

see if they have been covered in that way,
Ingenious methods are used in some cases

for sliding the glass temporarily out of theway.
Simplicity and cheapness of construction are

combined to provide units at a reasonable
cost and at the same time give every con-

venience with an attractive appearance.
The illustration gives a good idea of the

way in which these units can be built up
and help to furnish a room. By alternating

between cupboards and bookshelves, one gets

a maximum variety without disturbing the

general unity of the scheme. A long bare wall

with one or two of these cabinets in position

immediately becomes of interest, while very
little floor space has been occupied. The steps

made by the varying heights can. be made to

lead the eye in whatever direction is desired,

It is from this variation of height that the

idea of steps has invaded a good deal of

modern furniture. It relieves the boxlike

structure in a simple and agreeable way
and makes the rooms less formal and con-

ventional, while it retains the essentially

architectural character which should be a
feature of all furniture and furnishing. By an
architectural chai'acter is meant that the

things are four square, solid and having the

appearance of being built-in as a part of the

room . They have a permanent character, while

the fancy and ornamental things have a tem-
porary character. The one is durable and last-

ing; the other is passing and impermanent.
Turning from this bookcase No. 7 to

No. 3 (an Empire bookcase with open
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Plate XIII.—Bookcases and Books
(Class Picture No, 106 in Ilia Portfolio.)

shelves) it will be seen that one has only to

take out a few books from one of these long

shelves to have all the rest lying at angles.

When discussing with the children Class

Picture No. io6, point out that Nos, I and

3 have no real design, but are flimsy and
ornamental; difficult to fix securely on a wall,

and at best makeshift arrangements for

holding books, with unnecessary brackets

for flower vases*

In contrast with these, it will be a simple

matter to show the architectural design and
construction of Nos. 4 to 7. Show the

children how they are kept quite simple in

outline shape and interior arrangement, with
an eye to proportion and balance all through,

and how their chief effect comes from the

material itself—the grain of beautiful wood.,

kept either in its natural colour or slightly

stained to bring out the pattern more clearly.
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XIV. TYPE, PRINTING AND LETTERING

So iar in tins series of talks we have been

concerned with the things in the home;

we now propose to consider some of the

outside influences which come in. Of all

these outside influences printing is probably

the chief. Consider what an enormous

amount of printed matter one sees in a

year, or even in a week—newspapers, books,

journals, advertisements, catalogues, leaflets,

notices and so on without end. These things

cannot fail to influence us in some way, and

it is as well to understand them and their

relation to our daily lives. All these things

have their good an-d bad features. We can

sort them in our minds and determine which

is which. If a principle is really a principle

it can be applied consistently through a

great variety of subject hence we continue

to apply our basic principles—line, pro-

portion, colour—-to see where they lead us.

A principle is not a yard stick to measure
by, as one measures off cloth by the yard;

it is a Golden Rule for guidance. In the

consideration of printed matter it is necessary

to exercise our sense of proportion. On the

one hand we have printed things of the

moment; passing things that interest for a

short time and then are done with. On the

other hand we have the enduring things,

great works whi-ch are more or less permanent.

As these have entirely different functions

and purpose, they differ in character, and
that is where our sense of proportion has to

be exercised in order to estimate them. We
do not expect a newspaper to be printed as

well as an art journal, or even an ordinary

book. The momentary and passing things

are good enough for their purpose, and we
are well supplied with them.

In any lettering, whether printed or

drawn, it is most essential that it should be
easily read, Thus, it is very necessary to

see that lettering is well shaped, well designed,

and founded on a good alphabet.

The English alphabet in use to-day is

derived from the Romans. In most respects

it contains the same letters as can be found
on Roman inscriptions in Great Britain and
on the Continent. This alphabet, by its

boldness and mathematical proportion, is

an ideal one for inscription on stone, and its

use for this purpose crystallised its form to

one of absolute simplicity, directness and
intelligibility. Here is a splendid standard,

which has remained constant over several
centuries. It is to the simplicity and
mathematical proportion of this alphabet
that we particularly wish to draw your
attention.

To most people an alphabet is something
that has grown with the race, been added
to here and there and altered to suit con-
ditions. That, however, is not the case. How-
ever a thing ma}' develop in its early stages,

usually there comes a time when some
individual, a great man, refashions it to

make a complete and satisfying thing which
will last for centuries after.

That is what happened to our alphabet.

In 1525 Albert Diircr, one of the world's
great artists, produced an alphabet simple
in construction which can be readily recon-
structed by mechanical methods. This
alphabet was in turn derived from the
inscription on the Trajan Column. From
Albert Diirer these two alphabets, Roman
Capitals (Class Picture No. 107) and Lower
Case and Numerals (Class Picture 108), have
been designed and drawn by Leslie Badham,
R.L, R.B.A, By following the guide lines

on these Class Pictures anyone with a

pair of compasses, a rule and a set square
should be able to reproduce these letters

exactly.

Each letter is composed within a square,

and every part and every circle used in the

construction bears some relation in pro-

portion to the square. No attempt has been
made to keep slavishly each letter strictly

to the square space—B, E, F, I(, I, J, P,
R, S, T, each occupy little more than half

the square. M and W have rather more
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Platk XIV. A.

—

TvrE, Printing and J.,ilttj?iung—Capitals
(Class Picture No. 107 in the For l folio,)

than a square. This has been done for the have a central horizontal stroke—B, E,

sake of due proportion. F, H, P
p
R—the thickness of this is measured

Each letter was drawn in a square of 3§ from the centre of the square upward, so

in,; that is in. Each thick stroke is
-J
of the that the stroke comes just above the centre

square— |
in., and the thin strokes 1 of the to give the upper part rather lighter weight

thick strokes = | in. Every radius used is than the lower part. The centre of the S

some proportion of the square. is also above the centre line for a like purpose,

On both Class Pictures this construction Note that the \V is two V's and occupies a

is clearly shown. In capital letters which square and a half.
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The lower case letters and numerals on

Class Picture No. 108 may appear compli-

cated, but as alL the working con-

struction is clearly shown it will be

found much simpler than it looks.

The essential features of these two

alphabets is that being built on a

strictly geometric and mathematical

basis, with all the parts of each

letter related in size and proportion

to the square that contains it, there is a

uniformity which has ample variation and a

consequent rhythm that delights the eye.

That rhythm is carried on and completed

by the spacing between the letters. Here

there is no guide and one must trust to the

eye alone. Hence, although the letters are

constructed and designed, there is still a
.

difficult part for the copyist to perform, for

in each combination of letters there are

irregular shapes between letters, and one

should endeavour to make these balanced

spaces of white paper.

For beginners in lettering it is a good
thing to have one factor which remains

constant—that is, the letters. The children

will still have to decide the size of letter

for the space to be occupied, and then space

the letters comfortably along the line. They
will probably have two or three different-

sized lines of letters, according to the
importance of the wording, and this will be

quite enough to occupy hand and eye.

There is no better practice than getting

correct proportion in lettering, and no
better test of firmness and steadiness of

hand than in lettering drawn with pen or

brush. While most people can see and
realise obvious faults, it takes a keen and
experienced eye to note the niceties of

lettering and spacing. The children

should begin on letters of a fair size,

placing the letters between lines three, or

four inches apart, and working freehand

with pencil and brush. Having first

drawn these alphabets carefully once or

twice they should memorise them and
test their memory of the proportions in

a free translation with the brush.

Here is something more free and amusing,
an illustration of four ornamental capitals,

Tilings like this are good fun to draw but
it is necessary to be able to draw the letters

properly first. The A and the O at either

end are rather ordinary, each being a plain

letter in a square shape covered with an
all-over line pattern. The two inner letters

have received an essentially modern treat-

ment. The letters themselves are more than
plain, they are severe; one is in white and one
in black. The background or setting is totally

different in idea and technique from the first

two. In those we have a white letter set against

a pattern which makes a grey setting further

relieved by dark lines of shadow. The two
modern ones make use of gradations to give

sharp contrasts here and there, while some out-

lines are softened by parallel lines. These sharp

contrasts give vitality, while the gradations

give subtlety. Although the two middle letters

are smaller, it will be seen how much more
alive they are, and how dull and antiquated

the outside ones appear in comparison.

Next is a very amusing A and a highly

decorative P. At one time there were

An Amusing "(A)" and a Decorative "(P)"

Ornamental Capitals
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alphabets like this A, and they never failed

to interest and delight. It is not only great

fun but very good practice to sec how many
letters one can construct on these lines,

keeping the shape of the letter and fitting

some figure or object into the shape.

So much pattern design consists in

adapting and arranging things to fit into

some given shape that an exercise of this

kind is no waste of time bill one that leads

in the right direction, for so many children

say,
f,
I can draw things 1 see, but I can't

imagine tilings." A little encouragement
usually shows them that they can imagine
and in this way the imagination is stimulated.

It they cannot at first imagine figures, they
can make decorative capitals like the

capital P, which becomes an exercise in

black on white and white on black.
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XV. CARPETS AND RUGS

Carpets can be roughly divided into three

classes
:

(i) Old Oriental; (2) modern repro-

ductions; (3) modern. The first are of course

expensive. We should place a really line

example among the most beautiful things

that have been made for man's use. An
article which will last five or six hundred

years* retain its beauty after having been in

use possibly for a great part of that time,

and still delight us with its pattern, colour

and texture, is a great achievement.

Of course, there are not many carpets so

ancient as that, and they are usually in

museums. In any case \vc are hardly likely

to be able to afford a real old Oriental

carpet, but the Oriental carpets made
to-day are not too expensive, and as these

follow the traditional pattern and weave
at the same time giving good wear, there

is still a considerable demand for them.

Man}r are not woven in the same way as

tlic old ones. Factory conditions have

prevailed, and time and cost have a different

meaning from what they had in those old

clays, The colour of the modern carpets

has suffered by the introduction of aniline

dyes, but there are still beautiful things

to be found at a reasonable cost. These

belong to our second division—modern
reproductions. Ill addition to those made
in the East, there are British reproductions

in which skill and craftsmanship have been

combined with the modern power loom, to

follow out every detail of design and colouring

of the originals, in a manner which delights

all who appreciate a good Oriental carpet,

On Plate XV, the top three are Ryijy
rags from Finland. The first with its trees

and candles on a rich orange ground and
its delightful picture panel is a very unusual
design in a rug, and very lovely in colour.

No. 2 has something of the look of a sampler
—the same simple kind of pattern making.
Notice how the stars or crosses on the

outer border arc used to soften the line in

parts but not equally all round. It has all

sorts of artistic touches of that kind, a
feeling for design that is very different

from knowledge or skill, and that makes it

precious. No. 3 has much the same quality
j

only in a more evenly distributed pattern,

It, too, is a lovely colour.

We should particularly notice in these three

examples the life, vitality and joyousness both
in the pattern and in the colour. These are

from 130 to 230 years old, and yet they
retain their brilliance and harmonious colour.

Below these are three Oriental rugs,

reproduced from genuine old rugs of con-

siderable age, which have kept their life

and sparkle and colour.

The following test might be used with
the class. Take a sheet of paper and just

cover the lower five examples on the Class

Picture. Look at the upper part for a minute
or two, endeavouring to keep the mind on the

colour and general effect- When you have
thoroughly absorbed the impression and can

retain a mental picture on the retina of the

eyes, quickly reverse the paper so that the

lower part of the Class Picture is shown,

Repeal this change-over three or four times,

until you have two definite impressions to

compare—two. impressions of colour. We
think that all the adjectives you would
use to describe the upper part would be

on the joyous side—bright, sparkling, warm,
cheerful, clean, healthy, ancl so on, while for

the lower part they would be just the reverse.

The pattern of the five lower examples
is modern. Some are only parts of a carpel,

but enough is illustrated to show pattern

and colour. Most of this modern pattern is

meaningless—it is without purpose, organisa-

tion or intention. It wanders about aimlessly

in a distracted way. The parts are unrelated

and the effect is worrying and fussy.

The purpose of the designer comes from

the desire of the younger generation to

brighten things up and make their sur-

roundings more lively. Movement of some

kind has to be introduced or suggested.
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Plate XV.—Carpets and _Ruc;s

(Class Picture No, 109 in llie Porlfolio.)

Often an entirely inappropriate movement
is suggested, or is introduced in a place where

movement would be better avoided. In a

floor covering, an essential feeling is one of

stability and flatness. All patterns give

movements of some kind, but there are some
patterns that do not disturb the equilibrium

or the level surface. For instance, the floor

space can be broken with a line design, as

with tiles, without any loss of stability.

Then there arc patterns which, so to speak,

revolve on their own axis—they occasion a

slow movement of the eye all over a level

surface. These are the two kinds of pattern

which have been used by all nations and all

ages. They are entirely appropriate for all

kinds of floor coverings, not simply because

we have got used to them, but because they

arc the logical and inevitable choice of a

long line of craftsmen.
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XVI, CURTAINS

When furnishing a house, a good deal of

difficulty is always experienced in the

selection of suitable curtains and covers.

The kind of material must be decided by

considering its wearing qualities, its thickness

and texture, its surface and the. way it drapes.

The colour must be in harmony or in

contrast with other furnishing. It must
give the right atmosphere to the room, and a

further thought is
—

"Will it quickly fade?
11

Pattern is difficult to decide. It will be

useful to consider the pattern of the materials

illustrated on Plate XVI. Taking the three

pieces of material at the top, No. i is an

all-over spot pattern; No. 2 is a soft fuzzy

pattern; No. 3 is a bold vigorous one.

These simple terms, spot pattern, soft

pattern, and bold pattern, enable us to divide

pattern, into three groups, not that there are

any hard and fast divisions between the

three kinds, or that the shop people will

understand this way of describing tilings.

Some spot patterns are designed on a geo-

metrically planned base; others have a linear

pattern running through and holding them
together. They may be dark spots on a

light ground or light spots on a dark ground.

No. 2 is simply a soft wavy pattern. The
essential character of this kind of material

is that it is quiet and retiring, mysterious

and elusive.

No. 3, a bold pattern, is geometrically

planned. It has a horizontal, vertical and
diagonal arrangement.

No. 8 is a modern design, original in

many ways. It is entitled the "Pleiades"

and includes sky and clouds, stars and
planets, rainbows and huntress and unicorn.

The colour can be seen 011 the Class Picture.

It is well designed and drawn, unusual in

colour, clean and fresh in appearance. It

is printed on a smooth, fine white cotton,

and is a chintz. This one is so well printed

(the colour lias gone so thoroughly through
the cloth) that it is difficult to decide which
is the right si.de> so it is reversible.

AND COVERS

The name "chintz" is applied to-day to

any glazed printed cotton. Before the days
of machinery, the characteristic shiny surface

was obtained by hand with polished flints;

to-day the fast-revolving drums of the friction

calendering machine obtain the same effect

much quicker. Any unglazed printed cotton

is called a "cretonne."

No. 9 is a pleasing and effective pattern,

and shows just what is meant by formalising

in treatment. All ordinary visual proportions

arc discarded; one or two big leaves suffice

to suggest the tree. Even though we know
nature is not like this, the mind accepts it

as* sufficient explanation in a scheme where
so much is left to the imagination. The
charming little groups of deer, herons and
tall reeds and grasses, arc all treated in the

same simple decorative way and fill in and
complete the pattern.

No. 7 is printed on linen in the natural

shade of the flax. It is a most beautiful

printed fabric. Designed expressly to go

with Persian carpets, it has been very

successful. The colour is a delight. Printed

in nine or ten colours, a great deal of thought

and ingenuity have been used to get variation

and quality through every part, so that

while it is essentially a printed material, it

has a similar effect and appearance to a

fine Persian carpet. Note in this one the

diagonal planning which resolves the basic

pattern, into a series of diamond shapes.

No. 4 is printed on cloth, woven with a

wave pattern and is screen printed, which

is really a method of stencilling with a

roller through a mesh. This is a delightful

fabric in grey and blue on a warm creamy
ground. The darker pattern is a lovely

greenish blue and the lighter leaves warm grey.

This pattern is called "Bamboo Grass" and is

also printed as a chintz in green and fawn,

blue and fawn, browns, etc., and it is printed

also on linen. No. 5, called "Silhouette," is

on satin and is also screen printed. The great

feature of this fabric is its richness.



No. 6 is a woven fabric with something

of a silky sponge-cloth texture in cream

and gold. It is reversible, so that one can

have either the gold leaves on a cream
ground or lighL leaves on a golden ground,

The side shown is actually the wrong side

of the weave, but there is no reason why
one should not use either side of any fabric

if its appearance is preferred. Willi some
printed fabrics the effect is so much softer and

more melodious on the reverse side, that one
should have no hesi tation in making use of it

.

It may seem a strange thing to say, but
some fabrics arc too conscientiously printed.

In surface printing the texture of the material

should not be obliterated by solid over-

printing, but should he allowed to shimmer
through the printing ink. Reds arc fre-

quently made hard and solid like lumps of

sealing wax lying on the surface.
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XVII. LIGHTING

We spend such a large part of our lives

in artificial light that the consideration of

the best means of lighting our homes is of

first-rate importance.

In any discussion on the appearance of

our homes we have to take into account the

fact that we see all our furnishings in two
different aspects—by da}' and by night.

Where electricity or gas is available we can

have light wherever -we want it; we can

concentrate it, diffuse or reflect it as we
wish,

So far as general lighting is concerned, it

is most important to avoid glare. Too much
light may be as bad as too little. A glare is

just as bad for the eyes as working or reading

in a poor light. At the present time there

is a tendency to illuminate each room with

as much light as possible. Many small rooms
are over lighted. There is all the difference

between a good and sufficient lighting and a

light that dazzles. If we wanE our homes and
possessions to be seen properly, we must
take care that the light itself does not take
all the attention, but is arranged to illumin-

ate all to advantage. In any case, the actual

light should not be seen, it should be shaded
or screened from the eyes.

Nos. i to ii on Plate XVII show some
early electric light fittings. From these it

will be seen that they follow the style of

their predecessors—the gas chandeliers,

brackets, globes and shades. The gas

chandeliers followed the former candle chan-
deliers and holders. This is the usual way
with new inventions. Each fresh introduc-

tion at first assumes the style and character
of the old, and it is only when the new
becomes established that it is realised that

it has individual needs and purposes to give
it shape and character of its own.

In the early days of electric light there

were few ceiling lights such as are made
to-day. The old wall brackets were clumsy
with unnecessary fancy-shaped blocks of

wood to fasten them to the wall. The chan-

deliers were adjustable by means of a counter-

poise weight and pulleys.

Whether in a suspended lamp or a table

lamp, or elsewhere, it is advisable to avoid

cupicls and figures of ever}' kind. The feeling

one has about these things is, that if the

figure is a good one it should be enjoyed for

its own sake, and not put to utilitarian

purposes, If it is not a good figure it has

no place in the home.

Those old lanterns, whether old horn

lanterns or suggestive of ships' galleys, are

quite out of place for a modern illuminant.

No, ii, intended to stand on the newel post

at the foot of the stairs, would be a bad

thing placed in the worst possible position.

It would be bound to cast a checkered shadow

round the floor and lower stairs, just where

it is essential that one should be able to

see clearly.

The standard lamp No. 9 is a fantastic

shape in brass. It is far better to have a

plain tubular upright, for it is simpler and

more appropriate in every way.

Things should have architectural qualities

rather than faneywork qualities, that is,

things should look as though they were

part of the place and permanent, rather than

temporary or put there by accident. That

remark applies also to fittings of all kinds,

and if one remembers this, a great deal of

faneywork will he avoided, especially in

light fittings, brackets, table lamps, standard

lamps, globes and shades, for all these

things can have permanent rather than

accidental character. On the right of the

Plate central fittings for ceiling lights give

a good idea of archileclural design. No. 12

is what is called a "bulkhead” Jiglit; No. 13

is a modified light of the same sort; Nos. 14

and 15 show a range of shape, from the box

shape to the more decorative shape. Nos. 16

and 20 have already been discussed. No. 17

is designed to project a little below the

ceiling, to reflect light and yet he attached

to the ceiling by a ring support. Nos. iS
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Plate XVII.—Lighting
(Class Picture No. i n in (.lie PorLfolio,)

and 21 are Bakelite brackets. No. 19 is the cupids and figures—they are wrongly used,

architectural style. We can try an experiment with this Class

Of the two table lamps, No. 22 is included Picture as we did with the two Class Pictures

to show that large vases used as the base in colour. Cover half the sheet at a time and

for a lamp generally cast a big shadow compare the left-hand side with the right,

surrounded by a narrow circle of light, It will be seen that the simpler modern
which clearly indicates that a narrower design 1ms much more light and a brighter

base tapering toward the light is better. e[Tcct. Although there arc twelve articles

With all lamps like No. 23 wc would on this side and eleven on the left, there arc

use the same argument as wc did about an equal number of lights in each.

CIG VOL. V-S
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XVIII. THE CLOTHES YOU WEAR

The main object of this talk is to indicate

how to make a right choice of material for

clothes as a means of self-expression. Any
selection that is made is in itself an expression

of the wearer. Individual character is shown

in every choice, provided that it is a definite

personal selection.

Dress materials are usually finer in weave

and smaller in pattern than furnishing

fabrics, and whatever the climate or weather

conditions, the nearer the material is worn
to the skin the finer it is. Dress materials

not only have a smaller and neater pattern

than furnishing materials, but they have

also more life and sparkle and are mostly

lighter in effect and brighter in colour,

Things that are actually in contact with life

must contain some of that life and vitality.

With regard to the statement "brighter

in colour/
1

it should be remembered that

the smaller the patches, the brighter the

colour. In a paint box there are no colours

bright enough for the very small spots. It

would be a great mistake to wear a whole

dress of a crude shade of electric blue,

magenta, scarlet, or any other aggressive

colour. Also, one should avoid violent

oppositions of colour.

The ground shade of a material should be

toned and quiet because it forms a large

mass, against which the small pattern can
shine with the utmost effect, But one should

particularly avoid dull, lifeless materials and
muddy or turbid colours. Even in winter

materials, which are naturally quieter in

every way, cloth has interesting texture and
life in the colour employed.

Dress materials should have sparkle and
vitality because they are always in move-
ment, and movement in the patterning

becomes a factor in the design* Just as

movements arc undulating and springy and
not angular and jerky, so suggestions of

movement in the pattern should agree,

The complexities of weaving have been
overcome by machinery so thoroughly and

effectively that we have to-day line cloths

available for everybody at remarkably low
cost—beautiful pdain cloth of every thick-

ness and texture, from fine lingerie materials

to thick material for winter wear. It is

not only to the power loom that this is due
but also to the manufacture of artificial

silk. Rayon and its allied products have

brought into our homes rich brocades,

velvets and tapestries, and to adorn the

person it provides beautiful silks and satins

and cloths similar lo linen and cotton. The
range of printed materials exceeds anything

that one can imagine.

On Plate XVIII are shown a series of

dress materials. In No, i the grey ground is

printed on a white satin, leaving the white for

part of the pattern, and outlining parts in a

rather darker grey. The pattern is completed

With gold which glimmers all through the

design. White and grey and gold—a gorgeous

material for evening dresses and gowns!
No. io is on a warm buff or biscuit-coloured

material. The formalised flowers are printed

in yellow and orange, with an occasional

touch of green for a leaf—altogether a warm
colour scheme and a pleasant type of material

for everyday wear.

No. 2 is on a brownish linen, the groups

of buttercup-yellow flowers and dark green

leaves are spaced with smaller groups at

intervals. No. 3 is a lingerie fabric with a

soft, pale, grass-green ground, with white

and pale orange flowers and blue-green

leaves, all in a light scheme. Nos. 4 and 5

show the way in which patterns are often

reversed. In No. 4 the pattern is printed

in black, in No- 5 the background is in black.

The next two arc such materials as children

love to wear. No. 6 lias white ducks on a

blue ground; No. 7 is one of the fabrics

specially designed by Mabel Lucy Attwcll.

Nos, 8 and 9 have a novel feature—

a

gold printing which gives them an excep-

tionally rich appearance. No. 8 is a gold

pattern on black, but in the reproduction
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Plate XVIII,—The: Clothes You Weak
(Class l’i cl me No, 11 2 in (lie Voilfolio.)

one misses the essential glitter of the gold.

No. 9 is a very beautiful dress material in

soft bright colours, black and gold.

The purpose of this Class Picture is to

give an impression of light dainty fabrics,

with small sparkling patterns of rich and

lustrous effects in light schemes, and brilliant

and scintillating darker fabrics.

One should endeavour to assess and convey
the "mood ,J

of cadi example as well as

discuss the patLern eflecL and the material,

and as these arc each printed in a variety

of colour schemes, one should try to imagine

which colour scheme would suit each mood
and fit in most agreeably with the nature

of the pattern.
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XIX ARRANGING YOUR ROOM

The Plate illustrates two styles of furniture

and furnishing, both essentially modern in

design.

The furniture in the top room is extremely

simple but well proportioned. Here it will

be seen that the wood of the wardrobe and

chest is carefully selected and the outside

edges kept lighter to emphasise proportions,

while the pattern of the wood is subtle and

never obviously marked. It is easy to see

from this Plate that in a room this plainly

severe furniture is balanced by informality

in the fabrics, curtains, bedspread and rugs.

A few darks are necessary in such a light

scheme. Notice that even the spots of the

drawer knobs are welcome small patterns.

The picture and mirror complete the scheme
and give balance. All the pieces are made
about the same depth from back to front,

so that if they are against a wall, the fronts

come flush. This enables one to put any
articles side by side and avoid irregular

frontages, The dressing table group is

compact with everything convenient. The
circular mirror gives variety in shape and
is repeated in the bedside lamp (for that

is the purpose of the round, capped globe

on the right, which looks like an alarm clock).

We will now look at the other end of the

room, the living and working end, illustrated

on the lower half of the Plato. In daylight

the writing table would be an awkward
corner at which to write, but the general

effect is very pleasing.

Many people would object to placing a

vase of flowers on a radio receiver, but
perhaps that is personal prejudice. The
picture, books and accessories make this

setting look very homely and comfortable.

The units fit in weLl together and give a
sense of continuity, where separate pieces

of furniture often look isolated and detached;
the units, too, generally occupy less floor

space.

It is always advisable to create a balance
between somewhat conflicting desires. Furni-

ture and fabrics must have some measure of

agreement. In all Plates in this talk, prac-

tically all the curtains and covers are vertical

and horizontal in design. Vertical and hori-

zontal lines suggest peaceful and restful

feelings—those qualities that most people

wish their homes to possess. To further such-

a scheme there is plain square furniture

—

cabinets, bookshelves, tables, all of the same'
height in horizontal lines resting on rect-

angular patterned carpets and rugs. Only
the larger articles of furniture break the

lines and they still continue the plain square

shapes.

It soon becomes obvious that such an
arrangement continued too far will produce
monotony, so shapes must be included to

counteract—a circular mirror to the dressing

tabic, a round-backed arm chair to the

writing desk. Note in the Plate how grateful

the eye is for this relief. Then the book-

shelves can be adjusted to form steps to

build up and consolidate a corner, or to

make gentle slopes and vary the horizontal

lines.

In the fabrics there is generally some
relief from the horizontal, for the natural

folds of tlic curtains give them vertical

stability.

It is this kind of balance that one has to

try to attain. If the lines are peaceful, the

other qualities must agree. The proportions

must be graded and not too sudden. There

must not be too violent opposition of light

and dark, and the colour should be quiet

and soft.

What about pictures and ornaments? Let

us say at once, that we do not agree with

any bare wall theories. A room without

pictures has no outlet for the imagination,

Wc are living through a period which is

hard, stern and materialistic. An elementary

desire, behind most of our home building is

to form a retreat into which we can escape

from this outside world. If our retreat

consists of four bare walls and a few pieces
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[Ueprotlucrd by courtesy of Bowman Bros., f.tJ,

Plate XIX.—Arranging Your Room
(Class Pie Lure No. 113 in Lite Pori folio.)

of box furniture, it becomes mentally a cut stir the imagination. Pictures, music and
de sac and a trap. We need comfort and poetry enable one to live for a time on a

humanising influences, and above all imagina- higher plane, and if their duration is short

lion. It is largely because we have stultified their influence is a lasting one. These arc

imagination that we have need of a retreat, the real influences that give joy and colour

The right kind of pictures do undoubtedly to our lives.
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XXI. PATTERN

Let us imagine a plain smooth wall.

Being quite plain and smooth, it has no par-

ticular interest, it ismerely a wall, We can give

this an interest by adding colour; or wc can

give it interest by breaking up that smooth-

ness with patterns of every kind. Suppose

we lay out our first patterns geometrically,

and square up our paper with diagonal lines,

as in Nos. i and 2 on the Plate.

If we pul a spot on each place where the

lines cross we shall have an evenly spotted

pattern which has vertical and horizontal

direction, and also sloping direction to right

and left. We can alter or add to this in

several ways. We can put a small flower shape

in place of the spot, as in No. 2, or make a

larger group on every alternate centre, as in

No. i. The groups, too, might contain different

shapes, while if one feLt that the whole scheme

was too regular and symmetrical, it would

be easy to upset this precision by placing

a spot or two irregularly within each square.

These patterns on the wall have no move-
ment in themselves, but they create a

movement in the eye of the beholder, If

they are simple and obvious patterns, we
may see them without taking notice of them.
There must be something of intrigue and
interest by suggestion. The spots themselves

produce a vibration rather than a movement,
while lines tend to give directional movemen 1,

for the eye follows them along.

The next two patterns, Nos. 3 and 4, are

from book jackets—things to be held in the

hand and viewed at closer range. No. 3
is entirely formal and conventional and is

obviously designed to convey that impression.

We should certainly not expect a book with
a cover of this kind to be full of action and
drama or exciting adventure. Rather wc
anticipate a book of verse or essays. No. 4
makes a skilful use of the plain diamond lattic-

ing to give a different picture in each space and
to introduce points of special interest in the
faces which occur at intervals, Some of these
are obvious and others mysterious.

Human interests are so much more
powerful than aesthetic interests, that they
can overbalance the design, so although it

is quite legitimate to introduce portraits
and characters into any scheme, they are
usually more successful if they arc kept
subordinate io the design.

The figures No. 5 and No. 7 are very
unobtrusive. In No. 5 one first looks at the
design as a whole. Note its extreme sim-
plicity and vigour. Then the eye lights on
the face in the top border, follows the border
along and finds a man's head below balancing
flic girl’s head, and finally finds the reclining

figure in the centre. This is probably a

jacket cover for a romance. No. 7 is even
more vigorous and expressive than No, 5.

The little cupid with rounded cheeks blows

and stirs the grasses with the wind and sets

everything in motion. The shape of the design

itself pointedly directs attention tothccorners,

and so suggests the winds from the four points

of the compass ; winds which blow across great

expanses and set up eddies on their way.
No. 6 is intended to convey the recording of

mystical events and dramatic happenings. In

the top oval comes the figure of the scribe,

events and drama are shown in the larger oval,

while signs and portents arc depicted in the

surroundings. This is a very imaginative, well-

designed idea. It is ail excellent example of

a symmetrical arrangement turned into a

balanced design by the star with its comet

tail, which adds much to the force, vigour

and movement. It is big, bold pattern on the

main circular shapes; smaller in the signs

within the circles; smaller still in the curved

and wriggly lines and slurs of the lower sides,

and slill liner in the two oval pictures. This

relieves the design from Lhc bare black and

while and gives it a tone quality. It is as

carefully adjusted in lone as it is in pattern.

No. 8 is an example of radiation. Note how

the straight base and sides of the outline

shape are a relief which emphasises the curves

within, while the variety in line and texture
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XXI. PATTERN

Let us imagine a plain smooth wall.

Being quite plain and smooth, it has no par-

ticular interest, it is merely a wall. We can give

this an interest by adding colour; or we can

give it interest by breaking up that smooth-

ness with patterns of every kind. Suppose

we lay out our first patterns geometrically,

and square up our paper with diagonal lines,

us in Nos. i and 2 on the Phte.

If we put a spot on each place where the

lines cross we shall have an evenly spotted

pattern which has vertical and horizontal

direction, and also sloping direction to right

and left, We can alter or add to this in

several ways. We can put a small flower shape

in place of the spot, as in No, 2, or make a

larger group on every alternate centre, as in

No. 1. The groups, too, might contain differen t

shapes, while if one felt that the whole scheme

was too regular and symmetrical, it would
be easy to upset this precision by placing

a spot or two irregularly within each square.

These patterns on the wall have no move-
ment in themselves, but they create a
movement in the eye of the beholder. If

they are simple and obvious patterns, we
may see them without taking notice of them.

There must he something of intrigue and
interest by suggestion. The spots themselves

produce a vibration rather than a movement,
while lines tend to give directional movement,
for the eye follows them along,

The next two patterns. Nos. 3 and 4, are

from book jackets—things to be held in the
hand and viewed at closer range. No, 3
is entirely formal and conventional and is

obviously designed to convey that impression.

We should certainly not expect a book with
a cover of this kind to he full of action and
drama or exciting adventure. Rather we
anticipate a book of verse or essays, No, 4
makes a skilful use of the plain diamond lattic-

ing to give a different picture in each space and
to introduce points of special interest in the
faces which occur at intervals. Some of these
are obvious and others mysterious.

Human interests are so much more
powerful than aesthetic interests, that they

can overbalance the design, so although it

is quite legitimate to introduce portraits

and characters into any scheme, they are

usually more successful if they are kept

subordinate to the design.

The figures No. 5 and No. 7 are very

unobtrusive, In No. 5 one first looks at the

design as a whole. Note its extreme sim-

plicity and vigour. Then the eye lights on

the face in the top border, follows the border

along and finds a man's head below balancing

the girl's head, and finally finds the reclining

figure in the centre. This is probably a

jacket cover for a romance. No. 7 is even

more vigorous and expressive than No, 5.

The little cupid with rounded cheeks blows

and stirs the grasses with the wind and sets

everything in motion. The shape of the design

itselfpointedly directs attention to the corners,

and so suggests the winds from the four points

of the compass ; winds which blow across great

expanses and set up eddies on their way.

No. 6 is intended to convey the recording of

mystical events and dramatic happenings, In

the top oval comes the figure of the scribe,

events and drama are shown in the larger oval,

while signs and portents are depicted in the

surroundings. This is a very imaginative, well-

designed idea. It is an excellent example of

a symmetrical arrangement turned into a

balanced design by the star with its comet

tail, which adds much to the force, vigour

and movement. It is big, bold pattern on the

main circular shapes; smaller in the signs

within the circles
;
smaller still in the curved

and wriggly lines and stars of the lower sides,

and still finer in the two oval pictures. This

relieves the design from the bare black and

white and gives it a tone quality. It is as

carefully adjusted in tone as it is in pattern.

No. 8 is an example of radiation. Note how
the slraight base and sides of the outline

shape are a relief which emphasises the curves

within, while the variety in line and texture
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Plate XXI. Pattern
(Class Piclurc No.

give it gradation and sparkle. The ears of

corn go one way and the stalks and weeds

and tares another. There is no outline to

the sun, but a series of surrounding circles

suggested in the pattern give the effect of

a glow of light. The actual centre of radiation

is displaced by the curved lines on the left,

and the sickle or reaping hoolc.

No, 10 is such a simple piece of decoration

and such a very lovely bird that it tells its

own story. It is so purely imaginative a

15 in Lite Portfolio,)

creation, and rears so majestically against a

star-lit sky, that our minds are immediately

carried away to a world of fantasy and
romance.

No. g, from the Chinese willow pattern,

is the best example of what wc have called

" formalisation,” One coulcl noL mistake the

tree for anything blit a willow, allhough one

may never have seen a willow like it. IL

has all the essential cliaracLcr of the willow

expressed supply and dccoratively,
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XXII. RHYTHM

The passive rhythm—a magnificent piece

of decoration—is on a screen of about the

average height and in six folds. The scheme

is in black and white and gold. All the

round-edged cloud in the upper part is gold,

against which the white birds, tlie snow and

the opposing darks, tell out with a splendour

that must be seen, for it is too wonderful

to imagine. (Tlie vertical lines across the

picture are tlie folds of the screen.)

There is no difficulty in accepting the two

drawings as passive and active* respectively.

One is opposite and complementary to the

other, and the two arc examples of extremes

of rhythm. The one is as near to absolute

placidity as possible, ancl the other shows

action throughout. Brit the passive is with-

out sentimentality or lack of vigour; and

there is fierceness and violent movement in

the active without becoming too dramatic

or theatrical.

The title of Shiko's work is a poetic con-

ception, but it tells exactly what the painter

sets out to convey—Winter Melting into

Spring ;
not " turning " or " passing/

1

but

"melting.” That implies a late fall of snow;

when this melts, the earth will once more
come to life and repeat the wonders of

spring.

But first winter—that is the essential

subject—snow, heavy weather, an old tree

and three or four white herons. The tree

selected is a willow, on account of its twisted

and gnarled trunk and the suggestion of

sadness in its drooping branches. This is set

against a huge golden cloud. Why not? We
often speak of golden cloud, why shouldn't

the artist paint one? This is another poetic

conception in keeping with the central idea.

As regards the planning, the whole of the

pattern comes within a triangle with a long
base slightly exceeding the length of the

picture and thus suggesting the utmost
stability and permanence. Being in six

parts, the picture has a definite middle line

so that the triangle is not symmetrical.

Notice how it has been balanced by a smaller

triangle made by the groups of herons, and
how there are other triangles all through

the design. With these are contrasted the

curves of the tree and the outlines of the

cloud. The long line of the snow acts as a

suggestion of horizon, beyond which we get

glimpses of dark cloud. In the foreground

one or two early blossoms give a hint of the

coming of spring.

The idea, tlie choice of material, its placing,

proportions and distribution, are all so related

and so work together to one end, that the

picture has a unity and completeness.

There is nothing so satisfying as a complete

work of art.

The other picture is simple enough in its

elements—three peaks of rock and tumultu-

ous seas. But how magnificently this has

been marshalled and presented. There is

an unusual feature. It looks as though the

picture has an horizon, and yet instead of

clouds above, the waves seem to continue.

They do continue. That long white horizontal

band which fades away at the top corner is

a convention for misL or clouck Chinese and
Japanese artists used it for centuries. Its

real purpose was to introduce a difference of

texture in the design and a difference of

feeling to the mood of the picture. In this

case its use is admirably justified, for it

suggests an horizon, and intrigues and
interests us in a part where the wave repeti-

tion might have become monotonous. It

also makes a splendid foil to the whirl and
fury of mighty forces and carries the mind
on to the calm that comes after.

Now let us look at the construction of this

wonderful wave pattern. The waves are not

easy flowing, but a rapid up-fling, a sharp

curve, and a sudden descent. This line

achieves the greatest possible energy and

force and is constantly repeated in each

wave to give each surface added power and

movement. The lines of waves follow each

other in irregular formation and arc broken



A Passive Rhythm, Winter Melting into String, by Shiko

Plate XXII. An Active Rhythm—Wave Screen, uy ICorin
{Class Pic Lure No. 116 in the Portfolio.)

all over by the white caps of foam. These

rear and move in all directions and add

conflict to force and movement, The rocky

peaks give stability and their broken and

jagged outlines show signs of the power and

continuity of the elements which they oppose.

The little trees on lop of the near rock

remind one of an eagle with outstretched

wings poised for flight. It is an appropriate

suggestion. No doubl the artist foresaw

that and hoped that it might occur to the

beholder, for it is perfectly in keeping with

an imaginative creation.

The picture is consistent in every way and

all through it is drawn with a severity that

equals the subject matter. It achieves com
sistency of pattern from corner to corner,

and the rhythmic flow infuses the wliolc

design. It is imaginative in conception and
in technique.
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XXIII. PICTORIAL DESIGN

Plate XXIII. Pictorial Design
(Class Picture No. H 7 Id tho Portfolio.)

By design we mean the right selection and No. 1 is a Japanese woodcut as slight and

use of lines, proportions and colours in an simple as an Indian ink drawing. Its lines

order best fitted to convey wliat we feel or are so few, yet so carefully placed—principally

wish to say in our pictures. For our studies horizontal, offset by the mast, which is just

we have outlines of several well-known off the centre. This triangle of mast and
pictures. line to the stern give great stability to the
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After the painting by Hobbema in the Natiahal Gallery] [Photo : 3r, F, Maitsell

Pcate XXIV. The Avenue, by Hobbema

design. Most of the lilies are slightly curved, To return to our Hobbema. The centre

thus giving the gentle motion which makes at the end of the avenue is admirably

this picture so soothing and restful. placed. If you were asked to place a tall

Ho, 2 is The Avenue by Hobbema, 1638- thin letter M (for that is the shape of the

1709 (Plate XXIV). The main scheme group of trees) on the picture space it could

of this picture is the uprights of the trees, not be better placed than it is. From there

(In No. 1 it was the horizontals.) Note how we can follow the lines of the poplars upward
ascending verticals suggest affinity with all to that serene silvery sky.

up-springing and upward-tending qualities, No. 3 is the outline of a drawing by John
and are consequently joyous and pleasing. Sell Cofcraan. It is included for its square

You can just see on the Class Picture an character. Trees, massive and square, set

indication of where the lower golden rod one behind the other, give a feeling of

proportion would come, and will notice architectural stability and permanence that

that the horizon is scL well below this, make this a characteristic English landscape,

Where an artist wishes to suggest air and As it is a monochrome drawing without

light and space, lie generally reduces the colour, we may well imagine that Cotman
landscape and adds to the sky, so the horizon felt its proportions were sufficient in them-

comcs low in tlic picIn re. There are examples selves and needed no addition,

of this in two other paintings, Nos. 7 and 8. No, 4 is a diagram of Plate XXV

—



Plate XXY. Fuji seen tn the Trough of a Wave, by Hokusai
A colour woodcul prhiL from the Thirty-six Views of Fuji,

Fuji Seen in the Trough of a Wave
}
by masterpiece. Every line is expressive of

Hokusai, It is usually known as The Great power and grandeur. Its mighty sweep
Wave and is considered by some to be his overshadows all the sea pictures we know.

This is the sea in stern and

Plate XXVI. A Woodcut Print from the One Hundred
Views of Fuji, by Hokusai

relentless mood; the foam
breaks into tentacles that reach

out in all directions, and the

boats with their oarsmen arc

only just seen, as they appear

to become part of the rush

of waters. Notice that the

main curves attain the utmost
dynamic force and weight,

and that their upward fling is

artfully increased by the re-

peating curve along the bottom
edge, while the nearer, lower

crest serves to buttress and

support the main body, Even
the troughs have their main
lines laced and strengthened

by converging curves of force

and direction. The edges of
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[ReprwlircfA tty courtesy of the Trustees of ih c British Museum.

Plate XXVII. The Dismasted JJkot, Ur J. S. Cotmaw

foam become broken and claw-

like and fling out a starry

glitter of spray that adds
vitality. The whole of this is

set against the rosy glow of

a sunset sky.

We see in this how an
imaginative conception far out-

weighs any naturalistic vision;

how the line makes it dynamic,
and the proportions give it

power and dignity.

No. 6 (Plate XXVI) is also

by Hokusai, but it is in lyrical

mood. This is from the wood-
cut print series One Hundred
Views of Fuji, issued in book
form in 1834-35. In this series

Hokusai drew one hundred
views, each having the trian-

gular shape of the mountain
Fuji as a motif. He used
every possible device and
method of design, and it is

from this point of view that

they are of extreme interest to

students, though they are of

such beauty that they appeal

to all.

The design is a form of

radiation. On the Class Pic-

ture are shown only the main
lines, All the chief curves of

the bamboo stems radiate from
a common centre somewhat
below the left-hand side of the picture; the

rest were put in so that the method should

not be conspicuous. Behind these is seen the

mountain. The top and right-hand sides

are enclosed with the long spiky bamboo
leaves, and the lower left-hand is contained

by the bank on which the bamboos grow.

These long radiating curves give the effect

of a slow movement, a gentle swaying

rhythm, that contrasts effectively with the

austere dignity of Fuji. We have said that

the mood is lyrical
;
by that we mean that

its sensations are warm, soothing and

agreeable.

No. 5 is a diagram of the well-known

picture of Whistler's portrait of his mother.

It would be useless to apply golden rod or

any ordinary tests to such a work as this,

for Whistler had evidently determined to

produce a portrait as far removed as possible

from the conventional formula.

One great difficulty in portrait painting

is that the arrangement so regularly falls

into the ordinary pyramidal composition

formed by the head and shoulders, par-

ticularly where the head has to come
somewhere near the middle line of the

picture.



[Reproduced by courtesy of the Trustees of the National GaJiery.

Plate XXVIII. Ulysses Deriding Polyphemus, by J. W. M, Turner

Diagram of Ulysses Deriding Polyphemus

474
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There is no doubt that the artist had been
greatly influenced by the Japanese prints

which had only recently been introduced into

Europe. Their decorative qualities, linear

design, proportion and balance gave a new
impetus and outlook to the period, and
Whistler was quick to absorb and fashion

them to his manner of painting. This

portrait is clearly a design of balance and
proportion.

On looking at the Portrait of the Artist's

Mother one might possibly be tempted to

think that the curtain part could be dis-

pensed with, but by masking it off one is

quickly satisfied that the curtain forms a
splendid and logical balance to the black

dress. Balance is the essential feature of

this design. It was Rodin who said:

“Balance is the pivot of art."

No. 7 is a diagram of The Dismasted Brig

(Plate XXVII) by J. S. Cotman. It is a

very beautiful water colour, free and spon-

taneous in handling, with all Cotman's
facility in laying clean washes of colour and
leaving them untouched; fresh and breezy

in feeling and colour and very soundly
designed. It is ail interesting design which
introduces a form of construction that wc
have not met until now.
The mast still standing makes the dis-

ability of the brig more evident, and Lhis

remaining mast becomes the central incident.

It forms a triangular shape just off the

centre.

By its pictorial importance that triangle

becomes the key pattern of the design, which
is consistently triangular all through in

larger and larger shapes. So this form of

design is sometimes called " the enlargement

of the key pattern/' The mast with its

billowing sail stands boldly silhouetted

against a triangular patch of light sky;

adjoining that is a rather darker similar

shape; these in turn are broken into and

suggest smaller patterns of like nature. This

pattern is repeated throughout the sea and

in the distant vessels.

If we take a pyramid, which is a symbol

of permanence and stability, and show it in
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poise or movement, wc gel by sheer contrast

the maximum effect of balance. A particular

instance of this occurs in the pyramidal
shape of the ballet dancer's skirt.

Nos. 5 and io on the Class Picture arc

splendid examples of static (or still) balance.

This Colman drawing is an equally fine

example of active balance. We shall find in

No. 9, The Greco, the. same principle used to

express a mental stress and anguish. The
original of this Cotman drawing with its

atmospheric qualities of light and colour,

is absolutely convincing and natural. In the

small reproduction it appears rather more
dramatic, but has the advantage of showing
its organisation. Sufficient contrast to flic

angularity is obtained by a curve here and
there. These arc logically occasioned by the

sail in the key pattern.

No, 8 is a diagram of Ulysses Deriding

Polyphemus (Plate XXVIII) by J. W. M.
Turner.

We have put these two sea pictures next

to each other as in many ways they arc

exact opposites, The Cotman is light, fresh,

clear and breezy; the Turner, rich, glowing

and mysterious.

That is the essential quality of this picture

—its soft, melting tones, glowing lights and
shimmering darks, and over all its atmosphere
of strange beauty and mystery . And in

spite of all this envelopment, it lias a sound
basis of design.

It was pointed out earlier that the horizon

has been set low in the picture to give air

and light and space; and Turner goes lower

than Hobbema or Cotman, as he wants to

add dignity.

In Lhis picture Turner has succeeded in

reconciling two powerful pictorial interests—
a sunrise and a beautiful ship. IncviLably

one of these must predominate, so light and
colour naturally have first place; but he

puts the ship nearer the centre and the sun

well out to the right. The ship is a ship of

dreams, a fairy galleon, but the painter's

extensive knowledge of ships enables him
to give it these qualities without losing sense

of reality, as in the same way his experience

mi—VOL. v-s
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[Reproduced by courtesy of the Trustics of the Natfonal GotI cry.

Peate %XIXi Tmi Agony in the Garden, by Greco

Diagram of the Agony in the Garden

allows him to make this sun-

rise the embodiment and

summing up of all the strange

beauties of sunrise.

In a picture where outlines

are lost and everything softly

suggested one may find

difficulty in following the

linear sketch. The ship is

set against a pyramid of

dark, while the uprising of

the sun is accented by the

dark rocks on one side and

the ships of Ulysses' fleet on
the other, so that we get

a pyramid of dark, and an

inverted pyramid of light. If

you were to trace the one, and
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reverse the tracing over the other, you would
see that they practically coincide, so that the

two halves of the picture (the top and
hotlorn which fit into each other) arc almost

exactly equal in area. The golden rod

proportions show something of the extra-

ordinary precision with which things are

placed by the artist's hand and eye.

No. 9 is a diagram of The Agony in the

Gulden (Plate XXIX) by Greco, 1525-

1614.

The design belongs to the last period of

his life. Greco made some half-dozen

paintings of this subject, this being the

final version. In it he made some daring

innovations. His sole consideration was to

attain a perfect unity between his subject,

his design and his colour. His previous

efforts had convinced him that in order to

express what he wanted, the picture must
have a supernatural atmosphere. That meant
discarding all naturalistic treatment and

concentrating on design and colour alone*

So in place of all ordinary visual proportions,

relative proportions have been used. A
figure or an event is made of a size that its

importance in the scheme warrants, and that

scheme is to convey Christ's agony in the

Garden of Gethsemane. An agony would

seem an impossible thing to paint, but

Greco succeeds and does so by his design,

every part of which is expressive. The small

line drawing gives some idea of this. An
agony implies a sense of instability

—

everything in a whirl and a state of flux.

Now look at the line analysis: right across

the foreground we have a breaking wave
form and similar curves of vapour or cloud

swirl through the design. The golden rod

proportion marked on this drawing shows

that a line from the bottom corner to the

top at this proportion, and a parallel line

from the bottom of this perpendicular, give

the main lines of displacement. Christ's head

comes on the golden rod proportion, and

His body fills the lower corner of this

rectangular space tipped up on its diagonal.

The disciples are shown asleep in the whirl

of the wave form; on the circular sweep the

angel advances. To the right, across an
expanse of dark sky, wc have a second
series of swirling cloud masses with the

half-veiled moon in the hollow beneath.

Note also the number of triangular shai^es

and see how several are dark and heavy,
particularly the one between the angel and
Christ, and the one, ominous and portentious,

that hangs poised above His head.

Sir Charles Holmes wrote of this picture:

—

f'We see the supreme importance of rhythmic
congruity in the logic of pure design. Now
Greco in this respect is unique among
European artists. Whatever our attitude

towards his painting, wc must admit its

complete aesthetic consistency. His symbols

maintain a perfect harmony with each
other and with the general design. They arc

also uncommonly vivid and alive. The very

high place accorded to Greco by modern
criticism is thus aesthetically justified."

With No. 10 we return once more to normal
vision and homely setting. Our picture is

by Vermeer of Delft, 1632-1675. It is called

The Lady Standing at the Virginals Plate

XXX. On the Class Picture, this and the

one above it are shown in mass, while the

rest are in line, as this mass proportion is

their cssentkil feature.

It is the exquisite balance of masses,

proportions and colour which make this

picture one of our most prized national

possessions. Its pattern can be compared
only with the finest of the Japanese prints.

Its colour is infused with the warm diffused

glow of sunlight, brought to a climax in

the reddish gold picture frame on the left,

and dominated by a most lovely blue, which
is a perfect contrast. To this is added a

three-dimensional effect which is so con-

sistent and convincing that it lias become
the marvel and despair of alt later artists.

Every part is so exactly right in value of

tone, colour and atmosphere. The girl's

head comes some six or eight feet in front of

the black frame and this without any
blurring or softening of edges, such as lesser

arLists are compelled to use. So that when
we spoke of a return to normal vision, wc



[Reproduced by courtesy oj the Trmte£s of the National GaJliry.

Plate XXX. The Lady Standing at the Virginals* by Vebmeeh

were not referring to this artist's vision, (intended to be viewed at close range) is

where everything is , exactly related and attained. It reaches the highest peak of

hand and eye perfectly attuned, the endeavour to create a picture which is

Here the ideal of the small picture like an open window, or has all the semblance
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of reality, but a reality ordered and con-

ditioned by a master hand and an exquisite

sense of values and balance.

No. ii is one of the very first oil paintings

ever produced, It was painted by Hubert
van Eyck, 1366-1426. It is called The Three

Maries at the Sepulchre
,
and is in the Cook

collection at Richmond. Unfortunately we
were unable to obtain a reproduction, but

it will be sufficient for our purpose to tell

you about its design.

In this instance there is some difficulty

in separating the basic design from all the

carefully painted incidents and details.

Quite often the structural foundations get

overlaid with the accessories, but though
we may be unaware of this groundwork,
its influence is felt. The picture shows the

open grave with an angel sealed upon it.

At one end the three Maries are grouped,

and around are the sleeping forms of the

watchers. The background is formed by
rocks on either side and a distant view of the

town. On the Class Picture the open grave

is emphasised, as also are the two diagonal

lines pushing outward from the interior of

the grave to the corners of the picture.

The subject, when divested of all its

trappings and incident, is really: Christ is

Risen. Does not tins little diagram express

this with conviction and simplicity? Is it

not the exact formula which conveys in Lhc

fewest possible strokes Christ is Risent

And so we find that the very shape and plan

of the design itself embodies the message of

the picture; and that there shall be no doubt

about it, this V-shape arising from the open

grave is repeated at the bottom below the

sleeping figures, as a main line frequently

is repeated to give it emphasis. The whole

design is a sort of ideograph or picture

writing, and if you can draw something of

that kind, your picture cannot fail to express

wliat you intend it to say.

From these eleven pictures three stand out

us being different in kind: the Hokusai

Great Wave; Turner's Ulysses and Poly-

phemifs, and Greco's Agony i)i the Garden.

These are truly imaginative pictures. The

Hokusai is something extracted from nature,

reshaped and moulded by the artist's mind
into forms more dynamic, powerful and
magnificent. Turner does things in much
the same way, and in his picture he adds
something that none of our other pictures

possess—mystery. Greco goes further than
anyone. His imagination and invention were
so far in advance of his time that we are only
just beginning to see the paths to which they
lead.

As we have on several occasions asked that
pictures should be imaginative, wc must
endeavour in say why. In art the Oriental

has gone quietly his own way. In the West
for several centuries, particularly since the

invention of oil painting, man's chief aim
has been to make pictures more and more
real, more like nature, and more convincing.

Even when Vermeer brings that ideal to

perfection in the small picture, there is still

the outdoor world to conquer. The impres-

sionist painters led us off to brighter colour

and light and fresh air and space. Photo-

graphy gives us an easy way of getting

natural pictures, and that ideal which has

largely governed some six centuries is now
practically perfected by the cinema and
television. But though these have added
greatly to our interest and amusement, they

do not satisfactorily fill the demands made
by arL.

Moreover, we have a feeling that the

movement has been in the wrong direction.

We look at the work of Ike Orient, the

primitive races, and a few individuals whose
work stands out from the crowd, and realise

that there still remains a world of endeavour
as yet unchaltered and but little explored.

That world does not lie ill the world out-

side, but in man's mind. Man alone of all

created things has memory, imagination and

creative power. The artist can compete
with the camera, but why continue to do

so when that full cycle of achievement has

been realised? It is significant that Walt
Disney \s crcalions, which arc designed and
drawn, are far ahead of the general run of

photographic films.



The view-finder.—The universal pleasure

derived from taking photographs is a ready

inducement to run a school Camera Club,

The following talks are mainly concerned

with the pictorial aspect of the work, for U
is in this branch that amateurs need the

most help and guidance. The mechanical

parts of the work—developing, printing,

mounting—are not dealt with, as it is un-

likely for anyone to attempt to run a
Camera Club without having some knowledge

of this work and without demonstrating the

various processes to the children.

The cameras of most of the members
of the Camera. Club will probably be small

and inexpensive—Brownies, Kodaks, and

Ensigns. These will take quite good photo-

graphs, capable of enlargement. Naturally,

these simple cameras will not clo anything

and everything. They have limitations and

it is only by keeping within those limit-

ations that one can be sure of satisfactory

results.

A good plan is to go out for the first time

or two without any films in the camera.

Look in the view-finder at everything and

press the button whenever something worth

taking is found. Learning just what the

camera will do, finding out how it works,

and getting the feel of things, is half the

battle. The view-finder will be one of three

kinds, Plate II. Whichever it is, it will

4Bo
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Plate I, A Page or Windmills

‘The two l oil ri gill photographs tiro icprocLuccil by Courtesy of Kodak Lid,; the ollict three photographsky the courtesy oil (ford Ltd.
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show clearly a tiny picture of what will be

produced on the film.

The three kinds of view-finder are: (i) the

ground glass; (z) the brilliant; and (3) the

metal frame. No. 1 has a small lens in front;

at the back, a mirror, sloping at an angle,

casts the image of what is seen by the lens

on to a piece of ground glass. Sometimes

it has a hood, but mostly it is necessary to

screen the lens with the hand to cut out

the top light. No. 2 has a second and larger

lens which takes the place of the ground

glass. This gives a brighter picture than the

ground glass. A lens of this type is called

a
r

' brilliant’' view-finder. No. 3 has neither

lens nor mirror. It consists of a metal frame

having attached a separate flat piece of

metal with a hole in it. This hole is exactly

opposite the centre of the opening in the

metal frame, so that when the eye is put

to the hole to look through it, one sees

exactly the extent of the view that will be

included on the film.

If the camera is of the box: type, it will

probably have two ground glass view-finders,

one for oblong and one for upright pictures.

A camera of the folding type may have a
brilliant view-finder which is pivoted to turn

over when the camera is reversed for a picture

in the other position.

Quite a number of cameras of tlie simple

kindj and also of the elaborate and expensive

kind, are now fitted with view-finders which
consist of two flat metal plates that lie flat

on tlie camera, but open each to a vertical

position when in use. The front plate has

a larger opening than the one nearest the

eye, but both are exactly in proportion.

The outlines of the two openings must
coincide when looking at a view, They
should look like Fig. 1 and not like Fig. 2,

Fie. 1. Fig. 2.

or there will be more picture on one side

and at one end than is seen in the actual

view, The small square being nearer the

eye will be fuzzy in outline, but that presents

no difficulty. After a little practice one
instinctively adjusts the position of the

camera so that the eye gets the two frames

together correctly with the view. All these

view-finders are made as simple as it is

possible for them to be but a great deal

depends on a right use of them, so it is

necessary to get into the habit of making
sure that the exact picture required is seen

through the view-finder.

Many people use a camera in much the

same way as they would use a gun. In sight-

ing an object they train the sights on the

centre of the target—which, in this case, is

their view-finder—and then press the button,

which represents the trigger of the gun. In

this way they get good enough photographs,
but they are not always pictures.

The whole business of picture making lies

in being able to sec a picture “as a whole"
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and not as a particular object with a

background, or in a setting. Fortunately,

the small sized picture on the view-finder

helps one to lose objects as separate

things, and enables one to concentrate

on the whole view.

Picture of windmills,—Now let us

suppose that we are going to take a

picture of a windmill. Oar main busi-

ness is to watch the pattern shown on
tlic view-finder.

No. i. (Plate III). Here is an open
landscape with a windmill in the dis-

tance, bat it is too far away; on the

view-finder it seems a tiny speck, If

there happened to be a good sky with

clouds piling up, this view might be well

worth taking. As there arc only a few

wisps of cloud showing, we go nearer

to see what a closer view looks like.

No. 2. Here we can see that there

is a barn and haystacks oil one side

and the farmhouse on the other. These

offer ample material from which to

choose, and as the lighting is right, i.e.,

from the side on which we look at these

groups of buildings, we will try one or

two arrangements of composition—for

everything in picture making depends

on what is included and how it is placed

within the picture space, At least one

should always avoid putting any im-

portant object right in the centre of the

picture.

No, 3. A closer view cuts off the tops

of the sweeps, Does that matter? Well,

we have an instinctive feeling that the

whole of an object should be included,

but we need not be too precise in such

matters, Balance is much more important.

Provided the scene composes well, there is

no real reason wily we should include

every part, We cannot go too near, how-
ever, for if the mill happens to be working,

tlie sweeps may go round so quickly that

the photograph wilL show signs of the move-
ment.

No, 4 (Plate IV). We can try getting in

WITH A CAMERA

n TIT. Experiments in Composition with a
WlHDMUrL

all the windmill on an upright view by
turning the camera. This view makes it

definitely a "portrait” of a windmill, Being

a very picturesque object iL looks quite well,

but like any other portrait, it is taken for

its own particular interest and is only vaguely

related to its setting-—the country round it

and its neighbouring buildings.

No. 5. A part of the mill may make quiLc

an interesting view, It gives a big, vigorous,
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Plate IV, Upright Views of Wind-
mills

pleasing pattern. Long lines and big

shapes are the things one should look for

on a view-finder, so a windmill is a good
object on which to practise composition,

for it usually has a few well-ordered shapes

in sufficient variety, Walk all round the

mill and compare the different points of

view, and, if possible, do that at different

times of the day to see how lighting alters

the effect.

No. 6 (Plate V). When our interest

becomes centred on an object, we tend to

place it in the middle of the view-finder as

in Nos. 1, 2, 3 (Plate III). It has already

been noted that this is inadvisable. The
main object looks best at a point between

two-thirds and three-quarters from either

end. In No, 6 we have the mill facing into

the picture.

No, 7. Here the mill is facing outwards.

Generally we prefer an object to face inwards

to the centre, but in this case the lines flow

upward towards the mill and give it greater

importance. The whole picture has good
flowing lines ancl a simple grouping of shapes,

which are well distributed. We are not

concerned with them as three separate

groups—hill, farm, and haystacks. We
watch the balance of pattern all the time to

see how the picture composes.

Plate V. The Placing of the Mill within the
Picture Space
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Balance in a picture is the distribution

of black and white spaces, as is seen on

Plate VI. Imagine the black parts cut out

Plate VI. The Principle of Balance

in thin sheet lead and placed in position on

a piece of white card. If the largest mass

(the clump of trees) were not balanced by

the dark piece on the right, the card would

tip over to the left. Balance is most import-

ant. By bearing this fact in mind, the

amateur will be halfway towards getting

pictorial results from snapshots.

Now look over the "Page of Windmills,
M

Plate I, Note what fine patterns they make
against the sky and liow important the sky

becomes in the picture. A windmill is so

closely related to wind and weather that we
feel an instinctive necessity for big cloud

shapes to convey a sense of breeze and move-

ment to the scene. Having composed the

picture and decided on the best position,

and the exact amount of the view to be

included, sit down and watch until the clouds

assume some definite form which makes a

good balance to the landscape and mill. Do
not make hurried snaps, but watch carefully

and get things rightly placed. The time will

be well spent, for by so doing you will be

training yourself to notice things you have

not been in the habit of noting.

The valley form,—One of the commonest

faults made by amateur photographers is
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causing movement of the camera. Pressing
the button seems such a simple thing to

do that many people take no care to do it

in the right way, and they spoil many films

in consequence. If the habit is acquired of

doing it properly, one can rely on good
technical results, There is nothing difficult

about the matter. The camera should be
pressed against the body in such a way as

to leave the view-finder clearly visible.

Plant the feet firmly and keep the elbows
well into the sides; breathe out, breathe in,

and then hold the breath as you press the

release of the shutter, Learn to make the

movement of release steadily and firmly,

and without any jerk. The pressure simply

releases a spring, aud whether one moves
slowly or quickly, steadily or jerkily, it

neither hastens nor retards the exposure.

Bearing that in mind, and having a deter-

mination to practise it on every occasion,

we continue our exploration of the scenes

to be found in the view-find-er.

No. 1, (Plate VII). Down the valley is a

farm which promises interesting material

for a photograph, From here one gets a

general view, which on the view-finder is

not large enough to distinguish. No doubt
we should be near enough for a general view,

but it is hardly pictorial as all the incident

huddles together in the middle of the picture,

and the rest is broad open space broken
only by lines of hedge and fence ancl foot-

path.

No. 2. As we draiv nearer we gradually

get lower, and so lose that slight elevation

which allows us to look down on the scene.

In compensation for this, objects loom lip

more boldly and there is still sufficient rise

and fall to the ground to give good fore-

ground lines. A fine old tree catches the eye.

Can we make a picture here? Not on this

side, for we have nothing on the right-hand

side of the view to balance the tree. Even
with a good sky this kind of view is likely

to be unbalanced.

No . 3. If wc move round, wc may be able

to adjust this by getting the farmhouse on

the right. This fills the picture space with
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more evenly distributed masses. Try to

forget what these masses actually are—tree,

farmhouse, fields and slcy—and look at them
as patterns ancl shapes. Watch the silhou-

ettes and see how the shapes balance each
other.

No, 4, We turn our camera more to the

left, and again there is a lack of balance.

The sheds in themselves are uninteresting

and the lines of fence and foreground offer

no possibilities. So we go on toward the

oast houses. Wc are now on the far side of

the tree, looking at the other side of it. This

part of the farm offers better choice of

material. On the one side are the oast

houses and on the other a group of barns,

the real interest of which lies in the variation

of the shapes they provide.

No . 5. (Plate VIII). Here is a pleasing

little view—the quaint shaped oast houses

in which hops are dried; the barn with store

places and carts below, and above, the room
where the hops are stored and packed into

long sacks. Where such an interesting

subject is found, il is well to make the most
of it, Move to left and right, and see how the

view closes into or opens out from the centre.

Then move back a few steps and see how the

relative heights of objects alter. Then take

a few steps and see how near objects increase

rapidly in size. If yon can hud something on

which to stand, see how this may give a

more spacious foreground,

No, 6. Turning the camera to the lefL,

we get the tree on the right-hand side, and

on the ptiler side a view of barns and hay-

stacks, Here we have to take care that we
do not get our picture divided down the

middle by the line of the tree, making one

half bam and the other tree, By moving
back a little, and accommodating the size

of the tree to the buildings, we may be able

to secure a view that avoids these faults

which are purposely shown in the drawing.

No. 7. We can get a nearer view, including

only the lower part of the tree, with the

ends of the barns, the five barred gate and

the pathway leading in. This kind of view

gives a bigger pattern with a few simple
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shapes, and for that reason is more likely

to be pictorial. It becomes a selection from
nature, rather than an attempt to show a

complete view of all the picturesque features.

No. 8. As wc return home, wc look back
for a last glimpse of the farmstead; almost

like a part of our first view of it. Wc note
that it might look well in the light on a late

afternoon or evening, particularly if there

happened to be a pictorial sky. There will

be several things at a farm like this that

we may want to see again under varying

conditions of weather.

In all these pictures Lhe tree lias been the

dominating object. We have walked all

round it and viewed other objects in relation

to it. It lias been a part of all our pictures,

yet except from a pictorial point of view,

one would not have noticed it at alb Wc
have purposely omitted any sign of life

about the farm. Our pictures show it as

completely deserted—no people, no work of

any kind going on, 110 animals or birds any-

where. This has been done to direct the

attention to the importance of choosing the

landscape and composing the pictures first.

Later on, figures in landscape can be con-

sidered, but unless 011c has some idea of the

landscape art, figures are not likely to be

in the right places, or even iii the right

settings.

Everything has its own individual shape

which is an expression of its nature and
character. Those shapes, some moving,

some still, are continually grouping before

our eyes. When wc make a picture, wc have

to select which objects and which scenes wc
want to take, and the simplest way is to

look at it all as pattern, forgetting for a

time that it is a boat, or a building, or an

animal or a person, or whatever it may be.

All nature is pattern, and all pattern is dark

against light, or light against dark, Plate IX,

A boat on the aeashore.—No. 1. (Plate X),

This subject "A Boat on the Seashore
1
' has

been chosen because in the two previous

examples—"A Windmill" and "A Tree"

—

one could walk all round or go right lip to
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Platk X. Composition

A boat on the sea shore,

them. With a boat one usually has a much
more restricted view point. Often there arc

only one or two places from which any view

is to be obtained. We have selected boats

that are not moving, but lying aground, or

anchored a little way out. Note how dismal

and forlorn the first one looks, right in the

middle of the picture.

' No, 2. This is a better view. The boat

is on one side and has the rowing boat to

balance it. She looks as though she were

waiting for the tide,

No. 3. (Plate XI). By taking an upright

view, and by going right to the water's edge

one can often get pleasing reflections broken

by the Jong lines of the incoming tide. As
the interest is mainly in this lower part of

the picture, one need 110L include all the

mast and sail. Watch the flow of the lines

and the balance of pattern.

No . 4. If you can manage Lo get two
sails into the picture, one should be used
to balance the other, and if one is much
nearer than the other it will give depth
and space, and a feeling of distance.

No. 5. (Plate XII). Near views give

bigger shapes and longer lines and so are

more striking In design as can be seen in the

stem of this Thames barge, lying at a wharf.

Note liow the big shapes on this and the

Plate XT. Composition

Upriglil views of bonis.
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Plate XII. Composition

Long lines and largo shapes are best.

next sketch make them appear much more
important than No. 7.

No. 6. Here the outline shape has been
emphasised. This is the silhouette. Big
shapes give dignity and boldness.

No. 7. In contrast with the two previous

views, this looks small and rather niggling.

Small patterns dotted all over the picture

generally give an insignificant effect.

Really, it is attempting too much on a

small film. Look on the view-finder for

big simple shapes and long lines.

Notice in Plate XIII how well the three

barges have been placed . The nearer one

comes exactly in the right position in the

picture space, The one beyond that fills

in and completes that side, so that these

two form one group which is balanced by
the third barge on the left, while a fourth,

which is much farther away joins the scene

with the edge of the photograph. The low

horizontal line of wharves and buildings

and the fine sky add to the brightness

and sparkle, so that the whole scene is

full of life, vitality and movement.
The lower view on Plate XIII is in a

different mood— rather sombre and
dramatic. The whole interest is centred

on the sky and its reflections on the water.

It is a fine snapshot that lias a definite

"mood' 1

which is well conveyed. It is

not, however, so successful in construc-

tion as the former picture. It has the

appearance of having been taken a second

or two on the late side, for the steamer

appears to be moving out of the picture.

The intention of showing the two boats

distinctly clear of each other has re-

sulted in giving an equal size and im-

portance to each. Even the extra-

ordinary sky cannot distract one's attention

from a lack of balance in design. One
should not have two subjects of equal

importance in a view.

Light the governing factor in photo-

graphy.—The first two really important

mailers to be remembered in all camera

studies are (1) watch the pattern on the

view-finder, and (2) hold the camera steady

when pressing the button.

The third point is, learn to estimate the

amount of light in the view.

Correct exposure is essential for good
photography. This talk deals with open

seascapes and clouds and broad open spaces

where there is light and air and fresh breezes.



Plate XIII. Two Snapshots Showing Contrasting Moods

The top jiliotograpli Is leproduccd by cuurLusy of Kodak Lid.
;
the lower photograph by courlosy of Ilford Lid.

*19 lII VOL. V-S
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Open seascape comes first because there,

at most times of the year, one can safely

make an exposure and get proper results,

for sea scenes have most light in them.

Where there is a big expanse of light, it

is obvious that exposure can be short. One

may, however, fail to realise how much
more light there is at the sea than in open
country round towns and villages. The
main reason is that the air near the sea is

clearer and the light more actinic—it has

more effect on the sensitised film,

LIGHT TABLE OF COMPARATIVE EXPOSURES

Here is a list of subjects each requiring a different exposure. Tire groups are arranged

in ascending order of time or length of exposure. Thus, if you fairly accurately calculate

the exposure needed on a certain day using a particular stop for No. (2), you can at once

calculate the exposure needed for any other subject by multiplying the exposure by 2, 4
and so on, according to the subject.

(1) Cloud studies and opep seascapes. £

(2) Open landscape, shipping studies, beach scenes, 1

(3) Ordinary landscapes with buildings, cattle, figures, etc., not Loo

near the camera. 2 times

(4) Landscapes with dark foreground, street

(5) Buildings or dark trees.

(6) Interiors.

(7) Portraits or groups taken out of doors.

(8) Portraits in a well-lighted room,

Light is the governing factor in photo-

graphy. At the seashore on a bright day,

the whole scene around is filled with light.

It is the lightest possible general scheme,

with, perhaps, a few spots of dark—a boat
or two, rocks, one or two little figures, a
fisherman's hut—all of which will stand out
as dark incidents against a light background.

On a bright sunny day in summer, the

ordinary instantaneous exposure would be
more than should be given to such a scene.

It would be over-exposure.

This is where the stops of the lens are

made use of. O11 most of the inexpensive

cameras the largest aperture is Fn. The
others may be marked F 16 and F 22. F 16

gives half the exposure of F 11. F 22 gives

half the exposure of F 16. All lens apertures

are arranged in this way, so that the one
above gives double the exposure of the one
below. The larger the number, the smaller

the stop.

If the full aperture on the camera is F 11,

the shutter speed is about 1/25 th of a second.

scenes. 4 times

6 to 8 times

10 to 40 or more
times

10 times

60 times

Then F 16 gives one half of 1/25 th, that is,

1/50th of a second. F 22 gives i/iooth of a

second.

As i/iooth of a second would be about

the right exposure for open seascapes, this

small stop, F 22, can safely be used on a

bright summer day for this subject and also

for cloud studies. The rule is simple: The

brighter the light, the smaller the stop.

Seascapes.—We can now consider a few

common faults in pictures taken by the

sea.

No, 1 (Plate XIV). This is the average

view from the beach at any seaside town.

Usually there are rows of groins on a sloping

beach. These views arc rarely successful

pictorially, as the eye, instead ol going

forward into the picture, is all the time

being directed toward the lower right-

hand corner. Occasionally, a boat or a sail

can be found to stop the sweep of these

lines and keep the eye in. the picture. Other-

wise all the small pattern tends to centre
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toward the top left-hand corner. Leading
lines must run into and not out of a picture.

No. 2. One feeling to try to get into any
view of the sea is that of space, and so one
needs a three dimensional effect. A jetty

or harbour walls convey the feeling that one

could walk right out to the end. If one can

get some part of the foreground to come up
sharp and clear, with the far part softer and
melting into the distance, that will help to

give this feeling. Far more certainly, the

effect can be obtained by the main lines

leading in. Those are the lines to be looked

for and included in camera studies.

No. 3. This sketch shows the effect of

lines leading into the picture. The view has

no point of interest and 110 specially attrac-

tive features; it relics oji its lines and tones

to give the feeling of space aucl distance and
a sense of freedom and solitude, These very

simple subjects afford one of the besL ways
of studying composition, for here one must
watch the lines and the spacing, and by so

doing realise that these form the basis of

all satisfying pictures,

The view-finder shows such a tiny picture,

that there is some difficulty in following

these lines, so the view itself must be observed

in order to decide whether the lines are suffi-

ciently marked to appear on Lhe finished

print. Watch the view and move a little

this way and that until the foreground lines

all How in the same direction toward the

distance. The movement of a few inches

to left or right may make all the difference.

No. 4 (Plate XV). A rocky headland or

cliffs often present difficulties at first sight.

Avoid anything like an equal balance of

land and sea, The big curves of the bay or

inlet usually attract, so see that full use

is made of its sweep and flow, If it is con-

trasted (as it is here) with sharp angular

cliffs, other sharp angles on a smaller scale

should (if possible) be utilised to balance

the whole. Make the most of any near rocks

in order to gel a firm substantial foreground.

In No. 5 the dotted line shows the picture

divided equally in two. Such bad composi-

tion is easily avoided once it has been pointed

Plate XIV. Composition

Open sen? tapis,

out. IL is necessary to decide which is the

more important (pictorially)—the sea, or

the land. Also, watch the light and the shade

and make a balance of light and dark,

Ar o. 6. This is a still more important

example, for it is divided into four—one

quarter cliff, 011c quarter sky, one quarter

sea and sand and one quarter reflections.

Yet one oflcn sees snapshots with very much
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Plate XV. Composition

Sea and coast.

these proportions. Avoid anything like

equal proportions. One part out of four

must surely be of more importance than the
others. If a seascape is composed like this,

no boats or figures or incident can compen-
sate for such symmetrical arrangement.
The exposures for an open landscape

which includes, for instance, a clump of

trees or a farmhouse in the middle distance,

would be approximately twice that required

for a seascape. The stop to be used on a
bright summer day would thus be F 16

instead of F 22. The same exposure would
be right for a mountain scene, if it did not

include too much heavily wooded slopes.

This little picture of sand dunes, Plate

XVI is a particular example of the difficulties

of judging exposure. It is a subject full of

light with a very dark and heavy mass in it,

If we expose for the dark mass, the sky,

sands and shadows will be over-exposed. If

we give a brief exposure for the light parts,

the dark mass will be a solid dark with no

light in it. With a camera having a very

limited number of stops, it is always advis-

able to avoid taking subjects having exces-

sive contrasts. The modern films help very

much to balance out the lights and darks,

but unless one can use a colour filter and a

panchromatic plate, it would be better to

choose a somewhat similar clump of grass

which was less dense.

One further note about exposure. If F 22

is the stop to use on a bright summer day,

it should be clear that when the sun is over-

cast, when it is dull or slightly misty, etc.,

the stop must gradually be opened (accord-

ing to the judged intensity of the light) to

F 16 or F 11, It is well worth while to

study the exposure tables in photographic

books and journals; there are, too, most

useful meters, but both leave a good deal

to individual judgment. The main rule is:

Do not nnder-expose,

Figures in landscapes.—There are some

subjects that are better without figures, and

some scenes where it would be difficult to

get the right type of figure for the land-

scape setting, but wc certainly should Lry

to suggest that there is life of some kind in

our snapshots, and at least endeavour to

rid them of any feeling of emptiness and

desolation.

We begin with the ordinary signs of life

on a farm—cattle, carts, chickens, ducks,

sheep, cows and so on—but wc must not

make the common mistake of forgetting the
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Plate XVI. Sand Dunes

landscape and concentrating the interest on

the figures or animals. Although we are

going to talk about birds, animals, and

figures, they are to be considered only as

very small parts in the landscape. In

some cases they may appear hardly

more than spots of light or dark,

and in any case they will appear

little more than half an inch or so

in height. Although they are small

in size, they are important, for they

are points of interest that immedi-
ately attract the eye.

Often enough, it takes very little

to suggest signs of life ]
one or two

sheep, a farm cart and a few

chickens may be all that are needed

to add considerably to the intercsL.

If figures are included they must be

appropriate to and really form part

of the scene. It is useless to get a

friend lo pose in the picture because

a figure is wanted. The friend will in all

probability be quite wrong in that setting.

On a farm keep strictly to farm workers;
on a bcacli to one or two old sailors or other

appropriate figures.

Note what a difference these groups of

cows make to the liver scene, Plate XVII.
Without them it would have been quite an
ordinary view. The bridge alone would
hardly have created a centre of interest for

it is too far away, but the cows are so well
arranged that they lead the eye gently in

that direction. We feci them .slowly splash-

ing through the shallow water and so imagine
the coolness of the stream on a sultry summer
afternoon. Pictorially, they no! only make
up the middle of the picture, but break the
long line of the bank; in addition they are

conveniently arranged in two balanced
groups—the small group on the right balances

the larger group and keeps the eye from
straying out of the picture. Note particularly

that the foreground of the picture is largely

made up of the reflection of the trees in the
water. Cover the bottom of the photographs
as far as flic cows and note how the absence

of foreground upsets the balance.

ATo. I (Plate XVIII). At the orchard end
of the farmhouse was a group of geese sun-

ning themselves by the apple trees. By
going through into the orchard we obtained

Plate XVI I. Cows in Shallow Water
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a view of the back of the houses seen partly

through the trees, just as the geese began

to move. It will be seen how much they add

to the liveliness of the picture.

Plate XVIII. Life and Incident on a Faem

No. 2. Through the gate to the side of

the- farmhouse was a pond with, ducks on
it. This is always a fascinating subject, but
it is useless to make one or two hurried

snaps and pass on. Where there is so much
movement, the best way to take a picture

is to sit down and watch and wait for the

ducks to group themselves conveniently.

After sitting for a little while, they get used
to your presence. When several of them
come to the edge of the pond they are more
likely to be still or nearly so, and you have
then only those swimming to attend to.

Keep far enough away so that they all come
out much the same size, even if they appear
small, otherwise with those in the fore-

ground very large and those in the distance

very small, they will appear to be swimming
in a lake instead of a pond. Look into the

view-finder, watch the pattern and make an

exposure only when this looks well balanced.

Aim at filling the plate with ducks and take

them, or most of them, facing inwards to

the middle.

No. 3. Outside the cart shed stood a farm

waggon—the real old-fashioned hay wain.

In Sussex it is called "The Ship of the

Downs" for its long curves are somewhat
like' those of a ship. Being strongly built

for heavy loads and rough tracks, it has

splendid lines and proportions. With a

white cockerel, a few speckled hens, and

such a waggon there is all the material for

a satisfactory picture. If possible, keep the

background simple, get the waggon well

placed more to one side than the other, and
then watch until the fowls group themselves

in an agreeable manner, so that they com-

plete the spotting of pattern. It is not

necessary to include the whole waggon in

the picture, but care must be taken to see

that shafts lead the eye inwards and not

outwards. A subject of this kind can be

taken from several points of view according

u
to the lighting, for shadows add greatly to

: the effect.

Aro. 4 (Plate XIX). There were pigeons

flying round the roofs of the oast houses,

and as we studied these quaint and interest-

ing shapes of cones and cowls, roofs of tiles

and slates, a pigeon settled on the beam over

the little dormer opening from which the

sacks filled with dried hops are lowered.
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Soon another settled on this little porch,

and in a few minutes there were half a dozen
fairly still, while others circled above. This

seemed as fortunate a moment as wc were
likely Lo get, so we made a couple of exposures

in rapid succession. With the cheapest

camera, there is no danger of showing move-
ment of birds flying so long as they are such
a distance from the lens as these pigeons

were,

No. 5. The cowsheds were picturesque

places, but as it was a warm summer after-

noon the cows were lying in the shadowed
part of their enclosure. Having decided

where we wanted the cows, my friend strolled

slowly round behind them while I studied

the view-finder. As he approached they got

on their feel and moved away from him

;

fortunately they moved in the right direc-

tion and we managed Lo gel them well placed.

Usually it is better noL to try to get animals

into any particular position, but to view
them from various angles to sec if they

show well and make a good group against

their background. In any case, one must
never be in a hurry when taking groups of

birds and animals. Quiet movements and
patience are essentials to good and satisfac-

tory work of this kind.

No. 6. On several parts of the farm there

were fine trees, principally ash and elm.

Many were of good shape and well grouped

to make attractive pictures, but the field in

the lower parL of the view was level and
uninteresting. When sheep are turned into

these fields and are dotted about, some in

shadow and some with sunlight outlining

them, there is a chance to make a picture

or two, for they break up the foreground

and give life and movement. It is necessary

to watch the lighting and note at what time

the sun is in the best position to give big

masses of light and shade. Then those small

spots of white that the sheep give to the

view are sufficient to complete the paLLern

and round off the interest.

It is the landscape part of the picture

which is really important, and the picture

seeker must move the camera slowly here

Viatis XIX. Tjfjc and Incipient
on a Farm
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a view of the back of the house, seen partly

through the trees, just as the geese began

to move. It will be seen liow much they add

to the liveliness of the picture.

Plate XVIII, Life and Incident on a. Farm

No. 2 . Through the gate to the side of

the farmhouse was a pond with clucks on
it. This is always a fascinating subject, hut
it is useless to make one or two hunted

snaps and pass on. Where there is so much
movement, the best way to take a picture

is to sit down and watch and wait for the

ducks to group themselves conveniently,

After sitting for a little while, they get used

to your presence, When several of them
come to the edge of the pond they are more
likely to be still or nearly so, and you have
then only those swimming to attend to,

Keep far enough away so that they all come
out much the same size, even if they appear

small, otherwise with those in the fore-

ground very large and those in the distance

very small, they will appear to be swimming
in a lake instead of a pond. Look into the

view-finder, watch the pattern and make an

exposure only when this looks well balanced.

Aim at filling the plate with ducks and take

them, or most of them, facing imoards to

the middle.

No. 3. Outside the cart shed stood a farm

waggon—the real old-fashioned hay wain.

In Sussex it is called "The Ship of the

Downs 1
' for its long curves are somewhat

like those of a ship. Being strongly built

for heavy loads and rough tracks, it has

splendid lines and proportions. With a

white cockerel, a few speckled hens, and

such a waggon there is all the material for

a satisfactory picture. If possible, keep the

background simple, get the waggon well

placed more to one side than the other, and

then watch until the fowls group themselves

in an agreeable manner, so that they com-

plete the spotting of pattern. It is not

necessary to include the whole waggon in

the picture, but care must be taken to see

that shafts lead the eye inwards and not

outwards. A subject of this kind can be

taken from several points of view according

l
to the lighting, for shadows add greatly to

• the effect.

No. 4 (Plate XIX). There were pigeons

flying round the roofs of the oast houses,

and as we studied these quaint and interest-

ing shapes of cones and cowls, roofs of tiles

and slates, a pigeon settled on the beam over

the little dormer opening from which the

sacks filled with dried hops are lowered.
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Soon another settled on this little porch,
and in a few minutes there were half a dozen
fairly still, while others circled above. This
seemed as fortunate a moment as we were
likely to get, so we made a couple of exposures
in rapid succession. With the cheapest
camera, there is no danger of showing move-
ment of birds flying so long as they are such
a distance from the lens as these pigeons
were,

No. 5- The cowsheds were picturesque

places, but as it was a warm summer after-

noon the cows were lying in the shadowed
part of their enclosure, Having decided

where we wanted the cows, my friend strolled

slowly round behind them while I studied

the view-finder. As he approached they got

on their feet and moved away from him;
fortunately they moved in the right direc-

tion and we managed to get them well placed.

Usually it is better not to try to get animals

into any particular position, but to view
them from various angles to sec if they
show well and make a good group against

their background. In any case, one must
never be in a hurry when taking groups of

birds and animals. Quiet movements and
patience are essentials to good and satisfac-

tory work of this kind.

No, 6. On several parts of the farm there

were fine trees, principally ash and elm.

Many were of good shape and well grouped
to make attractive pictures, but the field in

the lower part of the view was level and
uninteresting. When sheep are turned into

these fields and are dotted about, some in

shadow and some with sunlight outlining

them, there is a chance to make a picture

or two, for they break up the foreground

and give life and movement. It is necessary

to watch the lighting and note at what time

the sun is in the best position to give big

masses of light and shade. Then those small

spots of while that the sheep give to the

view are sufficient to complete the pattern

and round off the interest.

It is the landscape part of the picture

which is really important, and the picture

seeker must move tlic camera slowly here

Plate XIX. Pirii and Incident
on a 17a HM
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and there -until the view composes best.

Note particularly the exact extent of the

part to he included. Once this is determined,

the whole attention can he given to the living

and moving incidents in the picture. First

compose the view and then attend to the

incidents. Only hy doing things in this way
is one likely to get complete pictures. The

live incident may be small, but it will take

its right place in its landscape setting. It

is advisable to practice first on groups of

animals that are fairly still, before attempt-

ing to take moving things.

We will now consider two landscapes with

figures in them. This small riverside picture

(Plate XX) owes a good deal to the few

rLjVTE :XX. Early Morning on the IRiver

small spots recognisable as people. Without
them this would have been merely a foggy

morning by the river. The presence of the

boatman and rowers suggests that it is only

morning mists which will clear, and the sun

then shine through. The figures alter the

whole feeling of the picture, Note the posi-

tion of the boat off the centre in the middle

distance. The foreground largely depends
on ripples and the reflections of the poles.

It is often necessary when photographing

water scenes to throw a stone into the

water immediately before exposure in order

to make ripples on the surface.

The quiet river backwater (Plate XXI)
would be bright and gay only when there
were boats and people there. We share their

enjoyment in being part of such a picturesque

setting and revel in the coolness and shade
of a hot summer afternoon.

In each of these views it is the landscape
that is the important part and the figures

are only accessories. Always look first to

the composition of the landscape. You may
have to alter your position slightly to accom-
modate some incident, but nevertheless it

is on the arrangement and composition of

the landscape that the effect of the picture

depends. The figures are too small to make
any difference to the exposure, which is

calculated on the general amount of light

on the subject and the extent and depth

of the darks.

The river landscape with cows and the

misty morning On the river would need an

exposure of approximately l/25 th of a

second at full aperture of P n—the ordinary

instantaneous exposure at the largest open-

ing on the lens. On a more expensive

camera the lens has a larger full aperture

and more stops, as well as a greater range

of shutter speeds. With such cameras one

is able to make a more exact adjustment
of exposure. One is always apt to \inder

expose water scenes because everything looks

so bright, hence the rule to expose for the

shadows must be strictly observed,

Pictures taken with the cheapest cameras
can be as good as those taken with highly

elaborate and expensive ones. The real

difference between a good picture and a

good photograph lies in the ability to select

the right pictorial material and compose ifc

effectively in the picture space. Train the

eye to see the big lines, the proportions of

the masses, and the balance of pattern.

Snapshot photography has been made so

simple and easy that many people take their

views in a haphazard way, trusting to luck

to produce a picture. But the hobby becomes
so much more Interesting, so much more
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Pirate XXI. Small Figures in a Fiveii Scene

satisfying if one aims always at making
pictures as well as taking photographs.

In Plate XXI the trees and figures arc

darker and nearer to the camera than in

the other river scenes, hence it needs more
exposure. For an instantaneous exposure

one cannot give more than the shutter gives,

which is i/25th of a second at the largest

aperture of the lens, F n. If an attempt

is made to give a time exposure, the figures

will show signs of movement. For such

subjects which need more exposure, it is

advisable to use a faster (more sensitive)

film. Otherwise they may be under exposed,

and that would be useless. An under-exposed

plate gives hard black and white effects,

with no detail in the shadows. Soot and

whitewash I Over exposure can be dealt

with to a certain extent, for the films and

plaLcs have considerable latitude, that is,

they will stand a fair amount of over expos-

ure. If the films are under exposed very

little can be done with them.

The subjects dealt wiLh so far are all

reckoned for exposure on the usual Rapid

plates or films. In a cheap camera such
plates can be used only in a good light of

the brightest part of the day—except at the

seaside where tile light is usually very actinic.

There are films very much faster than
the Rapid

,

and these will be considered

later in our talks.

Woodland scenes,—A peep through a

vista or a glade is always interesting, as

the various objects group one behind the

other, leading the eye gently away to tlic

extreme distance.

The three main divisions of all landscapes

are: (i) distance; (2) middle distance, and

(3) foreground. In a photograph, what the

eye sees as distance becomes so insignificant

on the film or the print that we need some
well-marked objects or shapes in the middle
distance. The foreground may in some
cases show little actual ground, but the

nearer part of the picture is the foreground.

It is not at all an easy malter to say

which are the main lines of a scene until

the eye has been trained to sort them out.
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In Plate XXII it will be seen from the

small diagram, No. I (Plate XXIV), that it

is a pictorial effect in straight lines, but it

may not be realised that the effect entirely

depends on the shadows cast by the tree

trunks. It is these that talce the eye right

into the picture. They all radiate from a

centre which is hidden by the trees in the

middle distance. In such a glare of light

there is always a tendency to hard contrasts

in the negative, and prints are inclined to

look rather like snow scenes, so a full exposure

is demanded. Notice that the tree trunk

in the foreground shows full details of bark,

proving that the plate was fully exposed.

Plate XXIII is composed in curves, as

can be seen from the diagram sketch No. 2.

This gives the scene a less harsh and a

quieter and more gentle appeal. The two

pictures arc entirely different in moocl, yet

the treatment and arrangement of each is

right for its purpose. The soft sunlight

glinting on the foliage and the shadow
patterns on the ground are all well distri-

buted, and the lens has been screened from

the direct rays of sunlight, for the sun is

here facing the camera. The scenes are rich

in tone, as well as rich and consistent in

pattern. Possibly the near tree trunk is

rather large; just a step or so farther back
would have been better, but in any case 'it

is a very pleasant view of a forest glade. It

has no real distance, but as is the way with

woods and forests, it opens enticing vistas

that intrigue and rouse interest,

Plate XXV is definitely a landscape seen

through trees. Here are three well marked
planes—the trees form the foreground, the

hill slope on the left is the middle distance,

and the rise beyond that leads the eye
across the level to the low hills beyond.

The diagram No, 3. indicates the general
arrangement of the masses. As the foliage

of the trees is very dark, there is a little too

much weight there, and the picture is a
trifle top heavy. But the trees make such a
fine group and the suggestion of distance

beyond is so complete, that one can easily

overlook the fault. We point it out as a

PLA.TE XXIV. WOODLAND AND LANDSCAPES SE.KN

THROUGH TttEHS

reminder to keep the dark masses in the lower
and nearer part of the picture, so far as

possible.

Plato XXVI is almost an ideal peep

through. Diagram No, 4 (Plate XXVII) shows
how agreeably all the main lines are disposed.

The white building in the distance forms a

centre of interest, to which the eye goes

instinctively. The foreground and trees are

well balanced. The sky and tlic distance



Plate XXII, Tree Shadows

Plate XXIII. A Woodland Glade
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Plate XXV. Landscape seen Through Trees

are admirable, and the way in which the pleasant, but the eyes quickly adjust them-
foreground builds step by step in that selves to a softer light, and one might
direction, could hardly be better. imagine that there was ample light tor a

It is obvious that the photographer was snapshot. A trial would most certainly

most careful in the selection of his view and prove that the film was under exposed. The
his standpoint. Good landscapes like this light in a wood is mostly reflected light

are seldom lucky flukes, they invariably having a greenish tinge which needs consider-

show that they are the outcome of knowledge ably more exposure than a view outside the

and understanding of the basic principles wood.
of composition, which can be acquired by In order to take satisfactory woodland
giving attention, to the lines and masses and scenes it is necessary to give a time exposure,
pattern,

.

For this a tripod is needed for there is rarely
•' As a rule it is best for the amateur with a anything on which one can rest and steady
cheap camera to keep to open country and the camera without getting too low a stand'
not attempt to take pictures inside woods point. Choose the view carefully, avoiding
or under dark, heavy trees. The outskirts heavy darks or violent contrasts, and see

of a wood or copse are usually more pictorial that the tripod is firmly fixed. With most
than the views amongst the trees. A path cameras a time exposure is made by two
through a wood may seem cool, shady and movements; one to open the shutter, and
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one to close it. Naturally the

amateur will have made sure how
his shutter works and the
mcLhod of making a time exposure
before attempting to take a photo-

graph.

There may he some difficulty in

estimating how long a second is,

Some people count seconds by say-

ing: "One little second, two little

seconds, three little seconds," and
so on. Others repeat:

41 One and,

tivo and, three and, four and," etc.

It makes little difference what
method of counting is adopted

providing that the method is

checked by a watch and then
employed regularly as needed. Many
woodland scenes contain so little light

that they may need from 5 to 10

seconds or more according to the

stop that is used and the amount
of sunlight shining above the wood.

It will be seen from the Light Table

(p f 492) that the exposure will

he at least six times greater than

that required for an open land-

scape.

Plate XXVII. Diagram of Plate
XXVI

With box type cameras and the simpler

folding ones, good snapshots can be taken

under conditions when the light is not so

bright, at times earlier or later in the day,

and even on cloudy and dull days, if faster

films than Rapid are used. Many fast films

are made specially colour sensitive, and
these enable one to get skies with clouds

in tile photographs, as well as giving a

correct rendering of the landscape yellows

and greens, With ordinary films and plates

the blue of the sky is so actinic that it is

always over exposed when the exposure

for the subject is normal, but with the

modern colour corrected films, the rays

from the blue arc, as it were, held back and

so are not over exposed.
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Usually, these, films are slightly dearer

than the ordinary ones, and being more

sensitive to light greater care has to be

used in loading and unloading the camera,

Among the faster films arc Extra Rapid
,

Ultra Rapid (still faster), and hypersensitive

Panchromatic (faster still), A dealer will

advise and help in the selection.

During the summer months (June, July

and August) in the country or near the sea,

on bright days, between the hours of io a.m.

to 2 p.m., one can safely use the ordinary

Rapid film, and give the instantaneous

exposure for such subjects as have been

discussed in earlier talks* But for woodland

views the faster films would be much better

to use. For more open subjects faster films

allow one to extend the time of day from

earlier in the morning to later in the after-

noon, and to spring and autumn and even

in winter if one takes care to choose only the

bright clear days and expose at some time

about an hour before or after midday. These

films give a much better chance of avoiding

under exposure and they will stand a good
deal of over exposure, as they usually have

a double coating of emulsion, and so give

more latitude.

On dull days and for all subjects likely to

want more exposure, keep the lens at the

largest opening.

Orthochromatic and Panchromatic films

and plates are specially sensitive to the

colours which do not generally photograph
well. They are not used for taking photo-
graphs in colour, but they give a correct

rendering of colour in black and white
prints, Orthochromatic plates are sensitive

to yellow and green. A flat yellow screen

(called a filter) is often used to obtain the
full colour correction, as for instance, in

photographing a mass of bright yellow
flowers, which on an ordinary film come out
almost as dark as the green leaves. By using
an Orthochromatic film and a filter, the
flowers appear almost white, as they do to
our eyes. Panchromatic plates and films

are the fastest. They are specially sensitive

to yellow and red, so that they hardly need

to be used with a filter. They are largely

used for taking photographs by artificial

light, in interiors of buildings, for subjects

such as flower gardens, as well as for high

speed work.

Buildings.—Many would-bc picture-makers

have the fixed impression that certain build-

ings are more picturesque and will make
better pictures than others. This is not

necessarily true. The pictorial interest of

buildings lies in the way in which the amateur

succeeds in making a balanced pattern with

well arranged lines and nicely distributed

lights and darks. For instance, directly

buildings are mentioned in connection with

photography our minds go at once to

thatched cottages and tumble-down ruins.

These things, relics of past times, have a

sentimental value and we imagine that they

will necessarily make good pictures. But

our cameras can be used to greater advantage

in recording the things and events and

happenings of our own time. The life and

movement around us, in the town as much
as in the country, offer all the material

needed for making pictures. It is in this

direction that one can exercise individual

choice and judgment. The picturesque

objects are photographed so much that they

become commonplace and ordinary. Of

course we make pictures of old houses,

thatched cottages and old-world streeL

scenes, but not because of their sentimental

interest, but only if they compose well and

have a real pictorial appeal.

One of the chief difficulties to be met with

in photographing buildings is the lowness

of viewpoint. Even with the view of a

cottage, the camera is only about three feet

above the ground level, while the roof may
be twenty-five to thirty feet above that.

The view-finders that you look down into,

give a lower viewpoint than those with

metal frames, but in either case the view

shows very little of the road and there is

difficulty in including the house tops. As

the camera must be kept perfectly level to

get all the upright lines parallel, one usually
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finds it difficult to make an agreeable com-
position, When taking a landscape view, the
front of the camera is often lipped upwards,
so that the trees come near the top of the

picture. If this is done when taking buildings,

the upright lines will lean in towards the top
centre of the picture. Unless one deliberately

intends to take n
angle views'" the camera

must be kept level. At one time every
camera had spirit levels on it so that it

could be adjusted exactly horizontal in both
directions before making the exposure. But
angle snaps and unusual views have altered

ouv ideas on these matters.

Partly to overcome the difficulty of the

low viewpoint, advantage should be taken

of every rise in the ground in order to get

up higher. Streets that run downhill arc

better taken looking down than up. One
can often find a wall or fence or some such

vantage point, for if the camera is only a

foot or two higher up, it makes all the differ-

ence to the picture.

No. 1 (Plate XXVIII). It is highly

dangerous in these times to attempt to take

views from the middle of the road, even in

country districts; and it seldom gives any

view worth an exposure, In towns one

cannot safely step off the curb to take a

snapshot. The sketch shows how impossible

from a pictorial point of view such a scene

becomes, for all the main lines run towards

the centre of the picture. The view is divided

into four symmetrical triangles and conse-

quently lacks variety and interest.

No. 2. I11 most suburban streets the view

is little better than is shown in the sketch,

where the vanishing point of the lines is

placed farther from the centre. This picture

gives a congestion of incident on the left-

hand side and monotonous long lines on the

right. Unless there is a spire, oi‘ tower, or

tall trees to relieve these uninteresting lines,

it is not worth taking.

No. 3. In most of the old-world towns and

villages and wherever there arc groups of old

buildings, a great deal of the pictorial interest

lies in the outline shape or silhouette, and

consequently the pattern of roofs, with hips

Plate XXVIII. Street Scenes
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Plate XXIX , T3pmgut Comvosition

s

and valleys and gables, may play a large

part in the picture* In the sketch note liow

the square of the church tower gives variety

by contrasting with the triangular shapes

of the roofs.

No. 4. It sometimes happens that an

interesting row of shops and houses has the

roofs on about the same level. In that case

the interest lies below, aud the roof tops can

be cut off, as shown in the sketch. This

concentrates the attention on the road and
the shop fronts. One should endeavour to

get shadows across part of the road, in

order to balance the roofs which are sure to

come fairly dark in tone, Notice the value

of the white dormer window in carrying

the light into the upper part of the picture,

No, 5 (Plate XXIX). Here the camera

has been turned to give an upright view.

However pictorial the cottages are, it is an

unsatisfactory composition, being altogether

too symmetrical in spacing, while one side of

the picture is some fifty yards nearer to the

camera than the other. The dotted diagonal

lines show how the main lines lead to the

edge of the picture instead of near the

centre. There is i\o balance and with a light

sky and road the whole weight of dark mass

is on the right-hand side.

Ar
o. 6 and No. 7. If by making the vertical

lines slope, one gives a greater sense of look-

ing upward, then the camera should be

tilted. But nothing is worse than a thing

which leaves one in a state of doubt as to

what was the intention, It should be either

upright or definitely sloping. There is no
need to exaggerate the slope, but there

should be sufficient to let it be seen that the

slope is intentional. The most important

thing is to make sure that the buildings have

stability and are not falling over to either

side, hence the vertical lines nearer the

centre of the picture should be perpendicular.

In the sketches the vertical lines which form

the back bone to each pyramidal mass are

the longest uprights from the base to the

peak of the tallest tower. By comparing

No . 6 and No. 7 it will be seen that the

outline shapes of the building are very little
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altered although one has vertical and the

other sloping lines. If these modern sky-

scraper buildings are properly designed, they
usually achieve a pyramidal outline. This

pyramid is balanced and soundly based. In
most cases (as in this) one cannot see the

base or the ground line, as everything

depends on the centre line being" vertical.

This tilting of the camera does enable one
to get views that could not be attempted
if the camera had to be held level. But
wherever it is possible the upright lines

should be perpendicular, particularly where
there are houses on either side of the picture,

or they will appear to lean in, and so give

an uncomfortable feeling of instability.

Bridges.

—

No. x (Plate XXX). Bridges

are often much easier to photograph than
buildings, for usually there are sloping banks
which enable one to get at the right height

for the view. Generally it is better to take

a bridge in perspective rather than facing

full on. In perspective means looking at an

angle along tlie bridge and not running

across the picture parallel with the bottom
edge. The sketch shows the latter view. It

is better to include the whole of the end
arches than leave them unsupported, as

this view shows them. Where there are

trees on the river bank from which you are

photographing, the usual difficulty is to get

sufficient balance on the opposite side, so

beware of getting too much weight on the

near side.

No. 2. This is a perspective view of a

bridge. The diminishing lines lead the eye

right into the picture and so give depth,

while the proportions of the bridge also

diminish and become a ratio. It is a mistake

to go too close to the bridge for this produces

exaggerated and sudden perspective. The
white sail seryes to carry the light into that

end of the picture and maintain a balance,

as well as adding life and movement. Watch
all the upright lines to see that the camera

is level, This is a most important matter

when taking upright structures on or near

level water, Pi.ate XXX. Pictures of Djiidgus

KK—VOL. V-S
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on the pattern it makes. What one
lms to decide is the placing- of those

three dark arches 'with sufficient spaces

of dark to balance them. It is

the spacing of these darks within the

picture space that determines the

success or failure of the picture. To
achieve something of the solid sturdy

character of the bridge, the lighting

must be watched, Choose a time

when the light is not coming from

behind, for then things tend to look

fiat and evenly illuminated. If the sun

is from one side, putting some angles

in shadow, then each buttress will

appear to be built out, and so give

strength and solidity.

Old houses.—Here are two views

of old houses (Plates XXXI and

XXXII), one a view looking up

and the other looking down, ThePlate XXXI. A View Looking Up

No, 3, This sketch of a bridge is

shown as an example of what to

avoid. It does not compose well as

the main lines create an unpleasing

shape. The nearer end of the suspen-

sion bridge is left quite unsupported.

At leastone should show that a bridge

has a firm and solid support, The
fault here does n-ot lie in the type of

bridge, but in the viewpoint and the

way in which the view has been com-
posed. There are several suspension

bridges which make excellent pictures.

No, 4. This view is altogether more
picturesque, It has a sturdy and solid

character, and is in a delightful

setting. Reeds growing up the arches

show a shallow river with not much
rise and fall. It is a gently flowing

stream, backed by trees, through which
the sunlight plays and dances. The
stones of which the bridge is built

would be covered with lichens and
mosses, adding colour and texture.

In composing the picture it is best

to forget all this and concentrate Plate XXXII. A View Looking Down
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Lop one with the bridge and the old houses
builds up nicely and the lights and darks
are well arranged. The gulls spotted
over the foreground make an interesting

feature, giving life and character to this

fishing village. In this kind of view there is

no need to include the outline of the roofs.

As all the incident is well contained in the

picture the roofs are not needed. There is

generally a feeling that one wants to get the
tops of the houses, but it is not always
necessary to do so, and this sort of view allows

the camera to be kept level. In both views
it is essential Lq keep the upright lines

perpendicular.

The chief interest in the lower picture is

the thatched cottage, but everything fits in

so conveniently and the view composes so

agreeably, that it 1ms definite pictorial

qualities. The play of sunlight on the front

of the cottage centres the interest ancl brings

light into the lower part. What might have
been an awkward straight line of wall 011 the

left is nicely broken by the foliage, and this

in turn is balanced by the shadow in the

opposite corner. The chimney adds a spot

of dark which separates the roof from the

distant hill and comes in exactly the right

place. In fact, this small chimney forms an
excellent example of the way in which an
accent rightly placed will constitute a

balance to much larger and heavier dark
masses. By putting a small piece of paper
over the chimney'one can see what a differ-

ence it makes to the picture.

When photographing street scenes there

must be a good light, and unless Extra Rapid
films are used they are likely to bo under
exposed, Of course sLreets vary consider-

ably from the busy thoroughfare of a town
to a narrow country lane with a few cottages.

It is in such subjects as the latter that some
difficulty may be found in estimating the

amount of light.

Street scenes particularly need some evi-

dence of life and action, or they look dull and
empty, but it is well to see that figures arc

kept small and few in number. Only enough

are needed to suggest that the place is not

deserted; if they are too near the camera
they will be out of focus and probably show
movement. The pic Lure-maker should first

compare the view and then wait patiently

until the figures arrive at about the right

position.

The iniin ilc variety of old houses in size,

structure, shape and colour arc qualities

that are bound to attract, but it is a mistake

to try to crowd them all into one picture.

A street may provide a dozen snapshots—

a

doorway or a window, a well-timbered house,

interesting roofs or chimneys—each well

worth a separate exposure. As the lighting

gives such different effects, do no! be content

with a passing visit, but go back two or

three times at different periods of the clay

in order to compare these effects. Use the

camera more in the way an artist or an

architect uses a sketch book, to record the

things and parts of things that interest him.

Anyone can take the ordinary view of a

place, and in most cases one can buy post-

cards of them, but snapshots should be a
personal record.

It is generally difficult to get a good view

of a cathedral, for in most cases it is obscured

by the surrounding buildings. There are not

many places from which one could secure

such a splendid view as this of Lincoln

Cathedral from the castle, Plate XXXIII.
This is about as open a view of buddings as

one is likely to find. In this subject there are

no near objects, the dark parts arc all small,

and for exposure it would rank practically

as “open landscape/' It is a view which

covers a large area of space, so there must be

more light in it than in any nearer view

occupying less space, and so it needs less

exposure. On a good bright day an instan-

taneous exposure, ^-th of a second at F 16

would be sufficient. If the camera is loaded

with Extra Rapid films there is an other way
to alter the exposure and also get a sky into

the print. Use a light yellow isochromatic

filter which fits on to the front of the Jens,

As this needs about double the exposure,

it compensates for using Extra Rapid

films.
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Portraiture.—One of the first things an

amateur photographer tries to do is to take

a portrait of a friend or some member of

the family. Knowing that portraiture needs

a good light, a chair is arranged in bright

sunlight in the garden. The victim is seated

usually with the sun shining full on his face.

There is much fussing with the view-finder

in order to take in the whole figure and at

the same time avoid including alL sorts of

things in the background which obtrude into

the picture. After much manoeuvring, the

shutter goes click, and there is urgent haste

to get the film developed and printed.

The resulting prints usually show an un-

comfortable person trying to look pleasant,

The lighting is harsh and the sitter has
screwed up liis face; his attitude is stiff and
lifeless, and probably the top of the head is

cut off by the edge of the picture. It is likely,

too
J
that the objects in the background are

sharper and more clearly defined than the
sitter I

These are the mistakes we all make, yet
they can be easily avoided.

A good light is essential, but it is not

necessary to put the sitter actually in sun-

light, for a portrait taken in the shade on
a bright day can be quite satis-

factory, In any case, the light

should come from one side and
nol be directly facing the person

photographed. So that is the
first point—never have the sitter

facing the sun . Also, it will not

do for the camera to face the sun

or the film will be hopelessly fogged.

Even when the sun shines on the

camera from one side, care must

he taken that no rays fall on the

edges of the lens. Tilings seen

against the light are often pictorial

and interesting, but when attempt-

ing to take a picture in this way
the direct rays of light have to be

carefully screened from the lens.

No. i (Plate XXXIV). Here the

head of the girl is placed exactly

in the middle of the plate. Taken
like this it is necessary to trim the

print to the dotted line of the

sketch.

No. 2. The picture seen in the

view-finder is slightly different from

that produced on the film when
photographing near objects. The
centre of the view-finder lens is some

three inches above the centre of the

camera lens, and allowance must be made for

that difference. If the picture were composed
in the view-finder as in sketch No. 2, the girl's

head would come up against the top edge of

the film or even be partly cut off. A little

space must be left at the top of the view-

finder when taking near objects.

No. 3, This sketch shows a common fault

of getting the hands too large because they

arc nearer to the camera than the face and

Plate XXXII T, Lincoln Cathedral from the Castle
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body. All parts or objects should be kept as

nearly as possible to the same vertical plane.

If the hands arc placed as drawn, the sitter

should turn sideways to the camera,

A good deal of the success of a portrait

lies in knowing how much to include. If the
interest is in the features or expression, then
a fairly large head would be best. If the

sitter's attitude looks natural, try to find a
point of view from which it composes agree-

ably with all parts in the same vertical plane,

and take a three-quarter or half-length view.

If the figure or the dress is important, a

full-length portrait may be needed. The
essential thing in each case is that the pose

should not look stiff or arranged, but be
natural and alive.

When taking snapshots the formality of

the ordinary studio portrait should be
avoided, They can and should be free and
unconventional so long as they convey some
of the life and vitality of the sitter.

No . 4 (Plate XXXV). It is generally

advisable to put the sitter against a simple

and unobtrusive background, rather than
one which has a marked pattern, That
avoids conflict between the two parts of the

picture—the person and the setting. An old

stone wall, irregular in pattern and with
variety of texture, might be all right; but
with a newly-pointed brick wall, one is sure

to be more conscious of the bricks than of

the person.

No. 5. Many portraits are taken in a

garden and have foliage as a background.

This sketch shows a common result. There
is the disturbing flicker of light on leaves

and branches radiating from the head. It

is not advisable to put the sitter near trees

or bushes. Choose a more distant part that

is in shadow to come behind the figure. As
this is not likely to be uniformly flat and
dark, one can usually move the camera
slightly until the background shows dark

against the light side of the face and figure,

and sufficiently lighter against the shadow
side to bring it into relief, as in No. 6 .

Keep the sitter well away from trees and
bushes, ancl avoid backgrounds with bright

Plate XXXIV, Placing Till*

Fiuuiiti within tjiil Picture Space
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Plate XXXV, Backgrounds to
a Portrait

spots of light showing through, or the
glitter of sunshine oil foliage. A tall hedge
can often be used as a background, especially

when it is in shadow. If there is no suitable

background it is a good plan to suspend a

blanket—a dark coloured one if possible—

behind the sitter, If the blanket has stripes,

care must be taken that they do not come
into the picture.

Look round the garden to see what
accessories can be introduced into the

photograph. A grassy slope or a rustic seat

is often better than an ordinary chair and
usually results in a less conventional pose.

A sundial, the margin of a lily pond, a

verandah or a balcony, may provide a set'

ting for a full-length figure, which by itself

would be isolated. It is worth while to pay
attention to backgrounds, for many excellent

subjects are ruined by their setting,

No, 7 (Plate XXX VI). The trouble with

a good deal of outdoor work is that there is

too much top light, Even when the subject

is not in direct sunlight there are heavy
shadows under strongly marked features,

If you wish to make use of sunlight, see

that the light comes from one side and

slightly in front of the subject. An excellent

place for taking a portrait is under a tall

tree, provided that the branches do not

come down too low. Another plan is to

suspend in canopy fashion a sheet. Fix four

clothes props in the ground Lo cover an

oblong equal in size to the sheet and tempor-

arily fasten with string the comers of the

sheet to the tops of the poles. When taking

portraits always give a full exposure in

order to avoid harshness in the shadows.

No. 8. A liat or a cap leaves the upper

part of the face in deep shadow which shows

no details of the eyes. As the eyes arc,

perhaps, the most important part of a por-

trait, this must be avoided. A full exposure

will greatly help, provided that the figure

is not in too bright light, Much can be done

to illuminate these dark shadows by using

a reflector of the simplest kind. One or two
sheets of newspaper or a table cloth hung
oil a clothes horse can be effectively used
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to lighten the shadows on one side of the

face. Newspapers or a table cloth can also

be spread over a box or stool and the
reflected light directed upwards from near

the ground to the shadows of the face,

Where a face is strongly lighted from one
side, the contrasts are likely to be harsh; a
reflector will soften this by lighting up the

shadow side, as shown in No. 9.

Most box cameras have a fixed focus lens.

In these, the lens is placed in such a position,

that it is sharply focused on the nearcsL

point to the camera that allows distant

objects to remain still approximately sharp.

In a landscape, all objects in the middle
distance are sharp and clear, and near objects

will be sufficiently clear, provided they arc

not too near. With small box cameras every-

thing beyond 8 ft. will be sharp.

For most portrait work it is necessary to

he nearer to the subject than 8 ft,, and as

the lens is fixed, the alteration is effected

by adding a small lens which fits like a cap

on the front of the camera lens. This is

called a portrait attachment though it can be

used not only for portraits, but for any
objects nearer than 8 ft,

A focusing camera has a scale with the

distances marked on it and the lens front

is moved along the scale to the correct

distance, so that a portrait attachment is

not needed. With either form of camera it

is essential to be able to judge distances,

One should be able to estimate any distance

up to 24 feet—S yards. At first the distances

should be measured with the feet by placing

one foot in front of the other, heel to toe,

along a measured line. Or, one can take

ordinary walking strides to see how many
paces it takes for 6, 9, 12 to 24 feet.

The eye should be trained to estimate

distances correctly. Guessing is not enough,

check the distances estimated, for with fixed

focus cameras a mistake of a foot can utterly

spoil a portrait.

Portrait attachments vary and should be

suited to the camera lens. By their use one

can take objects as near as 3 feet from the

camera. They arc inexpensive. Plate XXXYI. J.KiiHTiNr,
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Plate XXXVII, Two Silhouettes

The next two illustrations (Plate XXXVII)
are silhouettes. A silhouette is usually recog-
nised at once as a portrait, although it is

merely a flat shape, without features or

details. It is really a highly simplified

portrait. This should convince one that
details of features and expression are not
absolutely necessary and that the figure and
attitude play a large part in recognition.
Many people look at a portrait and judge
it entirely by the face and expression, but
snapshots can be pictures as well as por-
traits, and if the features arc subdued the
picture produced may be the more pleasing.

Plate XXXVIII . Here is an excellent
' holiday picture in which we see how well
everything has been considered. There is

only sky for background, against which the
shadows tell as simple broad masses. The
small amount of light on the face intensifies

the expression, The whole attitude and
arrangement are natural and well placed.
The photographer noted a good subject and
knew how to make the most of it.

Plate XXXIX . Here again in "Washing
Day" the snap becomes something more
than a portrait* and tells its simple story in

the right pictorial manner. The few articles

included express washing day convincingly,

and it all looks perfectly natural. And, of

even more importance, it makes a well

balanced pattern of light and dark, with
just enough smaller pattern to relieve and
enliven some spaces.

Glancing again over these plates, note that

in each one the person, photographed is doing

something. That is half the secret of good
portrait snapshot work. Give the sitter

something to do—something in which he or

she is interested that will keep him occupied
for the few minutes needed to take the snap.

A book or a paper is hardly enough, for it

is wise to avoid a pose where the head is

turned down and the face not clearly seen,

A subject looking towards you should look

at the camera, for if he looks at you, he will

be looking up in the photograph, for you arc

well above the camera,
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A shrimp net adds considerably to a sub-

ject without making the picture less as a

portrait. There are a host of articles of this

kind which can be used, and there are many
domestic activities like ''Washing Day" in

which children can he engaged, All portraits

should not be taken as figure studies, but it

is far better that the subjects should be

active and doing something, rather than

looking stiff and posed.

Children are naturally graceful in their

actions and will pose themselves far better

than one can arrange them. Get them into

an appropriate setting and occupied in some
game or story—watch all the time, with

the camera ready at hand. It needs an

infinity of patience, but the results are worth'

any amount of time and bother. In any

case, avoid fussiness and do not try to order

or hurry things. Their simple homely cos-

S*J

tunics in light colours photograph well and
enable you to give snapshot exposures.

It is important to remember that with
portrait work the subjects are nearer the
camera and need longer exposures than
landscapes. The essential thing is to see that

there is a good light. One cannot attempt
snapshot portraits with a cheap camera on
a very dull day, but on normal days much
can be done with really fast films. On bright,

sunny days, with the usual rapid films, an
instantaneous exposure at the largest stop

is sufficient. At the seaside, working in sun-

shine, F 16 will be large enough. On cloudy

and overcast days, use Extra Rapid films and
F ir; particularly if the subject wears dark

clothes or the background is a heavy one.

Portraits can be taken indoors in daylight

with the cheapest camera, provided that the

subject can remain steady for three or four
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seconds. The sitter should be placed on a

stool or covered box about two feet from the

highest window in the room, It is better to

use a stool or box than a chair so that the

sitter can easily turn away the arms, legs,

feet,' etc., from the camera and so prevent

these parts from being out of focus, or unduly

large. The stool should be placed a little to

tlie back wall at right angles to the windoWj

so that the main light falls to the side-front

of the sitter. It will immediately be seen

that the one side is brightly and harshly

lighted and the other side in deep shadow.

To remedy the one, fix with drawing pins

a piece of coarse white muslin over the

window. At once the light will be diffused

and the face looks modelled. To remedy
the other, hang a table cloth over a clothes

horse and bring it as near to the side and
side-front of the sitter as is necessary to

lessen the shadow intensity. Do not bring

the table cloth too near; there must be a

slight difference in depth of shadow on the

two sides of the face or the portrait will be

very flat. There is no trouble with the top

light in an ordinary room. With the sun
shining on the window side, but not directly

on the subject, between the hours of eleven

and two {except in the winter months) an
exposure of 4 seconds at F 11 will be sufficient

if fast plates or films are used. Of course,

the camera cannot be held steadily for this

time exposure; it must be fixed to a tripod

or stood 011 a stool or a high chair, or on the

edge of a table, etc. As it is very
difficult to see clearly in the focusing

mirror inside a room, the distance of

the camera from the sitter should be
accurately measured, and a portrait

attachment must be used as noted
above. The camera lens should be
in a direct horizontal line with
the middle part of the amount of the

subject that is to be included in the

picture. It is well in the first experi-

ments to measure necessary distances

in tlie room with a tape measure or

a bamboo rod or other long stick

marked in feet.

Figure study.—Plate XL is an excellent

example of figure study. A portrait is essen-

tially a study of character. A figure study

is not concerned with character, but with
life and activity. In this picture the vitality

and action are reminiscent of the pleasures

of a seaside holiday—bathing, romping, blue

skies, fresh air and warm sea breezes. As
these are things that we all enjoy and desire,

the subject of the photograph has a universal

appeal, The success of this picture depended
on the right use of a few fundamental lines

and shapes.

Pictures of this kind arc not merely the

result of lucky accidents. They are usually

the result of much thought and experiment,

'and they invariably show a knowledge of

the essential business of composing a picture.

The lines of a picture are not always recog-

nised. They are directional tendencies,

rather than definite lines.

Just as we do not see the steel girders in

a modern concrete building, so we may not
be able to see the structural lines in a picture.

In the accompanying diagrams, the first

shows the main directional lines which
suggest movement and vitality. The two
sloping lines are the principals, and their

direction is upward, leading the eye right

to the top of the picture, so that the hand and
the ball become the chief features of the
picture. The curved line of the arm is a
counter to these main lines. It is the sup-
porting factor, and coming in front of the

Directional Lines
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Plate XU. The Pavement Artist

This photograph was taken with an Agra film.

others, it gives a spiral form to the design.

The second diagram gives a better idea of

the placing and distribution of the main
lines. We see that the picture is a

successful balance of angles and curves.

The clotted line shows how stability

lias been retained—imagine the head a

little farther back or the ball a little

farther forward, and the balance would

be spoilt.

It is extremely unlikely that the

photographer thought about any of

these things at all when he made the

picture, but he must have posed the

figure and adjusted his point of view,

until he had achieved out of the

experience of taking many hundreds

of photographs alt the life ancl vitality

and action possible. He watched the

pattern in the view-finder and was not

content to make the exposure until

every part assumed its right place,

and the whole picture satisfied his

desires.

Plate XLI. Here is a figure study

having a principal figure with secondary

ones in the background. The pave-

ment artist is appropriate in character

and attitude, and the setting is good.

P9
The figures in the background add to
the {general interest of the picture, for

they are fill actors in the scenes, being
interested in what is written on the pave-
ment. The only figure out of place is Lhe

one nearest the centre, for she stops tile

perspective of the wall and makes a spot of

light where none is wanted. By covering

her with the finger we can see how the picture

gains by the omission. When a good subject

of this kind presents itself where several

figures are included, it is always best to make
three or four exposures at intervals as favour-

able opportunities arise.

Plate XLII .
—-This is an extraordinarily

happy snap—such a lovely donkey, so alive

and alert. The whole group shows a moment
of arrested action and sheer enjoyment. The
camera has been held low and pointing

upward, so as to get the plain blue sky as

a background in which there is nothing to

interfere with the group. The sunshine and
bright light of the seaside have allowed the
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photographer to stoop down and get the

scene sharp and clear, This is a picture in

which photography excels; its clearness and

detail are things that one can linger over and

enjoy. The fur on the donkey's nose is so

soft that one wants to stroke it; the details

of the children arc equally good.

This and Plate XL suggest life and move-
ment, They do not attempt to show actual
motion, hut are none the less effective in

conveying the idea of movement. We know
that the small boy has momentarily reined
in the donkey, just as in the other picture
the girl's movement to throw the ball is

arrested.

With a fixed focus camera the photography
of movement, is limited. Railway engines
and motor cars travelling at full speed,
aeroplanes taking off or alighting, people
running, jumping, diving, and all such sub-

jects are classed as “high speed" photo-
graphy. They require special apparatus
that is generally elaborate and costly.

Although the limitations of a box
camera do not allow of much in speed
photography, it is possible, as we have
shown, to suggest movement and sug-

gestion is often better than realisation,

One obviously cannot take a picture

of a motor car racing across the line of

view with a shutter that has a speed

of i/25th of a second. If the car is

approaching or going away from the

camera at an oblique angle, its motion
across the picture will apiiear less

rapid, so an attempt can be made to

photograph such subjects. A photo-

grapher directly facing a runner would
see in the view-finder that he appeared

to become larger and larger as he

approached the camera, but there

would be little lateral movement.
Naturally one would keep out of the

runner's path, as one would for any
moving object. If there is any move-
ment across the picture, the object

should be kept just off the centre of

the view, while the camera is swung
in line and in time with its travel, the

shutter being released while the swing

is taking place.

Any action is shown best either

at its beginning or at Us end. For
instance, a person throwing a ball

can be taken with the arm right back ready to

throw; or when the arm is right forward and
the ball just about to leave the hand. There

is a distinct pause in the movement at either

end of an action, and this is the photo-

grapher's opportunity to secure clear pictures.

Plate XLTII.—This is a subject in which
the setting is highly important. These
gipsies were encamped on a strip of waste
land by the side of a country road on an

Plate XLIII. The Gipsv Encampment
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evening in late summer. There were a cart

and caravan, two or three ponies, a small

beehive tent, two young men, and an old

man whittling sticks and splitting them for

making clothes pegs. The fire had just been
lighted- It was too early yet for photo-
graphs as the picture needed a softer light

which, would simplify and give the scene

more mystery.

For half an hour we talked to the gipsies,

watching the effects and studying the view-

finder from time to time. The real problem
was, how long to leave the exposure. When
was the latest possible time when there

would be sufficient light to prevent under-
exposure with fast films, stop Fn, and

1/25 th of a second exposure. As soon as the
daylight began to wane we made one or two
exposures; and repeated this at intervals,

making altogether nearly a dozen snaps
while the light lasted. The really exciting

effects came later than this when the gipsy

women and children returned and were busy
round the fire cooking their evening meal.

We would have been glad then to possess

one of those miniature cameras with a very
fast lens, which enables one to secure such
wonderful scenes of figures lit up by the fire-

light, and the summer evening background.

However, those that we secured never fail

to recall the picturesque scene—the meeting
with strange and unusual people—and a

delightful wayside encounter. Snapshots
have a personal value to the photographer

far beyond their artistic merits or the scenes

they record.

No. 1 (Plate XLIX). When taking groups,

one can at least avoid the ordinary photo-

graphs of groups that include a number of

people, where the back row stand on a form,

the next row stand 011 the ground, another

row sit on chairs, and the front row sit on

the grass. That is one way of getting them
all into the view, but it is very monotonous
and unsatisfactory.

We should try to make attempts at group-

ing less formally. If, for instance, you wish

to record a country picnic, choose some
occasion when the people are gathered Plate XLIX. Arrangement or Groups
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together for lunch or tea. The slope of a

hillside makes an agreeable background for

the setting, and allow for the group to be

spread in an upward direction as well as

across the picture. Also, it may be possible

to find some slight rise o-n which to place the

camera and give a higher view point. The

position of the white table cloth is important.

On no accouut should it be in the middle of

the picture, ancl only parts of it should show.

After that it is largely a matter of distribut-

ing the light spots such as dresses, hats,

collars and light shining on or through trees.

Look at the scene in the view-finder as a

pattern of light spots on a dark ground. Of

course, one must also look over the group

itself, to see that one figure does not obscure

another, and that all the sitters can be

cleaily seen. One or two back views, or

three-quarter back views of figures will make
the group appear less formally arranged. It

is obviously best to put the least important

persons in these back positions. Make the

whole group generally triangular in shape

so as to give a firm base and an apex to the

scene. Have the figures turned so that the

interest is kept within the picture but at

the same time let some outside figures join

tlie whole to the margins, or there will be

unpleasant blank spaces to look at.

No. 2* This sketch deals with the relative

proportions of a family group of five people,

including mother and baby. It will be

obvious that if mother stands, the whole
group is made much smaller as the camera
has to be placed farther back to include the

figure.

No, 3. If one of the children stands up,

it allows the figures to be larger, and they
also fill the picture space more comfortably.

This arrangement gives the standing figure

too much importance,

No, 4. In this sketch all are seated with
mother at the back and baby slightly in

front. The figures are now as large as

possible, but it is necessary to keep baby
from getting too far forward, and for mother
to lean in towards him, so that they all are

in the same vertical plane.

The essence of composing a group is to

make it as compact as possible without
crowding the figures. Avoid regularity and
uniformity. Let them pose themselves as

far as possible. Do not be in a hurry,
or fuss about tilings. Very often it is an
advantage for the photographer to stand
on. a box or a chair when taking a group;

otherwise the point of view may be too

low. Where the photographer is concerned
with groups as fortraits, it it essential

that each member is shown in a natural

and characteristic attitude. At the moment
before exposure, no person must be ob-

scured by a movement of one of the other

figures.

More figure studies.—In the last talk we
were largely concerned with the portrait

side of groups of figures; here our attention

is centred on what the people are doing.

The interest changes from character to occu-

pation. In order to make the most of our

subjects, we should know their essential

features and aims. Many snapshots fail

for want of definite direction. It is not, of

course, possible or necessary to keep strictly

to the subject, and rigorously exclude every-

thing that does not fit in and help to

express it.

I11 the following plates, note how completely

each subject has been conveyed. In no case

is there anything out of character, superflu-

ous, or likely to distract the attention from
the essentials of the scene. Selection is

something very different from promiscuous

snapping. Concentration and a definite aim
are the chief factors in producing successful

pictorial work.

Plate L. Here is a pleasing and wclL

ordered group in which the donkey plays

the leading part. The two women are welL

posed and the group has a natural and
unaffected appearance. The chief feature

of the photograph is its soft tone gradations.

Although the faces are in shadow, and are

only slightly rounded and modelled, they

show in right value of tone against the blue

sky. This is a subject where the figures
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are shown against practically a plain back-

ground,

In the other plates in this chapter, the

background plays an important part; in

some cases it does more toward expressing

the nature of what is going on. than do the

figures themselves, hence the relative import-

ance of each part—figures, and background

—

needs consideration.

Plate LI. Here the hikers are of chief

importance, but the background not only

gives some idea of the country they are

passing through, but can make one feci the

steady climb over the rolling downs on short

springy turf, the warmth of the sun and the

downland breeze. Figures silhouetted against

a blue sky would have given little of this.

The background, having been carefully

chosen, adds considerably to, or even makes,

this picture. The densely wooded slope

serves to show up the hikers' white shirts,

while the chalky path carries the light

forward,

Plate LII. In this view of excavators at

work on the Sussex Downs, the excavations

are as important to the scene as the people

who- are doing the work. The one part

would not be complete without the other,

and both show signs of activity. In any
snapshot of this kind, the viewpoint must
first be chosen and a decision made as to

how much is to be included. Attention

can then be given to the figures. The
prominent ones, particularly those in the

foreground, should appear to be actively

engaged.

There are many subjects of this kind
where the camera can secure attractive

groups. Most people delight in watching
people at work—building, making new roads,

manufacturing with all kinds of machines,

In fact, a record of our present-day activities

affords many opportunities for real pictorial

camera studies,

Picture-makers are strangely conservative.

Living mostly in towns, they use their

cameras only when they go out into the
country or to the seaside, Yet in the streets,

factories and workshops close at hand are

to be found a whole series of pictures well
worth taking.

Plate LIII. A cattle market is one of those
country scenes that usually attracts, partly

on account of the animals, and partly for

the human character to be found, there.

Here the policeman contributes a humorous
note; then there are the agricultural types;

the young lambs in pens; the rows of hurdles
that help to give that busy appearance; tb

the picture. The photographer found some
elevation from which he could look down on
the scene, for it would have been far more
jumbled if taken from the ordinary level.

The high viewpoint tends to separate the

objects and characters.

Plate LIV, The dog show is a very busy
scene well filled with figures and incident.

Although it conveys no feeling of arrange-

ment, it lias three main groups. One central

—the two little girls with their pets, and the

figure behind them; and the two groups,

one on either side, which balance nicely and
round off the picture at each end, so making
a complete composition. So often- such
snaps appear to be a chance portion from- a

long strip of people. Note how each of these

end groups is a pleasing arrangement in

itself, and yet balances and acts as a foil

to the other end group, Even if the people

and animals are grouped so conveniently as

this, it would need a sharp eye to sec that

there are no awkward poses or obtruding

figures, and to choose just the right moment
for exposure.

Now that we have looked over our plates,

let us look at some of them again from a

different angle, and see how wc should deal

with such subjects when photographing

them. There are all kinds of festivals and
meetings—pageants, flower shows, sports

meetings, and open air shows—where the

cameraman can be busy.

These groups containing so many people

do not need the super eye of a press photo-

grapher to find the pictures, Multiplicity

of detail need not worry the amateur who
learns to look at things in the. right way.
Watch the pattern in. the view-finder. That



Plate LV. The Patterns of the Four Preceding Photographs

still remains the essential way of selecting also that the hurdles play a large part in

a view, ancl is clearly applicable to these giving a consistent sparkle of pattern all

intricate groups. through the picture. Their lines on cither

No. i (Plate LV). The sketch shows that side lead in Lo the picture and give depth
the really important thing here is the spacing and space.

of the two largest spots of light, which are No. 3. Here arc the white spots made by
balanced and given forward movement and Lhc figures and the black shapes of the

direction, by the light road which runs out excavations. As both are necessary parts

of the lower corner. of the subject, it is essential to judge this

No. 2. This is a more equal distribution as black pattern and white pattern on a

of masses of black and white. Note how grey ground, and to sec that they balance,

important the policeman becomes. Cover The group of figures falls into a triangular

him with a piece of white paper to see how shape slightly tilled and just off the centre

the dark masses lip all the weight toward of the picture; this is steadied by the whccl-

tlic top right-hand corner. The composition barrow on one side and the long line on the

needed a dark mass in the lower left-hand other,

to balance it. Of course, it need 110L have No, 4. We have already noted in this

been a policeman, but the picture certainly picture Lhc three foreground groups with

needed a dark figure or object there. Notice thc_long line of spectators as a background.
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Seen like this in diagrammatic form, one

can realise that it is almost an evenly spotted

pattern of small light objects. It is quite

extraordinary how regularly these lights are

distributed. One easily gets the idea that

anything like even spacing should be avoided,

but as a matter of fact, it is difficult to

accomplish, for one is unlikely to have either

equal sized or equally light objects to deal

with

.

This sketch, Plate LVI, shows the drawings

reduced to tiny proportions to show how
these scenes would appear in the view-

finder. Even on so small a scale, there is no

difficulty in seeing the pattern. Each is

well balanced and spaced. Note the character

ot each kind of pattern.

Plate LVT. What would he Seen
on tiie View-finder when Photo-
graphing the Four Preceding Snap-

shots

No. 1 is the simple balance of three light

spots; the two white shirts and the light

road.

No. 2 is practically a balance of darks
against a broken pattern of lights.

No, 3 is a more equal balance of lights and
darks.

No. 4 is equal distribution of light spots

on a dark ground. These would be seen in

the view-finder, not as simple black and
white—but in colour and full of half tones.

One can, however, soon get into the habit
of judging by the pattern—and that is the
essence of picture making. There is no need
for the amateur to try to analyse or to

classify, or study what kind of pattern he
is looking at

; what concerns him is, does
the pattern appear satisfactory in balance
and proportion.

If the colour seen in the view-finder makes
the selection of pattern difficult, get a small
flat piece of blue glass or blue celluloid, and
lay this over the view-finder; the blue
neutralises the colours and allows one to

see the black and white effect.

Many of the brilliant and ground glass

finders show a picture that is less than half

the size of the small illustrations; some are

even smaller than that, so it is obvious that

view-finders as a rule are far too small to

enable one to see what is to be included on
the film. Consequently j the photographer
must cultivate a reasonable "eye" to see

with, or he will be groping in the dark, for

the tiny view-finder is the only "photo-
graphic eye" that he has.

In many respects the metal frame direct

view-finder is better than the ground glass

or brilliant finder. There is no glitter or

reflection to dazzle the image, and the

attention is kept continuously on the actual

scene so that one does not get alternate

glimpses from the finder to nature and back
again. The higher position of the camera,
too, is an advantage, as it gives a more
natural viewpoint. On the other hand, it

is not quite so secure and steady a method
of holding the camera.

The unusual view.—-Under this heading

are included such pictures as show old and
familiar scenes in a new guise and from a

fresh aspect. Novelty is the sauce which
whets the appetite and helps one to enjoy

a familiar dish.

Plate LVII. Here is a splendid example
of novelty of view. Few things are more
familiar than a train leaving a station; in

fact, many of us see this happen almost every

day and it lias become so ordinary that

we have ceased to notice it, either from a

pictorial or any other point of view. Yet
on seeing this picture we get an immediate
thrill. Why does that happen?
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l3 i- A.Tii LVII , Tint Thain
Tliis pLoloErnph shows ail excellent Ircalmcnl of a familiar scene.
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Directional Lines

station, but imagination can carry
one on pleasant journeys without
limit.

Plate LVIIT . Here is an unusual
view of a cricket match. The game
itself is only an incident. It is the
queer-shaped opening through which
the view is seen that is of most
importance. Here again, imagination
is stimulated by the contrast of

opposite material, and curiosity is

piqued by the nature of the building
from which we seem to be gazing.

The window or aperture with its

ornamental iron grill is difficult to

place. It is not severe like a prison,

In this case, it is because of the very but decorative; it has an old-world air, as

completeness of the scene, both from a visual though pari of a castle. So the mind flits

and an aesthetic standpoint. The two small from the cricket match, with the megaphone
diagrams show the essential directional

lines of the print, lines which the eye

instinctively follows. Fig. i shows that

the setting, the station and the signal

are all horizontal and vertical lines

which divide the picture inlo a series

of spaces all admirably proportioned,

Against this formal background come
three or four curves as shown in

Fig. 2. These curves radiate from the

point where the line of the platform

cuts the lower edge of the picture,

They are obviously ascending lines

which carry the eye across and to the

very top of the space. These curves

give the maximum contrast to the

square shapes of the background; they

suggest movement and are in every
way expressive of the subject; they

take you direct from the mechanical
world of to-day up to a whirl of vapour
where vision and imagination can
begin to function. So the picture

becomes something more than a mere
snapshot, Part of our enjoyment is

aesthetic—from the lines and pro-

portions—and part consists in starting

the mind to work and stimulating

imagination. Without imagination it

will be a picture of a train leaving a Plate LVIII. An Unusual View of a Cricket jUatcii
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and silhouettes of near spectators, to the
nature and purpose of the building which
allows such a queer view. Any picture that

has a stimulating faculty is better than one
that is an obvious record, because one can
get more pleasure out of it. Also, it adds
tremendously to photographic interest if one
constantly seeks for new ways and different

outlooks on the ordinary every-day scenes.

The camera study then becomes individual

and out of the ordinary.

In the present search for novelty, the

camera is frequently poinLed up at or down
upon things. For years it was the practice to

hold the camera perfectly level and in that

way the vision of nature became stereo-

typed, Now there is a tendency toward the

other extreme, and pictures arc full of acute

angles, unbalanced, and with distorted per-

spective. There is no need for exaggeration

or distortion ancl there are plenty of legiti-

mate subjects suitable for taking in this

way,

Plate LIX . This view of "Trimming
Sails" is an excellent 'example of looking

upward. It has stability, which is essential

Platjs LIX. Trimming Sails

This photograph was taken with an Agfa Alin.

in so peaceful a setting. So long as the

mast is vertical the spars can be at any

angle. If all tlic lines were sloping and

chaotic, it would give a sense of insecurity
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to those small figures perched so high above
the flecks. There is no need to exaggerate
that. Those tiny figures aloft are the points
of interest which set the scale and give a
sense of immensity to ci small picture.

Plate LX m A and B. The two pictures arc

views of the same subject, but how different

in their effect and appeal! The top one is a
square direct view in which all the lines are

horizontal and vertical. II is an ordinary
snapshot of a well-known scene, In the

lower picture the central portion only lias

been included, and we arc looking down upon
it at an angle which puts the lines on the

slope. Instinctively our minds continue the

downward passage of our vision and we
enter that dark portico to descend still

further. So it is evident that while the one
picture only mildly interests us, the other
really grips the imagination and makes us

feel something. In the 11nusualness of the

point of view, ancl the selection of the right

shapes and forms, we have a means of ex-

pression well worth exploration, This lies

obviously in the general effect of the picture

and is not dependent on the details; for there

arc more figures and more action in tlic upper
view; which should go to show that two or

three figures well spaced are more effective

than a crowd scattered and in movement,

Nature studies.—Attempts at nature

studies usually start with snapshots of pets.

That is a very good way to begin, for pets

are used to us, and as we know their ways
and habits, we can endeavour to secure a

picture that shows their essential charac-

teristics.

Plate LXI, This little picture of two

kittens not only gives an excellent portrait

of each of them, but it conveys their humor-
ous and playful character. Their demeanour
says quite plainly that this snapshot, business

is an interruption of their game and can be

merely an interlude. The ball was added to

the print as an afterthought to balance Lhe

design and give more reason and vitality to

the subject. Cover the ball to see how empty
that corner becomes without it, and how
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Plate LXI. Kittens

This photograph was taken with an Agfa film,

much more playful the picture becomes

with the ball to suggest playfulness.

Plate LX11, This is an excellent figure

study which has an added interest by the

inclusion of the tame mouse and its cage.

It is often advisable to give sitters something
of interest to do when taking portraits. This

is an excellent example of the way that it

may be done. Here is not only a good por-

trait of each boy, but also a well composed
group in which the interest centres on the

mouse.

From photographing pets, one may go
farther afield and make use of the camera
for making records of birds, animals, wild

life, trees, flowers, and so on. One can illus-

trate and make pictorial records for lessons

in botany, entomology, biology or any sub-

ject in which one is particularly interested.

The pictures can also be used in designs for

handicrafts. In fact, there arc no limits to

the manner in which snapshots can be

utilised if care is taken to secure appropriate
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Plate LXIII, A Design for
Embroidery on Decoration

studies and find the way of extracting the

best from them. It is essentia! to have some

direct purpose and keep that in mind all

the time. It should be a personal and

individual matter to keep to the subjects

in which one is interested and to do those

as thoroughly as possible,

Snapshot work generally is particularly

haphazard and promiscuous. Anything and

everything is "snapped,'
1 But one can

specialise without becoming narrow and by
so doing will gain by concentration of effort,

If the aim is scientific, it is necessary to

secure clear, sharp pictures in which

details are clearly shown, If the aim
is pictorial, one is more concerned

with design, spacing and composition,

than with accuracy and detail,

Plata LXIII. A swan with her

cygnets is always an attractive subject,

just as young animals of every kind

are of interest. Swans are elegant

creatures but as they can be dangerous

when anyone approaches too closely

to their young ones, it is well to

approach them with care, With animal
life of every kind the best opportunity

for studies is afforded, by zoos and
circuses, There is usually no difficulty

in getting permission to photograph
in these places.

Plate LXIV. "Water Lilies" is such a
decorative subject that it can be used with
slight adaptation for all sorts of designs
such as book covers, head or tail pieces, end
papers, advertisements, embroidery, etc.

There are scores of such subjects to be found
along the banks of rivers and streams and
by lakes and ponds. Reeds, grasses, meadow-
sweet, willow catkins and other natural
features lend themselves for formal artistic

treatment. Walks will be full of interest and
the camera will be never idle to one concerned
with the decorative aspect of the beauties
of nature.

No. t (Plate LXV). This is a suggestive
sketch of a tree and its shadow. It is nothing
of a subject. The view is taken simply for

its pattern, care being expended on the
balance of lights and darks. It is no more
than a study and it may give the idea that
to take such a picture is merely wasting a
film, But if you succeed in making a well-

balanced pattern, you will have learned a
good deal, and the film will have been use-
fully expended.

No. 2. Here is a group of spring flowers
by the roots of an old tree—primroses, blue-
bells, ox whatever they may be. It is often

useful to take a general view, something
like the sketch, and then make one or two
separate studies of individual plants or

Plate LXIV. Water Lilies
T his photograph was taken with an Agfa OrLlio Isoclirom Siiperpon film.
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groups of flowers, In that way, if the snaps
are to be used for handicraft designs, there

will be ready at hand the necessary data
on which to work. The general view gives

the arrangement and composition; the
u
close-

ups" show details of growth and con-

struction.

No. 3. Two young lambs in a corner of

an orchard make a pleasing picture. Here
again one can follow the same method

—

although too close a view of the lambs is

not required, and an attempt to get one is

likely to disturb them.

For handicraft designs it is useful to have
two or three separate studies. The import-

ant thing is to get a good picture in which
the two lambs arc well grouped, and this

may need using two or three films. The back-

ground is not so difficult to manage. One or

two separate views from different parts of

the orchard can easily be managed.

No. 4. This is a simpler subject to handle

as there are only the geese to think about,

for the background is very simple. When
talcing such a picture, avoid getting the

geese all in similar positions. For study

purposes, the greater the variety of attitude

the more useful they are likely to be. Try
to snap them when some present a back

view and some are facing the camera. See

that they look alert and animated.

When taking photographs of this character,

it is of importance not to leave the birds in

the middle of the picture merely surrounded

by a wide margin. The birds must look as if

they really belong to and form the picture.

Generally, one or more of the birds should

touch- an edge and there should be some
connecting link between the birds and an

edge on the opposite side. Leave enough

space at the bottom of the picture in order

to convey a sense of stability. It will

usually be found necessary to trim such

photographs a good deal as it is not often

that one is so fortunate as to get a perfect

picture rightly set in its space.

, y&& XQtf Plate XLV. Mature Studies
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